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27 June 1967 

The operational requirement for this development program is 
twofold: l) Development of a means for covert delivery and 
recovery of surveillance/reconnaissance equipment and 2 
development of an efficient means of delivery ofE4l] 
The DDP. 
Program progress has been satisfactory to date and it is anti- 
cipated that a limited operational capability will be in hand 
before the end of calendar 1967. 

Currently the surveillance/reconnaissance capability is of 
higher priority than theE;:::::]capabi1ity. Both of these 
capabilities are desired or world-wide contingency purposes. 
The Agency has taken the lead incbvelopment of this type 
system. Obviously the capability is desired as soon as possi- 
ble; however, the current timing of program development is 
entirely satisfactory. 
The estimated operational date for a limited capability is 
prior to the end of calendar 1967. ' 

The program is phased to initially provide a limited animal 
capability. Continued development is expected to increase 
the level of this capability. 
Demonstration of the initial limited capability is scheduled 
during August 1967. Timing for the higher levels of capa- 
bility is not now firm. 
A subsystem of the program which has use in other RD&E pro- 
grams isE::::::]hardware development. , 

Future program integration is expected to be similar to that 
in the past as the program in its entirety is oriented toward 
the development of a true operational capability; not RD&E 
for the sake of RD&E. 

Obviously there are countermeasures which ma be taken against 
both the surveillance/reconnaissance K§]phases of this 
system. Such countermeasures might include but not neces- 
sarily limited to) sonar detection of the presence of the 
animals, explosive interference with the performance of their 
mission and undoubtedly others. The point here though, is 
that there is no existing reliable system to accomplish the 
aforementioned missions. This animal system appears to offer 
considerably more than reliability than any of the existing aw 
systems. fi"W‘fl 
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27 June 1967 

The operational requirement for this development program is 
twofold: 1) Development of a means for covert delivery and 
recovery of surveillance/reconnaissance equipment. and 2) 
development of an efficient means of delivery ofl 

I I ~---

The DDP. 

Program progress has been satisfactory to date and it is anti
cipated that a limited operational capability will be in hand 
before the end of calendar 1967. 

Currently the surveillance/reconnaissance capability is of 
higher priority than thel I capability. Both of these 
capabilities are desired for world-wide contingency purposes. 

The Agency has taken the lead inrevelopment of this type 
system. Obviously the capability is desired as soon as possi
ble; however, the current timing of program development is 
entirely satisfactory. 

The estimated operational date for a limited capability is 
prior to the end of calendar 1967. 

The program is phased to initially provide a limited animal 
capability. Continued development is expected to increase 
the level of this capability. 

Demonstration of the initial limited capability is scheduled 
during August 1967. Timing for the higher levels of capa
bility is not now firm. 

A subsystem of the program which has use in other RD&E pro-
grams isl Ihardware development. 

Future program integration is expected to be similar to that 
in the past as the program in its entirety is oriented toward 
the development of a true operational capability; not RD&E 
for the sake of RD&E. 

Obviously there are countermeasures which rna be taken against 
both the surveillance/reconnaissance phases of this 
system. Such countermeasures might include but not neces
sarily limited to) sonar detection of the presence of the 
animals, explosive interference with the performance of their 
mission and undoubtedly others. The point here though, is 
that there is no existing reliable system to accomplish the 
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considerably more ~ reliability than any of the existing 
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. In accomplishing the surveillance/reconnaissance mission 
submarines, aircraft and swimmers can all play a part. A 
[(+6I]might include a surface or submarine vessel or pOSSl y an aircraft) and swimmers. Again it should be 
noted that reliability of a swimmer system is relatively low. 

Other collection means are not being rejected. However, they 
are in need of improvement. 

Not applicable. 
There are no parallel backup or redundant animal programs. 

Reduction of funding can be expected to result in delay in 
successful attainment of each level of capability. 

There are no specific targets programmed for the animal capa- 
bility at this time. However, the boat in use in the RD&E 
program does have operational usefulness should it be desired 
and the potential user is now familiarizing personnel in the 
capabilities of this program. 
As currently envisioned an operational programfas it is 
expected to be demonstrated in August,would cost in the 
neighborhood of $200,000 a year to maintain. This would 
include personnel salaries, equipment expenses, training, a 
prorated share of the costs of the Key West operational base. 

There are risks in an operational program of this nature such 
as animal health problems and less than 100% system reliability 
It is felt, however, that these risks are far less than those 
inherent in any man-swimmer program. 
These animals are found in nearly all the oceans and seas. 
Hence, there are no geographic limitations other than those 
which would also limit swimmer operations. 

Operational limitations are far fewer than those in Z 
swimmer 

system. On the other hand, policy considerations " playiag 
a major role in operational activity. 

Security problems of an animal system will be far fewer than 
those of existing swimmer systems. 

Processing will depend on the nature of the information col- 
lected.
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3a. In accomplishing the surveillance/reconnaissance mission 
submarines, aircraft and swimmers can all playa part. A 

~ I might include a surface or submarine vessel 
Cor poss1bly an aircraft) and swimmers. Again it should be 
noted that reliability of a swimmer system is relatively low. 

3b. Other collection means are not being rejected. However, they 
are in need of improvement. 

3c. 

3d. 

3e. 

4a. 

4b. 

4c. 

4d. 

4e. 

4f. 

Not applicable. 

There are no parallel backup or redundant animal programs. 

Reduction of funding can be expected to result in delay in 
successful attainment of each level of capability. 

There are no specific targets programmed for the animal capa
bility at this time. However, the boat in use in the RD&E 
program does have operational usefulness should it be desired 
and the potential user is now familiarizing personnel in the 
capabilities of this program. 

As currently envisioned an operational program/as it is 
expected to be demonstrated in Augus~would cost in the 
neighborhood of $200,000 a year to maintain. This would 
include personnel salaries, equipment. expenses, training, a 
prorated share of the costs of the Key West operational base. 

There are risks in an operational program of this nature such 
as animal health problems and less than 100% system reliability. 
It is felt, however, that these risks are far less than those 
inherent in any man-swimmer program. 

These a~limals are found in nearly all the oceans and seas. 
Hence, there are no geographic limitations other than those 
which would also limit swimmer operations. 

Operational limitations are far fewer than tho$e i~ ~ swimmer 
system. On the other hand, policy considerations ~ play:i;;ag 
a major role in operational activity. 

Security problems of an animal system will be far fewer than 
those of existing swimmer systems. 
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4h. Processing will depend on the nature of the information col
lected. 
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Any analytical requirements again will depend on the type of 
information collected. 
The animal system cannot be necessarily looked at as replacing 
existing collection programs. In many cases collection 
through the use of animals cannot be satisfactorily accom- 
plished through other means. On the other hand, there is 
no intention to create unnecessary redundant capabilities. 
Therefore, all existing systems will have to be reevaluated 
as the animal system proves satisfactory. 
Coordination between the RD&E programmers and the eventual 
operators has been complete in every detail. The eventual 
operators are providing material and operational assistance 
in all aspects of the program. 
Coordination with intelligence producers has been accomplished 
throughout the RD&E aspects of this program. 
The coordinating mechanism within the DDP has been the Mari- 
time Branch of SOD. Coordination within the DDS&T has been 
accomplished in-house. 
Program evaluation in the past has been a dual function of 
the RD&E programmers of the DDS&T and of MB/SOD-of the DDP. 
This evaluation on the part of MB/SOD has been to assist the 
program in the context of a swimmer program. 
Future evaluation will continue as in the past.
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4i. Any analytical requirements again will depend on the type of 
information collected. 

4j. The animal system cannot be necessarily looked at as replacing 
existing collection programs. In many cases collection 
through the use of animals cannot be satisfactorily accom
plished through other means. On the other hand, there is 
no intention to create unnecessary redundant capabilities. 
Therefore, all existing systems will have to be reevaluated 
as the animal system proves satisfactory. 

5a. Coordination between the RD&E programmers and the eventual 
operators has been complete in every detail. The eventual 
operators are providing material and operational assistance 
in all aspects of the program. 

5c. Coordination with intelligence producers has been accomplished 
throughout the RD&E aspects of this program. 

5d. The coordinating mechanism within the DDP has been the Mari
time Branch of SOD. Coordination within the DDS&T has been 
accomplished in-house. 

6a. Program evaluation in the past has been a dual function of 
the RD&E programmers of the DDS&T and of MB/SOD·of the DDP. 
This evaluation on the part of MB/SOD has been to assist the 
program in the context of a swimmer program. 

6b. Future evaluation will continue as in the past. 
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3 August 1976 

GENERAL 7

_ 

.l. Work on this project has, to date, demonstrated I 

the following: I 

A. Birds are capable of being trained to 
perform an operational useful task 
carrying an adequate payload. 

B. Training can insert a specified "detour" 
leg into the birds’ usual homing behavior. 

C. The ability to translate the above behavior 
from a training location to a distant 
operational target area seems likely. 

Therefore, the work proposed here is directed at increasing 
our understanding of the processes and best methods in- 
volved in A and B above. We further propose to devise 
methods, test, and if possible, demonstrate the behavior 

, - 
'

. 

described in C, above. 
CONDITIONS OF TRAINING 

l. The prime condition of training will be that,,
x 

- once a training cycle (see below) has started, the sequence 
and methods will remain as constant as field conditions 
permit. The_decision to change sequence or methods may 
be made between training cycles upon the mutual agreement ' 
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3 lmgus·t 1976 

1. Work on this project has, to date, demonstrated 

the following: 

A. Birds are capable of being trained to 

perform an operational usef~l task 

carrying an adequate payload. 

B. .Training can insert a specified "detour" 

leg into the birds' usual homing behavior. 

C. The ability to translate the above behavior 

from a training location to a distant 

operationa~ target area seems likely. 

. 3.3(h)(2) 

Therefore, the work proposed here is directed at increasing 

our understanding of the processes and best methods in-

volved in A and B above. We further propose to d~vise 

methods, test, and if possible, demonstrate the behavior 

de~cribed in C, above. 

CONDITIONS OF TRAINING 

1. The prime condition of training will be that, 

once a training cycle (see below) has started, the sequence 

and methods will remain as constant as field conditions 

permit. The. decision to change sequence or methods may 

be made between training cycles upon the mutual agreement 

~ 
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A /"5 
of Contractor and Sponsor's representative if results 
call for such changes. This condition is made not to 
restrict the freedom of methodological choice, but to . __ 

ensure that data obtained during a given cycle of training 

will not be clouded by contaminating variations in procedures 
2. Data will be kept in written, systematic form 

on each bird and each training session and test. The 

actual data to be so recorded will be determined by mutual 
agreement of Contractor and Sponsor's representative but 
will include, as a minimum, that specified in the work 
statement. All data so gathered will be provided to 
Sponsor at the completion of the project and is made a

_ 

deliverable item. 
3. Insofar as conditions permit, clandestinity will, 

be observed in all operations conducted in public view. 
it is, of course, impossible to meet this requirement in 

many of the training.operations which will not take place 
in the actual clandestine operational mission but as a 

minimum, all training operations which have counterparts 
in the actual mission will be conducted under conditions 
of clandestinity. _, ' 

4. Movement of the birds from the training base to 
the simulated operational sites (see below) will be by 
means of whateveri ‘mechanisms are decided 
upon. Details of site selection of these simulated 
operational sites will be at the mutual agreement of Contractor

2 
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of Contractor and Sponsor's 'representative if results 

call for such changes. This condition is made not to 

restrict the freedom of methodological choice, but to 
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will not be clouded by contaminating variations in procedures. 

2. Data will be kept in written, systematic form 
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Sponsor at the completion of the project and is made a 
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be observed in all operations conducted in public view. 

it is, of course, impossible to meet this requirement in 

many of the training, operations which will not take place 

in the actual clandestine operational mission but as a 

minimum, all training operations which have counterparts 
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of clandestinity. 

4. Movement of the birds from the training base to 

the simulated operational sites (see below) will be by 

means of whateverLI ___________ lmechanisms are decided 

upon. Details of site selection of these simulated 

operational sites will be at the mutual agreement of Contractor 

~ 
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and Sponsor's representative. It is understood that 
these sites will be progressively farther removed from 
the training base site; the last such site being in the 
Washington, D.C. area. 

5. A large pool (approximately 100) birds will form 
the initial population from which trained birds will be 
drawn. These birds will first be given an "aptitude" test" 

for search—and-find behavior. Those 
well will be assigned to training as 
whose function is to lead in finding 
Other birds will be trained to carry 
full mission sequence. At any stage 
individual birds show behavior which 

which do particularly 
"specialist" birds " 
the target (see below) 
a payload through the 
of training, as 

is inappropriate or 
detrimental such birds will be eliminated from the training 
Through this process of retention of only the best field 
performers it is expected that the final pool of trained 
birds will be composed of about eight in each of the two 
categories to be described below. The best of these will 
be selected for performance in the last cycle which 
simulates, in the Washington, D.C. area, the full opera- 
tional mission. 

6. In all training flights the full—mission birds 
will always carry a simulated payload package whose 
weight and configuration will be that of the real payload. 
The "specialist" birds will not be so burdened since they 
will not be required to perform payloadecarrying duty in 
the operational mission. 

A 

- 

- 3 . 
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and Sponsor's representative. It is understood that 

these sit~s will be progressively farther removed from 

the training base site; the last such site being in the 

Washington, D.C. area. 

5. A large pool (approximately 100) birds will form 

the initial population from which trained birds will be 

drawn. These birds will first be given an "aptitude" test 

for search-and-find behavior. Those which do pa~ticularly 

well will be assigned to training as "specialist" birds 

whose function is to lead in finding the target (see below). 

Other birds will be trained to carry a payload through the 

full mission sequence. At any stage of trainingi as 

individual birds show behavior which is inappropriate or 

detrimental such birds will be eliminated from the training. 

Through this process of retention of only the best field 

performers it is expected that the final pool of trained 

birds will be composed of about eight in each of the two 

categories to be described below. The best of these will 

be selected for performance in the last cycle which 

simulates, in the Washington, D.C. area, the full opera-

tional mission. 

6. In all training flights the full-mission birds 

will always carry a simulated payload package whose. 

weight and configuratipn will be that of the real payload. 

The "speoialist" birds will not be so burdened since they 

will not be required to perform payload-carrying duty in 

the operational mission. 
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‘TRAINING PROTOCOL 

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS . 

l. The task to be performed by the birds is, from 
the behavioral standpoint, composed of two essentially 
different kinds of acts. -The first part of the sequence 
consists of a kind of search-and—find behavior over the 
relatively short distance of two miles. No burden is 
placed on the birds‘ homing abilities by this task since 
the target location is novel for both training trials and 
the operational mission. The common factors for all 
training trials and the operational mission are to be found 
in the shape of the target and its bearing from the release 
point. If the release point is designated "A" and the target 
is designated "B" this first part of the total behavior to 
be trained can be referred to as the "A—B“ portion. . 

2. The second portion of the total task calls heavily 
upon the birds‘ homing abilities.’ Having found the target 
they must then abandon their search—and—find behavior and, 
using their homing skills, fly approximately thirty miles 
in a designated direction to the location at which they 
will be retrieved. If the final retrieval location is 
designated as "C", the second part of the sequence can be 
designated as the "B—C" portion.

4 
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TRAINING PROTOCOL 

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS 
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consists of a kind of search-and-find behavior over the 
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upon the birds' homing abilities. Having found the target 

they must then abandon their search-and-find behavior and, 

using their homing skills, fly approximately thirty miles 
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will. be retrieved. If the final retrieval location is 

designated as "C", the second part of the sequence can be 

designated as the "B-C" portion. 
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OVERVIEW OF TRAINING PROTOCOL 
l.' The protocol described in detail below cpntains 

the following essential elements: 

A. The training of two kinds of birds: 

(l) "Specialist" birds that will be 
1 intensively trained solely in A-B 

behavior. I 

(2) "Full Mission" birds that will be 
' trained in both A-B and B—C behavior- 

B. The systematic movement of performance 
testing sites from one geographical location 

to another will be incorporated into the train-
» 

ing procedures. The final operational mission 

would then be just one more repetition of the 

behaviors they have been doing all along. 

This will improve reliability and provide a 
¢Ld(i\Ah §oL'l\.u(Ll\9 Gm ¢L|l;,{i\/14$ 

basis for Qaniieeeéég the probability of I 

success for a given mission. 

TRAINING OF "SPECIALIST" OR A-B BIRDS . 

l. The "Specialist" or A-B birds will be used in both 

training and the operational mission to increase the 

reliability of the A-B portion of the mission. These birds 

will be allowed out of the loft only to practice search- 

and—find behavior on a fixed bearing. They will receive 
food only at the target, whose location will be changed for 
each trial. Their sole experience in free flight will be‘ 
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each trial. Their sole experience in free flight will be 
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restricted to exhibiting A-5 behavior; thus the designation 
"Specialists".' In training, they will be retrieved at

/ either the target or back at the release point, "A", to 
which, (it has been found) they will often return. In the 
operational mission the specialist birds will not carry 
payloads and thus are expendable after having performed 
their function of acting as leaders of the search—and— 
find portion of the mission. They are also used in 
helping to train A—B-C birds as indicated below. 
TRAINING OF FULL-MISSION (A—B-C) BIRDS 

l. The operational requirement for the A—B—C birds 
is that, they are to be transported to an actual target 
location to perform their mission in a setting with which 
they have only limited familiarity. The training protocol 
is designed to replicate the combined training and mission 
profile sequence several times over. This procedure has the 
double advantage of preparing the birds to perform in an 

. - O‘()'%6L\,v\ +6\Q 3i?“-'ii‘${¢c.S \"’L\%(’\ V/3/\.a(_\v‘\ +0 
operational setting and also allows us tofimake an estimate 
of the expected reliability with which the mission will be 
performed. 

2. Several sites will be used. One, the base site, 
will be the main training site. Other sites, which can be 
at any location logistically permissable, will comprise’, 
a series of simulated operational sites to which the birds 
will be sequentially transferred for testing of the opera- 
tional behavior. vIn the actual operational scenario the 

,6
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restricted to exhibiting A-B'behavior; thus the designation 

"Specialists".' In training, they will be retrieved at 

either the target or back at the release point, "A", to 

which, (it has been found) they will often return. In the 

operational mission the specialist birds will not carry 

payloads and thus are expendable after having performed 

their function of acting as leaders of the search-and-

nind portion of the mission. They are also used in 

helping to train A-B-C birds as indicated below. 

TRAINING OF FULL-MISSION (A-B-C) BIRDS 

1. The operational requirement for the A-B-C birds 

is that, they are io be transported to an actual target 

location to perform their mission in a setting with which 

they have only limited familiarity. The training protocol 

is designed to replicate the combined training an~ mission 

profile sequence several times over. This proced~re has the 

double advantage of preparing the birds to perform in an 
oh-ta.~", ~ "S-t-';L1t"'>tL'-S .. ""dh VVlAI<...-11 tv 

operational setting and also allows us toAmake an estimate 

of the expected reliability with which the mission will be 

performed. 

2. Several sites will be used. One, the base site, 

will be the main training site. Other sites, which can be 

at any location logistically permissable, will comprise 

a series of simulated operational sites to which the birds 

will be sequentially transferred for testing of the opera-

tional behavior. In the actual operational scenario the 
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true operational site would Kto the birds) be merely one more 

of the same kind of training experiences they have become 
. » 

accustomed to. This sequential training protocol permits 
9’ 9/ 

the replication of the "training/mission sequence" through 

as many cycles as time and resources permit. Detailed 

performance records will be kept so that improvement can 

be measured quantitatively. Reliability can then be 

predicted for any "next cycle" including the operational 

one. - 

_ 

3. Appendix I shows graphically the sequence of 

events to which the birds will be subjected. Note that 

the "specialist" birds will be introduced and removed to 

reinforce A-B behavior at appropriate points in the cycle. 

At all other times, the A-B birds‘ training continues 

uninterrupted. A 

4. A mobile loft (possibly a trailer) will be out- 

fitted to serve as a portable "home", although several 

buildings may prove better, the distance from release to 
‘J 

both the base site and the mobile sites will be identical 

to that to be used at the real operational location while ’ 

all other aspects except an air conditioner entry port will 

be changed as much as possible to accustom the birds to ' 

change in all other aspects of the simulated "C" location. 

7 . 
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RATE OF TRAINING 
l. In animal training the time involved generally 

. 

/
_ 

takes a subservient role to the number of training trials 
administered. The more complex the behavior and the higher 

. . 

the required level of experience, the more trials are 
necessary to achieve success. This principle is as true 
in human as in animal learnings; it takes more practice 
to play Tchaikowski's "4th Piano Concerto" than 
"Chopsticks". In general, simple behaviors can be learned. 

by animals such as the pigeon in about 25 trials if 

conditions are as optimal as one finds in a laboratory._ 
In the field where many factors cannot be controlled this 
number should be at least doubled. 

2. If one extrapolates to the operational setting 
and tasks involved here, it is probably reasonable to 
assume AB behavior can be trained in some pigeons to a-

/ 

criterion of twenty consecutive perfect trials in about 
fifty sessions. BC behavior can probably be trained_ 
in about fifty trials and combined AB—BC behavior in 
about thirty additional trials. This is equivalent to 
a total of eighty trials since AB and BC training goes 
on simultaneously. Assuming 3.5 trials per bird per 
week, this means the training program takes about 23 weeks 
or approximately six months. »Losses of birds or personnel 
could easily extend this to nine months. It should be 
both apparent and understood that this time requirement 
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is a system constraint imposed by the limits of the 
biological organism chosen: the pigeon. Human desires 
or demands will not be influential in reducing it. 
WORK STATEMENT 

l. Acquire and train according to the methods and 
procedures described herein, at least fifteen package- 
qualified birds to exhibit the behavior described below. 
Performance of the birds is to be at the highest level 
possible under the constraints of available time and u 

IQSOUICGS. '

. 

Behavior To Be Exhibited: Birds will, upon release 
fly to a designated location at least‘two miles 
distant on'a bearing to be designated prior to 
initiation of training (A to B). Birds will then 
continue, flying at least thirty miles on another 
designated bearing to a retrieval location, (B to C). 
Conditions For Behavior: » 

'

_ 

(l) The bearings of the A to B and B to C 

legs of the flight path are to form an 
acute angle not to exceed degrees. 

(2) The birds will not have had more than _m_
_ 

days of experience with the location of 
the final (test) retrieval location. This 
experience may include not more than 
homing practice flights under simulated 
clandestine conditions. 

Q .1 
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(3) Full—mission birds are to perform 
the ABC behavior carying _¢* gm. 

payloads. 
2. Conduct a final test and demonstration of the 

behavior described above in the Washington, D.C. area 
under conditions to be specified prior to initiation of 
training. 

3. Supply to Sponsor documentation including: 
A. Training procedures. 
B. Data on reliability of performance. 
C. Environmental conditions for all training/ 

test sessions. 
D. Times of flight for each bird on each leg 

for all training/test flights and description 
of their departure/arrival behavior.. 

E. Weights and deprivation level for each birds 
for each training/test flight. 

‘-4. Maintain surveillance and search, as appropriate, 
for the bird and package lost during the last demonstration 
of the project phase now completed. 

l0 
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0 0 W 
ORD 1228-76 

4 JUN 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chairman, TACANA/TCT 

SUBJECT ' 

: 25 June 1976 TACANA Test Demonstration 

REFERENCE : DDO/SED Memo 7 May 1976, Title SE Comments 
on TACANA and OTS/SDB Memo 154-76 
TACANA Program. 

1. In response to OTS/SDB memo 154-76 issued by the 
TACANA/TCT Chairman, the TACANA program test to be com- 
pleted on 25 June will exercise the following Avian 
capabilities: ' 

a. Clandestine acclimatization. - 

b. A-B4C flight behavior with search from A to B 
and clandestine release at A. '

; 

Two other program tasks will be accomplished subsequent to 
the test to be completed on 25 June. These tasks involve 
investigating several retention times for the A-B-C be- 
havior and the impact of a major location change (2500 miles) 
on operational behavior. 

2. The procedures listed below will be followed in 
preparation for the 25 June test. _ 

a., Present Avian training of A—B-C flight behavior, 
including clandestine release at A and search behavior at 
A for B, will continue. The training will include clan- 
destine release at point A, which will be located two to 
three miles from target B, search-oriented flight to target 
B (in a direction that is opposite from the return flight 
to the home loft) landing on the target and obtaining/pic- 
tures of the target and the target area, and, finall 
returning S0 miles to the home loft located in[:::::%i:j 
Oklahoma. " 

b. On approximatel '28 Ma 1976, a collateral effort 
will be undertaken in[XT*X1Oklahoma, to determine if 
the Avian assets can be acc imatized to a new geographical 
location on a clandestine basis. To accomplish this task, 

CLBY
, 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Chairman, TACANA/TCT 

SUBJECT 25 June 1976 TACANA Test Demonstration 

REFERENCE DDO/SED Memo 7 May 1976, Title SEComments 
on TACANA and OTS/SDB Memo 154-76 
TACANA P.rogram. 

1. In response to OTS/SDB memo 154-76 issued by the 
TACANA/TCT Chairman, the' TACANA program test to be com
pleted on 25 June will exercise the following Avian 
capabilities: 

a. Clandestine acclimatization. 

b. A-B~C flight behavior with search from A to B 
and clandestine release at A. 

Two other program tasks will be accomplished subsequent to 
the test to be completed on 25 June. These tasks involve 
investi~ating several retention times for the A-B-C be
havior and the impact of a major location change (2500 miles) 
on operational behavior. 

2. The procedures listed below will be followed in 
preparation for the 25 Jun~ test. 

3.3(h)(2) 

6.2(d) 

a .. Present Avian training of A-B-C flight behavior, 
including clandestine release at A and search behavior at 
A for B, will continue. The training will include clan
destine release at point A, which will be located two to 
three miles from target B, search-or'ien,ted flight to target 
B (in a direction that is opposite from the return flight 
to the horne 10ft) landing on the target and obtaining~pic
tures of the target and the target area, and, finally. 
returning 50 miles t6 the horne 10ft located inl 
Oklahoma. ~------~ 

b. On approximatelY'28 May 1976,'a collateral effort 
will be undertaken inl ~klahoma, to determine if 
the Avian assets can be acclImatized to a new geographical 
location on a clandestine basis. To accomplish this task, 
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» approximately ten additional birds will be moved from the 
California to the Oklahoma training area 

via airtreight. These birds will be based in a simulated 
second-story loft and their only view of the outside world 
will be provided through screens mounted in the housing of 
an air conditioner. These birds‘will be acclimatized in the 
field. These procedures will include exercise releases and 
return to the home loft through the air conditioner until 
homing training is started. During homing training, the 
initial release distance will be at least one mile. However, 

< at least one or two birds will be taken from the home loft 
after acclimatization and transported to a distance of 
50 miles for their first release. Even though the birds 
are not expected to be able to perform such a task, it 
will be important to demonstrate the extent to which such 
an initial homing release is feasible. "

. 

3. The results of the acclimatization procedures and the 
operational A-B-C behavior (including Avian camera photographs 
of the target area) will be demonstrated ZS June 1976. This 
demonstration will be arranged to enable the NIO/SA and any 
other designated visitors to observe the test from_th€ various 
A-B-C positions. _- 

4. On the assumption that the 25 June test will be success- 
ful, a new training/test site will be repared for the birds 
b the end of June ( 'bl C l f [:::j possi y a i ornia). 
E:%::::::pnd the COTR will trave to to make a final 
determination of theflafiibrea in er1m est site. The 
birds will be transporte to t 1S new test site "black," ac- 
climatized and trained to "home" by clandestine means, and . 

tested on A-B-C behavior against a simulated target. Upon 
satifactory performance of this task, a short period of rein- 
forced target training will be accomplished to strengthen the 
"flight-to—target" behavior prior to moving the birds to 
Washington, DC. The move to Washington will be completed during 
the first week of August. ,

V 

5. We agree that the test procedure described in the 
TCT Chairman's memorandum can possibly provide a number of 
preliminary answers to questions regarding the retention 
time of the target search behavior. Therefore, the_following 
test schedule will be adopted for activities following arrival 
in Washington, DC. . 

E . WET 
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Cumulative

p 

‘Activities 'Weeks""'Weeks' 
a. Clandestine acclimatization 4 4 

b. A-B-C flight test Kit #1 1 5 

c. General bird maintenance 2 7 

d. Flight test Kit #2 l 48 

e._ General bird maintenance 2 10 

f. Flight test Kit_#3 l ll 

Completion of the Washington.fu11<scale.test in this manner 
should enable us to develop some preliminary information on 
the impact that varying time lapse between training and per- 
formance can have on performance of the A-B-C task. 

/'1 

' Donald Reiser 
Acting Director of Research and Development

p

. 

E3 fire‘! 
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Completion of the Washington .full-scale test in this manner 
should enable us to develop some preliminary information on 
the impact that varying time lapse between training and per
formance can have on performance of, the A-B-C task. 

I 
~--~'~D-o-n-a~l~d~R~e-1~'s-e-r----------~ 

Acting Director of Research and Development 
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ABSTRACT 

The Office of Research and Development with support 

from the Office of Technical Service and the National Photographic 

Interpretation Center has demonstrated the ability of homing 

pigeons to carry a small l6mm camera capable of obtaining 

high-resolution photography from-over-flights.‘ Furthermore, 

homing-pigeons»have-successfully been taught;to_relocate to 

a new home. -It is,_therefore,_feasib1e to=relocate homing 

pigeong wfor»subsequent’use,to:A 

obtainutimelybphotography-of-denied=areas.: The effort 

described here provides a program for the selection of 

birds, performance documentation, user training and involvement, 

and the demonstration of a simulated mission in the_Washington,. 
\ ' '>' 

‘ ‘** > ‘---=~‘-'-vs‘-,~:»--.-.~.‘.-,»_.-__>~,,,,_ ..,“._,‘d_>,(,,.,,,_;_,.+.~.. 'A4fl‘ .. 

. 1, 

D.C., area in¢April_of 1977. iaQunnéinunflflfl-'““'“IIHuunwD ‘ V. 

‘ 
0 PROGRAM OUTLINE 

It is well known that homing pigeons will fly many 

hundreds of miles, often under adverse weather conditions, 

to return to their home lofts. Recent research by ORD has 

demonstrated the homing pigeon's ability to carry a sophis- 

ticated l6mm camera capable of taking high—resolution 

oblique photography. The purpose of the effort described - 

here is to provide a scientific program for: 

~a. Selection of high—quality pigeons; 

b. Training and documentation; 

c. Testing of performance and flight path prediction 

accuracy; - 

' ' 
'-T" if :1 -1.»-" 
.*.-- ._\.|»--g 

--.21: Z --. ,v 
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ABSTRACT 

The Of~ice of Research and Development with support 

from the Office of Technical Service and the National Photographic 

Interpretation Center has demonstrated the ability of homing 

pigeons to carry a small 16mm camera· capable of obtaining 

high-resolution photography' from over-flights. Fur:tJ::l:~r~ore, 

horning.-pigeonshave· successfully been taughtc to. reloc.ate t,o 

a l"!-.e.w l1o~e. It is,.therefore,. feasible to··relocate·homing 

pigeonJ ifo~ .. subSequent use,~o, 

obtain .. timely. photography of· denied-' areas., The effort 

described here provides a program for the selection of 

birds, performance documentation, user training and involvement, 

and the demonstration of a simulated. mission in the Washington, -
D. C., area in·:' April of 197i . 

• 

PROGRAM OUTLINE 

It is' well known that homing pigeons will fly many 

hundreds of miles, often under adverse weather conditions, 

to return to their home lofts. Recent research by ORD has 

demonstrated the homing pigeon's ability to carry a sophis-

ticated l6mm camera capable of taking high-resolution 

oblique photography. The purpose of the effort described 

here is to provide a scientific program for: 

. a. Selection of high-quality pigeons; 

b. Training and documentation; 

c. Testing of performance and flight path prediction 
... 

accuracy; 
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. d. Involvement and training of potential user; 

e. Simulated missions in the Washington, D.C., area. V 

As seen in Figure l, suppliers will provide birds to 

be se t to the OTS facilit These n ,4
4 

will be high4quality birds selected for homing and weight- 

carrying ability.‘ egtensive trainingmand_ 

-involvement and evaluationr Selected birds will then be 
,~ - ~ .¢ e..<¢.¢4 

by the user to_Washington,hD.C., to undergo 

simulated“missionatestsoprior to being taken to operational 
_ _ _ V_. , . ,__1,-.,-_-.- > ,,_- -. .1‘-.._e.,-.‘;. . 1-1,-.__,»--_>_.. Q5‘--.514 _-~~- .-,- -¢..~,. R,-'_|‘lTAlJ'_4~|'~ .-;;~:. <- '-._»-=.\;' . ,~_-_-,___,.=,__,v-P, ,,;,-,1; ;.,_ ‘ff-','I’gv"I~t'>'IU'v - »-,-‘=;,_4 L , 

- _ _- ,, 

sites. It is also seen in Figure l that a testoat Anchorage, 41% l 

Alaska, is :lanned§in.order to measure changes in performance 

that may occur in transport to extreme northern latitudes, '0 

-(i.e., the Soviet Uni9nL, 
As seen in Figure 2, there are three basic suppliers 

with controlled lofts in‘ 

The suppliers will obtain birds from various locations from 

Florida to Alaska, and some relocation testing will be 

conducted by trading birds between the controlled lofts 

prior to shipment‘ ‘Figure-3 shows the scale 

of milei ‘Overflight accuracy tests, 

will be conducted~using small DF transmitters on the birds 

and DF receivers located at various points along the flight 

path home. A light aircraft will.also be fitted with a DF - 

. f'r[‘_¢-9 \. M. 
" '»:‘§," If ~ ..'..*_;{.=’_‘ T‘ 

.._‘

/ 
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involvement and evaluation~ Selected birds will then be 
e 412 "Cir 

IbY the user to ,Wgshing.t.on".p. C.:., to undergo 
; it' 

simulated" mission;,: tests"" prior to being taken to operational 
. & 

sites. It is also seen in Figure 1 that at~st_at,Al1chorage, - ... 
Alaska, is ~lanned, in_ order, to measure changes in performance 

that may occur in transport to extreme northern.,.lati1;.udes, 

(i. e., the Soviet_ ~ni.<2~)_! 

As seen in Figure 2, there are three basic suppliers 

with controlled lofts inl 
~--------------------------------~ 

The suppliers will obtain birds from various locations from 

Florida to Alaska, and some relocation testing will be 

conducted by trading birds between the controlled lofts 

prior to ShiPment! 

of mile~ 

! Figure 3 shows the scale 

Overflight accuracy tests 
~--------------------~ 

will be,conduqte~ using small DF transmitters on the birds 

and DF receivers located at various points along the flight 

path home. A light aircraft will also be fitted with a DF ' 
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receiver to assist in flight path measurements. Bird- 

carried cameras will also be used to establish flight paths 

in some cases. Figure 4 shows the loft location[1 
communication for coordinating the field tests. - 

A command post on top of the lab tower will provide 

Table l shows the expected transitional quarter costs 

($108,000), and Table 2 shows the expected costs for FY—77 

as $135,000 of whichfl$70,000 is for ORD and $6§,000His;)g?€ 
OTS. Neither office has currently budgeted for these FY—77 

-costs.f - A

'

. 

OTS SUPPORT 

During the T.Q. two basic activities will take place: 

($3,000)““and basic training for handlers will take 

Iplace inL4444444444444} For FY—77, the first birds will g 

arrivefilin early October and will continue to, 
arrive through February 1977. E::::::::::::]will provide 

A pigeon loft andlfacilities will be constructed 

feeding and exercising of the birds twice daily on a seven+_ 

day—a—week basis plus howl}: §}i:ht$training-at least three
' 

times a week. Complete records will also be kept. It is , 

felt that the number of birds at an one time could be as 
4 

_ 

H _ y 
_ 

. -‘I. 

large as 100, and that’two _fill—time)handlers will be required“ 
‘" ..‘;_, 

_ 
..-,...v. . - -7-. .. 

" 

.-__\_,_,,, __. , _. _- ._ ._,, ... A ._ 1, ._ 

to perform this service\End"to~as§ist in flight path accuracy 

tests to measure performance. _The—77 ss, 
including'the salary for two hired handlers, is estimated at 

$25,000.». 
' 

_ 
,- 

»~ ,.~ 
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~lJ \ 
receiver to assist in flight path measurements. Bird-

carried cameras will also be used to establish flight paths 

in 'some cases. Figure 4 shows the loft location I 

~-------" 

A command post on top of the lab tower will provide 

coramunication for coordinating the field tests. 

Table 1 shows the expected transitional quarter costs 

($108,000), and Table 2 shows the expected costs for FY-77 

as $135,000 of which 1$70,000 is for ORD and $65,000 is for. 

OTS. Neither office has curren~ly budgeted for these FY-77 
• 

·costs. 
". 

OTS SUPPORT 

During theT.Q. two basic activities will take place: 

A pigeon loft ,an~J facilities will be constructed I 
~. :.)J ~----~ 

1($3,bOO)~ and basic' training for handlers will ta~e 
~. -p-l-a-c-e~inl For FY-77, the fi-rst birds will 

arrive I I in ea,rly October and will continue 

arr i ve ~t-h-r-o-u-g-h-F-e-b-r-u-a-r-y 1977. I I wi 11 provide 

to. 

feeding and exercising of the birds twice daily on
a
! seven

day-a-week basis plus homing flight tre2-ning'at least three' -times a week. Complete records 'ivill also be kept. It is 
I' 

,\t" 
,,;1/' 

felt that the number of birds at anyone time could be as q.," 
~ sa /J 

large as 100, and that'-two Iull-t:Gne handlers will be required"} __ ---_IIlI_' -- . 
f th ' , ~ d t _/t' fl' h th to per orm lS serVlce an - o-aSS1S ln 19 t pa accuracy 

tests to measure performance. T~~------~~Y-77 cost:: 

in.cluding'the salary for two hired handlers, is estimated at. 

$25,000. -
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TABLE ]

' 

ORD T.Q. CONTRACT COSTS 

CONTRACTOR
A 

“ 

i 

ITEM 
! 

sue 
; 

COST $5 TOTAL 
RUNNING 
TOTAL 

1 . 

‘ ‘ 

v . 

1
! 

Materials & Supplies '

§ 

’(Biru Lofts/Training) P S00
; 

Purchase of Birds 
; .

! 

._. 

......-..._c.. 3,000
; 

Aircraft Rental $15/hr 
(100 hrs.) 

Labor 
Travel 

5 1,500 : 

i 
_3,000 

; 
2,000 

_ 
10,000 

i

2 

.

i 

10,000 

. 

' ‘

\ 

. 1 

5 Cameras at $2,000 each 1-10,000 r 

Purchase of Birds 
Labor and Repair 
Travel and Field Support

Q 

' 

2 

3,000 Z 

§ 7,000 s 

5,000
1 

I 5 

25,000

1

i 

35,000
‘ 

1‘
\ 

‘
| 

4 DF Receivers at 
Eight l+gr. Transmitters at 5 . 

$50 each 
Three 6egr. Transmitters at 
$65 each 

Commo Equipment for Field ; 

Tests 
Refit of Aircraft 
Labor A 

Travel 

-,.-__. 

$825 each 1 3,300 . 

._~ 

~_ 

-__.-.....,._... 

..-~...._. 

400 

, 

f 200 "

Z 

z
1 3,000 

-~ " 1,600 3 

§ 4,500
_ 

16,000 
} 

3,000 r 

i
.

E 
1 
I

1 

51,000 

(continued) 1 

~ flfwgrji Q 

-I 
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TABLE ] 

ORD T.Q. CONTRACT COSTS 

CONTRACTOR 

Materials & Supplies 
(Biru Lofts/Training) 

Purchase of Birds 

Aircraft Rental $15/hr 
(100 hrs.) 

Labor 

ITEM SUB 
COST $: TOTAL 

500 

3,000 

I 
1 

RUNNING 
TOTAL 

Travel 

1,500 

3,000 

2,000 10,000 10,000 

5 Cameras at $2,~00 each 

Purchase of Birds 

Labor and Repair 

Travel and Field Support 

4 DF Receivers at $825 each 

Eight l~gr. Transmitters at 
$50 each 

Three 6~gr. Transmitters at 
$65 each 

Commo Equipment for Field 
Tests 

Refit of Aircraft 

Labor 

Travel 

10,000 

3,000 

7,000 

5,000 

3,300 

400 

200 

3,000 

1,600 

4,500 

3,000 

(continued) 

i. 

! 
I 

25,000 35,000 

I 
i 
I 

16'00~1 51,000 
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TABLE l (CONTINUED)_ 

ORD T.Q. CONTRACT cosTs 

CONTRACTOR . §COST $ TOTAL 
. 

ITEM 
Q 

sue 
‘ 

TOTAL 

Drawings & Doc- (New Camera) ? 4,0001 
Purchase Birds £::::::]& West E

i 

Coast) §4,000§ 
I 5 Labor 1 7,000 F 

1
i 

1 . 

1 x 

Travel 5 
5,000 220,000

| 

3 i 

71,000 

- 

'| 

QRC Support ';4,00o % 4,000 

3. 

§ 

4,000 

2§.| 

Building Supplies _ 

Labor f 
700 ‘ 

Specialized Relocation Training 1 

'

E 

§2,300 ;

" 

3,000

5

i 

Z 78,000 

r

W 

7,»

o §

\ 
CD 

_ 9 0 >%108,0oo
1 

g?/ 

@430 rQ 
f 

/, 50>’-</~/%%“’Q 

Q 12¢ 
2 VZ . 

0”‘
" 

UMfl' Q/gy_,fiFl1§5%%”” 
,0 

QEP‘; 
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CONTRACTOR 
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TABLE 1 (CONTINUED) 

ORD T.Q. CONTRACT COSTS 

I 
i ITEM 
,COST $ 

Drawings & Doc. (New Camera) 4,000 

Purchase Birds 1 1& West 
Coast) ~----~ 

Labor 

4,000 

7,000 ; 

SUB 
TOTAL 

Travel 5,000 '20,000 , 
i 

QRC Support 4,000 4,000 

RUNNING 
TOTAL 

71,000 

4,000 

Building Supplies 

Labor 

2,300 

700 3,000 78,000 ----*1 
Specialized Relocation Training 

1_ -}~-~~~o~ 
/,~j1· 
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,,r_:><T1§eLE 2 A . 

ORD FY—77 IONTRACT COSTS 

CONTRACTOR ’ 

5
; 

r....,_~._.__. COST
' 

$1 TOTAL 4 .TOTAL 
ITEM 5 SUB * RUNNING 

H 
Euildino Supplies 
Feed“"““*""*-~ // 

0 Two Bird Handlers 

Transport, Shipping, Misc. 
Labor 
Boat Rental

\ ‘_5o0 '

z 

2 500 * 

- 21,000 1

i 

? 1,000 V 

5 l'009 1
. 

f 
1,000 f 25,000 ; 

25,000 

QRC Support ' 

._.._..‘:3.._.. 

.._.-.- 

£38,000- 8,000

: 

‘Q\~<-1‘ 

63,000 

ELMENDORF AFB (ALASKA), :

‘ 

Building Supplies 
Labor 
Gen. Support 

!

§ 000
3 

uh 

l—' 

Q

_ 

000 .; 
~ 2,000 

§ 
7,000 

2 
> 

_».-... 

-._-.,- 

_...- 

..-_..~ 

'1'

» 

70,000

/ 

£1-<1 
T1 B 
1nP - 

~_/ 
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ORD FY-77 ONTRACT COSTS 

CONTRACTOR 

Building Supplies 

Feed----- ---~ 
// , 

Two Bird Handlers 

Transport, Shipping, Misc. 

Labor 

Boat Rental 

QRC Support 

ELMENDORF AFB (ALASKA) 

Building 
I 

Supplies 

Labor 

Gen. Support 

'j 

ITEM 
COST $ 

500 

500 

'21,000 

1,000 

1,009 

1,000 

38,000 

1,000 

4,000 

2,000 

SUB 
TOTAL 

25,000 

38,000 

7,000 
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TABLE 2 B 
,

. 

A OTS FY-77 ESTIMATED COSTS 

_, 

ITEM SUB RUNNING 
CONTRACTOR COST $ TOTAL - TOTAL 

,. 

. 
._/' 

I1 
" \' I 

t /4 -,1 25? ¢u7;. 14%;/~/W]/v L 

.30 Cameras ‘($2,000 each) 60,000 60,000 60,000 
Construction of Lofts and 
D.C. Test Support 5,000 5,000 65,000 

TOTAL.FY—77 COSTS $ 135,000 

/J ‘"1 -J

/ 
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TABLE 2 B 

OTS FY-77 ESTIMATED COSTS 

CONTRACTOR 

~-------==---~ 
~ 

7 I c? -; 2D ' 

30 Cameras ·($2,000 each) 

Construction of Lofts and 
D.C. Test Support 

ITEM 
COST $ 

60,000 

5,000 

SUB RUNNING 
TOTAL TOTAL 

JV1tj- ;f /~ 

60,000 60,000 

5,000 65,000 

TOTAL. FY-77 COSTS $ 135,000 

". 
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oersonnel, capable oi conducting operational oTs 

missions, will be given preliminary training
‘ 

about one week)- and participate in (or direct) at ' 

Four 

least three or foui simulated mission tests 

These personnel will also require training in handling and H 

loading of the camera equipment.r Five prototype cameras 
'

V 

will be provided by ORD for design verification and initial 

_-.~ 

tests‘ ‘OTS should provide , n 

e t<>1 . 
a Staf $00,000 0 ~

\ 

Sr 
0 

Washington, 0- ¢- I 

and _,__..,-'.e..e»,:=~-,->-yiuiu»-_~:'-@lnIle‘-~F'=‘iK-:- 

OTS will assess the oyerational quality of tests at 

nd provide to the Wai, D 

..ee.ree- 0'05 will '/_'v!"' in .0 

-the . 
0‘ 

and the maintenance of cameras. ORD will provide assistance,
' 

consultation, and analysis during the entire program;--OTS
. 

A 
may participate in (or direct) the test at Elmendorf AFB in

I 

Anchorage, Alaska, to verify performance at extreme northern“ 

_latitudes,
- 

_ 

Two OTS officers now at Eli] and‘ 
[:::::::::::::lhave been identified as having previous

“ 

experience in handling birds.

/ 

50?‘?! ' 

' 60‘.-I
- 

'n¢'\-

\ 

'~h 

.._..-_ 
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lour OTS personnet, capable of conducting operational 

missi~ns, will be given preliminary training 

about one week)· and participate in (or direct) at 

least three or four simulated mission tests 

These personnel will also require training in handling and 
-- ... , ' . 
loading of the camera equipment. Five prototype cameras . " 

will be provided by ORD for design verification and initial 

testsl lOTS should provid~_ -
? total of 30 cameras (at an estimated cost of $60,000) to 
.. Ate 

sup ort of tests a Washington, D.C., 

OTa_will assess the 0 erational quality of tests at 

nd provide to the Washington, D.C~, 

area • .. -.~ OTS will be-responsible fQr conducting all tests in 

the Washington. D.C., area as well as the handling of bird~ 
-

and the maintenance of cameras. ORD will provide assistance, 
N 

consultation, and analysis during the entire program. -. OTS ....... 
may participate in (or direct) the test at Elmendorf AFB in 

A~chorage,- Alaska, to verify performance at extreme northern 

_ latitudes. -, 

Two OTS officers- now at ~I _______ I~! --___ -----l 

~ ______ ~Ihave been identified as having previous 

experience in handling birds. 
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PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 

(

. 

_ 
During the previous feasibility stage of this program, 

the voluntary involvement of NPIC provided technical 4 

evaluation and experimental direction which considerably 

improved the photographic product. It is strongly felt 

that this final phase of development will require the 

involvement of OSI, OWI, and SE as well as that of OTS, 0RD,- 

and NPIC in order to ensure a product of maximum intelligence 

value. It is recommended-that the Technical Collection 

Team (TCT TACANA)-be continued“ and includd
\ 

(NPIC), to properly advise and assess the efforts of the 

_program-manager>(0r.~§harles;Adkins)~and the OTS team 

member during the course of this program. Figure 5 shows 

the recommended program management structure. _' - 

As a matter of policy, humane disposition of all culled 
birds will be observed at each of the controlled lofts. 
HQWeVef7 for the bird loft 

E::::::::::::::1and the use of birds in the tests at 
Elmendorf AFB in Anchorage, Alaska. It is expected that 
some assistance will be required for the initial contact,- 

Eland arrangements with Elmendorf AFB.

K 

fix; aw ‘ 

I 
.5 

J3§§§.,_§i_j 
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PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 

During the previous feasibility stage of this program, 

the voluntary involvement of NPIC provided technical 

evaluation and experimental direction which considerably 

improved the photographic product. It is strongly felt 

that this final phase of development will require the 

involvement of OSI, OWl, and SE as well as that of OTS, ORO, 

and NPIC in order to ensure a product of maximum intellig,ence 

value. It .. is . recommended· that the Technical Collection 

Team" (TCT TACANA)· be continued,~' and includel 
~-------------------

(NPIC), to properly advise and assess the efforts of the 

.~grammanager (Dr. Charles Adkins)· and the OTS team 

member during the course of this program. Figure 5 shows 

the recommended program management structure. 

As a matter of policy, humane disposition of all culled 

birds will be observed at each of the controlled lofts. 

HQwever,1 I for the bird loft 

'----______ -c--______ ~Iand the use of birds in the tests at 

Elmendorf AFB.inAnchorage, Alaska. It is expected that 

some assistance will be ~equired for the initial contact, 

~and arrangements with Elmendorf AFB. 
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Figure 5: Program Management Structure 
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OSR SUPPORT 

A computer search was performed by the personnel office 

to locate Agency employees familiar with homing pigeons.‘ A 
was found who works in the publications 

Branch of OSR. His supervisor is Chief, 

Publications Staff. E::::::::::]was interviewed, with V 

A 

_, 

[:::::::::::::% permission, and was found to be quite knowledge-
H 

able in the raising and training of homing pigeons. A summary 
of his experience is enclosed.-[:::::::::]was quite - 

enthusiastic about participating in the program on a full—time 

basis. I suggest that Mr. Noel E. Firth, Director, OSR, be 

approached to consider the temporary reassignment of£::::::::::] 
to this program for the period of one year. {}ould 
be responsible for the loft designs, the training of bird 

handlers and operational personnel, and could supervise the 

selection and training of birds. [:::::::::::::%ontribution 
to this program will be invaluable.

A 

,4 

as-\? 
-QE““ 1 V

1 
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OSR SUPPORT 

A computer search was performed by the personnel office 

to locate Agency employees familiar with homing pigeons. A 

Iwasfoundwho works. in the ~ub1ications 
~B-r-a-n-c-h--o-f-O-S-R-.--H-l-·· -s-s~upervisor is I I Chie f , 

~----------~ 

Publications Staff. ~as interviewed, with 
~-----~ 

~ permission, and was found to be quite know1edge
~------~~ 

able in the raising and training of homing pigeons. A summary 

of his experience is enclosed. ·'---� _____ ~I was quite 

enthusiastic about participating in the program on a full-time 

basis. I suggest that Mr. Noel E.· Firth·, Director, OSR, be 

approached to consider the temporary reassignment ofl 
,-------------'====;----

to this program for the period of one year. '----_____ ~fOU1d 
be responsible for the 10ft designs, the training of bird 

handlers and operational personnel, and could supervise the 

selection and training of birds. ,---I _______ ~Fontribution 

to this program will be invaluable. 
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' l. This system offers several unique photographic capabilities. 

High resolution of about one inch, combined with short range oblique 

target Coverage, provide excellent target interpretability. Mensura— ' 

tion can be accomplished to an accuracy less than oneetenthyor an inch 

given a large object of known dimensions (from KH—8) in the field of 

view. 

The TACANA 

system can be clandestinely employed at times when there are no US 

photo satellites overhead;.moreover, the system can be used at a time 

which optimizes lighting conditions for a particular target. The system 

is not susceptible to usual cloud cover conditions and can operate well 

under the low light/low sun angle conditions encountered at typical high 

latitude Soviet targets. 

2. The attached figures illustrate the TACANA systems photo capability 

in terms of target coverage and resolution relative to existing satellite 

systems. TACANA's two and one—half mile strip of photography consists of 
fnloo . . . 

at leashrcontiguous or overlapping frames each measuring about 70 feet in
X 

track and 90 to l30 feet cross track as shown below: 
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1. This system offers several unique photographic capabilities. 

High resolution of about one inch, combined with short range oblique 

target coverage, provide excellent target interpretability. Mensura-

;-"':'0 
tion can" be a c'comp li'sh ed' to an accuracy less than o-fre"'-tenth;:of an inch 

given a large object of known dimensions (from KH-8) in the field of 

vie,,,. I 

IThe TACANA 
~----~----------------------------------------------------~ 

system can be clandestinely employed at times when there are no US 

photo satellites overhead; moreover, the system can be used at a time 

which optimizes lighting conditions for a particular target. The system 

is not susceptible to usual cloud cover conditions and can operate well 

under the low light/low sun angle conditions encountered at typical high 

latitude Soviet targets. 

2. - " The attached figures illustrate the TACANA systems photo capability 

in terms of target coverage and resolution relative to existing satellite 
I 

systems. TACANA's two and one-half mile strip of photography consists of 

~too . 
at least"contlguous or overlapping frames each measuring about 70 feet in 

track and 90 to 130 feet cross track as shown below: 
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- AVIAN PROGRAM BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
For several years, the Office of Research_and Development 

has carried out various endeavors to attempt to train diferent 
species of birds in the task of carrying out intelligence 
collection for support missions. The work and types of 
birds employed were diverse and ranged from attempts to train 

. \ . 

hawks to fly to specifically recognizable targets over A 

flight paths encompassing dozens of miles to the training 
of ravens to deliver small packages. A clandestine opera- 

tion was carried out some time in the past in Europe in 

which an audio eavesdropping device was delivered by a bird 

to a designated outside window sill. This operation was 

not successful because the audio device would not pick up 

a conversation from the desired target. The bird delivery 
portion of the project was successful. From this background 
research endeavor it has been learned that the homing 
pigeon is the best avaian species to work with. - 

Within the past year, the program efforts have involved 
experiments with homing pigeons to determine if they could 

be trained to overfly to an otherwise inaccessible target 

location after release. -An important factor in this training 

was the requirement for the target location to be away from 

the normal homing flight path so that the pigeon would 

. 
-1--

I 
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AVIAN PROGRAM BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

For several years, the Office of Research and Development 
, 

has carried out various endeavors to attempt to train diferent 

species of birdS in the task of carrying out intelligence 

collection for support missions. The work and types of 

birds employed were diverse and rang~d from attempts to train 

hawks to fly to specifically recognizable t~rgets over 

flight paths encompassing dozens of miles to the training 

of ravens to deliver small packages. A clandestine opera-

tion was carried out some time in the past in Europe in 

whi~h an audio eavesdropping device was delivered by a bird 

to a designated outside window sill. This operation was 

not successful because the audio device would not pick up 

a conversation from the desired target. The bird delivery 

portion of the project was successful. From this background 

research endeavor it has been learned that the homing 

pigeon is the best avaian species to work with. 

Within the past year, the program efforts have involved 

experiments with homing pigeons to determine if they could 

be trained to overfly to an otherwise inaccessible target 

location after release. An important factor in this training 

was the requirement for the target location to be away from 

the normal homing flight path so that the pigeon would 

-1-
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purposely have to locate the target area and fly over it 

prior to taking a course to its home loft. Special light- 

weight cameras were successfully developed which permitted 
the obtainment of excellent high resolution photography 
(l" to 2" resolution). While the feasibility of this type 
of targeting and the utilization of homing pigeons for thisv 

intelligence collection application (designated as A—B-C 

flight) was established, certain problems in its utilization_ 
s£- r.l 

became evident. Specifically, it was determined that the 
length of training required to make the homing pigeons per- 

form in flying from their release point A to their target 

B, prior to heading to home C, was excessive, making it 

operationally unattractive. Secondly, the reliability of 
the birds carrying out the A-B—C mission upon release was 
rather low, perhaps in the 25% region.

_ 

It was determined, after investigation by analysts, that 

a number of cases exist in which direct overflight for a 

homing pigeon in an A—C mission, that is, released from 
point A_and fly directly home, would result in a high 
probability of overflight over an important target area 
from which valuable high resolution photography would have’ 
a significant impact. "The feasibility and performance 
of the lightweight bird cameras having been established, 
when coupled with the natural homing instinct of select 
and trained homing pigeions will result in a capability to 
carry out missions of the A-C type with high probability - 

of success. » 

-2- 
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purposely have to locate the target area and fly over it 

prior to taking a course to its home 10ft. Special light-

weight cameras were successfully developed which permitted 

the obtainment of excellent high resolution photography 

(1" to 2" resolution). While the feaslbility of this type 

of targeting and the utilization of homing pigeons for this 

intelligence collection application (designated as A-B-C 

flight) was established, certain problems in its utilization . 
. ~ .. 

became evident. Specifically, it was determined that the 

length of training required to make the homing pigeons per

form in flying from their release point A to their target 

B, prior to heading to home C, was excessive, making it 

operationally unattractive. Secondly, the reliability of 

the birds carrying out the A-B-C mission upon release was 

rather low, perhaps in the 25% region. 

It was ~eterminedi after investigation by analysts, that 

a number of cases exist in which direct overflight for a 

homing pigeon in an A-C mission, that is, released from 

point A and fly directly home, would result in a high 

probability of overflight over an important target area 

from which valuable high resolution photography would have 

a significant impact. ·The feasibility and performance 

of the lightweight bird cameras having been established, 

when coupled with the natural homing instinct of select 

and trained homing pigeions will result in a capability to 

carry out missions of the A-C type with high probability 

of success. 
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The balance of this paper addresses the program 
direction, manpower, and costs that would be required to 
bring the program to a level of demonstrable operational ' 

capability by the Spring of 1977. The effort to reach this 
desired state of capability would involve participation of 
ORD, OTS, NPIC, OWI, QSI, and other Agency support comple- 
ments. A funding level of $105,000 will be required to 

bring the program to the proposed Washington demonstration in 
.=‘_,' _ 

the Spring of 1977. ~

‘ 
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g 
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The balance of this paper addresses the program 

direction, manpower, and costs that would be required to 

bring the program to a level of demonstrable operational 

capability by the Spring of 1977. The effort to reach thii 

desired state of capability would involve participation of 

ORD, OTS, NPIC, OWl, OSI, and other Agency support comple

ments. A funding level of $165,000 will be required to 

bring the program to the proposed Washington demonstration in 
.~ '.: 

the Spring of 1977. 
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, PROGRAM OUTLINE 
It is well known that homing pigeons will fly many 

-hundreds of miles, often under adverse weather conditions,‘ 
to return to their home lofts. Recent research by ORD has 
demonstrated the homing pigeon's ability to carry a sophis- 

ticated 16mm camera capable of taking high—resolution ” 

oblique photography. The purpose of the effort described 
here is to provide a scientific program for: - 

a. Selection of high—quality pigeons; 
b. Training and documentation; . 

c. Testing of performance and flight path prediction 
accuracy; 

d. Involvement and training of potential user; 
e. Simulated missions in the Washington, D,C., area. 

As seen in Figure 1, suppliers will provide birds to 

E:::::::::::::] These will be high—quality birds selected 

for homing, trapping and weight—carrying ability. At [1 extensive training and flight path accuracy 1 

tests will be conducted with user involvement and evaluation. 

Selected birds will then be by the user to 

Washington, D.C., to undergo simulated mission tests prior 

to being taken to operational sites. It is also seen in 

Figure l that a test at Anchorage, Alaska, is planned in 

order to measure performance at extreme northern latitudes. 

._4__ 1 
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PROGRAM OUTLINE 

It is well known that homing pigeons will fly many 

hundreds of miles, riften under adverse,weather conditions, 

to return to their home lofts. Recent research by ORD has 

demonstrated the homipg pigeon's ability to carry a sophis-

ticated l6mm camera capable of taking high-resolution 
"-

oblique photography. The purpose of ~he effort described 

here is to provide a scientific program for: 

a. Selection of high-quality pigeons; 

b. Training and documentation; 

c. Testing of performance and flight path prediction 

accuracy; 

d. Involvement and training of potential user; 

e. Simulated missions in the Washington, D~C., area. 

As seen in Figure 1, suppliers will provide birds to 

"-----______ ---.JI These will be high-quality birds selected 

for homing, trapping and weight-carrying ability. At 

I extensive training and flight path accuracy 
~------------~ 

tests will be conducted with user involvement and evaluation. 

Selected birds will then be'---I ___________________ lby the user to 

Washington, D.C., to undergo simulated mission tests prior 

to being taken to operational sites. It i~ also seen in 

Figure 1 that a test at Anchorage, Alaska, is planned in 

order to measure performance at extreme northern latitudes. 
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As seen in Figure 2, there are three basic suppliers T 

with controlled lofts‘
\ 

The suppliers will obtain birds from various locations from 

Florida to Alaska, and some relocation testing will be 
conducted by trading birds between the controlled lofts . 

prior to shipment to[:::::::::::::] Figure 3 shows the scale 

of miles aroun{::::::::::::::r Overflight accuracy tests 

will be conducted using small DF transmitters on the birds 

and DF receivers located at various points along the flight 

path home. A light aircraft will also be fitted with a DP 

receiver to assist-in flight path measurements. Bird- 

carried cameras will also be used to establish flight paths 

in some cases. Figure 4 shows the loft location at[::::::] 

£:::::::] A command post on top of the lab tower will provide 

communication for coordinating the field tests. 

Table l shows the expected transitional quarter costs 

($78,000), and Table 2 shows the expected costs for FY-77 as 

($105,000) of which $70,000 is for 0RD and $35,000 is for 

OTS. Neither office has currently budgeted for these FY-77 

costs. r 

' OTS SUPPORT -

'

' 

During the T.Q. a pigeon loft and facilities will be 
constructed at[]($3,000), and 0RD will provide 

'basic training for handlers and interested parties at both
1

2 

_. 6 ._ 
' fa 

.> 
- s ‘

1 
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As seen in Figure 2, there are three basic suppliers 

with controlled loftsl 
~--~------------------~------------------~ 

The s'uppliers will obtain birds from various locations from 

Florida to Alaska, and some relocation testing will be 

conducted by trading birds· between the'controlled lofts 

prior to shipment to I I Figure 3 shows t·he scale 

of miles aroun~ Overflight accuracy tests 
~------------~ 

will be conducted using small DF transmitters on the birds 

and DF receivers located at various points along the. flight 

path horne. A light aircraft will also be fitted with a DF 

receiver to assist in flight path measurements. Bird-

carried cameras will also be used to establish flight paths 

in some cases. Figure 4 shows the 10ft location atl 
"--------

A command post on top of the lab tower will provide 

communication for coordinating the field tests. 

Table 1 shows the expected transitional quarter costs 

($78,000), and Table 2 shows the expected costs for FY-77 as 

($105,000) of which $70,000 is for ORD and $35,000 is for 

OTS. Neither office has currently budgeted for these FY-77 

costs. 

OTS SUPPORT 

During the T.Q. a pigeon loft and facilities will be 

constructed atl I ($3,000), and ~RD will provide 

basic training for handlers and interested parties at both 
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TABLE l 

ORD T.Q- CONTRACT COSTS 
' \ 

CONTRACTOR 
ITEM SUB 0 RUNNING 

COST $ TOTAL TOTAL 

-\ _I‘» .

' 

Materials & Supplies 
(Bird Lofts/Training) " 500 

Purchase of Birds 3,000 
Labor 
Travel and Field 

‘ 3,000 
Support 3,500- 10,000 ‘ 10,000 

5 Cameras at $2,000 each 10,000 
Purchase of Birds 3,000 
Labor and Repair 
Travel and Field 

7,000 
Support_ 5,000 . 25,000 ‘35,000 

4 DF Receivers at $825 each 3,300 
Eight l—gr. Transmitters at 

$50 each 400 
Three 6—gr. Transmitters at 

$65 each 
4 

200 
Commo Equipment for Field " 

Tests - 
- '3,000 

Refit of Aircraft 1,600 
_Labor 

- Travel 
4,500 

V 3,000 16,000 51,000 
(Continued) 

_1Q_ 
-.v"\ 

,,_

, 

. 

. 

.. 

£* 
.-.._,_

. 

54'..- 

,~,-, 

. 

;"~Z": 

‘M 

.__-. 
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TABLE 1 

. ORO T.Q. CONTRACT COSTS 

CONTRACTOR 

Materials & Supplies 
(Bird Lofts/Training) 

Purchase of Birds 

Labor 

Travel and Field Support 

5 Cameras at $2,000 each 

Purchase of Birds 

Labor and Repair 

Travel and Field Support 

4 DF Receivers at $825 each 

Eight I-gr. Transmitters at 
$50 each 

Three 6-gr. Transmitters at 
$65 each 

Commo Equipment for Field 
Tests 

Refit of Aircraft 

Labor 

Travel 

ITEM 
COST 

~ .:,~ . 

500 

3,000 

3,000 

3,500 

10,000 

3,000 

7,000 

5,000 

3,300 

400 

200 

3,000 

1,600 

4,500 

3,000 

(Continued) 

$ 
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SUB 
TOTAL 

10,000 

25,000 

16,000 

RUNNING 
TOTAL 

I 

10,000 

35,000 

51,000 
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TABLE 1 (CONTINUED) 

ORD T.Q. CONTRACT COSTS 

ITEM * SUB RUNNING 
. 

CONTRACTOR COSTS TOTAL TOTAL 

Mk 
Drawings & Doc. (New Camera) ' 4,000 
Purchase Birds [::::::]& West Coast) 
Labor 
Travel 

. 4,000 
7,000 
5,000 20,000 71,000 

QRC Support 4,000 4,000 75,000 

Building Supplies 
Labor 

2,300 
'700 3,000 78,000 

-11-- 
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TABLE 1 (CONTINUED) 

ORD T.Q. CONTRACT COSTS 

ITEM 
CONTRACTOR COSTS 

'. 
~ .. ~: . 

Drawings & Doc. (New Camera) 4,000 

Purchase Birds I I & West 
Coast) 4,000 

Labor 7,000 

Travel 5,000 

QRC Support 4,000 

Building Supplies 

Labor 

2,300 

700 
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SUB RUNNING 
TOTAL TOTAL 

20,000 71,000 

4,000 75,000 

3,000 78,000 
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TABLE 2 A 
ORD FY—77 CONTRACT COSTS 

CONTRACTOR » 

ITEM = SUB RUNNING 
COST S» TOTAL = TOTAL 

Building Supplies 
Feed 
Two Bird Handlers 

Transport,'Shippi 
Labor . 

Boat Rental

l 

. 5009 
500 

. i2l,000 

ng, Misc. - 1,000 
- I 1,000 -C 

1,000 ;2 5,000 
_ 

25,000 

QRC Support .§3s,000 ,3 8,000 3 63,000 

ELMENDORF AFB (ALASKA)
§ 

Building Supplies 
Labor 
Gen. Support 

"; 1,000 ' 

5 4,000
1 

g 
2,000

i 

7,000 5 70,000
i 

-12-"
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CONTRACTOR 

Building Supplies 

Feed 

Two Bird Handlers 
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TABLE 2 A 

ORD FY-77 CONTRACT COSTS 

ITEM 
COST $ 

500:' 

500 

:21,000 

SUB 
TOTAL 

Transport, 'Shipping, Misc. 1,000 

Labor 1,000 

Boat Rental 1,000 25,000 

; 

QRC Support 138,000 38,000 
1 

ELMENDORF AFB (ALASKA) 

Building Supplies 1,000 

Labor 4,000 

Gen. Support 2,000 7,000 

-12-
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RUNNING 
TOTAL 

25,000 

63,000 

70,000 

: "! 
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TABLE 2 B' 

OTS FY—77 ESTIMATED COSTS 
I

\ 

CONTRACTOR ~ ITEM " SUB 
A cosr $ =j,TOTAL 

RUNNING 
TOTAL 

15 Cameras ($2,000 each) 30,000 30,000 

Construction of Lofts and 
D.C. Test Support 5,000 5,000 

30,000 

5,000 

TOTAL ORD AND OTS FY—77 COSTS = 105,000 

, 
-13- - 
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TABLE 2 B 

OTS FY-77 ESTI~~TED COSTS 

CONTRACTOR ITEM 
COST $ 

15 Cameras ($2,000 each) 30,000 

Construction of Lofts and 
D.C. Test Support 5,000 

TOTAL ORD AND OTS FY-77 COSTS = 

(;;:,l~ 
~tl· 

SUB 
TOTAL 

30,000 

5,000 
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RUNNING 
TOTAL 

30,000 

5,000 

105,000 
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For FY-77, the first birds 

will arrive atfikn early October and will ~ 

continue to arrive through February 1977. Elmust 
provide feeding and exercising of the birds twice daily on a 

seven—day-a-week basis plus homing flight training at least 

three times a week. Complete records must also be kept. It 

is felt that the number of birds at any one time could be as 

large as l00, and that handlers will be required to perform 

this service and to assist in flight path accuracy tests to 

measure performance. Th%}Y¢77 costs, including 

the salary for handlers is estimated at $25,000. 

OTS operations personnel, concerned with operational 

missions, will receive preliminary training 

(about one week) and participate in (or direct) simulated 

mission tests-at[Al These personnel will also’ 

receive training in handling and loading of the camera 

equipment. Five prototype cameras will be provided by ORD 

for design verification and initial tests in{::::::::::::::] 

a{:::::::::::::] It is felt that OTS_should provide 15 

cameras (at an estimated cost of $30,000) to support the 

majority of tests a{:::::::::::::]and Washington, D-C- 

OTS will assess the operational quality of tests at 

and p1~>vid@l to the “’@Sh1ngt<m» 
D.C., area. OTS will be responsible for conducting all 

tests in the_Washington, D.C., area as well as the handling 

of birds and the maintenance of cameras. ORD will provide 

assistance, consultation, and analysis upon request. It is 

-14-
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FO·~ FY-77, the first birds 

~--------r=========~ 

and will will arrive atl ~n early October 

con tin ue to a rr ~-i-v-e-t-hC--r-O-U-g-h-~F e b rua ry 1977 .1 ,----~----~I mus t 

provide feeding and exercising of the birds twice daily on a 

seven-day-a-week basis plus homing flight training at least 

three times a week. Complete records must also be kept. It 

is felt that the number of birds at anyone time could be as 

large as 100, and that handlers will be required to perform 

this service and to assist in flight ~ith accuracy tests to 

measure performance. Th~~ _______ ~fY-77 costs, including 

the salary for handlers is estimated at $25,000. 

OTS operations personnel, concerned with operational 

missions, will receive preliminary trainin~ 
~~~~-~--.-~ 

(about one week) and participate in (or direct) simulated 

mission tests atl I These personnel will also 

receive training in handling and loading of the camera 

equipment. Five prototype cameras will be provided by ORD 

for design verification and initial tests in I 

a~ It is felt that OTS should provide 15 

cameras (at an estimated cost of $30,000) to support the 

maj ori ty of tes ts a1~ ________ land Washington; D. C. 

OTS will assess the operational quality of tests at 

~ _______ I and providel to the Washington, 

D.C., area. OTS will be responsible for conducting all 

tests in the Washington, D.C., area as well as the handling 

of birds and the maintenance of cameras. ORD will provide 

assistance, consultation, and analysis upon request. 
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‘MET 
suggested that OTS will xish-to participate in (or direct) 

the test at Elmendorf AFB in Anchorage, Alaska, to verify 

performance at extreme northern latitudes. 
V

. 

Two OTS officers now at£:::::::::::::] l 

[::::::::::::]have been identified as having previous ex- 

perience in handling birds. - -

A 

' PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 

During the previous feasibility stage of this program, » 

the voluntary involvement of NPIC.provided technical eval- 

uation and experimental direction which considerably improved 

the photographic product. It is strongly felt that this 

final phase of development will require the involvement of 

OSI, OWI, and SE as well as that of OTS, ORD and NPIC in - 

order to ensure a product of maximum intelligence value. It 

is recommended that the Technical Collection Team (TCT
A 

TACANA) be continued, and include‘ ‘(NPIC),_ 

to properly advise and assess the efforts of the program 

manager (Dr. Charles Adkins) and the OTS team member during 

the course of this program. Figure 5 shows the recommended 

program management structure. - 

As a matter of policy, humane disposition of all culled 

birds will be observed at each of the controlled lofts. 

However, for the bird loft at 

[::::::::::::]and the use of birds in the tests at Elmendorf
I 

\ 

-15-
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suggested that OTS will in (or direct) 

the test at Elmendorf AFB in Anchorage, Alaska, to verify 

performance at extreme northern latitudes. 

Two OTS officers now a tl 
~--------------~ 

~ ____________ ---.Jlhave been identified as having previous ex-

perience in handling birds. 

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 

During the pre~ious feasibility stage of this program, 

the voluntary involvement of NPIC provided technical eval-

uation and experimental direction which corisiderably improved 

the photographi~ product. It is strongly felt that this 

final phase of development will require the involvement of 

OSI, OWl, and SE as well as that of OTS, ORD and NPIC in 

order to ensure a product of maximum intelligence value. It 

is recommended that the Technical Collection Team (TCT 

TACANA) be continued, and include~1 ----__ ----______ ---.JI (NPIC), 

to properly advise and assess the efforts of the program 

manager (Dr. Charles Adkins) and the OTS team member during 

the course of this program. Figure 5 shows the recommended 

program management structure. 

As a matter of policy, humane disposition of all culled 

birds will be observed at each" of the controlled lofts. 

However, I I fo"r the bird loft at 
~~--~==~--~--~--------~ 
~ ____________ ~Iand the use of birds in the tests at Elmendorf 
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AFB in Anchorage ‘Ala k , s a. t is expected that some assistance 
w'll ' 

1 be required for the initial contact,[:::::] and arrange- 

ments with Elmendorf AFB.

\ 

OSR SUPPORT 

A computer search was performed by the personnel office
0 

y p oyees familiar with homing pigeons. A to locate Agenc em 1 

‘was found who works in the publicat' .1ons 

Branch of OSR. His supervisor isu
‘ 

Ch‘ ' ' ief, Publications Staff. [::::::::::]was interviewed, with 

[:::::::::::::::permission, and was fo L und to be quite know- 

ledgeable in the raising and training of homing pi eo g ns. A 

summary of his experience is enclosed. [::::::::::lwas quite 

enthusiastic about 
_ 

-participating in the program on a full- 

time basis. I suggest that Mr. Noel E. Firth, Director 

OSR, be approached to consider the tem porary reassignment of 

e or the loft designs, the training of 

bird handlers d an operational personnel _and could supervise 

the selection and training of b' d V

' 1r s. I believe that[:::] 
contributii 

[]to ORD for the period of one year. [::::::::::] 
could be responsibl f 

on to this program will be invaluable. 
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AFB in Anchorage, Alaska. expected that some assistance 

will be required for the initial contact,1 I and arrange-
'------------" 

ments with Elmendorf AFB. 

OSR SUPPORT 

A computer search was performed by the personnel office 

to locate Agency employees familiar wfth homing pigeons. A 

'-----___________ -----"Iwas found who works in the publications 

Branch of OSR. His supervisor is I 
~--~==~------------~ 

Chief, Publications Staff. Iwas interviewed, with 

~ermission, and was found to be quite know-
'------------~ 

ledgeable in the raising and training of homing plgeons. A 

summary of his experience is enclosed. I Iwas quite 
'----------~ 

enthusiastic about participating in the program on a full-

time basis. I suggest that Mr. Noel E. Firth,. Director, 

OSR, be approached to consider the temporary reassignment of 

'-----__________ ~I to ORD for the period of one year. ~I __________ ~ 
could be responsible for the 10ft designs, the training of 

bird handlers and operational personnel,_ and could supervise 

the selection and training of birds. I believe that~1 __ ~ 

'---____ ~I contribution to this program wi 11 be invaluab Ie. 
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_1- Birds $h0Q1¢EflQI&b£E€Xposed to daylight except“ 
through air conditionerfiandfa smaIl“number;of§chinks"and1 
cracks, etc. This simulates ops siruarien where only a 
small window will be4agg;1ab1e;§¢rp§pp birdsfito see out 
from. 

I __.&,_‘ 
2. Birds should be put into and removed from cage only 

from a door in the rear of the cage. At no time should 
handlers approach from air conditioner side! “In ops sit- 
uations, the air conditioner would be in full view of 
hostile eyes. ' f*Wp"~‘= *§”ftj@,~ . h 

3. Birds may be allowed to fly free from air conditioner 
that is released by opening the air conditioner top door. 
However, they should be observed without an cues from 
trainers except from within the.cage via th§'air conditioner. 

4. Note: all-controlled releases should be limited 
to two-three birds and should be accomplished clandestinely. 
The first controlled release should be from a minimum of 
one mile away. If this does not work, determine minimum 
time/distance first release. Anything less than a mile 
places serious strains on ops considerations. 

5. There should be no more than three-four additional 
controlled releases, from distances greater than one mile. 
Tests should be run to determine if fewer releases will 
suffice, as each release presents problems perhaps greater 
than an ops release. f 1 r 

1*". 

6. After controlled releases for acclimatization 
purposes, two-three birds at a time should be taken to 

» full target distance and released. Full homing behavior‘ 
' ' limatization. should indicate acc 

ed below: 7.‘ Some ops limits are list 

a. The aperture to sunlight for birds is limited. 

. b. Trainer/handler must operate at all times 
from inside cage. 

Releases will be done by persons with very c. 
V limited training. 
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1. Birds sfiout(l-:ri:gt;;b,e':':~(b(po'~feci"to ~·~aylighi: except 

through air. conditione'r;::a,nd a 'smal'l"chumber.of,:'chinks' and 
cracks, etc. This: simu,lafes' 'ops' slttla,~ion';whE{fe only a 
small window will b'e'"available forithe' birds) to see out 
from. . . ~ ,: ~:¥:,,~,,~>: .. ~; .],/: ~.:,' '~', .~~ :.' .>.,.~ JF~iAf::,;~'.;·,.; ,{:'::'" ~ .. ':", :~;' :. ~~~:' , . 

• "r ,~, _~'·._~-.-,~~'::J:1>~~J"; ;-'.{:: .,.! 

2. Birds sh~ui4~'b;~;~t into' a,nd removed- 'f~-~~"~age only 
from a door in the rear~of the cage. At no time should 
handlers approach from air condi~i6ner'side;~' In ops sit
uations, the air conditioner would be in full' view of 
hostile eyes. .' .... ::,. ", .~ ....... ' ~.~, . ' 

:1.,1,> 

3. Birdsm~y be' allowed to .fly free from air conditioner, 
that is released by opening the air conditioner top door. 
However, they should be observed without afiY cues from 
trainers except from within the cage via t eair conditioner. 

4. Note: all controlled releases should be limited 
to two-three birds and· should be accomplished clandestinely. 
The first controlled r~lease should be from a minimum of 
one mile away. If this does not work, determine minimum 
time/distance first release. Anything less than a mile 
places serious strains onops considerations. 

5. There should be no more than three-four additional 
controlled releases, from distances greater than one mile. 
Tests should be run to determine if fewer releases will 
suffice, as each release presents problems perhaps greater 
than an ops release. ! 

6. After controlled releases for acclimatization 
purposes, two-three birds at a time should be taken to 
full target distance and released. Full homing behavior 
should indicate acclimatization. 

7. Some ops limits are listed below: 

a. The aperture to sunlight for birds is limited. 

b. Trainer/handler must operate at all times 
from inside cage. 

c. Releases will be done by persons with very 
limi ted traiItj:ng . 
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7 July 1972 

MEMORANDUM FOR: C/DDS&T/ORD/BSD 

SUBJECT : Animal Delivery Systems 

1. The bird delivery project which was initiated and developed 
by ORD/BSD and brought to the operationally suitable stage by TSD 
is to be terminated at the end of the current contract, 31 July 1972. 

2. This unique package delivery and emplacement system 
was used in one audio operation in the past. While the emplacement 
of the audio transmitter was a complete success, the intelligibility 
of the audio was not acceptable because of ambient noise levels. 
Since that time, the system was seriously evaluated for use on 
several other targets but in each case the possibility of obtaining 
an acceptable quality of audio was considered to be too low to_be of 
value. ‘ 

.» 

3. This project has been reviewed with the area divisions 
and TSD operations branches. No projected targets can be found which 
would utilize the concept. The lack of targ-ets coupled with the cost 
of maintaining the carriers for anadditional year has led to the de- _ 

cision to terminate the project. Should a target become_ available 
where only such a carrier would solve the delivery problem, it is 

hoped that the project can be reactivated within a reasonable period 
of time. ‘

- 

/ Sidney (Z/oéclieb 
L3lASS\F\ED BY Chief 

Technical Services Division 

WARNING NOHCE 
SENSITIVE |NlELLlGt.N(l£_ $()llRCE.'$ 

p

' 

AND METHODS \N\lULV£D if 
.

~ 

. 

- txzmm mom stream"'nzs1ns§ir1‘fi'rfii6fl*§Emfi1EE 
(é'§vf*>- WM" 

V 

BF E. 
i';::.';E-§'§J}i‘r': 

p 
\ r: _,_ 

, _ _ 

<5 ill? Y 58(1), (2),‘j,¢Y) or (4) (cur-are une or mare) 
L7 

5-.- 
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7 July 1972 

MEMORANDUM FOR: C/DDS&T /ORD/BSD 

SUBJECT Animal Delivery Systems 

1. The bird delivery project which was initiated and developed 
by ORD/BSD and brought to the operationally suitable stage by TSD 
is to be terminated at the end of the current contract, 31 July 1972. 

2. This unique package delivery and emplacement system 
was used in one audio operation in the past. While the emplacement 
of the audio transmitter was a complete success, the intelligibility 
of the audio was not acceptable because of ambient noise levels. 
Since that time, the system was seriously evaluated for use on 
several other targets but in each case the possibility of obtaining 
an acceptable quality of audio was considered to be too low to.be of 
value. 

3. This project has been reviewed with the area divisions 
and TSD operations branches. No projected targets can be found which 
would utilize the concept. The lack of targets coupled with the cost 
of maintaining the carriers for an additional year has led to the de
cision to terminate the project. Should a target become available 
where only such a carrier would solve the delivery problem, it is 
hoped that the project can be reactivated within a reasonable period 
of time. 

~_lA_S_S_IF_IE_D_B_YI~ ____ ~c=J 

WARNING NOTICE 
SENSITIVE INi ~LLlGLNCL S()Ilr<C[S 

Ai~O MUHODS INVOLVtD 

Sidney 0 tlieb 
Chief 

Technical Services Division 

Approved for Release: 2019/07/30 C06527546 
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lumcmpnom The purpose of the project is_to.obtain c1ose—in photography of Q" 
the Square Pair Radar system.‘ Bird wifl be released from a boat beyond 

7 fhe [2¢mile limit, fly to target transporting miniaturized camera pre- 
_programmed to obtain requiredlphotography with the bird at rest on a 
designated portion of the antenna, and return to're1ease boat.

_ 

0MKWOMD: Funds in the amount of $13,000 were transferred to DDU75UG for 
summer 74 test_operati0ns. An amount of $7,500 will not be utilized in 

that the remaining $7,500 continue to be used in the bird program to. ,

i 

support the_R8D activity cited under GUAL. ” 

. _i * 
.

W 
GOAL; To provide partial support to the bird photoreconnaisance system 
in the following areas: bird release boat modification; simulation of 
the SA-S Square Pair antenna system; evaluation of bird tran$port.across 
international boundaries; and_procurement-of additional birds as back-up 
vehicles. A 

' ' " 

‘toonniNarrow?‘-owr-777777777771 ors (D. Boston); sB7Dn0f[:::::::::::::r-' 

the summer test. This amount has been returned to ORD, It is intended 
»t
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Collection/Emplacement Systems Behavioral Acti vi ties I, COSATI: Os-J 
DESCRIPTION: The purpose ot the pro] ect IS to obtaIn crose -In pli0tography ot 
t:he ~quare r'alr Kadar syst:em .. BIrC!.- WIll be released trom a !?oat beyond -I!~ 

t--t:--: he----:-:l_.I.-,-:'-:m---::-l--.-le
7
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programmed to obtaIn reoulred photography WI fIl fIle blTer a t r~st on a 
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designated portion of the antenna, and return to'release boat. 0: 

2 BACKGROUND: funds In the amount ot $15,UOU were transferred to D190/~Ul:i tor 
." summer 74 test _operations. Ari amount of $ 7 , SOO wlll not De utilI zed In ::
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~ that the remaining $7,500 continue to be useCfin tne.DIYa prqgram to : 

, ~ support the R&D actl VI ty cIted under GUAL. - ! 
-; '-' GOAL: To prOVIde partIal support to the bIrd photoreconnalsance system 

in the following areas: bird release boat modIficatIon; slm~latlon ot t;: 
the SA- 5 Square PaIr antenna sLstem; evaluatIon of bIrd trans'IPortacross ~ 
InternatIonal boundarIes; and procurement of addItIonal bIrds, as back-Up ~ 
vehIcles. I 
ITYP~F WORK: Research FIELD OF WORK: Anlmal-Srt=u~d~l~e~s:-----~i-~----~ 

CUUKUlNA'I'ION: OWL I ~ OTS (D. Boston); SB/DDO I r 

10 [A I PROP. SOLICITED I I PRO p. I N H -'s,N D I . rp R 0 P • IN HANO/UNBUO.1 Taa IN PRocEsls I I COt/TRACT 

6/20/74 
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1a August new 

HEMORAHDUH FOR: Deputy Director fer Science aad Technology 
Assistant Deputy Diraetar for Seine: and 
Tcclumtogy 

SUBJECT : Animal Pregram 

1. The attaahcdrcportandnapportingéacumcnts were 
prapnrcdln rupenae tan Bu-an olthe Budget:-squat vrhiehvu mbnqmntly caaaihd. You and that we fnrvaré the dz-an 
study tar yaur information and backgrmmd. I have reviewed bath 
l§¢rO96fi8BfllhQP!‘B§r1m¢lP¢IBllyliH¢C its laceptioaamé taut state that the rule played by the various alumni: at the Agency threugbont this than-your pa:-tad ha been erratic and 
taeuantntem. It 1| greatly to the ex-mitt cl the tenimtaal otfiean 
involved in than projects that they were nblc ta surpass the 
toahmeal objectives at the prazram. 

2. For the race:-cl, is aiaonld be netcd that the objectives 
at thin pz-cg:-am were developed in rapeua to the DDIPW letter tothc DB./R in 1663. Thorn hubecn a recent deciateaontha 
part at maangnmoat to diaccuttnuc thin program. We have taimn 
the app-up:-tat! stop ta comply, altlmugh you would knew the! in myvtewthcceaccptnnadabiuctivn nastatadta 1963ar¢even more valid than they were at the time the pragrnm was mum».-1. 

3. I hep yea will have the time to read at least portion: 
at this report beans: I believe it indicates the Agmefs tmisility, 
at least in same area, to define its requircmtata or tadoeé ta make 
ale at mm encu it is dcvulapod. Obviously um P09218851! the 
worst kind of welt: In term: at mnnpcwtr and meaty. 

TB 195449/1 
¢evr..5_.°'.l_ 
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MEIIORANDUM POll: 1leJIat7 Director for Sew .. aacI TecbraolOl1' 
Aulataal De,-, Director for set_ aad 

Tecbnolol7 

Anlmal Proaral1l 

1. The attaebed Np01"t aDd aupporttac doc.un ... were 
prepared ta r..,... to • Bvea. of the Sudpt I"4tCI'*It wtlleh ... aa 
AbeeqoeDtlJ caaeeUeQ. you .. keeI that we forward the draft 
atucb' tor yOIII" f.IlforJaatlOil aacl baeqroaud. I have re'riewecl beth 
tit. report aDd tile pI"OMI'aDl earetuI11 .1Dee 1ta 1acepU0D ... 
mat ... teat the role playe4 by the vart ... le_ats til the 
Agee7 tbrouabotlt tbJa three-,...r period baa been erraUe lIIld 
ia~lateDt. It Ia .... atl,. to the CrMtt 01 the teelmlcal otttcen 
iDwl .... III tbeaa projeeUl that they were able to • ...,... the 
tecbaieal objectt .... of the pro,ram. 

2. For t.be record. it sbould be II'" that tile objeettvea 
01 tlsia prop-am were dey.loped Ia re ..... to the DO/pt. letter 
to the DD/It III 1.S3. Then baa beeJl a reeeAt deelalOD OIl the 
part of m ........ to diacGlltlDae tau. proaram. We haft takeD 
the appropriate ..... to com,"'. althoqh 10U ahOtlld bOW that bI 
my vte .. the cooee.,. aad abjectift8 .. atated la 1983 are even 
more valid than the,. were at the ttme the program was lDJ.tiated.. 

3. I bope 1011 wW !lave the tlme to read at leu' portloaa 
~ thia report beoaUM 1 beUe ... it lDd1eate8 the A,..7'. l.DaDWt7. 
at least In aome areas. to deftae ita reqair..-ta or tadeecl to make 
•• of R ItO 0IlC0 It .. developed. Obvlou1, Ibta repreMllta tbe 
worst ld1\d of .. ute In ttl .... at mupoweJ" IU'ld money. 

TS 1'144'/1 
Copy -1:L. of ..L 

l 
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SUBJECT: Animal Pregrnm 

4. Iwonldfikcwdbeaathupruwnmflmyouatyow 
an-lint eoavnnioaa since we mat undertake pun-nut 0901-atienn uquieklynpouible. Iwouléalnolflutouuthilaaabuilicr 
poucyguiémeowithrnnpuetteothcrprogrnmntaathclttosctcnca 
which I hope an still ecaahtnn: with the obioetivns at the Di:-eetar. 
lhavezaarimdwithandtnbthcmcmarandalnthcuaauzwhlehl 
believe wtllbcoftlament intarnlttoyau. 

Stephan L. Alérlch, M. D. 
Dcputydflircctor 

Research md Devclopmut 
Attachment 
T8 19544! 
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ORD 5439-67 
14 September 1967 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 
SUBJECT: Animal Programs Review 

1. Col. White, Mr. Duckett, Mr. Karamessines, Mr. 
and I met to discuss the future of the animal programs. 

Mr. Duckett pointed out the concern which John Foster had 
expressed and indicated the political implications this may have. 
I reviewed the current status of the three programs very briefly 
and reinforced the view that the original justification for under- 
taking these programs three years ago was as valid today as it 
was then, that the technical objectives have been met on time, 
and that I was concerned that the operational elements had not 
had adequate exposure to these programs and therefore could not 
make a judgment that they had no operational usefulness. Col. 
White raised the question of a joint DOD/CIA animal program, 
heavily funded by DOD as an alternative. I indicated that they 
were already sharing costs on OXYGAS and would shortly take 
over total funding of KECHEL. I felt that such an arrangement 
could be worked out but that we would, of course, have less 
operational and technical control of the program. 

2. Mr. Karamessines volunteered to designate a com- 
mittee of two or three senior DD/P officers who would be available 
to me for two or three days for a visit to the appropriate sites 
and to see the demonstrations. He added that this did not include 
TSD. I told him I had no objection to TSD attending and that 

was the only one who had seen these systems 

I I .
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ORD 5439-67 
14 September 1967 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

SUBJECT: Animal Programs Review 

,-----__ ----,1. Col. White, Mr. Duckett, Mr. Karamessines, Mr. 
'-----__ ~Iand I met to discuss the future of the animal programs. 

Mr. Duckett pointed out the concern which John Foster had 
expressed and indicated the political implications this may have. 
I reviewed the current status of the three programs very briefly 
and reinforced the view that the original justification for under
taking these programs three years ago was as valid today as it 
was then, that the technical objectives have been met on time, 
and that I was concerned that the operational elements had not 
had adequate exposure to these programs and therefore could not 
make a judgment that they had no operational usefulness. Col. 
White raised the question of a joint DOD/CIA animal program, 
heavily funded by DOD as an alternative. I indicated that they 
were already sharing costs on OXYGAS and would shortly take 
over total funding of KECHEL. I felt that such an arrangement 
could be worked out but that we would, of course, have less 
operational and technical control of the program. 

2. Mr. Karamessines volunteered to designate a com-
mittee of two or three senior DD/P officers who would be available 
to me for two or three days for a visit to the appropriate sites 
and to see the demonstrations. He added that this did not include 
TSD. I told him I had no objection to TSD attending and that 
indee~ I was the only one who had seen these systems 
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SUBJECT: Animal Programs Review 

in a field environment. After completion of the field demonstra- 
tions which are to be undertaken within a month, there will be a 
fo1low—on meeting with Col. White. 
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SUBJECT: Animal Programs Review 

in a field environment. After completion of the field demonstra
tions which are to be undertaken within a month, there will be a 
follow-on meeting with Col. White. 
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QRU 54% -87 
15 September 196‘? 

MEMORANDUM FUR: Director of Planning, Programming, 
and Budgeting 

ATTERTIGN :\
\ 

SUBJECT : Animal Programs 

1. This memorandum ls Ln reapunae to your queaticaw 
regarding the animal programs. Current (11.9 FY 1988 funding 
for animal prcgrama in as follows: 

a. CKYGAS (Dolphinfl) 29$ K 
b. AXIOLITE (Birds) we Ki 
c. KECHEL (Deg; and Cats} 207 K 

Tfiinl 693 ii. 

2. ,-ARPA has notified as in writing that it is their intent 
to transfer 208 K in FY 1968 to the GXYGAS prejcct. This in 
intended to augment ear mm Funds and to support primarily ARPA. 
ubjwtivca (for aammpla, sonar discriminates). In addition, the 
meant exchange at lettars between Dr. Foster and Mr. Duckatt 
would indicate that ARPA intends ta prczvide as with an as yet wr- 
speciliad number at dollars for KECHEL. My estimate is that it 
will be about 280 K in FY 1988. 

3. ith respect ta maapowcr required to manage animal 
programs, we require two tall time ladivi/duets ta monltar all af 
the animal programs including AR Films portion. Hawever, due to 
illness we have had to get by with abeut one man year of monitoring. 
The portion of time which can be directly attributed tn ARPA muni- 
toring in probably less than 20%. 

4. number of factors may change this picture. if ARPA 
funds KECHEL at the 200 K level, we will not have to expend moat 
of the 207 K currently budgeted. The £11-XYGAS praject is funded, 

‘I Approved for Release: 2019/07/30 C02384139
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ORD 541& -87 
15 September 1967 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Director of P1armini. Programminl. 
and Budgeting 

ATTENTION 
: ,---I ______ _ 

SUBJECT Animal Program. 

1. This memoraDdllm is 1D reapooae to yoV' queaUoaa 
regarding the ~nim.l programs. Current Cl{\ FY 1948 funding 
tor animal programs ia aa tollows: 

Iil. 

b. 
c. 

CXYGAS (Dolphiu) 
AXIOLITE (Birda) 
KECHEL (0018 aDd Cats) 

Total 

296 K 
100 K 
20'1 K 

603 K 

2. ARPA luts notified ua in wrilill, that it i8 their intent 
to tranafer 200 K in :FY 1968 to the OXTOAS project. Tbia is 
latended to augment our own hinds aad to aupport primarily . .':\RPA 
objectives (for cumpl., sonar diacrlmlnatloa). In addition, the 
recent exchange of letters bet.een Dr. Foster aad Mr. Duckett 
-would lDdicate that ARPA lnteJ'lda to provide WI with an u ,.t un
specified r"lmber of dollars for KECHEL. My estimate 'a that it 
-U1 be .bout 200 K in FY 19a8. 

3. \\ tth respect to maopower required to maDale &nimal 
programs. we require two tull time individuals to monitor aU of 
lb. animal programs iAcludiDi A~PA '8 portion. However, due to 
il1DeIJS we hAve had to get by with about one man year at monitoring_ 
The portion of time which can be directly attributed to ARPA moni
toring ia probably leas than 2010. 

4. .A number of laetora may cbange thia picture. Ii AaPA 
funds KEeBEL at the 200 K level. we will not have to expend most 
of the 207 K currently budgeted. The CXYGAS projeet is funded,. 

1 ~I 
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SUBJECT: Animal Frag;-am: 

with the exception ei‘ CD881 59 K, up threugih December at which 
time we will have the upcraiieaai demonstration. if it is deter- 
mined at that time ta ccaiiaao QXYGA8. we will aombim the 
ARPA iflflfiandthtnmnindcroiourflfifiaadpracad. Him 
decisive in sot to matinee GXYGA8, I dea'i kaow what ARPA will 
dobai iauapcctthatwcwiil require has than 196 Kflfflil 298 K 
to phase it out. AXIGLITE aiiauid staid at 100 K which in expect 
to spend. Tu name extend, than decisions ‘maid be dlipéhdttit upam: 

a. The DD/P survey at KECHEL end AXIGLPTE ta 
be undertaken within the next manila. 

b. A decision as to whether we with in undertake 
acme sari oi joint aaimat program activity in a men Iormai 
acme with ARI-‘A. in the latter cams, it might he panible to 
divert any saving; {ram CEXYGA3 am! KECHEL to such an 
agreod prag:-am. Perhaps we could ma same of these funds 
$0 cever ear obligation fer FY 1938. 
5. As i have indicated ta you verbally. AB PA has on 

several ocealiuas indicated they would like to ham a juiat ARPA/Cm 
animal program. in the ii¢|t 0! the recent decisions at the planning 
wt oi’ the animal pragrama, I have diceoaragwi further disculsiens 
an this. This, of erouraa, could hi maponed if this sum: dcairabie 
after our mating next mouth with the Executive Director, the DUI? 
aad the DD/8&1‘. 

8. with rupee‘: to munagemcat, GED has in all eases been 
_§ tteimical manager an jaintiy landed pregx-am». We éo mat 
poriadicuny with ARPA, however, for plawing purposes, rcvimnv 
at tuba, pragrus rapcrta, and sit: visits. It has been ARPAM 
expfuud desire that we have the total teehaieal management at 
than pregame to avoid confusion for the contracwrl and because 
we haw the technical capability.

/ <..Q 
Stephan L. Mdrich, M. D. 

Deputy Director 
oi 

Research anti Development 
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SUB.I&CT: Animal P roar ... 

wuta the __ pUoa &l aIMat 50 K. up tllrOtlJll Deeeml:Htr at _bleb 
time •• will haft the .-.. aUoaal demoutnttoa. If it la deter
mlaed at tbat tlla. to coat ... OXYGAS.. we ... tll eombiDe tbe 
ARPA 200 K aad Ute rea.atacler of 0lIl' 2" K aad proceed. If the 
deciaka ia DOt to coatb&ae OXYGA!, 1 da" kaow .hat ABPA win 
do 1MIt I ... peel that we .. W reqaire lea. tIum 10<l K of the 2" K 
to ph ... it out. AXIOLITE abould ataad at 100 K which we e .. peet 
to spencJ. To some estead. the .. cMeUJ 10M would be depeDdeat upoa: 

a. The DD/P survey of DeBEL J.Dd AxtOLJTE to 
be undertaken withiD tbe _st moath. 

b. A decUliOl'l •• to whether we wiab to wulert.a.ke 
aome _ort of jotal aalmal proaram. activit,. ill a mere formal 
a .... with ARPA. In the b.tter cue .. it miCht 1M ,..lble to 
divert my aavlD.p from ()XYGAS aad DeBEL to suet! aD 

agreed proarem. Perupa •• coald lUI. aome of thea. funds 
to cov.r oar obllpttoa for FY 1189. 

5. Aa 1 bave tAdieatea to you venaU,. i\BPA bas 011 

.... ral oce .. laa 1a4ieated \he;y would like to ha .... a jolAt ARPA/CIA 
aat .. l pro....... In the 11tht of tile ree •• t deeialou of the phaalq 
out of the amaal proarlUlla. I hlllve. cliacoaraaed tartber dls_siGAI 
<a tala. TbJ.. of coar... could be! Nope ... if tbla s .... destraltle 
after our m .. tlRg next moath with the Executive Director, the ODfP 
aad the OD/8& T. 

4. With rupect to l1l8_aeme"l. ORD haa la hlU c .... be .. 
tIM techD1cal ma .... ier OIl JolBtl;y tuaded proar..... We do .e.t -periodically with ARPA. however. tor plafBl1Dc pvp ...... revi •• 
of tub. pro,r ... reports. aad s1te viai... It baa been ARPA's 
eapi"QHd desire that we haft the total tectm1cal manace.ent of 
.eae prOiralllll to ... old eOlltaaiOll for the cODtractor. aad Mcmue 
•• haft lb. teeuieal capabiUt,. 

StepHa L. A tdrieh. M. D. 
Deput)' Director 

of 
Re ••• rch aad Development 
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' -Ml‘-JMORANDUM FOR: Executive Director-Comptroller '
' 

. 
- 

‘ 

, ~ 

. VIA: 
0 

' 

3 Deputy Director for Plans . 

sunmctrs i I 1~ Animal ‘studies Projects y 
.. 

t

. 

. 

' 
» ‘. 

\s 
" ' ' .- 

. 

' 

:1 
-

. 
' 

' ‘ 

_ 

‘TA. Briefing for Executive Director-Comptroller 
. V 

' 

- 

V - - by no/saar/one (Dr. Aldrich and Mr. -
t 

1 
. .

- 

‘ " 
i V 

' 

_' l Cliernack), 6 February 1969 '

" 

, A‘ B. My ll February 1969 Visit to Contractor's - 

~' '" ' Facility to Observe Current Actions on , 

W Animal Program 
y _ _

' 

. 

'. 

‘ C- Our Recent Discussions with Respect to ‘ 

4 

' 

A 

_ 

Current and Future Programs in Animal ' 

' 

~ Studies 
_ , 

'

- 

.' 
. *~ 

n l. A recommendation for your approval is contained in paragraph 
. 

. a 

" 
- Z. The DD/5&1‘ program relating to the utilization of trained 

‘ animale has provided useful information to the DDPI TSD. Currently_ 
j the program involveethe development of an operational capability I 

p for emplacement of audio and other devices using a trained crow as - 

' the transport andl action vehicle, and the development of several cats 
* for operational evaluation as an audio surveillance vehicle. Thevd 

work with crows is directly related to specific DDP operational re- 3 

quirements, and it is planned that TSD will provide funds in the ' 
-,

_ 

. amount of $70, 000 in FY “I970 for continuation and improvement of-Q V 

7 this trained animal capability. - 

- 

0 \ 

‘ 
i 

3. Additional R 8: D support by DD/88:’!/ORD would continue ' 

_ 

5 to contribute information of value to DDP/TSD -in providing more '0

_ 

Q" Extludtt km atttnmlt 
' " 

= 

~ 
\ 

~ 
» 

. 
- - nuwnxgradnfi 3--4 

‘ ~' 

. . - uealaasiiltatlsn
r 

G9? 1 v-.13 

. . 

l " '

' 

. 

_ 
-0 M .4 

' ' 
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MIW'J.ORANDUM FOR: Executive Director-Comptroller 

vIA: 

SUBJECT: 

REFERENCES: 

. ',' 

Deputy Director for Plans 

. .Animal~tudies Projects 
\! ' 
:1 

. A. Briefing for Executive Director-Comptroller 
. by DD/S&'T/OIU) (Dr. Aldrich and Mr • 
. Chernack), 6 Feb~ua.ry 1969 

B.' My 11 February 1969 Visit to Contractor'8 
Facility to Observe Current Actions on . 
Animal Program 

.. 
C.· Our Recent Discussions with ..Respect to 

Current and Future Programs in Animal 
Studiea 

1. A recommendation for your approval is contained in pa.ragraph 
4. 

z. The DD/ S8zT progran'l relating to the utilization of trained 
animals has provideduse£ul information to the DDP I TSD. Currently 
,the program involves, the development of an operational capability 
for emplacement of audio and other devices using a trained _crow as 

, the tranapor~ and action vehicle, and ~he development 'of several cats 
for operati'onal evaluation as an audio surveillance vehicle. The ~ 
work with crows is directly related to specific DDP operational re
quirements. and it is planned that TSD will p;rovide funds in the ' 
amount of $70,000 in FY 1970 for continuation and improvement of,. 
this trai~ed animal capability. 

3. Ad.ditio~ R at D support by DDI S&T I ORO would continua 
to contribute imormatioll of value to DDP/TSDin prOviding more' 

/ 

. . .. -._----,_.- _,1, 

. ....:....:.---- .. _ ...... - ..... - .... -~-- ---.. 

" . 
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\\ -optimized system's; 'as well as new system concepts for Agency appli-. 
cations. I understand that there are no funds programmed for R 8: D 

-' support of the trained animal program by DD/S&T/ORD for FY 1970. 
’ ' 

4. I think 3 modest level of forward looking R 8.: D activity . 

Y 
'

* 

. designed to improve the guidance systems and operational versatil- 
ity of various animals should be maintained. I. therefore, recom- - 

- 

_ 

mend that you approve ouch a DD/S8-=T/ORD research effort for »

' 

'1‘FYl9WL

\ 

,,coNcuR; 

~

4 

. 

_ 
‘ 

y

_ 

‘ 

firigixal sigaeé _\1Y 
' 

- Sidney Euflhflb 

‘ Sidney Gottlieb ; 

A

¢ 

. 

' 

Chief .. 

» » Technical Services Division‘ - 

0 - 

> 

.

\ 

-~ -v -"‘\ Nu." W11"; ‘\ 
" -W-P " 7""‘"“'“‘1"‘3$ ll O .'»Zs‘- '53‘-' '

.

- 

14) J-§ 

_ _ '__ 7 "J 1 innit‘ ‘i I -' 
Deputy Director for Plans . The recommendation contained

_ 

in paragraph 4 is approved: ' 

A .,-, 
93‘ ' 

' 

-. Carl E. Duckefi: ” 
_ 

» 

' Deputy Director for - 

' 
' Date - . 

"‘_ gScience and Technology - 

' 

~ 

' 

¢; ’.__4 
_ 

_ QL ;
0 

'9 (13 March 1969) 
_ 

-. 

' 

I 
' 

. 
I 

- '_ 
‘

_ 

» '.Distribution: 
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. \ 
optimized systen1s. as well as ~ew system concepts for Agency appli
cationlot. I understand that there are no funds programmed for R &: D 
support of the trained animal program by DD/SStT/ORD for FY 1970. 

4. I think a modest level of forward looking R&D a.ctivity 
deGigned to improve the guic1a.nce systems and operational versatil
ity of various animals should be maintained. I. therefore, recom-; 
mend that you approve .,uch a DD/S&'T/ORD research e££ort £0'6 
'C."V 1970 1 • • • • • 

~ 4.. I . 
I 

I· . 
! 

.' 

CONCUR: 

Deputy Director for Pla.1ls 

;'-,1 'M. 

OrigiRai siiitei by 
SidKaJ Gottlieh 

Sidney Ciottlie b 
Chief 

Technical Senicos Division 

The recommendation contained 
in ~ragraph 4 is approved: 

1

969 •. . 

'------;----~ ......... ,......i"F""_=T.:":::=:---_;;;:;__:_:__--- ExecutivohDirector-Co 
Carl Eo Duckett ~. 
Deputy Director for 
Science and Technology 

.' . Date. ___________ _ 
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- 2 May 1969 

A' MEMORANDUM FOR: “Chief, Technical Services Division 
THROUGH ' 

: Deputy Director £or_P1ana 
.‘I 

. SUBJECT '

: 
_ 

-Animal»S'tudies Projected ' 

V

‘ 

Memo dtd 13 Mar 69 to ExDir-Comp fr 
’ 

' 

C/T_SD, same subj 
' REFERENCE . = 

1' ~ 

l. This is "in response to referent and records my under- 
standing of the agreements we reached when Messrs. Karamessines; 

- 

_ 

. Duckett, and Clarke met with me on 9 April to discuss this general-‘ 
\ subject. ‘ 

_ 

. 2.. Your plans and recommendations for the drows are entirely . 

' satisfactory. I would like to be briefed in due course on the opera- 
t tional results of this effort. ' 

3. With regard to the dolggjgs, no CIA money is to be provided ~1» 

during Fiscal Year _1970, and to the extent that ARPA wishes to 
fund this program we will continue to administer it as we hav'e7_;in 
the past. I understand that there will be a demonstration on or__ 

' about 15 July following which fundamental decisions will be made 
as to follow --on work. I would also like to be briefed on this before 
the work is undertaken. 0 

4. I have no objection to a modest expenditure in connection 
with the cats but I would like to know more specifically what"i's O .. 

proposed and how much money is going into the effort before it in 
_ 

undertaken. 
_ 4 V

- 

. 
/5"
. 

_ 

\,\ 

_ 
/8/. 1., vmm» 

' 

L. -K. White 
Executive Director -Comptroller 

-

\ Attachment 
- Referent 

,
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2 May 1969 

NrEMORANDUM FOR :,:Chief, Technical Services Division 

THROUGH 

SUBJECT 

REFERENCE 

Deputy Director for, Plans 

,Animal Studies Projects 

Memo dtd 13 Mar 69 to ExDir ... Comp fr 
C/TSD, same subj 

1. Thi~i iain response to referent and records my under
standing of the agreements we reached when Messrs. Karamessines, 
Duckett,. and Clarke met with me on 9 April to discuss this general! 
subject. 

2. Your plans and recommendations for the crows are entirely 
satisfactory. I would like to be briefed in due course on the opera
tional results of this effort. 

3. With regard to the' dolphins. no CIA money j5 to be provided .;, 
during Fisca~l Year 1970, and to the extent that ARPA wishes to 
fund this prc,gram we will continue to administer it as we have~in 
the past. I understand that there will be a demonstration on or. 
about 15 Jul~r following which fundamental decisions will be made 
as to follow ··on work. I would also like to be briefed on this before 
the work is undertaken. 

4. I have no objection to a modest expenditure in connec~i.on 
with the cats, but I would, like to know more specifically what~i's 
~ 

proposed and how much money is going into the effort before it i~ 
undertaken. 

Attachment 
Referent 

vc-C: DD/S&T 

, , ..... 

, , 

/.S/' L. t:. Wbi te 

L.K. White 
Executive Directo; -Comptroller 

-, 
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7 October 1975 
Q 

I 

5 
. .- 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Director of Research and Development 
VIA: ~ Chairman, DDO Technical Requirements Board - 

"7 

SUBJECT: AVIAN Program 

ed on the recent AVIAN Program demonstration. 
at£U€:;§i;j SE Division, working with the NIO/SA, re - at ORD continue the program to fulfill a, ‘specific requirement." A step by step -by-step description of one possible scenario has been prepared and forwarded on 31 October 1975. Using this description we plan to have our station officers release pigeons near the target. The pigeon y the target carrying cameras and returnfishnuldfllflrijfor recovery of the cameras and‘ film. We expect ORD to demonstrate a scenario in the Washington area that would closely parallel the field . situation using the alloted ORD funds. We understand that ORD could use funds remaining in calendar year 1975 at two contractors for basic research on homing pigeons and commit funds programed for calendar year 1976 at one contractor to demonstrate the feasibility of the equipment to meet the requirement. SE Division will fund the actual operation using ORD furnished equipment. ' 

2. We understand that any additional work on the ‘Bird Camera would be funded by ORD and be an insignificant amount. We have elected to go ahead with a bird operation 

Q. 

with the understanding that total costs for one more year's work to complete a system will be about $100,000 for 
equipment, i.e., trained birds with cameras, mock ups and photo slides of targets needed for training, 

A _ _ H .-u 
3. We are planning a timetable whereby the birds with cameras would demonstrate the capability in the Washington area by April 1976, and additional trained birds with cameras would be ready for the operation overseas by 

- 

__ 
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7 October 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Director of Research and Development 

VIA: Chairman, DDO Technical Requi~ements 
Board 

SUBJECT: AVIAN .Program 

6.2(d) , 

::rd on the recent AVIAN Program demonstration 
SEDivision, working with the NrO/SA, 

at ORD continue the program to fulfill a , 
sp~cific requirement. A step by step -by-step description 
of one possible scenario has been prepared and forwarded 
on 31 October 1975. Using this 4escription we plan to 
have our station officers release pigeons near the target. 
The Pigeon1 shollld ovpr flY the target carrying cameras 
and return for recovery of the came~as and 
film. We expect ORD to demonstrate a scenario in ihe 
Washington area that would closely p"arallel the field 
situation using the alloted ORD funds. We understand that 
ORD ~ould use funds remaining in calendar year 1975 at 
two contractors fof basic research on homing pigeons and 
commit funds programed for calendar year 1976 at one 
contractor to demonstrate the feasibility of the ~quipment 
to meet the requirement. SE Division will fund the actual 
operation using ORD furnished equipment. 

2. We understand that any additional work on the 
Bird Camera would be funded by ORD and be ari insignificant 
amount. We have elected to go ahead with a bird operation 
with the understanding that total costs for one more year's 
work to complete a system will be about $100,000 for 
equipment, i.e., trained birds with cameras, mock ups and 
photo slides of targets needed for training. 

3. We are planning a timetable whereby the birds 
with cameras would demonstrate the capability in the 
Washington area by April 1976, and additional trained birds 
with cameras would be ready for the operation overseas by 
June 1976. 
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L 4. Details of is requ n discussed 
between of ORD, of OTS, and 

of SE Division. - 

'

~ 

. 

_ \ .

s 

_ 

' 

~ 

. 
Chief _--A. 

Soviet/East European Division 

CC! - 

. NIO/Special Activities D

‘ 

PDQ/OPS Staff
4 OTS/Operationsv » - -- 

_ 
OTS/DGE '
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’ ‘ows/sns Memo #271-75 
J 

17 November 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Director, Office of Research & Development 
' SUBJECT : <AVIAN Program

1 

1. Based on discussions with SE Division, OTS will ‘support joint ORD/SED efforts to exploit the AVIAN Project. It is requested that an information copy of all correspondence on this program be sent to C/OTS/OPS, Attn: SDB. 

T DB W111 be the focal 20 O p 
.

' 

point off‘ . hed on ext. 3278 (Green 5321). 

~ OTS/OPS/SDB 

\
. 

s D R E m E2 IMPDET CL BY[::::::] 
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.J 

17 November 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Director, Office of Research & Development 

SUBJECT AVIAN Program 

1. Based on discussions with SE Division, OTS will 
'support joint ORD/SED efforts to exploit the AVIAN Project. 
It is requested that an information copy of all correspondence 
on this program be sent to C/OTS!OPS, Attn: SDB. 

2 l IOTs/sDB, will be the ·focal 
poi n t 0 f f 1.--: ~""~"'~ ... ~. --r:11.-..C;:"--'''''C7.I(1-nu.---Jo::ne''-7Lre!<ared h e don ext. 3 2 7 8 ( G r e e n 5 3 2 1) • 

I~~ 
. OTS/OPS/SDB 

E2 IMPDET CL BY~I ______ ~ 
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meuoaannum FOR: SE/IO/USSR 

E§;U' ill 64nd) 

QM 
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17 October 1975 

SUBJECT: AVIANS Project Evaluation 

Following demonstrations and briefings on 7 thru 9 
October 1975, by 0RD and contractors¢_ _ 

\-~¢ 
on the AVIANS project, the undersigned has prepared below 
his comments and recommendations vis-a-vis use of AVIANS 
techniques on specific intelligence collection efforts in- 
side the Soviet Union. _ 

As it is understood by the undersigned, the require-' 
ment can be summarized as follows: The AVIANS platform 
(bird) carrying a sequential camera, must perform low level ’ 
aerial reconnaisance flight over a specified target area. 
_The photographic results should be significantly better than 
that available from other sources at this time. The bird

_ 

will be dispatched from an automobile located about five 
miles from the target area. The bird must then fly directly 
to the target area, accomplish the mission, and then pro- 
ceed to the home base area approximately S0 miles away. 
The pre-mission training of the bird must be accomplished 
using only photographs and interior mockups (if required). 
Actual operational details re deployment and other phases 
to be outlined in detail later. 

None of the demonstrations seen by the undersigned were 
totally applicable to the requirement outlined above. Several 

" birds did make a photographic pass against a mocked-up an- 
tenna'from a range of l-3 miles, and other birds made short 
range (l mile) overflights at low altitudes while photo-

' 

graphing. Photographic product from these flights has 
demonstrated that it is within the capabilities of the camera ' 

system to obtain the desired 
sent camera is not reliable. 

results. However, the pre- 

The demonstrations did show the feasibility of training 
birds to accomplish relatively complicated tasks similar, 
at least in part, to the scenario outlined above. The 
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17 October 1975 

}tEMORANDUM FOR: SE/IO/USSR 

SUBJECT: AVIANS Proj ect Evaluation 

Following demonstrations and briefings on 7 thru 9 
October 1975, by ORD and contractors I I' --
on the AVIANS project, the undersigned has prepared below 
his comments and recommendations vis-a-vis use of AVIANS 
techniques on specific intelligence collection efforts in-
side the Soviet Union. 

As it is understood by the undersigned, the require-" 
ment can be summarized as follows: The AVI~~S platform 
(bird) carrying a sequential camera, must perform low level 
aerial reconnaisance flight over a specified target area. 
The photographic results should be significantly bette.r than 
that available from other sources at this time. The bi~d 
will be dispatched from an automobile located about five 
miles from the target area. The bird must then fly directly 
to the target area, accomplish the mission, and then pro
ceed to the home base area approximately SO miles away_ 
The pre-mission training of the bird must be accomplished 
using only photographs and interior mockups (if required). 
Actual operational details re deployment and other phases 
to be outlined in detail later. 

None of the demonstrations seen by the undersigned were 
totally applicable to the requirement outlined above. Several 
birds did make a photographic pass against a mocked-up an
tenna'from a range of 1-3 miles, and other birds made short 
range (1 mile) overflights at low altitudes while photo
graphing. Photographic product from these flights has 
demonstrated that it is within the capabilities of the camera 
system to obtain the desired results. However, the pre-
sent camera is not reliable. 

The demonstrations did show the feasibility of training 
birds to accomplish relatively compl-icated tasks similar, 
at least in part, to the scenario outlined above. The 
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SUBJECT: AVIANS Project Evaluation 

contractors, when presented with the sterilized requirement as outlined, were quite positive that pigeons could be trained to do the job. 
The undersigned feels that it is highly probable that the AVIANS project can produce an operational platform with- in one year. It appears slightly less certain that a re- liable camera can be available in the same time frame. This subject is being investigated presently by ORD. 
The undersigned recommends that a test situation be set up which is very similar to the situation described in the requirement outlined above. S ecif' it is recommended that the Agenc facility at be used as theY target area, with the birds-to " ome port" at the Agency's South Building or Rosslyn complex. With these two fixed parameters, it is felt that a satisfactory and complete oper tional scenario can be evolved which would test the feasi- bility of this approach and, if successful, could provide a cadre of trained birds for the actual operation. ~ 

cm 
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SUBJECT: AVIANS Project Evaluation 

contractors, when presented with the sterilized requirement 
as outlined, were quite positive that pigeons could be 
trained to do the job. 

The undersigned feels that it is highly probabl~ that 
the AVIANS project can produce an operational platform with
in one year. It appears slightly less certain that a re
liable camera can be available in the same time frame. This 
subject is being investigated presently by ORD. 

The undersigned recommends that a test situation be set 
up .. " which is very similar to the situation described in the 
requirement outlined above. Specificallv. it is recommended 
that the Agency facility atl I be used as the 
target area, with the birds-to "home port" at the Agency's 
South Building or Rosslyn complex. With these two fixed 
parameters, it is felt that a satisfactory and complete opera
tional scenario can be evolved which would test the feasi
bility of this approach and, if successful, could provide a 
cadre of trained birds for the actual operation. .' 

VIS/SDB 

Approved for Release: 2019/07/30 C06527533 
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A ORD—0789-76 
» 12 May 1976 

. MEMORANDUM FOR: TCT 
FROM: Charles Adkins, OTD/ORD 
SUBJECT:‘ Bird Camera Development 

l." The final camera design has been completed and 
tested. This camera, Camera No. 3, has undergone_extensive 
ground tests, including vibration, and was flown six times 
during the Oklahoma tests listed in Table 1. This camera, 
which uses the Minox lens, has a weight of 35 grams 

- including timer, film, and batteries. The total flight < 

p \ 

weight, including harness, is 39.5 grams. A primary 
~ feature of this design is a focal plane flattener which 

~ permits accurate positioning of the film in the focal 
plane and a reduction in motor torque and probability of 

. jamming. Furthermore, ultrathin base film works well in . 

T this design so that more pictures (200 black and white, 
140 color) per roll are possible. The shutter speed has 

been shortened to 1/1400 of a second.» - 

_ E .... -JMPDET Q at ‘M 
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ORD-0789-76 

12 May 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR: TCT 

FROM: Charles Adkins, OTD/ORD 

SUBJECT: . Bird Camera Development 

1. The final camera design has been completed and 

tested. This camera, Camera No.3, has undergone extensive 

ground tests,including vibration, and was fiown six times 

during the Oklahoma tests listed in Table 1. This camera, 

whichu~es the Minoxlens, has a weight of 35 grams 

~ncluding timer, film, and batteries. The total flight 

weight, including harness, is 39.5 grams. A pri~ary 

feature of this design is a focal plane flattener which 

permits accurate positioning of the film in the focal 

plane and a reduction in motor torque 'and probability of 

jamming. Furthermore, ultrathin base film works well in 

this design so that more pictures (200 black and white, 

140 color) per roll are possible. The shutter speed has 

been shortened to 1/1400 of a second. 

Approved for Release: 2019/07/30 C06637657 
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SUBJECT: Bird Camera Development 

2. The production schedule calls for five additional_ 
cameras (Cameras 4 through 8) to be made by 1 June 1976. 

- About one week will be required for performance and 
reliability tests. By 15 June 1976 these five cameras will- 

be ready for flight tests. iBy"the end of June, six cameras 
of the new design (Nos. 3-8) and two cameras of the old -

_ 

design will be ready for demonstrational use.- 
3. ’A meeting was held withl 

Chief/APSD/NPIC, to discuss various films and processing 
techniques. Also at the meeting were[:::::::::i:]and 

A[::::::]of the same division. The flight films_and data 
sheets were left with them for review. Subsequently,‘ 

a£::::::::::::]of APSD called and a second meeting was 
held to discuss possible approaches for selecting films 
and processing techniques for both color and black and 
white. An additional meeting has been scheduled between 
NPIC and Kodak to get Kodak's recommendation. At this 
time. it is agreed-that a series of tests will be conducted A 

with the new camera and several film selections in order. 

_ to determine the proper film and processing technique. 
Recommendations will also be made regarding trade-offs - 

between shutter speed, film speed, and film resolution. ' 

Approved for Release: 2019/07/30 C06637657
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SUBJECT: Bird Camera Development 

2. The productibn schedule calls for five additional 

cameras (Cameras 4 through 8) to be made by 1 J.une 1976. 

About one week will be required for performance and 

reliability tests. By 15 June 1976 these five cameras will 

be ready for flight tests. By the end of June, six cameras 

of the new design (Nos. 3-8) and two cameras. of the old .. 

design will be ready for demonstrational use. 

3. A meeting was held with ,---I __________ ~ 

Chief/APSD/NPIC, to discuss various films and processing 

techniques. Also at the ~eeting were ,---I ____ ~~I and 

. ~I ______ ~Iof the same division. The flight films and data 

sheets were left with them for review. Subsequently, 

al lof APSD called and a se~ond meeting was 
'--------------" 

held to discuss possible approaches for selecting films 

and processing techniques for both color and black and 

whi.te. An additional meeting has been scheduled between 

NPIC and Kodak to get Kodak's reGommendation. At this 

time, it is agreed that a series of tests will be conducted 

with the new camera and several film selections in order 

to determine the proper film and processing technique. 

Recommendations will also be ~ade regarding trade-offs 

between shutter speed, film speed~ and film resolution. 

Approved for Release: 2019/07/30 C06637657 
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SUBJECT: Bird Camera Development 

These film tests and/or-recommendations will be integrated 
into the camera tests in early June and verified by ' 

flight tests in the later part of June. Analysis of the 
flight-tests to date by NPIC supports the original estimate 
of 1.5- to 2-inch resolution at 100 feet altitude. 

A 

4. TheE::::::::]lens has been assembled and tested 
in comparison with the new Camera No. 3 design. Both 
lens systems have field flatteners. TheE::::::::]lens is 
an F2.5 lens (about a stop faster), has about the same 

A

V 

resolution in the center, and has slightly better resolution 
at the edge of the field of view.‘ Its major advantage is 
the faster stop which would allow for faster shutter 
speed or resolution. As time permits, a camera will be 
designed for this lens and ground tests will be conducted 
to verify performance. V 

. _S. Table 2 shows the schedule for camera manufacturing 
tests, and film selection. 

.7 
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SUBJECT: Bird Camera Development 

These film tests and/or recommendations will be integrated 

into the camera tests in early June and verified by 

flight tests in the later part of June. Analysis of the 

flight tests to date by NPIC supports the original-estimate 

of 1.5- to 2-inch resolution at 100 feet altitude. 

4. The ,---I ____ ~Ilens has been assembled and tested 

in comparison with' the- new Cam~ra No.3 design. Both 

lens systems have field flatteners. Th,e 1'-----___ ~11ens is 

an F2.5 lens (about a stop faster), has about the same 

resolution in the center, "and has slightly better resolution 

at the edge of the field of view. Its major advantage is 

the faster stop which would allow for faster shutter 

speed or resolution. As time permits, a camera will be 

designed for· this lens and ground tests will be conducted 

to verify performance. 

S. Table 2 shows the schedule for camera manufacturing, 

tests, and film selection. 
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TABLE 1 
FLIGHT TESTS 

DATE 
1 3 

3/29/76 

3/30/76 
3/31/76 

'4/23/76 

5/l/76 

NO. FLIGHTS NO. FILM ROLLS 
5 4

2 

4 . 

4 . 

A OKLA 10 

OKLA 4 ' -- 

TOTALS 29 Flights 

1 .

2

4 

5 .

4 

20 Rolls
\ 

‘ 0 

TABLE Z 
MILESTONE SCHEDULE 

. 

' MAY.~ ' JUNE. 
1 15 < 1 15 

JULY 
_1 15 

Construct Cameras .,; V- 

. Ground Tests 
Film selection "g I V. ,3Ye 
_ 

‘

1 Tilm Tests‘ 
‘ 

r—Z-- V -Z_- 
Flight tests .‘ " ¢-Z- -2-_ 
Demonstration Tests 1

V 

L 1 

_Z____

T 
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TABLE 1 

FLIGHT TESTS 

NO. FLIGHTS NO. 
1 

3/29/76 

3/30/76 

3/31/76 

4/23/76 OKLA 

5/1/76 OKLA 

TOTALS 

Construct Cameras 

Ground Tests 

Film selection 
~ilm Tests 

Flight tests 

5 

2 

4 

4 

10 

4 

29 Flights 

0 

TABLE 2 
MILESTONE SCHEDULE 

1 

V 

MAY. 
15 

V 

JUNE. 
1 15 

V 

V 

V 

V 

Demonstration Tests 

i 

V 
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FILM ROLLS 
4 

1 

2 

4 

5 

4 

20 Rolls 

f. 

JULY 
1 15 
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0RD-5290-75 
-"I 

. 16 December l975i 
‘

F

I 

I
.

f 

flhMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD ‘ 

SUBJECT: Bird Camera Program 

Kl jOn 4 December 1975 a meeting was held witflfififlflflflflflflfi 
to review requirements and program scheduling 

for delivery of two cameras for ultimate test at the 
E:::::::::]facility in late April 1976. Review of the 
current cameras now being used determined that the shutter 
speeds were too slow to adequately compensate for image 
imotion. It was decided to modify two cameras to use exter- 
nal battery packs for providing sufficient power to _ 

operate the faster shutter speeds and to take pictures " 

atia rate of at least one or two per second. These cameras 
will be flown on birds in mid-January for the purpose 
of taking pictures of Air Force resolution charts which 
will properly calibrate image motion, bird altitude, 
shutter speed, and film selection. . 

2 A trip was also made on 8 December to the West 
Coast to coordinate efforts withi \and 
to get preliminary estimates of the bird orbit altitude 

' ' 
‘ 

' 
A tl used by and orbit diameter. A bird harness curren y 

K::::::::::]was obtained for redesign and for the purpose rof fitting a camera fairing to reduce aerodynamic drag. 
The redesigned harness_and fairing are_planned to be ready 
for the_mid-January tests. , A_ 

-A 

- 3. A third trip was made to see‘ 
(an optical consultant) on ll December. The purpose 
of this trip was to initiate the design of the lower 
F-number lens (larger aperture) which would permit the 
faster shutter speed for minimizing motion blurring. 
It is expected that the lens design will be completed 
by early February. ‘ 

- 

_
_ 

4. The results of the mid¥January tests will be 
used to configure a final camera design to be completed l 

' d in early February. Two cameras are scheduled to be constructe , 

E2 IMPDET 
CL BY[::::::] ' 
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16 December 1975 

/, 

I 
1>fEMORANDUI-I 'FOR THE RECORD 

SUBJECT: Bird Camera Program 

'---~'--'-'-~ On 4 December 1975 a meeting was held wi t~ . 
~_~~~.~Ito review requirements and program schedul~i-n-g---~ 
for delivery of two ~ameras for ultimate test at the 

1 Ifacility in late April 1976. Review of the 
current cameras now being used determined that the shutter 
speeds were too slow to adequately compensate for image 
,motion. It wa~ decided to modify two came~as to use exter
nal battery packs for pioviding sufficient power to 
operate the faster shutter speeds and to take pictures 
at a rate of at least one or two per second. These cameras 
will be flown on birds in mid-January for the purpose 
of taking pictures of Air Force resolution charts which 
will properly Calibrate image, motion, bird altitude, 
shutter speed, and film selection. 

2. A trip was also made on 8 December to the West 
Coast to coordinate efforts wi thl land 
to get preliminary estimates of the bird orbit altitude 
and orbit diameter. A bird harness currently used by 

1 Iwas obtained for redesign and for the purpose 
of fitting a camera fairing to reduce aerodynamic drag. 
The redesigned harness and fairing are planned to be ready 
for the,mid-January tests. 

3. A third trip was made to seel 
(an optical consultant) on 11 Decembe~r-.-~Tffh~e--p~u~r=p~o~s~e~--~ 
of this trip was to initiate the design of the lower 
F-number lens (larger aperture) which would permit the 
faster shutter speed for minimizing motion blurring. 
It is expected that the lens design will be completed 
by early February. 

4. The results of the mid~January tests will be 
used to configure a final camera design to be completed 
1n early February. Two cameras are scheduled to be constructed, 

E2 H1PDET 
C L BY 1,--------, 
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SUBJECT: "Bird Camera Program 

that will include the low F-number lens and some older 
backup cameras will include the lens currently being ' 

used. At this time, the new camera design will increase 
the film size from 9 mm to 16 mm in width. The film 
roll will be capable of taking 180 pictures at a rate 
of one picture per second for a total coverage time of _ 

three minutes. The field of view in the direction of 
motion will be roughly 30° and_approximately result in 
contiguous pictures along the ground. The increased - 

film width will result in almost a factor of two increase 
in lateral field of view and, therefore, increase the 
probability of photographing the target.» In addition, 
this new design would increase the number of pictures 
by a factor of two which results in an overall increase 
in the probability of recording the target by approximately 
a factor of four.-’ i 

~ 

.

~ 

5. This new camera design is scheduled for final . 

construction and flight tests by the end of March. Final 
modifications and analysis should be completed by early 
April. The following is a list of line items which must 
be completed by mid-April: V 

_
. 

- a.T Obtain ground resolution charts. 
b. Design new harness and camera fairing. 

c. Receive initial test cameras and loaded 
film cassettes. 

' 

d. Obtain fresh batteries fromfibnd 
configure flight battery packs. 

e. Perform ground tests of resolution charts 
and mechanical shake tests of cameras. ' 

~ f. Conduct preliminary flight tests of resolution 
charts;r 

g."Finalize camera design and select film. 
h. Receive low F-number lens frodUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU 

' i. Build final cameras and test. 
.‘ V 

/%/ 
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SUBJECT:~iFd Camera Program 

that will include the low F-number lens and some older 
backup cameras will include the lens currently being 
used. At this time, .the new camera design will increase 
the film ~ize from 9 mm to 16 mm in width. The film 
roll will be capable of taking 180 pictures at a rate 
of one picture per second for a total coverage time of 
three minutes. The field of view in the direction of 
motion will be roughly 30 0 and approximately result in 
contiguous pictures along the ground. The increased 
film width will result in almost a factor of two increase 
in lateral field of view and, therefore, increase the 
probability of photographing the target. In addition, 
this new design would increase the number of pictures 
by a factor of two which results in an overall increase 
in the probability of recording the target by approximately 
a factor of four. 

5. This new camera design is scheduled for finil 
construction and flight tests by ,the end of March. Final 
modifications and analysis should be completed by early 
April. The following is a list of line items which. must 
be completed by mid-April: 

a. Obtain ground resolution charts. 

b. Design new harness and camera fairing. 

c. Receive initial test cameras and loaded 
film cassettes. 

d. Obtain fresh batteries froml rnd 
configure flight battery packs. .~------~ 

e. Perform ground tests of resolution charts 
and mechanical shake tests of cameras. 

f. Conduct preliminary flight tests of resolution 
charts. -

g .. -Finalize camera design and select film. 

h. Receive low F-number lens fro~ 
~------------~ 

i. Build final cameras and test. 
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SUBJECT:l Bird Camera Program 

_i 
j.‘ Effect final modificati0ns.-

_ 

k. ,Conduct mission analog tests and analysis. 
' '6. It is anticipated that a task order support contract 
will be required for the purchase of miscellaneous equipment, 
batteries, film, etc. The film must be loaded in a clean room- - 

with facilities for splitting the film to the proper format 
and checking the cassettes or film holders for adequate 
freedom of movement to prevent camera jamming. Also - 

at this time, there are several battery candidates which - 

must be investigated and tested for both reliability and 
current drain capacity. Large quantities of film must be 
processed rapidly from both the ground tests and the flight 
tests in order to meet the program schedule." Movie camera 
coverage is.advised during both the ground-test and flight- 
test phases of the program. It is felt that a task order 
contract for the sum of $30,000 would be required for ~ 
dealing with these miscellaneous tasks on_a timely basis. 

Charles N. Adkins 
~ Operations Technology, ORD 

Distribution: '- 

0 - C/OTD then file 
1 — CEB/OTD Chrono 

- OTD/ORD Chrono 
_- ORD Registry . 

I-_-‘!—‘ 

OTD/ORD/DD/SGT/CNAdkinsrkmc/2763

I

3 
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SUBJECT: Bird Camera Program 

j. Effect final modifications. 

'k. Conduct mission analog tests and analysis. 

'6. It is anticipated that a task order support contract 
will be required for the purchase of miscellaneous equipment, 
batteries, film, etc. The film must be loaded in a clean room 
with facilities for splitting the film to the proper format 

. arid checking the cassettes or film holders for adequate 
freedom of movement to prevent camera jamming. Also 
at this time, there are several battery candidates which 

. must be investigated and tested for both reliability and 
current drain capacity. Large quantities of film must be 
processed rapidly from both ,the ground tests and the flight 
tests in order to meet the program schedule. Movie camera 
coverage is advised during both the ground-test and flight

,test phases of the program. It is felt that a task order 
contract for the sum of $ 30,000 would be required for . ' 
dealing with these miscellaneous tasks on a timely basis. 

Distribution: 
o - C/OTD then file 
1 - CEB/OTD Chrono 
1 - OTD/ORD Chrono 
f - ORD Registry 

,,' 

Charles N. Adkins 
Operations Technology, ORD 

OTD/ORD/DD/S&T/CNAdkins:kmc/2763 

3 
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-‘IORD-0417-76' ¢ 

"19 February 1976 9 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE.RECORD xi 1 

SUBJECT} _Bird Camera/NPIC Support 

‘1. This memo covers the period between 5 February l976_ 
_and 19 February 1976 regarding the progress for developing_ and testing a bird camera.1 Memos dated 16 December 1976, " ' 

S January 1976, and 5 February 1976 describe earlier progress. 
' 

_ 
2. A dummy confi i 

n of the latest camera and timer has been sent toflgulilljfor testing compatibility with< the bird and harness; 
_ 

,. '6 ~_. - 

i 

_ 
p 

. 

-

- 

" 3. ,Camera_#l, modified for image motion compensation,» "was received and tested against moving targets (resolution
_ chart on a car) at distances of 50-and 100 feet and velocities from zero to 50 mph. The-results of this test showed proper motion compensation. The negative aspects of the test were:-J 

. 

0. a. -A small hairline crack in the camera case_ 6'6
_ 

4 caused occasional fogging (about 10 percent of pictures). 
' b;V Inal or 2 percent of the pictures; the shutter‘ stuck open causing over-exposure.f, 

_ 

V 

"- ~ 

. 
c. 'The center of the field of view was s1ight1y~ g 

_ 

defocused, whereas the edges (which are clamped) showed -A 
~_ 4go0d"£ocus;,iy'_-_ H-' 

, -~:; pp. 
. 

" j'
. 

The camera has been sent back t0E:::::::::::::jfor correctin’ 
. . 

4
E these problems. 'At this time; the solutions to these problems< appear to be straightforward.-' "7- 

. f7 “ 
. , 

» 4.. There_sti11 appear to be problems in developing 6 

3414-fi1m.per Kodakis instructions, especially with regard to'- pulling the developer to_compensate for varied lighting con- ditions. pAlso, the supply of film in 16mm format is exhausted, and I feel that the film slicer is too risky an operation when 

_ 

E_:a:_'_|[\{|PDET._C\.. 
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ORD-0417-76 

'.19 Febrtiar11976 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

SUBJeCT: Bird Camera/NPIC Support 

1. This memo cov~rs the period between 5 Febrtiary 1976 
,and 19 February 1976 regardirig the prOgress for developing 
and testing a bird camera. Memos dated 16 December 1976, 
5 January 1976" and' 5 Febr'uary 1976 describe earlier progress . 

. . ". 

2. A dummy confi tmratiln of the. latest ca~e:a. and ~imer 
has b~en sent tol _for test1ng compat1b111ty w1th 
the b1rd and harness., " ", ' ' , ' 

3. ,Camera If,l, modified' for image' motion compensati"on, 
was received and tested against moving targets (resolution 
chart 'on a car) at dista'nces of 'SO and IODieet and velocitie's 
from zero to 50 mph. The results of this test showed proper 
motion compensation. The negative aspects of the test were:' ' 

a. A small hairline c~ack irithe camera case. 
caused occasional fogging (aboutlD percento£pictures). 

b.' In 1 6r 2'percent of the pictutes,the shuttei 
stuck operi causing over-exposure. . 

c'. 'The center of the ,field of view was slightly, " 
defotused, wherea~ the edges (which are clamped) showed 
good focus.,,' 

The, ca~era has' been 'sent back tol' Ifor correcting 
these problems. At this time, the solutions to .these problems, 
appear to be straightforward. 

. '. . 

4. There still appear to beprobiems in developing 
3414 film per Kodak's instructions, especially with regaid to' 
pulling the developer tO,compensate for varied lighting con
ditions.Also, the supply of film in l6mm format is exhausted, 
arid I feel that the film slicer is too risky an operation when 
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SUBJECT: Bird Camera/NPI-C Support . 

used by people unfamili ‘ " 
c 'pment} On 9 February 1976 3 meetin8_was held withirzlihihfifiiflnjof NPIC to discuss assist- ance in dealing with the a ove pro- ems and also in obtaining good quality enlargments of selected negatives. The advice ¢£p1 NPIC at that time was for us to request assistance.from OTS. 

8 February 1976, a second meeting was held with [Hnm€nQl*Qnfiof!NPIC who su ested that-N?IC could and wou1d,si 88 , assist ln a variety of areas. The following assistance recommendations were offered: _- 
' 

0
- 

well 
Il€Xt. 
in March;- Hopefully;'NPIC will develop this film and provide 

a. NPIC will develop all film and make§proper= 
adjustments for varied lighting conditions.; 

p

; 

b. [:::::::::]advised that we also conduct tests with 5069 film to.permit good resolution under lower light levels and still use the fast'Y 
shutter speed to minimize motion blurring; -4~ 

and 

' c. NPIC will task Kodak to provide 16mm format . 

have some 16mm film e ivere in about a week. 

film so that unnecessar handling and slicing.in- can be eliminated. EaI%a]estimated that he m 

- "d. -NPIC will provide good quality enlargmen of selected negatives. ‘I ' 

. . 

house 
ay. . 

t5 

.e. NPIC will provide technical assistance in determining resolution capability and does not necessarily require a resolution chart in the fie of view. f . 
A 

. 

: 

_ 

-» » 

-5. At this time, I feel that all problems are fa in hand- A refitted camera is scheduled for deli week and tests will be conducted during the first 

. 

-
. 
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SUBJECT: Bird Camera/NPIC Support 

used by people unfamilirr :ith the:ollipment. On 9 February 1976 
a meeting was held with_ _ _ lof NPIC to discuss assist
ance,in dealing with the a ove prob ems and also in obtaining 
good quality enlargments of selecte,d negatives. The advice of ' 
NPIC at that time w~s for us to request assistance from OTS. 

I 

H01.1~'Tor on ~8 February 19, 76, a second meeting was held with 
'_ I of NPIC who suggested that NPIC could, and would, 
'---a=-, =-S=-S-"--1=-S=t-, -:--1=n----=-a~variety of areas. The following assistance and 
recommendations were offered: ' 

a. NPIC \'lilldevelopall film and make';proper 
adjustments for varied 'lighting conditions. 

b. I ladvised that we also, conduct 
tests with 5069 film to, permit good resolution 
under,low~jlight levels andsti11 use ,the fast 
shutter speed t~ minimize moti6n blurring. 

c. NPIC will task Kodak to provide 16mm format 
film so that unneces~ary handling and slicing. in-house 

·can be eliminated. I lestimated that he may, . 
have some 16mm film dellvered in about a week. 

d. NPIC will provide good quality enlargments 
of selected negatives . 

. e. NPIC will provide'technical assistance in 
determining resolution capability and does not 
~ecessaiilyre~uire:a resolution ch~rt in th~ field 
of view . 

. 5. At this -time, I feel that all problems are fairly 
well in hand. A refitted camera is scheduled for delivery 
next week and tes~swillbe coriducted during the first week 
in Marth.· Hopefully; NPIC ~ill develop this film and provide 

.~. 
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’$UBJECT;' Bird Camera/NPlC_Supp0rt
_ 

advice on handling in the field and fi ‘on for sub- sequent tests. The new F2.5 lens fromtisilfigijis on ' schedule for delivery in ear1y.March.a pt IS expected that
. 

- 

' ' d test will be co in mid March at - 

near Some film will be eveloped there so that a amera problems can be ' 

dealt with directly by 4 I would estimate at this time that a secen light test will be in order for» ‘ 

early April which will also test the new F2;5 lens system. ‘ 

’Charles N. Adkins. 
4 

1 » Operations Technology, ORD 
Distfibution: ' 

. 3
~ 4’O 4 C/OTD file Q

, 

l - 0TD/0RD chrono, ' _‘ l"- ORD Registry“ ~~ ' ' 

’OTD/ORD/DD/SGT/CNAdkihs;amb(Z763)'

r 

Y.3
. 

l 
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. SUBJECT!· Bird Camera/NPIC.Support 

advice on handling in the field and fi l : S:lectton for sub-~equent tests. The new F2.S lens froml ~ Jis on schedule £or d~livery in iarly March. Yt 1S expected that 

:

. sim111~tpd £;o~d test will be in- mid March at . . I _ I facility near Some film will be . eveloped there so that a amera problems can be dealt with directly by IwotiId estimate at this time that a secon llght test will be in order for eCirly April which will also· test the new F2~5 lens system. 

\~~\ 
Distribution: 

o ,;. C/OTD file 
I - OTD/ORD chrono. 
1- ORD Registry 

. Charlei N. Adkins 
Operations Technology, ORD 

OTD/ORD/DD/S&T/CNAdkihs: amb (2-763) 

.. 3 
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§L¢Rfi/ 
NIO-2275-75 
21 October 1975 

SUBJECT 
_ 

: Bird Capability for Photography 

1. Following the recent demonstration at[fi1NlO/SA 
.at SE Division's request, attended a meeting wit representa- 
tives from SE/COPS, SE RGR, SE/IO and OTS/SDP to discuss the 
actual operational value of the bird photographic system. 
At this meeting it was agreed that NIO/SA and SE/RGR would 
solicit and validate»photographic requirements in the USSR V 

for collection via our bird—borne camera; OTS/SPD E::::::::::j and SE/COPS would discuss with 0RD plans to ’ ' 

improve the ra system (which is not now reliable 
enough for an actual operation); and the office of SB/I0 
would draft a detailed scenario to be used as a basis for a 
realistic demonstration in the Washington area. 

tion utilizing existing funds prior to 31 December 1975. You 
will receive a more detailed memo within the next ten days 
which will include a detailed demonstration scenario from 
SE Division. In the meantime, you may drop your ongoing program 

. of training birds for long (25 miles) overwater flights. The 
central point of our interest revolves around your ability to 

3.3(h)(2) 

6.2(d) 

7 . 

. It was understood that 0RD could run one more demonstra- 

train birds from photographs. 0' 

Copy: ADDS§T 
D/OTS 
SE/COPS 
SE/RGR 
SE/IO 
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NIO-227S-75 

21 October 1975 

Director, Office of Research & Development 

Bird Capability for Photography 

3,3(h)(2) 

6,2(d) 

1~ Following the r~cent demonstration atl INro/sA, 
at SE Division's request, attended a meeting wlth representa
tives fromSE/COPS, SE R&R, SE/IO and OTS/SDP to discuss the 
actual operational value of the bird photographic system. 
At this meeting it was agreed that NIO/SA and SE/R&R would 
solicit and validate. photographic requirements' in the USSR 
for collection via your bird-borne camera; OTS/SPD I 

and SE/COPS I I would discuss with ORD plan~s-t~o------~ 
improve the ~IeseIlc camdra system (which is not now reliable 
enough for an actual operation); and the office of SE/IO 
would draft a detailed scenario to be used as a basis for a 
realistic demonstration in the Washington area. 

2. It was understood that ORD could run one moredemonstra
tion utilizing existing funds prior to 31 December 1975. You 
will receive a more detailed memo ,wi thin the next ten days 
which will include a detailed demonstration scenario from 
SE Division. In the meantime, you may drop your ongoing program 
of training birds for long (25 miles) overwater flights. The 
central point of our interest revolves around your ability to 
train birds from photographs. 

Copy: ADDS&T 
D/OTS 
SE/COPS 
SE/R&R 
SE/IO 
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ORD 4762-66 
27 October 1966 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 
SUBJECT: Briefing of Admiral Taylor 

l. On 26 October Mr. Chapman, and I 
briefed Admiral Taylor and his aides Smith and McManus on 
the ORD program, The briefing lasted two hours and fifteen 
minutes. It covered approximately fourteen of the major pro- grams in ORD. It is my impression that Admiral Taylor was 
very much interested in the substance of the briefing and was aware of some but not all of the projects. He asked unusually 
intelligent questions about those programs with which he was 
not completely familiar. 

2. With respect to the Life Sciences, it turns out that 
he was the Admiral Taylor who was involved in the Moss Com- 
mittee hearings and indicated in the course of our discussion 
that he felt much as we did about investigating the validity and 
reliability of the polygraph. He showed particular interest in 
the possible value of the EEG. On the animal studies, he 
wanted to know whetherg ‘people were aware of OXYGAS. I in icatecffnaffhey were not but that Frosh 
and Admiral Gayler were aware of it and that we had been asked 

\ l 

He was particularly 
interested in the‘

_ of the dolphin, so I left a copy of the OXYGAS briefing book with 
him. He was interested in‘ ‘and also the 
bird program. I ‘ave h'm'a brief rundown on our situation with respect to He felt that a program to further define this area was essential and offered his assistance in backing it with the caveat that it would depend upon the funds. However, he 

3:"-T4!.TTlT‘.'3"Pf:f 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

ORD 4762-66 
27 October 1966 

SUBJECT: Briefing of Admiral Taylor 

1. On 26 October Mr. Chapman, I I and I 
briefed Admiral Taylor and his aides Smith and McManus on 
the ORD program. The briefing lasted two hours and fifteen 
minutes. It covered approximately fourteen of the major pro
grams in ORD. It is my impression that Admiral Taylor was 
very much interested in the substance of the briefing and was 
aware of some but not all of the projects. He asked unusually 
intelligent questions about those programs with which he was 
not completely familiar. 

2. With respect to the Life Sciences, it turns out that 
he was the Admiral Taylor who was involved in the Moss Com
mittee hearings and indicated in the course of our discussion 
that he felt much as we did about investigating the validity and 
reliability of the polygraph. He showed particular interest in 
the possible value of the EEG. On the animal studies, he 
wanted to know whether I I people were 
aware of OXYGAS. I inmcatea that they were not but that Frosh 
and Admiral Gayler were aware of it and that we had been asked 

I I He was particularly 
interested in the I I 

of the dolphin, so I left a copy of the OXYGAS briefing book with 
him. He was interested inl land also the 
bird program. I gave him a brief rundown on our situation with 
respect tol _ He felt that a program to further define 
this area was essential and offered his assistance in backing it 
with the caveat that it would depend upon the funds. However, he 
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SUBJECT: Briefing of Admiral Taylor 

agreed that We should separate the problem from the funds first. He was particularly interested in some material which he has 
read on territoriality and aggression. I told him I would send 
him a copy of "King Solomon's Ring" by Konrad Lorenz. 

3. In summary, I felt that Admiral Taylor absorbed 
an unusual amount of material rather rapidly and has a broad 
philosophical background. As a result, I would assume that he 
will be able to play a helpful role in translating ORD problems 
to the front office. 

STEPHEN L. "ALDIE/{ICH, M. D 
Deputy Director u 

of 
Research and Development 

Distribution: / Original - Record“ 
l - C/MBSD 
1 — C/BSD 
l - DD Chrono 
1 - ORD Chrono 

ORD/DD/S&T:SLAldrich:pjk/2652 (27 October 1966) 
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3. In summary~ I felt that Admiral Taylor absorbed 
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ORD # Z602-66 
Z7 June 1966 

MEMORANDUM F OR THE RECORD 
SUBJECT : Briefing of Division D 
REFERENCE: Project AXIOLITE 

1. At the request Chief Scientist TSD 
I accompanied him to Headquarters this date to 3 Chief, Division D, DD/P, and some of his cognizant staff on 
the status with Project AXIOLITE. involved very closely 
with some of the activities and efforts which took place under the old 
TSD project some of his people 
had apparently gotten wind of Project AXIOLITE through conversations 
they have had with people from TSD, particularly Dr. Gottlieb. 

2. I gave, per request, a short briefing on the objectives of the 
project and exhibited bird harness and the training aids that we use 
for the birds plus showed the film that we now have. An animated 
discussion session followed the short presentation and I am impressed 
with the interest shown in the potential applicability of bird emplacement 
platforms to missions and problems that confront Division D. There 
was certainly no lack of enthusiasm for the concepts upon which this 
project has been predicated. 

3. In response to numerous questions, _I gave them, although it 
was not scheduled, a very short thurnb-nail sketch of our overall 
animal studies program taking care to be extremely discreet about the 
very sensitive items. There was almost as much interest shown in 
Project KECHEL as they had shown previously for Project AXIOLITE. 
Another quite animated discussion followed during which a large 
number of questions were answered. Subsequent to the more or less 
formal presentation, it was indicated to me that Division D would 
like very much to be kept in the communications loop on all these 
projects from the standpoint of being kept apprised of progress and 
problems and the potential solutions to problems. When they have 

OM11? 1 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

SUBJECT Briefing of Division D 

REFERENCE: Project AXIOLITE 

ORD # 2602-66 
27 JWle 1966 

1. At the request ofl I Chief Scientist. TSD. 
I accompanied him to Headquarters this date to briefl l 

I I Chief, Division D, DD/P, and some of his cognizant staff on 
the status with Project AXIOLITE.I fas involved very closely 
with some of the activities and efforts which took place Wlder the old 
TSD project called I II land some of his people 
had apparently gotten wind of Project AXIOLITE through conversations 
they have had with people from TSD, particularly Dr. Gottlieb. 

2. 1 gave, per request, a short briefing on the objectives of the 
project and exhibited bird harness and the training aids that we use 
for the birds plus showed the film that we now have. An animated 
discussion session followed the short presentation and 1 am impressed 
with the interest shown in the potential applicability of bird emplacement 
platforms to missions and problems that confront Division D. There 
was certainly no lack of enthusiasm for the concepts upon which this 
project has been predicated. 

3. In response to numerous questions, I gave them, although it 
was not scheduled, a very short thumb ... nail sketch of our overall 
animal studies program taking care to be extremely discreet about the 
very sensitive items. There was almost as much interest shown in 
Project KECHEL as they had shown previously for Project AXIOLITE. 
Another quite animated discussion followed during which a large 
nwnber of questions were answered. Subsequent to the more or less 
formal presentation, it was indicated to me that Division D would 
like very much to be kept in the communications loop on all these 
projects from the standpoint of being kept apprised of progress and 
problems and the potential solutions to problems. When they have 
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SUBJECT: Briefing of Division D 

written their memorandum for the record covering this briefing this 
morning, it was indicated to me that they would hope to establish a 
fairl informal communications loop consisting of some designee of 

Division TSD and 
myself. 

4. My approach in talking to these people was strictly soft sell 
and I made, or I attempted to make, quite a point of the fact that these 
systems have been carried to the point of proof of feasibility but by no 
means were they operationally ready systems. This is particularly 
true with regard to Project AXIOLITE where no attempt has been 
made to generate operational hardware at all. This approach on my 
part apparently did not dampen their enthusiasm. On the contrary, 
they started immediately talking ab out what kind of sensor and payload 
package would be necessary for the types of missions they would hope 
to accomplish using bird emplacement. 

5. Pursuant to instructions given me s-ome time ago by Dr. 
Aldrich in which he indicated that I should deal more and more directly 

~ with DD/P com onents, I feel that this meeting this morning was well 
worth while. after the meeting, his pleasure 
to me with the way the briefing, the question session, and the conclusions 
that had been reached sounded. As further developments accrue, you - 

will be kept apprisedlof progress with these various DD/P components 
and in particular, Division D. ' 

C/BSD/ORD 
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SUBJECT: Briefing of Division D 

written their memorandum for the record covering this briefing this 
morning. it was indicated to me that they would hope to establish a 
fairly informal communications loop consisting of some designee of 

I Ifrom Division 0.1 Ifrom TSD, and 
myself. 

4. My approach in talking to these people was strictly soft sell 
and 1 made. or 1 attempted to make, quite a point of the fact that these 
systems have been carried to the point of proof of feasibility but by no 
means were they operationally ready systems. This is particularly 
true with regard to Project AXIOL! TE where no attempt has been 
made to generate operational hardware at all. This approach on my 
part apparently did not dampen their enthusiasm. On the contrary, 
they started immediately talking about what kind of sensor and payload 
package would be necessary for the types of missions they would hope 
to accomplish using bird emplacement. 

5. Pursuant to instructions given me some time ago by Dr. 
Aldrich in which he indicated that I should deal more and more directly 
with DD/P components. I feel that this meeting this morning was well 
worth while. I lexpressed. after the meeting, his pleasure 
to me with the way the briefing, the question session, and the conclusions 
that had been reached sounded. As further developments accrue, you 
will be kept apprised of progress with these various DD/P components 
and in particular, Division D. 
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BRIEFING STATEMENT

A 

_ 

TACANA 

T 
This statement pertains to a sensitive emplacement 

program known as TACANA. The descriptor,\TACANA/"when used 
in this connotation; is classified SECRET. " 

TACANA should be considered as a restrictive-access 
approval clearance for information regarding[a unigue

' 

emplacement technique;] The information that is to be pro- 
fected is as follows: A¢/ 

1. TACANA — A short—range emplacement system . 

which utilizes a special vehicle for either reconnais- 
sance or emplacement of stay—behind devices.‘ _ 

. Z. Methods of implementation which would tend 
to impair the security of the system, i.e., referring 
to the vehicle in connection with any specific operation 
or means of delivery.

Z 

- -\ 

' .3. The vehicle's capability for doing specifics 
tasks and any operational scenarios designated. 

The TACANA activity, therefore, should be regarded as - 

a most sensitive endeavor of the United States intelligence 
effort. Restrictive security measures and controls have been- 
established for TACANA. They entail a strict enforcement 
of the "need-to-know? principle. Access to TACANA informa- 
tion will be limited to an absolute minimum number of people. 

Access approvals for TACANA information are granted - 

only by CIA. A master index is maintained by OTD/0RD/DDSGT, 
and by SB/DDO. Participants who have a question regarding an 
individual's clearance status must verify the existence of 
the clearance prior to any discussion of TACANA.

' 
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· This statement pertains to a sensitive emplacement 

12rogr~m known as. TAC~A. The . d~scriptor, "[ACANA( when used 

1n th1S connotat1on, 1S class1f1ed SECRET. -. 

TACANA should be considered as a restrictive-access 

approval clearance for information regarding6 unigue 

emplacement technigue J The information that is to be pro-

tected is as follows: f . 

1. TACANA - A short-range emplacement system 

which utilizes a special vehicle for either reconnais

sance or emplacement of stay-behind devices .. 

2. Methods of implementation which \'lould tend 

to impair the security of the system, i.e., referring 

to the vehicle in connection with any specific operation 

or means of delivery. 

3. The vehicle's capability for doing specific 

tasks and any operational scenarios designated. 

The TACANA activity, therefore, should be regarded as 

a most sensitive endeavor of the United States intelligence 

effort. Restrictive security measures and controls have been 

established for TACANA. They entail a strict enforc~ment 

of the "need-to-know" principle. Access to TACANA·inlorma

tion will be limited to an absolute minimum number of p~ople. 

Access approvals for TACANA information are granted 

only by CIA. A master index is maintained by OTD/ORD/DDS&T, 

and by SB/DDO. Participants who have a question regarding an 

individ~al's clearance status must verify the existence of 

the cl~arance prior to any discussion of TACANA. 
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SKABJECT; CHIRQLO6‘! - bathe Mammal w 

2*.» fins 19*-\S’3;~cmt at tile 14 to '91-aria you with e 
eurreaia stew: report. an the camazxm (zamerly onus) program 

1:o're-quest miiiitmnal 3’! 196$ fwzdu 
” 2- The objective 01' the Cfllflizitbi '£¥1'eg'n:: 3.0 to dawning a 

gmtoyypev Byitw for mterdintiag marine lagintias support in e 
non»attr.'|.hut&1a uaw. Although this abjectiwc in rpecittcally wwam D09 an, the subsystem will pmtla ¢1A with as

_ 

capability to mum &ntcl3.igam0- “Janina wizinany m.»-¢ 
licked uahr the 011803 project. 

3- mu averall étnotzon of camomrz! 1: the 
z-ea-gaomibilit-y_ oi’ Va staring panel unis; imaluzin ll?» Blatant! Una-0 
vii‘ ;.RPA Hr. Everett fiflnke of lib MI lit. Karrie Stone of 9.5 O [ I ' 
Kev;-OF-0'! ind Br. mephm Aldrich or CIA. fin tnmioal -tires!-ion 
ofttac program is tin '1-upoua1M11t: efl \pm¢r, 
Bialoaical Selena: Division/ORB. fleaonaaratian of on wparauannl 
nratetype system in planned an or about 1 April 1969, twin month: mar initiation or entrants. A general brukfima ofthc thing am! 
e~:*sta‘of the pa-arm are &'“G§h“q' ~ 

_ 

"

- 

A la. fig glnfia ma abgactiga. An a emuequanea #1’ 
ourgmvioxudinuaannne 'er'1 ,.we$.§ta\d'to: 

-» xi. pm-mm cw diam-aw '2'aa-zibility ef this system: 
in the aha-teat time possible; 

- b." maintain control in toms of Mme: 
obwctiwea; at-.

A 

- - 

_ 
<2. whine thin at the least. 3?;-zhiblu can £0 Rt: 

meuqy. 
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'1‘;-was/ixi these obJect.1v¢s, we have established security eoni-ml at‘ 
the program, t€‘un<ied. tho" first nix. months of the animal training 
program, praviaed the support. boat and (flpueiu Operations 
Diflsien/DDP), ma mm anthwity rm at-A to not an the w:h_~ 
nicai. manager to: this program. In one: to take" 
advantage of iiaavy rewurcu, we are tezzninatixuthc currmt

4 

hast-teaani-. agreement through the Office of Emmi Research to 
the Key I-last Haul iiase and an implecieuting 0. aemorandmn or 
mdersten6.ing.vith OP-0'1 of the lav: which, in effect, provide: 
us with hroader means to Kay resources and mmpownr and . 

transfers the cont at this aspect at the psragrm to In: and ABBA.- 
‘ 5. koblem. In order to amply with a mu 

denim to have <1 system cantor for the pmgrm and to accelerate 
the pragrm, an imreaae in project marking in required. £1-an DOD 
gnéitheigeucy. ARPA_wiIlbesbletoprovidecn1yapp:~o1dnnto1y 
$3505 in Y‘!-1965 for the initiation of the zyiteml integration. 
Bnasefundanmtbc nmplwmtadbygéflttwatmflnacyruthe 
pnyloaaiwna guidnnea aubayatma and '50s. to extend an eantnct 
with tn» mama trainerg. arm; cmttibution in 1'!-1969 so 
cuaplete the intqrationv we to aamplfle the payload and guidance 
subsystem eould gs: an high an $650K, depending upon ntseflatefl price 
or the system: integration, guidsnca and pqload contracts. Bownr, 
at this -time ARPA can program only $650K iii Y!-1969. It is my recclnm- 
dwbion am the om“ oi‘ mama ma Development rflprfisran $1501 to 
extend the amtract with the animal trainers and that additional 
Agmay sum in the ammt or $2001’; be allocated to GD immediately 
in otdet that the payload and Qaidanza aubiyntuu sq be initiated. 
By following this course of iatinu, we will reiuec tin overall Manny 
commitment in term of dollar: (none are ‘currently prograand tor 
sr-1969) and will maximize our mun ac an early alga. mother 
option would be ta Miq the dewolcpnent of the pqlocd and guidance 
systems until F!-0.969. I bellow this ogptitm wail! tciq ccnphtion 
ottheprvlrembyaminimmofraxrmunths andvoulnl, inthe lam run, 
require 51-Qatar funding un the-part of the Agency. 

>

" 

6. It itroquested. that an be pemittafi to greeted. with the 
maangement or thia 91-cg:-um an mxtlined. abem and that the amlitioaal 

.2
J 
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BUBJlC~, craROLOGY .. Kv1u lCcurm1al JIlJ'ogrFlC· 

·l! .. 1iicrn t!\t:t;e \;,iU3eet1ve8, we he.n eatal;}11ahed aecur1ty contrCll ot~ 
tba Pl'Ogl'WI, fundec1 the tlret 81-. ItlOnths Qf' tbe .t .. ] tnSo"'I 
pr"OirUt PNrided the eupport boat and cmn; (lpecial OperatlOlU1 
DiV1s1ca/DDP). un' haft autllorit¥ t~ lUA to act .. the tech
nie.l .prosrm:t tumager to~ this prosnw. In ol'4er to take' 
8dVaDt&ce of HaVy re8OUZ'Ce., we an ttmdnet1n& the C'.n-rent 
bort ... teu.cnt agreenent. tbz'ougb the ottice of lfaYal Jle.earch to 
the 'Kq Weat We.nJ. 1)&,. s.nd are 1mplem.ent1Dg .. aemol'8D4l1m ot 

· UIlder~ .1d.tb 0P-07 or the ... .., wb1cb, 1rl et.teot t proYic1ea 
us witb oroaaer Me ... to 'lJr«7 ruouoe. 8IU1 ~ ad 
transfer. the coat 'Of thilt aapect of the proar_ to lIav u4 MIlA •. 

. 5. Cuneat "¥,'gdtnc PJ:oblem. In or4er to c~ nth .. J)(lD 
· dea1re to I1aVe 0. qateuaa ldearo.tor -tor the PI'OII'- .. to accelerat.e 
tbe pr-.iS,_ wnue 1n proJect .t\aD"Ung 18 reqa1n4 trcam ])QI) 

~ the 1tgetJ.q. .ARPA. v1ll be able to pt"O'f14e c:a.q ~ 
;J350a. :.lD 11'-1966 tor tbe init1ation ot tRe qat._ tn't.e&l'at1GD. 
'lbeae ;tWlCla Ii1Wlt be aupplelCflDte4 Dy ... ~ the /CfIlif'q tor tbe 
.PGrload.· Nld au141noe Rbqatau u4 $l.50K. to ext ... t!le ecmtnct 

· -nth the ..,,1mal, trainer.. JdlPA!. COJ1t.r1but1oc 1a 1'1 .. 1969 W 
eam,plete the 1atecratlo1i aM to cam.pl..6te tbe pql.cM4 ad. &\Z14eACe 
_qat._ cou1.4 CO aa h1ah u t',ol., depen41na up:!D a .~lated price 

. 01' the qat .. lutean;Uon, au.1'.GO aDd W10aA cGRraeta. lbt.ftl', 
at this .t1ae AllPA eaD PI'OfIJ"-~ "'50& !A n-l969. no 1& Jq NCmDen-

· dation tJI&t, tl1c Ofn.. ot' Beaea.reh and J)eftlopl1ell't ftPZ'OCl"- $l5(a to 
mentl tM ccm.tract with the aola4al tra1nera 8Il4 tbat a4t1t1onal 

.. 1'&eDC7 fuIlda ia ~ 8IIO'QIlt ot $2001(" &l.locate4 to OlD s-ecu.atel¥ 
112 order'tbat tbe perlol4 mel p14iDCe auUrat.u ..,. M 1D1t1a1ied. 
ll7 follOlf'bg tll18 couse of MUOR, we will re4.uce tIae ONl"all .-q 
O'OIm11tmmrt .iu tau of 401181'. (DOlle arec\1ITeDt:q pJ'OCI' ..... tor 
ft-1969) flAdlf1ll maimSse CU' cceUol at lIB earq ~.. ~r 
option voul4 o. to 4elq tAo deftloplleDt ot tbe M'lod u4 p.tdelloe 
Q'at •• _tU n-l969. I \)eli .... thS.. 0l)1;1011 WOIIl4 ..".,. ccapl.eUcm 
of the ~_ b7 & Iltn ilJDDl of tour IIIOIltlla and WlIl4. ia the lema ".. 
ftquift 8ftatar fUIMUng on. 'tlW. part ot tlae .Paez107. -

6. It 1.~e4 thAt 1M be pel'ldtted to fI'OCeed w1~ the 
. . . llUmag __ t of thi. J)Z'tICr8Bl .. outl1Be4 abOVe sad tlaat the IMitioul 
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' CHIROLOGY FUNDING ‘_ 

_ 

" 

- 

' 
' FY 1968 _FY 1969 

. 
' \ ' 

SOD/DD/P (Maritime Suppcrt) K CIA 100 14+ cm ' 

zoo K ARPA 

‘ Animal ‘Training and éupport ‘ _____ .
_ 

(_200 KI year) - 

‘ 
T0:'.=I€e’-1’€I1-E ~9.-€I'!l19£fv 

Systems lvntegra'tion'(5'50'-K/year) _ 

' 

350 K ARPA 
- \ 

, _ 
__. 

- "_‘¥_P_ay1oad(350 K/year) 
H 

_ 

106‘:K‘;L'G~t& 2 50 K ARPA 
' 

_ 

2G{uda£»¢é'(aoo K/year)- ~ 
200 K ARPA 

1 
' ' 

I. . 

'Supp<;rt (ARRA. ‘N_avy) GFE. 
t . 

. . 

.- 
‘-Totals 

_ 

' 

I 90014 
' »ARPA . 350K 

" cm _ ssox 

GFE 
750 K 
650 K 

4_ 
100K . 

I; 1This includes design and fabrication of the emplacement package, development of suitable 
non-explosive materials and ship fixation techniques. ~ 

2This includes tracking, mavigation and communication with the animal and his payload. ~ 

<1=?=éPFunded FY 1968 ~€To be reprogrammed in ORD FY 1968 . 

- 'i'Required from FY 1968 year-end funds 

. , I? 
. 

__V. ,§ 
' -£113‘ 

V.-_,_ » - -— --—a-he-_=.-__. _ _ W-_ - - <—~.-—. ~ ~~»~-—~~-_/ — — ——*—-— ' 

C \ 
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.. 
SOD/DD/P (Maritime Supp~rt) 

Animal Training and' Support . 
(200 K/year) 

~T 

CHffiOLOGY FUNDING 

Systems Integration (556. K/year) 
-.' 

.,~.payload (350 K/year) . 

. 2G~idanc~(300 K/year)' 

. Support (ARPA, Navy) 

'Totals 
ARPA 
CiA 

FY 1968 

noo K CIAI 

350 K ARPA 

I HlfHCm:A:1 

11.09: K.:CIA I 

GFE. 

900 K 
350 K 
550 K 

FY 1969 

100 K+ CIA 

200 K ARPA 

250 K ARPA 

200 K ARPA 

GFE 

750 K 
650 K 
100 K 

I This includes design and fabrication of the emplacement package, development of suitable 
non-explosive materials and ship fixation techniques. 

2This includes tracking, mavigation and communication with the animal and his payload. 

~Funded FY 1968 
~To be reprogrammed in ORD FY 1968 
~Required from FY 1968 year-end funds 
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LIMITED DISTRIBUTION ' 

' 

< Foam # ; _ 

. $2 7,(3_éf~
_ 

22 April 1968 - 

CHIROLOGY PROGRAM POLICY STATEMENT ' 

; ' 
,- 

The prime mission of the Chirologyprogram has been defined as 
the underwater interdiction (emplacement and /or retrieval of payloads) 
of ships'in motion or at rest at sea ‘or in certain harbor situations§ ' 

The ships ‘referred to here can be considered as merchant ships as 
'- well as naval ships. Payloads for'attachment or retireval are not 

A 

connected with a destructive attack on the ship. The fundamental 
- 

3 

series of technological problems which this program is designed to

r 

investigate and demonstrate feasibility of are: 

a. I._,_o)_'_i_g_ ran,ge_Q§§1£t8 el§_ct,r.onic_n_avigation_a.nd_g\ridanc_e_ of the 
'p_Qi;p’2i_se_. This includes the type of guidance system that best matches 
the man-animal interface.

c 

» b. The termi_na_1._gu.idrance involving the animals‘ ability to be trained 
to target recognition of specific ship components "or surfaces in an '

' 

open loop fashion. ' 

~ - - 

c. The specific elements involved with the payload p_a.cl<age__physic§1
_ 

cha3a;g_;e_r_i_s_ti_c_s_ such as volume, weight, configuration, etc. , and the , 

I attachment techniques required so that the animal canjyaccomplish
, emplacement o_r-retrieval. " 

~ 

,

' 

'<1~ B etu£1L<2£_t&¢.31iime1:@_t1i<z E1inL11'2?._1:.e_¢.<>£er.>:..1.29i¥'?F and s“PP°1'* 
required in an open sea environment. - 

Methods of attachment and detachment,~ and specific parts of the ship - 

to. which the payloads are to be delivered should be considered in detail '- 

making use of an in depth studyof the local properties and attributes of -. 

ship structure and configuration. It is understood that payloads to be 
retrieved should include items which are not necessarily emplaced by the 
por-poise. '

1 

C/.> Ff] '

J
» 

T) 
‘P. 

-.1 
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2:2 April 1968 

CHIROLOGY PROGRAM POLICY STATEMENT 
.,. 

The prime mission of the Chirology program has been defined as 
the underwater interdiction (emplacement and lor retrieval of payloads) 
of ships· in motion or at rest at sea or in certain harbor situations~ , 
The ships referred to here can be considered as merchant ships as 
well as naval ships. Payloads for· attachment or retireval are not 
connected with a destructive attack on the ship. The fundamental 

, series of technological problems which this program is designed to 
... ; investigate and demonstrate feasibility of are: 

a. 4o~K~g~_r.~~~~e!:.1:.I:.oniC-Il~ v:igat-ion..an~ujd~ncA of the 
P'Q.E.P0i:>.~..: This includes the type of guidance sYB.tem that best matches 
the man-animal interface. 

b. The t~!!al-£l.lidance involving the animals' ability to be trained 
~o target recognition of specific ship components or surfaces in an 
open loop fashion .. 

c. The specific elements inv:olved with· the p~~loa9.-ILa,.~ag..fL_ph.¥.s~l 
C11~L~~;~_rJs~i_c~ such as volume, weight, configura.tion,. etc., and the 
att·achment techniques requil:ed so that the animal can' accomplish 
emplacement o.r ·retrieval. 

d. Return of the animal to the launch or recovery point and support 
required- in a~~p~~~·;;~ -e~;i;~~""e;t. - -- -- -----. - _._.- . --

Met~ods of attachment and detachment, ahd specific parts of the ship 
to. which the payloads are to be delivered should be considered in detail 
making use of an in depth study·of the local properties and attributes of 
ship structure and configuration. It is understood ~hat payloads to be 
retrieved should include items which a.re not I},eces.sarily emplaced by the 
porpoi.se. 

• , .. , 

LI .. J~~-J.s/;E4! 
., • . ::11:'" 3 . 

. , .. , ..... :...._ .. __ ._ . .:.. __ .~_.-;... •..• __ ._. __ "-._ ••• __ .•• _ .•. ~._ •. ,._ -'"_ .... _____ .•. _ ••.. _'_.:..1 .• n ••• "~ ." 
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The above statements of policy and guidance have been discussed 
and agreed to by the members of the Chirology Steering Panel on 
22 April 1968 in Room 3E 189, The Pentagon. Agfeement is si nified8 

_, by the following signaturesof the panel members: . 

.7 

_ 
V _ 

For CIA 
S;epheix7Alclri 

' ' 

‘\/ID *7’ 

\ 
J’ 

_ 

‘\ 

- - / \
. \ -./ - ~ -

. 
" \.\&\¥'\::* \ --' for ARPA _‘

‘ 

Richard S. Cesaro . .- 
'..' 

‘ 
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The above statements of policy and guidance have been discussed 
and agreed to by the members of the Chirology St~ering Panel on 
22 April 1968 in Room 3E 189. The Pentagon. Agreement is signified 
by the following signatures' of the panel members: 

For CIA 

for ARPA .. 
Richard S. Cesaro ... 

for DDR&E 
Everett Grienke 

,for Navy 

'.' 
, , 

" 

' .. 
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' ORD 2957-74 

9 July 1974 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 
‘

. 

SUBJECT: Contractor Site Visiti - 

l. In general terms, the overall program is progressing 
as planned, within the limitation of current facilities and 
personnel._ However, it was mutually agreed that the training 
activities should be accelerated. Obstacles to increased train- 
ing activity are weather factors-and limited commuting access 
to San Clemente Island. Additional training sites being investi- 
gated include the Naval Missile Center, Point Mugu; Anacapa 
Island National Monument (Department of Interior); private 
‘facilities in the Ventura County coastal region; and[::::::::;;:j 

I h 
\ 

n t e interim erio , 

prior to the acquisition of additional facilities[::::::€:jwill 
attempt to modify procedures so as to best utilize limited time 

_ and favorable weather conditions at San Clemente. Such procedures 
will include simultaneous boat transport of several birds with 
release of specific individuals for flights to target site at 
distances appropriate to their particular phase in the training 
program. Other methods of enhancing the utilization of facilities, 
favorable weather, and on-site personnel will be investigated. . 

2. Additional observations and subjects discussed during 
this visit included: ' 

a. g:::;:::]has recently acquired a new bird 
housing ac1‘1ty in the\ \which 
includes five separate buildings with surrounding 
isolated terrain areas in which training for land 
operational scenarios may be accomplished. This 

E2 IMPDET CL M3
/ 
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ORD·2957-74 

9 July 1974 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

SUBJECT: Contractor Site Visit~'--_______________ ~I· 

1. In general terms, the overall program is progressing 
as planned, within the limitation of current facilities and 
personnel. However, it was mutually agreed that the training 
activities should be accelerated. Obstacles to increased train
ing activity are weather factors ·and limited commuting access 
to San Clemente Island. Additional training sites being investi
gated include the Naval Missile Center, Point Mugu; Anacapa 
Island National Monument (Department of Interior); private 
facili ties in the Ventura County coastal region; and '-1 -------, 

I I In the interlm perl0Q, 
prior to the acquisition of additional facilitiesj ~i1l 
attempt to modify procedures so as to best utilize limited time 

6.2(d) 

and favorable weather conditions at San Clemente. Such procedures 
will include simultaneous boat transport of several birds with 
release of spe'cific individuals for :flights to target site at 
distances appropriate to their particular phase in the training 
program. Other methods of enhancing the utilization of facilities, 
favorable weather, and on-site personnel will be investigated. 

2. Additional observations .and subjects discussed during 
this visit included: 

i' 

a. 1 1 has recently acquired a new bird 
hous ing faclIl ty in the I Iwhich 
includes five separate buildings with surrounding 
isolated terrain areas in which training for land 
operational scenarios may be accomplished. This 

. ~ E2 IMPDET CL BY~ __ 
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new facility was inspected by the California Fish 
and Game Service representative who indicated that 
it.was probably the best designed facility for care - 

and housing of birds of prey in the country. Although 
the acquisition of this new facility was not considered 
at the time of contract negotiations, it will consid- 
erably enhance the research program.

V 

t 

b- H \ 

was contacted in regard to delineation 
0 t e wor to be accomplished with the $7.5K addi- 
tional funding provided by the partial return of 
funds from SOD which were to be utilized in support 
of the "summer cruise" o eration. In spite of the 
30 June deadline,[Hp]indicated that he would 
be able to modify t e contract so as to incorporate 
the newly available funds into the RGD program. 

c. Unfortunately the raven that has pro- ' 

gressed to the six mile point in the training pro- 
gram was attacked by other birds and lost to the 
program. In spite of prolonged search on land and 
by boat, the bird could not be located after the 
attack. Such events are indeed disheartening but 
must be accepted as a calculated risk when dealing 
with living vehicles, and also accentuate the need ‘ 

for sufficient back-up birds. We do have an ample 
bird inventory which will soon be supplemented by 
the addition of three Peale Falcons and perhaps

_ others, depending upon negotiations that are 
currently underway. However, bird availability 
does not negate the necessity for means of tracking 
the bird in flight over_the twelve mile course. The 
Navy boat which was to be utilized at midpoint in the 
flight path was not delivered until last week, approxi- 
mately two months after the promised delivery date. 
Utilization of a light beacon durin the daylight 
hours does not seem feasible. E::::f:::::]of OT/0RD » 

is taking required action to utilize modified radar 
(transponder) e ui ment for bird tracking. As a 
supplement,[:::%::?:::]of LSR/0RD will attempt to - 

assemble a simple radio beacon system, transportable 
by the bird and which will transmit over the l2 mile 
course.‘ ' ‘

~ 

.2 re

r 
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new facility was inspected by the California Fish 
and Game Service representative who indicated that 
it was probably the best designed facility for care 
and housing of birds of prey in the country. Although 
the acquisition of this new facility was not considered 
at the time of contract negotiations, it will consid
erably enhance, the research program. 

I was con t ac t e dl-----.i.---n-r-e-g-a-r---d-----c-t-o~d.---e--:Ol"i.---n-e-a-t-l~· o-n--
~o~f~t~h-e-w-o-r~k~to.be accomplished with the $7.5K addi

tional funding provided by the partial return of 
funds from SOD which were to be utilized in support 
of the "summer cruise" operation. In spite of the 
30 June deadline, I lindicated that he would 
be able to modify the contract so as to incorporate 
the newly available funds into the R&D p~ogram. 

c. Unfortunately the raven that has pro
gressed to the six mile point in the training ~~o-

. gram was attacked by other birds and lost to the 
program. In spite of prolonged search on land and 
by boat,'the bird could not be located after the 
attack. Such e~ents are inde~d disheartening but 
must be accepted as a calculated risk when dealing 
with living vehicles, and also'acc~ntuate the need 
'for sufficient back-up birds. We do have an ample 
bird inventory which will soon be supplemented by 
the addition of three Peale Falcons and perhaps 
others, depending upon negotiations that are 
currently underway. However, bird availability 
does not negate the necessity for means of tracking 
the bird in flight over,the twelve mile course. The 
Navy boat which was to be utilized at midpoint' in the 
flight path was not' delivered until last week, approxi
mately two monthS after the promised delivery date. 
Utilization of a light beacon durin!! the daylight 
hours does not seem feas ible. I lof OT lORD 
'is taking required action to utilize modified radar 
(transponder) equipment for bird tracking. As a 
supplement ,I lof LSR/ORD will attempt to 
assemble' a simple radio beacon system, transportable 
by the bird and which will transmit over the 12 mile 
course. 
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d. lnICnaT€}as obtained a group of "band tail" pigeons very strong flyers and quite different from the domesticated variety.’ He has tested them with a 50 gram package and it appears that they have bility for transport. In the near future . Ethicaljwill evaluate these birds in terms of training is 
an ot er factors required for a reliable vehicle. If these birds prove to be satisfactory many of our procurement and bird security problems would be ~ 

eliminated. 
. _ ~ - 

e. Considering the fact_that the use of birds for reconnaissance and emplacement vehicles has far greater operational application than ' ainst the SA-5 radar in the TACANA project,fQIn5fia§s mak- ing some short film clips to demonstrate the feasibility and bird capability for meeting a variety of other
, operational requirements. - 

f. The hawks have completed training for the land based penetration project. During the next month an evaluation of this capability will made utilizing al bfiand 
perhaps other denied areas, as covert photoreconnaisr sance targets. ‘

- 

3. As mentioned previously, a reasonable degree of pro- gram reliability will require a fairly large inventory of birds in various stages of training and maximum use of training time _and facilities. This will necessitate the addition of one and perhaps two additionalE:;;::::]personnel assigned to the pro- gram, which of course wi proportionately increase the program funding support. As soon as definitive information is obtained regarding facility location and personnel requirements will incorporate this information into the follow-on proposal. 

_ 

- LSR/ORD/DD/S&T' -’ 

Distribution: - 

‘
' 

_0riginal - Circ., LSR File 
OT/ORD 

I WCPO [1 i( 
- LSR Chrono
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d. I ~as obtained a group _ of '''band tail" 
pigeons ~nIcn are very strong flyers and quite different 
from the domesticated variety. He has tested them 
with a 50 gram package and it appears that they have 

Iwill evaluate these birds in terms of training 
tb: ca:~bility for transport. In the near future 

~a~n~~o~t~~er factors required for a reliable vehicle. 
If these birds prove to be satisfactory 'many of our 
procurement and 'bird security problems would be 
eliminated. 

e. Considering the fact that the use of birds 
for reconnaissance and emplacement vehicles has far 
greater-operational application than for use afainst 
the SA- 5 radar in the TACANA proj ect ,] is mak-
ing some short film clips to demonstrate the feasibility 
and bird capability for meeting a variety of other 
operational requirements. 

f. The hawks have completed training for the 
land based penetration project. During the next 
month an evaluation of this capability will ~i made 
utilizing al __ and 
perhaps other denied areas, as covert photoreconnais~ 
sance targets. 

3. As mentioned previously, a reasonable degree of pro
gram reliability will require a fairly large inventory of birds 
in various stages of training and maximum use of training time 
and facilities. This will necessitate the addition of one and 
perhaps two a4ditional] ]personne1 assigned to the pro-
gram, which of course W1I1 proportionately increase the program 
funding support. As soon as definitive information is obtained 
regarding facility location -and personnel- requirements] ] 
will incorporate this information into the follow-on proposal. 
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TC S-890732/76 
Copy I oft"? 

,MEMORANDUM FOR: E::::::::::] PAD/OWI 

SUBJECT:_ Coverage Requirement 

- 

In 4‘. _-.__h_‘: 

The attached requirement is forwarded as you 

requested. 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Chief, Navai Systems Division 
weapons Inteiiigence 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: I I PAD/OHI 

SUBJECT: Coverage Requirement 

TCS-890732/76 
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The attached requirement is forwarded as ycru 

requested. 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Chief, Naval Systems Division 
WeapDns Intelligence 
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TCS-890732/76/a 
- " NSD/Owl 

3 September l976 

\ Requirement ‘ 

-
- 

* we require close in photographs, of high resolution and 
suitable for detailed mensuration,.of the following items of 
material and equipment at Admiralty and Sudomekh Shipyards, 
Leningrad, USSR: 

y i
_ 

Background and Justification i 

f _ 

Both the Admiralty and Sudomekh Shipyards are major Soviet 
submarine construction facilities. The Admiralty Yard is now 
building V-class nuclear-powered attack submarines while the 
Sudomekh Yard is constructing the A-class, a nuclear-powered 
submarine with advanced design features. Satellite photography 
of these yards provides information on the configurations of 
submarines under construction. /
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Requirement 

, 
TCS-890732/76/a 
NSDjOWI 
3 September 1976 

We require close in photographs, of high resolution and 
suitable for deta.iled men.suration,. of the.. follo\'ling items of 
material and equipment at Admiralty and Sudomekh Shipyards, 
Leningrad, USSR: 

Background and Justification 

Both the Admiralty and Sudomekh Shipyards are major Soviet 
submarine ~onstruction facilities. The Admiralty Yard is now 
building V-class nuclear-powered attack submarines while the 
Sudomekh Yard is constructing the A-class, a nuclear-powered 
submarine with advanced design features. Satellite photography 
of these yards provides information on the confiqurations of 
submarines under construction. 
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//My 
OTS/CB Memo #75—l23 
7 October 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: OTS/COP 

SUBJECT : DGE Role in Avian Training Program 

REFERENCE "Avian Demonstrations" Memo dated 
Z7 August 1975 - ORD-3603575 ' 

l. In the event that the reference demonstrations 
illicit a favorable response from the DDO operating 
divisions and some practical targets can be identified, 
OTS/CB will in all probability be responsible for the 
final development of the system. At this time, no FY-76 
funds are budgeted for work in this area, although it 
was mentioned as a possible budgetary item in OTS/CB's 
planning paper if the ORD program was successful and if 
operational requirements justified OTS participation. 

2. The avain training program involves the use of 
trained birds to perform some act, e.g. photography, sensor 
package emplacement, of operational significance in loca- 
tions inaccessible to human agents. The present ORD Pro- 
gram is based on a requirement to photograph a specific 
portion of a Soviet SA—5 radar antenna." (This is a highly 
ambitious undertaking in that the bird would be required 
to fly a round-trip of about 30 miles i.e. l5 miles to 
the target, perch in a location which would permit collec- 
tion of significant photographs and return to the launch 
point.) To my knowlege, the distance traveled by a trained 
bird to date is about l6 miles round-trip. 

3. I have visited both of the ORD contractor's 
\during the 

past year for a first hand briefing on the state of the 
avian development. From these briefings and past experi- 
ence, there is no doubt, in my opinion, that birds can 
be trained-to perform emplacement, retrieval, and photo- 
graphy missions under a variety of scenarios. A survey

> 

. 
_ 

r 
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~ 

' 
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OTS/CB Memo #75-123 
7 October 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: OTS/COP 

SUBJECT D&E Rol~ in Avian Training Program 

REFERENCE "Avian Demonstrations" Memo dated 
27 August 1975 - ORD-3603~75 

1. In the event that the reference demonstrations 
illicit a favorable response from the DDO operating 
divisions and some practical targets can be identified, 
OTS/CB will in all probability be responsible for the 
final development of the system. At this time, no FY-76 
funds are budgeted for work in this area, although it 
was mentioned as a possible budgetary item in OTS/CB's 
planning paper if the ORD program was successful and if 
operational requirements justified OTS participation. 

6.2(d) 

2. The avain training program involves the use of 
trained birds to perform ~ome ~ct, e.g. photography, sensor 
package emplacement, of operational significance in loca
tions inaccessible to human agents. The present ORD Pro
gram is based on a requirement to photograph a specific 

. portion of a Soviet SA- 5 radar antenna. (This is a highly 
ambitious undertaking in that the bird would be required 
to fly a round-trip of about 30 miles i.e. 15 miles to 
the target, perch in a location which would permit collec
tion of significant photographs and return to the launch 
point.) To my knowlege, the distance traveled by a trained 
bird to date is about 16 miles round-trip. 

3. I have visited both of the ORD contractor's 
~ __ ~ ____ ~~ ____ ~ __ ~~~~~~~ ____ ~~I during the 

past year for a first hand brieflng on the state of the 
avian development. From these briefings and past experi
ence, there is no doubt, in my opinion, that birds can 
be trained to perform emplacement, retrieval, and photo
graphy missions under a variety of scenarios. A survey 

. E2 IMPDET CL Byl 
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of possible DDO operational use of trained birds was made'about two years ago. Although some interest was expressed, the only requirement surfaced at that time 
was the above mentioned photography. In my opinion some worthwhile targets, which are more reasonably within the birds capabilities and easier to lay on operationally, 
need to be identified. Also in my opinion, OTS should 
be ready to take advantage of ORD developments and work 
toward one or more specific targets, if they are identi- 
fied. 

4 .E::::::::::::]OTS/CB ' tt d'n the referenced . 15 a en_1 g" 
demonstration for DED. The main purpose of his partici- 
pation is for technical briefing since he would be a 
prospective project engineer if OTS/CB got involved in 
this area. . 

M.'David'Boston 
Chief, ors/cs 

= lmrwr 
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of possible DDO operational use of trained birds was 
mad~ about two years ago. Although some interest was 
expressed, the only requirement surfaced at that time 
was the above mentioned photography. In my opinion some 
worthwhile targets, which are more reasonably within the 
birds capabilities and easier to lay on operationally, 
need to be identified. Also in my opinion, OTS should 
be ready to take advantage of ORD developments and work 
toward one or more specific targets, if they are identi
fied. 

4."1 IOTs/cB is attending the teferenced 
demonstration for DED. The main purpose of his partici
pation is for technical briefing since he would be a 
prospective project engineer if OTS/CB got involved in 
this area. 

M.' David 'Boston 
Chief, OTS/CB 
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ORD-2144-74 
‘ 20 May 1974' 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD - 

SUBJECT: Discussion wit 9 May 1974, 
California - 

1. EnuHTEVIEW]was taken to the sponsor‘ office, 
_ 

~ was made of TKH photography of 
and the photos of the model of the Square Pair radar. 

2. After a detailed stud -of the photography and the 
V sketches sent there b the following approach 

was suggested by irst, build the small antenna 
with the five he in full scale (4' X 4 l/2') and 

‘reinforce training of the birds to it. Then, move this antenna 
\ from place to place. »Subsequently, build a crude mock-up of 

' the other elements of the radar on top of a van to train the 
birds for orientation in final picture taking. 

lashing beacon was purchased in[aIfH] and [lATwil1 verify its effect on the bir s. t ere are 
no ill effects (spoofing, etc.), then OTD will attempt to reduce 
the 6.3-ounce package to about 2 ounces (2:56 grams), mainly 
by a reduction in the weight of the batteries used to power _ 

the flasher. A brochure describing this flasher is attached._ 
\ 

\is addressing thi and I 
am scheduling a meeting on 21 May 1974 withiDIQbl§m4] 
and his staff. * 

\ . 

4. The radar beacon was investigated and is available 
and compatible with the Decca Super 101 Radar on board our 
SOG boat in California; however, there are some minor problems. 
The radar beacon itself costs $750 to $1,000, and an HP receiver 
package compatible wifh_the_radar_costsh$2,500 (90-day delivery 'from time of order). ‘s gathering engineering 
field test results and I will get this on 24 May 1974.0 The 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

SUBJECT: Discussion wit~ 
I ~alifornia 

20 May 1974 

~ 9 May 1974, 

3.3(h)(2) 

6.2(d) 

1. Iwas taken to the sponsor' J:-_----::-,----___ ---j 

office, CillU a IeVIew was made of TKH photography of'---I ___ _ 
and the photos of the model of the Square Pair radar. 

2. After a detailed study of the photography and the 
sketches sent there bY~ f the following approach 
was suggested by~ I F1rst, build the small antenna 
with the five he~IcallemenLs in full scale (4' x 4 1/2') and 
reinforce training of the birds to it. Then, move this antenna 
from place to pl~ce. Subsequently, build a crude mock-up of 
the other elements of the rada~ on top of a van to train the 
birds for orientation in final picture taking. 

~----'":t'----------'''''-------'ilaShing beacon was purchased in '1------ and 
will verify its effect on the b1rds. It there are 

'----n-o~i~l~l,----e-f~f~e-cts (spoofing, etc.), then OTD will attempt to reduce 
the 6.3-ounce package to about 2 ounces (~56 grams), mainly 
by a reduction in the weight of the batteries used to power 
the flasher. A brochure describing this flasher is attached. 

I lis addressing thij nroblem. and I 
am scheduling a meeting on 21 May 1974 with I 

and his staff. .•. 

4. The radar.beacon was investigated and is available 
and compatible with the Decca Super 101 Radar on. board our 
SOG boat in California; however, there are some minor problems. 
The radar beacon itself costs $750 to $1,000, and an HP receiver 

. package compatible wifh the radar costs $2,500 (90-day delivery 
from time of order). _ ~s gathering engineering 
field test ·resu1 ts and I will get this on 24 May 1974. The . 

.' .. 
! .. 

,': .... , .' 
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SUBJECT: Discussion withLIT}9 May 1974 
transponder receives at "X" band and transmits back at HF ori 
VHF frequencies. At the present time, the boat's Decca Super 
101 Radar antenna is being repaired after being damaged in a.

_ windstorm (repair time is five weeks from 8 May 1974). This ' 

unit should be checked out with our radar and would be a 
worthwhile backup to the flashing beacon. As an additional" 
backup to this Oce Applied Research (OAR) unit, 

anlsubmitted a quote for the degelopmenfofl 
a similar beacon, an -the development costs would be about 
.$l2,500 with a three-month delivery time. This quote is 
included for completeness; however, the OAR units are available 
and possibly a unit could be borrowed fromUUUUUUUUUUUUUUof 
the Navy undersea group in San Diego for test and evaluation. 
When this becomes available, an SOG man and I should check 
this unit out. ' 

- 
'

' 

5.‘ While determining the status of bird training, the 
sub'ect of otor—sailer type boats was discussed I told Ela?o£ my concern about the size or color of the jib 
sail an asked whether or not the birds might be spoofed by 
it.E::::::::i;::]explained that the birds could adjust to 
it quite easi y, but it would be worthwhile training them to 
it early as they would have to be retrained to land on a boat 
with sails. Since we will eventually be using sailboats, we 
should make provisions for gettin boats with the same color 
jib for all boats used. I asked[gajto generate a list of 
uestions he would like answers to uring the rehearsal cruise. EgI]and I will generate a list of questions for the SOG 

peop e to answer during the rehearsal phase as well as the 
log format desired by us. , _~ 

4 

~
. 

- 

. Operations Technology, ORD. 

Attachment:" 
A/S 
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SUBJECT: Discus:ion wit~ , I 9 May 1974 
1"----_____ ~I'r--c.,a-.I-.,1-..:t~0 ... r ... n ... 1 .. a,---------

transponder receives at "X" band and transmits back at HF or " 
VHF frequencies. At the present time, the boat's Decca Super 
101 Radar antenna is being repaired after being damaged in a 
windstorm (repair time i~ five weeks from 8 M~y 1974). This 

'unit should be checked out with our radar and would be a 
worthwhile backup to the flashing beacon. As an additional' 

lsubmitted a quote for the development Of 
backuD to :hiS Ocean Applied Research (OAR) unit,1 I 

~a"----s=, 1~m~1'-I=a=r---,;;:-:;;;e-o;;ac-;;;c;-:;0=n:-,-----Ca=n~d th e deve I opmen teo s t s woul d be a b ou t 
$12,500 with a three-month delivery time. This quote is 
included for completeness; however, the OAR units are available 
and possibly a unit could be borrowed fro~ lof 
the Nav.y undersea group in San Diego for test and evaluation. 
When this becomes' available, an SOG man and I should check 
this unit out. 

5.' While determining the status of bird training, the 
subiect of rotor-sailer type boats was discussed.' I told 

of my concern about the size or color of the jib 
'-----~~-~--". 

sail and asked whether or not the birds might be spoofed by 
it. I I explained that the birds-could adjust to 
it qU1te eas1ly, but it would be worthwhile training them to 
it early as they would have to be retrained to land on a boat 
with sails. Since we will eventually be using !5ailboats, we 
should make provisions for gettinb=:0ats with the same color 
jib for all boats used. I asked to generate a list of 
questions he would like answers to uring the rehearsal cruise. 

I I and I will, generate a list of'~uestions for the SOG 
people to answer during the rehearsal phase as well as the 
log format desired by us. 
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.mre run with a response at 31 MHz, the center frequency 0 
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ystem Description ' 
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The function of the system is to mark a flying animal7Fi»_ 
‘ zf 

n such a way that its range and bearing can be*determined}#?~ 
" " 

_system block diagram is shown in Figure.l. fihe system~; - 
-, 

onsists of an X band radar set o£Vstandard'design which - 

5 used to interrogate the remote package and to display‘ H . ,P4 
he_ran§e and bearinqr and a remote.transPOnder capable of’ Z5 I

' 

eceiving the radar's interrogation and responding._ In .q 
his specific system the response to the radar‘s interro—' 
mtion is~a short pulse of radio frequency not in the radar. 
mnd (9350 MHZ) but in the H. F. band. »Tests for Phase I 
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me radar's intermediate frequency amplifier. In operationna» 
a3l MHz receiving antenna is connected to the input of_the~yf’, 
zadar I.F. amplifier so that the return pulse is displayed 

j‘“ if; 
h\the same manner that the normal radar return would_be; Y ' 

- <@i 
3ince the normal radar receiver is disconnected;.the normal 3-: fi=J . 

radar return is not displayed leaving the-screen-blank ex- A 

cept for the transp0nderYs signal. .,\_;_,1; _ 

“ _~;v.p"z" 

Transponder Design ’ 

-Q __ _ 

.. ' P §'. 
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A block.diagram of the transponder-is_shown in Figureii; ‘

I 

2. It consists of_an X band monopole antenna, a stripline '“ 

matching network; a video preamplifier;.a triggered pulse .i.y; P 

gneerator, and an H.HE,_2—stage transmitter;’%A"skematic*of"'y *£Y 
the transponder is shown in Figure 3; _The=battery_stackQ{- = 3¢Q’;" 
supplies 3 volts for the video amplifier and Q volts for;Aj’ 

' »@] 
the transmittterai 
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Radar.Modifications1 . 
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The radar ultimately furnished for this program is 
a‘ ~~_ \fQ J __¢. 

Kerr Voyageur Marine Model LN55.- Mounts for the radar-com? ~Q {Qt 

ponents were fabricated into one module so that the unit -4 1' "“Y” 

may be moved easily by two men. Electrical_modification< wjph ~ 1;
_ 

-L 

- - - ._ n 1 ' 

_ 

I - -' m _-
- 

~ncluded analysis of the IF_amplifier and disconnection fro euf _Q;" 
the X Band mixer; design of a_matching network and band passnjp 

‘

g 
filter to connect'a\5Q MHZ, l/2 wave whip antenna.~w.iiJ-"~7-~ 
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The function of the system is to mark a flying animal:' .... :,.~" . '. ;::. ,':.::': 
n such a way that its range and bearing can be·"determined~:.:··.:· •. ' : .. , .' ·' .. .--:.·i 
system block diagram is' shown in Figure.1. ,The s'y~tem' . .... /.: .... '. '. ·.:::::::l 

onsists of an X band radar set of, standard 'design which . : ... '.':;:< ' . ":.':." '.~' .'1; 

5 used to interrogate the rcmot'e package anq to display' ". :'~.'::.. '.'., 
.he range and bearing, and a remote. transponder capable of···:· ... ,>; ..... ; "i 

·.eceiving the radar's interrogation anq .responding. In . -'< ...... ~ .. :., ... : .. : .. ::.~ 1---1 
;his specific system the response to the radar's interro- '. '.' .. :: ' .. :.. ..,\ 
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:;ince 'the normal radar'receiver is "disconnected,- the normal'· ..... '.:,., .... 
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A block .diagram of the trans"ponder is shown in F~gure ". . ..:,.:: .... ,~.<: .... 1\. :.' 

2. It consists of .an X band mon'opole antenna,' a stripline ':'.' ; ... :.... .:.::: 
raatC:hing network~ a video.·preamplifier,. a .triggered· pulse'.' ,'.. . . ..... I 
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DISTRESS M.»@?<ER LIGHT (STROBE) ~ 

The Save Ur’ Lif’r is a compact, self contained pocket 
sized, high intensity strobe flasher that is designed for 
the search and rescue of individuals who are lost on 
land or sea. It was designed to meet the very rigid 
test requirements of the Department of Defense and 
is mandatory equipment for all fliers. 

It provides very brilliant flashes of strobe light, fifty times per minute, of approximately 500,000 peak 
intensity candlepower and can be ‘seen "for great 
distances. 

.

' 

It is waterproof (operates submerged) — It is shock and vibration proof - It operates at both very low and high temperatures and has a special mercury 
battery that will provide up to 12 hours of continuous 
flashing. 

_ 

-

' 

Th_e",case is molded of high impact, bright, orange 
plastic T"and the reflectorized xenon lamp flashes 
throiigli a clear plastic lens, giving wide angle visibility. The 'batt'ery'screws into the case for easy repla'cement. 
It comes equipped with a woven loop to permit its 
being attached to a belt or other parts of clothing or 
a military type of carrying pouch is available at slight 
extra cost. Z

I 

SAVE UR’ LlF‘R- '

1 Distress Marker Light 
Model SDU — 5/E 

/ » .'DESCRIP'TION 
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ENGINEERING DATA
_ ' 

LIGHT INTENSITY ICANDELASI DIMENSIONS IINCHESI‘ 
' Light, Peak Intensity 500,0 O0 

' 

Flashes Per Minute 50 2'/1 4'/2 

Lamp ' 

I 

Xenon 
Materials: 

. . 
Banewv Sealed ' M¢!§-HQ Case Orange Cycolac Plastic ' 

Voltage 
\_\;_$b2"v0lts Weight: 6_ 3 . 

w/Battery;/£32. /--~ . 

_-::- "Hours, Flashing
_ 

s 

“ 
.\ 

. 

- Bmmmzs Q2.£2¢g\_ ::'\Z_§.-Q) 
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_ J~ "- 
SPECIALIST IN LIGHTING and COMMUNICATIONS 
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./. DESCRIPTION 

The Save Dr' Lifr is a compact, self contained pocket 
sized, high intensity strobe flasher that is designed for 
the search and rescue of individuals who are lost on 
land or sea. It was designed· to meet the very rigid 
test requirements of the Department of Defense and 
is mandatory equipment for all fliers. 

It provides very brilliant flashes of strobe light, fifty 
times per minute, of approximately 500,000 peak 
intensity candlepower and can be seen "for great distances. . 

It is waterproof (operates submerged) ~ It is shock 
and vibration proof ~ It operates at both very low 
and high temperatures and has a special m~rcury 
battery that will provide up to 12 hours of continuous 
flashing. 

The'~ase is molded of high impact, bright, orange .. plasti!:: ::aild the reflectorized xenon lamp flashes 
throllgh a clear plastic lens, giving wide angle visibility. 
The·batfery·screwsinto the case for easy replacement. 

It comes equipped with a woven loop to permit its . 
being attached to a belt or other parts of clothing or 
a military type of carrying pouch is available at slight 
ex.tra cost. . 

SAVE UR' LIF'R 
Distress Marker Light 

Model SDU ~ 5/E 

r x
. 

' .• +.-

I 

I 

I
, ... ' .~ -. 

.. L-,_~~~,~':';·:.::·".:~ .. ~· 
, 

... j 
.. -.~s:;---.~.- .:,:orot 

ENGINEERING DATA 
LIGHT INTENSITY (CANDElAS) DIMENSIONS (INCHES) . 

Light, Peak Intens~ty 500,000 A B 
Flashes Per Minute 50 2Y. 4% 
lamp. Xenon 

Materials: Battery, Sealed Mer~C!: Case Orange Cycolac Plastic Voltage , 5.2 volts b.3 '- .. .. Weight: 
w/Battl?ry ~z . ·Hours, Flashing 10 ,.....---. ~. 
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May 3, 1974 

U.S. Government 
Washington, D.C. 

-Gentlemen: - . - 

The following information is submitted for the development of a miniature 
X-band transponder-which will meet the following characteristics. ' 

" Input Frequency Range, 
_ 9.415 to 9.475 GHz O 

' 

Input Trigger Sensitivity I 

-40 dbm " 
"" ‘ 

Input Pulsewidth V 

' 

.5 psec nominal 
_

- 

Input PRF ' 
. _l500 pulses per second 

Output Frequency (Fixed) 150 MHZ ~ 

Output 
I 

' A pulse pair for every 
input trigger pulse _

V Output Pulse Code A 2 usec pulse followed 
. 

' 

by a 1 usec pulse separated 
. by a 2 usec off period 

Output Pulse Peak Power_ 
_ 

100 mw +3 db 4
- 

Output Frequency Stability .' :_1;0:M§2 -
" 

DC Input Power 
; 30 ma average max from a 5V. 

’ 
i 

battery, battery end_life 
, 

' 4V. DC 
Input G Output RF Connectors . 3 mm Female OSSM 
DC Supply- t Solder pins '

- 

Size . 

' 
i 

' 
' 

,1xlx3 inches excluding , 
°"-"f“5 

_ 

_' connectors 

Prototype cost is $12,500 and delivery is to be three months ARO.
_ 

We have reviewed the proposed power budget and the results of our review 
are as follows: - 

~ -

- 
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May 3,. 1974 

U.S. Government 
Washington, D.C . 

. Gentlemen: 

The following information is submitted for the development of a miniature 
X-band tran·sponder-which will meet the following characteristics. 

Input Frequency Range, , 
Input Trigger Sensitivity 
Input Pulsel'lidth 
Input PRF 
Output Frequency (Fixed) 
Output 

Output Pulse Code 

Output Pulse Peak Power. 
Output Frequency Stability 
DC Input Power 

Input & Output RF Connectors 
DC Supply 
Size 

9.415 to 9.475 GHz 
~40 dbm 
.5 llsec nominal 

. 1500 pulses per second 
150 MHz 
A pulse pair for every 
input trigger pulse 
A 2 llsec pulse followed 
by a 1 llsec pulse separated 
by a 2 llsecoff period 
100 mw +3 db 
+ 1.0 MHz 
30 ma average max from a sV. 
battery. battery. 'end life 
4V. DC 
3 mm Female OSSM 
Solder pins 
,lxlx3 inches excluding 2- C)U·i"ctS 

connectprs 

Prototype cost is $12,500 and delivery is to be three months ARO. 

We'have reviewed the proposed power budget and the results of our review 
are as follows: 

.. 
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U.S. Government " 1 

May 3, 1974 " 
Page -2- 

Assuming a transmitter power of 3-KW (464 dbm) for the Xéband transmitter and 24 db transmitter antenna gain, a 136 db path loss, and a 0 db receiver antenna gain, we note that at best we have -48 dbm left at the receiver terminal. Further assuming that the receiver will be designed around a biased hot carrier detector, we can only depend on a -52 dbm tangential sen- sitivity for the detector. Allowing a 2 db preselector loss and a 10 db signal to noise ratio being necessary for reliable operation, the calculated minimum input level required is -40 dbm. This gives us a discrepancy of . 8 db which either has to be accounted for by obtaining-an equivalent antenna gain for the transponder receiver or will result in the reduction of the . operating range from l0 miles to 4 miles. 
.

' 

,
_ 

We have additionally examined the adequacy of the 100 mw peak output power
- 

~at 150 MHZ and concur that any reasonable superhet receiver and reasonable antenna should be adequate. 

Should we be able to provide you with any additional information, please
_ do not hesitate to contact us." '.

r 

Sincerely, _ 

l‘

/ 

ESIQBHI n, 
\_/
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Assuming a transmitter power of 3· KW (+64 dbm) for the X-band transmitter and 24 db transmitter antenna gain. a 136 db path loss. and a a db receiver antenna gain. we note. that at best we have -48 dbm left at the receiver terminal. Further assuming that the receiver will be designed around a biased hot carrier detector. we can only depend on a-52 dbm tangential sensitivity for the detector. AlloW'ing a 2 db preselector loss and a 10 db signal to noise ratio being necessary for reliable operation. the calculated . minimum input level required is -40 dbm. This gives us a discrepancy of 8 db which either has to be accounted for by obtaining-an equivalent antenna gain for the transponder receiver or will result in the reduction of the operating range from·lO miles to 4 miles. 

We have additionally examined :the adequacy of the 100 mw peak output power at 150 MHz and ·concur that any reasonable superhet receiver and reasonable antenna should be adequate. 

Should we be able to provide you with any additional information. please ,do not hesitate to contact us." 

Sincerely. 

V.L~v r"res~aen .. 
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/ IEIOBANDUI FOR: Deputy Director, Research and 
Development, DD/8&T 

SUBJECT : Dolphin Training Project 
(Project OXYGAB) ’ 

1. The DD/P Technical Requirements Board tound the presentation oi this subject which you made on 16 November 1965 valuable and interesting. We asfireciate the briefing. - 

2. You asked that the-Clandestine Services 
determine it there is a conceptual requirement which. justifies Project OXYGAB. You stated that it the pro- 
ject were to be continued, a modified boat would be 
needed, and, in about eight to ten months, an opera- 
tionally trained Clandestine Services officer should 
be assigned to the project to integrate with the 
system. - 

3. The Technical Requirements Board considers 
the eitort to develop dolphins as emplacement and 
retrieval vehicles for use in clandestine operations warranted under existing conditions. It endorses DD/B&T's research and development efforts in this area. Barring some unforeseen circumstance, the modified 
boat and the operations otiicer needed to integrate with the operational aspects of the project will be provided by the Special Operations Division. ' "' " 

" Chairman 
Technical Requirements Board 
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IIBIIORAMDUII lOlls Deputy Director, Research and 
Develop.ent. DD/8&T 

SUBJECT I Dolphin Training Project 
(Project OXYGAS) 

1. The DDIP Technical Requirements Board found 
the presentation of this subject which you aade on 18 
Noveaber 1985 valuable and interestlq. We appreciate 
the briefing. 

2. You asked that the Clandestine Services 
detera1ne if there is a conceptual requireJllent which 
jus~ifies Project OXYGAS. You atated that if the pro
ject were to be continued, a JIlodified boat would be 
needed, and, iD about eight to ten aonths, an opera
tionally trained Clandeatine Services officer Should 
be assisnect to the project to lntesrate with the 
eystem. 

3. The Technical Requirements Board considers 
the etfort to develop dolphina as eJllplacement and 
retrieval vehicle. tor us. in clandestine operations 
warranted under existiDg condi tiODS. It endorses 
DD/S&T'8 research and development etforts in thl& area. 
BarriDi 80 •• unfor.seeD circumstanoe, the modified 
boat and the operations oftlcer needed to lntegrate 
with the operational .. pecta ot the project wll1 be 
provided by tbe Spaclal Operatlons Division. .... 

I 
~v~----'~----=C~h-a~lra--&D----------------~ 

Technical Re~uir .. ents Board 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Deputy Director, Research and 
_ 

Development, DD/S&T 

SUBJECT : Dolphin Training Project 
(Project OXYGAS)

¢ 

l. The DD/P Technical Requirements Board found 
the presentation of this subject which you made on 16 
November l965 valuable and interesting. We appreciate 
the briefing. 

2. You asked that the Clandestine Services 
determine if there is a conceptual requirement which 
justifies Project OXYGAS. You stated that if the pro- 
ject were to be continued, a modified boat would be \ 

tionally trained Clandestine Services officer should 
be assigned to the project to integrate with the 
system.

' 

3. The Technical Requirements Board considers 
the effort to develop dolphins as emplacement and 
retrieval vehicles for use in clandestine operations 
warranted under existing conditions. It endorses 
DD/S&T's research and development efforts in this area. 
Barring some unforeseen circumstance, the modified 
boat and the operations officer needed to integrate 
with the operational aspects of the project will be 
provided by the Special Operations Division. 

Chairman 
‘Technical Requirements Board 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Deputy Director, Research and 
Development, DD/S&T 

SUBJECT Dolphin Training Project 
(Project OXYGAS) 

1. The DD/P Technical Requirements Board found 
the presentation of this subject which you made on 16 
November 19dJ valuable and interesting. We appreciate 
the briefing. 

2. You,asked that the Clandestine Services 
determine if there is a conceptual requirement which 
justifies Project OXYGAS. You stated that if the pro
ject were to be continued, a modified boat would be 
needed, and, in about eight to ten months, an opera
tionally trained Clandestine Services officer should 
be assigned to the project to integrate with the 
system. 

3. The Technical Requirements Board considers 
the effort to develop dolphins as emplacement and 
retrieval vehicles fo~ use in clandestine operations 
warranted under existing conditions. It endorses 
DD/S&T's research and development efforts in this area. 
Barring some unforeseen circumstance, the modified 
boat and the o~erations officer needed to integrate 
with the operational aspects ~f the project will be 
provided by the Special Operations Division. 

a~rman 

Technical Requirements Board 
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Charles W. Shilling, M.D. Director, Biological Sciences 
Communication Project, The George Washington 
University 

Dr. 

Dr. Charles Bernier, National Library of Medicine 
Dr. Sumner O. Burhoe, Professor of Biology and Chairman 

of the Department, The American University. 
Mr. Ralph I. Cole, Director of Institutes and Special 

Programs, Center for Technology and Administration, 
The American University 

Dr. Ira Hansen, Professor of Biology, The George Washington 
University 

Mr. Paul W. Howerton, Director, Center for Technology and 
' Administration, The American University ' 

Dr. Foster Mohrhardt, Director, National Agricultural Library 
Dr. John Parks, Dean of the Medical School, The George 

Washington University 
Mr. Joseph W. Tyson, Associate Director, Biological Sciences 

Communication Project, The George Washington 
University 

Dr. Larry Christianson, Director, Data Processing, Veterans ' 

Administration 
Dr. Anne Summerfield, Systems Development Corporation 
Dr. George Williams, Laboratory of Clinical Pathology, 

National Institutes of Health 
Dr. Raymund Zwemer, Director, Federation of American 

Societies for Experimental Biology, Translation 
Project 

Colonel William McIntosh, National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration ' 

Captain John DeCoursy, Military Entomology Information 
Service, Department of the Army 

Dr. Quentin Hartwig, Office of Technology Utilization, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
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Dr. Ira Hansen, Professor of Biology, The George Washington 
University 
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Dr. Foster Mohrhardt, Director, National Agricultural Library. 

Dr. John Parks, Dean of the Medical School, The George 
Washington University 
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Communication Project, The George Washington 
University 

Dr. Larry Christianson, Director, Data Processing, Veterans 
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§- MEMORANDUM FOR§ Chief, Life Science Division, Office off' 
»v f 

-V - Research and Development - 
A‘ 1 

.§.~"-7 ' V‘ 
'.1{l“'\l 

I 

'
, 

.\' , 1~,;l»- . 

13-‘H! ,- 

‘ SUBJECT__ = Dolphins 
1_¢1:~¢’.| 1;“ 

§a;- r» “." (;,l;,Lln,reference,ifi your memorandum dated 4 February 1964, A 

- 

' 
' 

A» the proposals have been reviewed, and the ,-' 
* following comments are to be noted: , 

-we

\
1 

' I 

1
_ 

aw,‘ . 

'S?W~- ~;» » 
“ a. Phase I-B, paragraph 4, Harbor Location from' 

£@Fp?“,~Y @h » " Boat. The Maritime Branch is primarily in- " 

1 ., ,,,v § 
;V_terested in the "unmanned" mode as opposed A 

@_§;; 4 , 
_ 3 

to the "manned" mode of harbor penetration _- 
'fl]* V 

, ;. f?~and therefore would like to knodfifififififififififififi 
. yap} ', _¢p E::::::::::::]ideas as to how this "unmanned" f 

-=’ ‘ ~'mode is to be accomplished. 

. .'v -\ 
v ".~. ~ ., 

. b. Phase I-B, paragraph 5, Post-Mission Rendez- . 

l vous with Boat. It is assumed that the basic _ 

/ i sonar beacon rendezvous training will be ac- 
1 . complished in the compound prior to open 0 

‘ water trials. ~ 

tf _ 
>> c. Phase I-C, paragraph 2,3. The transfer of 

' ‘ dolphin control from trainer to field agent 

..l§Hr“ '“'
. 

ent trainers during the basic phases and at - 

':' 
1 \ the same time develop the dolphin loyalty ~ 

“%7‘ 
; 

' Thus the "signals and rewards" are always 
' c"‘ ' ' known ti the dolphins and become the predomi- 

7)U|_ ,_ _v nant, s opposed to the "trainer", factor in ' 

'€Q;- 5’~l.does present a definite problem. Could this 
t 1“ 

{ 
problem be overcome by using several differ- ' 

Q‘ * 

; not to be dependent on "who gives the signals 
' ‘ ' and rewards" but rather on what the "proper _ 

\!é“ ' ~.. and accustomed signals and rewards" are to be. 

Nib‘ 
_ 

. A 
. fl 

V

Y 

j;w r 

t 
the t‘ Lning, in the hope that the transfer _ “' 

‘ 

€A from ’-miner to field agent would then be- 
‘ _ 

»": come rxsier.
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), MEMORANDUM FOR: Chief, Life Science Division, Office of 
Research and Development 

SUBJECT, Dolphins 

'/ . 
'//: I, 

• L • -

1 Tn reference tl your memorandum dated 4 February 1964, 
thel _proposals have been reviewed, and the 

l' 

following comments are to be noted: 

a. 

. ,:.! 

b. 

c. 

. i',· 

Phase I-B, paragraph 4, Harbor Location from 
Boat. The Maritime Branch is primarily in
terested in the "unmanned" mode as opposed 
to the "manned" mode of harbor penetration 
and therefore would like to kno,~ I ' 

I ideas as to J:1ow this "unmanned" 
L-m-o-d~e--i~s~t~o~b~e accomplished. 

Phase I-B, paragraph 5, Post-Mission Rendez
vous with Boat. It is assumed that the basic 
sonar beacon rendezvous training will be ac
complished in the compound prior to open 
water trials. 

Phase I-C, paragraph 2,3. The transfer of 
dolphin control from trainer to field agent 

, does present a definite problem. Could this 
problem be overcome by using several differ
ent trainers during the basic phases and,at 
the same time develop the dolphin loyalty 
not to be dependent on "who gives the signals 
and rewards" but rather on what the "proper 
and accustomed signals and rewards" are to be. 
Thus the "signals and rewards" are always 
known ~'j the dolphins and become the predomi
nant ,; opposed to the "trainer", factor in ' 
the ~' Lning, in the hope that the transfer 
from:tiner to field 'agent would then be
come ,", ~:aer. 

I 
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»2. The Maritime Branch definitely plans to monitor 1 

‘V 

the entire program from concept to finish, however, existing‘ 
and future maritime operational commitments may limit parti- 

. cipation during specific periods. V . _

- 

\._ . 

>1\=_|y_ 
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.
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=§‘I__;: :1‘- 
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' 3. Maritime Branch appreciates and welcomes ONR support 
,.‘ . 

,. 

_ 
; in this program, and would like Dr. Galler's office to period-J 

;I'!:"i;'!;.,; - 11' ically review the progress reports. However, it is desired _' 

< 
‘*’<f’ ‘ 

v that knowledge of specific operational applications be limited 
I, 1.
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to CIA personnel only. ~ 
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2. The Maritime Branch definitely plans to monitor 
the entire program from concept to finish, however, existing; 
and future maritime operational commitments may limit parti
cipation during specific periods. 

3. Marit:me Branch appreciates and welcomes ONR support' 
in this program, and would like Dr. Galler's office to period

i:' ically review the progress reports. However, 1 t 1s desired 
that knowledge of specific operational applications be limited 
to CIA personnel only. 
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7 February 1964 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chief, Life Science Division, Office of 
Research and Development 

SUBJECT : Dolphins 

l. The Maritime Branch of SOD is extremely interested 
in the proposed work to be done by\ \in connection with the training of Dolphins. 

2 When work under the contract witHUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU Kijhas progressed to the point where simulated operation- 
a requirements might be introduced into the program we would be delighted to assist in this phase of the work. 

3. We appreciate Dr. Aldrich's suggestion that the Maritime Branch of SOD monitor this pro~ram from time to time. 
The Maritime Branch will avail itself Oi this privilege. 

Chief, Maritime Branch! 
Special Operations Divisio

1 
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7 February 1964 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chief, Life Science Division, Office of 
Research and Development 

SUBJECT Dolphins 

1. The Maritime Branch of SOD is extremely interested 
in the proposed work to be done by\ \ in 
connection with the training of Dolphins. 

,-----__ ------""2"'--'\ When work .under the con tract wi t~ \ 
Jhas progressed to the point where simulated operation

~a~I~r=e==qu~1rements might be introduced into the program, we 
would be delighted to assist in this phase of the work. 

3. We appreciate Dr. Aldrich's suggestion that the 
Maritime Branch of SOD monitor this pr0~~~rn from time to time. 
The Maritime Branch will avail itself o~ this privilege. 

---- .--.. - 'T 

Chief, Maritime Branc 
Special Operations Divisio 
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ORD 2690-64 
3 December 1964 

MEMDRANDUH FOR: Chief/Maritime Branch/SOD 
SUBJECT: Extennion or Project OXYGA8 

1. Attached are two copies of a proposed follow-on 
for Projec AS s the views oi individuals 
in ORD and from your Office. This 
ro os 1 su ortcd will be in in Jnnuar and will con P P R 1 1 PP » 8 Y ~ 
tinue tor six months, Both the tasks and the coat estimate 
are subject to negotiation which, for budgetary reasons, 
will have to be completed by the end.o£ December. Before 
holding further discussions with the contractor, I would 
like to receive your endorsement and comments on the fol- 
lwing. 

a. Assuming that the contractor successfully com- 
pletes the current technical feasibility study, will 

0 Maritime Branch/SOD still be interested in the program? 
will Maritime Branch/SOD undertake operational feasi- 
bility, assuming auccessiul cmpletion or this second 
phase? 

b. we would like to have you submit tasks of more 
direct operational interest to Maritime Branch/SOD which 
might be added to or substituted for those listed in the 
attached proposal. You will note that the system design 
study is incorporated in this proposal. I believe you 
were interested in sea launch and recovery and air trans- 
portation oi the animals. In the light of our earlier 
discussions, I will be happy to add these tasks if Mari- 
time Branch/SOD will provide the necessary support to 
carry them out. Specifically, this may include air 
transportation, a chase boat an listed in cost estimate 
item 3.1, and the use oi a larger vessel similar to one 
which might be used in a future operational situation. 
Our Office is reluctant to purchase thin equipment as 
we would have no iurther use for it in the foreseeable 
future. 

‘. 
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ORO 2690-64 
3 December 1964 

ltEYORANDUII FOR: Cblet/Mari time Branch/SOD 

SUBJECT: Extension otProject OXY'GAS 

1_ Attacbed are two COpies ot a proposed follow-on 
for ProjeCl~ ::eh ::1:j8 the views of individuals 
in ORO and from )'otU" Office. This 
proposal, 1~suppor~ • wegln in January and will con
tinue for six montha. Both the tasks and the cost estimate 
are subjeot to negotiation which, for budgetary reasons, 
will have to be completed by the end.of December. Before 
bolding further discussions with the contractor, I ~ould 
like to receive your endorsement and comments on the fol
lowing. 

a. Assuming that the contractor succosefully com
pletes the current technical feasibilIty study, will 
Maritime Branch/SOD still be interested in the program? 
Will Maritime Branch/SOD undertalte operational feasi
bility, assuming successful completion of this second 
phase? 

b. We would like to have you submit tasks of more 
direct oporational interest to Maritime Branch/SOD which 
might be added to or substituted for those listed in the 
attached proposal. You will note that the system design 
study is incorporated in this proposal. 1 believe you 
wero interested in sealauncb and recovery and air trans
portation ot the animals. In the light ot our earlier 
discussions, I wl1l be bappy to add these tasks if Mari
time Branch/SOD ",111 provide tbe necessary support to 
carry them out. Specifioally. this may include air 
transportatIon. a cbase boat as listed in cost estimate 
1tem 3.1, and the use of a larger vessel similar to One 
which might be used in a future operational Situation. 
Our Office is reluctant to purchase this oquipment as 
we would have no further u.. for it in the toreseeabl. 
:fUture. 
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Extension oi Project OXYGAS 3 December 1964
1 

c. As in the punt, we request active participation 
by Maritime Branch/SOD in the monitoring of this study 
and would like to have an appropriate member or your 
start survey/ [as a potential operational 
testing cite. 

d. Certain types ct special equipment (u/w tclc~ 
phones, homing doviccs, etc.) designed primarily for 
your operations may be required during the course or 
this study which would require additional funds. This 
may amount to perhaps 10-12 K during the six-month 
period, Your financial support would be appreciated 
it funds are available to you, assuming we mutually 
agree that these equipments are essential to the study. 
2, I would like to roiniorco my comment during our pre~ 

vious meeting with respect to our intentions in this project. 
We will continue to support the research and technical aspects 
with manpower and funds through FY'65. It this project proves 
to be promising, the program will become increasingly opera~ 
tional. we should than expect to phase out our support except 
in technical areas. I cannot foresee exactly where the cutoff 
point will be but teal we can work this out on a mutually antis- 
inctcry basis ca tho program devclopea. _ ,

I 

STEPHEN L; ALDRICH, H; D; 
Deputy Assistant Director 

Oitico oi Research and Envelopment 
Distribution: 

Original & 1 - Addressee 
_ (through TM/LS/ORD)/ 
- LS File < 

- LS Chrono 
- ORD Chrono 
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Batenslon ot Project OXYGAS 3 December 1964 

c. As in the past, we request active participation 
by J,~arlt1me Branch/SOD in the monitoring of this study 
and would like to have an appropriate member of your 
staff survey I las a potential operationAl 
testing site. 

d. Certain types ot special equipment (u/w tele-
.phones, homing devices. etc.) designed primarily for 
your operations may be required during the course of 
this study wbich would require additional funds. This 
may amount to perhaps 10-12 K during the six-month 
period. Your financial support would be appreciated 
it funds are availab10 to you, assuming we mutually 
agree that those equipments are essential to the study. 

2. X would like to reinforce my commont during our pre-
vious meeting with respect to our intentions in this project. 
Wo will continue to support the research and technical aspects 
with manpower and funds through FY t 05. If this project proves 
to be promising. the program will beCOl11e increasingly opera
tional. We should then expect to pha.s~ out our support except 
in technical areas. I cannot foresee exactly where the cutoff 
point will be but feel we can work this out on a mutually sat18-
taot01'7 b .. " •• as the prosru clevel~.. , 
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FEASIBILITY RESEARCH ON A SYSTEM 
TO PROVIDE HIGH RESOLUTION" 

PHOTOGRAPHY OVER DENIED AREAS 
ABSTRACT 

Research was conducted on a system (Tacana) which may 
provide high-resolution photography over denied areas by the use of 
h Th ns recei e no s eci l d tr inin - the

P 
etc) An 3.d]L1S'[3.l)l6 timer in the camera starts 

the photographic coverage over the target and lasts for about four 
minutes (150-220 pictures). Each picture covers an area on the 
ground about 90 feet square. The research was directed toward 
photographic coverage of denied areas where direct overflight is 

possible. Coverage of the Soviet Nuclear A-class submarine work at 
the shipyards in Leningrad was considered as an example high- 
priority target. Two simulated targets (Andrews AFB and the 
Washington Navy Yard) were chosen to provide data on system 
performance, including in-flight photography. The photographic 
analysis was performed by NPIC and compared with overhead 
satellite photography and the specific intelligence requirement in the 
Leningrad area. It is concluded that there is a good probability that 
homing pigeons can be used to satisfy the high-resolution photo- 
graphic requirement in the Leningrad area. A 16mm silent film is 

available showing various aspects of this program. High resolution 
prints of the Avian Photography are available under separate cover 
as a supplement to this report. 
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(2) The National Photographic Interpretation Center (NPIC) 
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coordinated through APSD/TSG) who also 
directed the photographic experiments and recommended the type 
film and film development best suited for this particular system. 

(IP57 Acknowledgment is also extended to the Deputy Director 
for Intelligence (DDI), whose offices (OIA and OWI) provided data 
associatedwith the Agency's high-resolution photographic require- 
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FEASIBILITY RESEARCH ON A SYSTEM 
TO PROVIDE HIGH RESOLUTION' 

PHOTOGRAPHY OVER DENIED AREAS 

ABSTRACT 

~ _Research was conducted on a system (Tacana) which may 
provide high-resolution photography over denied areas by the use of 
homing pigeons. The pigeons receive no specialized training; they 
fly from the release point across the target to the home loft (e.g.,· 

I letc.). An adjustable timer in the camera starts 
the photographic coverage over the target and lasts for about four 
minutes (150-220 pictures). Each picture covers an area on the 
ground about 90 feet square. The research was directed toward 
photographic coverage of denied areas where direct overflight is 
possible. Coverage of the Soviet Nuclear A-class submarine work at 
the shipyards in Leningrad was considered as an example high
priority target. Two simulated targets (Andrews AFB and the 
Washington Navy Yard) were chosen to provide data on system 
performance, including in-flight photography. The photographic 
analysis was performed by NPIC and compared with overhead 
satellite photography and the specific intelligence requirement in the 
Leningrad area. It is concluded that there is a good probability that 
homing pigeons can be used to satisfy the high-resolution photo
graphic requirement in the Leningrad area. A 16mm silent film is 
available showing various aspects of this program. High resolution 
prints of the Avian Photography are available under separate cover 
as a supplement to this report. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

~ The National Photographic Interpretation Center (NPIC) 
provided all photographic development and analysis. This was 
coordinated through I I(ISB/ APSD/TSG) who also 
directed the photographic experiments and recommended the type 
film and film development best suited for this particular system. 

~ Acknowledgment is also extended to the Deputy Director 
for Intelligence (DDI), whose offices (OIA and OWl) provided data 
associated· with the Agency's high-resolution photographic require-
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ment in the Leningrad area. The DDI was also instrumental in 
arranging the temporary reassignment of (an 
avid homing pigeon enthusiast) from the Office of Strateic 
‘Research to the Office of Research and 
was responsible for the selection of loft keepers in Oregon, Alaska, 
and Virginia and directed the relocation experiments. He was also 
responsible for collecting the photographic data over the two 
simulated targets (Andrews AFB and the Washington Navy Yard) 
which included all aspects of operation, maintenance, and field 
repair of the avian cameras.
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was responsible for the selection of loft keepers in Oregon, Alaska, 
and Virginia and directed the relocation experiments. He was also 
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which included all aspects of operation, maintenance, and field 
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A PART 1 

INTRODUCTION . . - 

,§)’l' he idea of using birds for emplacement and photographic 
coverage has been explored by the Agency for several years. These 
studies invariably required some form of specialized training which 
required the birds to respond in a desired, predictable way to a 
specific recognized object. The purpose of this research is to 
investigate the collection of high-resolution photography by the use 
of homing pigeons which receive no special training other than 
learning to carry a small avian camera. The pigeons fly from the 
release point across the target to the home 

l 

lAn adjustable timer in 
th am strtth htrh' ov rtht tdlst ec era as epoogapicc erageove earge an as 
for about four minutes (150-220. pictures). Each picture covers an 
area of about 90 feet square from an altitude of 100 feet and has a 
resolution on the order of one inch (see Appendix A: Evaluation of 
Photographic Coverage). 

Q38’) Though this research applies to any target where direct 
overflight is possible, photographic coverage of the Soviet Nuclear 
A-class submarine work at the shipyards in Leningrad is considered 
as an illustrative example. Part 2 of this report discusses the high- 
resolution hoto ra hic re uirement in the Lenin rad area and P g P q g 
shows the possible launch points, target sites, and loft locations3 

LS)’ With the exception of the camera development, this 

research was conducted in the time frame between September 1976 
and Iuly 1977. The program was designed to answer critical 

questions associated with the relocation of homing pigeons, their 
ability to collect photography over example targets, and the behavior 
and statistics of their performance. Part 3 discusses the camera 
development, and Part 4 describes two example targets in the 
Washington, D.C. area (Andrews AFB and the Washington Navy 
Yard) used to provide statistical data and in-flight photography. Part 
5 addresses bird behavior and statistics for the relocation and 
example target phases of the program. An example Scenario and 
Mission associated problems are discussed in Part 6. Part 7 presents 
the Summary and Conclusions and discusses certain areas in which 
further research may be needed. 

a 3 
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PART 1 

INTRODUCTION . 

jJ:8flhe idea of using birds for emplacement and photographic 
coverage has been explored by the Agency for several years. These 
studies invariably required some form of specialized training which 
required the birds to respond in a desired, predictable way to a 
specific recognized object. The purpose of this research is to 
investigate the collection of high-resolution photography by the use 
of homing pigeons which receive no special training other than 
learning to carry a small avian camera. The pigeons fly from the 
release point across the target to the home loftl I 

I I An adjustable timer in 
the camera starts the photographic coverage over the target and lasts 
for about four minutes (150-220 pictures). Each picture cov~rs an 
area of about 90 feet square from an altitude of 100 feet and has a 
resolution on the order of one inch (see Appendix A: Evaluation of 
Photographic Coverage). 

-
.u:B7 Though this research applies to any target where direct 

overflight is possible, photographic coverage of the Soviet Nuclear 
A-class submarine work at the shipyards in Leningrad is considered 
as an illustrative example. Part 2 of this report discusses the high
resolution photographic requirement in the Leningrad area and 

~-~ 

shows the possible launch points, target sites, and loft locations I 

'-----_____ ------"1 '-----~ 
k8r With the exception of the camera development, this 

research was conducted in the time frame between September 1976 
and July 1977. The program was designed to answer critical 
qu.estions associated with the relocation of homing pigeons, their 
ability to collect photography over example targets, and the behavior 
and statistics of their performance. Part 3 discusses the camera 
development, and Part 4 describes two example targets in the 
Washington, D.C. area (Andrews AFB and the Washington Navy 
Yard) used to provide statistical data and in-flight photography. Part 
5 addresses bird behavior and statistics for the relocation and 
example target phases of the program. An example Scenario and 
Mission associated problems are discussed in Part 6. Part 7 presents 
the Summary and Conclusions and discusses certain areas in which 
further research may be needed. 
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[IP37 The analysis of the photography collected over the 
example targets was performed by NPIC and compared with 
overhead satellite photography and the specific intelligence require- 
ment in the Leningrad area. This analysis is presented in Appendix 
A. It is felt that the overall results to- date firmly establish the 
feasibility of using homing pigeons to collect the desired high- 
resolution photography in the Leningrad area. The total contractual 
cost for this research was $78,000. 
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~ The analysis of the -photography collected over the 

example targets was performed by NPIC and compared with 
overhead satellite photography and the specific intelligence require
ment in the Leningrad area. This analysis is presented in Appendix 
A. It is felt that the overall results to date firmly establish the 
feasibility of using homing pigeons to collect the desired high
resolution photography in the Leningrad area. The total contractual 
cost for this research was $78,000. 
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ificant camera development started subsequent to the 
tests conducted in the fall of 1975. During these tests, 
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PART 3 '1 

CAMERA DEVELOPMENT 
Background 

pigeons flew with an MCW-22 camera which used 9mm film, a 
Minox “Bull’s Eye” lense, and weighed about 55 grams. The shutter 
speed at this time was 1/200 to 1 / 400 of a second, and a very high 
percentage of the pictures were excessively blurred. It was deter- 
mined that the blurring was due to angular rates produced by the 
six hertz flapping frequency of the bird. Calculations conducted in 
late-1975 predicted a required shutter speed of 1/1200 to 1/2500 of 
a second in order to obtain resolutions on the order of one inch per 
100 feet of altitude. However, with the f/3.5 Minox lense, exposure 
constraints precluded rates faster than 1/1400 of a second. There- 

proaches were taken: first, research was initiated on a
I

,

I 

f/2.7 lens to permit subsequent design of a very high 
speed camera; and, second, a 1/ 1400—second system was designed 
and constructed using the existing Minox lense and a 16mm film 
format. This camera, called the MCW-24, weighed only 35 grams 
and was first test flown in January 1976. Furthermore, this camera 
contained two timing circuits (the MCW-22 used only one) which 
not only turned the camera on at the predicted time-over-target, but 
also turned the camera off at the end of the roll. This second timer 
prevented excessive camera wear and increased the system reliability 
to a great extent. The design of this camera also included a linear 
motion compensation feature; the film velocity during the taking of 
pictures exactly compensates for a forward ground velocity of about 
86 mph at 100 feet altitude. This feature was verified by photo- 
graphing bar charts fixed to the side of an automobile driven at 
various speeds. 

/8’) The MCW-24 was test-flown through the spring and 
summer of 1976 for a total of about 80 flights. About 20 to 80 
percent of the pictures taken during these tests showed a resolution 
of one inch (or better) per hundred feet of altitude (100 feet is a 
typical altitude), whereas about 80 percent also showed resolutions 
of 11/z to 2 inches, and about 40 to 50 percent were excessively 
blurred due to flapping and high roll rates of the bird in turns. This 

21 
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PART 3 

CAMERA DEVELOPMENT 

Background 

Jgt sicrnlificant camera development started subsequent to the 
tests conducted in the fall of 1975. During these tests, 

"---------:-------,..-

pigeons flew with an MCW-22 camera which used 9mm film, a 
Minox "Bull's Eye" lense, and weighed about 55 grams. The shutter 
speed at this time was 1/200 to 1/400 of a second, and a very high 
percentage of the pictures were excessively blurred. It was deter
mined that the blurring was due to angular rates produced by the 
six hertz flapping frequency of the bird. Calculations conducted in 
late 1975 predicted a required shutter speed of 1/1200 to 1/2500 of 
a second in order to obtain resolutions on the order of one inch per 
100 feet of altitude. However, with the f/3.5 Minox lense, exposure 
constraints precluded rates faster than 1/1400 of a second. There
forp tUl0 "'lproaches were taken: first, research was initiated on a 

f/2.7 lens to permit subsequent design of a very high 
'------~---

speed camera; and, second, a 1/ 1400-second system was designed 
and constructed using the existing Minox lense and a 16mm film 
format. This camera, called the MCW-24, weighed only 35 grams 
and was first test flown in January 1976. Furthermore, this camera 
contained two timing circuits (the MCW-22 used only one) which 
not only turned the camera on at the predicted time-over-target, but 
also turned the camera off at the end of the roll. This second timer 
prevented excessive camera wear and increased the system reliability 
to a great extent. The design of this camera also included a linear 
motion compensation feature; the film velocity during the taking of 
pictures exactly compensates for a forward ground velocity of about 
36 mph at 100 feet altitude. This feature was verified by photo
graphing bar charts fixed to the side of an automobile driven at 
various speeds. 

J81 The MCW-24 was test-flown through the spring and 
summer of 1976 for a total of about 30 flights. About 20 to 30 
percent of the pictures taken during these tests showed a resolution 
of one inch (or better) per hundred feet of altitude (100 feet is a 
typical altitude), whereas about 30 percent also showed resolutions 
of 11/2 to 2 inches, and about 40 to 50 percent were excessively 
blurred due to flapping and high roll rates of the bird in turns. This 
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was close t ed result and verified the prediction that the 
high-speed camera would be _required to obtain high 
resolution a arge percentage of the time. Table 4 lists some data for 
the MCW-24 camera. Here, resolution is defined by the measure- 
ments from “bar charts” which were photographed from the birds 
during in-flight experiments. Figure 9 shows the MCW-24 camera 
with harness. .

C 

Current Effort 

XST The current effort was begun in early October of 1976. The 
lens system (f/2.7) had been assembled and 

teste , an work was initiated to develop a complete 
Camera” with a shutter speed of about l/2400 of a secon . At t is 

time tests were initiated, using the -MCW-24 Camera to investigate a 
variety of film types and several film processing techniques under a 
variety of sun angle/lighting conditions. These tests, directed by 
NPIC, were conducted by -use of a helium-filled balloon which 
hoisted the camera aloft to take pictures of bar-chart and miscella- 
neous targets. Figure ‘l0 is a print using 8400 film processed in 
D—76 for five minutes. The sun angle is 68 degrees and the ground 
resolved distance‘ (CED) is 0.56 inches at 50 feet. Tests were also 
made with color using Aero Color negative 2445 and MS Ecta- 
chrome positive. Special’ AHU film andna high-resolution 3414 film 
were tested, as well as equivalent types with ultra thin base. The 
3400 (or 8410) is essentially a “pan X” film and was selected over 
the higher resolution films because of its greater speed and the fact 
that GRD, ‘or blurring, was duenmore to the avian platform motion 
than" the ‘“graininess”' of theifilm. The -MCW-24 camera was test 
flown on birds a total of 49 times, which includes 12 flights over 
Andrews Air Force Base and seven flights over the Washington 
Navy Yard. There were a total of three MCW-24 camera failures, 
one due to film-jamming and two .due to ‘damaged E-cells in the 

l A TABLE 4 

MCW-24 Characteristics 
Camera Plus Film 28.0 grams 
Timer and Batteries 7.0 grams 
Harness ........... 4-5 grams 

' ‘TOTAL 39.5 grams 

Lense: f/3.5, 15 mm focal length 
Film? 16 mm format '90’ ‘wide by 45' in track at 100' 

140 to 200 pictures per roll 
14 acres_area_ coverage per roll 
1.5- to 2-inch‘ resolution at 100' 

Dimensions: 0.8 x 0.8 x 1.8 inches . 
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~ 
was close tL:::e e:]ed result and verified the prediction that the 
high-speed camera would be required to obtain high 
resolution a arge percentage of the time. Table 4 lists some data for 
the MCW-24 camera. Here, resolution is defined by the measure
ments from "bar charts" which were photographed from the birds 
during in-flight experiments. Figure 9 shows the MCW-24 camera 
with harness. 

Current Effort 

~ The current effort was begun in early October of 1976. The 
fix-element lens system (f/2.7) had been assembled and 

tested, and work was initiated to develop a complete I 

Camera" with a shutter speed of about 1/2400 of a secon~'d-. 'A--;-t-t;Th--'is~ 
time tests were initiated, using the MCW-24 Camera to investigate a 
variety of film types and several film processing techniques under a 
variety of sun angle/lighting conditions. These tests, directed by 
NPIC, were conducted by use of a helium-filled balloon which 
hoisted the camera aloft to take pictures of bar-chart and miscella
neous targets. Figure '10 is a print using 3400 film processed in 
D-76 for five minutes. The sun angle is 68 degrees and the ground 
resolved distance (GRD) is 0.56 inches at 50 feet. Tests were also 
made with color using Aero Color negative 2445 and MS Ecta
chrome positive. Spe~ial AHU film and' a high-resolution 3414 film 
were tested, as well as equivalent types with ultra thin base. The 
3400 (or 3410) is essentially a "pan X" film and was selected over 
the higher resolution films because of its greater speed and the fact 
that GRD, or blurring; was due more to the avian platform motion 
thall' the "graininess" of the film. The ·MCW-24 camera was test 
flown on birds a total of 49 times, which' includes 12 flights over 
Andrews Air Force Base and seven flights over the Washington 
Navy Yard. There were a total of three MCW-24 camera failures, 
one due to film' jamming and two ,due to damaged E-cells in the 

TABLE 4 

MCW-24 Characteristics 

Camera Plus Film ................................................................... : ............... : .............................. .. 
Timer and Batteries ................................................................................................................ .. 

28.0 grams 
7.0 grams 

Harness ...................................................................................................................................... ___ 4.5_g ..... r_am_s 

'TOTAL ............................................................................................................................ .. 

Lense: 
Film: 

Dimensions: 

TCS 35974-77 

f/3.5, 15 mm focal length 
16 mm format 90' wide by 45' in track at 100' 
140 to 200 pictures per roll 
14 acres. area 'coverage per roll 
1.5- to 2-inch resolution at 100' 

0.8 x 0.8 x 1.8 inches 
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timer circuit. The faulty E-cells were traced to an improper timing 
procedure which allowed transient current spikes to damage the 
E-cells. Also, analysis of the flight films over Andrews Air Force 
Base showed that the pictures taken with the MCW-24 camera had 
considerably more blurring than those taken during the spring and 
summer of 1976. This was traced to a fatiguing of the shutter spring 
which caused a_ reduction in shutter speed from 1/1400 of a second 
to 1/1000 of a second. Since delivery of the 
was imminent at the time this problem was diagnose , no attempt 
was made to redesign the MCW-24 shutter spring. Other detailed 
data on temperature tests, current drain, and battery performance 
are contained in Appendix B. 

‘

7 

1,9’ camera with f / 2.7 lens was first test flown on 
21 Ianuary 1977. This system provides a square format on 16mm 
film which covers an area of 90 feet by 90 feet on the ground from 
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FIGURE 9. MCW-24 Camera 

timer circuit. The faulty E-cells were traced to an improper timing 
procedure which allowed transient current spikes to damage the 
E-cells. Also, analysis of the flight films over Andrews Air Force 
Base showed that the pictures taken with the MCW-24 camera had 
considerably more blurring than those taken during the spring and 
summer of 1976. This was traced to a fatiguing of the shutter spring 
which caused a reduction in shutter speed from 1/1400 of a second 
to 1/1000 of a second. Since delivery of the newl Icamera 
was imminent at the time this problem was diagnosed, no attempt 
was made to redesign the MCW-24 shutter spring. Other detailed 
data on temperature tests, current drain, and battery performance 
are contained in Appendix B. 

~Th~ Icamera with f/2.7 lens was first test flown on 
21 January 1977. This system provides a square format on 16mm 
film which covers an area of 90 feet by 90 feet on the ground from 
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FIGURE 10. Balloon Picture Using 3400 Film 
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an altitude of 100 feet. The film capacity is 220 frames (using UTB 
film) which corresponds to about 41 acres of area coverage per roll 
from 100 feet altitude. The first camera, labeled 
C-10, had a shutter speed measured at 1/2200"to l/2400 of a 
second. On the second flight over the Washington Navy Yard, this 
camera and bird were lost; the bird returned two weeks later 
without the camera. However, almost all pictures from the first 
flight over the Yard were extremely sharp and showed little blurring 
due to platform motion. 

18) C-ll and C-12 were received from the 
contractor and test flown through early July of 1977. However, 
these cameras experienced several shutter failures which were 
eventually traced to too deep an anodizing process which was 
structurally weakening the shutter material. This problem was 
corrected and the cameras were also modified so that new shutter 
assemblies could be installed in the field should failures continue to 
occur. No further camera failures occurred, but it was noticed that 
the pictures from C-11 and C-12 were not as consistently sharp as 
those from the one roll of C-10. The problem was finally traced to 
a malfunction in the timing equipment used to measure the shutter 
speeds of C-11 and C-12. The result was that all pictures taken by 
C-ll and C-12 prior to July 1977 were made with shutter speeds of 
only 14/ 1600 of a second instead of the desired 1/2400 of a second. 
This problem was corrected and four additional flights were made 
with camera C-ll and six with C-12. Table 5 gives some eneral 
data for and Figure 11 shows 
camera with harness and avian transmitter. Figure 12 shows t e ir 

TABLE 5 

LENS 
Wide angle 48.5° Circular Field (90 ft. at 100 ft.) 
Less than one inch resolution at 100 ft. 

f/2.7 with 15mm focal length 
FILM 

16mm format with 220 frames/roll 
Motor driven continuous 1.2 sec/frame 
3 or 4 rolls per set of batteries 
41 acres area coverage/roll at 100 ft. 

WEIGHT ' 

Camera, film, batteries, fasteners .. 
' 48 g 

Harness 4-5 S 
TOTAL 47-5 g 

Dimensions—7/8 x 1 x 2.2 inches 
Shutter speed—1/2200 to 1/2400 of a second. 
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an altitude of 100 feet. The film capacity is 220 frames (using UTB 
film) which corresponds to about 41 acres of area coverage per roll 
from 100 feet altitude. The first 1 I, camera, labeled 
C-10, had a shutter speed measured at 1/2200 to 1/2400 of a 
second. On the second flight over the Washington Navy Yard, this 
camera and bird were lost; the bird returned two weeks later 
without the camera. However, almost all pictures from the first 
flight over the Yard were extremely sharp and showed little blurring 
due to platform motion. 

,k8) 1 ~ameras C-11 and C-12 were received from the 
contractor and test flown through early July of 1977. However, 
these cameras experienced several shutter failures which were 
eventually traced to too deep an anodizing process which was 
structurally weakening the shutter material. This problem was 
corrected and the cameras were also modified so that new shutter 
assemblies could be installed in the field should failures continue to 
occur. No further camera failures occurred, but it was noticed that 
the pictures from C-11 and C-12 were not as consistently sharp as 
those from the one roll of C-lO. The problem was finally traced to 
a malfunction in the timing equipment used to measure the shutter 
speeds of C-11 and C-12. The result was that all pictures taken by 
C-11 and C-12 prior to July 1977 were made with shutter speeds of 
only 1/1600 of a second instead of the desired 1/2400 of a second. 
This problem was corrected and four additional flights were made 
with camera C-11 and six with C-12. Table 5 gives some eneral 
data for thel !camera, and Figure 11 shows the 
camera with harness and avian transmitter. Figure 12 show'---s~t'------ro-~ 

LENS 

TABLE 5 

FAMERADATA 

Wide angle 48.5° Circular Field (90 ft. at 100 ft.) 
Less than one inch resolution at 100 ft. 
f/2.7 with 15mm focal lerigth 

FILM 
16mm format with 220 frames/roll 
Motor driven continuous 1.2 sec/frame 
3 or 4 rolls per set of batteries 
41 acres area coverage/roll at 100 ft. 

WEIGHT 
Camera, film, batteries, fasteners.................................................................................... 43 g. 
Harness .............................................................................................................................. ____ 4.5--"'-g. 

TOTAL ........................................................................................................................ .. 47.5 g. 

Dimensions-7/8 x 1 x 2.2 inches 
Shutter speed-l/2200 to 1/2400 of a second. 
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with camera and harness. Other detail data are contained in 

Appendix B. 

,(/87 At this time it is felt that thecamera contains all 
the features required to obtain the desired high-resolution photogra- 
phy from a bird platform, and that sufficient research has been 
conducted to adequately demonstrate feasibility.
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~F 
with camera and harness. Other detail data are contained in 
Appendix B. 

$J At this time it is felt that the [ [camera contains all 
the features required to obtain the desired high-resolution photogra
phy from a bird platform, and that sufficient research has been 
conducted to adequately demonstrate feasibility. 

FIGURE llDcamera 
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PART 4 

TWO EXAMPLE TARGETS IN THE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. AREA 

Andrews Air Force Base 
,(S)' One of the first actions in the program was to obtain a 

group (kit) of birds which could be used to collect data a ainst local 
targets. Such a group, called kit 1F, was 

Virginia. These ir s nine in 

all) had previously been trained only to the west (75 miles) of3 3 The first training flight on this program was conducted on 
4 October 1976, one mile to the southeast, toward Andrews Air 
Force Base. There were two training flights at three miles and one 
each at six and 12 miles. The sixth flight, on. 15 October, was from 
Andrews Air Force Base, 18 miles from the home loft at3 

On the next day, four birds were selected to carry 
harnesses and weights the 18 miles home. The birds were then given 
one day rest and, on 18 October, bird number 1F4 carried camera 
number C-7 over Andrews Air Force Base; camera numbers C-9 and 
less are MCW-24 models described in the previous section. 

1.8’) It had been very difficult to determine vanishing bearings 
(final directions of departure) from the launch site due to the high 
density of trees to the east of the Base. The film from camera C-7 
was compared against satellite photos to determine the bird’s 

trajectory during the several minutes of photography. Figure 18 
shows this first trajectory (labeled no. 1) was to the north of the 
direct line home. Figure 14 is an example of the photography 
(about 140 pictures) taken on this flight. For the next flight, the 
launch point (no. 2 in Figure 18) was moved to the southwest and 
the trajectory, though still north of the line home, was closer to the 
runway and hangers. Figure 15 shows several military trucks parked 
on the base. For the third trajectory, the launch point was moved 
still further to the southwest, and the bird flew right up to the 
runway before turning north. Figure 16 shows an incinerator plant 
located in the southeast portion of the base. 

,(S)’ At this point it was suspected that the birds might be 
avoiding the runway because of the noise and aircraft traffic. One 
particular bird, number IF2, had been flying the 18 miles in about 
33 minutes with a dummy weight and a 12 mph headwind. On 27 
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PART 4 

TWO EXAMPLE TARGETS IN THE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. AREA 

Andrews Air Force Base 

~ One of the first actions in the program was to obtain a 
group (kit) of birds which could be used to collect data a ainst local 
targets. Such a group, called kit IF, was purchased 

"-----___ ~Ilocated at I f Virginia. These"-------r~i-r -.s-----,n~i-n-e~i~n~ 
all) had previously been trained only to the west (75 miles) of I I 

I I The first training flight on this program was conducted on 
4 October 1976, one mile to the southeast, toward Andrews Air 
Force Base. There were two training flights at three miles and one 
each at six and 12 miles. The sixth flight, on. 15 October, was from 
Andrews Air Force Base, 18 miles from the horne loft at I I 

I I On the next day, four birds were selected to carry 
harnesses and weights the 18 miles horne. The birds were then given 
one day rest and, on 18 October, bird number IF4 carried camera 
number C-7 over Andrews Air Force Base; camera numbers C-9 and 
less are MCW-24 models described in the previous section. 

)8'J It had been very difficult to determine vanishing bearings 
(final directions of departure) from the launch site due to the high 
density of trees to the east of the Base. The film from camera C-7 
was compared against satellite photos to determine the bird's 
trajectory during the several minutes of photography. Figure 13 
shows this first trajectory (labeled no. 1) was to the north of the 
direct line horne. Figure 14 is an example of the photography 
(about 140 pictures) taken on this flight. For the next flight, the 
launch point (no. 2 in Figure 13) was moved to the southwest and 
the trajectory, though still north of the line horne, was closer to the 
runway and hangers. Figure 15 shows several military trucks parked 
on the base: For the third trajectory, the launch point was moved 
still further to the southwest, and the bird flew right up to the 
runway before turning north. Figure 16 shows an incinerator plant 
located in the southeast portion of the base. 

M At this point it was suspected that the birds might be 
avoiding the runway because of the noise and aircraft traffic. One 
particular bird, number IF2, had been flying the 18 miles in about 
33 minutes with a dummy weight and a 12 mph headwind. On 27 
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FIGURE 13. Four Flight Paths over Andrews Air Force Base 
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November, this bird carried camera C-5, returning home in 34 
minutes. The flight path is shown as trajectory no. 4 in Figure 18. 
This flight was directly across both runways, resulting in the photo 
of the aircraft shown in Figure 17. 

1.8’) By the end of October, three of the birds were lost (one 
returned three weeks later) and eight more birds were added to kit 
1F. Flights continued through December with a total of ll camera 
flights and 19 flights with dummy weights. As mentioned in the 
previous section, analysis of the film showed that there was a higher 
percentage of blurred photos (see Figure 17) than during the 
previous summer tests due to a decrease in shutter speed from 
l / 1400 to 1 / 1000 of a second. Since was to be 
delivered shortly, these MCW-24 cameras were not modified. While 
waiting for deliver of the camera, the birds were worked 
to the east of toward the Washington Navy Yard. 
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November, this bird carried camera C-5, returning home in 34 
minutes. The flight path is shown as trajectory no. 4 in Figure 13. 
This flight was directly across both runways, resulting in the photo 
of the aircraft shown in Figure 17. 

pn By the end of October, three of the birds were lost (one 
returned three weeks later) and eight more birds were added to kit 
IF. Flights continued through December with a total of 11 camera 
flights and 19 flights with dummy weights. As mentioned in the 
previous section, analysis of the film showed that there was a higher 
percentage of blurred photos (see Figure 17) than during the 
previous summer tests due to a decrease in shutter speed from 
1/1400 to 1/1000 of a second. Since the I I camera was to be 
delivered shortly, these MCW-24 cameras were not modified. While 
waiting for delivery of thel I camera, the birds were worked 
to the east of I I toward the Washington Navy Yard. 
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FIGURE 16. Incinerator Plant on Andrews Air Force Base 
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1/S’) On 21 Ianuary, bird lF2 was released at Andrews with a 
and a small avian DF transmitter (see Appendix 

B) which totaled about 50 grams in weight. ]ust after release, the 
bird was attacked by a hawk and managed to escape to the east. By 
use of the DF equipment, the bird was located one mile distant on 
top of a church, apparently unharmed. On the following morning, 
the bird had not returned. With the temperature in the low teens, 
the bird and camera were found in a packing crate behind a 
shopping center some three miles northeast of the church. Though 
this bird continued to fly well, it would never again perform 
properly with either camera or weight. 

1/S’)' Over Andrews Air Force Base, thereiwere a total of 12 
flights with the MCW-24 camera, 19 flights with dummy weights 
and one attempted flight with number C-10. 
Many of these flights were conducted during one of the coldest 
winters on record in this area. There were no camera failures due to 
low temperature. It is important to note that the body temperature 
of a pigeon is lO7°F. Generally, pigeons perform well in cold 
weather and poor in extremely hot weather. 

48')’ The 12 camera flights recorded most of the Andrews 
complex with exception of the active runways. It is felt that the 
birds avoided these because of the noise and aircraft traffic. The 
primary difficulty in launch site selection was the inability to 
observe the vanishing bearing among the numerous tall trees. This 
required tedious work and time consuming delays in comparing the 
flight film with satellite photos in order to determine how best to 
adjust the launch point. Figure 18 is a satellite photo of Andrews 
showing the surrounding terrain. 

The Washington Navy Yard ,- 

,(Sfi A group of young birds (Kit 2F) was purchased in late 
December and trained to home during Ianuaryi 1977. By 17 
February, these birds and Kit 1F were flying with weights from the 
Washington Navy Yard tol ldirectly west of 
the Yard. At this time, four relocated birds were also flying thdj jwith weights. During the remainder of February and eary 
March, these birds were “single-tossed” (launched one at a time) to 
collect data on individual performance. The goal was to overfly the 
small museum park located between the Navy Yard museum and 
the river. The park and four of the trial launch sites are shown in 
Figure 19. The single-toss experiments did not work well. Almost 
every bird circled for three to five minutes waiting for other birds 
with which they could fly home. On 9 March, double-toss (launched 
in pairs) experiments began with immediate improvement in results. 
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~ On 21 January, bird IF2 was released at Andrews with a 

,--------=-'----'------,1 camera and a small avian DF transmitter (see Appendix 
B) which totaled about 50 grams in weight. Just after release, the 
bird was attacked by a hawk and managed to escape to the east. By 
use of the DF equipment, the bird was located one mile distant on 
top of a ,church, apparently unharmed. On the following morning, 
the bird had not returned. With the temperature in the low teens, 
the bird and camera were found in a packing crate behind a 
shopping center some three miles northeast of the church. Though 
this bird continued to fly well, it would never again perform 
properly with either camera or weight. 

m Over Andrews Air Force Base, there. were a total of 12 
flights with the MCW-24 camera, 19 flights with dummy weights 
and one attempted flight with I _ Icamera number C-I0. 
Many of these flights were conducted during one of the coldest 
winters on record in this area. There were no camera failures due to 
low temperature. It is important to note that the body temperature 
of a pigeon is 107°F. Generally, pigeons perform well in cold 
weather and poor in extremely hot weather. 

)fir The 12 camera flights recorded most of the Andrews 
complex with exception of the active runways. It is felt that the 
birds avoided these because of the noise and aircraft traffic. The 
primary difficulty in launch site selection was the inability to 
observe the vanishing bearing among the numerous tall trees. This 
required tedious work and time consuming delays in comparing the 
flight film with satellite photos in order to determine how best to 
adjust the iaunch point. Figure 18 is a satellite photo of Andrews 
showing the surrounding terrain. 

The Washington Navy Yard 

~ A group of young birds (Kit 2F) was purchased in late 
December and trained to home during January 1977. By 17 
February, these birds and Kit IF were flying with weights from the 
Washington Navy Yard tol I directly west of 
the Yard. At this time,' four relocated birds were also flying thrl 

1 Iwith weights. During the remainder of February and ~ 
March, these birds were "single-tossed" (launched one at a time) to 
collect data on individual performance. The goal was to overfly the 
small museum park located between the Navy Yard museum and 
the river. The park and four of the trial launch sites are shown in 
Figure 19. The single-toss experiments did not work well. Almost 
every bird circled for three to five minutes waiting for other birds 
with which they could fly home. On 9 March, double-toss (launched 
in pairs) experiments began with immediate improvement in results. 
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In pairs, the birds immediately took up a heading in the direction 
of home. The “Homing of Single Pigeons” is discussed in Reference 
3, and their performance does improve with training. However, this 
increases the training manhours by an order of magnitude. On 7 
March, flights began with C-10, resulting in 
excellent pictures over the Navy Yard. The trajectory is shown in 
Figure 19. Figures 20 through 23 show the quality of pictures 
obtained on this flight; about 80 percent of the pictures were of this 
quality. On 8 April, camera C-10 was damaged and sent back for 
repair. Launch experiments continued from the 11th Street Bridge 
site, and on 21 April, camera C-10 was flown again and lost. A DF 
transmitter was carried with the camera, but no signal could be 
found during an extensive search. The bird returned three weeks 
later without the harness or camera. 

C-ll was received and flown on 29 April, 
and camera C-12 was first flown on 6 May. By mid-May several 
shutter failures had occurred which were eventually traced to too 
deep an anodizing process which caused a structural weakening of 
the shutter material. This problem was corrected and the cameras 
were also modified so that new shutter assemblies could be installed 
in the field should failures continue to occur. No further camera 
failures occurred and tests continued through 22 ]une. Example 
photography is shown in Figure 24 (an oblique of the museum 
park), Figure 25 (the main gate), and Figure 26 (the old Naval Gun 
Factory building). Analysis of this photography showed that a higher 
percentage of the pictures (i.e., Figures 24 and 25) were blurred 
from C-11 and C-12 than from C-10. At first it was thofight that 
the increased percentage of blurring was due to the high winds or 
nervous birds. However, it was finally determined that the equip- 
ment used to measure the shutter speed had malfunctioned, result- 
ing in an actual shutter speed of only 1 / 1600 of a second instead of 
the expected 1/2400 of a second. This problem was corrected, and 
between 6 and 15 Iuly, four additonal flights were made with 
camera C-11 and six with camera C-12. These tests focused on 
testing several “special films” supplied by NPIC. These were: 

1. Aero color negative 2445 

2. FE 6526, a high-speed fine grain film 

3. 1414, a high-resolution UTB film 
4. SO-131, an infrared film 

5. H&W Type 77 panchromatic 
Figure 27 shows a color shot of one corner of the museum park. A 
detailed analysis and evaluation of film and photography is con- 
tained in Appendix A. 
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~ 
In pairs, the birds immediately took up a heading in the direction 
of home. The "Homing of Single Pigeons" is discussed in Reference 
3, and their performance does improve with training. However, this 
increases the training manhours by an order of magnitude. On 7 
March, flights began with thel Icamera C-lO, resulting in 
excellent pictures over the Navy Yard. The trajectory is shown in 
Figure 19. Figures 20 through 23 show the quality of pictures 
obtained on this flight; about 80 percent of the pictures were of this 
quality. On 8 April, camera C-lO was damaged and sent back for 
repair. Launch experiments continued from the 11th Street Bridge 
site, and on 21 April, camera C-lO was flown again and lost. A DF 
transmitter was carried with the camera, but no signal could be 
found during an extensive search. The bird returned three weeks 
later without the harness or camera. 

\)') I Icamera C-ll was received and flown on 29 April, 
and camera C-12 was first flown on 6 May. By mid-May several 
shutter failures had occurred which were eventually traced to too 
deep an anodizing process which caused a structural weakening of 
the shutter material. This problem was corrected and the cameras 
were also modified so that new shutter assemblies could be installed 
in the field should failures continue to occur. No further camera 
failures occurred and tests continued through 22 June. Example 
photography is shown in Figure 24 (an oblique of the museum 
park), Figure 25 (the main gate), and Figure 26 (the old Naval Gun 
Factory building). Analysis of this photography showed that a higher 
percentage of the pictures (i.e., Figures 24 and 25) wer~ blurred 
from C-ll and C-12 than from C-lO. At first it was tho~ght that 
the increased percentage of blurring was due to the high winds or 
nervous birds. However, it was finally determined that the equip
ment used to measure the shutter speed had malfunctioned, result
ing in an actual shutter speed of only 1/1600 of a second instead of 
the expected 1/2400 of a second. This problem was corrected, and 
between 6 and 15 July, four additonal flights were made with 

. camera C-ll and six with camera C-12. These tests focused on 
testing several "special films" supplied by NPIG These were: 

1. Aero color negative 2445 

2. FE 6526, a high-speed fine grain film 

3. 1414, a high-resolution UTB film 

4. SO-131, an infrared film 

5. H& W Type 77 panchromatic 

Figure 27 shows a color shot of one corner of the museum park. A 
detailed analysis and evaluation of film and photography is con
tained in Appendix A. 
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FIGURE 19. Map of the Washington Navy Yard 

,(§PS'§ Of these last ten flights, four were recorded as “hitting the 
target.” It should be pointed out that the included! angle of the 
museum park, measured from the llth Street Bridge launch site, is 

10 degrees in azimuth. In Figure 4 the included angle of the 
Sudomekh Yard. as measured from the release point near the 

l 

lis about 80 degrees in 
azimuth. An acceptance angle of 80 degrees is equivalent to trying 
to hit any part of the Washington Navy Yard from a release site on 
the llth Street Bridge. Of 84 paired flights from the llth Street 
Bridge, fewer than six missed the Navy Yard completely. However, 
this was after the behavior of the birds was established and the 
release site adjusted for maximum probability. 

| ,6’; On one flight, the camera was tilted to the side to obtain a 
high percentage of oblique shots. If a pair of birds were flown with 
cameras titled to the right and left, a large area to either side of the 
flight path would be recorded. Figure 28 is an example of this kind 
of oblique photography. 

LS’) There were a total of 219 flights over the Navy Yard with 
either cameras or weights. Seven flights were with the MCW-24 
camera and 31 were with the Camera._ The 
remaining 181 flights were with weights; 64 were with relocated 
birds. During a series of 84 paired flights from the llth Street 
Bridge, 25 percent were visually recorded as hitting the target (the 
museum park), and 54 percent missed the target by less than 75 
yards. These statistics are discussed in more detail in the next 

i 

section. Figure 29 shows a satellite photo of the Navy Yard and 
surrounding area. 
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FIGURE 19. Map of the Washington Navy Yard 

j.:fS) Of these last ten flights, four were recorded as "hitting the 
target." It should be pointed out that the included, angle of the 
museum park, measured from the 11th Street Bridge launch site, is 
10 degrees in azimuth. In Figure 4 the included angle of the 
Sudomekh Yard, as measured from the release point near the 
I I is about 80 degrees in 
azimuth. An acceptance angle of 80 degrees is equivalent to trying 
to hit any part of the Washington Navy Yard from a release site on 
the 11 th Street Bridge. Of 84 paired flights from the 11 th Street 
Bridge, fewer than six missed the Navy Yard completely. However, 
this was after the behavior of the birds was established and the 
release site adjusted for maximum probability. 

)8} On one flight, the camera was tilted to the side to obtain a 
high percentage of oblique shots. If a pair of birds were flown with 
cameras titled to the right and left, a large area to either side of the 
flight path would be recorded. Figure 28 is an example of this kind 
of oblique .photography. 

~ There were a total of 219 flights over the Navy Yard ~ith 
either cameras or weights. Seven flights were with the MCW -24 
camera and 31 were with the new I I Camera. The 
remaining 181 flights were with weights; 64 were with relocated 
birds. During a series of 84 paired flights from the 11th Street 
Bridge, 25 percent were visually recorded as hitting the target (the 
museum park), and 54 percent missed the target by less than 75 
yards. These statistics are discussed in more detail in the next 
section. Figure 29 shows a satellite photo of the Navy Yard and 
surrounding area . 
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FIGURE 20. Corner with People Walking to Work 
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FIGURE 22. Roof Top with Air-Conditioner 
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FIGURE 24. Oblique Shot of Museum Park 
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FIGURE 25. Navy Yard Main Gate 
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FIGURE 28. Oblique Photograph Over the Navy Yard 
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PART 5 

BIRD BEHAVIOR AND STATISTICS 
45%’ It is not enough to show that the camera can take 

acceptable pictures over the target. Certainly of equal importance is 

the capability of the bird to fly over the target and the frequency, 
or expectation, of its performance. Data on performance were 
collected almost entirely fromflocal birds which were flown over 
two example targets in the Washington, D.C. area. 

,QS’)' Another very important problem is that of providing birds 
of proven performance in the target area. This might be done in 

several ways. One way is to test birds locally over example targets 
and select those of good performanceffor relocation to the target 
area. A second possibility is to take young birds to the target area so 
that this is their primary home. These birds could then be relocated 
in the Washington area and tested over example targets. Those of 
acceptable performance could then be taken back to the target area 
with a high degree of confidence that they would perform well at 
their primary home. In either case, the issue of relocating birds 
from their primary home to a distant secondary home is of great 
importance. During this research, experiments were conducted with 
182 homing pigeons which were relocated to lofts in Oregon, 
Alaska, Missouri, and Virginia. 

Performance Over Example Targets 
i 

LS7 In earlv October 1976, the first group (Kit) of nine birds 
was obtainedl llocated 
Virginia. This Kit, called 1F, was increased to 17 in number by the 
end of October. These were all veteran flyers; three had won 
diplomas in 800-mile races, and the rest had been trained to at least 
'75 miles to the west of first training flight was 
conducted on 4 October 1976; and the sixth flight, on 15 \}ULOb€I', 

was from the far side of Andrews AFB, 18 miles to the southeast of 
On the next day, four of the nine birds were 

selected to carry weights (the same shape and weight as the camera) 
the 18 miles home. It was found very difficult for observers to 

obtain vanishing bearings from the launch site due to the high 
density of tall trees to the southeast of the base. On 18 October bird 
number 1F4 was launched with a camera, resulting in trajectory 
number one shown in Figures 18 and 18 by a comparison of avian 
and satellite photography. It is apparent that this trajectory "is 

considerably north of the direct line home is 
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~ 
PART 5 

BIRD BEHAVioR AND STATISTICS 

~ It is not enough to show that the camera can take 
acceptable pictures over the target. Certainly of equal importance is 
the capability of the bird to fly over the target and the frequency, 
or expectation, of its performance. Data on performance were 
collected almost entirely from local birds which were flown over 
two example targets in the Washington, D.C. area. 

$) Another very important problem is that of providing birds 
of proven performance in the target area. This might be done in 
several ways. One way is to test birds locally over example targets 
and select those of good performance· for relocation to the target 
area. A second possibility is to take young birds to the target area so 
that this is their primary home. These birds could then be relocated 
in the Washington area and tested over example targets. Those of 
acceptable performance could then be taken back to the target area 
with a high degree of confidence that they would perform well at 
their primary home. In either case, the issue of relocating birds 
from their primary home to a distant secondary home is of great 
importance. During this research, experiments were conducted with 
132 homing pigeons which were relocated to lofts in Oregon, 
Alaska, Missouri, and Virginia. 

Performance Over Example Targets 

. J:ilf In early October 1976, the first group (Kit) of nine birds 
was obtained I Ilocated at I I 
Virginia. This Kit, called IF, was increased to 17 in number by the 
end of October. These were all veteran flyers; three had won 
diplomas in 300-mile races, and the rest had been trained to at least 
75 miles to the west of I I The first training flight was 
conducted on 4 October 1976; and the sixth flight, on 15 vL:uJber, 
was from the far side of Andrews AFB, 18 miles to the southeast of 

I I On the next day, four of the nine birds were 
selected to carry weights (the same shape and weight as the camera) 
the 18 miles home. It was found very difficult for observers to 
obtain vanishing bearings from the launch site due to the high 
density of tall trees to the southeast of the base. On 18 October bird 
number IF4 was launched with a camera, resulting in trajectory 
number one shown in Figures 13 and 18 by a comparison of avian 
and satellite photography. It is apparent that this trajectory· is 
considerably north of the direct line home tol lIt is 
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speculated, as discussed 1n Reference 3, that this behavior might be 
due to the effects of the previous training direction, which required 
the birds to fly east, instead of northwest, to get home. In order to 
compensate for this factor, the launch point was moved several 
times to the southwest, finally resulting in trajectory number four 
which crossed both active runways and photographed the military 
aircraft shown in Figure 17. It is also speculated that the birds may 
have avoided the runways due to the noise and aircraft traffic. For 
this reason, and the difficulty in" observing vanishing bearings, 
attention was turned toward the Washington Navy Yard as a second 
example target. 

,@S')/ In late December 1973, a group of young birds (Kit 2F), 14 
in all, was obtained and trained to fly during ]anuary 1977. Unlike 
Kit 1F, these birds had never flown before. By 17 February both 
kits were flying with weights from ' ton Navy Yard, 

directly east Virginia. These 
tests continued through mid-]uly 1977. 

LS? Of the 17 birds in Kit 1F, seven survived through July 
1977, two were lost at the loft for unknown reasons, and eight were 
lost in flight training. These eight were lost before the end of 
November 1976. This implies that about half of the old birds could 
not adapt to the regimen of being trained to carry weights and 
“dropped out” early in the program. Table 6 shows the “Loss” data 
for Kit 1F. Of the seven surviving birds, four showed exceptional 
performance, and three were marginal. Table 7 shows the flight 
performance of Kit 1F in terms of the number of times a weight or 
camera was carried by each bird. These data include flights with 
weights at short training distances which provided a gradual buildup 
in carrying ability. 

TABLE 6 

LOSS DATA FOR KIT IF 
BIRD DATE DISTANCE NUMBER 
NO. LOST MILES FLIGHTS 

>->->-n->->-r— 

~IG>UlO3l\'J'-'O¢O~l('.O 

>-1- 

1-10- 

'—'®®©C»303®G>C»3© 

>->- 

>- 

wcpo:>»>->-<;1iQ_l\'>x- 

1/19/77 
10/05/76 
10/29/76 
11/27/76 
11/06/76 
11/16/76 
4/07/77 
11/27/76 
11/27/76 
11/17/76 

*Lost at loft, reason unknown. 
{Four times to 18 miles, two with weights. 
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r~F 
speculated, as discussed III Reference 3, that this behavior might be 
due to the effects of the previous training direction, which required 
the birds to fly east, instead of northwest, to get home. In order to 
compensate for this factor, the launch point was moved several 
times to the southwest, finally resulting in trajectory number four 
which crossed both active runways and photographed the military 
aircraft shown in Figure 17. It is also speculated that the birds may 
have avoided the runways due to the noise and aircraft traffic. For 
this reason, and the difficulty in observing vanishing bearings, 
attention was turned toward the Washington Navy Yard as a second 
example target. 

~In late December 1973, a group of young birds (Kit 2F), 14 
in all, was obtained and trained to fly during January 1977. Unlike 
Kit IF, these birds had never flown before. By 17 February both 
kits were flying with weights from the Washinp'ton Navy Yard, 
lo~atedl I directly east of I I Virginia. These 
tests continued through mid-July 1977. 

~ Of the 17 birds in Kit IF, seven survived through July 
1977, two were lost at the loft for unknown reasons, and eight were 
lost in flight training. These eight were lost before the end of 
November 1976. This implies that about half of the old birds could 
not adapt to the regimen of being trained to carry weights and 
"dropped out" early in the program. Table 6 shows the "Loss" data 
for Kit IF. Of the seven surviving birds, four showed exceptional 
performance, and three were marginal. Table 7 shows the flight 
performance of Kit IF in terms of the number of times a weight or 
camera was carried by each bird. These data include flights with 
weights at short training distances which provided a gradual buildup 
in carrying ability. 

TABLE 6 

LOSS DATA FOR KIT IF 

BIRD DATE DISTANCE NUMBER 

NO. LOST MILES FLIGHTS 

3 1/19/77 0 
7 10/05/76 3 2 
9 10/29/76 18 9t 

10 11/27/76 18 13 
11 11/06/76 3 1 
12 11/16/76 3 
13 4/07/77 0 
15 11/27/76 18 13 
16 11/27/76 18 13 
17 11/17/76 2 

'Lost at loft, reason unknown. 
t Four times to 18 miles, two with weights. 
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TABLE 7 

FLIGHT PERFORMANCE FOR KIT 1F 
TOTAL ANDREWS AFB NAVY YARD 

BIRD FLIGHTS 
NO. WEIGHTS WEIGHTS CAMERAS WEIGHTS CAMERAS 

O3Ulr§Cr3l\9>—' 

I9 

-0- 

O>—'l\'Jl\')l\’J>$>l~2Jl\'IC»?r—I 

OOQQQP-—>§CDU\O 

[Or-— 

>—| 

CD<OOOl\9\6>O’JO€Dl\'> 

>-- 

Q©OCfl€JOC.~'JQ>—'C 

10 
22 
10 
29 
21 
25 

8 30 
9*’ 2 
13f 20 
14* 8 

*Placed on widowhood 3/3/77. 
fLost at loft, reason unknown. 
"Lost fourth time from Andrews. 

TABLE 8 

FLIGHT PERFORMANCE FOR KIT 2F 
NAVY YARD 

TOTAL FLIGHTS 
BIRD NO. WEIGHTS WEIGHTS CAMERAS 

\-1|-1»-->—| 

>§O3l\'>2l\3 

>--l\'J\—-lOr-- 

QAOSKIP-"U! 

>-IN)»->->— 

Q<-OC»9U\|>- 

OOBCOOO 

*Placed on Widowhood 3/3/77. 

X8’) Of the 14 young birds in Kit 2F, four were selected for 
experiments associated with relocation; of the ten remaining, five 
were lost on the very first release at the home loft. This is an 
unusually high rate of loss and is most probably due to the late start 
in their training. These birds were about 60- to 80—days old at the 
time of their first release; typically, young birds are first released at 
about 80 to 40 days of age, before they become too “wing strong” 
and while they are less likely to fly off before learning where home 
is. Normally, only a 10- to 20-percent loss is expected. Of these five 
remaining birds, all survived. Table 8 shows the flight performance 
of Kit 2F in terms of number of times a weight or camera was 
carried, including several short training flights. As seen in the Table, 
two of these five young birds performed exceptionally well and 
carried a camera many times over the Navy Yard. Bird 2FlO was 
placed on “Widowhood,” which is explained‘ later. 

/(Sf The experiments at the Navy Yard were directed toward 
finding a launch site from which the birds would fly over, or as 
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TABLE 7 

FLIGHT PERFORMANCE FOR KIT IF 

TOTAL ANDREWS AFB NAVY YARD 
BIRD FLIGHTS 
NO. WEIGHTS 

1 10 
2 22 
3t 10 
4 29 
5* 21 
6 25 
8 30 
9** 2 

13t 20 
14* 8 

*PIaced on widowhood 3/3/77. 
t Lost at loft, reason unknown. 
**Lost fourth time from Andrews. 

WEIGHTS CAMERAS WEIGHTS 

1 0 2 
3 5 9 
2 3 0 
2 4 13 
4 1 4 
2 0 12 
2 0 20 
2 0 0 
1 0 9 
0 0 3 

TABLE 8 

FLIGHT PERFORMANCE FOR KIT 2F 

NAVY YARD 
TOTAL FLIGHTS 

BIRD NO. WEIGHTS WEIGHTS 

2 15 11 
10* 21 15 
12 17 13 
13 26 29 
14 14 10 

*Placed on Widowhood 3/3/77. 

CAMERAS 

0 

0 
3 
0 
3 

15 
0 
0 
0 

CAMERAS 

0 
0 
9 
6 
0 

..kB1 Of the 14 young birds in Kit 2F, four were selected for 
experiments associated with relocation; of the ten remaining, five 
were lost on the very first release at the home loft. This is an 
unusually high rate of loss and is most probably due to the late start 
in their training. These birds were about 60- to 80-days old at the 
time of their first release; typically, young birds are first released at 
about 30 to 40 days of age, before they become too "wing strong" 
and while they are less likely to fly off before learning where home 
is. Normally, only a 10- to 20-percent loss is expected. Of these five 
remaining birds, all survived. Table 8 shows the flight performance 
of Kit 2F in terms of number of times a weight or camera was 
carried, including several short training flights. As seen in the Table, 
two of these five young birds performed exceptionally well and 
carried a camera many times over the Navy Yard. Bird 2F10 was 
placed on "Widowhood," which is explained later. 

% The experiments at the Navy Yard were directed toward 
finding a launch site from which the birds would fly over, or as 
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close as possible to, the small museum park located between the 
Navy Museum building and the river. This park contains many 
naval artifacts, such as missiles, torpedos, small submarines, etc. 
Ground truth data was measured on several of these items for use in 
evaluating the avian photography. This park runs for about 250 
yards west along the river and is about 70 yards wide. As 
mentioned above, all birds were flying from the Yard with weights 
by 17 February 1977. The first experiments were from across the 
river in Anacostia Park (launch site one in Figure 19). At this site 
the birds were “single-tossed” (launched one at a time) in an 
attempt to collect individual data on vanishing bearings. However, 
with few exceptions, the birds circled in the area for two to five 
minutes and departed in various directions. The launch site was 
moved across the river (launch site two in Figure 19) and then to 
just east of the llth Street Bridge (launch site three in Figure 19) 
with only slight improvement in results. At this time it was decided 
that the reason the birds were circling for several minutes was 
because they were waiting for other birds with which they could fly 
home. Therefore, on 9 March double-toss experiments (launched in 
pairs) began at launch site three with a significant improvement in 
results. Most pairs of birds took up an immediate heading in the 
direction of home. This experiment was repeated on 10, ll, and 15 
March with comparable results. Figure 30 shows a single-toss 
experiment from launch site two. 

K *‘ 
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FIGURE 30. Single-Toss Experiment fa ' 
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~RUFF 
close as possible to, the small museum park located between the 
Navy Museum building and the river. This park contains many 
naval artifacts, such as missiles, torpedos, small submarines, etc. 
Ground truth data was measured on several of these items for use in 
evaluating the avian photography. This park runs for about 250 
yards west along the river and is about 70 yards wide. As 
mentioned above, all birds were flying from the Yard with weights 
by 17 February 1977. The first experiments were from across the 
river in Anacostia Park (launch site one in Figure 19). At this site 
the birds were "single-tossed" (launched one at a time) in an 
attempt to collect individual data on vanishing bearings. However, 
with few exceptions, the birds circled in the area for two to five 
minutes and departed in various directions. The launch site was 
moved across the river (launch site two in Figure 19) and then to 
just east of the 11th Street Bridge (launch site three in Figure 19) 
with only slight improvement in results. At this time it was decided 
that the reason the birds were circling for several minutes was 
because they were waiting for other birds with which they could fly 
home. Therefore, on 9 March double-toss experiments (launched in 
pairs) began at launch site three with a significant improvement in 
results. Most pairs of birds took up an immediate heading in the 
direction of home. This experiment was repeated on 10, 11, and 15 
March with comparable results. Figure 30 shows a single-toss 
experiment from launch site two. 

FIGURE 30. Single-Toss Experiment 
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(,9) On 17 March, a detailed series of experiments began from 
the llth Street Bridge (launch site four)" during which 84 paired 
flights were launched. Visual landmarks were located with respect to 
the museum park so that miss distance data could be recorded for 
each pair of birds. The actual launch site was adjusted along the 
bridge in order to maximize the likelihood of overflying the park. 

Of the 84 flights from this site, 21 were recorded as hits (a miss of 
less than 85 yards from the center of the park). Figure 31 is a 
histogram of this data in terms of miss distance from the center of 
the park. Since the bridge site is about 400 yards from the park, the 
angular miss can be determined as the arc tangent of the miss 
distance divided by 400. Twice the angular miss (measured from the 
target center) can be considered as the total subtended angle of a 

hypothetical target. In this way one can sum the data in Figure 32 
to compute the cumulative distribution as a function of the 

subtended angle of a particular target as measured from a chosen 
launch site. Figure 32 shows the chance of overflight by one pair of 
birds as a function of the subtended angle of the target. For 
example, if the target in question subtends an angle of 25 degrees, 
there is about a 50-percent chance of overflight. However, this 

applies only when the launch site has been adjusted to locate the 
most probable direction home through the center of the target. 

jXS() For most of the launch sites in Figure 4, the Sudomekh 
Yard subtends an angle of 10 to 70 degrees. This would indicate a 

Miss 
34 

rfi 

Miss Distance (Yards) 

FIGURE 31. Histogram of 84 Paired Flights 
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j.S1 On 17 March, a detailed series of experiments began from 

the 11th Street Bridge (launch site four)' during which 84 paired 
flights were launched. Visual landmarks were located with respect to 
the museum park so that miss distance data could be recorded for 
each pair of birds. The actual launch site was adjusted along the 
bridge in order to maximize the likelihood of overflying the park. 
Of the 84 flights from this site, 21 were recorded as hits (a miss of 
less than 35 yards from the center of the park). Figure 31 is a 
histogram of this data in terms of miss distance from the center of 
the park. Since the bridge site is about 400 yards from the park, the 
angular miss can be determined as the arc tangent of the miss 
distance divided by 400. Twice the angular miss (measured from the 
target center) can be considered as the total subtended angle of a 
hypothetical target. In this way one can sum the data in Figure 32 
to compute the cumulative distribution as a function of the 
subtended angle of a particular target as measured from a chosen 
launch site. Figure 32 shows the chance of overflight by one pair of 
birds as a function of the subtended angle of the target. For 
example, if the target in question subtends an angle of 25 degrees, 
there is about a 50-percent chance of overflight. However, this 
applies only when the launch site has been adjusted to locate the 
most probable direction home through the center of the target. 

¢) For most of the launch sites in Figure 4, the Sudomekh 
Yard subtends an angle of 10 to 70 degrees. This would indicate a 
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FIGURE 32. Chance of Overflight vs. Subtended Target Angle /SM? 

25- to 60-percent chance of overflight once a preferred site (or 
flight line) has been determined. If there is good visibility, the 
direction of the preferred flight line can be established without risk 
of flying the avian camera. Otherwise, as was the case with 
Andrews AFB, the avian and satellite photography must,,_be,;V com- 
pared to determine the new trial launch site. 

,QS’)' The 84 paired flights were conducted with eight birds, four 
from Kit 1F and four from Kit 2F (the young birds). During the 
last ten flights, four pairs were recorded as hitting the target. Figure 
33 shows a bird with camera returning from a flight over the Navy 
Yard. 

(Sf NPIC analyzed 86 rolls of avian film. Of these, six rolls 
contained 23 frames of the museum park. 

Beloca tion Experiments 

j)P§) Qne of the first problems on this project was to find 
competent loft managers who could provide and receive birds for 
relocation experiments. It was felt important that these lofts should 
be as widely separated as possible and that one should be in Alaska 
which has the same latitude and magnetic dip an le as Leningrad. 
Three highly competent eo le were found in 
Anchorage,. Alaska; and irginia. A fourth loft was 

tucted in Missouri, on the farm COIIS I‘ 
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FIGURE 32. Chance of Overflight vs. Subtended Target Angle 

~ 
25- to 60-percent chance of overflight once a preferred site (or 
flight line) has been determined. If there is good visibility, the 
direction of the preferred flight line can be established without risk 
of flying the avian camera. Otherwise, as was the case with 
Andrews AFB, the avian and satellite photography must .pe, com-
pared to determine the new trial launch site. " 

J8j The 84 paired flights were conducted with eight birds, four 
from Kit IF and four from Kit 2F (the young birds), During the 
last ten flights, four pairs were recorded as hitting the target. Figure 
33 shows a bird with camera returning from a flight over the Navy 
Yard. 

~ NPIC analyzed 36 rolls of avian film. Of these, six rolls 
contained 23 frames of the museum park. 

Relocation Experiments 

9S) One of the first problems on this project was to find 
competent loft managers who could provide and receive birds for 
relocation experiments, It was felt important that these lofts should 
be as widely separated as possible and that one should be in Alaska 
which has the same latitude and magnetic dip angle as Leningrad, 
Three highly competent eo Ie were found in I I Oregon; 
Anchorage, Alaska; and irginia, A fourth loft was 
constructed in on the farm of I 

'------------" 
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FIGURE 33. Bird With Camera Returning From the Navy Yard /9:6 
lThis fourth loft provided relocation 

data by an “informed novice” as well as a ready supply of birds for 
flight testing the avian camera prior to shipment. 

163')’ Three kits of birds (IL, 2L, 1W) were obtained from the 
area. One of these kits, 1W, had been relocated several 

times e previous project. A fourth kit, 1D, was obtained 
young birds which had never flown. All other 

birds were o ained from Oregon, Alaska,- and Missouri, and 
distributed to the four selected lofts. Table 9 shows the disposition 
of the 118 birds used in this experiment, including the date each kit 
was received and the date of the first release at the new home loft. 
Table 10 shows the results for each of the 118 birds, including the 
number of days each bird was held captive before the first release. 

As expected, the birds which had never flown before, kit 1D, had 
the highest percentage of survival (55%). This, however, is low for 
young birds and most probably due to the fact that they were too 
old and “wing strong” causing them to fly off before learning the 
surrounding area. This is essentially the same percentage, and 
probable cause, described previously for kit 2F. In Table 10, loss 

data is shown by number of release at the loft (1H, *2R, etc.) and 
also with respect to the number of training flights from a remote 
launch site (1F, 2F, etc.). All birds that survived were trained from 
sites at least five miles from the loft. 
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FIGURE 33. Bird With Camera Returning From the Navy Yard 

~ 
'-----::---------::------:-:------:::--_--=-__ ~---ll This fourth loft provided relocation 

data by an "informed novice" as well as a ready supply of birds for 
flight testing the avian camera prior to shipment. 

~ Three kits of birds (lL, 2L, 1 W) were obtained from the 
'-----____ ~l area. One of these kits, 1 W, had been relocated several 

times

l 
h::::tte previous project. A fourth kit, ID, was obtained 

from as young birds which had never flown. All other 
birds were 0 ained from Oregon, Alaska, and Missouri, and 
distributed to the four selected lofts. Table 9 shows the disposition 
of the 118 birds used in this experiment, including the date each kit 
was received and the date of the first release at the new home loft. 
Table 10 shows the results for each of the 118 birds, including the 
number of days each bird was held captive before the first release. 
As expected, the birds which had never flown before, kit ID, had 
the highest percentage of survival (55%). This, however, is low for 
young birds and most probably due to the fact that they were too 
old and "wing strong" causing them to fly off before learning the 
surrounding area. This is essentially the same percentage, and 
probable cause, described previously for kit 2F. In Table 10, loss 
data is shown by number of release at the loft (lR,2R, etc.) and 
also with respect to the number of training flights from a remote 
launch site (IF, 2F, etc.). All birds that survived were trained from 
sites at least five miles from the loft. 
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TABLE 9 

DISPOSITION OF II8 BIRDS 

NUMBER 
KIT BIRDS 

DATES DATES DAYS 
ORIGIN DESTINATION RECEIVED RELEASED CAPTIVE 

1W* 6 
IL I3 California 
2L California 
ID* * California 
IB Oregon 
2B Oregon 
3B Oregon 
IS Alaska 
2S Alaska 
II-I Missouri 
2H ' 

Missouri 

California 

r->->->— 

9-1)-r—~|— 

Ol\3N>l\'>O5t<>l\')>—-l\'> 

Oregon 
Oregon 
Oregon 
Oregon 
Missouri 
Alaska 
Virginia 
Oregon 
Missouri 
Alaska 
Virginia 

10/25/76 
10/25/76 
10/25/76 
11/90/76 
11/05/76 
11/06/76 
11/05/76 
11/09/76 
11/09/76 
10/50/76 
10/29/76 

12/26/76 
12/02/76 
12/05/76 
12/26/76 
11/27/76 
12/08/76 
12/25/76 
12/26/76 
11/26/76 
12/07/76 
12/17/76 

*Had been relocated several times previously. 
**Young birds which had never flown. 

TABLE I0 
RELOCATION EXPERIMENTS WITH II8 BIRDS 

BIRD NUMBERS 
KIT I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO II I2 I3 

=+,’I:x-=1- 

in-U» 

@=+Ux- 

IW IR IR IR * 

IL D IR IF IF IF SR * IR IF IR IR 
2L IR IR * D IR IR * * i * 

ID IR IR * * * IF IR * 

IB SF IR 2R * 2R 2R IR 2F 2R * * 

2B 4R 4R * 4R * 4R 4R 4R 4R 4F 4R 
SB IR 17F 2R IR IF * 

IS IR H S * 2R * I " * * 2R 
2S 2R * 2F 8R SR 2R * SR 3R SR 2R 
IH 4F 4F 4F 5R * 5R 5R 9R 5R 5R 4F 
2H IR D * E I D * D I5F 

I->-1 

1- 

=1- 

D=died, I=injured, S=sick, H=hawk, E=escaped. 
IR, 2R, etc.=lost on Ist, 2nd, etc., release at loft. 
IF, 2F, etc.=lost on Ist, 2nd, etc., flight from remote site. 
*=survived and homed in (31% of II8 birds). 
NOTE: Kits IW and ID were not Ist relocation birds. 

}8§ CH the I01 buds kfiamunfing kfis IVV and ID) bang 
relocated for the first time, Table ll shows survival statistics relating 
k>the ofighicfi kfis and Tabk:I2 shows fiafifihs nflafing u>then 
destination or new home loft. The low origin statistics for Missouri 
and Oregon (28%) are primarily due to the low destination statistics 
for Alaska (only 17%). In order to investigate this anomaly, which 
could impact severely on the proposed Leningrad targets, an 
additional kit (SB) of 25 birds was obtained from Oregon and sent 
to Anchorage on 1 January 1977. One of these birds died. Of the 
remaining 24 birds, 12 were flown many times from 80 miles, and 

ss 
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TABLE 9 

DISPOSITION OF 118 BIRDS 

NUMBER 
NUMBER DATES DATES DAYS 

KIT BIRDS ORIGIN DESTINATION RECEIVED RELEASED CAPTIVE 

lW* 6 California Oregon 10/25/76 12/26/76 62 
lL 13 California Oregon 10/25/76 12/02/76 38 
2L 12 California Oregon 10/25/76 12/05/76 40 
ID** 11 California Oregon 11/30/76 12/26/76 26 
IB 12 Oregon Missouri 11/05/76 11/27/76 22 
2B 12 Oregon Alaska 11/06/76 12/08/76 32 
3B 6 Oregon Virginia 11/05/76 12/23/76 48 
IS 12 Alaska Oregon 11/09/76 12/26/76 47 
2S 12 Alaska Missouri 11/09/76 11/28/76 17 
lH 12 Missouri Alaska 10/30/76 12/07/76 37 
2H 10 Missouri Virginia 10/29/76 12/17/76 48 

*Had been relocated several times previously. 
**Young birds which had never flown. 

TABLE 10 

RELOCATION EXPERIMENTS WITH 118 BIRDS 

BIRD NUMBERS 

KIT 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

lW lR lR lR 
IL D IR IF D IF IF 3R IR IF lR lR 
2L lR lR H D lR lR 
lD IR IR IF IR D 
IB 3F IR 2R 2R 2R IR 2F 2R 
2B 4R 4R 4R 4R 4R 4R 4R 4F D 4R 
3B lR 17F 2R IR IF 
IS lR H S 2R 
2S 2R 2F 3R 3R 2R 
IH 4F 4F 4F 5R 
2H lR D * E 

D=died, I=injured, S=sick, H=hawk, E=escaped. 
IR, 2R, etc. = lost on 1st, 2nd, etc., release at loft. 

5R 5R 
D 

IF, 2F, etc. = lost on 1st, 2nd, etc., flight from remote site. 
*=survived and homed in (31% of 118 birds). 
NOTE: Kits 1 Wand ID were not 1st relocation birds. 

3R 3R 3R 
9R 5R 5R 
D 15F 

2R 
2R 
4F 

~ Of the 101 birds (discounting kits 1 Wand ID) being 
relocated for the first time, Table 11 shows survival statistics relating 
to the origin of kits, and Table 12 shows statistics relating to their 
destination or new home loft. The low origin statistics for Missouri 
and Oregon (23%) are primarily due to the low destination statistics 
for Alaska (only 17%). In order to investigate this anomaly, which 
could impact severely on the proposed Leningrad targets, an 
additional kit (3B) of 25 birds was obtained from Oregon and sent 
to Anchorage on 1 January 1977. One of these birds died. Of the 
remaining 24 birds, 12 were flown many times from 30 miles, and 
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TABLE ll 

ORIGIN STATISTICS ON 101 BIRDS 
ORIGIN ORIGIN 

ORIGIN KIT FRACTION FRACTION % SURVIVAL 
California 1L 2/12 

' 

8/25 32 
2L 6/12 “ 

Oregon 1B 4/12 7/30 23 
2B 2/12 
3B 1/6 

Missouri IH 2/ I2 5/22 23 
2H 3/10 

Alaska IS 5/I2 8/24 33 
ZS 3/12 

TABLE I2 
DESTINATION STATISTICS ON I01 BIRDS 

DESTINATION DESTINATION 
DESTINATION KIT FRACTION FRACTION % SURVIVAL 

Alaska 2B 2/12 4/24 17 
II-I 2/I2 

Oregon IL 2/ I3 13/ 37 35 
2L 6/12 
IS 5/12 

Missouri 25 3/ I2 7/24 29 
1B 4/12

' 

Virginia 2H 3/IO 4/I6 25 
3B I/6 

two of these have been to 120 miles. These 12 surviving birds have 
been worked steadily (at least once a week) from 30 miles since 
their release in February. At this writing, all 12 are still flying at 
the Anchorage loft and have been worked harder than any other 
kit. 

,(.S§' Table 13 shows overall relocation statistics for the 101 birds 
with a 28-percent survival from losses of all kinds. Note there were 
not always losses on the very first release. However, of the 44 birds 
lost during release at the loft, 31 were lost the first time losses 
occurred, and the remaining I8 were lost the second time that losses 
occurred for each kit. This implies that losses do not always occur at 
the first opportunity, but they do appear to occur in large groups. It 

was noticed that the “first loss” occurrence did tend to happen on 
bright sunny days with low wind and few ‘clouds. The same 
statements can be made with regard to the 15 losses during flight 
training from remote launch sites; 18. birds left the first time losses 
occurred, and the remaining two left the second time losses 
occurred. It is interesting to note that of the 59 birds lost during 
release and flight training, only 25 percent were lost in flight 

59 7 
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TABLE 11 

ORIGIN STATISTICS ON 101 BIRDS 

ORIGIN ORIGIN 
ORIGIN KIT FRACTION FRACTION % SURVIVAL 

California lL 2/12 8/25 32 
2L 6/12 

Oregon IB 4/12 7/30 23 
2B 2/12 
3B 1/6 

Missouri lH 2/12 5/22 23 
2H 3/10 

Alaska IS 5/12 8/24 33 
2S 3/12 

TABLE 12 

DESTINATION STATISTICS ON 101 BIRDS 

DESTINATION DESTINATION 
DESTINATION KIT FRACTION FRACTION % SURVIVAL 

Alaska 2B 2/12 4/24 17 
lH 2/12 

Oregon lL 2/13 13/37 35 
2L 6/12 
IS 5/12 

Missouri 2S 3/12 7/24 29 
IB 4/12 

Virginia 2H 3/10 4/16 25 
3B 1/6 

two of these have been to 120 miles. These 12 surviving birds have 
been worked steadily (at least once a week) from 30 miles since 
their release in February. At this writing, all 12 are still flying at 
the Anchorage loft and have been worked harder than any other 
kit. 

J:i1 Table 13 shows overall relocation statistics for the 101 birds 
with a 28-percent survival from losses of all kinds. Note there were 
not always losses on the very first release. However, of the 44 birds 
lost during release at the loft, 31 were lost the first time losses 
occurred, and the remaining 13 were lost the second time that losses 
occurred for each kit. This implies that losses do not always occur at 
the first opportunity, but they do appear to occur in large groups. It 
was noticed that the "first loss" occurrence did tend to happen on 
bright sunny days with low wind and few· clouds. The same 
statements can be made with regard to the 15 losses during flight 
training from remote launch sites; 13. birds left the first time losses 
occurred, and the remaining two left the second time losses 
occurred. It is interesting to note that of the 59 birds lost during 
release and flight training, only 25 percent were lost in flight 
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training whereas over half of the losses happened the first time 
losses occurred. 

JSKA small project loft see F i ure 84) was constructed adjacent 
to the loft at Virginia, which was used to 
train kit 2F to fly, an aso or the relocation of kits 2H and SB. 
Table 12 shows that four of the 16 birds survived relocation. 
However, Table 10 shows that two of these birds (2HlO and 3B2) 
had made 15 to 17 flights (4 or 5 with weights) before they were 
lost. Table 14 shows the flight performance for these two relocated 
kits in terms of the number of times they carried weights of the 
same shape and weight as the avian camera. Bird 2H8 gwas 
eventually lost in April 1977, after numerous flights from the Navy 
Yard, and was not counted as a relocation loss. Two of these birds 
were moved to the widowhood experiment to be discussed later. 

Additional Relocation Experiments 
kfi Including kits 1W and ID, there were 83 birds surviving 

the relocation experiments in Oregon, Alaska, and Missouri. Most 

FIGURE 13 
FIRST RELOCATION STATISTICS

_ 

NUMBBR 
OF BIRDS 

LOST IN‘ RELEASE 
AT LOFT TRAINING 

LOST IN FLIGHT 

1 Died, " ‘ ' 

KIT Start Finish etc. IR 2R SR 4R 5R >5R IF 2F SF 4F 5F >5F 
lLl3 2-01" 41 
2L I2 
IB 12 
2B I2 
3B 6 
IS I2 
25 I2 
IH I2, 
2H I0 

Subtotal 
Total I01 

C0lQC»’JUl>—'l\DJkCDNI 

28 
)—l 

I§P-'OQ|-'l\')ONlr$>>$>~ 

0-aw»-on 

UIOOQ

2
O 

I " 

' 

0 8 0

4
4 

_ 
0051

5 115851» 
. I4 44 

I I 

0 O I 

O O10-‘O I 

moo»-— 

I‘-—' 

Wwoia 

Q . 

0 O I 

I O 2 

TABLE 14 * 

FLIGHT PERFORMANCE FOR RELOCATION KITS 2H AND 3B 
BIRD NUMBER TOTAL FLIGHTS WEIGHTS NAVY YARD WEIGHTS 

2H2** 
21-I4 

2H8 
2HIO 
8B2* 
3B6** 

>—‘l\'> 

\l>3>C»3€O>—'-\l 

|-»—- 

AOOOUUIOQ 

*Lost after I5 to I7 flights. 
"Moved to widowhood experiment 3/3/77. 2H8 was eventually lost 4/ II/77. 
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training whereas over half of the losses happened the first time 
losses occurred. 

~ A small project loft 
to the C 110ft at Virginia, which was used to 

L,-~-~----,,-----~ 

train kit 2F to fly, an a so or the relocation of kits 2H and 3B. 
Table 12 shows that four of the 16 birds survived relocation. 
However, Table 10 shows that two of these birds (2HI0 and 3B2) 
had made 15 to 17 flights (4 or 5 with weights) before they were 
lost. Table 14 shows the flight performance for these two relocated 
kits in terms of the number of times they carried weights of the 
same shape and weight as the avian camera. Bird 2H8 was 
eventually lost in April 1977, after numerous flights from the Navy 
Yard, and was not counted as a relocation loss. Two of these birds 
were moved to the widowhood experiment to be discussed later. 

Additional Relocation Experiments 

.kFIr Including kits 1 W and ID, there were 33 birds survlvmg 
the relocation experiments in Oregon, Alaska, and Missouri. Most 

FIGURE 13 

FIRST RELOCATION STATISTICS 

NUMBBR LOST IN RELEASE LOST IN FLIGHT 
OF BIRDS AT LOFT TRAINING 

Died, 
KIT Start Finish etc. lR 2R 3R 4R 5R >5R IF 2F 3F 4F SF >5F 

lL 13 2 2 4 0 4 
2L 12 6 2 4 
IB 12 4 2 4 0 1 1 
2B 12 2 o· 0 0 8 0 0 0 
3B 6 1 2 1 0 0 . 0 0 
IS 12 5 4 1 2 
2S 12 3 0 4 4 0 
lH 12, 2 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 4 
2H 10 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 

Subtotal 14 11 5 8 5 1 5 2 5 0 2 
Total 101 28 14 44 15 

TABLE 14 

FLIGHT PERFORMANCE FOR RELOCATION KITS 2H AND 3B 

BIRD NUMBER TOTAL FLIGHTS WEIGHTS NAVY YARD WEIGHTS 

res 35974-77 

2H2** 7 
2H4 21 
2H8 19 
2HlO 3 
3B2* 4 
3B6** 7 

*Lost after 15 to 17 flights. 
**Moved to widowhOOd experiment 3/3/77. 2H8 was eventually lost 4/11/77. 
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FIGURE 34. Exterior View of the Attic Loft 
UNCLASSIFIED 

loft managers typically train their birds to come into the loft 
quickly in response to audio cues, such as whistles, rattling feed 
cans, or door chimes. During these experiments, each loft manager 
was provided a magnetic tape‘ cassette with a particular music 
selection that would not normally be associated with an audio cue. 
All birds learned quickly to respond to the musical cue. In addition, 
all birds learned to enter the loft through an air-conditioning shell 
which had a 41/2-inch hole in its top face. Exit from the loft, for 
exercise, was provided by emplacement of a ramp leading up to the 
drop hole. 

)8 The surviving 88 birds were shipped to Virginia by air 
freight. Four were used in the widowhood experiment (to be 
explained later) and 29 were placed in an attic loft. Figure 34 is an 
exterior view of the attic loft. The top most air-conditioning unit is 

a shell complete with drop hole and entrance way from the attic as 
shown in Figure 35. In Figure 34, the view is blocked to the south 
and west by the apex of the roof. To the north and east the view is 

also blocked by tall trees. The birds were held captive about 40 
days during which time a round of youngsters were raised. Also, 
reinforcement to the music and drop hole was provided by using a 
simulated air-conditioning shell located on the loft floor; this 
training is shown in Figure 36. The 29 birds were organized into 
two groups. For the first release, the first group of 12 birds was 
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FIGURE 34. Exterior View of the Attic Loft 
UNCLASSIFIED 

loft managers typically train their birds to come into the loft 
quickly in response to audio cues, such as whistles, rattling feed 
cans, or door chimes. During these experiments, each loft manager 
was provided a magnetic tape cassette with a particular music 
selection that would not normally be associated with an audio cue. 
All birds learned quickly to respond to the musical cue. In addition, 
all birds learned to enter the loft through an air-conditioning shell 
which had a 41!z-inch hole in its top face. Exit from the loft, for 
exercise, was provided by emplacement of a ramp leading up to the 
drop hole. 

.J8? The surviving 33 birds were shipped to Virginia by air 
freight. Four were used in the widowhood experiment (to be 
explained later) and 29 were placed in an attic loft. Figure 34 is an 
exterior view of the attic loft. The top most air-conditioning unit is 
a shell complete with drop hole and entrance way from the attic as 
shown in Figure 35. In Figure 34, the view is blocked to the south 
and west by the apex of the roof. To the north and east the view is 
also blocked by tall trees. The birds were held captive about 40 
days during which time a round of youngsters were raised. Also, 
reinforcement to the music and drop hole was provided by using a 
simulated air-conditioning shell located on the loft floor; this 
training is shown in Figure 36. The 29 birds were organized into 
two groups. For the first release, the first group of 12 birds was 
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FIGURE 35. Interior View of the Attic Loft 
‘ UNCLASSIFIED 
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FIGURE 36. Reinforcement Training to Drop Hole 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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FIGURE 35. Interior View of the Attic Loft 
UNCLASSIFIED 

FIGURE 36. Reinforcement Training to Drop Hole 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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allowed to leave the air-conditioner shell by use of a ramp similar to 
that shown in Figure 87. All 12 birds were lost on "the first release. 
It was speculated that the birds could not see enough of the 
surrounding area through the louvers in the air-conditioning unit to 
prevent being lost. Therefore, the second group of 17 ‘birds were 
hobbled by placing rubber bands around the last four or five 
primary flight feathers. This causes a gross aerodynamic imbalance 
and greatly suppresses the ability and desire to fly. On the first day 
of release, 10 of the 17 hobbled birds walked out onto the roof and 
spent the day. Six of these birds did not reenter the loft that 
evening, but all were in by the next day. After four days, all 17 
birds had spent between two to four days on the roof and the wing 
hobbles were removed. On the first release without hobbles, 9 of the 
17 birds were lost. The tenth was lost on the third release, and the 
eleventh was lost on the fifth release. On the seventh release, a cat 
was observed on the roof chasing the remaining six birds and all 
spent the night away from the loft; one of these did not return. By 
the end of the eighth release, there were five birds left, and flight 
training from remote sites began. By the end of the eighth flight, on 
14 May 1976, all five birds were flying several miles back to the 
loft. A survival rate of five in 17 (29%) is typical of the previous 
experiments. At this time, however, unseasonally hot weather moved 
into the Washington area with temperatures in the mid-90’s. The 
temperature inside the loft climbed to well over 100 degrees despite 
the use of overhead insulation and the installation of an attic fan in 

V} V "L _' I J1 it Q 3' ;,,,&.. 1,; .j'y;.~._.,.¢;,,,y~.~.—.»—+~; . 
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FIGURE 37. Bird Leaving Air-Conditioning Shell "
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allowed to leave the air-conditioner shell by use of a ramp similar to 
that shown in Figure 37. All 12 birds were lost on' the first release. 
It was speculated that the birds could not see enough of the 
surrounding area through the louvers in the air-conditioning unit to 
prevent being lost. Therefore, the second group of 17 birds were 
hobbled by placing rubber bands around the last four or five 
primary flight feathers. This causes a gross aerodynamic imbalance 
and greatly suppresses the ability and desire to fly. On the first day 
of release, 10 of the 17 hobbled birds walked out onto the roof and 
spent the day. Six of these birds did not reenter the loft that 
evening, but all were in by the next day. After four days, all 17 
birds had spent between two to four days on the roof and the wing 
hobbles were removed. On the first release without hobbles, 9 of the 
17 birds were lost. The tenth was lost on the third release, and the 
eleventh was lost on the fifth release. On the seventh release, a cat 
was observed on the roof chasing the remaining six birds and all 
spent the night away from the loft; one of these did not return. By 
the end of the eighth release, there were five birds left, and flight 
training from remote sites began. By the end of the eighth flight, on 
14 May 1976, all five birds were flying several miles back to the 
loft. A survival rate of five in 17 (29%) is typical of the previous 
experiments. At this time, however, unseasonally hot weather moved 
into the Washington area with temperatures in the mid-90's. The 
temperature inside the loft climbed to well over 100 degrees despite 
the use of overhead insulation and the installation of an attic fan in 
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the loft area. On the ninth flight, three of the five birds did not 
return. The two that did were both hens that were sitting on eggs. 
At this point, the experiment was terminated because of the 
excessive temperature in the loft. It is apparent that there are a 
multiplicity of factors affecting relocation. Some of these are 
discussed in more detail in Appendix C. 

Widowhood Experiments 
,QS') The widowhood system is a complicated technique used by 

the more experienced pigeon handlers for the purpose of highly 
motivating cocks to return to the loft quickly and, thereby, win 
pigeon races. Some of the particulars are described in Reference 4 
and in Appendix C. Briefly, cocks are taught that they may be with 
their hens only when they are taken to a remote site and released to 
come‘ home. When a cock is working well on this system, he comes 
straight home and immediately enters the loft to be with his hen. 
Of the 33 birds transported to the Washington, D.C. area for 
additional experiments, four were placed on widowhood to study the 
effects on relocation. These birds were 2L5, 2Lll, lB11, and 1Sll. 
Bird 2L5 was lost at the loft for unknown reasons. Bird 2Lll was 
relocated successfully and flown three times with weights, the last 

time from the Washington Navy Yard. Bird 1Bl1 was lost during a 
severe thunderstorm, and bird lSl1 was relocated but finally lost 

with a weight while flying back from the Navy Yard. Two of the 
old birds, lF5 and lFl4, were placed on this system and did carry 
weights from the Navy Yard. The last, a young bird (2Fl0), also 
carriecl weights from the Navy Yard. Figure 88 shows the widow- 
hood loft with air-conditioner shell for the entrance of the four 
relocated birds. Two birds, 2H2 and SB6, which had survived the 
first relocation experiments, were tried on this system but failed to 
perform properly. The general consensus at this time is that the 
widowhood system is too complicated to be used in the field. At 
some future time it might be reconsidered as an advanced technique 
to be used by highly trained loft managers. 

Remarks on Behavior 
IQVKI It is apparent that the birds are capable of getting the 

camera over targets such as Andrews AFB and the small museum 
park in the Washington Navy Yard. By applying the results of 
Figure 88 to the problem of Sudomekh in Figure 4, it would appear 
that there is a 25 to 50 percent chance of overflight once a 
“preferred flight line” has been established. The fact that homing 
pigeons do not always have a vanishing bearing precisely in the 
direction of home is referred to as “launch site bias” and is 
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the loft ar~a. On the ninth flight, three of the five birds did not 
return. The two that did were both hens that were sitting on eggs. 
At this point, the experiment was terminated because of the 
excessive temperature in the loft. It is apparent that there are a 
multiplicity of factors affecting relocation. Some of these are 
discussed in more detail in Appendix C. 

Widowhood Experiments 

J8) The widowhood system is a complicated technique used by 
the more experienced pigeon handlers for the purpose of highly 
motivating cocks to return to the loft quickly and, thereby, win 
pigeoD races. Some of the particulars are described in Reference 4 
and in Appendix C. Briefly, cocks are taught that they may be with 
their hens only when they are taken to a remote site and released to 
come' home. When a cock is working well on this system, he comes 
straight home and immediately enters the loft to be with his hen. 
Of the 33 birds transported to the Washington, D.C. area for 
additional experiments, four were placed on widowhood to study the 
effects on relocation. These birds were 2L5, 2L11, IB11, and ISl1. 
Bird 2L5 was lost at the loft for unknown reasons. Bird 2L11 was 
relocated successfully and flown three times with weights, the last 
time from the Washington Navy Yard. Bird IB11 was lost during a 
severe thunderstorm, and bird IS11 was relocated but finally lost 
with a weight while flying back from the Navy Yard. Two of the 
old birds, IF5 and IF14, were placed on this system and did carry 
weights from the Navy Yard. The last, a young bird (2FlO), also 
carried weights from the Navy Yard. Figure 38 shows the widow
hood loft with air-conditioner shell for the entrance of the four 
relocated birds. Two birds, 2H2 and 3B6, which had survived the 
first relocation experiments, were tried on this system but failed to 
perform properly. The general consensus at this time is that the 
widowhood system is too complicated to be used in the field. At 
some future time it might be reconsidered as an advanced technique 
to be used by highly trained loft managers. 

Remarks on Behavior 

~ It is apparent that the birds are capable of getting the 
camera over targets such as Andrews AFB and the small museum 
park in the Washington Navy Yard. By applying the results of 
Figure 33 to the problem of Sudomekh in Figure 4, it would appear 
that there is a 25 to 50 percent chance of overflight once a 
"preferred flight line" has been established. The fact that homing 
pigeons do not always have a vanishing bearing precisely in the 
direction of home is referred to as "launch site bias" and is 
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' FIGURE 38. Widowhood Loft With Air-Conditioning Shell 
'

_ 

_ 
UNCLASSIFIED 

discussed in Reference 5. The reason for this bias is ‘not clearly 
understood and must be measured for each general locality. Refer- 
ence 3 also discusses ‘visual cues wherein homing pigeons will use 
tall objects near their home loft to which they will visually home as 
a “terminal guidance” object. 

LS’) The relocation of homing pigeons has been a subject of 
study for some time. An excellent book (Reference 6) by Dr. W. E. 
Barker lists several essential points which are discussed in Appendix 
C. One of his points states that if relocated birds are placed under 
stress, they may well decide to leave. Certainly, this tendency was 
experienced,on—-this program. On the other hand, the U.S. Army 
relocated many pigeons during World War II. The exploits of 
several decorated pigeons are described in the first chapter of 
Reference 7. Here, pigeons carried messages through storms and 
enemy gun fire, many returning with severe wounds. Certainly, 
these could be considered as conditions of severe stress. However, 
the precise techniques and methods used for relocation, and the 
survival statistics, have not been thoroughly researched and defi- 
nitely should be, if further work is to be done on this project. 

L9’ Relocation experiments were conducted on a previous 
project during the spring and summer of 1976. Here, the entire 
pigeon loft (a packing crate) was transported to the new location 
site. In this way, the birds already knew what the outside of their 
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FIGURE 38. Widowhood Loft With Air-Conditioning Shell 
UNCLASSIFIE.D 

discussed in Reference 5. The reason for this bias is ·not clearly 
understood and must be measured for each general locality. Refer
ence 3 also discusses 'visual cues wherein homing pigeons will use 
tall objects near their home loft to which they will visually home as 
a "terminal guidance" object. 

~ The relocation of homing pigeons has been a subject of 
study for some time. An excellent book (Reference 6) by Dr. W. E. 
Barker lists several essential points which are discussed in Appendix 
C. One of his points states that if relocated birds are placed under 
stress, they may well decide to leave. Certainly, this tendency was 
experienced JQfl-this program. On the other hand, the u.s. Army 
relocated many pigeons during World War II. The exploits of 
several decorated pigeons are described in the first chapter of 
Reference 7. Here, pigeons carried messages through storms and 
enemy gun fire, many returning with severe wounds. Certainly, 
these could be considered as conditions of severe stress. However, 
the precise techniques and methods used for relocation, and the 
survival statistics, have not been thoroughly researched and defi
nitely should be, if further work is to be done on this project. 

f:ifr Relocation experiments were conducted on a previous 
project during the spring and summer of 1976. Here, the entire 
pigeon loft (a packing crate) was transported to the new location 
site. In this way, the birds already knew what the outside of their 
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new home looked like (a primary point in Barker’s book). During 
the “attic loft” experiment, the second group of birds learned the 
view from outside the loft by the use of “wing hobbles,” which 
appeared to work well. A still better way, if operationally feasible, 
was used by a loft manager in Japan, wherein he placed his 
imported birds in a small cage on the back of his Honda and drove 
them around the neighborhood. 

,(.Sfi’ In conclusion, the reliability of relocated birds is still a 
serious question, regardless of the method used for resettling. 
Without further research on reliability, it is recommended that 
young birds be taken to the target loft so that this will become their 
primary home. They can then be relocated to the Washington area 
for training and selection. Those of acceptable performance can then 
be returned to the target loft with a high degree of confidence that 
they will perform with essentially the same statistics as that 
described in Figures 31 and 32. During the experiments conducted 
in the Washington, D.C. area, there were 51 flights with cameras 
and 341 with simulated weights, or 892 flights with cameras or 
weights. These data indicate that there is about one chance in 30 of 
losing a camera on each flight. However, in about half of these 
losses, the bird and harness returned to the loft. A better method of 
camera attachment would reduce losses to about one in 60. 
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new home looked like (a primary point in Barker's book). During 
the "attic loft" experiment, the second group of birds learned the 
view from outside the loft by the use of "wing hobbles," which 
appeared to work well. A still better way, if operationally feasible, 
was used by a loft manager in Japan, wherein he placed his 
imported birds in a small cage on the back of his Honda and drove 
them around the neighborhood. 

% In conclusion, the reliability of relocated birds is still a 
serious question, regardless of the method used for resettling. 
Without further research on reliability, it is recommended that 
young birds be taken to the target loft so that this will become their 
primary home. They can then be relocated to the Washington area 
for training and selection. Those of acceptable performance can then 
be returned to the target loft with a high degree of confidence that 
they will perform with essentially the same statistics as that 
described in Figures 31 and 32. During the experiments conducted 
in the Washington, D.C. area, there were 51 flights with cameras 
and 341 with simulated weights, or 392 flights with cameras or 
weights. These data indicate that there is about one chance in 30 of 
losing a camera on each flight. However, in about half of these 
losses, the bird and harness returned to the loft. A better method of 
camera attachment would reduce losses to about one in 60. 
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(;P§ ) Several assumptions are necessary. For example, assume we 
wish to complete a mission in the Leningrad area before the end of 
the 1978 calendar year. Figures 39 and 40 show that only from the 
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" PART 6 
AN EXAMPLE MISSION SCENARIO 

June 

May Example 
Date 1March 
Elevation 20° 

(See Dashed Line) 
April 

March 

January
I

I I . 

O I 

0 5 10 15 20 
Hours - ~ 

FIGURE 39. Hours the Sun is Above a Given Elevation 
for January - June in Leningrad 
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PART 6 

AN EXAMPLE MISSION SCENARIO 

~ Several assumptions are necessary. For example, assume we 
wish to complete a mission in the Leningrad area before the end of 
the 1978 calendar year. Figures 39 and 40 show that only from the 
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FIGURE 39. Hours the Sun is Above a Given Elevation 
for January - June in Leningrad 
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_|u|y Example 

Date 1 October 
Elevation Q@° 
Hours Above 
20° 52 August 40 _ 
(See Dashed Line) 
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FIGURE 40. Hours the Sun is Above a Given Elevation 
for July - December in Leningrad 

~ 
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latter part of February to the early part of October does the sun 
rise above 20 degrees in elevation for any appreciable period of 
time during the day. Results from the balloon tests in Part S 
indicate a sun elevation of at least 20 degrees is necessary for 
adequate contrast and exposure. It is felt that operational flights 
against the targets in Leningrad should begin no later than early 
August 1978 so that adequate coverage can be obtained by early 
October. Several plans are possible which trade risk against oper- 
ational complexity. Two plans are discussed below which assume a 
start date of 1 October 1977. 
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Example 
Date 1 Octob r 

Elevation 2bo 

o~--------~~~--~~~~~----~~--~--~~ 

o 5 10 
Hours 

15 20 

FIGURE 40. Hours the Sun is Above a Given Elevation 
for July - December in Leningrad 

UNCLASSIFIED 

latter part of February to the early part of October does the sun 
rise above 20 degrees in elevation for any appreciable period of 
time during the day. Results from the balloon tests in Part 3 
indicate a sun elevation of at least 20 degrees is necessary for 
adequate contrast and exposure. It is felt that operational flights 
against the targets in Leningrad should begin no later than early 
August 1978 so that adequate coverage can be obtained by early 
October. Several plans are possible which trade risk against oper
ational complexity. Two plans are discussed below which assume a 
start date of 1 October 1977. 
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Plan 1 (preferred) 
Q38‘) A local loft must be purchased or constructed by mid- 

October 1977. During this time, 100 pairs of exceptional breeders 
will be purchased at an average cost of $150 a pair. These will be 
placed in the local breeding loft by the third week in October so 
that all will be on eggs by the end of the first week in November. 
These eggs (about 150 to 170) will hatch by the end of November. 
By the end of December, about 80 days of age, all young will be 
out of the nest eating and drinking on their own..During these three 
months, a loft manager must be trained in the care, handling and 
flight training of young birds, and a loft must be constructed in the 

l _ lAbout half of the oun l“? birds (70) will be handpicked for transport t 

the first week in Ianuary 1978; the subject of transport will be 
discussed later. During Ianuary these birds will be trained into the 

as their primary home. If possible, the birds should be 
placed just outside the roof access window, shown in Figure 6, in a 
wire basket for several hours a day just before their first release 

(about one week after arrival). Certainly, the basket should not be 
placed where it can be seen by any possible observation post. If the 
basket cannot be placed on the roof, the birds should be allowed to 

look out as many windows and dormers as possible prior to their 

first release. The birds can be released in small groups which are 
kept hungry so that they will come in quickly when the dinner 
music is played. By the end of january, ‘or the first week in 

February, all birds should be flying from the loft and ranging a 
mile or so during exercise flights. There will probably be about 60 
birds left at this time. During the remainder of February, the birds 
should be taken out in small groups and released in parks or 
wooden areas (more will be said later on clandestine release 
techniques) but this is not 
about 50 young birds will consider as their 

primary home. 
/fig) There is certainly a temptation to select some of these -50 

birds for the purpose of testing their performance with weights in 
the Leningrad area during the month of March and trying for a 
mission in April or May. However, this may involve undue risk and 
would require sending a new loft manager to the field who had 
been trained in mission-oriented techiques. A safer approach-would 
be to bring the 50 birds back to a loft in the Washington, D.C. area 

Q18’ By mid-April, these 50 birds will be ready for their first 

release from the local loft. Relocation techniques not available in the 
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Plan 1 (preferred) 

~) A local loft must be purchased or constructed by mid
October 1977. During this time, 100 pairs of exceptional breeders 
will be purchased at an average cost of $150 a pair. These will be 
placed in the local breeding loft by the third week in October so 
that all will be on eggs by the end of the first week in November. 
These eggs (about 150 to 170) will hatch by the end of November. 
By the end of December, about 30 days of age, all young will be 
out of the nest eating and drinking on their own .. During these three 
months, a loft manager must be trained in the care, handling and 
flight training of young birds, and a loft must be constructed in the 

I IAbout half of the young 
birds (70) will be handpicked for transport t~ I 

the first week in January 1978; the subject of transport will be 
discussed later. During January these birds will be trained into the 

"-----____ -----.JI as their primary home. If possible, the birds should be 
placed just outside the roof access window, shown in Figure 6, in a 
wire basket for several hours a day just before their first release 
(about one week after arrival). Certainly, the basket should not be 
placed where it can be seen by any possible observation post. If the 
basket cannot be placed on the roof, the birds should be allowed to 
look out as many windows and dormers as possible prior to their 
first release. The birds can be released in small groups which are 
kept hungry so that they will come in quickly when the dinner 
music is played. By the end of January,' or the first week in 
February, all birds should be flying from the loft and ranging a 
mile or so during exercise flights. There will probably be about 60 
birds left at this time. During the remainder of February, the birds 
should be taken out in small groups and released in parks or 
wooden areas (more will be said later on clandestine release 
techniques) but this is not mandatorj' n" tbA And of february, 
about 50 young birds will consider. J as their 
primary home. 
~ There is certainly a temptation to select some of these 50 

birds for the purpose of testing their performance with weights in 
the Leningrad area during the month of March and trying for a 
mission in April or May. However, this may involve undue risk and 
would require sending a new loft manager to the field who had 
been trained in mission-oriented techiques. A safer approach· would 
be to bring the 50 birds back to a loft in the Washington, D.C. area 

~By mid-April, these 50 birds will be ready for their first 
release from the local loft. Relocation techniques not available in the 
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field can be used to increase the relocation rate of survival. It is 

estimated that about 20 to 25 birds will survive this relocation. By 
the first of May, flight training to harness and weights can begin, 
and the birds can be moved out toward local example targets (e.g., 
the Washington Navy Yard). Through the end of ]une, field 
personnel will be trained in all aspects of clandestine release, camera 
maintenance and repair, and techniques for determining the “pre- 
ferred flight line.” By the end of June 1978, 10-15 birds will be 
selected for transport back to the Leningrad loft. 

,FPS') During ]uly, these 10-15 birds, which consider Leningrad 
their primary home, can be used to determine the preferred flight 
line and to select suitable launch points for overflight of the selected 
targets. By the first of August 1978, mission operations can begin 
with some confidence that the probabilities of overflight are 
essentially those of Figure S2. The disadvantages of this plan are: 

1. There are only about two months before operations must be 
terminated due to low sun elevation. 

2. The birds must be transported three times. 

S. There is a great deal of “activity” in the field 

4. The time schedule is very tight with some risk of being late. 

Plan 2 

,GP§f During the first half of October an operational type loft is 

constructed in the Washington, D.C. area capable of housing 200 
pigeons. These birds will be two to three years old and all should be 
of proven worth from their racing records. The cost will be in the 
neighborhood of $100 each. These birds will be relocated to the 
local loft for a first release by the early part of December 1977. 
Again, techniques not suitable in the field can be used to increase 
survival.‘ All birds should be on eggs by the first release, and wing 
hobbles should be used for one week after the first release. It is 

estimated that there will be 70 to 100 surviving to the end of 
December. Starting in January 1978, these birds will be trained to 
harness and weights and worked out to example targets. By the end 
of February, loft managers will be fully trained in all aspects of the 
mission, and the final selection of S5 to 50 birds will be made. 
These birds will be shipped to Leningrad in early March and the 
first release, with wing hobbles, will occur during the end of April. 
Again, all birds should be on eggs at the time of release. At least 10 
to 15 birds should survive to the end of May. The performance and, 
hopefully, the reliability of these birds have already been established 
over local example targets. By early to mid-June, launch sites should 
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field can be used to increase the relocation rate of survival. It is 
estimated that about 20 to 25 birds will survive this relocation. By 
the first of May, flight training to harness and weights can begin, 
and the birds can be moved out toward local example targets (e.g., 
the Washington Navy Yard). Through the end of June, field 
personnel will be trained in all aspects of clandestine release, camera 
maintenance and repair, and techniques for determining the "pre
ferred flight line." By the end of June 1978, 10-15 birds will be 
selected for transport back to the Leningrad loft. 

~ During July, these 10-15 birds, which consider Leningrad 
their primary home, can be used to determine the preferred flight 
line and to select suitable launch points for overflight of the selected 
targets. By the first of August 1978, mission operations can begin 
with some confidence that the probabilities of overflight are 
essentially those of Figure 32. The disadvantages of this plan are: 

1. There are only about two months before operations must be 
terminated due to low sun elevation. 

2. The birds must be transported three times. 

3. There is a great deal of "activity" in the field I 

I I "-------

4. The time schedule is very tight with some risk of being late. 

plan 2 

~During the first half of October an operational type loft is 
constructed in the Washington, D.C. area capable of housing 200 
pigeons. These birds will be two to three years old and all should be 
of proven worth from their racing records. The cost will be in the 
neighborhood of $100 each. These birds will be relocated to the 
local loft for a first release by the early part of December 1977. 
Again, techniques not suitable in the field can be used to increase 
survival. All birds should be on eggs by the first release, and wing 
hobbles should be used for one week after the first release. It is 
estimated that there will be 70 to 100 surviving to the end of 
December. Starting in January 1978, these birds will be trained to 
harness and weights and worked out to example targets. By the end 
of February, loft managers will be fully trained in all aspects of the 
mission, and the final selection of 35 to 50 birds will be made. 
These birds will be shipped to Leningrad in early March and the 
first release, with wing hobbles, will occur during the end of April. 
Again, all birds should be on eggs at the time of release. At least 10 
to 15 birds should survive to the end of May. The performance and, 
hopefully, the reliability of these birds have already been established 
over local example targets. By early to mid-June, launch sjtes should 
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be selected and mission operations can begin. The advantages of this 
plan are: 

1. Operations start in mid-]une giving about four‘ months to 
collect hoto ra hic covera e. P 8 P g 

2. Only 35 to 50 birds are taken to the field once, and all these 
birds have been tested over local targets. 

3. There is no need to rush into the field, as with plan 1, until 
all personnel (and birds) are fully trained. 

The disadvantages of this plan are: 

1. The care and handling of 200 pigeons through the first 
relocation is no easy task, not to mention the harness and 
weight training of '70 to 100 birds. 

2. The estimate of 85 to 50 birds of acceptable performance for 
shipment to Leningrad is speculation. There is insufficient 
data from this research for a reliable prediction. 

8. Assuming there are a sufficient number of birds which 
perform well over local targets, the probability of their 
holding up under additional stress at the operational target is 

a matter of conjecture at this time. Without further research, 
it must be assumed that the risk of loosing camera and bird 
is higher with this plan than with plan 1. 

$57 Plan l is more complex but involves less risk in predicting 
performance. With additional research on the performance of birds 
at a secondary home, plan 2 may well be preferred; it should 
certainly be the goal of further research. 

Transportation ‘ 

,8’) During this project birds were shipped by airfreight from 
Anchorage, Alaska, to Dulles Airport on several occasions. During 
one shipment from Oregon, birds were lost for three or four days, 
finally arriving in fair condition; the primary danger is thirst and 
heat, not hunger. It is not uncommon for local loft keepers to ship 
birds to Iapan or receive them from France and Belgium. 

,(.S§’ The issue here is that of clandestine transport. Some 
research has been done in this area (Reference 8) but with species 
other than pigeons. However, it is felt that a pigeon in good 
condition is among the hardiest of bird species and-should survive 
transport as well as any. In Reference 8, birds were transported in 
“hole luggage” and “carry-on luggage” for periods up to 72 hours. 
Some holes and air passages (quarter-inch holes in the bottom) were 
provided for ventilation. The birds were wrapped in cloth, or panty 
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be selected and mission operations can begin. The advantages of this 
plan are: 

1. Operations start in mid-June givIng about four' months to 
collect photographic coverage. 

2. Only 35 to 50 birds are taken to the field once, and all these 
birds have been tested over local targets. 

3. There is no need to rush into the field, as with plan 1, until 
all personnel (and birds) are fully trained. 

The disadvantages of this plan are: 

1. The care and handling of 200 pigeons through the first 
relocation is no easy task, not to mention the harness and 
weight training of 70 to 100 birds. 

2. The estimate of 35 to 50 birds of acceptable performance for 
shipment to Leningrad is speculation. There is insufficient 
data from this research for a reliable prediction. 

3. Assuming there are a sufficient number of birds which 
perform well over local targets, the probability of their 
holding up under additional stress at the operational target is 
a matter of conjecture at this time. Without further research, 
it must be assumed that the risk of loosing camera and bird 
is higher with this plan than with plan 1. 

~ Plan 1 is more complex but involves less risk in predicting 
performance. With additional research on the performance of birds 
at a secondary home, plan 2 may well be preferred; it should 
certainly be the goal of further research. 

Transportation 

.)Bj During this project birds were shipped by airfreight from 
Anchorage, Alaska, to Dulles Airport on several occasions. During 
one shipment from Oregon, birds were lost for three or four days, 
finally arriving in fair condition; the primary danger is thirst and 
heat, not hunger. It is not uncommon for local loft 'keepers to ship 
birds to Japan or receive them from France and Belgium. 

J!ir The issue here is that of clandestine transport. Some 
research has been done in this area (Reference 8) but with species 
other than pigeons. However, it is felt that a pigeon in good 
condition is among the hardiest of bird species and should survive 
transport as well as any. In Reference 8, birds were transported in 
"hole luggage" and "carry-on luggage" for periods up to 72 hours. 
Some holes and air passages (quarter-inch holes in the bottom) were 
provided for ventilation. The birds were wrapped in cloth, or panty 
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hose, to restrict movem t, and eye coverings were used which 
greatly inhibited auditory noise and caused a “catatonic” like state 
of inactivity. A layer of San-O-Sil (trademark) impregnated with 
water-soluable neomiocin was placed in the bottom of the luggage 
in order to prevent a toxic contamination of the air by ammonia in 
the birds excrement. 

Clandestine Release 

)5? Most are familiar with the magic tricks that seem to 
produce large numbers of birds from nowhere. In fact, birds 
transport well in the outside or inside pockets of large overcoats. 
Consider a large inside pocket near the bottom of an overcoat. If 

one were kneeling, say to feed the park pigeons, it would be a 
simple matter to release several birds from underneath the coat. 

,6)’ One particular method was studied which would be 
convenient for the release of a number of birds over a short period 
of time. An access hole was provided in the floor of an automobile 
through which one or two pigeons could be placed onto the road or 
parking lot. The pigeons walked from underneath the car and 
immediately took flight upon reaching daylight. Figure 41 shows a 
pigeon with harness and weight that has just taken flight after being 
released by this technique. If the automobile were in a parallel 
parking area with adjacent parked cars, it is conceivable that several 
birds could be released by this method, even under close surveil- 
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greatly inhibited auditory noise and caused a "catatonic" like state 
of inactivity. A layer of San-O-Sil (trademark) impregnated with 
water-soluable neomiocin was placed in the bottom of the luggage 
in order to prevent a toxic contamination of the air by ammonia in 
the birds excrement. 

Clandestine Release 

..J!ir Most are familiar with the magic tricks that seem to 
produce large numbers of birds from nowhere. In fact, birds 
transport well in the outside or inside pockets of large overcoats. 
Consider a large inside pocket near the bottom of an overcoat. If 
one were kneeling, say to feed the park pigeons, it would be a 
simple matter to release several birds from underneath the coat. 

)f.ff One particular method was studied which would be 
convenient for the release of a number of birds over a short period 
of time. An access hole was provided in the floor of an automobile 
through which one or two pigeons could be placed onto the road or 
parking lot. The pigeons' walked from underneath the car and 
immediately took flight upon reaching daylight. Figure 41 shows a 
pigeon with harness and weight that has just taken flight after being 
released by this technique. If the automobile were in a parallel 
parking area with adjacent parked cars, it is conceivable that several 
birds could be released by this method, even under close surveil-
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lance. Various methods ranging from shopping bags to briefcases 
with “trick bottoms” could be tried in the local area during training 
exercises. 

The Loft 

kfi The loft in the target area must be completed prior to 
arrival of the first birds. This includes perches (a collapsible egg 
crate frame of 1A in. plywood), nest boxes (if they are old birds), 
and an adequate supply of feed and medicine (see appendix C for 
the prevention and cure of disease). A grown pigeon will eat about 
an ounce of feed per day, and a few pounds of grit will last a 
month for 50 birds. The loft must be well ventilated without 
noticeable drafts. The colder the Jtemperature, the better the birds 
thrive (the Alaskan loft has experienced temperatures of 40 degrees 
below zero). However, high temperatures (above 90 degrees) will 
precipitate disease and severely degrade performance. If loft tem- 
peratures above 90 degrees are to be expected (at the target area or 
locally), some combination of insulation and air-conditioning must be 
provided without the birds being in a direct draft. This issue cannot 
be taken lightly, particularly with young birds. 
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lance. Various methods ranging from shopping bags to briefcases 
with "trick bottoms" could be tried in the local area during training 
exercises. 

The "---I ___ I Loft 

~ The loft in the target area must be completed prior to 
arrival of the first birds. This includes perches (a collapsible egg 
crate frame of % in. plywood), nest boxes (if they are old birds), 
and an adequate supply of feed and medicine (see appendix C for 
the prevention and cure of disease). A grown pigeon will eat about 
an ounce of feed per day, and a few pounds of grit will last a 
month for 50 birds. The loft must be well ventilated without 
noticeable drafts. The colder the temperature, the better the birds 
thrive (the Alaskan loft has experienced temperatures of 40 degrees 
below zero). However, high temperatures (above 90 degrees) will 
precipitate disease and severely degrade performance. If loft tem
peratures above 90 degrees are to be expected (at the target area or 
locally), some combination of insulation and air-conditioning must be 
provided without th~ birds being in a direct draft. This issue cannot 
be taken lightly, particularly with young birds. 
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PART 7 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
45% It is felt that the quality of photographs collected over the 

Washington Navy Yard is adequate for satisfying a high-resolution 
requirement. Furthermore, the chance of overflight, shown in 
Figure 38, certainly demonstrates the feasibility of getting the 
camera over the target. An unexpected result of this ten-month 
effort was a lack of data sufficient to predict the performance of 
relocated birds. This is due primarily to the initial allocation of 
priorities dictated by the constraints of manpower and funds. 

Photographic Quality, 

(S/TK) Of S6 camera flights over the Navy Yard, six collected 
28 images of some portion of the target. Mensuration on 53 samples 
varying from 3 inches to 37.5 feet showed an average error of less 

than 1.6 inches. Perhaps of greater interest is the mensuration of 22 
small objects (less than 2 feet) which showed an average error of 
about % of an inch with 90 percent of all errors less than 1.8 
inches. In comparison with KH-8 photography of the same target, 
the avian system was rated as having a higher image interpretability 
as well as the ability to see smaller objects. The National Imagery 
Interpretability Rating Scale (NIIRS) ratings were 7.8 for the avian 
system it is believed that the avian 
system, due to its extremly low altitude, has a high potential for 
using color photography (SCAT) for materials identification (see 
Table A4 in Appendix A). 

Camera Research 
,6’)/It' anbebrouhtfrom 1S e a e c e a c g 

research to operational status within the time frame of either plan 
discussed in Part 6. However, it is suggested that the following be 
considered carefully: 

1. The field replaceable shutter assembly has greatly contrib- 
uted to system reliability. However, a method for measuring 
shutter speed in the field should be developed as a check on 
system performance. Low shutter speeds were the primary 
cause of image blurring on this project. 

2. A method should be developed for identifying the type, 
location, and degree of light leaks prior to each mission. This 
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PART 7 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

~ It is felt that the quality of photographs collected over the 
Washington Navy Yard is adequate for satisfying a high-rE(solution 
requirement. Furthermore, the chance of overflight, shown in 
Figure 33, certainly demonstrates the feasibility of getting the 
camera over the target. An unexpected result of this ten-month 
effort was a lack of data sufficient to predict the performance of 
relocated birds. This is due primarily to the initial allocation of 
priorities dictated by the constraints of manpower and funds. 

Photographic Quality 

(S/TK) Of 36 camera flights over the Navy Yard, six collected 
23 images of some portion of the target. Mensuration on 53 samples 
varying from 3 inches to 37.5 feet showed an average error of less 
than 1.6 inches. Perhaps of greater interest is the mensuration of 22 
small objects (less than 2 feet) which showed an average error of 
about % of an inch with 90 percent of all errors less than l.8 
inches. In comparison with KH-8 photography of the same target, 
the avian system was rated as having a higher image interpretability 
as well as the ability to see smaller objects. The National Imagery 
Interpretability Rating Scale (NIIRS) ratings were 7.8 for the avian 
system and I I Furthermore, it is believed that the avian 
system, due to its extremly low altitude, has a high potential for 
using color photography (SeAT) for materials identification (see 
Table A4 in Appendix A). 

Camera Research 

~It is felt that the I Icamera can be brought from 
research to operational status within the time frame of either plan 
discussed in Part 6. However, it is suggested that the following be 
considered carefully: 

1. The field replaceable shutter assembly has greatly contrib
uted to system reliability. However, a method for measuring 
shutter speed in the field should be developed as a check on 
system performance. Low shutter speeds were the primary 
cause of image blurring on this project. 

2. A method should be developed for identifying the type, 
location, and degree of light leaks prior to each mission. This 
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problem is not difficult to solve and would provide a most 
important check on system performance. 

S. An effort should be made to reduce the weight of the 
particularly the method of harness attach- 

ment which is subject to periodic failure. Research in this 
area would improve bird performance. 

4. Some barrel distortions in the were observed 
at the edge of the field of view. Mensuration accuracy could 
be improved if the lens were calibrated or redesigned. 

5. Appendix B contains low temperature data and suggestions 
for providing a low temperature system. 

/GS‘) Some preliminary research was conducted to increase the 
lateral coverage by use of a miniature anoramic camera which has 
the same weight as the system. The lateral 
coverage is adjustable and would increase the oblique photography 
to the right and left of the flight path. Figure 42 is a picture of this 
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FIGURE 42. Miniature Pan Camera 
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problem is not difficult to solve and would provide a most 
important check on system performance. 

3. An effort should be made to reduce the weight of the 
I I system, particularly the method of harness attach-

ment which is subject to periodic failure. Research in this 
area would improve bird performance. 

4. Some barrel distortions in the I lIens were observed 
at the edge of the field of view. Mensuration accuracy could 
be improved if the lens were calibrated or redesigned. 

5. Appendix B contains low temperature data and suggestions 
for providing a low temperature system. 

~ Some preliminary research was conducted to increase the 
lateral coverage by use of a miniature panoramic camera which has 
the same weight as the current I I system. The lateral 
coverage is adjustable and would increase the oblique photography 
to the right and left of the flight path. Figure 42 is a picture of this 
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FIGURE 43. Pan Picture With 180° Field of View i_ 
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CON NTIAL 

miniature pan camera. Figure 43 is a picture taken by this first 

research unit with a 180 degree field of view. The goal would be to 
achieve the same photographic quality as the current avian system. 
However, no further research is planned at the present time. The 
point here is that increased coverage would provide increased 
intelligence and, therefore, fewer flights and less risk. 

Bird Performance " 

,6’) The ultimate goal should be to provide a hard core 
operational kit of birds which have been trained over local targets 
and selected for proven performance. These birds would be held at 
a local operations-type loft for rapid deployment to any target area 
with confidence in the expected performance and reliability. It is 

felt that the key ingredient in achieving this goal is the local loft 

and the dual involvement of research and operational field person- 
nel. Aside from providing a training ground for personnel and a 
proving ground for new ideas, such a loft might act as a vehicle for 
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FIGURE 43. Pan Picture With 1800 Field of View _ •. _.-L. 
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miniature pan camera. Figure 43 is a picture taken by this first 
research unit with a 180 degree field of view. The goal would be to 
achieve the same photographic quality as the current avian system. 
However, no further research is planned at the present time. The 
point here is that increased coverage would provide increased 
intelligence and, therefore, fewer flights and less risk. 

Bird Performance 

,kBj The ultimate goal should be to provide a hard core 
operational kit of birds which have been trained over local targets 
and selected for proven performance. These birds would be held at 
a local operations-type loft for rapid deployment to any target area 
with confidence in the expected performance and reliability. It is 
felt that the key ingredient in achieving this goal is the local loft 
and the dual involvement of research and operational field person
nel. Aside from providing a training ground for personnel and a 
proving ground for new ideas, such a loft might act as a vehicle for 
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fusing together the practical problems in the field with the science 
of research. 

Concluding Remarks 
15¢ Whether or not sufficient data has been presented to 

warrant the initiation of an operational plan is dependent on the 
importance of the intelligence need in relation to the risk and 
logistic complexity in the field. It is hoped that this report contains 
sufficient data and candor to allow those concerned with the 
intelligence requirement and field operations to form a proper 
judgment. It is suggested that an active interchange between 
research and the concerned parties may provide a plan with 
acceptable risk and logistic complexity, and clearly identify the type 
and degree of research required for adequate support. 
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APPENDIX A 
EVALUATION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 

(Prepared by NPIC) 
Section 1 Summary 

1.1 Introduction 
,8’), During the past year (6/'76-7/77) the National Photographic 

Interpretation Center has provided analytical and production support 
for avresearch study (Tacana) being carried on by the Office of 
Research and Development/Operations Technology Division to de- 
termine the feasibility of using an avian (pigeon) platform for 
purposes of collecting overhead reconnaissance photography. This 
support has included:

. 

—The evaluation of the system imagery for exploitation 
purposes by the Imagery Exploitation Group (IEG) and the 
Technical Services Group (TSG). ~ 

——Assistance in the camera modification development, film 
selection, and system quality evaluation by the Technical 
Services Group."

p 

—Imagery production and film processing by the Production 
Services Group (PSG). . 

(U) Following is a summary of the results of the various studies 
and observations which will aid in describing the quality of the 
exploitation product from this system. 

1.2 Interpretability 

(S/TK) The Tacana system has the capability to acquire 
imagery of an exploitation quality equal to, or better than 
existing systems, including the KH-8. 

1.3 M ensuration . 

,(.S7“1“K§ The Taca_na system can image measurable objects of 
small dimensions. Twenty-two measurements made of object di- 
mensions of 8 inches to 2 feet indicate that 90% of the errors (from 
ground truth) are less than or equal to 0.15 feet (4.5cm). Fifty 
percent of the errors are less than or equal to 0.06 feet (l.82cm). 
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APPENDIX A 

EVALUATION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 

(Prepared by NPIC) 

Section 1 Summary 

1.1 Introduction 

).8j"During the past year (6/76-7/77) the National Photographic 
Interpretation Center has provided analytical and production support 
for a research study (Tacan~) being carried on by the Office of 
Research and Development/Operations Technology Division to de
termine the feasibility of using an avian (pigeon) platform for 
purposes of collecting overhead reconnaissance photography. This 
support has included: 

- The evaluation of the system imagery for exploitation 
purposes by the Imagery Exploitation Group (lEG) and the 
Technical Services Group (TSG). 

- Assistance in the camera modification development, film 
. selection, and system quality evaluation by the Technical 

Services Group. 

- Imagery production and film processing by the Production 
Services Group (PSG). 

(U) Following is a summary of the results of the various studies 
and observations which will aid in describing the quality of the 
exploitation product from this system. 

1.2 Interpretability 

(S/TK) The Tacana system has the capability to acquire 
imagery of an exploitation quality equal to, or better than 
existing systems, including the KH-8. 

1.3 Mensuration 

~ The Taca.na system can image measurable objects of 
small dimensions. Twenty-two measurements made of object di
mensions of 3 inches to 2 feet indicate that 90% of the errors (from 
ground truth) are less than or equal to O.IS feet (4.Scm). Fifty 
percent of the errors are less than or equal to 0.06 feet (1.82cm). 
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1.4 Digital Image Manipulation 
. _(.S)/Interactive Digital Image Manipulation techniques 

clearly reduce the imaging effect of directional smear some- 
times produced by the Tacana system. The beneficial effects of 
other IDIMS techniques (to enhance the detail of shadows and 
highlights, reduce grain noise and clarify fine detail) were less 

obvious. These techniques will usually benefit any general film 
imaging system (including Tacana) that has acquired threshold level 
detail imagery (where density and resolution information is almost 
present). 

1.5 Image Quality Analysis 
,6) The Tacana system has the potential to acquire imagery 

of less than I inch (2.54cm) GRD under optimized conditions of 
lighting, platform stability, camera reliability, and flying height. 
Most of the time the system will perform at a lower quality level 
due to the unpredictable nature of the platform and variable flying 
heights. A camera shutter speed of at least 1/2000 second is 

required to produce a reasonable percentage of sharp (non-smeared) 
images from a given flight. 

1.6 Film Selection 
j,S)/The Tacana is a fair weather (with sun) system and is 

adaptable to both black-and-white and color films (EK 3410, FE 
6526 and Aero Color Negative 2445). Because the camera is a fixed 
exposure unit, clear sun (no clouds or heavy haze) acquisitions of 
less than 20 degrees solar elevation will require a faster film with a 
resultant loss in overall image quality. 

1.7 Other Summary Comments 
1.7.1 j,S—)’An avian (pigeon) platform can be used to 

acquire imagery of a specified target area. Of 36 test flights 

evaluated over the Washington Navy Yard of a designated target 
(Willard Park, the Navy Museum display area of about 64,000 
square feet), 6 flights acquired 28 images of some portion of the 
park. 

1.7.2 (U) Throughout this study, image quality was com- 
promised due to poor camera reliability (i.e., power failures, 

shutter breakdowns, light leaks producing fogged film, optical 
system misalignments and/or internal flare). While these “kinds” of 
malfunctions and effects are typical of problems associated with 
research and prototype fabrication, a clearer view of system 
performance could be obtained if they were corrected in future 
development efforts. 
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Digital Image Manipulation 

~ Interactive Digital Image Manipulation techniques 
clearly reduce the imaging effect of directional smear some
times produced by the Tacana system. The beneficial effects of 
other IDIMS techniques (to enhance the detail of shadows and 
highlights, reduce grain noise and clarify fine detail) were less 
obvious. These techniques will usually benefit any general film 
imaging system (including Tacana) that has acquired threshold level 
detail imagery (where density and resolution information is almost 
present). 

1.5 Image Quality Analysis 

)6) The Tacana system has the potential to acquire imagery 
of less than 1 inch (2.54cm) GRD under optimized conditions of 
lighting, platform stability, camera reliability, and flying height. 
Most of the time the system will perform at a lower quality level 
due to the unpredictable nature of the platform and variable flying 
heights. A camera shutter speed of at least 1/2000 second is 
required to produce a reasonable percentage of sharp (non-smeared) 
images from a given flight. 

1.6 Film Selection 

% The Tacana is a fair weather (with sun) system and is 
adaptable to both black-and-white and color films (EK 3410, FE 
6526 and Aero Color Negative 2445). Because the camera is a fixed 
exposure unit, clear sun (no clouds or heavy haze) acquisitions of 
less than 20 degrees solar elevation will require a faster film with a 
resultant loss in overall image quality. 

1. 7 Other Summary Comments 

1.7.1 J>r An avian (pigeon) platform can be used to 
acquire imagery of a specified target area. Of 36 test flights 
evaluated over the Washington Navy Yard of a designated target 
(Willard Park, the Navy Museum display area of about 64,000 
square feet), 6 flights acquired 23 images of some portion of the 
park. 

1.7.2 (U) Throughout this study, image quality was com
promised due to poor camera reliability (i.e., power failures, 
shutter breakdowns, light leaks producing fogged film, optical 
system misalignments and/or internal flare). While these "kinds" of 
malfunctions and effects are typical of problems associated with 
research and prototype fabrication, a clearer view of system 
performance could be obtained if they were corrected in future 
development efforts. 
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1.7.3 (U) The pre nt lens produces imagery 
containing a high degree of barrel distortion. The mensuration 
accuracy could probably be improved if each camera was calibrated 
and future lens systems (i.e., design) had reduced distortion effects. 

1.7.4 ,(.S)’Createst detail imagery will be obtained with this 
system on black-and-white film. 

1.7.5 £5)‘ Using color films this system has a high potential 
for materials identification (using SCAT) and certain camou- 
flage, concealment and detection applications. Further research 
should be done to determine the effectiveness of this system in these 
areas, The Tacana’s large scale imagery and its relative freedom 
from high altitude atmospheric effects during acquisition are benefi- 
cial for this type of analytical analysis. 

Section 2 Determination of Exploitation Suitability 

2.1 S Introduction 
.(.S7‘Tl€) Because the Tacana study was a research effort, it is 

felt a measure of performance from a user point of view would be 
meaningful to aptly describe the quality of the system product. 
Following are NPIC evaluations that describe the exploitation 
(interpretation, mensuration, and image manipulation) potential of 
the system. The nature of this study involved parallel development 
of the bird, camera, targeting philosophy, and films and processes; 
therefore, it is impossible to predict a level of system performance 
to be expected operationally. However, efforts were directed towards 
describing the exploitation suitability of the system in terms of its 

potential to perform when all elements appear to befunctioning at 
their optimum, iie., no camera malfunctions, tired and untrained 
birds, or wrong film/poor process combinations. Certain KH-8 data 
(and photography) is included in the analysis for informational 
purposes. For editorial convenience, a study describing the capability 
of the Interactive Digital Manipulation System to improve the 
Tacana exploitation product is“ placed in this section.

i 

2.2 Interpretability 
2.2.1 M) Figure Al shows the percentage occurrence of NPIC/IEG photointerpreter NIIRS ratings* of 85 images acquired 

*§ NIIRS (National Imagery Interpretability Rating Scale) is a uniformly 
understood and systematically applied judgment by photointerpreters of the 
interpretability of acquired imagery, regardless_of collection. source. It, is a 
graduated scale divided into 10 numbered rating categories, with 0 representing 
unusable imagery and nine representing imagery with the best interpretability. It 
is enough to know here that NIIRS is an accepted Intelligence Community 
measure of interpretation quality and is used to aid collection and mission 
planners, engineers, photoscientists and other PIs. For further information see 
NIIRS Documentation, Vol. II, TCS-9842/74. » 
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1.7.3 (U) The pre lens pr04uces imagery 
containing a high degree of barrel distortion. The mensuration 
accuracy could probably be improved if each camera was calibrated 
and future lens systems (i.e., design) had reduced distortion effects. 

1. 7.4 WGreatest detail imagery will be obtained with this 
system on black-and-white film. 

1. 7.5 ~ Using color films this system has a high potential 
for materials identification (using SCAT) and certain camou
flage, concealment and detection applications. Further research 
should be done to determine the effectiveness of this system in these 
areas. The Tacana's large scale imagery and its relative freedom 
from high altitude atmospheric effects during acquisition are benefi
cial for this type of analytical analysis. 

Section 2 Determination of Exploitation Suitability 

2.1 Introduction 

~) Because the Tacana study was a research effort, it is 
felt a measure of performance from a user point of view ~ould be 
meaningful to aptly describe the quality of the system product. 
Following are NPIC evaluations that describe the exploitation 
(interpretation, mensuration; and image manipulation) potential of 
the system. The nature of this study involved parallel development 
of the bird, camera, targeting philosophy, and films and processes; 
therefore, it is impossible to predict a level of system performance 
to be expected operationally. However, efforts were directed towards 
describing the exploitation suitability of the system in terms of its 
potential to perform when all elements appear to be. functioning at 
their optimum, i.e., no camera malfunctions, tired and untrained 
birds, or wrong film/poor process combinations. Certain KH-8 data 
(and photography) is included in the analysis for informational 
purposes. For editorial convenience, a study describing the capability 
of the Interactive Digital Manipulation System to improve the 
Tacana exploitation product is placed in this section. 

2.2 Interpretability 
2.2.1 ~) Figure Al shows the 'percentage occu'rrence of 

NPIC/IEG photointerpreter NIIRS ratings* of 85 images, acquired 

j(NIIRS (Natio~al Imagery Interpretability Rating Scale) is a uniformly 
understood and systematically applied judgment by photointerpreters of the 
interpretability of acquired imagery, regardless. of collection source. It is a 
graduated scale divided into 10 numbered rating categories, with 0 representing 
unusable imagery and nine representing imagery with the best interpretability. It 
is enough to know here that NIIRS is an accepted Intelligence Commimity 
measure of interpretation quality and is used to aid collection and mission 
planners, engineers, photoscientists and other PIs. For further inf~rmation see 
NIIRS Documentation, Vol. II, TCS-9842/74. . 
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by the Tacana system over the Washington Navy Yard 3/17/77. 
This data represents an average rating by three PIs of a complete 
flight operation. Operational PI NIIRS data from KH-8 Mission 4348 
is also shown. The Tacana flight evaluated represents the best 
performance of the total system (in terms of image quality) that was 
obtained during the test phase of this study. This is not a measure 
of predicted system performance but does describe the capability of 
the system to produce high-quality imagery when all aspects (bird, 
camera, weather, etc.) are performing reliably. 

2.2.2 1/S) Figures A10-A17 represent Tacana vertical and ob- 
lique images from the flight that were rated by the PIs. Other types 
of photographs typically acquired by this system are illustrated by 
Figures A18 thru A20 showing observed maximum flying height 
(about 300 feet) and Figures A21 and A22 representing adjacent 
frame quality differences caused by inconsistent bird motion (a 
common occurrence with this system). Figures A23 thru A27 show 
sequential (adjoining) frames from one flight covering the Navy 
Yard, Willard Park Display Target Area. Of interest here is to note 
the target mapping effect that can be accomplished with this kind 
of a system. It is useful to compare these pictures with the KH-8 
coverage of the target area (Figure A30). Figures A23 thru A27 also 
exhibit certain camera anomalies that are more completely described 
in Section 3.2.7. 

2.2.3 (U) There are no peculiar problems associated with 
viewing Tacana imagery. Its small format image (12.5 x 12.5mm) 
and large scale (nominal 2000:1) lend themselves well to producing 
duplicate positives, handling, and viewing with existing (low magni- 
fication) photointerpretation equipment. 

2.2.4 (§L>KT Due to the small area coverage of each frame 
(nominal 30 x 30 meters) and the inconsistent aiming of the 
platform, some type of collateral coverage should be available to the 
interpreter for determining his Tacana coverage in the general 
target area. KH-8 coverage is suitable for this mapping function. 

2.2.5 (U) To simplify the duplication of this type of imagery 
(l6mm strips, nominal 3 meter lengths per 200 exposures) a three 
density level exposure of each image segment will satisfy most 
frame-to-frame density differences caused by illumination and target 
brightness variations. For example, one image segment of 10-15 
images would be duplicated three times (once each at three 
different density levels) side by side on a 20.3 x 25.4cm (8 x 10 
inch) chip of duplication film. This technique allows the PI to easily 
select the best frame for interpretation as well as giving him the 
opportunity to exploit two different brightness areas (shadow and 
highlight) of a given scene. 
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by the Tacaiui'system over the Washington Navy Yard 3/17/77, 
This data represents an average rating by three PIs of a complete 
flight operation. Operational PI NIIRS data from KH-8 Mission 4348 
is also shown. The Tacana flight evaluated represents the best 
performance of the total system (in terms of image quality) that was 
obtained during the test phase of this study. This is not a measure 
of predicted system performance but does describe the capability of 
the system to produce high-quality imagery when all aspects (bird, 
camera, weather, etc.) are performing reliably. 

2.2.2 113) Figures AlO-A17 represent Tacana vertical and ob
lique images from the flight that were rated by the PIs. Other types 
of photographs typically acquired by this system are illustrated by 
Figures A18 thru A20 showing observed maximum flying height 
(about 300 feet) and Figures A21 and A22 representing adjacent 
frame quality differences caused by inconsistent bird motion (a 
common occurrence with this system). Figures A23 thru A27 show 
sequential (adjoining) frames from one flight covering the Navy 
Yard, Willard Park Display Target Area. Of interest here is to note 
the target mapping effect that can be accomplished with this kind 
of a system. It is useful to compare these pictures with the KH-8 
coverage of the target area (Figure A30). Figures A23 thru A27 also 
exhibit certain camera anomalies that are more completely described 
in Section 3.2.7. 

2,2.3 (U) There are no peculiar problems associated with 
viewing Tacana imagery. Its small format image (12.5 x 12.5mm) 
and large scale (nominal 2000:1) lend themselves well to producing 
duplicate positives, handling, and viewing with existing (low magni
fication) photointerpretation equipment. 

2.2.4 ~ Due to the small area coverage of each frame 
(nominal 30 x 30 meters) and the inconsistent aiming of the 
platform, some type of collateral coverage should be available to the 
interpreter for determining his Tacana coverage in the general 
target area. KH-8 coverage is suitable for this mapping function. 

2,2.5 (U) To simplify the duplication of this type of imagery 
(16mm strips, nominal 3 meter lengths per 200 exposures) a three 
density level exposure of each image segment will satisfy most 
frame-to-frame density differences caused by illumination and target 
brightness variations. For example, one image segment of 10-15 
images would be duplicated three times (once each at three 
different density levels) side by side on a 20.3 x 25.4cm (8 x 10 
inch) chip of duplication film. This technique allows the PI to easily 
select the best frame for interpretation as well as giving him the 
opportunity to exploit two different brightness areas (shadow and 
highlight) of a given scene. 
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2.3 Mensuration Suitab' ty 

2.8.1 Introduction 

(SFFK) An exercise was performed to provide a view of the 
mensuration of imagery produced by the Tacana system. Supportive 
data and accuracy standards were provided from the KH-8 and 
ground truth information. 

2.8.2 Exercise Procedures 

(Kl A target test area similar to an operational area was selected 
at the Washington, D.C. Navy Yard museum (Willard Park, Figure 
A30). Within this test area, a TALOS missile was singled out as 
being representative of the type of target appropriate for study 
(Figure A29). This missile has an assortment of different shapes and 
dimensions that would be both quantitatively and qualitatively 
important in an intelligence sense. 

(U) The procedures for this exercise were to first acquire 
distances from: the target site for use in scaling. These distances 
ranged from 15 to 40 feet (5 to 12 meters). 

(U) Two system photographs were used for this study (Figures 
A25 and A28). Other coverages of the target area were not included 
because of severe blurring due to platform motion, lens distortion 
effects and/or extreme obliquity.

' 

a. Scale Determination 

l§fiPI€) Good satellite coverage of the Washington, D.C. Navy 
Yard is minimal. Two KH-8 frames were found that could be used 
for determining a working scale. Monoscopic measurements were 
made and compared with ground truth dimensions. From these 
values, one or more were chosen as a scale reference in deriving 
dimensions from system imagery. The scale dimension used had to 
be as close as possible to the target, generally parallel to the target 
and nearly in the same object plane. The last requirement could not 
always be done, especially in trying to get a variety of dimensions 
from the TALOS missile which not only rests upon a raised base, 
but also has a nose-up attitude. Because of this target problem, 
additional targets in the vicinity of the TALOS were chosen in 
order to demonstrate the capability of the system to “see” small 
dimensions. 

b. Focal Length and Format Edges 

(S? Although the cameras have unique design features for their 
size and function (moving film and an image motion compensator), 
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2.S.1 Introduction 

(Sf'I"K) An exercise was performed to provide a view of the 
mensuration of imagery produced by the Tacana system. Supportive 
data and accuracy standards were provided from the KH-S and 
ground truth information. 

2.S.2 Exercise Procedures 

kg} A target test area similar to an operational area was selected 
at the Washington, D.C. Navy Yard museum (Willard Park, Figure 
ASO). Within this test area, a TALOS missile was singled out as 
being representative of the type of target appropriate for study 
(Figure A29). This missile has an assortment of different shapes and 
dimensions that would be both quantitatively and qualitatively 
important in an intelligence sense. 

(U) The procedures for this exercise were to first acquire 
distances from, the target site for use in scaling. These distances 
ranged from 15 to 40 feet (5 to 12 meters). 

(U) Two system photographs were used for this study (Figures 
A25 and A2S). Other coverages of the target area were not included 
because of severe blurring due to platform motion, lens distortion 
effects and/or extreme obliquity. 

a. Scale Determination 

~ Good satellite coverage of the Washington, D.c. Navy 
Yard is minimal. Two KH-S frames were found that could be used 
for determining a working scale. Monoscopic measurements were 
made and compared with ground truth dimensions. From these 
values, one or more were chosen as a scale reference in deriving 
dimensions from system imagery. The scale dimension used had to 
be as close as possible to the target, generally parallel to the target 
and nearly in the same object plane. The last requirement could not 
always be done, especially in trying to get a variety of dimensions 
from the T ALOS missile which not only rests upon a raised base, 
but also has a nose-up attitude. Because of this target problem, 
additional targets in the vicinity of the T ALOS were chosen in 
order to demonstrate the capability of the system to "see" small 
dimensions. 

b. Focal Length and Format Edges 

.J,Sr Although the cameras have unique design features for their 
size and function (moving film and an image motion compensator), 
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the imagery can be analyzed as frame photography since the 
photograph is exposed simultaneously over the entire format. With 
that in mind, the frame format edges and focal length were looked 
at to find out if the imagery lended itself to analysis by either 
graphical or analytical means. 

2.3.8 Results 

;(»@' Preliminary results* showed that small dimensions could be 
measured. This exercise was to test the Tacana system for mensura- 
tion feasibility on “operational” imagery which included long 
dimensions (2-38 feet) and small dimensions (0.2-2.0 feet). The 
results also compare the image formats of the two types of cameras 
and their respective focal lengths. This additional information is 

important for future exploitation of operational imagery. 

a. Format Edges 
18)’ The format edges are important in that they are used to aid 

in computing the focal length. There are two types of cameras: "one 
with a rectangular format measuring 12.5mm by 7.5mm, and the 
other with a square format 12.5mm by 12.5mm. The rectangular 
imagery acquired with the Model I (MCW-24) had fuzzy format 
edges when viewed on a monoscopic comparator at 5X magnifica- 
tion. However, the square format imagery (Model 
camera) had sharp, well—defined edges when viewed on the 
comparator. 

b. Focal Length 
j,8’{The nominal focal length of.the Tacana camera is reported 

as 15mm. A test was done to check this value for the rectangular 
format ‘camera. Two focal lengths were computed: l4.05mm and 
14.19mm. 

c. Target Data 
.CPS7‘TTz) Mensuration data was gathered from two photographs 

(Figures A25 and A28). The data points were measured on the 829 
Mann Comparator. There was a total of 58 dimensions measured 
ranging from The scale was determined from 
KH-8 measurements and the scaled distances compared with ground 
truth. The errors, or differences from ground truth, ranged fromj 

data is listed in Table Al. Histograms were 

*The preliminary tests were done using imagery taken from a fixed or static 
camera platform, i.e., a balloon. No written report was required; however, results 
can be reviewed. 
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the imagery can be analyzed as frame photography since the 
photograph is exposed simultaneously over the entire format. With 
that in mind, the frame format edges and focal length were looked 
at to find out if the imagery lended itself to analysis by either 
graphical or analytical means. 

2.3.3 Results 

Jfff Preliminary results* showed that small dimensions could be 
measured. This exercise was to test the Tacana system for mensura
tion feasibility on "operational" imagery which included long 
dimensions (2-38 feet) and small dimensions (0.2-2.0 feet). The 
results also compare the image formats of the two types of cameras 
and their respective focal lengths. This additional information is 
important for future exploitation of operational imagery. 

a. Format Edges 

¢ The format edges are important in that they are used to aid 
in computing the focal length. There are two types of cameras: one 
with a rectangular format measuring I2.5mm by 7.5mm, and the 
other with a square format I2.5mm by I2.5mm. The rectangular 
imagery acquired with the Model I (MCW-24) had fuzzy format 
edges when viewed on a monoscopic comparator at 5X magnifica
tion. However, the square format imagery (Model II I 

~-----c-~ 

camera) had sharp, well-defined edges when viewed on the 
comparator. 

b. Focal Length 

%f The nominal focal length of -the Tacana camera is reported 
as I5mm. A test was done to check this value for the rectangular 
format camera. Two focal lengths were computed: I4.05mm and 
I4.I9mm. 

c. Target Data 

~) Mensuration data was gathered from two photographs 
(Figures A25 and A28). The data points were measured on the 829 
Mann Comparator. There was a total of 53 dimensions measured 
ranging from I I The scale was determined from 
KH-8 measurements and the scaled distances compared with ground 
truth. The errors, or clifferences from ground truth, ranged fromc::J 

I I This data is listed in Table AI. Histograms ~ere 

*The preliminary tests were done using imagery taken from a fixed or static 
camera platform, i.e., a balloon. No written report was required; however, results 
can be reviewed. 
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TABLE Al 

MENSURATION DATA FROM NAVY YARD IMAGERY* 

GROUND MEASURED GROUND MEASURED 
TRUTH DISTANCE ERROR TRUTH DISTANCE ERROR 

* All dimensions given in feet 

constructed for three separate data sets: overall dimensions, dimen- 
sions less than or equal to two feet, and dimensions less than or 

equal to one foot. See Figures A2, A4 and A6, respectively. 

Corresponding graphs showing cumulative percentages of errors 

were constructed in order to better interpret the results. See Figures 
A3 A5 Cl A7 

, an . 

2.3.4 Conclusion 

,(.Sfi’ This section will attempt to draw together those points of 

the study which need to be em hasized. Reviewing Figure A8 for 

overall dimensions it shows (as the dotted lines 

indicate) cumulative percentage va ues of errors at both the 90 and 
the 50 percentile marks. Following the dotted lines over to the 
curve and down, it is seen that 90% of the errors are less than or 
equal toj and 50% of the errors are less than or equal to2 
ft. 

XS’; Since the most interest is in small dimensions (2.0 ft. or 

less), Figure A5 was constructed showing the errors of those 
dimensions ranging from Ste 2.00 ft. On this graph, 90% of the 
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TABLE Al 

MENSURATION DATA FROM NAVY YARD IMAGERY* 

GROUND 
TRUTH 

MEASURED 
DISTANCE 

* All dimensions given in feet 

ERROR 
GROUND 
TRUTH 

MEASURED 
DISTANCE ERROR 

constructed for three separate data sets: overall dimensions, dimen
sions less than or equal to two feet, and dimensions less than or 
equal to one foot. See Figures A2, A4 and A6, respectively. 
Corresponding graphs showing cumulative percentages of errors 
were constructed in order to better interpret the results. See Figures 
AS, A5 and A7. 

2.S.4 Conclusion 

~This section will attempt to draw together those points of 
the study which need to be emphasized. Reviewing Figure AS for 
overall dimensions I I it shows (as the dotted lines 
indicate) cumulative percentage values of errors at both the 90 and 
the 50 percentile marks. Following the dotted lines over to the 
curve and down, it is seen that 90% of the errors are less than or 
equal to I I and 50% of the errors are less than or equal to D 
ft. 

)15} Since the most interest is in small dimensions (2.0 ft. or 
less), Figure A5 was constructed showing the errors of those 
dimensions ranging from Do 2.00 ft. On this graph, 90% of the 
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errors are less than or equal to S and 50% of the errors are 
less than or equal to3 

»QS§'If only the dimensions less than or equal to one foot are 
graphed, the data sample becomes so small that it is difficult to 
make an analysis. Figure A7 of the cumulative percent of errors for 
these short dimensions shows that 90% of the errors are less than or 
equal to 3, and 50% of the errors are less than or equal to 

Q5’ In conclusion, the results show that for dimensions less than 
or equal to 2.00 ft., the probability of a measurement being within 3 of the true value is 90%, or 90 out of 100, and being within 3 of the true value 50%, or 50 out of 100. In a like manner, 
the same statement can be said for the two other data sets. It must 
be pointed out that the stated probabilities are applicable only for 
the data sample (photographs) used here. 

2.8.5 Summary 
,(.SkT1() Probably the most interesting and impacting quality of 

the Tacana system is its ability to “see” small dimensions that 
otherwise could not be seen on KH-8 imagery, and be able to” 

measure these dimensions accurately. Limiting the test to just one 
target area reduced the data sample considerably. Limiting the 
study to two good photographs further reduced the data set. 
However, it must be emphasized that the exercise, being a feasibility 
study, was very practical. The results can be assumed to be 
indicative of those for an operation such as Tacana where image 
acquisition has not been optimized to its full potential. ' 

2.4 Interactive Digital Image Manipulation (IDIMS) 

2.4.1 Introduction 

,(.S§' Test imagery acquired by Tacana over the Washington 
Navy Yard was manipulated on the IDIMS to illustrate the 
capability of the system to improve smeared imagery for .exploita— 
tion. Because Tacana has no exposure control, imagery elghibiting 
heavy shadows was also selected for analysis. 

The IDIMS is located in Room 4N 814, Building 
218, and is utilized to extract additional intelligence information 
from problem imagery for photointerpreters and analysts. The 
IDIMS consists of a Hewlett-Packard S000 CX computer with 
peripherals (i.e., three magnetic tape drives, one line printer, one 
card reader, four analyst terminals) and two COMTAL TV display 
monitors. A DICOMED, Inc., image recorder is capable of produc- 
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errors are less than or equal to I I and 50% of the errors are 
less than or equal to I I 

-+&r If only the dimensions less than or equal to one foot are 
graphed, the data sample becomes so small that it is difficult to 
make an analysis. Figure A 7 of the cumulative percent of errors for 
these short dimensions shows that 90% of the errors are less than or 
equal to 1 I, and 50% of the errors are less than or equal to 

I I 
%In conclusion, the results show that for dimensions less than 

or equal to 2.00 ft., the probability of a measurement being within 
I I of the true value is 90%, or 90 out of 100, and being within 
I I of the true value 50%, or 50 out of 100. In a like manner, 
the same statement can be said for the two other data sets. It must 
be pOinted out that the stated probabilities are applicable only for 
the data sample (photographs) used here. 

2.3.5 Summary 

~ Probably the most interesting and impacting quality of 
the Tacana system is its ability to "see" small dimensions that 
otherwise could not be seen on KH -8 imagery, and be able to') 
measure these dimensions accurately. Limiting the test to just one 
target area reduced the data sample considerably. Limiting the 
study to two good photographs further reduced the data set. 
However, it must be emphasized that the exercise, being a feasibility 
study, was very practical. The results can be assumed to be 
indicative of those for an operation such as Tacana where image 
acquisition has not been optimized to its full potential. 

2.4 Interactive Digital Image Manipulation (IDIMS) 

2.4.1 Introduction 

..J!!1 Test imagery acquired by Tacana over the Washington 
Navy Yard was manipulated on the IDIMS to illustrate the 
capability of the system to improve smeared imagery forexploita
tion. Because Tacana has no exposure control, imagery e~hibiting 
heavy shadows was also selected for analysis. 

(1ItMt1l» The IDIMS is located in Room 4N 814, Building 
213, and is utilized to extract additional intelligence information 
from problem imagery for photo interpreters and analysts. The 
IDIMS consists of a Hewlett-Packard 3000 ex computer with 
peripherals (i.e., three magnetic tape drives, one line printer, one 
card reader, four analyst terminals) and two COM TAL TV display 
monitors. A DICOMED, Inc., image recorder is capable of produc-
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ing high quality hard copy results (black/white or color) on film or 
Polaroid paper. Approximately 200 image manipulation processing 
functions ranging from simple manipulation (e.g., contrast stretch- 
ing) to complex manipulation (e.g., Fourier analysis and filtering) 
can be applied to digital imagery. The target area on a film 
transparency is digitized on a PDS microdensitometer and then 
manipulated on the IDIMS to achieve the desired results. 

(U) Upon-selection of the frames for analysis, an area from 
each was digitized on a PDS microdensitometer using an 8 
micrometer sampling and step—over interval, and an 8 micrometer 
scanning aperture. The digital array generated on the PDS was 512 
samples x 512 lines. This array covers a square area (4.()96mm x 
4.096mm) on the Tacana ON film. Figure A82 (a-d) illustrates the 
effects of IDIMS on a smeared Tacana Navy Yard acquisition. 

2.4.2 IDIMS Technique 
LS)’ The 512 x 512 microdensitometer scan was reduced by a 

factor of two (i.e., making the image equivalent to a 16 micrometer 
scan) to speed up processing in the Fourier transform domain. No 
information was lost in the reduction process since this frame 
contains much less fine detail than the other three frames and is 

shown in Figure A82a. A Wiener filter/image motion correction 
routine was first applied to the Fourier transform of the image with 
little or no improvement. 

LS)’ A second Fourier transform technique, defined as “rooting” 
and similar to applying a high pass filter to a Fourier transform was 
applied to the magnitude (i.e., amplitude) of the Fourier transform. 
This technique raises the magnitude to a power and is an alternate 
means for correcting for moderate image motion and for enhancing 
edge detail. Figure A32b is the result of the rooting technique and 
Gaussian filter only. Figure A320 represents the effect of two 
additional edge enhancement techniques (to A82b). The exponential 
value of the function was then changed to 0.5 (i.e., similar to 
applying a very high pass flter). The resulting image was then 
inverse transformed and a 5 x 5 low pass convolution filter applied 
to reduce the noise. This result is shown in Figure AS2d. Much 
sharper edge definition is apparent in this result than in the original 
degraded image. 

(U) Inverse filtering, i.e., dividing the Fourier transform by the 
image motion equation (sin wx/wx) to remove the image motion, 
was not attempted. Also, the phase portion of the Fourier transform 
was not corrected by direct inverse filtering. 
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ing high quality hard copy results (black/white or color) on film or 
Polaroid paper. Approximately 200 image manipulation processing 
functions ranging from simple manipulation (e.g., contrast stretch
ing) to complex manipulation (e.g., Fourier analysis and filtering) 
can be applied to digital imagery. The target area on a film 
transparency is digitized on a PDS microdensitometer and then 
manipulated on the IDIMS to achieve the desired results. 

(U) Upon. selection of the frames for analysis, an area from 
each was digitized on a PDS microdensitometer using an 8 
micrometer sampling and step-over interval, and an 8 micrometer 
scanning aperture. The digital array generated on the PDS was 512 
samples x 512 lines. This array covers a square area (4.096mm x 
4.096mm) on the Tacana ON film. Figure A32 (a-d) illustrates the 
effects of IDIMS on a smeared Tacana Navy Yard acquisition. 

2.4.2 IDIMS Technique 

J)1 The 512 x 512 microdensitometer scan was reduced by a 
factor of two (i.e., making the image equivalent to a 16 micrometer 
scan) to speed up processing in the Fourier transform domain. No 
information was lost in the reduction process since this frame 
contains much less fine detail than the other three frames and is 
shown in Figure A32a. A Wiener filter/image motion correction 
routine was first applied to the Fourier transform of the image with 
little or no improvement. 

~ A second Fourier transform technique, defined as "rooting" 
and similar to applying a high pass filter to a Fourier transform was 
applied to the magnitude (i.e., amplitude) of the Fourier transform. 
This technique raises the magnitude to a power and is an alternate 
means for correcting for moderate image motion and for enhancing 
edge detail. Figure A32b is the result of the rooting technique and 
Gaussian filter only. Figure A32c represents the effect of two 
additional edge enhancement techniques (to A32b). The exponential 
value of the function was then changed to 0.5 (i.e., similar to 
applying a very high pass £Iter). The resulting image was then 
inverse transformed and a 5 x 5 low pass convolution filter applied 
to reduce the noise. This result is shown in Figure A32d. Much 
sharper edge definition is apparent in this result than in the original 
degraded image. 

(U) Inverse filtering, i.e., dividing the Fourier transform by the 
image motion equation (sin wx/wx) to remove the image motion, 
was not attempted. Also, the phase portion of the Fourier transform 
was not corrected by direct inverse filtering. 
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2.4.8 DICOMED Results 

The hard copy results listed above were generated 
on Plus-X 120 film in the DICOMED high resolution mode. This 
film transparency was then processed in the Versamat at a speed of 
ten feet/ minute. The DICOMED film copy is comparable to results 
viewed on the IDIMS. An infinite number of results can be 
displayed on the IDIMS using a trackball cursor which controls the 
contrast/brightness upon completion of the more sophisticated 
IDIMS routines. 

2.4.4 Summary 
MIDIMS improved the smeared frames used in this evaluation. 

Some loss in “enhancement” effect is noted in the intermediate 
paper prints as Pls gain most benefit from the IDIMS directly from 
the viewing screen. 

‘ M Possible future Tacana experiments, if deemed feasible, 

should center on restoring smeared imagery using a number of 

existing routines with varying parameters. The maximum a’ pos- 

teriori (MAP) method of restoring images should possibly be 
investigated. The MAP algorithm processes small sections of the 

image sequentially and pieces them together to create the restored 

picture. The Office of Research and Development/CIA is currently 

evaluatin this technique 
r h and a lication of the MAP restoration Resea c pp 

technique to operational smeared photography in 1976 indicated 

some improvement in image quality. Tacana imagery not degraded 
by image motion or defocus can be manipulated with existing 

IDIMS functions. 

Section 3 Image Quality Analysis and Film Selection 

8.1 Introduction 
8.1.1 j,S5/15‘ilm selection for the Tacana system was based upon 

an examination of quality factors desired from the product which 
were appropriate to the exploitation objectives of this study. The 
quality goals were: 

a. The film should have a film speed and latitude to record a 
wide range of target reflectances under variable light 

conditions. 

b. The camera/film combination should have a recording 
potential of 5.08cm (2 in.) Ground Resolved Distance (GRD). 

c. The prime film consideration will be black-and-white. Color 
films will also be investigated for their applicability. 

as 
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2.4.3 DICOMED Results 

(~) The hard copy results listed above were generated 
on Plus-X 120 film in the DICOMED high resolution mode. This 
film transparency was then processed in the Versamat at a speed of 
ten feet/minute. The DICOMED film copy is comparable to results 
viewed on the IDIMS. An infinite number of results can be 
displayed on the IDIMS using a trackball cursor which controls the 
contrast/brightness upon completion of the more sophisticated 
IDIMS routines. 

2.4.4 Summary 

~IDIMS improved the smeared frames used in this evaluation. 
Some loss in "enhancement" effect is noted in the intermediate 
paper prints as PIs gain most benefit from the IDIMS directly from 
the viewing screen. 

SJiI{ Possible future Tacana experiments, if deemed feasible, 
should center on restoring smeared imagery using a number of 
existing routines with varying parameters. The maximum a' pos
teriori (MAP) method of restoring images should possibly be 
investigated. The MAP algorithm processes small sections of the 
image sequentially and pieces them together to create the restored 
picture. The Office of Research and Development/CIA is currently 
evaluating this technique I 

~~-----c-____ I ReseaLr-c~h-a-n-d-;-a-p-p'h~' c-a~ti;-o-n-o~fr-:1th'e~M~A--;;:P~re-s--:-to-r-a--:-tl~' o-n--

technique to operational smeared photography in 1976 indicated 
some improvement in image quality. Tacana imagery not degraded 
by image motion or defocus can be manipulated with existing 
IDIMS functions. 

Section 3 Image Quality Analysis and Film Selection 

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 ¢ilm selection for the Tacana system was based upon 
an examination of quality factors desired from the product which 
were appropriate to the exploitation objectives of this study. The 
quality goals were: 

TCS 35974-77 

a. The film should have a film speed and latitude to record a 
wide range of target reflectances under variable light 
conditions. 

b. The camera/film combination should have a recording 
potential of S.08cm (2 in.) Ground Resolved Distance (GRD). 

c. The prime film consideration will be black-and-white. Color 
films will also be investigated for their applicability. 
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d. Other factors which affect mensuration, field handling,
/ camera film compatibility, interpretability, etc., will be con- 

sidered and maximized. 
3.1.2 (U) The specific quality factors examined were: 

a. Film Speed 
b. Resolution 

c. Exposure Range 
d. Processing Flexibility 

e. Base Thickness 

f. Granularity 

g. Field Application 

h. Availability 

3.1.3 (U) Final film recommendations were based upon a 
weighted scoring which takes into account the relative‘ importance 
of each quality factor to produce an optimum image for exploitation 
purposes. See Section 3.2.6 for scoring methodology. Table A6 
illustrates the scoring technique and weighted quality factors used 
for each film that was evaluated. The preceding factors and their 
relative significance to this system product would not necessarily be 
the same for other systems. 

/(S’)/ For this study, there were two unusual constraints: 

a. The camera is a fixed exposure type allowing no control for 
film speed or varying light conditions. 

b. The pigeon platform is unpredictably variable in the direc- 
tional nature of his motion, flight path, and velocity. The 
following sections will‘ describe the techniques and results of 
the evaluation of each quality factor used in the film 
selection process. ‘ 

3.1.4 System Parameters 
(U) Table A2 describes those characteristics of the camera, 

platform, target, and light conditions that were used for the analysis. 
Where no data was available, estimates (noted) were made for 
purposes of calculations. 

3.2 Film/Quality Factors Evaluation 
8.2.1 Film Speed/Latitude 
(U) Figure A8 represents the estimated exposure range we 

would expect to record with this system for low altitude photogra- 
so 
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d. Other factors which affect mensuration, field handling, 
camera/film compatibility, interpretability, etc., will be con
sidered and maximized. 

3.1.2 (U) The specific quality factors examined were: 

a. Film Speed 

b. Resolution 

c. Exposure Range 

d. Processing Flexibility 

e. Base Thickness 

f. Granularity 

g. Field Application 

h. Availability 

3.1.3 (U) Final film recommendations were based upon a 
weighted scoring which takes into account the relative importance 
of each quality factor to produce an optimum image for exploitation 
purposes. See Section 3.2.6 for scoring methodology. Table A6 
illustrates the scoring technique and weighted quality factors used 
for each film that was evaluated. The preceding factors and their 
relative significance to this system product would not necessarily be 
the same for other systems. 

%For this study, there were two unusual constraints: 

a. The camera is a fixed exposure type allowing no control for 
film speed or varying light conditions. 

b. The pigeon platform is unpredictably variable in the direc
tional nature of his motion, flight path, and velocity. The 
following sections will describe the techniques and results of 
the evaluation of each quality factor used in the film 
selection process. 

3.1.4 System Parameters 

(U) Table A2 describes those characteristics of the camera, 
platform, target, and light conditions that were used for the analysis. 
Where no data was available, estimates (noted) were made for 
purposes of calculations. 

3.2 Film/Quality Factors Evaluation 

3.2.1 Film Speed/Latitude 

(U) Figure A8 represents the estimated exposure range we 
would expect to record with this system for low altitude photogra-
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phy. Basic assumptions or the calculations were taken from Table 
A2. The exposure values were calculated from: 

E=IT 
where E=Exposure in meter candle seconds 

I=Intensity in meter candles 
’ 

T=Time in seconds 
Image Illumination was calculated from: 

IF: 0.6413 
N2 

where IF=Image illumination 
B=Surface Brightness 
N=f / Number 

O.64=estimated lens transmission factor 

(U) The film curves shown in Figure A8 represent three 
significantly different effective aerial film speed (EAF S) materials. 
They are typical for those films and do not represent an effect of 
unique processing or handling. 

(U) An analysis of this figure also provides the basis for an 
estimate of the film type which would be required to obtain a 
proper system exposure and dynamic range. It reflects the exposure 
values (Log Exposure) for shadow and non-shadow areas of a target 
given: 

a. A fixed shutter speed (1/2200 sec) and aperture (f/2.7) 
camera. 

Table A2—System Parameters 

C M d. I (MCW24) M d. II amera 0 0 

Lens type Minox 
Aperture ................ .. .. f/3.5 . 

Focal Length .. 15mm 15mm 
Film Size .. 16mm unperf. 16mm unperf. 
Format .. 12.5 x 7.5mm 12.5 x 12.5mm 
Shutter Speed ........ .. .. .0007 sec. .O0O45 sec. 

(1/1400) (1/2200) 

Platform (avian) 
Forward Velocity ...... ...variable; 40 l<nots* 
Pitch and Roll Rate .......variable; 40 knots* 
Propulsion (wing beat) Rate 
Flying Height ...variable; 30.48M (100 ft)* 

Target (Nominal, Intelligence Type) 
Contrast ..........l.6:l 

Reflectance 

Lighting *(Sunlight,50°-60° Solar Elevation) 
Direct Illumination Foot-Candles 
Open Shade ............ Foot-Candles 

* Estimated for preliminary calculations. 

90 
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phy. Basic assumptions ~e-calculations were taken from Table 
A2. The exposure values were calculated from: 

E=IT 

where E=Exposure in meter candle seconds 
I = Intensity in meter candles 

T = Time in seconds 

Image Illumination was calculated from: 

IF- O.64B 

N2 

where IF=lmage illumination 
B = Surface Brightness 
N=f/Number 

0.64 = estimated lens transmission factor 

(U) The film curves shown in Figure A8 represent three 
significantly different effective aerial film speed (EAFS) materials. 
They are typical for those films and do not represent an effect of 
unique processing or handling. 

(U) An analysis of this figure also provides the basis for an 
estimate of the film type which would be required to obtain a 
proper system exposure and dynamic range. It reflects the exposure 
values (Log Exposure) for shadow and non-shadow areas of a target 
given: 

a. A fixed shutter speed (1/2200 sec) and aperture (f/2.7) 
camera. 

Table A2-System Parameters 

Camera 

Lens type ......................................................... . 
Aperture ......................................................... . 
Focal Length ................................................... . 
Film Size ......................................................... . 
Format ............................................................. . 
Shutter Speed ................................................. . 

Platform (avian) 

Mod. I (MCW24) 

Minox 
f/3.S 
lSmm 
16mm unperf. 
12.S x 7.5mm 
. 0007 sec. 

(1/1400) 

Forward Velocity ........................................................ variable; 40 knots* 
Pitch and Roll Rate .................................................... variable; 40 knots* 
Propulsion (wing beat) Rate ...................................... 6/Hz 

Mod. II I 
I 

£/2. 7 
lSmm 
16mm unperf. 
12.S x 12.Smm 
.00045 sec . 

(1/2200) 

Flying Height .............................................................. variable; 30.48M (100 ft)* 

Target (Nominal, Intelligence Type) 

Contrast ........................................................................ 1.6:1 
Reflectance .................................................................. 12% 

Lighting *(Sunlight,50°-60° Solar Elevation) 

res 35974-77 

Direct Illumination ...................................................... 10 Foot-Candles 
Open Shade .................................................................. 10 Foot-Candles 

* Estimated for preliminary calculations. 
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b. A target of esti ated 2% reflectance.
_ 

c. Various solar elevations. 

(U) The range lines indicated by shadow and bright sun 
represent the scene exposure range. The ideal film (in terms of 
speed and latitude) would be represented by the straight line portion 
of its characteristic curve falling between the exposure range lines. 

By moving the left exposure range line to coincide with an 
appropriate solar elevation, the required log E can be estimated for 
various solar elevations for a clear (sunlighted) acquisition. 

.@’)/ The above analysis and subsequent testing determined that 
8400 series (3410) film was the best compromise of all the 
considered quality factors. Eastman Kodak was also requested to 
determine the availability of any new films which might be 
compatible for the system. They indicated that a candidate film was 
in the B&D stage and would be available in early 1977 for testing. 
3410 material was then used for all system testing until arrival of 
the experimental material (FE 6526) in ]une. It was evaluated and 
found to be more compatible than the 8410 (see Section 3.2.6). 

3.2.2 Resolution/GRD 
,QS’)/ A determination of the camera/film system resolution 

potential was made
l 

Missouri. The resolution test consisted of suspending the camera 
from a balloon and photographing resolution targets of known 
contrast with color and black-and-white films. The materials used 
for baseline data were Eastman Kodak 3410 and 1414. They were 
selected because initial calculations indicated that the 8410 material 
had a film speed (EAFS) that would just satisfy the system exposure 
needs, and the 1414 would provide a high resolution base line to 
compare the impact of film resolution needs against exposure and 
camera performance. Figure A88 illustrates the test range. Objects 
in the scene were those readily available at the site. They were used 
for subjective impressions of image quality and initial mensuration 
estimates. The resolution targets were 100:1 contrast type (AF1959) 
graduated in 6th root of 2 increments. 

(U) Figure A9 shows the resolution data obtained from this test. 

Each point represents the average of two to four resolution readings 
(based upon the individual coverage) from seven frames. The 
highest resolution readings were consistent with several prior 
ground/bench resolution tests. Although this test was done only for 
the Model I MCW-24 (Minox lens) camera, subsequent tests on the 
Model camera indicated that it is representative 
of the camera/ film performance. Also included in Figure A9 are the 
film resolution specifications as supplied by the manufacturer. The 
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b. A target of esti 2% reflectance. 

c. Various solar elevations. 

(U) The range lines indicated by shadow and bright sun 
represent the scene exposure range. The ideal film (in terms of 
speed and latitude) would be represented by the straight line portion 
of its characteristic curve falling between the exposure range lines. 
By moving the left exposure range line to coincide with an 
appropriate solar elevation, the required log E can be estimated for 
various solar elevations for a clear (sunlighted) acquisition. 

~The above analysis and subsequent testing determined that 
3400 series (3410) film was the best compromise of all the 
considered quality factors. Eastman Kodak was also requested to 
determine the availability of any new films which might be 
compatible for the system. They indicated that a candidate film was 
in the R&D stage and would be available in early 1977 for testing. 
3410 material was then used for all system testing until arrival of 
the experimental material (FE 6526) in June. It was evaluated and 
found to be more compatible than the 3410 (see Section 3.2.6). 

3.2.2 Resolution/GRD 

.M A determination of the camera/film system resolution 

potential was made LI ______ ~~~--~--~----
Missouri. The resolution test consisted of suspending the camera 
from a balloon and photographing resolution targets of known 
contrast with color and black-and-white films. The materials used 
for baseline data were Eastman Kodak 3410 and 1414. They were 
selected because initial calculations indicated that the 3410 material 
had a film speed (EAFS) that would just satisfy the system exposure 
needs, and the 1414 would provide a high resolution base line to 
compare the impact of film resolution needs against exposure and 
camera performance. Figure A33 illustrates the test range. Objects 
in the scene were those readily available at the site. They were used 
for subjective impressions of image quality and initial mensuration 
estimates. The resolution targets were 100:1 contrast type (AF1959) 
graduated in 6th root of 2 increments. 

(U) Figure A9 shows the resolution data obtained from this test. 
Each point represents the average of two to four resolution readings 
(based upon the individual coverage) from seven frames. The 
highest resolution readings were consistent with several prior 
ground/bench resolution tests. Although this test was done only for 
the Model I MCW-24 (Minox lens) camera, subsequent tests on the 
Model I~ 'ens) camera indicated that it is representative 
of the camera/film performance. Also included in Figure A9 are the 
film resolution specifications as supplied by the manufacturer. The 
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right axis indicates the calculated GRD at 100 ft. altitude when the 
resolution performance of the system is as noted on the left axis. 

The bottom axis indicates target contrast. For example, a 50 c/ mm 
image taken at 100 ft. of a 2:1 contrast target could theoretically 
produce a GRD of 0.8 inches on 3410 film. 

LS)’ Analysis of this balloon test data indicated that the camera 
was the primary resolution determinate (or the 1414 resolution 
would have been considerably higher). Frame-to-frame variability 
was high. Nonetheless, because the camera was well focused and 
checked out prior to the test and no malfunction occurred, it is 

assumed that its variability is part of the system and, at worst, its 

potential performance at 100 ft. altitude could provide (on the 
average) better than 2 inches GRD (at 1.6:1 contrast) on 8410 series 
film. 

3.2.8 System Evaluation 
§PS') Subsequent to the resolution and exposure evaluation of 

the camera and film from the balloon platform, a test of the total 

system (bird, camera, film) was undertaken over Andrews AF to 

determine the effects of the avian platform motion dynamics on the 
image quality. These tests were to combine a bird location and 
training exercise with additional image quality and camera opti- 

mization experiments. Also it would begin to give a better estimate 
of the problems associated with operations over large cultured areas. 
Prior to this, only operational flights over basically non-cultured 
areas had been made and these had been difficult to evaluate from 
an image quality point of view. Table A3 indicates the estimated 
performance of the system on the Andrews tests with camera Model 
I (MCW-24). Photoscientists evaluated 854 images from five test 

flights. The quality determination was based upon a subjective 
estimate of GRD. A three-level scale was used for the judgments: 

(1) Better than 15.2cm (6") GRD (about NIIRS 8-9) 

(2) From 15.2cm (6”) to 76.2cm (80”) GED (about NIIRS 5-7) 
(3) Worse than 76.2cm (30”) GRD (about NIIRS 1-4) 

,(S’)' Examination of the data from Table A3 indicated that the 
total system could perform with a potential quality (GRD) ap- 
proaching study goals. This data also indicated that (1) performance 

Table A3——System Performance Over Andrews AFB - 

CRD 
Flight No. No. of Images Better than 6" 6”-80” 

251 . 1 22% 37% 
2 235 

V 

15% 41% 
123 7% ' ’ 34% 
117 5% 65% 
128 6% 43% 

U\'>bC»3 

Worse than 30 
41% 
44% 
59% 
29% 
51% 
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right axis indicates the calculated GRD at 100 ft. altitude when the 
resolution performance of the system is as noted on the left axis. 
The bottom axis indicates target contrast. For example, a 50 c/mm 
image taken at 100 ft. of a 2:1 contrast target could theoretically 
produce a GRD of 0.8 inches on 3410 film. 

J;>r Analysis of this balloon test data indicated that the camera 
was the primary resolution determinate (or the 1414 resolution 
would have been considerably higher). Frame-to-frame variability 
was high. Nonetheless, because the camera was well focused and 
checked out prior to the test and no malfunction occurred, it is 
assumed that its variability is part of the system and, at worst, its 
potential performance at 100 ft. altitude could provide (on the 
average) better than 2 inches GRD (at l.6:1 contrast) on 3410 series 
film. 

3.2.3 System Evaluation 

kfS) Subsequent to the resolution and exposure evaluation of 
the camera and film from the balloon platform, a test of the total 
system (bird, camera, film) was undertaken over Andrews AF to 
determine the effects of the avian platform motion dynamics on the 
image quality. These tests were to combine a bird location and 
training exercise with additional image quality and camera opti
mization experiments. Also it would begin to give a better estimate 
of the problems associated with operations over large cultured areas. 
Prior to this, only operational flights over basically non-cultured 
areas had been made and these had been difficult to evaluate from 
an image quality point of view. Table A3 indicates the estimated 
performance of the system on the Andrews tests with camera Model 
I (MCW-24). Photoscientists evaluated 854 images from five test 
flights. The quality determination was based upon a subjective 
estimate of GRD. A three-level scale was used for the judgments: 

(1) Better than 15.2cm (6") GRD (about NIIRS 8-9) 

(2) From 15.2cm (6") to 76.2cm (30") GRD (about NIIRS 5-7) 

(3) Worse than 76.2cm (30") GRD (about NIIRS 1-4) 

M Examination of the data from Table A3 indicated that the 
total system could perform with a potential quality (GRD) ap
proaching study goals. This data also indicated that (1) performance 

Table A3-System Performance Over Andrews AFB 

GRD 

Flight No. No. of Images Better than 6" 6"-30" Worse than 30" 
1 251 22% 37% 41% 
2 235 15% 41% 44% 
3 123 7% 34% 59% 
4 117 5% 65% 29% 
5 128 6% 43% 51% 
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decreased with succeeding flights, and (2) even at best (Flight #1) 
the probability of a system acquisition approaching the GRD goal 
was low (about 22%). These observations led to a camera examina- 
tion which showed a shutter spring breakdown, and that a faster 
shutter speed was needed to increase the number of high GRD 
pictures. At that time the camera contractor was developing a 
Model II unit utilizing a special design f/ 2.7 lens 
(to replace the f/3.5 Minox lens) and a larger image format. The 
larger lens aperture was initially proposed to allow a slower, higher 
resolution film to be used with the system. Based upon the 
preceding GED/film performance test data and the Andrews GRD 
evaluations, it was felt that the unpredictable motion characteristics 
(altitude and velocity) of the avian platform was the greatest single 
contributor to degraded imagery. Therefore, the decision was made 
to increase the shutter speed to produce a higher percentage of 
sharp (non-motion degraded) images. The following formula, using 
known and estimated platform dynamics of roll, maximum velocity, 
etc., determined that in excess of 1/2000 sec. was necessary to 
assure more consistent, non-smeared imagery. The first Model II 
prototype flight incorporating the improved shutter indicated this to 
be so. This complete flight (85 images) was NIIRS rated by 
NPIC/IEG PIs for confirmation and the data is shown in Section 
2.1. '

» 

Required = Platform Flying Height 
Shutter Speed (1000) 1(R'equired (Lens Focal (Platform 

Resolution) Length) Velocity) 
3.2.4 Processing and Other Film Characteristics 

8.2.4.1 (U) Numerous combinations of films and developers 
were tested to determine if some specialized process might optimize 
some specific quality factor of a film to make it more effective for 
this system. Developers used included: PUSH-POTA (NPIC formula- 
tion), H and W, Kodak D-76, Kodak D-19, Rodinal, and Kodak 
HC110. The primary process factors evaluated included film speed 
manipulation, contrast control, and field (operational) utilization. All 
films were not evaluated with all developers, but an effort was 
made to determine if certain high resolution films could be made of 
an appropriate speed '-land‘ dynamic range without compromising 
other factors of handling and image quality. Sensitometric data was 
collected where possible (1414, 8410, FE6526) for evaluation. 

(U) Following is a brief summary of the film/developer 
examinations: 

a. PUSH-POTA (NPIC formulation) 
Effectively increased the EAFS of all films that were 

processed (1414, 3410, 5069) about 2 times. But 1414 (at an 
93 
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decreased with succeeding flights, and (2) even at best (Flight #1) 
the probability of a system acquisition approaching the GRD goal 
was low (about 22%). These observations led to a camera examina
tion which showed a shutter spring breakdown, and that a faster 
shutter speed was needed to increase the number of high GRD 
pictures. At that time the camera contractor was developing a 
Model II I Icamera unit utilizing a special design f/2.7 lens 
(to replace the f/3.5 Minox lens) and a larger image format. The 
larger lens aperture was initially proposed to allow a slower, higher 
resolution film to be used with the system. Based upon the 
preceding GRD/film performance test data and the Andrews GRD 
evaluations, it was felt that the unpredictable motion characteristics 
(altitude ancl velocity) of the avian platform was the greatest single 
contributor to degraded imagery. Therefore, the decision was made 
to increase the shutter speed to produce a higher percentage of 
sharp (non-motion degraded) images. The following formula, using 
known and estimated platform dynamics of roll, maximum velocity, 
etc., determined that in excess of 1/2000 sec. was necessary to 
assure more consistent, non-smeared imagery. The first Model II 
prototype flight incorporating the improved shutter indicated this to 
be so. This complete flight (85 images) was NIIRS rated by 
NPIC/IEG PIs for confirmation and the data is shown in Section 
2.1. 

Required 
Shutter Speed (1000) 

Platform Flying Height 

. (R'equired (Lens Focal 
Resolution) Length) 

3.2.4 Processing and Other Film Characteristics 

(Platform 
Velocity) 

3.2.4.1 (U) Numerous combinations of films and developers 
were tested to determine if some specialized process might optimize 
some specific quality factor of a film to make it more effective for 
this system. Developers used included: PUSH-POTA (NPIC formula
tion), Hand W, Kodak D-76, Kodak D-19, Rodinal, and Kodak 
HCllO. The primary process factors evaluated included film speed 
manipulation, contrast control, and field (operational) utilization. All 
films were not evaluated with all developers, but an effort was 
made to determine if certain high resolution films could be made of 
an appropriate speed :and dynamic range without compromising 
other factors of handling and image quality. Sensitometric data was 
collected where possible (1414, 3410, FE6526) for evaluation. 

(U) Following is a brief summary of the film/developer 
examinations: 

a. PUSH-POTA (NPIC formulation) 

(~O) Effectively increased the EAFS of all films that were 
processed (1414, 3410, 5069) about 2 times. But 1414 (at an 

93 I TCS 35974-77 7 
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EAFS of 15) was still too slow, 3410 did not need such a 
magnitude of speed increase, and 5069 gave almost an equiva- 

‘lent speed as 3410 but did not have an appropriate latitude. 

Additionally, PUSH-POTA produced dichroic (chemical) 
fog on the 1414 and had an extremely high fog density with 
the 8410. Field use is possible but a 95°F processing tempera- 
ture requirement and questionable storage life makes its han- 
dling difficult. 

b. Kodak D-76' 

(U) Worked well with 8410 and FE6526 films. Clean working, 
stable, and readily available. It produced about a 50% speed 
increase with a moderate loss of dynamic range. 

c. Kodak D-19
I 

(U) Worked well with 1414 but produced a very limited 
exposure range product for this system. It is designed to add (with 
1414) contrast to high altitude aerial acquisitions that are typically 

of low overall scene contrast (haze effects, etc.). It did inot increase 
the 1414 EAFS enough to make it usable. Produced a high contrast 
image with the 3400 with some speed benefit in the highlights. 

d. RODINAL 
(U) Produced acceptable imagery with 3410 and 410. Has 

potential for further evaluation, but it is difficult to handle in the 
field requiring very precise (syringe) application. 

e. Kodak HC110 
(U) Good results with FE6526 film. Readily available and clean 

working. With a matrix of tested dilution rates and processing times, 
it has the capability to alter film speed and contrast relative to the 
camera exposure/target (scene) brightness ratio. This was used for 
the 6526 film the last few weeks of the study and the results 

obtained were sensitometrically and subjectively acceptable. 

3.2.4.2 Base Thickness and Granularity 
(U) For this system a 2.5 mil. base thickness film is most 

appropriate in terms of film load (more exposures/flight) and 
handling. Granularity of a film has an effect on mensuration and PI 
exploitation. It is difficult to measure the total benefits of a finer 
grained material with this system’s resolution capability, ‘but it is 

enough to know that a lower granularity usually provides better 
exploitation performance. 

94 
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EAFS of 15) was still too slow, 3410 did not need such a 
magnitude of speed increase, and 5069 gave almost an equiva

. lent speed as 3410 but did not have an appropriate latitude. 

Additionally, PUSH-POT A produced dichroic (chemical) 
fog on the 1414 and had an extremely high fog density with 
the 3410. Field use is possible but a 95°F· processing tempera
ture requirement and questionable storage life makes its han
dling difficult. 

b. Kodak D-76 

(U) Worked well with 3410 and FE6526 films. Clean working, 
stable, and readily available. It produced about a 50% speed 
increase with a moderate loss of dynamic range. 

c. Kodak D-19 

(U) Worked well with 1414 but produced a very limited 
exposure range product for this system. It is designed to add (with 
1414) contrast to high altitude aerial acquisitions that are typically 
of low overall scene contrast (haze effects, etc.). It did :not increase 
the 1414 EAFS enough to make it usable. Produced a high contrast 
image with the 3400 with some speed benefit in the highlights. 

d. RODINAL 

(U) Produced acceptable imagery with 3410 and 410. Has 
potential for further evaluation, but it is difficult to handle in the 
field requiring very precise (syringe) application. 

e. Kodak HellO 

(U) Good results with FE6526 film. Readily available and clean 
working. With a matrix of tested dilution rates and processing times, 
it has the capability to alter film speed and contrast relative to the 
camera exposure/target (scene) brightness ratio. This was used for 
the 6526 film the last few weeks of the study and the results 
obtained were sensitometrically and subjectively acceptable. 

3.2.4.2 Base Thickness and Granularity 

(U) For this system a 2.5 mil. base thickness film is most 
appropriate in terms of film load (more exposures/flight) and 
handling. Granularity of a film has an effect on mensuration and PI 
exploitation. It is c1ifficult to measure the total benefits of a finer 
grained material with this system's resolution capability, but it is 
enough to know that a lower granularity usually provides better 
exploitation performance. 
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8.2.5 Color Films and Analytical Application - 

3.2.5.1 W The system restrictions of the fixed exposure 
camera, variable lighting conditions, limited process manipulations 
available (speed pushing, etc.) and inherent lower resolution capabil- 
ities of color materials made selection limited. The films evaluated 
were SO-255, 2445, 2448, Vericolor II, SO-897 and SO-131 (false 

color infrared). All were positive types except 2445 and Vericolor II. 

The final selection (EK 2445, Figure A31) was made based upon its 

speed, resolution characteristics and wide (relatively) exposure lati- 

tude. It is well "suited for duplicate positive reproduction, paper 
print enlargements, process manipulation and color correction.

‘/ 

NPIC is presently contracted with Calspan Corpora- 
tion to implement SCAT onto the Interactive Digital Image Manipu- 
lation System (IDIMS). The technique is probably applicable to the 
Tacana system but, as yet, has not been tested against negative color 
materials.

I 

*Smith, Turinetti, RADC’s Research in Color Image Interpretation, Journal 
of Applied Photographic Engineering Volume 3, Number 2, 1977. 

Table A4—SCAT Materials Discrimination 

95 ~ 
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3.2.5 Color Films and Analytical Application 

3.2.5.1 CH The system restrictions of the fixed exposure 
camera, variable lighting conditions, limited process manipulations 
available (speed pushing, etc.) and inherent lower resolution capabil
ities of color materials made selection limited. The films evaluated 
were SO-255, 2445, 2448, Vericolor II, SO-397 and SO-131 (false 
color infrared). All were positive types except 2445 and Vericolor II. 
The final selection (EK 2445, Figure A31) was made based upon its 
speed, resolution characteristics and wide (relatively) exposure lati
tude. It is well· suited for duplicate positive reproduction, paper 
print enlargements, process manipulation and color correction. 

~) NPIC is presently contracted with Calspan Corpora
tion to implement SCAT onto the Interactive Digital Image Manipu
lation System (IDIMS). The technique is probably applicable to the 
Tacana system but, as yet, has not been tested against negative color 
materials. . 

*Smith, Turinetti, RAVC's Research in Color Image Interpretation, Journal 
of Applied Photographic Engineering Volume 3, Number 2, 1977. 

Table A4-SCAT Materials Discrimination 
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3.2.6 Film Selection 
3.2.6.l(U) Table A5 summarizes the basic characteristics of the 

films that were considered for this system. 

. (U) The films selected and illustrated in this report represent 
materials that performed best overall as indicated by the weighted 
quality/performance scoring criteria (Table A6). 

(U) The performance value (1 to 10) indicates how well each 
film performed in satisfying a given quality factor. The sum of all 
quality factor scores (WF X PV) was added to provide a final total 
value for each film. (See Table A7.) 

Table A5—Film Characteristics 
BLACK-and-WHITE 

Speed Resolution (c / mm) Granu- Thickness 
Film Type (EAFS) lOOO:l 1.611 larity (MILS) 

3414/1414 (EK) 

3410 (EK) 80-100 
3401 (EK) 200 
5069 (EK) 80-180 
SO-410 (EK) 100-200 

VTE “80” (H&W) .. 80-100 

SO-242 / 255 ...... .. 6-8 

2448.......... 32 

2445 .................... .. 
Vericolor II ...... .. 

SO-397 .............. .. 

100 
100 
64 

S0-131 40 

9-15 
FE6526 (EK) 80-100 

630 250 9 
350 150 10 

3.2 
2.9 

240 
95 

90 
35 

250 100 
250 100 6 

20 
32 

2.9 
3.1 
4.5 
4.5 

160 70 4.5 

COLOR 
200 100 ll 8.7/2.7 

80 40 12 4.8 

80 40 13 4.9 
70 30 — 5 
80 40 13 4.9 

63 32 17 4.8 

High Definition Aerial 
Experimental, Poten- 

tial to Replace 3400 
Series 

PAN-X Aerial 
Plus—X Aerial 
High Contrast Copy 
Photo Microphoto- 
chrome 

Panchromatic 

High Definition Aerial 
(positive) 

Ektachrorne MS (posi- 
tive) 

Aero Color (negative) 
Commercial (negative) 
Ektachrome EF (posi- 

tive) 
Aerochrome Infrared 

(2443 type) 

Table A6—Film Scoring Factors 
Film Quality Weighting Performance Score 

Factor Factor (WF) Value (PV) (WF) X (PV) 
Film Speed 
Resolution ..... 

Processing Flexibility 
Base Thickness 

Exposure Range (Latitude) 

Cranularity 
Field Application 
Availability 

5.5
5 

3
3 

2.5 
2.5 

(1-10) 
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3.2.6 Film Selection 

3.2.6.1(U) Table A5 summarizes the basic characteristics of the 
films that were considered for this system. 

(U) The films selected and illustrated in this report represent 
materials that performed best overall as indicated by the weighted 
quality /performance scoring criteria (Table A6). 

(U) The performance value (1 to 10) indicates how well each 
film performed in satisfying a given quality factor. The sum of all 
quality factor scores (WF X PV) was added to provide a final total 
value for each film. (See Table A7.) 

Table A5-Film Characteristics 

BLACK-and-WHITE 

Speed Resolution (c/mm) Granu- Thickness 
Film Type (EAFS) 1000:1 1.6:1 larity (MILS) 

3414/1414 (EK) 9-15 630 250 9 3.2 High Definition Aerial 
FE6526 (EK) ............ 80-100 350 150 10 2.9 Experimental, Poten-

tial to Replace 3400 
Series 

3410 (EK) ................ 80-100 240 90 20 2.9 PAN-X Aerial 
3401 (EK) ................ 200 95 35 32 3.1 Plus-X Aerial 
5069 (EK) ................ 80-180 250 100 4.5 High Contrast Copy 
50-410 (EK) ............ 100-200 250 100 6 4.5 Photo Microphoto-

chrome 
VTE "80" (H&W) .. 80-100 160 70 4.5 Panchromatic 

COLOR 

50-242/255 ........ 6-8 200 100 11 3.7/2.7 High Definition Aerial 
(positive) 

2448 ...................... 32 80 40 12 4.8 Ektachrome MS (posi-
tive) 

2445 ...................... 100 80 40 13 4.9 Aero Color (negative) 
Veri color II ........ 100 70 30 5 Commercial (negative) 
50-397 ................ 64 80 40 13 4.9 Ektachrome EF (posi-

tive) 
50-131 ................ 40 63 32 17 4.8 Aerochrome Infrared 

(2443 type) 

Table A6-Film Scoring Factors 

Film Quality Weighting Performance Score 
Factor Factor (WF) 

Film Speed .................................................................... 5.5 
Resolution ...................................................................... 5 
Exposure Range (Latitude) .......................................... 4 
Processing Flexibility.................................................... 3 
Base Thickness .............................................................. 3 
Granularity .................................................................. .. 
Field Application ........................................................ .. 
Availability .................................................................. .. 

TCS 35974-77 Tnn9~ 7-_ret 
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' 
Table A7-—Film Scores 

Black-and-White Color 

Film 
* FE6526 
3410 

5069 
3411 
1414 
VTE “80" 

Score Film Score 

204 2445 
194.5 SO~397 

SO-242/ 255 
188 2448 
182 VERICOLOR II 
179.5 SO-131 
177.5 

163 
159.5 
148.5 
141.5 
138 
100 

* This. film is presently experimental. Eastman Kodak indicates that it will replace 3400 series Aerial 
Reconnaissance Films in the near future. 

8.2.6.2 Recommended Films and Processes 
Black—and-White: Film—FE6526 (Eastman Kodak) Fi1m_341() (Eastman Kodak) 

Deve1oper—HC1l0, Dilution D Developer—D-76, 6 1/2 minutes 21°c (70°F) 
SiX minutes 21°C (70°F) Constant Agitation 
Constant Agitation 

Color: Film 2445—Eastman Kodak Aerocolor Negative 
Standard Color Process as recommended by the manufacturer. 

3.2.7 General Camera Anomalies 
(IQAJ-U6’) The photographs in this report are used to describe 

The exploitation quality of the system, as such they are so 
referenced in preceding sections. They also show the effect of 
various camera problems associated with its development. Directing 
attention to these anomalies is only intended to indicate factual 
difficulties encountered in assembling system performance data and 
indicates the need for further reliability production efforts. It should 
be pointed out that the camera is a commendably engineered unit 
and these effects are common and expected in this type of research 
effort and could be corrected in the routine modification and 
upgrading of the camera units for field use. 

Demonstrate the effect of non-uniform sharpness due to prob- 
able misalignment of the film plane with the optical axis. Decentra- 
tion of an element in the optical system or an imperfect and/or 
improperly positioned field corrector would produce a similar effect 
(noted in the lower central portion of these photographs). 

The off-center light area in these photographs represent an 
effect of internal lens flare (stray light reflected to the film by 
improperly baffled optical components). This fogging of the film has 
the effect of producing a lower contrast and resolution image. It 

was present in most cameras in varying degrees. 

Represents the “barrel” lens distortion effect present in the 
(Model II camera) lens (curved portion of waterline edge 

at ottom of frame). This type of distortion reduces towards the 
center of the image format. 

97 \ 
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Film 

*FE6526 
3410 

5069 
3411 
1414 

VTE "80" 
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Table A7-Film Scores 

Black-and-White 

Score Film 

204 2445 
194.5 SO-397 

SO-242/255 
188 2448 
182 VERICOLOR II 
179.5 SO-131 
177.5 

Color 

Score 

163 
159.5 
148.5 
141.5 
138 
100 

* This. film is presently experimental. Eastman Kodak indicates that it will replace 3400 series Aerial 
Reconnaissance Films in the near future. 

3.2.6.2 Recommended Films and Processes 

Black-and-White: Film-FE6526 (Eastman Kodak) 
Developer-HCllO, Dilution D 
Six minutes 21°C (70°F) 

Film-3410 (Eastman Kodak) 
Developer-D-76, 6 1/2 minutes 21°C (70°F) 
Constant Agitation 

Constant Agitation 

Color: Film 2445-Eastman Kodak Aerocolor Negative 
Standard Color Process as recommended by the manufacturer. 

3.2.7 General Camera Anomalies 
(~) The photographs in this report are used to describe 

The exploitation quality of the system, as such they are so 
referenced in preceding sections. They also show the effect of 
various camera problems associated with its development. Directing 
attention to these anomalies is only intended to indicate factual 
difficulties encountered in assembling system performance data and 
indicates the need for further reliability production efforts. It should 
be pointed out that the camera is a commendably engineered unit 
and these effects are common and expected in this type of research 
effort and could be corrected in the routine modification and 
upgrading of the camera units for field use. 

Demonstrate the effect of non-uniform sharpness due to prob
able misalignment of the film plane with the optical axis. Decentra
tion of an element in the optical system or an imperfect and/or 
improperly positioned field corrector would produce a similar effect 
(noted in the lower central portion of these photographs). 

The off-center light area in these photographs represent an 
effect of internal lens flare (stray light reflected to the film by 
improperly baffled optical components). This fogging of the film has 
the effect of producing a lower contrast and resolution image. It 
was present in most cameras in varying degrees. 

Represents the "barrel" lens distortion effect present in the 
,-----------"c...-,I (Model II camera) lens (curved portion of waterline edge 

at bottom of frame). This type of distortion reduces towards the 
center of the image format. 
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APPENDIX B 
CAMERA DETAIL AND SPECIAL DEVICES 

/(Sf This section gives some additional detail on avian cameras 
including results of some preliminary low temperature tests and a 
quote from Mallory on a lithium battery for use in extremely cold 
climates. Also discussed are the camera timer box, the camera 
harness, the small avian DF transmitter, and a Skinner box 
experiment for investigating the visual response of pigeons in the 
infrared. As a result of the success of the Skinner box experiment, 
an IR strobe was modified for use as a remote signaling device for 
calling the birds into the loft.

_ 

Camera ' 

L8’) Figures B1 and B2 are assembly drawings for the MCW-24 
camera and the newcamera. Low temperature tests were 
conducted on each camera. It should be kept in mind, however, that 
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the MCW-24 was flown 12 times over Andrews Air Force Base 
during one of the coldest winters on record; typical temperatures 
were in the low twenties (°F). 

,(/8§ The first low temperature test was with the MCW-24 
camera, using two Mallory lOLl4B silver cells. The unit was placed 
in a (—5°F) freezer with a three-minute delay in the timing unit. A 
thermocouple attached to the side measured camera case tempera- 
ture. After three minutes, the camera started (case temperature 
52°F) and ran for an additional four minutes (case temperature 
40°F) at which time it stopped. 

18')’ A second test was run under the same conditions, but with a 
30 mph Wind blowing over the unit. Here, the case temperature was 
(85°F) after three minutes (when the camera started) and was 
(23°F) after five minutes (when the camera stopped). 

.@fi’In both the above experiments, the camera did not pull a 
full load of film through before stopping. It is apparent that the 
(lO7°F) body temperature of the bird kept the camera sufficiently 
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the MCW-24 was flown 12 times over Andrews Air Force Base 
during one of the coldest winters on record; typical temperatures 
were in the low twenties (OF). 

%J The first low temperature test was with the MCW-24 
camera, using two Mallory lOL14B silver cells. The unit was placed 
in a (- 5°F) freezer with a three-minute delay in the timing unit. A 
thermocouple attached to the side measured camera case tempera
ture. After three minutes, the camera started (case temperature 
52°F) and ran for an additional four minutes (case temperature 
40°F) at which time it stopped. 

~ A second test was run under the same conditions, but with a 
30 mph wind blowing over the unit. Here, the case temperature was 
(35°F) after three minutes (when the camera started) and was 
(23°F) after five minutes (when the camera stopped). 

~In both the above experiments, the camera did not pull a 
full load of film through before stopping. It is apparent that the 
(107°F) body temperature of the bird kept the camera sufficiently 
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warm to work properly during the flights over Andrews Air Force 
Base. 

1.9) An additional temperature test was performed on ths MCW- 
24 using a constant three volt power supply. Here, the camera 
stopped when the case temperature reached (32°F) and the current 
drain was approximately double that at normal temperatures. The 
10Ll4B silver cells were tested at low temperatures through a 39 
ohm resistor. The voltage varied from 3.2 V (60°F) to 2.8 V (32°F) 
t0 2.0 V (0°F). 

Q’ The was tested (no timer) with a constant 
8-volt supply an continued to operate down to (—1°F). The 
current drain increased from 36 ma (28°F) to 92 ma (—l°F). This, 
however, was after considerable attention had been given to 
selecting a low temperature gear lubricant. 

(U) Three factors contribute to the low-temperature per- 
formance of the camera: 

1. The current drain of the motor as a function of load and 
voltage. 

2. The viscosity of the gear lubricant at low temperatures. 

3. The performance of the battery at low temperature. 

(U) A 6-volt motor was found which had considerably better 
efficiency than the current 3-volt motor. Tests with the 6-volt motor 
gave 18 to 22 ma at (20°F) and 45 ma at zero. However, once a 
suitable low-temperature lubricant is found, the critical item in the 
systems is battery performance. 

,QS')' It is known that lithium cells have twice the voltage as 
silver cells with virtually no performance degradation at low 
temperature. Therefore, if lithium cells could be made in the same 
size containers as the present 10Ll4B silver cells, the high efficiency 
6-volt motor could be used to compose a system with adequate 
performance at zero degrees Fahrenheit (or lower). This problem 
was given to Mallory with the following response: 

1. Size. Same as the l0Ll4B silver cell. 

2. Weight. 2.6 grams/cell (same as l0L14B). 
3. Current Drain. 100 ma at 2.6 v/cell for 15 minutes. 

4. Cost. $180/cell recurring (in lots of 50), and $12,000 
nonrecurring. 

5. Availability. Four to six months. 

6. Shelf-life. One to two years. 
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warm to work properly during the flights over Andrews Air Force 
Base . 

.J1IJ An additional temperature test was performed on ths MCW-
24 using a constant three volt power supply. Here, the camera 
stopped when the case temperature reached (32°F) and the current 
drain was approximately double that at normal temperatures. The 
10L14B silver cells were tested at low temperatures through a 39 
ohm resistor. The voltage varied from 3.2 V (60°F) to 2.8 V (32°F) 
to 2.0 V (OOF). 

~---£.>r The I Icamera was tested (no timer) with a constant 
3-volt supply and continued to operate down to (- 1°F). The 
current drain increased from 36 rna (28°F) to 92 rna (-1°F). This, 
however, was after considerable attentiqn had been given to 
selecting a low temperature gear lubricant. 

(U) Three factors contribute to the low-temperature per
formance of the camera: 

1. The current drain of the motor as a function of load and 
voltage. 

2. The viscosity of the gear lubricant at low temperatures. 

3. The performance of the battery at low temperature. 

(U) A 6-volt motor was found which had considerably better 
efficiency than the current 3-volt motor. Tests with the 6-volt motor 
gave 18 to 22 rna at (20°F) and 45 rna at zero. However, once a 
suitable low-temperature lubricant is found, the critical item in the 
systems is battery performance . 

.J!Ir It is known that lithium cells have twice the voltage as 
silver cells with virtually no performance degradation at low 
temperature. Therefore, if lithium cells could be made in the same 
size containers as the present 10L14B silver cells, the high efficiency 
6-volt motor could be used to compose a system with adequate 
performance at zero degrees Fahrenheit (or lower). This problem 
was given to Mallory with the following response: 
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1. Size. Same as the lOL14B silver cell. 

2. Weight. 2.6 grams/cell (same as lOLI4B). 

3. Current Drain. 100 rna at 2.6 v/cell for 15 minutes. 

4. Cost. $180/cell recurring (in lots of 50), and $12,000 
nonrecurring. 

5. Availability. Four to six months. 

6. Shelf-life. One to two years. 
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Camera Time Box 
1,59’ The camera timer box is used to program the camera timer 

electronics, which contains two E-cells for providing the “delay” and 
“run” times. Figure B3 is a schematic, and Figure B4 is a 
photograph of the control panel and the three timer leads. Figure 
B5 is a picture of the camera electronics showing the positions for 
connecting the timer leads. The following is a list of steps for using 
the timer box:

_ 

1. With S-1 on and S-2 in “volts” position, the condition of 
the batteries in the box can be determined. It should be 
three volts, read on lower scale above the meter. 

2. With S-1 on, S-2 in “milliamp" position, and S-6 in “open” 
position, the camera should not run. If it does, it is because 
there is accumulated time (charge) in the E cells of the 
camera timing circuit. This should be allowed to run out 
before proceeding further, preferably with the camera not 
attached to the E cells, so as to save wear and tear on the 
shutter. 

8. With S-1 on, S-2 in “milliamp” position, and S-6 in “short” 
position, the camera should start running and continue 
running until S-6 switch is placed in “open” position. 

4. To put run or delay time in camera, S-1 must be on, S-2 
must be in “microamp” position, and S-8 must be in “time” 
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JJi1' The camera timer box is used to program the camera timer 

electronics, which contains two E-cells for providing the "delay" and 
"run" times. Figure B3 is a schematic, and Figure B4 is a 
photograph of the control panel and the three timer leads. Figure 
B5 is a picture of the camera electronics showing the positions for 
connecting the timer leads. The following is a list of steps for using 
the timer box: 

1. With S-l on and S-2 in "volts" position, the condition of 
the batteries in the box can be determined. It should be 
three volts, read on lower scale above the meter. 

2. With S-l on, S-2 in "milliamp" position, and S-6 in "open 
position, the camera should not run. If it does, it is because 
there is accumulated time (charge) in the E cells of the 
camera timing circuit. This should be allowed to run out 
before proceeding further, preferably with the camera not 
attached to the E cells, so as to save wear and tear on the 
shutter. 

3. With S-l on, S-2 in "milliamp" position, and S-6 in "short" 
position, the camera should start running and continue 
running until S-6 switch is placed in "open" position. 

4. To put run or delay time in camera, S-l must be on, S-2 
must be in "microamp" position, and S-3 must be in "time" 
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FIGURE B4. Timer Box Controls uNc|_A55|p|i|) 

position. Further, if this is for an actual flight, batteries 
must be in camera and a tab must be between ground and 
contact points leading to batteries on camera. 

5. Putting Delay Time in Camera: With timer set as 
described in 4 above, S-4 switch is put in “delay” position 
for amount of time desired. The meter should read 
approximately 175 microamps (upper scale above meter) 
while delay time is being put in. At the end of that period, 
S-4 switch should be put back in “off” position. 

Putting Run Time in Camera: With timer set as described 
in 5 above, and with S-4 switch in “off” position, turn S-5 
switch to “run” position for desired length of time. Meter 
should read approximately 60 microamps (upper scale 
above meter) while time is being put in. At the end of ,that 
period, switch S-5 to “off” position. 

To check delay and run time, disconnect three leads from 
the camera and pull tab. Camera should delay running 
until delay time is over, then run the amount of time 
programmed. . 
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position. Further, if this is for an actual flight, batteries 
must be in camera and a tab must be between ground and 
contact points leading to batteries on camera. 

5. Putting Delay Time in Camera: With timer set as 
described in 4 above, S-4 switch is put in "delay" position 
for amount of time desired. The meter should read 
approximately 175 microamps (upper scale above meter) 
while delay time is being put in. At the end of that period, 
S-4 switch should be put back in "off" position. 

6. Putting Run Time in Camera: With timer set as described 
in 5 above, and with S-4 switch in "off" position, turn S-5 
switch to "run" position for desired length of time. Meter 
should read approximately 60 microamps (upper scale 
above meter) while time is being put in. At the end of ,that 
period, switch S-5 to "off" position. 

7. To check delay and run time, disconnect three leads from 
the camera and pull tab. Camera should delay running 
until delay time is over, then run the amount of time 
programmed. 
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8. To heal E cells, first disconnect the E cell portion from the 
rest of the camera. Then with S-1 on and S-2 in “milliamp” 
position, leave it for a period of time, first in “open” 
position for S-6, then in “short” position for S-6. 

9. After camera is loaded with film and prior to putting in 
time for actual flight, five seconds of delay time and five 
seconds of run time should be put in to test if camera is 

functioning properly. 

10. Unloaded, camera should be pulling around 75-85 milli- 

amps when running. Loaded, it should be pulling around 
100-125 milliamps when running. 

Camera Harness 
12’ Figure B6 shows a bottom- and top-view sketch of the 

harness. Several types of material were used with varying degrees of 
success. The weight should not exceed 4.5 grams and a soft leather, 
such as suede, is preferred which does not stretch with use or after 

' 
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FIGURE 85. ,---I __ ~amera Electr;nic Timer 

8. To heal E cells, first disconnect the E cell portion from the 
rest of the camera. Then with S-1 on and 5-2 in "milliamp" 
position, leave it for a period of time, first in "open" 
position for 5-6, then in "short" position for S-6. 

9. After camera is loaded with film and prior to putting in 
time for actual flight, five seconds of delay time and five 
seconds of run time should be put in to test if camera is 
functioning properly. 

10. Unloaded, camera should be pulling around 75-85 milli
amps when running. Loaded, it should be pulling around 
100-125 milliamps when running. 

Camera Harness 

% Figure B6 shows a bottom- and top-view sketch of the 
harness. Several types of material were used with varying degrees of 
success. The weight should not exceed 4.5 grams and a soft leather, 
such as suede, is preferred which does not stretch with use or after 
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becoming wet. A heavy chammy was tried (the long axis of the 
harness must be aligned'with the direction that does not stretch 

much), but it must be prestretched prior to cutting out the harness 
and is prone to stretching with excess use. 

18) The harness is connected (and adjusted) by use of Velcro 
tabs on each end. The right side in Figure B6 winds up on top, 
pointing aft, so that aerodynamic pressure does __not peel the tabs 
apart. On at least one occasion, the bird reached back and peeled 
the tabs apart with its beak. For safety, the ~tabs should be tied 

together with lacing cord after the final adjustment. Since the 
harness will loosen after the bird preens and works it into its 

feathers (it becomes almost invisible from the bottom), the final 

adjustment should be made in about ten to twenty minutes after 
first being put on the bird. A light blue or graycolored material 
will blend in well with the underside of the bird. The cameras were 
painted with a dull gray “automotive primer” which worked well. 

;(»S’) The Velcro camera tabs were used for rapid and convenient 
attachment and removal of the cameras and weights from the 
harness. However, this increased the total weight considerably and 
was responsible for the loss of at least one camera. The first designs 
of the MCW-24 cameras used small metal clips. Though this was 
less convenient, it weighed less and was far safer. 

,6) A loose harness will cause the camera to bang against the 
breast bone of the bird (a severe source of irritation) and result in 

excessive photographic blurring due to high-angular rates. If the 
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bird has a deep keel (breast bone), a small piece of foam should be 
wedged between the harness and the belly. This will act as a shock 
absorber for the vertical acceleration due to flapping. The bird will 
move up and down about an inch, six times a second. 

L9’ One size harness will not fit every bird. At the beginning of 
the project, a large- and medium-size harness was used. As the birds 
lost body fat and put on muscle, a third small-size harness was 
necessary. It was found convenient to put the bird’s number on its 

harness. It is important to remember that the camera pull tab in 
Figure B5 goes forward. 

Avian Transmitter 
,6) Two types of avian transmitters (SM1 and SB2) were 

obtained from: 

Figure 12 shows the SB2 (with batteries, antenna, and ground plane 
wire) attached to the harness. The SM1 weighs less than a gram (no 
battery, antenna or ground plane wire) and can be detected 
(ground-to-ground) at about one mile range; the typical life is over 
one month. The SB2 weighs about 6 grams and can be detected at 
several miles (ground-to-ground) with a life of about 10 days. 

,(/S’) The SB2 was used with camera flight at the 
beginning of the project and was responsi e or the recovery of one 
camera. However, it was noticed that the birds’ performance with 

not as good as with the MCW-24 or the 
simulated camera weights. On several occasions, the birds would go 
down before returning home and pull the antenna and ground wires 
off. Also, it is felt that the combination of the 
camera and the transmitter weight affected performance. Toward 
the end of the program, no transmitters were used and performance 
improved, though still less than with the MCW-24 or weight. Both 
irritation (wires or floppy transmitter) and excess weight degrade 
performance. If a transmitter must be used, the lighter the better 
for performance. 

Skinner Box Experiment 
,(,S7’ The loft in Missouri was managed primarily by 

M/ith a degree 
in psychology, was familiar with much of the classic “Skinner Box 
Experiments” with pigeons, had access to most of the scientific 
reports, and had several professional acquaintances at the State 
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University at Roanoke. Her ultimate goal was to train the pigeons 
(on the loft or in the air) to respond to an infrared flashing light by 
quickly coming into the loft. Her experiments progressed in several 
stages listed below:

_ 

1. There are three “light buttons’? in the Skinner box which can 
be illuminated with red, white, and green light. These 
buttons close a contact switch when pecked by the birds. A 
small computer was programmed to randomly illuminate one 
of the buttons with red light and to feed the bird when the 
red button was pecked. Figure B7 shows the bird about to 

peck the red button, and Figure B8 shows the bird receiving 
its food reward. The computer also recorded data pertinent 
to the rate of learning and differences between individual 
birds. The TV camera in these two figures was used for 

I 
remote observation of behavior.

2 . Once all the birds were trained to the visible red light, it 

was replaced with an invisible (to humans) infrared light 

with no detectable change in learned behavior. The wave 
length was about 0.9 microns. 

3. In the next experiment, an IR flashing light was installed 
over the feeder in the pigeon loft. This was a commercial IR 

FIGURE B7. Bird Responding in Skinner Box
_ 
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FIGURE B8. Bird Receiving Food Reward UNCLASSIFIED 
camera strobe (see Figure B9) fitted with a two-second 
strobe timer. The purpose was to form an association 
between the flashing light and dinner time. This concept 
worked well with the “dinner m i 

” 
by all the 

project lofts (also develo edP 
4. The last phase was to place a flashing light outside‘ the loft 

as a cue to the birds that food was being served. The project 
terminated before this phase was completed, but it appeared 
that some birds did make the transfer in cue while others 
did not. A pair of squabs (very young birds), raised during 
experiment three, did come into the loft in response to the 
flashing light after they had returned from their first flight 
and looked as though they intended to spend the night on 
the roof. 

)9’ Whether it is a young bird out for the first time or a 
relocated bird at its new home, the outside of the loft is strange and 
unfamiliar compared to the inside. The IR flashing light could be 
used as a signal of home. A similar method was used by the U.S. 
Army. A particular colored symbol was used on top of each of the 
small mobile lofts (which were moved as much as 20 miles a day) 
so that the birds could not only find home, but distinguish one loft 

V 
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from another. This method, or some other visible cue, could aid 
greatly in relocation. It was also noticed that there was some 
correlation between the rate of learning in the Skinner box and the 
flight performance in the field. Since the learning and recordl<eep- 
ing in the Skinner box is automated, a large number of birds could 
be graded in a fairly short time. 
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from another. This method, or some other visible cue, could aid 
greatly in relocation. It was also noticed that there was some 
correlation between the rate of learning in the Skinner box and the 
flight performance in the field. Since the learning and record keep
ing in the Skinner box is automated, a large number of birds could 
be "graded" in a fairly short time. 
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APPENDIX C 
CARE AND HANDLING OF HOMINC PICEONS 

Sanitation and Disease Prevention 

L8)’ One of the most important aspects of this project has been 
guaranteeing the health of the pigeons involved. This effort has not 
been a total success because initially we were operating out of a 
local existing loft and did not have complete control over our 
pigeons. Consequently, during the project, we encountered three of 
the most common pigeon diseases: Canker, Pigeon Pox, and Round- 
worms. We lost two birds to Canker but survived the Pox and 
Roundworms with no casualties; the birds were out of form for 
several days. At one point during the project, Paratyphoid was 
present in the loft, but our birds were not affected. A list showing 
the symptoms and recommended treatment for these four diseases, 
plus another very common pigeon disease, Coccidiosis, is given at 
the end of this section. With complete control over our birds and 
their environment, most if not all of these diseases could almost 
certainly have been prevented. Over 90 percent of most pigeon 
diseases can be prevented outright through proper methods of 
sanitation and care. 

12')’ Following are some of the most basic tenants of sanitation 
and disease prevention: 

1. The pigeon loft should have good ventilation with no drafts. 
This ensures a constant source of fresh, clean air and helps 
to keep the floor dry, which is imperative for pigeons to 
thrive. 

2. It is essential that pigeons receive fresh water at least once, 
and preferably twice, a day. Water should be placed in the 
loft so there is no possibility of contamination by pigeon 
faeces, which contain the bacteria for most common pigeon 
diseases. 

8. Pigeons need fresh, clean grain that is fed in the proper 
quantity (overfeeding leads to overweight, out-of-condition 
birds), and that cannot be contaminated by the birds’ feet, 
which come in frequent contact with faeces. (Feeders can be 
built which almost entirely eliminate the possibility of 
pigeons walking in the grain the eat). 
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This ensures a constant source of fresh, clean air and helps 
to keep the floor dry, which is imperative for pigeons to 
thrive. 

2. It is essential that pigeons receive fresh water at least once, 
and preferably twice, a day. Water should be placed in the 
loft so there is no possibility of contamination by pigeon 
faeces, which contain the bacteria for most common pigeon 
diseases. 
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4. Fresh grit should be provided daily, though this is not 
mandatory. Pigeons use grit to digest their food. It is also a 
source of vital minerals that the birds can get in no other 
way. Iffigrit is kept before the birds, it should be checked 
periodically to be sure it has not turned rancid. 

5. The loft must be kept clean and should be scraped daily, 
which takes only a few minutes. 

6. Common body insects must be controlled. This is imperative. 
Birds afflicted with lice and mites cannot perform properly. 
If they do not become anemic, they will be worn out from 
the constant drain of pecking at the source of irritation. 

Affected birds can be heard stomping their feet at night in 
an effort to rid themselves of the pests. Pigeons have been 
known to desert their eggs rather than sit in an infested 
nestbox. Virtually all body pests can be eliminated com- 
pletely by the application of roost paint in the loft once a 
month and by hanging a Vapona bar (Shell Pest Strip) in the 
loft. (It should be replaced every three months.) The above 
six points are basic to proper loft management. In the 
project loft, constructed for kit 2F, these points were 
adhered to and not one of the diseases present in the first 

loft appeared. These and other important points of loft 
management are treated in greater detail in Chapter 15 of 
Dr. Leon F. Whitney’s book, Reference 9. Several books and 
periodicals are given in the list of references which contain 
useful material on the care of homing pigeons. 

12') In addition to basic sanitation methods, some fanciers have 
established a system of disease prevention by treating their birds 
quarterly for Canker, Coccidiosis, Paratyphoid, and worms. This 
type of treatment is the same as treating for the disease itself as 
discussed later. These and other supplies can be purchased from the 
following pigeon supply companies: 

1, Racing Pigeon Bulletin 3. Charles Siegel and S011 
94-G Compark Road 1011 E. Middle Street 
Centerville, Ohio South Elgin, Illinois \ 45459 60177 

2. Foy’s Pigeon Supplies 4. C. A. Hammer Company 
Box 166 1512 S. 34th Street 
Golden Valley, Minn. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
55427 53215 
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(U) A very useful plastic-colored marking band, that cannot be 
obtained from the above supply houses, was used extensively in the 
project. It can be ordered from: 

Boddy-Ridewood 
41 Aberdeen Walk 
Scarborough Yorks 
United Kingdom 

Factors Affecting the Performance of Project Birds 
1. (Eff The Moult. Pigeons renew all of their feathers once a 

year. The moult is continuous from the daily moulting of the fluff 
feathers until the heavy moult in the fall of the "year. It takes at 
least six months to moult the entire body of feathers. The moult 
should not affect the performance of pigeons over short distances, 
with the possible exception of the #10 primary feather—-the last 

and longest feather on each wing. It can be ver_y painful for a 
pigeon to fly when this feather is coming in. 

‘ 

126) At one point during the project, one of our best birds had 
three or four of the. primary feathers on one wing broken off, and 
we were unable to fly her for several months. These were pulled 
out over the course of several weeks, except for the #10 (which 
should never be pulled). After the bird grew new feathers in their 
place, we resumed flying her. 

2. L8’) Laying Hens. A hen about to lay should not be sent to 
any distance. More than likely she will stay someplace along the 
route home for several days until she has laid both eggs. After 
laying the second egg, she will desert them and come home when 
her cock does not relieve her at the time when he is supposed to 
come on the eggs. The cock in a mated pair will begin to drive the 
hen to the nest about five days prior to laying (this is called a 
“driving cock"). The hen can be successfully flown up to two to 
three days before laying. The hen can be successfully flown to short 
distances within one or two days after laying. Most sitting hens are 
highly motivated to return home at some point while they are 
sitting on eggs——usually about 14 days——and again when the eggs 
begin to hatch. 

3. (Q‘)/ Raising Young. Both hens and cocks usually fly well to 
their young, and’ their performance under this condition will usually 
meet or exceed normal expectations. 

4. L2)’ Driving Cocks. A driving cock should not be flown. He 
may follow the first hen he sees to wherever she is headed. - 
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(U) A very useful plastic-colored marking band, that cannot be 

obtained from the above supply houses, was used extensively in the 
project. It can be ordered from: 

Boddy-Ridewood 
41 Aberdeen Walk 
Scarborough Yorks 
United Kingdom 

Factors Affecting the Performance of Project Birds 

1. ~ The Moult. Pigeons renew all of their feathers once a 
year. The moult is continuous from the daily moulting of the fluff 
feathers until the heavy moult in the fall of the year. It takes at 
least six months to moult the entire body of feathers. The moult 
should not affect the performance of pigeons over short distances, 
with the possible exception of the # 10 primary feather-the last 
and longest feather on each wing. It can be ver:y painful for a 
pigeon to fly when this feather is coming in . 

. ¢) At one point during the project, one of our best birds had 
three or four of the primary feathers on one wing broken off, and 
we were unable to fly her for several months. These were pulled 
out over the course of several weeks, except for the #10 (which 
should never be pulled). After the bird gr((w new feathers in their 
place, we resumed flying her. 

2. ceJ Laying Hens. A hen about to lay should not be sent to 
any distance. More than likely she will stay someplace along the 
route home for several days until she has laid both eggs. After 
laying the second egg, she will desert them and come home when 
her cock does not relieve her at the time when he is supposed to 
come on the eggs. The cock in a mated pair will begin to drive the 
hen to the nest about five days prior to laying (this is called a 
"driving cock"). The hen can be successfully flown up to two to 
three days before laying. The hen can be successfully flown to short 
distances within one or two days after laying. Most sitting hens are 
highly motivated to return home at some point while they are 
sitting on eggs-usually about 14 days-and again when the eggs 
begin to hatch. 

3. (91 Raising Young. Both hens and cocks usually fly well to 
their young, an<f their performance under this condition will usually 
meet or exceed normal expectations. 

4. % Driving Cocks. A driving cock should not be flown. He 
may follow the first hen he sees to wherever she is headed. 
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5. L8)’ Hunger. Virtually all pigeons will respond well to 
motivation through a restricted diet and will hurry home and trap 
quickly once they learn food awaits them there. 

6. Launch Site Familiarity. The more familiar with the 
launch site, the more uniform the departure for home will become. 
After 5-10 tosses, a bird will depart in a fairly predictable" manner, 
although not nscessarily covering the same ground as before. The 
danger of launch site familiarity is that as the bird tires of the 
harness and weight routine, he will be more inclined to land in the 
increasingly familiar area of the release site, unless proper motiva- 
tion, (i.e., hunger) is maintained. 

7. 1,8’) Wind. Winds under 10 mph do not seem to affect bird 
performance. Pigeons tend to tack into the wind, however, when it 

is over 10 mph. This can be advantageous where winds are coming 
from the target area, resulting in a slower ground speed. 

8. L8)’ Single Tossing. Pigeons are very gregarious and when 
single-tossed ten'd to remain in the area of the release waiting for 
other birds with which to fly home. This could be advantageous if 

lingering in the area were desirable. Double tossing was used with 
good success in the project to get the birds to move out quickly for 
home. 

9. 4Sfi Harness and Payload Devices. When initially fitted with 
a harness inside the loft, most pigeons in the project either went 
into wild gyrations trying to get it off or sulked quietly in a corner. 
After the harness had, been on a day, all birds were functioning 
normally around the loft, except for occasional picking at the 
harness with their beaks. Later, when a 40 gram weight was 
attached to the bottom of the harness, it did not seem to have any 
affect on their performance on the ground, other than a high 
“goose-stepping” walk as their feet brushed the sides of the weight. 
Most birds even successfully sat on their eggs with the weight on 
without breaking them. The weight definitely slowed them down on 
the wing, however. The harness alone seemed to have little effect on 
their desire to fly once the birds became used to it. Some harness 
and weight training can be done in the loft. 

Relocation 

LG’) Because of its strong urge to “home,” a good homing 
pigeon will make every effort to do so when released in strange 
territory. Nevertheless, for various reasons fanciers periodically 
attempt to relocate homing pigeons to a new loft at some distance 
from the old. It has been done successfully many times, but the 
danger of losing the bird is high. Dr. W. E. Barker in his book, 
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a harness inside the loft, most pigeons in the project either went 
into wild gyrations trying to get it off or sulked quietly in a corner. 
After the harness had been on a day, all birds were functioning 
normally around the loft, except for occasional picking at the 
harness with their beaks. Later, when a 40 gram weight was 
attached to the bottom of the harness, it did not seem to have any 
affect on their performance on the ground, other than a high 
"goose-stepping" walk as their feet brushed the sides of the weight. 
Most birds even successfully sat on their eggs with the weight on 
without breaking them. The weight definitely slowed them down on 
the wing, however. The harness alone seemed to have little effect on 
their desire to fly once the birds became used to it. Some harness 
and weight training can be done in the loft. 
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~ Because of its strong urge to "home," a good homing 
pigeon will make every effort to do so when released in strange 
territory. Nevertheless, for various reasons fanciers periodically 
attempt to relocate homing pigeons to a new loft at some distance 
from the old. It has been done successfully many times, but the 
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Pigeon Racing, (see Reference 6) mentions the following points as 
essential in relocating pigeons: 

1. The better the bird, the easier it will be to settle to a new 

' home.
2 . It is generally useless to attempt relocating birds which have 

bred elsewhere to a ’new home until they have been allowed 
time to breed again amidst their new surroundings. 

3. Birds to be relocated should be given the opportunity of 
becoming acquainted with the outside appearance of the 
new loft and as much as possible with the new 
neighborhood. 

4. Birds in the process of being relocated must be handled with 
great care and gentleness. They should never be startled 
when allowed out for the first time. 

5. Do not attempt to relocate hens between eggs or cocks while 
driving. Rather, give them their liberty while sitting and 
allow them to find their own way out of the loft without 
interference. 

6. Never attempt to relocate birds that have small youngsters in 
the nest. They will almost invariably return to their original 
home. 

7. So long as relocated pigeons are allowed to remain undis- 
turbed in their new quarters, they frequently exhibit little 

tendency to return to their old surroundings. Once they are 
disturbed or unsettled in any way, however, for instance 
being sent to races, the desire to return to their old home is 

apt to reassert itself, and they may return to their original 
home. . 

,(,S&’With relationship to this project, the difficulty of relocating 
pigeons is especially evident from point 7 above, inasmuch as 
relocated project birds were “disturbed” when fitted with a harness 
and weight and released in unfamiliar surroundings. 

X8)’ Following are the methods used in this project to assist in 
relocating pigeons: 

1. All birds were kept in confinement a minimum of three 
weeks. 

3 
2. Birds were not allowed to see the outside of their new loft 

prior to release because of operational considerations.‘ 

. 3. Some birds were allowed to raise a round of youngsters 
" before being released in an effort to cement the bond to 
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becoming acquainted with the outside appearance of the 
new loft and as much as possible with the new 
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disturbed or unsettled in any way, however, for instance 
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apt to reassert itself, and they may return to their original 
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prior to release because of operational considerations. 
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before being released in an effort to cement the bond to 
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their new home. However, most were not on eggs at the 
time of release. 

4. Some birds had one wing “hobbled” with a rubber band the 
first few times out until they became familiar with their 
immediate surroundings. 

5. Three birds were placed on the “Widowhood” system of 
flying (to be explained later) in an effort to relocate them. 

,(.S)' Most of the birds that we attempted to relocate were 
eventually lost, most likely for the following reasons: 

1. They were not able to familiarize themselves with the 
outside of their new loft and, consequently, many were lost 
almost immediately upon release. 

2. Those birds kept in confinement the shortest period of time 
(three weeks) were the most likely to be lost. In general, the 
longer the birds were kept in the new loft, the better the 
chance of successful relocation, although still poor. 

3. Many of those birds that survived the initial release were 
subsequently lost when fitted with harnesses and weights. 

r Generally, they did not leave while “in harness” but did so 
on training flights while not harnessed or without weights. In 
other words, they were disturbed and left at the first 
opportunity when they were not encumbered with a harness 
or weight. In terms of initial success in the relocation 
process, the best statistics were obtained with the three cocks 
on the Widowhood System—three out of three. Nevertheless, 
two of these birds were subsequently lost—one off the loft 
just prior to a severe thunderstorm and the other, while 
wearing a harness only, from the nine-mile training station 
(again, see Barker’s point #7). 

4. A contributing factor in the loss of many birds was the 
location and appearance of the new loft compared to the 
old. In no case were the two similar. Moreover, in at least 
one relocation series, the loft was so surrounded by trees that 
most birds were lost as soon as they took flight. Hobbling at 
this location gave better results. 

The Widowhood System 
LG)’ The following is a brief and over simplified description of 

the system: 

1. Allow X number of mated pairs to pick their own nest boxes 
in the loft (no other birds are allowed in the loft) and raise 
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just prior to a severe thunderstorm and the other, while 
wearing a harness only, from the nine-mile training station 
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4. A contributing factor in the loss of many birds was the 
location and appearance of the new loft compared to the 
old. In no case were the two similar. Moreover, in at least 
one relocation series, the loft was so surrounded by trees that 
most birds were lost as soon as they took flight. Hobbling at 
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one round of youngsters; two rounds is better if the birds are 
yearlings, but it takes a long time (about two months). 

2. After the birds go back down on eggs, allow them to sit for 
about one week, then remove the hen and throw the eggs 
away. A 

3. Hens should -be kept in a place where the cocks can neither 
see nor hear them. After separation, do not allow the cocks 
to see their hens for at least a week, then take the cocks out 
of the loft, lock the hens in half of the nest box, and leave 
the other half open (so the cocks cannot get to the hens 
when they are allowed in the loft). When the cocks are 
allowed to enter the loft they will be in a high state of 
excitement when they see their hens. Let the cocks in with 
their hen but for no more than five minutes. Do not allow 
the cocks to mate with their hen or the system will be 
ruined. After five minutes remove the hen and put her back 
in her loft. 

4. After several weeks of doing this, the cocks will learn that 
when they are taken from the loft, the hen will always be 
waiting for them when they return. When the cocks are let 
out for daily exercise, they will fly long and far searching 
for their hen and will come into excellent physical shape. 
When taken away for a race (or whatever) cocks will 
speedily come home and trap in quickly, assuming the 
system is working at its best. The disadvantage‘ to the system 
is that there are many variations, each quite complicated. 
Hens play a vital role; if they are not good, the cocks will 
not work properly. Moreover, the system takes too long to 
implement. It is recommended that widowhood not be 
considered for operational use at this time. 

Disease 
,Q€)' The following is a list of the symptoms, medication, and 

methods of treatment for five of the commom pigeon diseases: 

1. Canker (Trichomoniasis): 

Symptoms— Failure of bird to swallow larger grains; swelling of the throat; cheesy 
growths in the mouth area; loss of flesh and ambition, loss of appetite. 
Navel in youngsters occasionally becomes infected and fills with the 
cheesy deposits. 

Medicine — Emtryl powder for flock treatment. Tricoxine tablets made by Fabry 
for individual treatment. 

Treatment— Powder: 1 Tbsp. per gal. of drinking water. Leave in loft for 5 days. 
149 
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to see their hens for at least a week, then take the cocks out 
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ruined. After five minutes remove the hen and put her back 
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when they are taken from the loft, the hen will always be 
waiting for them when they return. When the cocks are let 
out for daily exercise, they will fly long and far searching 
for their hen and will come into excellent physical shape. 
When taken away for a race (or whatever) cocks will 
speedily come home and trap in quickly, assuming the 
system is working at its best. The disadvantage to the system 
is that there are many variations, each quite complicated. 
Hens play a vital role; if they are not good, the cocks will 
not work properly. Moreover, the system takes too long to 
implement. It is recommended that widowhood not be 
considered for operational use at this time. 
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JR1 The following is a list of the symptoms, medication, and 
methods of treatment for five of the com mom pigeon diseases: 

1. Canker (Trichomoniasis): 
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Symptoms- Failure of bird to swallow larger grains; swelling of the throat; cheesy 
growths in the mouth area; loss of flesh and ambition, loss of appetite. 
Navel in youngsters occasionally becomes infected and fills with the 
cheesy deposits. 

Medicine - Emtryl powder for flock treatment. Tricoxine tablets made by Fabry 
for individual treatment. 

Treatment- Powder: 1 Tbsp. per gal. of drinking water. Leave in loft for 5 days. 
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Coccidiosis: 
Symptoms— Droopy, diarrhea (which may be bloody), lack of energy, loss of 

weight, anemic appearance. Appetite diminished but not thirst. Loss 
of ambition. Leg weakness, i.e., bird prefers to rest on heels rather 
than stand. 

Medicine — NFZ Soluble (powder). 
Treatment— Add powder to drinking water according to directions on packet. 

Keep treated water before birds for 2-3 weeks. Clean loft daily. 

Change water at least once a day. Apply roost paint once every 
month or so and install Vapona pest strips in loft. 

Paratyphoid: _ 

Symptoms— Old Birds: Loss of weight, decrease in appetite. Droopy, green, loose 
droppings. Slight lopsidedness in flight. Swelling in wing and leg 
joints. 

Young Birds: Copious diarrhea; dizziness or evidence of brain 
inflammation. Twisting the head sidewise. Disease worse in damp 
weather. Caused by unsanitary conditions. 

Medicine — NFZ Soluble. 
Treatment— Same as above. On old birds lance swellings and disinfect as often as 

necessary. 

Roundworms (Ascaridia Columbae): 
Symptoms— Droopy appearance. Loss of weight. 
Medicine —- Piperazine Citrate. Also sold with an additive for hairworms 

(Capillaria). 

Treatment— 8 grams per gallon of drinking water of Piperazine Citrate over a 
period of 60 hours. Scrupulous sanitation to prevent reinfection. 

Pigeon Pox: 

Symptoms— Wart-like lesions on unfeathered portion of body. 
Medicine — Pox vaccine prior to infection. 
Treatment— Vaccinate prior to disease. No cure. 
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2. Coccidiosis: 

Symptoms- Droopy, diarrhea (which may be bloody), lack of energy, loss of 
weight, anemic appearance. Appetite diminished but not thirst. Loss 
of ambition. Leg weakness, i.e., bird prefers to rest on heels rather 
than stand. 

Medicine - NFZ Soluble (powder). 

Treatment- Add powder to drinking water according to directions on packet. 
Keep treated water before birds for 2-3 weeks. Clean loft daily. 
Change water at least once a day. Apply roost paint once every 
month or so and install Vapona pest strips in loft. 

3. Paratyphoid: 
Symptoms- Old Birds: Loss of weight, decrease in appetite. Droopy, green, loose 

droppings. Slight lopsidedness in flight. Swelling in wing and leg 
joints. 

Young Birds: Copious diarrhea; dizziness or evidence of brain 
inflammation. Twisting the head sidewise. Disease worse in damp 
weather. Caused by unsanitary conditions. 

Medicine - NFZ Soluble. 

Treatment- Same as above. On old birds lance swellings and disinfect as often as 
necessary. 

4. Roundworms (Ascaridia Columbae): 
Symptoms- Droopy appearance. Loss of weight. 

Medicine - Piperazine Citrate. Also sold with an additive for hairworms 
(Capillaria). 

Treatment- 8 grams per gallon of drinking water of Piperazine Citrate over a 
period of 60 hours. Scrupulous sanitation to prevent reinfection. 

5. Pigeon Pox: 
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Symptoms- Wart-like lesions on un feathered portion of body. 

Medicine - Pox vaccine prior to infection. 

Treatment- Vaccinate prior to disease. No cure. 
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APPENDIX D 
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE PIGEON 

(U) Most of the following is taken from Chapter I of Reference 
7, which is an encyclopedic treatise on every aspect of pigeons. 

(U) The earliest recorded use of the pigeon (or dove) to obtain 
information was by Noah, who sent out a dove knowing it would 
return if it found no land. Instead, it did find land and returned 
with an olive leaf, a demonstration of its love for home which 
remains the most endearing quality of pigeons to this day. It is 

speculated that King Solomon (about 1000'B.C.) used pigeons, but 
the first documented evidence of their use in war begins with the 
conquest of Gaul (over 2000 years ago) by Julius Caesar. 

(U) During the War of Independence in Holland (1574), the 
besieged people of Leyden were saved by messages of relief carried 
by pigeons. Pigeons were also used by the Venetians during the 
siege of Venice in 1849. 

(U) It was during the siege of Paris (1870-71), during the 
Franco-Prussian War, that the modern day Homer came into 
international note. Balloons were released from Paris containing, 
among other things, Parisian pigeons. These birds were retrieved 
and taken to London, Tours, and other cities and subsequently 
released with messages to the besieged Parisians. It was here that 
one of the first uses of microphotography enabled the transport of as 
many as 40,000 messages by a single homing pigeon. During the 
four-month siege, 150,000 official and 1,000,000 private communica- 
tions were carried into Paris by homing pigeons. 

(U) In 1909, an international photographic exhibition was held 
in Dresden, Germany. As invited delegates began their speeches, 
pigeons with automatic miniature cameras harnessed to their bodies 
made low-altitude photo passes over the exhibition hall. The exposed 
film was quickly processed and converted into souvenir-postcard 
enlargements for immediate sale to the delegates. This photo, and a 
picture of the pigeon with camera, can be found on page 28, first 

edition, of the “Manual of Remote Sensing,” Volume 1, 1975, 
published by the American Society of Photogrammetry. 
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APPENDIX D 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE PIGEON 

(U) Most of the following is taken from Chapter I of Reference 
7, which is an encyclopedic treatise on every aspect of pigeons. 

(U) The earliest recorded use of the pigeon (or dove) to obtain 
information was by Noah, who sent out a dove knowing it would 
return if it found no land. Instead, it did find land and returned 
with an olive leaf, a demonstration of its love for home which 
remains the most endearing quality of pigeons to this day. It is 
speculated that King Solomon (about 1000' B.G) used pigeons, but 
the first documented evidence of their use in war begins with the 
conquest of Gaul (over 2000 years ago) by Julius Caesar. 

(U) During the War of Independence in Holland (1574), the 
besieged people of Leyden were saved by messages of relief carried 
by pigeons. Pigeons were also used by the Venetians during the 
siege of Venice in 1849. 

(U) It was during the siege of Paris (1870-71), during the 
Franco-Prussian War, that the modern day Homer came into 
international note. Balloons were released from Paris containing, 
among other things, Parisian pigeons. These birds were retrieved 
and taken to London, Tours, and other cities and subsequently 
released with messages to the besieged Parisians. It was here that 
one of the first uses of microphotography enabled the transport of as 
many as 40,000 messages by a single homing pigeon. During the 
four-month siege, 150,000 official and 1,000,000 private communica
tions were carried into Paris by homing pigeons. 

(U) In 1909, an international photographic exhibition was held 
in Dresden, Germany. As invited delegates began their speeches, 
pigeons with automatic miniature cameras harnessed to their bodies 
made low-altitude photo passes over the exhibition hall. The exposed 
film was quickly processed and converted into souvenir-postcard 
enlargements for immediate sale to the delegates. This photo, and a 
picture of the pigeon with camera, can be found on page 28, first 
edition, of the "Manual of Remote Sensing," Volume 1, 1975, 
published by the American Society of Photogrammetry. 
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World War _I 

(U) The Germans developed military lofts as early as 1887 and 
were quite prepared for the First World War, as were the French 
and Belgians. It was the Belgians who first developed the modern- 
day racing homing pigeon during the Industrial Revolution for the 
purpose of carrying detailed messages of financial import between 
England and Europe. Over 1,000,000 Belgian ,pigeons were taken by 
the Germans during their occupation. To this day, many of the 
better racing pigeons come from Belgium. 

(U) It was not until 1916 that the first British birds were sent 
to the front. British air force records show that 717 messages from 
planes fallen in distress upon the seas were delivered by pigeons and 
about 95 percent of several thousand pigeons came through with 
messages. By the end of the war, British war Homers numbered 
9,000 to 10,000 birds. 

(U) When the United States entered the War, we had no 
organized pigeon force. By 1916 birds were being trained to mobile 
lofts. It was found that the birds soon came to recognize distinctive 
markings on the roof of their lofts, which could be moved some 
distance before their return. War Department records show, during 
the Aisne-Marne offensive, mobile lofts enabled 72 birds to carry 78 
important messages with no losses. In the St. Mikiel drive, 90 
important messages were delivered by pigeons. Twenty-four of 202 
birds were lost or killed, but every message was delivered since it 

was sent in duplicate. In the Meuse Argonne offensive, 442 birds 
delivered 403 messages safely from distances of 12 to 80 miles; not 
a single message was lost. One bird, Cher Ami, was credited with 
saving the “Lost Battalion,” and his body was mounted and placed 
on exhibition in the Smithsonian. A second bird, “The Mocker,” was 
awarded the D.S.C. as well as the French Croix de Guerre for 
several outstanding feats of performance. 

World War II 
(U) The British were well prepared by the outbreak of World 

War II. British breeders gave over 200,000 young birds to the 
National Pigeon Service between 1938 and 1945. They were used by 
the R.A.F. (standard equipment on all bomber and reconnaissance 
planes) and the Army and Intelligence Services. Special Section of 
the Army Pigeon Service (Secret Service) parachuted 16,554 birds 
onto the continent. An outstanding example was the location of 
German buzz-bomb sites. Pigeons were standard equipment for both 
paratroopers and agents. Through the use of microphotography, 
large quantities of plans and information could be delivered without 
the severe risk of radio communication. The British furnished our 
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~UFf 
(U) The Germans developed military lofts as early as 1887 and 

were quite prepared for the First World War, as were the French 
and Belgians. It was the Belgians who first developed the modern
day racing homing pigeon during the Industrial Revolution for the 
purpose of carrying detailed messages of financial import between 
England and Europe. Over 1,000,000 Belgian Ipigeons were taken by 
the Germans during their occupation. To this day, many of the 
better racing pigeons come from Belgium. 

(U) It was not until 1916 that the first British birds were sent 
to the front. British air force records show that 717 messages from 
planes fallen in distress upon the seas were delivered by pigeons and 
about 95 percent of several thousand pigeons came through with 
messages. By the end of the war, British war Homers numbered 
9,000 to 10,000 birds. 

(U) When the United States entered the War, we had no 
organized pigeon force. By 1916 birds were being trained to mobile 
lofts. It was found that the birds soon came to recognize distinctive 
markings on the roof of their lofts, which could be moved some 
distance before their return. War Department records show, during 
the Aisne-Marne offensive, mobile lofts enabled 72 birds to carry 78 
important messages with no losses. In the St. Mikiel drive, 90 
important messages were delivered by pigeons. Twenty-four of 202 
birds were lost or killed, but every message was delivered since it 
was sent in duplicate. In the Meuse Argonne offensive, 442 birds 
delivered 403 messages safely from distances of 12 to 30 miles; not 
a single message was lost. One bird, Cher Ami, was credited with 
saving the "Lost Battalion," and his body was mounted and placed 
on exhibition in the Smithsonian. A second bird, "The Mocker," was 
awarded the D.S.C. as well as the French Croix de Guerre for 
several outstanding feats of performance. 

World War II 

(U) The British were well prepared by the outbreak of World 
War II. British breeders gave over 200,000 young birds to the 
National Pigeon Service between 1938 and 1945. They were used by 
the R.A.F. (standard equipment on all bomber and reconnaissance 
planes) and the Army and Intelligence Services. Special Section of 
the Army Pigeon Service (Secret Service) parachuted 16,554 birds 
onto the continent. An outstanding example was the location of 
German buzz-bomb sites. Pigeons were standard equipment for both 
paratroopers and agents. Through the use of microphotography, 
large quantities of plans and information could be delivered without 
the severe risk of radio communication. The British furnished our 
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U.S.A. Signal Corps, based in England, with 46,532 pigeons. 

(U) Early in 1938, the U.S. Signal Corps had completed 20 lofts 
for a new pigeon center at Fort Monmouth, New ]ersey. Shortly 
after Pearl Harbor, the War Department issued a call for champion 
homing pigeons, one qualification being they must have flown 200 
miles. The pigeon corps grew until, at its peak, it contained 54,000 
pigeons, 3,000 enlisted men, and 150 officers. Major Otto Meyer, as 
Commander of the Signal Pigeon Corps, supervised preparation of 
the Army Technical Manual No. 11-410, “The Homing Pigeon,” and 
also Field Manual 11-80, “Pigeons for Combat Use.” 

(U) Pigeons were used extensively in the North African and 
Italian campaigns. Here, pigeons were used by G-2 section (Intelli- 

gence), and command posts who were so near the enemy that it was 
impossible to string wire or use radio. They were also used by 
armored patrols, night patrols, Ranger raids, -etc. During the year 
1944, the pigeons of the 209th Signal Pigeon Company serving with 
the Fifth Army carried 10,286 messages, Of the 20,202 birds used 
during this year, only 266 were lost. 

(U) During the Luzon campaign, 2,594 messages were carried 
by birds of the first Combat Platoon, 281 Signal Pigeon Company. 
All messages were sent in duplicate, and not one was lost in spite of 
mountainous terrain, rain, fog, hawks, and enemy shotguns. 

Office of Strategic Services 

(U) The O.S.S. made outstanding use of pigeons in the Burma 
campaign. One detachment, O.S.S.S.U. 101, operated behind ]apa- 
nese lines in Burma and was commanded by Captain Morris Y. 
Lederman. It was with this detachment Jungle Joe and Captain 
Lederman achieved their renown. After only ten weeks in the 
location, birds returned 225 and 250 miles when released by agents 
who parachuted into the vicinity of Mandolay, Shwebo, and 
Maymayo. The most outstanding flights were made by two five- 
month old youngsters from a point near the Thailand border to the 
loft at Bhamo. The distance was 825 -miles. 

(U) All agents, parachuted behind enemy lines, carried pigeons. 
During January, 1945, nine groups were parachuted in and pigeons 
either beat the radio or were the only means of contact for seven of 
these groups. The distances flown were 175 miles, 225 miles, and 
300 miles. The pigeons were held in jump containers from one to 
three days. On another occasion, a pigeon was tossed from 150 miles 
after 11 days on location and, although a resettled pigeon, it 

returned in six and a half hours. A new shoulder message carrier 
was developed, and pigeons flew 50 miles with a full roll of 
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U.S.A. Signal Corps, based in England, with 46,532 pigeons. 

(U) Early in 1938, the U.S. Signal Corps had completed 20 lofts 
for a new pigeon center at Fort Monmouth, New Jersey. Shortly 
after Pearl Harbor, the War Department issued a call for champion 
homing pigeons, one qualification being they must have flown 200 
miles. The pigeon corps grew until, at its peak, it contained 54,000 
pigeons, 3,000 enlisted men, and 150 officers. Major Otto Meyer, as 
Commander of the Signal Pigeon Corps, supervised preparation of 
the Army Technical Manual No. 11-410, "The Homing Pigeon," and 
also Field Manual 11-80, "Pigeons for Combat Use." 

(U) Pigeons were used extensively in the North African and 
Italian campaigns. Here, pigeons were used by G-2 section (Intelli
gence), and command posts who were so near the enemy that it was 
impossible to string wire or use radio. They were also used by 
armored patrols, night patrols, Ranger raids, etc. During the year 

. 1944, the pigeons of the 209th Signal Pigeon Company serving with 
the Fifth Army carried 10,286 messages: Of the 20,202 birds used 
during this year, only 266 were lost. 

(U) During the Luzon campaign, 2,594 messages were carried 
by birds of the first Combat Platoon, 281 Signal Pigeon Company. 
All messages were sent in duplicate, and not one was lost in spite of 
mountainous terrain, rain, fog, hawks, and enemy shotguns. 

Office of Strategic Services 

(U) The O.S.S. made outstanding use of pigeons in the Burma 
campaign. One detachment, O.S.S.S.U. 101, operated behind Japa
nese lines in Burma and was commanded by Captain Morris Y. 
Lederman. It was with this detachment Jungle Joe and Captain 
Lederman achieved their renown. After only ten weeks in the 
location, birds returned 225 and 250 miles when released by agents 
who parachuted into the vicinity of Mandolay, Shwebo, and 
Maymayo. The most outstanding flights were made by two five
month old youngsters from a point near the Thailand border to the 
loft at Bhamo. The distance was 325 miles. 

(U) All ageI1ts, parachuted behind enemy lines, carried pigeons. 
During January, 1945, nine groups were parachuted in and pigeons 
either beat the radio or were the only means of contact for seven of " 
these groups. The distances flown were 175 miles, 225 miles, and 
300 miles. The pigeons were held in jump containers from one to 
three days. On another occasion, a pigeon was tossed from 150 miles 
after 11 days on location and, although a resettled pigeon, it 
returned in six and a half hours. A new shoulder message carrier 
was developed, and pigeons flew 50 miles with a full roll of 
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negatives. Out of hundreds of messages flown, only four were lost 

and all were from distances greater than 150 miles. On several 
occasions, pigeons were received from agents with urgent messages 
for radio replacement parts. 

Two-Way Pigeons 
(U) These are pigeons which were trained to fly between two 

lofts, eating at one and sleeping or drinking at the other. The U.S. 
considered the method of training as Secret, though it is described 
in the German Army Technical Pigeon Manual, published about 
1925. The records of the 1808 Signal Pigeon Company shows they 
flew two-way birds 55 miles. 

Korea 
(U) Pigeons were used by G-2 (Intelligence) of the Eighth 

Army. During a four-month period, pigeons were used by seven 
groups of agents parachuted from 75 to 200 miles north of enemy 
lines. During this operation, not a single message was lost. 
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negatives. Out of hundreds of messages flown, only four were lost 
and all were from distances greater than 150 miles. On several 
occasions, pigeons were received from agents with urgent messages 
for radio replacement parts. 

Two-Way Pigeons 

(U) These are pigeons which were trained to fly between two 
lofts, eating at one and sleeping or drinking at the other. The u.s. 
considered the method of training as Secret, though it is described 
in the German Army Technical Pigeon Manual, published about 
1925. The records of the 1308 Signal Pigeon Company shows they 
flew two-way birds 55 miles. 

Korea 

(U) Pigeons were used by G-2 (Intelligence) of the Eighth 
Army. During a four-month period, pigeons were used by seven 
groups of agents parachuted from 75 to 200 miles north of enemy 
lines. During this operation, not a single message was lost. 
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FIGURE A13. Washington Navy Yard-3/17/77 
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FIGURE A17. Washington Navy Yard ......... 3/17177 
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Maximum Observed Flying Height 
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FIGURE A19. Washington Navy Yard-7/7/77 
Maximum Observed Flying Height 

300 Ft. (91 M.) 
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FIGURE A20. Washington Navy Yard—7/7/77 
Maximum Observed Flying Height 

300 Ft. (91 M.) 
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FIGURE A24. Successive Frame Coverage of the 
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Dave,
‘ 

Here is the Reiser/Adkins BIRD mess. Basically what's wrong 
with the ORD approach is that they assume they have proven the 
feasibility of the BIRD camera approach and that it will have 
fairly wide-spread application. 

If they proved feasibility in last years efforts with the 
pigeons, it escaped me. If they proved,it why are we starting 2; 
all over again this year? If they proved it)why are we ordering 
new prototype cameras? 

<§ . 

The substitution of staff for contract$p€rsonnel for testing 
and training can only be justified if the program is about to go 
operational. Any such judgement is premature at best. 

The proposed funding is also too rich for my taste. Examples 
are: $ Ill -igeon lofts in Washington and Alaska, $38,000 of QRC 

H . . . . work g J acquisition of radio DF gear, hours f-52§fiz~ ime, procurement of 30 "operational cameras, and 
so forth. 

I don't think we should buy into this scheme. Either ORD 
should retain responsibility for the program until its usefulness" 
has been proven, or OTS should take over the 0RD funds and prove 
or disprove the concept on its own more cheaply. 

fix. 
Bruce 
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Dave, 

Here is the Reiser/Adkins BIRD mess. Basically what's wrong 
with the ORO approach is that they assume they have proven the 
feasibility of the BIRD camera approach and that it will have 
fairly wide-spread application. 

i 
If they proved feasibility in last years efforts with the 

pigeons, it escaped me. If they proved,it why are we starting iiit 
allover again this year? If they proved it why are we ordering 

) 

new prototype cameras? 

The substitution of staff for contrac~sonnel for testing 
and training can only be justified if the program is about to go 
operational. Any such judgement is premature at best. 

The proposed funding is also too rich for my taste. Examples"" 
are: ~ ih::~:igeOn lofts in Washington and Alaska, $38,000 of QRC 
work a D acquisition of radio OF gear a l Q lS"Gill u-f"" 100 
hourso l - ime, procurement of 30 "opera'tional" cameras, and 
so forth. 
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Chief, mml Research 
‘I’-3 BBQ-R1115 Ram 18014 
lffish 8» Constitution 
Wanhimgtam, D. C. 

A'1'mrmm= 23:. fiidzxey Geller 

l. Tlnnewlyormnizedflffieeoffienwarehaafifiewulopnmntof 
tho Central Intelliguam Agency is aarieualy interested in deter- mining the feasibility ed? using fiolphina anal ether marine lite in spaeialiwd operaticsml situations. 

2. ‘me nae of dnlphina in specialized opnmtioaxa seems prom» lung and dean:-was Emwar, we teal that cmsifinrable study in required ta mam accurately define the operational limi- tatimm inherent in the use of tlmse anirmla in clam cooperation with cvbhar daiaaz-tmenta having aimilar intemata. 
3. Becagniaing that the Offiee of Naval baa had Lang and contiuuizrg interest in this axes, we wish. to explare with yuu ways in which we caulfi augment research; spoeifieally, we would like ta undertake active eollnbcraticn with appumpriata mite of the Department of New to rietermina the feaaibilifiy cf using do].-I phina in aparational. situatiom. Perhaps amaive collaburation wauld laud to a more rapid solution cf the problems invnlvud with a minimum of dzuplieatima. I wuuld welcome your comments on this mtter. 

Etepben L. Aldrich, I-1.5. 
Deputy Assistant Director 

Office of Beaaaamh and 
Di stribution: 

Original and 1 - Addressee 
l - SLA File, - 

- LS Ohrono _WW_M_M_m__ """'” 
. 3 S ' OED Chrono 

Exoludefiaqnni zjuiamztic 
downgrading am! 
declassiflcatiun 
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Cbie1", Na"Val Resaareb 
T-3 DuilUna 
Rocm 1804 
17th 8, eonett tut1ort. 
Watlb1nat<m, D. C. 

AftDtTIOlIJ: l)r. S1dDel' Galler 

2l. Je.nuary 64 

1. The newly orpu1zed Office of P.eaearch and llevel.opnent of 
the Central lntelllpaloe Age,ncy is aer1O\l8ly Intere8ted in deter
m1Dlag tbe f'_81biUty of uaiDc dolph1na ana other marine 1:11'. in 
specialised operatlODal. 81tuationa. 

2. '1'he un of dol.Jb1ns in speo1allM4 operations seems pran
ising and desel"ft8 eupport. However, we teel that C0Q81&!ftble 
st~ :1s required to mont accurately define the operational 11m1 ... 
tat1cms inherent in the W$e ~ these a.n1Jaal, 1rl C10M cooperation 
with other department. bavinc a1m1lar interests. 

3. &cogn1a1ng that the Office t;;£ NawJ. Research baa had 
l.o.D& and COl1tlnu1D& 1ntereat in this fmIfl, we vl8h to explore 'With 
you ways in whi ch we could auament reaea:rch; specifically I we would 
like to un&trtelte active eol.l.aOore.tion with approprl.ate unite of 
the Jltr.partment of Navy to determine the haeib11ity or using 001-
pb1ns in oper.t10Dal. situat:1on.. ~rbaps active collaboration 
would lead to a more rapId solution of the problems involved nth 
a minimum of duplicat1on. ! would welcome your eonments on this 
matter. 

Distribution: 
Original and 1 - Addressee 

1 - SLA File; -
1 - IS Chrono 

1 - ORD Chrono 

stephen L. Aldrich, M.D. 
Deputy Assistant D!1l"eetor 

ottice at Beaeareh and tllmtlopnent 

~ 
-Giof? T"--, 
Excluded from a"l~iilaji~l 

downgrading ~na 
declassitiG~1i~n 
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SECRET
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1 C/BSD/ORD 2835
2

3

4

5
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ACTION DIRECT REPLY PREPARE REPLY 
APPROVAL DISPATCH RECOMMENDATION 
COM-MENT FILE RETURN 
CONCURRENCE INFORMATION SIGNATURE 

Remarks : 

Mr. Duckett has seen this letter. He will 
be away for two weeks but Mr. Chapman 
will talk to him about KECHEL because 
of the short time situation. You might check 
with Chapman next week on your return. 

Step en . ric , MD 

FOLD HERE TO RETURN TO SENDER 
FROM: NAME. ADDRESS AND PHONE NO. DATE 

DD/ORD 606 Ames 2652 8/24 
I 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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ACTION DIRECT REPLY PREPARE REPLY 
APPROVAL DISPATCH RECOMMENDATION 
COMMENT FILE RETURN 
CONCURRENCE INFORMATION SIGNATURE 

Remarks: 

Mr. Duckett has seen this letter. He will 
be away for two weeks but Mr. Chapman 
will talk to him about KECHEL because 
of the short time situation. You might check 
with Chapman next week on your return. 

I I 
Stepnen L. Alancn, 
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'1»/’_ ‘RE/sEARc|-1 AND ENGINEERING 
WASHWGTON.D.C.203U 

3 M61967 

Mr. Carl E. Duckett 
Contral Inoelligenoe Agency 
W&8hing‘bOl1, Do C 0 

Dear Carl: 

I have recently been informed by Mr. Cesare of ARPA that ?roject KECHEL is being tnrminated due to the lack of operational requirements at tuis time. My staff and I have seen t is system demonstratad and were impressed by the potential it may have for a variety of purpoaea by components of D00. If opera- tional considerations pernit, I would like to maintain this RKD program in operation under t;e technical guidance of the Office of Research and Development with financial support and guidance from AR?A in order to ascertain the potential applications of systems like this to DOD problems and to make use of the technology developed under this program. If this arrangement is agreaable to you, I would like to have Mr. Cesare meet with representatives of OED at the earliest opportunity to work out suizablo arrangements. 

Sincerely, 
Signed 

flan 931 
ff‘ (L, 

fr 

JOhD SI FO3t3r, J;"o 

TS 196659 
_ 

copy 2 
» @;= - .3 14 5 I 1 v E 

S ONLY. 
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DlR~$'I: \'¥SEARCH AND ENGINEERING 

WASHINGTON, D. C 20301 

3 AUG 1961 

Mr. Carl 1!:. Duckett 
Central Invelligenoe Agency 
Was~ington, D. c. 
~ar earl. 

I have recently been informed by Mr. Cesaro of ARPA 
that Project KECHEL is being terminated due to tbe lack of operational requirements at t:lis time. J.;[y 
staff and I !la,ve seen t is system demonstrated and 
l-lere impressed by the pot,ential it may have for a 
variety of purposes by compononts of DOD. If opera
tional conSiderations perdt, I would like to maintain this R;'·D program in operation under t; e technical 
guidance or the Orfice of Resuarch atid Development 
\-1i th financial BUPI)Ort and guidance from ARPA in 
order to ascertain the potential applications of 
c',Ystems like 'this to DOD problems and to make use of 
the '~.ecllI,ology developed under tllis program. It tLis arran,:cment is agreeable to you, J would like to have Mr. Cesaro meet vtth representativeS of OHD at the 
earliest opportunity to work out suit.able arrangements. 

Sincerely, 
Signed 

I'hln lial"S en ./ 
... '{)'L 

John S. Foster, Ir. 

TS 196659 
Copy 2 

SEN SIT I V E 

ONLY 
I 
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DRAFT:SLAldrich:pjk/ 2652 
29 December 1967 

The Honorable John S. Foster 
Deputy .lJl.I‘€CtOI‘ of Research and Engineering 
Department of Defense 

Dear John: 

As you may recall, I recently sent you a letter indicating 

that the Agency was unable to continue support of certain animal 

programs due to lack of definitive requirements and budgetary 

restrictions. This did not include the marine animal (dolphin) 

program. 

Recently the Director indicated his continuing interest in ' 

the marine animal program. This stimulated a series of meetings 

with representatives of ARPA and the Department of Navy which 
resulted in a proposed DOD/CIA program including joint funding 
of the marine animal program and ARPA funding of the guard dog 
program. ARPA requested that technical management of these 
programs be undertaken by the Agency and the Director agreed to 

this. ' 

My previous letter may have been misinterpreted with 
respect to the Agency's judgment as to the usefulness of animals. 

From a technical viewpoint, there is a high probability that animals 

' Approved for Release: 2019/07/30 C02384126 m__Mg_w _
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DRAFT:8 LAldrich :pjk/2 6 52 
29 December 1967 

The Honorable John 8. Foster 
Deputy .LJirector of Research and Engineering 
Department of Defense 

Dear John: 

As you may recall, I recently sent you a letter indicating 

that the Agency was unable to continue support of certain animal 

programs due to lack of definitive requirements and budgetary 

restrictions. This did not include the marine animal (dolphin) 

program. 

Recently the Director indicated his continuing interest in 

the marine animal program. This stimulated a series of meetings 

with representatives of ARPA and the Department of Navy which 

resulted in a proposed DOD/CIA program including joint funding 

of the marine animal program and ARPA funding of the guard dog 

program. ARPA requested that technical management of these 
t 

programs be undertaken by the Agency and the Director agreed to 

this. 

My previous letter may have been misinterpreted with 
d 

respect to the Agency's judgment as to the usefulness of animals. 

From a technical vie~point, there is a high probability that animals 

Approved for Release: 2019/07/30 C02384126 --------------------
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will be able to carry out a number of useful, if not unique, tasks of 

interest to the Department of Defense and to CIA. We very much 
hope that these animal systems investigations will be carried to a 

_ 
further stage of development. 

There has been an extremely close and fruitful exchange of 

information, support and facilities involving the Agency, ARPA, 
and the Department of Navy. We very much hope that this relation- 
ship will continue to exist and that we may both share in the benefits 

Carl E. Duckett 
Deputy Director 

of 
Science and Technology

K

I 

_ i I i _ _ 
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will be able to carry out a number of useful, if not unique, tasks of 

interest to the Department of Defense and to CIA. We very much 

hope that these animal systems investigations will be carried to a 

further stage of development. 

There has been an extremely close and fruitful exchange of 

information, support and facilities involving the Agency, ARPA, 

and the Department of Navy. We very much hope that this relation-

ship will continue to exist and that we may both share in the benefits. 

Carl E. Duckett 
Deputy Director 

of 
Science and Technology 
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ORD-B5§8—67 

The Haaenblc Jobs S. Factor 
Deputy Director at Research and Engineering 
Department Q! Defense 

Dar John: 
Yum an mar: that our Cflicc of Research and Dcnrclapment 

has undertaken prqecta to determine the fuathllity 0! using 
animals and birds for certain intemgaec activities. 8omo ei 
this wort has been jolmly handed by ARPA. The Agcucy has 
reeuatly reviewed than programs and has decided to discontinue 
them. This decision was based on tha Lack 0»! firm operational 
requirements. It should be noted, however, that technically 
these programs have pragreued ueeptlcnally well. 

We are prepnrecl to ands:-take an orderly transfer at than 
programs to ARPA ahculd you daclde you with to cantinua them 
on your own. Some lunch an available in FY 1868 to assist in an 
orderly trausfer. We will not, however, be able to pl-avid: any 
funds in fiscal year 1989 far the continuation ai thus pragrams. 
This decision dam not include the: DGLPHIN project which will be 
reviewed by the Agency within the next few mantha. 

Yours truly, 

(far! B2. Duclmtt 
Dqruty Director 

far 
Science and Tcchaelogy 

Dlatribution: 
Original 81 1 ~ Add:-essee 2 - DD/S&T Registry 
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ORD-8SIS-57 

The Hoaerable Joba S. Foet ... 
Deputy Director .f aeaearea aad EaJ1aeerlq 
Departmeat of Del .... 

Dear Joha: 

You are aware that Otlr Office 01 R .... rca aad Development 
Raa udeJ'taken prejeeta to determlae tbe , ... 'bUll)' of -taa 
aatmala aJid blr. for certaill lIlteIU,_e. acUvltt... Some 01 
thi.work .s beea jolDtl.y fueled by ARPA. The A ... ,. baa 
ne .. 1y re'l'lewed th ... prolram. aad baa decided to diac..uaue 
them. This dee181oo ..... bued OIl the lack 01 firm operatloaal 
r~utr.m.Dta. It sbotJld be noted. however. that teehDleaU, 
tbeae programs haw prop.sed exeepUoaall,. wen. 

We are prepared to \Uldel1ake aD orderly tn.ler of theae 
pro,rama to ARPA should you deelde you wlIIh to cOlltiaue them 
OIl your 0... Some 'UllIt. are available In FY 18 •• to ua1st 1D aa 
orderly trauter. W. win Dot. however. be able to provide aDY 
hmds III fiseal ,year 18S9 for the cODtbtuaUon of tb ... pro,rams. 
This deal.loa doe" DOt lac1lide the DOLPHIN project wbleh will be 
reviewed by the Agency within the next few l'nOAtba. 

Distribution: 

Ywrs tN17. 

Carl E. Duckett 
Deputy DIrector 

for 
Sci.ace aDd Techaolop' 
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103:1 Deputy Chief/‘1‘_echn1€1"1 Eervices Di.'v1sj1on_. . . 

3UBJEGT§§4" ?< »nmze Sciences Programs ot Possible Interoét 
~' 

, _-*-A " to'Techn1ca1'8ervices Division -
. 

'~'g§'1; "Tb follow up on our discussion or o few took: ago;-_ 
I have the impreosion that TSD"1Q cutt1n§;ba¢k on some of _ 

its_act1v1t1es in the lite sc1ences_a1thou3h there continues _ 

to be substantial requ1renenté'v1tB1g.nm7P for techniques‘ f 
4- 

stemming from the Life Sciences vhen‘and it they become oera~ 
t1ona11y'uae£u1., This also seemed to-he the flavor of Mr. _ 

_He1ms"memorandum to the_DD/8&1-dated 26_Decenhe: 1963,<1§ V ~ 

_’ 2. Lite Sciences activities in ORB include tour anger 
programs: .Streaa, Human Behavior, Animal Studies, and Weapons 
Dteet10o_and'Deve1opment. ¢€brta1n projects within theqe-pro» 
grams appear-to have potential value to DD/P but would cer¢ »_ 
tainly reeutre careful review and further development-in order 
to meet specific operational requirements. Examples which 
come to oind include the use or animals and birds tor the ea~ o 

-placement oi eensors'or transponders, the use or chemicals or: 
.other techniques tor the manipulation o£~1nd1v1dua1s or small- 
groups, techniques for remote detection oi weapons systems or- 
their components, and methods for remotely assessing the _ 

,responso’or-reactions 01 individunls. ' .~ ' 

_~ ~ . 

'§ ‘3. Reéearch and deveiopment in son-o£.these areas is 
"high risk“ in the sense that the chances for success are rela- 
t1ve1y.sma11, although the payer! could-he or inense value to 
ADD/P as we11'as other d1rectoa$es.I sufioesfi 1! theifl PPQKIHNB 
depends not only on caretnl selection of research and deve1op~ 
fluent but on clearly identified requirements aoc1t1c.qnough in 
nature to permit us to iocus on those at highest priority with 
greatest likelihood of success. It as also important that-we‘ 
avoid duplicating projects currently under way-under T3D's A 

auspices;}‘Dup11ca$1on~was avoided; for example, in the ease 
of the missile fuel detection problem by,an e:change.o£-1n£or~ 
motion last winter. . 

_ 

>- ' 
' _" 

7' T0é. I do not tee} that I have~on~adequato appreoiution oz 
vibe speoifig research zn_corto1n@areas-wnioh I underatand are 
.-B - 3.1. __, 

_ 

-_ 
‘ 

_ 
- 

__ ,
. 

. 

' 

'_._\_J 
_ 

‘ 

I 

- 
" 5'JP1 

A 
“J ii ‘ 

-_\<;j Excluded tram automatic 
‘ 

.

- 

_ 
~gl.'l2».= ._ 

~ flmgmulngm " -, 
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_. 
declassitlrmlon
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. 0lW19C:i;1-65 
li,t Ju.1Y 1965 

. ~:' .... 

1~~~ !OR:: Deputy. Cblet/TeChn1~l Services ])l.iB~on.· 
.. .,. 

Life Sclences:Progl'ams'~f PosIa1ble Jnte~eSt 
to Teebnical Service$.Divlsion· .. , . . 

.' . 

· '. > :1. '1'0 follow up 011 our disCUS.·loa of a·fetiweeU ag!)~: 
. I have t.he Illpl'eesioD that TSJ) 1s cutting: back oil some of . 
1ts'actlvitiesln the I1fe .• ci:ences.altbough ther~ continues 

.' to be substantial requiresents ,,1 t.bin . »DIP tor tecbniques '. 
. stemming from tbe Life Sciences "ben' and If the, become· opera ... 

tionally' UQetul. Tb1s . also seemed to' be the tlavorof !ttr., .' 
. Helms t' mellltirandUlIl to the. 00/814' dated 26 Deceaber 1963.'·: 

. . .. . .' . .' ~ 

, . 

2. Life Sciences activities in ORDincludetour sUjor 
~grama: .. Stress •. Human Bebavior, Animal Studies, and Weap()ns 
Detection and Development. :certain·projects within these· pro»· 
graUlS . appear to have potential value to DD/P but "oulclcer~~ I . 

·tainl? ~equtre careful·revl,. andtUrtber developmont In order 
· to meet a;;peclfic operational requirements. EXamplea which 

COOle to mind include tbe use of uima.ls and bird. for the e81- . 
·p~acCr.ACnt: Q~ sensors 'or trailSponders, the use of chnlcalsor·. 

. . ~her techniques tor the manipulation ot individuals or small 
groups,tecbntquesfor remote detection of weapoDS systems or 

. their components, and methods for r .. otely as •••• lul tlie . 
'. ··.response·or reactloDS o~ individuals •. 

. . 
3. BeSearch and' development in soua.e· of. these areas 1. 

Hh1gb rlsk ... ·.ili the sense that tlle cbances tor success are rela
tively .sma'll· •. · altbough tbe· payoff cou14 be of 1_ense value to 
'iJD/p as ltell: aa otber directoratea •• SUccess 1u tile •• prograas 

. depends not . only 'On caretul selection of researcb and develop
ment but 011 olearl,. identified requirements specific enough in 
nature t~ perm1t 'us to ~OCUS'OD those of bighest priority with 

.. t:reatest .1ikel-,hoOd of success. It is also l.portant that·we. 
·avo~d·duplicatlng projects currently under ~a1undcr TSD's 
ausp1ces. 'Duplication ·was aVOided, for ex.ple, 1n tbe ~ase '. 
of the tl1ss1le fUel detection probl. by an exchange .of· infor-
lIation last 'WInter. . . 

. :'4:. I' 'do not teel that I have 'an adequate apPI"eclat1on of'· 
· . tb~ .. ~ecifi~. research in. certain. ·.areas ·wblcb I underlitudare 

:. .:~ -,:.. . .. . . 
•. I.; .. ', .. .:: .. -

.'1.:.
1

, • 

: : . .: ~ .'.. . ., 

. GROUP 1 
Excluded Ira&! clifIl61ntlc 

dolflJgl'ildlll.'I O~d' 
decJaSSillC::llaD 
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.-¥:$,£e_ Sd§§éh;<1ea_.‘Prq:;ru1§s of Poas'1b1‘_e~"I.i'1terest’ " 

fie Technical Qexfivices Divuiou - 

, . 

' '0 

b_eing~’lfiu‘:;eq¢¢ TSD. __Theaé'Snc1uda cur:-enkt _pr:iJecta on BI/CI collection, manipulation at behavior (chemicall or other ' " 
:_meana)",- phyaiblbgical .¢m<1,_ggy¢m>.1og1§a1 illtlflleixfii Thifi inrormation gap can be £11106 ' '

" 4. __ _ y 
_, ~.x'~e1at_1ve1y_e:'m11y. .mechan£am4ahou1d be: iou 6 1: k ‘

' n o 
, Np each other tally awareepnfi»-'»_ ‘ 

yelemut I can assure you that-you @111 h__ave~ our:
_ ceu;p1ete_Z__‘c;ooperat1on in this _z'egard.' ' 

. 

_' " 
1 

_ 

' 

_' 
» -

~ 

. 5; ‘RSI! could provide aubstant1a1'ass:tstan¢e to 089 by - 

1flen'2:12y1ng_ intermediate a_n4‘1ou; tame requireme_nte."1n eer- tain Q2 the "Lite Sciences areas. . Tau my_reca11_we requested» ~y'qur0 asatstance in determining whether." wage are requirements 
:2_or /our dolphin a_nd"'=b!.rd project: within DI)/P; Pé:~haps_ there

; are other -pro_1e_cta in our prdgrau o2,p¢1:£!1‘liit31___i.2;1§El'GBt"BQ’_ .— 
_11Dl‘P‘. In this regard, we have recmt1y‘cmup1eted_ a suniey .. w£::lch"emphaq1zed aenuataer ‘or ,h'eha.\§1ora1 areas including drum! - which we will send to you tor yqui-"aim-mac1un gnd -c'omm'ents.. This study was not"'done- 1n:'responae_”“to a. DD/P 'requirem¢nt~- _' ~ but ‘was azbackgronqd stmly -tqr our own‘ um. »- it.‘ ~0<=¢1l1‘B_._t° 118," "

A 

3"°?%’@?\‘=1'@~'B!i.af t1\v1'¢"flm:r beeome specit1c'u~ea.s coveregi-_hy - 

thief-surve-y_.wh1¢:!x you may viisivto have ‘studied in‘ moreidetail.-. 
/-Q50 '-I“'1w_oi:1¢i,-appreciate ‘ahjfiéenmnta -#5114 hay" iiake ‘on".\§ay:s in which we can'_prov1_de rea1iatic‘suppor‘t' to" DD/P compogents in warn gsswre mzraelves ozzadequate feedback. v ~ - 
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:: ~,' ", '" ,~~;~ Scte~~, .PrO{ll"RflS of Po.slble 'I~~erest . 
. . to TecJ}nlcal Ser.vices J)lv1alon' . 

, ' 

';' ., ..... : 

" ,"; ~e:lng,p_8~ed ~yT8D."These·1nc~Ude curl"ent ,pr.uecte on Bl/CW," 
, " ' , c:ol1ec_lo~ ... anlpul~tlon, of- bebavtor (chem1cally or, otber " ", ,: 
, ," ' ,means). 'anet remote physiological tUid P.fJ,ch()J.olieal ....... ~t. ' ' 

.~i-s 1Jlf~mat1on,gap can be, ftl1CtCl.relatlYely, eul1,. 101llO' 
.. mechanlem. should be found to teep ea~b otber ~11y aware~.f 

relevantproarau.' I call as .... you tbat'you will bave' our. ' 
'complete. CQOperatlon in this rePl'4~' '". '~ ", ' , ".' " 

. ..;... .'. .' .. "." ... ._.' 

, " 5.: 'fSl) could 'provide 8ubstantla1'asslStanc& to ODD b, 
ldentil,1nS ,ltlterm.ed1at~ and 'lollS range requirements' in cer-

': tatn O'!. the 'Lite Scienees are.... ' You ., recall, we l"eq~ted' 
,y~ assistance ,in determlntnc whether' there are requir~ts 
for o~ dolphin and"b1rd project. within .DDI.P~ Perhaps there' , 
are other ,Projects in our proar_ 01 potehtial,11l~el"est' to·, 

',»DiP..: In this resard. ,,,. have receatly' comple~ed a survey'.', , 
'" \\'llll.cb 'oiapba.tzed n, nU1lber of, behavioral are.. incl\l41ng drugs , 

, ' ',,':,,' ,ih1ch ~ew111 send to you tor your liltOfttation ~d comments. 
:" " ,'. ,·'this study wu not"done in, respOIIA.·'·to & DUll' requirement, . 

.. ":'". 

-", ' but 'was n;:backgroWlcl stu4yforour Otli"ll Utl8 •. ' Jt' ,occurs to US," ' 
however.. t~at there' ... y be' 'SOlle speclt1c· U'eas cove).ge~ "by., '. , 

,tbia :'surve,'wblch 10U may wiSh'; to have 'sttid~&d in tIlorc,deta11 .. 

-;--:, 

" _', :, .. ~. "t'~ould ,apltrec:lateaD,,::cODellta '10U .... ay have on ,ways 
',:'in 1!ih:lcb we', can' provide realistic' SUppo1."t to DD/P components 
,'a.~1nturn assure ,our_lves of. a~t\'quate feedback. 
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" STEPHEN L. ALDRICH,. M'. D. 
. .', Deputy Assl.tant· Director, ' 
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I-@1I&i;‘9’iG§u'U.\ZDUF§Z FOR: iieputy Director fur Pmnra
1 

£3Ui§3.'5‘3i.€T : 1\A'.:9i11ten9ncee of ’1“.:~airwd Animal Capability 

; DD! P M-tzmorandum 8-3'13} dated 
1% September 1963, Same Subject 

been informed that GR}? £3 in the prc-seas at 
1:=:.@:2:in_g; arz~sng39:";2eata tn coniinue the bird and cat capabiliiiea far 

aciziitioual ;;re=zx~. They will be x"eceiviu§3 guidance from TS!) 
9:2 ta an a.p;zz'9pa~~§.:<m aseenzmio in 9:99» ta 129.9% the operational .

‘ 

famihiiity cf these syaierns. , 

- 

_. 

9'1 0 W4 :1. 

__ 

__..___.,_.;»»;_1__.._.... 

Z. Téwre was an apparent misurzderstandingg regarding" ' 

cast -sf nmmtaining this §?1'9~we"ver, (2-‘E-I'D has agreed 
‘£9 r%}>1“0g2"am_ same funds far this end. We nmderstand frum Dz-,. 
€;2=;::§rfiieb fnat these funds will be augmented by 'Z‘$E).9 .2

A 

3. Recem dam-omstrations given ta ragares-emtatives oi » 

Ciaudesiine Sxervice;-a were quifie sancauraging. Efforts this j 4 

will cencentrate can the sperzatiemai usefuiness sf these sys- -

_ 

e££::»rt wi-Z1 be made ta further £119 state -sf ~fi1he-art or 
carry out research and develepmeut ta impzwve the capabilities ' 

‘these aninmls. ‘ 

. 
< 'Y§ 

-e 

- Carl E3. -{Suck-zett 
’ Deputy Eirector 

~ for 
Sc lance and Tachnclogy 

_ 
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‘. Jug‘ :DlStI‘11iL1t1OI1Z 
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0&1 Ad<;re§see. 1~ C/TSD/D&Ethru C/TSD. )_ 1329: “:91/..1L1@¢~a 
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DD/S&T 3804 .. 68 

:.'}:ElvrORANDUM FOn: Deputy Director for Plana 

RJ:;FEl~ENCE : DD/P J'.Iemorandum 8-3731 dated 
18 September 19tH). Same Subject 

1. ! hnvc been Informed th~:tt CoRn is Li the process of 
rc.Jdng e!rrangc:;:·'''cnta to continue the bird and cat capabUities for 
(.)::e r..dditioual year. They will be l'cceiviug gllidance from TSD 
:YJ to ,:m opproprlat~ scenario in order to test the operational 
feasi.bility of these systems. 

2. 'l"'here was 2;U, apparent misll..l1deZ"standing regarding 
tho CC$t of maL'lta!ning this progran1.. H()we·."er" eRD has agreed 
t(.) repI··ogram so::ne funds for this end. VIe understand froIn Dr~ 
G:~~ttlieh that theBe funds will be augmented by TSD., ... r 

3. H;;:cent demollStratiorLS given to representatives of 
the Clandestine Services '."[ere quite encouraging. EUorts this 
yef:.1! will concentr.ate on the operl:"ttiooal tl,sefulness of these sys
tems. No ef£'()rt wUl be made to further the state-of-the-art or 
c;;..rr:y out research and development to impl'"'ove the capabllities 
0'1 these anin1als,; , 

C(~rl E.Duckett 
Deputy Director 

for 
Science and T~chnolo~y 

Distribution: .. \~ 
0&1 - Addressee; 1 - C/TSD/D&E thru C/TSD 

1 - DD/S&~T .02 : DD/S&T Re~str~:Jj.; .. {'.""-~'f 
1 - BSD/ORD <i) DD/0I1D_"';1 ~. ';!,;;C) :".'1..:.'.",' 
1 - ORD Registry ":,,o.r~:~:~!! c",':::,,:,:.,,!'·""! 
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ORD 7611-67 
19 December 1967 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 
SUBJECT: Meeting with ARPA Representatives Regarding the 

Animal Programs 

1. Reiser and I met with Dr. Niedenfuhr 
and Mr. Cesaro of ARPA to discuss a combined Agency/ARPA. animal 
studies program. We presented the attached proposed program, and 
they indicated they were prepared to live with this agreement. They 
estimated that their FY 1969 funding would be somewhere around 
500 K and probably 300-400 K in FY 1968. This will include a 10% 
administrative item to cover travel and consultation. Inherent in 
this agreement is a commitment that the in 
particular, will be the technical monitor of the programs. 

2. We also discussed suitable candidates for contract pro- 
gram management. After due consideration, we concluded that 

\ l 

have the greatest capability. 
We will arrange to set up a meeting sometime in January to brief 
both companies in detail on the requirements for the system and 
give them a thirty—day bid time. ARPA will participate in the 
briefing. We will explicitly exclude them from hardware develop- 
ment. The time frame will be approximately twelve months from 
initiation of contract. The contractor will be provided with all 
reports pertinent to these programs resulting from previous R&D. 

3. Prior to initiating this joint program we should 

a. Arrive at a suitable understanding with manage- 
ment about our monitoring these programs, and 

"-III‘-.-».._.... _ ._J 

L:J.,<,,= 1 

M“ 
»Exc!t§sd mt: Ixiiflmatic 

. H6‘;/ngmfilzg am; 
declassificatfun 

Q_|\J
)

) 
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ORD 7611-67 

19 December 1967 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

SUBJECT: Meeting with ARPA Representatives Regarding the 
Animal Programs 

1. IMr. Reiser and I met with Dr. Niedenfuhr 

3.3(h)(2) 
6.2(d) 

and Mr. Cesaro of ARPA to discuss a combined Agency/ ARPA animal 
studies program. We presented the attached proposed program, and 
they indicated they were prepared to live with this agreement. They 
estimated that their FY 1969 funding would be somewhere around 
500 K and probably 300 -400 K in FY 1968. This will include a 10% 
administrative item to cover travel and consultation. Inherent in 
this agreement is a commitment that the Agency,1 I in 
particular, will be the technical monitor of the programs. 

2. We also discussed suitable candidates for contract pro-
gram management. After due consideration, we concluded that 

'---='=:----:-::-:o--------:-----------c-c------"I have the gre ate s t capability. 
We will arrange to set up a meeting sometime in January to brief 
both companies in detail on the requirements for the system and 
give them a thirty-day bid time. ARPA will participate in the 
briefing. We will explicitly exclude them from hardware develop
ment. The time frame will be approximately twelve months from 
initiation of contract. The contractor will be provided with all 
reports pertinent to these programs resulting from previous R&D. 

3. Prior to initiating this jOint program we should 

a. Arrive at a suitable understanding with manage-
ment about our monitoring these programs, and 

Approved for Release: 2019/07/30 C02384135 
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SUBJECT: Meeting with ARPA Representatives Regarding the 
Animal Programs 

b. Arrive at an understanding that the Agency will 
consider funding parts of the OXYGAS program in FY 1969 
should feasibility be demonstrated to their satisfaction.

1 

_, , 

Stephen Ll. Aldrich, 1V1. D. 
Deputy Director 

of 
Research and Development 

Attachment 
As stated 

Distribution: 
Original - Record 

1 - C/BSD 
1 — DD Chrono 
1 — ORD Chrono 

ORD:SLAldrich:pjk/2652 (19 December 1967)
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SUBJECT: Meeting with ARPA Representatives Regarding the 
Animal Programs 

b. Arrive at an understanding that the Agency will 
consider funding parts of the OXYGAS program in FY 1969 
should feasibility be demonstrated to their satisfaction. ' 

Attachment 
As stated 

Distribution: 
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ORD—6496—67 

27 October 1967 - 

\ . 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD * 

SUBJECT: Meeting with the Executive Director on the Animal 1 

' Projects 
V

1 

l. A meeting was held on 26 October 1967' to discuss the future 
plans for the bird and cat programs, AXIOLITE, KECHEL, and _¢ 

OLITORY. Attending the meeting were the Executive Director, V > 

Mr. Cantwell from OPPB, Mr. Duckett, Mr. Kara- 
messines, I/Ir. Whitten and myself. The purpose of the meeting‘ 
was to re ort on the DDP review of these projects by Mr. Whitten 

and to survey the operational requirements. Both 
Mr. Karamessines and Mr. Whitten indicated that the technical - 

achievements which were demonstrated were of the highest order 
and represented truly exceptional achievements. Nevertheless, they 
fa‘-3; the opportunities for operating such systems were minimal and, ' 

as a result, could not justify the expenditure of substantial fundsifor 
- further development of these prc ":.~a.ms. There was considerable 
discussion about a working relationship with ARPA and the possibility 
of hat/ing ARPA continue the total support of these programs with or 
without our management. Mr. Duckett felt that this would be in ‘con- 
flict with the DCl's instructions and that the question was not so much 
one of money, but whether the Agency had a need for these systems. 
I reminded the group that ARPA has already contributed half t'...e ifunds 

. in the animal ;:w_:ogram but does ;i t have the technical monitoring 
capability as Dr. Foster pointed out in his memorandum to the Direc- 
tor regarding KECHEL. '

i 

_.¢-__._,..-~ .. - -.‘........, 

1 L ;..'..;-1' ; 
'- 
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ORD-6496-67 

27 October 1967 

MZMORAN:::JUM FOR THE RECORD 

SUBJECT: Meeting w~th the Executive Directoron the Animal 
Projec'~s 

1. A meeting was held on 26 October 1967, to discuss the future 
plans for the bird and cat programs# AXIOLITE. KECHEL .. and,' 
OLITOR Y. Attending the meeting were the Executive Director, ' :. 

I land Mr. Cantwell from OPPB. Mr. Duckett, Mr. Kara
messines. ~/Ir. Whitten and myself. The purpose of the meeting' 
was to report on the DDP review of these projects by Mr. Whi";:-~en 

and I I and to survey the operational requirements. Both 
Mr. Karamessines and Mr. Whitten indicated that the technical 
achievements which were demonstrated were of the highest ordet 
and represented truly exceptional achieveme:".'!;s. Nevertheless, they 
f"','; the C?l::>ortunities for operating such systems were minimal and, 
a.::; a result, could not justify the expenditure of substantial funds: for 
further de',relopment of these prc·:~ams. There was considerable 
discussion about a working relationship \'!ith ARPA and the possibility 
of haNing r.RPA continue the total support of these programs with or 
without our management. Mr. Duckett felt that this would be in con
flict whjJ. the Del's instructions and that the question was not so much 
one of money# but whether the Agency had a need for these systems. 
I reminded the group that ARPA has already contributed half t',e funds 
in the animal ~:.~,·ogram but does ~~ t have the technical monitoring 
capability as Dr. Foster pointed out in his memora:1dum to the Direc
tor regarding KECi-IEL. 

. .' ','" . . 
f. '= ...... ,:"'~"";; • .:'.~ :,' ,~ •.• ~t: ... t 
: : ':''''.~.~''~. :'~"'.::'.,:' ... --.-! 
f "J.i ... ;.1 ... ~ • '),", 
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SUBJECT: Meeting with the Executive Director on the Animal
. 

_ 

Projects 0 -" 

2. After considerable discussion, it was decided to tn-wninate _. these projects in an orderly way during FY 1968." Mr. Kararnessines 
_ _ will send us a memorandum summa:__. their findings, and, we will, in turn, nc"iify ARPA and / or the DD};-l&E that we intend to phase but - 

these projects during the fiscal year and offer to work out suitable 
I;l1;J.Si1‘1g with them if they wish to continue the programs. The above discussions and decisions do not involve OXYGAS, which will be? reviewed subsequent to the demonstrations this year. ORD is 1 

specifically authorized to spend FY 1968 funds to assist this phase 
out. A decision as to whether we will undertake the r;;_;;iitoring bf thes <. rcojects, ii totally funded by ARPA, will be discussed with the Director.

1 

- 

tephe1"1' L. Aldrich, M. D‘. " ' 

Deputy Director ‘ 

of ‘ 

Research and Development v 
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SUBJECT: Meeting with the Executive Director on the Animal 
Projects 

2. After considera"ule discussion. it was decided to t,,'-:Qinate _ 
these projects in an orderly way during 7Y 1968.- Mr. Karamessines 
will send us a memorandum summa: __ .~.;.: their findings. and. we will. 
in turn, nc-dfy ARPA and/ or the DDR&E -.;::..at we intend to phase out 
o '~hese projects during the fiscal year and offer to work out suitable 
i'::.asing with them if they wish to continue the programs. The above 
discussions and decisions do not involve OXYGAS. which will be: 
reviewed subsequent to the demonstrations this yea...... ORD is 
spec~fically authorized to spend FY 1968 funds to assist this phaSe 
out. .A. decision as to whether we will undertak.::: the r::"':;~1itoring bf 
thes ". ~:;.'ojects. i:;: -~otally funded by ARPA, will be discussed with 
the D::':..~;;ctor. 

Stephen L. Aldrich. M. D~ 
Deputy Director 

of 
Res earch and Development 
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31 August 1967 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Director of Research and Development 

THROUGH : Acting Deputy Director for Science and 
Technology 

Bob: 

This will confirm our conversation today. 
I have spoken with Tom Karamessines and the Director about 
continuing Project KECHEL with ARPA financing. I emphasized 
to you that this must be major financing. '

. 

I have also agreed to review with Carl 
Duckett and Tom Karamessines at an early date the earlier 
decisions made with regard to the following projects: 

OXYGAS 
AXIOLITE 
KECHEL and its related OLI'lIR;fA;Y 

\_1 

L. K. White 

¢¢= DD/S&T 
DD/P 

- 13/ PPB 

TS 188966 
COPY§ of 6 

. 

I 
BROUP 1 

Exclude! Tram axiomatic 

I 
dannwdlng an 

» dgclgssm-:s!!an __.._. . _._ ‘_. V _ A ~ ' —— ~ —— — 
; 

J ‘ *‘ 
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31 August 1967 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Director of Research and Development 

THROUGH 

Bob: 

Acting Deputy Director for Science and 
Technology 

This will confirm our conversation today. 
1 have spoken with Tom Karamessines and the Director about 
continuing Project KECHEL with ARPA financing. I emphasized 
to you that this must be major financing •. 

I have also agreed to review with Carl 
Duckett and Tom Karamessines at an early date the earlier 
decisions made with regard to the following projects: 

cc: DD/S&T 
DD/P 
D/PPB 

---- '---r----.. · .. · ...... 

OXYGAS 
AXIOLITE .... , 
KECHEL and its related OLl1lRi..4;Y 

'.-

L. K. White 

TS 1.88966 
Copy 1- of 6 

I GROUP 1 
Exclude~ frJ:lI allDmallc 

f d"'Dy:!tilng and 
declassm.s!!~~ 

.~----.. 
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‘ 0RD-0397-76 
25 March 1976' 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Director of Research and Development 
_ c 

THROUGH: A Chief, Operations Technology Division, ORD 
SUBJECT: NPIC Support in Bird Camera Program 

1. A Technical Collection Team (TACANA/TCT Task #1) K has been formed to demonstrate the operational utility of ‘ 

an AVIAN asset. As a part of this effort, a new bird camera~~ 
has been designed which weighs less than the_old one and which uses a 16mm film with motion compensation instead of 
the 9mm size. Testing of this camera will continue through June of this year at which time the final demonstration is 
scheduled. 

4

" 

_2. Initial tests by 0RD with this camera surfaced four problem areas: - - 

~ a. Reliable slicing of 70mm film (3400 and 5414) 
to the required 16mm format was difficult. Though the 
OTS slicing machine was used, the personnel involved 
were not fami1iar‘with its use. 

b. Effects of humidity on the 3414 film and 
_possibly improper developing of the film. 

dc. A lack of facility for obtaining good-quality 
enlargements of the negatives. 

d. A lack of familiarity with available films 
which can provide good resolution at low light levels, 

kg ‘DD/NPIC, recently briefed the no/saw 
no suggested that nls people at NPIC could advise 
these problem areas. At subsequent meetings with[ns;nl] ‘

Y (NPIC), it was determined that NPIC could obtain a var et 
of film types directly from Kodak-on the-16mm format and the 
required Z 1/2 mil thickness base. [fiI]further advised that there were special processing tec n ques and film types ' 

which should be investigated to best provide high resolution, 

P P" --I 

~.. ..=,
_ cPia" '_ 
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ORD-0397-76 

2S March 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Director of Research and Development 

THROUGH: Chief, Operations Technology Division, ORD 

SUBJECT: NPIC Support in ,Bird Camera Program 

1. A Technical Collection Team (TACANA/TCT Task #1) 
has been formed to demonstrate the operational utility of 
'an AVIAN asset. As a. part of this effort, a new bird camera' 
has been designed which weighs less than the old one and 
which uses a l6mm film wi th motion conlpensation instead of 
the9mm'size. Testing of this camera will continue through 
June of this year at which time the'final demonstrat~on is 
scheduled~ , 

2. Initial tests by ORD with this camera surfaced four 
problem areas: 

a. Reliable slicing of 70mm film (3400 
to the required 16mm format was difficult. 
OTS slicing machine was used, the personnel 
were not familiar with its use. 

( 
\ 

and 3414) 
Though the 
involved 

b. Effects of humidity on the 3414 film and 
possibly improper developing of the film. 

c. A lack of facility for obtaining good-quality 
enlargements of the negatives. 

d. A lack of familiarity with available films 
which can provide good resolution at low light levels. 

I I DD/NPIC, recently brief~d th~ DD/S&T 
ana sugges'tea 'tna't filS people at NPIC could advise us :n 
these problem areas. At subsequent meetings with I I 
(NPIC), it was determined that NPIC could obtain a var ety 
of film types directly from Kodak on the l6mm format and the 
required 2 1/2 mil thickness base. I I further advised 
that there were sp'ecial processing techniques and film types ' 
which should be investigated to best provide high resolution, 
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SUBJECT: NPIC Support in Bird Camera Program 

low light level capability similar to those now being used on '- ' gram. Discussions were also held with 
(PSB/ISD/PSG), and his peo le have beenP most nelpiul in oeveloping several rolls of film and providing 

several good~quality photo enlargements which have been '- 
extremely beneficial in evaluating the capability of this 
system. -

- 

NPIC 
3._ To help in this.program area, it is requested that 
provide the following support on a noninterfering basis: 

a, Provide a minimum of 500 feet of 16mm film 
(2 1/Z mil base) of each of the following types: 3400, 
3414, S069, S0242, S0410, and any other types recommended 
by NPIC for.this program. 
." b. Develop two to three rolls of this film_per 
week as taken by the system; Make recommendations as 
to what kinds of film should be used and any precautions 
concerning handling requirements neeessary for use in 
the field. _ 

" 

'

' 

c. Provide enlargement photographs of selected 
negatives and give advice on the probable resolution 
potential of this camera system. V 

4. The chairman of the TACANA/TCT is 
OTS/OPS/SDB. ~ 

4 

‘ ‘ 

Charles N. Adkins 
_ 

Operations Technology, ORD 

s¢¢\ 
\ 

t

0 

Distribution: _
_
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1 
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Addressee 
OTS/OPS/SDB 

OTD/0RD 
OTD/0RD Chrono 
ORD Registry’ 

OTD/0RD/DD/SGT/CNAdkinszkmc/2763' 
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,SUBJECT: NPIC Support in Bird Camera Program 

low light level cap'ability similar to those now being used on 
, ,.b", m:1'l:' -:!lll;"'T!'f :Togram. Discussions ",ere also held with , 
,I I(PSB~ISD/PSG), and his people have been. 

moste pYu 1nevelop1ng several rolls of film and provid1ng 
several good-quality photo enlargements which have been 
extremely beneficial in evaluating the capability of this 
system. 

3. To help in this, program area, it is requested that 
NPIC provide the following support on a non interfering basis: 

a. Provide a minimum of 500 feet of l6mm film 
(2 l/i mil base) of each of the following types: 3400, 
3414, 5069, S0242, 80410, and any other types recommended 
by NPIC for this program. 

b. Develop two to three rolls of this fllmper 
week as taken by the system.- Make recommendations as 

, to what kinds of film should be used and tiny precautions 
concerning handling requirements necessary for use in 
the field. . 

c. Provide enlargement photographs of selected 
negatives and give advice on the probable resolution 
potential of this camera system. 

\ 

4. The chairma~ of the TACANA/TCT isl 
OTS/OPS/ si:m • "--------------" 

cc"---I ________ --.J 

Distribution: 
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1 - ORD Registry' 

Charles N. Adkins 
Operations Technology, ORD 
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ORD 244-64 
4 Fbhuary 64 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Special Operations Division 

nrrenrxom 
\ \ 

SUBJECT: Operational Evaluation or the Dolphin Proposal 
from

\ 

. A tached is a proposal from The\ \ 

of to investigate the teasi- 
y of using dolphins in support 0 covert marine opera 

tions. The principal:in%entinftor is L 
and the 

project officer is The coat for the nine-month 
study is approximately ninety eeven thousand dollars. 

2. This proposal, as you know, reflects to a considerable 
degree the ideas which you and I discussed with the contractor 
on two previous occasions. I would_appreciate your review of 
Parts I and II from the operational point of view. In partic- 
ular, I would like to know whether the demonstration of feasi- 
bility as outlined in the proposal would be of continuing 
operational interest to your office. In addition, I would 
like to be certain that your group would act an the operational 
monitor or the project if it is approved. It would be our 
intention to monitor the scientific, technical, and management 
phases of the project. Operational monitoring of this project 
would involve close and continuing contact with the project 
investigators both here and in the field as well as responsi- 
bility for redirection or the program to enhance its opera- 
tional usetulnees. . 

3. This project will also receive continuing review from 
Dr. Ga1lcr‘s otfice in ONE as appropriate. We would appreciate 
it if you would forward your views with regard to the project 
by 17 February so that we can initiate action as quickly as 
possible. 

STEPHEN L. ALDRICH, ll. D. 
_ 

Deputy Assistant Director 
Distr ibut ion: 1,3/ORB/DD/5&1‘ 

Orig. and 1 - Adse
1 - SLA File ;/ " 
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_ ORD Chrono ~ hmMf%?w 
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MEMORANDmt FOR: Special Operations D1vis1on 

ATTENTION I 

SUBJECts Operational Evaluation ot the Dolphin Propo8al 
~~I I 

r-:-~. Attached is a proposal from The I I 
ofl ~o investigate the teasi-

y of using dolph1ns 1n support Of covert marine opera-
tions. Tho prinCifal investiaator 18_ l and the 
project officer is I The cost tor the nine-month 
study is approximately ninety seven thousand dollara. 

2. This proposal. as you know, reflects to a considerable 
degree the ideas which you and I discussed w1th the contractor 
on two previous occasions. I would appreciate your review at 
Parts I and II from the operational point of view. In partic
ular, I would like to know whether the demonstration ot feasi
bility as outlinod in the proposal would be of continuing 
operational interest to your office. In addition, I would 
like to be certain that your group would act as the operational 
monitor ot the project it it 1s approved. It would be our 
intention to monitor the SCientific, teChnical, and management 
phases of the project. Oporational monitoring of this project 
would involve close and continuing contact with the project 
investigators both here and in the field as well as responsi
bility for redirection of the program to enhance its opera
tional usefulness. 

3. Tbis project will also receive continuing review fra. 
Dr. Galler's office in ONR as appropriate. We would appreciate 
1t if you would forward JOur views with regard to the project 
by 17 February so that we can initiate action as quickl, aa 
possible. 
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OPERAT OR ‘S MANUAL 
AVIAN DELIVERY SYSTEM’ 

The system described in this manual offers a method for 

delivery and retrieval of small objects to normally inac- 

cessible locations on buildings or other structures. The 

system utilizes a trained raven as the delivery vehicle. 

The purpose of this manual is to provide guidance to 

trained bird handlers in the maintenance of the carriers 

and utilization of the system. It is not intended as a sub- 

stitute for on-the‘-;job practical training of a handler 

and cannot be expected to serve as a training manual for 

utilization of the system by unskilled individuals. 
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I. Introduction - Description of the System 

The package delivery system has been developed as a means 

of placing a small device upon a window sill or other ledge 

of a building, and also of recovering the package. The 

transport vehicle is a trained raven. 

The bird has been taught to take the package in his beak 

and to fly with it to the proper target surface, place it on 

the target surface and return to the cage, from which he 

made his outflight. Similarly‘, the bird may be released 
to recoverithe package. ' The maximum package weight . 

that the bird can reasonably be expected to carry weighs 

about 40 grams (10% of birds body weight). Package 

dimensions can vary considerably but are limited to a size 

which the bird can readily grasp -in its beak. Packages 

used in routine training measure 3 x l x 3/4 inches. 

Training has been principally directed to conditioning the 

birds to making outflights from a cage located just inside 

a window. Birds have_also been launched from a cage in
I 

the back of a station wagon and camper. The target must 
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be within line of sight from the launch point. Maximum 
ranges of 300 feet under ideal conditions have been 

achieved. 

To guide the bird, the red beam of a helium-neon laser 
is. projected to mark the target surface. Typically a pro- 

jected spot is aimed at a point an inch or two below the 

target surface. A motor driven shutter interrupts the 
laser beam at a frequency of approximately two cycles 
per second. The bird has been trained to fly to the flashing 

red spot which appears upon the target building. The laser 

beam need" be projected only during the outflight. 

The return flight is guided by the presence of a small high- 

intensity table lamp which is turned on at the in’stant the 

bird properly places a package or picks up a previously 

placed package. The table lamp serves two purposes. 

Turning on the lamp signals the bird that he has performed 

properly and that he will receive a food reward upon re- 

turn to the launch cage. The lamp is also a "beacon" re- 

minding the. bird of the location of the launch cage. 

-3- 
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The small, low power lasers used in the system emit about 
one milliwatt of light energy. The reflection of the projec- 

ted red spot is not visible in broad daylight. Missions, 

therefore, are generally limited to dawn or dusk conditions, 
although successful demonstration missions have been con- 

ducted at night in lighted city streets. It has not been pos- 

sible to record precise data concerning the range of accep- 

table ambient light conditions because of the wide variations 

of reflectance of common building materials. As a rule 
of thumb it can be stated that, if both the target landing 

surface and the projected spotcan be clear.ly seen by a 

human observers at the launch site, ambient light is satis- 
factory for a mission flight. 

'-Ilhe on-site portion of an actual operation might be conduc- 

ted as follows: On a table inside the selected launch win- 
dow are placed the launch cageand the table lamp. These 
objects are located approximately one to six feet from the 
window opening. The cage is equipped with a swinging 

latched door at each end. One of the doors faces the win- 

dow. The laser is located at any convenient spot so that 

-3- 
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it may be aimed at the target point. The bird is transferred 

from a carrying container to the launch cage. The laser 

is aimed, by means of simple open sights, at the target. 

Window curtains, if any, are drawn aside and the window 

is opened. The laser is switched on perrnitting the beam 

to mark the target. The front door of the launch cage is 

opened and, as the bird emerges, the package is held so 

that the bird graspsrit. " (Photos l & 2) The bird flies to 

the target surface and‘, when he lands, the laser is turned 
_ _ 

. 
- 5w , 

off. At the instant -the package is seen to be properly placed, 

the recall lamp is“ tu-rned on. ‘The bird flies into the cage, 

receives his food through anopening in the side of the cage, 

(Photo 3) and the front door is closed. To recover the 

package, the procedure is repeated except, of course, that 

the bird flies out carrying no load. The laser spot ‘guides 

him to the package location. At the instant the bird is 

seen to have picked up the package, the recall lamp is 

turned on. As the bird re-enters the cage, he drops the 

package to take his food reward. Ifr the launch cage is 

placed a considerable distance back from the launch site 

-4- 
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window (up to 6 feet) the cage itself may not be in line of 
sight with the target. In such a case, the bird may not be 
able to see the laser spot until he reaches the sill of the 

launch site window. Such out-of-line-of-sight placement 

of the .launch cage has been demonstrated as feasible. The 

recall lamp, however, must be in line of sight from the
_ 

target so that the returning bird will be properly guided. 

The launch cageand recall lamp, obviously, cannot always 

be positioned in the same location in the .launch site room. 
A returning bird will home in to the recall lamp, set some 

distance inside the window and may be fed near it. Once 

the launch site window is closed, the bird has been essen- 

tially secured and can be returned to his cage as soon as 

is convenient. 

A window from which a bird is launched should, where pos- 
sible, be curtained except for the actual open portion to 

eliminate the risk of a returning bird crashing into a trans- 

parent window pane. 

.. 5 _ 
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II. The Carrier 

A. General Treatment and Handling 

The carrier, crow or raven, has been tamed and associates 

food and his general well being with humans. The bird 

must never be handled roughly or pun’-ished in any way, 

except by the properly controlled withholding of food during 

training and exercising. _Proper housing, food, and exer- 

cise must be provided to keep the-birds in to_p physical and 

mental conditions. '

- 

It is frequently necessary _to pick up or carry a bird as 

when transferring him fromone cage to another or weighing 

him, or perhaps when recoveringa sated bird at the end 

of an exercise session. A bird can be grasped in the hand 
by gripping one leg between the thumb and forefinger allowing 

the bird, in turn, to rest the other leg on the wrist. The 

foot of the grasped leg shouldbe permitted to hold to the 

second or third finger. (Photo 4) Movements toward a
_ 

bird to be picked up may be fairly rapid, but should not be 
abrupt or jerky as sudden movements may startle the bird. 

-6- 
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As a bird is held, the grip should be firm but flexible. 

One should "give" with the bird's movement if he turns 

l 
or attempts to fly. Birds‘ legs are fragile, thus a rigid 

grip risks danger. of a damaged leg joint or broken bone. - 

Some birds do jnot permit a handlerito grasp a leg or do 

not readily perch on the handlerls arm or hand. Such 

birds are more ‘easily graspedby two hands gently en- 

circling thebody. 
' 

'

l 

'- ~ Birds perched on the arm can often be held in place by 
holding the bird‘.s identification band.» _The looseness of 

the band permits__.the bird to turn with minimum danger 
of leg injury. 

B. Housing and Transport ‘ 

The principal problems-in transporting, storing, and main- 

taining the systemconcern the birds. ' 

Good feather condition is essential tothe usefulness of a 

bird. Wire mesh cages or pens should not be used as they 

tend to cause severe damage to tail feathers. Necessary 

I at 
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cage openings can best be covered by round vertical bars 

spaced about one inch -apart. However, ventilation slots 

located high on the walls or in the tops of cages may be 
covered with mesh if they are well above the head level 

of the bird as he perches in the cage; 

To prevent feather damage, shipping-living cages should 

be as large as reasonably possible. Cages measuring 27" 

wide, 26" front to back and 213.1/Z" high have proved to be 

satisfactory. Cages should be equipped with dropping trays 

in which litter, e. g. , "Kitty Litter", can be placed. A 
wooden dowel about 3/4" in diameter placed above the tray 

provides a perch for the birds. For shipping, a cup for 

food and another for water should be attached inside each 

cage. Cages of this type and size are satisfactory as living 

cages in which birds may be housed for long periods of 
time. When such a cage is used as a living cage it is best 
to attach feed and water cups outside the cage just below 

an opening through which the bird can reach. External 

cups are easy to clean and allow more free space inside. 

-3-
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Plywood is a satisfactory material for cage construction. 

However, iffla cage is to be occupied for other than short 

peri_ods of -t1m<=;,,‘_ plywood ‘W115 should be lined with a hard 

surfacernaterial like Formica. Formica surfaces are 

easy to keep clean and cannot be splintered by a bird's 

powerful beak. ' ' 

For transport over long distances birds are best moved 

by air to shorten time in transit. For travel time, not 

to exceed about five hours, and where space is limited as 

in a small -foreign car, cages with interior dimensions of 

about the size of an 18" cube can be used. Small cages 

should be used as little as possible to avoid feather damage 

Food and Water cups can be omitted from small cages pro- 

vided birds are given water immediately before and after 

travel, again not to exceed five hours. 

Caution: Birds should not be left in closed cars exposed 

to summer sunlight ais temperatures considerably above 

100 degrees F. may develop which could seriously ha-rim 

or even kill the birds. During transport periods greater 

-9;‘ 
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than about 24 hours, birds should be fed as nearly as ' 

possible in accordance With normal feeding procedures. 

It has been found that all equipment.needed for a mission 

can be packed in ordinary suitcases, except for the large 

cages. Larger shipping‘-living cages are particularly 

bulky.’ For transportin-a small ‘car, a folding living cage 

has been-developed» Unfolded and assembled, it forms a 

cage satisfactory for long-time housing. 

C. Diet and Care . 

Because the birds work for food rewards, each bird's food 

intake and body weight must be carefully monitored. Birds 

in training are weighed almost daily, principally to avoid 

over-deprivation, but also because an unexpected weight 

loss may be a Warning of illness. 

The basic item of diet is a mixture called "crow salad". 

The recipe is on the following page. 

_ 10 _ 
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I 

Ingredients i%"'b'y' Recommended Mixture 

fatty beef p > 
'" '82 ' 

-~ 

beef, or. pork liver, 2 

canned cornig _ 
. 2 

fresh or canned Y 

tomatoe s 2 

lettuce Zn 

fresh carrots 2 

raw egg with shell 2 

cottage cheese, 2 

whole wheat bread 2 

bone meal ' 2 

V itamycin>!< 

00 grams 

25 grams 

25 grams 

25 grams 

V25,grams 

25 grams 

1 egg 

25 grams 

25-grams 4 

2.5 grams 

2 teaspoons 

*Vitamycin is a vitarnin and mineral_preparation produced 

by the Dow Chemical Company, Indinapolis.
V 

With a conventional hand operated kitchen food grinder 

grind: liver, corn, carrots, egg shell, bread, lettuce, 

tomato. Add these to the beef, egg, bone meal, and 

Vitamycin.“ Mix thoroughly. The mixture must, of course, 

-1-1- 
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2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

.~ 
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be refrigerated. This amount will feed two ravens for 

about a week. 

The exact proportions are not critical. In scaling down 

our standard training farm quantities, for example, we 
did not suggest a fraction of an egg! 

On the average, each bird needs about 50 grams of crow
p 

salad per day. V 

Crow salad has been prepared in freeze-dry form. The 

dry material is ‘mixed with water in approximately one-to- 

one proportion by weight. After thorough mixing the pro- 

duct is of a watery consistency, but it thickens after being 

allowed to stand for several hours. Experiments with 

several birds indicate that the freeze-dry mixture can be 

fed at the same rateias fresh crow salad to maintain con- 

stant body weight. The freeze-dry product is not as effec- 

tivelyutilized as the fresh product. Do not use freeze-dry 

food except under conditions where it is not practical to 

supply the food in fresh form. 

-12- 
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dry material is mixed with water in approximately one-to

one proportion by weight. After thorough mixing the pro

duct is of a watery consistency, but it thickens after being 

allowed to stand for several hours. Experiments with 

several birds indicate that the freeze-dry mixture can be 

fed at the' sam.e rate as fresh crow salad to maintain con

stant body weight. The freeze-dry product is not as effec

tively utilized as the fresh product. Do not use freeze-dry 

food except under conditions where it is not practical to 

supply the food in fresh form. 
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Drinking water should be available to a bird at all times 

in his living orshipping cage, with the exception that, for 

convenience in short time travel, water may be omitted ' 

from the shippingtcage. ' 

Although the feeding of a fully trained bird may differ some- 
what from that of a bird in training, a knowledge of the 

‘r 
.

‘ 

trainer's feeding procedures should be useful to those 

charged with the care of a mission trained bird. 

Experience with each bird reveals the maximum weight 
at which the bird will work reliably. Greater weight re- 

sults in reduced hunger drive and reluctance to work for 

food rewards. Significantly lower weights present unnec- 

essary risk of weakness and poor resistance to disease. 

A tolerance of plus or minus 20 grams is ordinarily accep- 
table. 

During the training period, which in some cases has extended 

for years, the optimum working weight may change, partic- 

ularly with changing seasons. Warm weather commonly 
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requires a reduction in weight, cold weather permits it
V 

to be increased. ‘ 

l

V 

To insure adherence to the maximum permissible weight 
policy, feedingprograms are purposely directed slightly 

toward over'—feeding. If performance of a healthy bird 

becomes sluggish or unreliable, a bird's food intake is 1:, 

limited until a good working weight is again reached. 

A bird typically receives about 50 grams of crow salad 
per day. On working days .much of this food is received 

as reward for performance. The remainder is fed at the 

end of the day. Birds are weighed daily except on week- 

ends and records of weight and performance are kept. 

Adjustments for off-optimum weight are usually made by 
fairly small changes in the daily food allotment. Abrupt 

drastic weight losses are avoided as much as possible. 

Weight reduction, when required, is limited to a rate of 

about l0 grams per day. For example, an overweight slug- 

gish bird’ may be dropped to a 40-gram daily intake, then, 
if necessary, to 30 or even 20 grams until the bird is again 
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performing well. The diet of an underweight bird is in- 

creased in similar increments. 

For convenience in rationing crow salad, a bird's allot- 

ment is weighed out at the beginning of the day and placed 

in an individual container assigned to that bird. 

On non-working days, usually Saturdays and’ Sundays, a 

bird is daily hand fed all thatvhe will eat in one session. 

The remainder of his allotment, if any, is placed in the 

feed cup for consumption when the bird is hungry again. » 

Commonly, weekend feeding of a bird results in some 

weight gain as the birdis idle and thus burning less fuel. 

As a resiilt performance on Monday, particularly in the 

morning, is often poor. ,Birds are usually not pressed for 

top performance on Monday. By Tuesday, and during the 

remainder of the week's working days, weight and the re- 

lated hunger drive is adjusted to a satisfactory level. 

Not unusually a bird will actually gain weight during the 

working days of the week. If such a gain is significant, 
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20 grams or more, the weekend ration maybe reduced. 

Because wjeight is an indication of a bird's health, birds 

should be weighed frequently onaccurate scales and weight 

records kept. Inexpensive scales of the type known as - 

"dietetic" scales are easily obtained and are easy to pack 

for shipping. Unfortunately they are often inaccurate and, 

worse, their readings tend to drift. If such scales, are 

used, a set of standard weights should be provided and 

frequent calibration checks made. 

In normal training, maintenance of high drive levels is 

avoided. Nevertheless, such drive levels do temporarily 

increase the probability of good performance and should u 

be employed when "the chips are down". i 

To attain a temporary high drive level without serious 

risk to health, the following procedure should be followed: 

This procedure has proved satisfactory prior to important 

demonstrations involving rnockmissions. If a bird is at 

or near optimum_weight he is fed a normal days‘ ration ‘ 

48 hours in advance of the anticipated demonstration time. 
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Y 

No more food is given except for the little that may be 

earned in a very few test flights. There is some evidence 

that it is bestnot to exercise thebird at all during approx- 

imately the last 16 hours preceding the demonstration. 

At the end of the 48 hour period it can be expected that 

the bird will be eager to work and will be, because of rather 

extreme hung_er, motivated to risk flight in an unfamiliar 

location that might otherwise present stimuli disturbing 

to him‘ at only moderate drive levels. 

Obviously, one cannot always anticipate need for a bird's 

servicesat precisely 48 hours in advance. Fortunately
_ 

there is considerable tolerance. A bird in good health can 

withstand Z4 to 30 hours of deprivation starting at almost 

any time even though the start of such deprivation may
_ 

coincide with a slightly underweight condition.‘ If a post- 

ponement delays a scheduled flight, for a day, somewhat 

scanty feeding (typicallyabout 30 grams), but with actual 

amounts determined by bird weight will keep the bird "at 

the ready" 24 hours before‘ the newly scheduled flight. 
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In pi‘-emission periods, slight weight losses are acceptable. 

Gains are not. Some additional day's delay may be possible 
by similar 24 hours advance feeding, but a long-term delay, 

four consecutive days, for ‘example-, might result in weight 

loss that cannot safely be allowed to continue.
4 

In recent training, it has been found that birds can safely 

fly while tethered to a lightweight line. Tethering has 

greatly reduced fly-away losses that previously occurred 

with some birds in their early outdoor training sessions. 
Other losses occurred even with advanced birds under low 

hunger drive levels. 

The line is 10 pound test monofilament fishing line paid 
out from a conventional closed-face spinning reel (Zebco 
model 800 for example), (Photo 5) A small fish-bait snap 
swivel is permanently attached to a leg band. (Photo 6) 

A similar snap swivel is tied to the free end of the line, 
thus the line can easily and quickly be attached to the bird's 

leg before the bird is released for flight. A bird straying 
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from his proper flight path can be gently brolughttto earth 

by careful braking of the line as it pays out. 
V 4 

It is inherent in the design of a spinning reel that_the line 

is subjected to twisting. To reduce the resulting culrling 

or kinking of the line, it is frequently unreeled by hand 

and pulled out to its full length.‘ The stretched out line 

is held taut by its _outer swivel which allows the line tO~11n-1 

twist. The straightened line held taut is reeled in again, 

ready for use. V ' 

Birds in advanced outdoor training must, of course, make 

many untethered flights. Because birds in training cannot 

be constantly at the high degree of hunger that would be 

im_posed for an actual mission, there is a higher risk of 

loss. If there is reason to believe that a_ bird may not be
A 

fully motivated to ‘stay on course, tehtered flights are made 

at the start of a training session so that the bird's behavior 

can be judged. Only if the bird appears to be working well 

are untethered flights then permitted. 
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Periodically stimulating a bird'.to preen helps him to main- 

tain good feather condition. Once or twice a week the bird 

should be wet down with water from a spray bottle to in- 

duce preening. 

D. Exercise and Maintenance of Trained Behavior 

To keep fully trained birds "in storage" involves, ideally, 

a program similar to the training schedule already described 

It is desirable that a bird be given as much exerci-se as . 

possible. Not only does exercise help maintain flight 

strength, it also assures a fair approximation of the ideal 

food consumption‘. Most of the bird's food is that which 

he is willing to work for, thus regulation of the diet is de- 

termined automatically to a considerable extent. 

It is understood that, in "storage" locations in foreign
\ 

countries, security requirements may make it impossible 
to find ideal exercise areas. Outdoor exercise at mission 

ranges is preferable to either indoor or short range exer- 

cise, but exercise can be given indoorsat short range 
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there are no alternatives. Outdoor untethered flights should 

be few in number and made only with a bird that seems 

eager to-work. ’ ' 

Package placement and retrieval in exercise not only keeps 

a bird in flying trim but also maintains load carrying ability. 

For indoor exercise the target platform can be a table at 

one end of a hallway and a launchgcage and recall lamp at 

the other. Even in a moderate sized room some valuable 

exercise can be given. . Exercise areas and target locations 

should be varied as much as possible. ' Exercise sessions 

are conducted like miniature missions except that more 

strict requirements are enforced in terms of package place- 

ment. For example, in a real mission run, a placement 

at the end of a sill opposite the end marked by a laser s_‘i5.ot 

might be acceptable. In an exercise run it should not be 

rewarded. ’ 

If a bird should go astray in a mission flight it might be 

necessary to recall him to the launch cage. During exercise 
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flights the recall lamp should not be used followingany 

improper response unless it is absolutely necessary as it- 

might be in outdoor exercises. If the bird does not return 

without recall, it is best to return the bird by hand. The 

recall signal has, in training, been associated with food 

reward given upon return, thus the recall signal alone has 

some rewarding effect. To use the recall signal following 

an improper response tends to strengthen that improper 

response. A sated bird will not perform well at any range. 
Exercise of a bird showing signs of satiation should be 

halted. 

An audible recall signal, the click of a toy "cricket", was 

also used in training the birds. This signal should be used 

only when necessary to recall a bird that is not responding 

well to the recall lamp. 

Crow salad is used for food rewards. A pinch of food, about 
l/4 to 1/2 gram, is presented to a bird when it returns to - 

its launch cage following correct performance and recall. 

The timing of a reward is critical. Reward begins with re- 
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, » 

call. The recall lamp should be lighted instantly when a 

bird places a package properly, or, on retrieval, when a 

bird has picked up the package. 

Food given as reward is, of course, a part of the bird's 

diet. 

In spite of the advantages of frequent exercising it is not 

an absolute essential, If a day or two of regularly scheduled 

exercise is omitted the bird may simply be fed, preferably 
at the time of day an operation is likely to take place. The 

bird should be fed the amount that he would normally eat if 

he were being exercised, or slightly less. If the experienced 

handler must be absent on an exercise day it is best to omit 

the exercise program and to leave only feeding to less ex- 

perienced caretakers. Exercise sessions are in effect min- 

iature missions, so improper rewarding can adversely 

affect the behavior required for real missions. 
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E. Illness and {Treatment in the Field 

In most instances, the raven is a hardy bird. All but the 

most extreme temperatures have little effect. High tem- 

peratures may cause a little sluggishness and slightly 
lessened endurance while low‘ temperatures seem to heigh- 
ten activity and sharpen the bird's appetite. However, it 

is wise to provide the bird shelter from direct exposure 

to sun, wind, and weather extremes. A 

V

' 

It is recommended that the diet of crow salad be adhered 
to when practical, especially when placing the bird on a 

drive prior to a mission. The majority of the health prob- 

lems of ravens in training for a mission stem from inade- 

quate nutrition. While it is important that the bird be 

hungry enough to work well, it is imperative that the health 

of the bird be maintained by adequate food. Adhere closely 

to the feeding instructions included in this manual.’ 

An unexpected weight loss of, for example, 20 to 30 grams, 

such as one not due to an imposed deprivation, or"a failure 

to gain weight quickly following a necessary deprivation, 
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may be-an indication of a stress condition. Cessation of 

exercise plus full feeding (all the bird can eat twice a day) 

is called for until weight is regained. ~Freedom to fly about 

in a closed room may also help. (Stress has been an oc- 

casional cause of death among crows, in training. Post- 

mortem examinations have commonly revealed enlarged 

adrenals, accompanied by no other indications of illness. 

The incidence of stress conditions has been lower with 

ravens, and when it occurred recovery has usually been 

rapid.) » 

Like humans, the raven faces many types of environmental 

hazards and diseases. Fortunately, these hazards and 

diseases are seldom encountered; not so fortunately there 

will be little you can do in the field to effect a cure or even 

diagnose the disease. 

In the case of the more serious illnesses, the first indi- 

cations will be~a loss of appetite followed by a paling or 

blanching of the normally bright pink inside lining of the 

bird's mouth and a loss of gloss or sheen of plumage. 
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Sometimes sneezing or coughing will occur. The bird feces 

may become very runny and almost clear rather than the 
normal white and olive or brown excreta of a pasty consis- 

tency. Occasionally, however, the course of the infection 

runs fast and the only thing you may notice is the bird will 
not eat or is reluctant to eat. Do not wait more than a day 
to begin treatment ifthe bird goes off its feed or exhibits 

any of theabove described symptoms. Place the bird on a 

full feed ration. Emphasize the foods you know the bird 

prefers. ‘Live food, such as minnows or worms, may help 
stimulate the appetite. Administer Sulmet* in drinking 

water (two tablespoons, or one fluid ounce, zto one gallon 

of water) for a period of five days. Discontinue treatment 

for three days, then administer again for-three more days. 
To assure that the bird drinks the medicated water make it 
available to him for only about six hours per day, preferably? 

,' J 

in the morning. Letting the~bird go without water for the ‘ 

*Sulmet is a commercial sulfa preparation made by the 

American Cyanamid Company.
1 
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Sometimes sneezing or coughing will occur. The bird feces 

may become very runny and almost clear rather than the 

normal white and olive or brown excreta of a pasty consis-

tency. Occasionally, however, the course of the infection 

runs fast and the only thing you may notice is the bird will 

not eat or is reluctant to eat. Do not wait more than a day 

to begin treatment if the bird goes off its feed or exhibits 

any of the above described symptoms. Place the bird on a 

full feed ration. Emphasize the foods you know the bird 

prefers. Live food, such as minnows or worms, m.ay help 

stimulate the appetite. Administer Sulmet>:~ in drinking 

water (two tablespoons, or one fluid ounce, lto one gallon 

of water) for a period of five days. Discontinue treatment 

for three days, then administer again for three more days. 

To assure that the bird drinks the medicated water make it 

available to him for on~y about six hours per day, preferabl:y' 

, 
in the morning. Letting the-bird go without water for the 

>:~Sulm.et is a commercial sulfa preparation made by the 

American Cyanamid Comp~ny .. 
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remainder of the time will build up a strong thirst drive. 

Sulmet medication is about the only treatment practical in 

the field. ‘ 

Occasionally skin growths similar in appearance to warts 

may appear on the legs and around the bill. Unless the 

growths become extensive in number or very large, they 

do no real harm. If a mission is-imminent, ignore them. 

If you will have the bird intyour possession for some time 

and no mission is planned, you may burn off the growth by 
carefully applying silver nitrate solution with a swab. As 

needed, peel off the dead tissueand reapply silver nitrate. 

All in all, it is best to prevent illness rather than treat it. 

Be sure the feeding schedulesareadhered to. Be sure to 

use crow salad,or, if this is not available, supplement 

the diet with vitamins. Do not unnecessarily expose the 

birds to weather -géxtremes but do supply adequate ventilation 

Of perhaps greater danger to theraven under field conditions 

is traumatic injury or _the ‘ingestion of dangerous substances 

If the bird receives a broken wing or -brokenneck there is 

.‘-Z7- 
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Sulmet medication is about the only treatment practical in 

the field. 

Occasionally skin growths similar in appearance to warts 

may appear on the legs and around the bill. Unless the 

growths become extensive in number or very large, they 

do no real harm. 1£ a mis sion is imminent, ignore them. 

1£ you will have the bird in 'your possession for some time 

and no mis sion is planned, you may burn off the growth by 

carefully applying silver nitrate solution with a swab. As 

needed, peel off the dead tissue and reapply silver nitrate. 

All in all, it is best to prevent illness rather than treat it. 

Be sure the feeding schedules are' adhered to. Be sure to 

use crow salad,. or, if this is not available, supplement 

the diet with vitamins. Do not unnecessarily expose the 

birds to weather,~xtremes but do supply adequate ventilation. 

Of perhaps greater danger to the' raven under field conditions 

is traumatic injury or ,thei~gestion of dangerous substances. 

1£ the bird receives a broken wing or broken 'neck there is 
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little one can do to correct the injury. A broken leg may 
or may not incapacitate the bird depending on the site and 
extent of the break. A clean break between the leg joint 
and the foot may be splinted with any lightweight material-- 

match sticks, a length of straightened paper clip Wire, etc. 

secured over the break with tape. . A break at the joint is 

very difficult to set and the injury would probablykeep the 

bird from performing.- Immediately after the break is set, 

the bird might perform all right, but it is not recommended 

that this be tried unless absolutely required. Regardless 

of the nature or location of the break, the bird should be 

given as much time as practical to rest and recover from 

the injury. When an operation is imminent try a dry run 

with the bird under secure, conditions. It is conceivable 

that a bird with a severely broken.leg or other extensive 

injury might still be able to perform satisfactorily. 

Birds in general, and ravens, inparticular, Will ingest 

justabout anything they can get into their mouths." Avoid 

keeping loose objects or harmful substance near the birds. 

.. Z 8 - 
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little one can do to correct the injury. A broken leg may 

or may not incapacitate the bird depending on the site and 

extent of the break. A clean break between the leg joint 

and the foot may be splinted with any lightweight material-

match sticks, a length of straightened paper clip wire, etc., 

secured over the break with tape •. A br'eak at the joint is 

very difficult to set and the injury would probably keep the 

bird from performing.' Immediately after the break is set, 

the bird might perform all right, but it is not recommended 

that this be tried unless absolutely required. Regardless 

of the nature or location of the break, the bird should be 

given as much time as practical to rest and recover from 
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If the raven does swallow something harmful, first aid 

treatment is difficult if not impractical. Often the bird Will 

regurgitate the material spontaneously. Here again, pre- 

vention is more effective than treatment. 

Feather damage (broken or ruffled feathers) is best avoided 

but occasionally occurs in spite of the operator's best efforts. 

Broken or frayed body or tail feathers should be left alone. 

They will regenerate soon enough and the bird can perform 

satisfactorily with some damaged body and tail feathers. 

The wing feathers are adifferentmatter. - Loss or damage 

of wing feathers degrades severely the bird's flight capability 

If wing feather damage is noted just prior to a mission, 

fly the bird to determine if the bird is still capable of flight. 

Be sure to test the bird weighted with the load it will be 

carrying during the mission. If the bird seems to fly suf- 

ficiently well do not disturb any feathers. If the bird seems 

to have difficulty flying, set the bird aside, maintaining 

working weight and exercise sessions if possible.‘ Serious 

feather damage requires that a bird be dropped from mission 

ready status. 

' 1.29 .. 
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If the raven does swallow something harmful, first aid 

treatment is difficult if not impractical. Often the bird will 

regurgitate the material spontaneously. Here again, pre-

vention is more effective than treatment. 

Feather damage (broken or ruffled feathers) is best avoided 

but occasionally occurs in spite of the operator's best efforts. 

Broken or frayed body or tail feathers should be left alone. 
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III. Hardware » 

A. Cages - 

Two typesof folding cages are used in transport, housing, 

and operational use of the bird. These are (1) the large ' 

plywood shipping-living cage and (2) the operational aluminum 

launching cage, which doubles fora short distance shipping 

cage. ' 

The dimensions of the shipping-living cage, ' assembled, ‘ 

are Z7" wide, Z6" front to back, and 21-1/2" high. Folded, 

the cage requires packing space only 9 l/2" high with other
_ 

dimensions unchanged. It weighs 37 lbs. A pull-out_ dropping 

tray may be filled with sand, shavings, or other absorbent 

material for cleanlinessand odorcontrol. A pair of cups ‘ 

for feed and water clamps to the vertical bars of the door. 

These cups maybe fastened outside when the cage is no <32 

longer in transit. Openings in the doorggrill permit a bird 

to reach through to the outside cups. The external placement 

of the cups allows them to be filled and cleaned easily, A 

and eliminates from the interior of the cage a possible haz- 

‘--*3'0- 
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III. Hardware 

A. Cages 

Two types of folding cages are used in transport, housing, 

and operational use of the bird. These are (1) the large 

plywood shipping-living cage and (2) the operational aluminum 

launching cage, which doubles for a short distance shipping 

cage. 

The dimensions of the shippIng-living cage,' as sembled, 

are 27" wide, 26" front toback, and 2l-l/2"high. Folded, 

the cage requires packing space only 9 1/2" high with other 

dimensions unchanged. It weighs 37 lbs. A pull-out dropping 

tray may be filled with sand, shavings, or other absorbent 

material for cleanlines s' and odor control. A pair of cups 

for feed and water clamps to the vertical bars of the door. 

These cups may be fastened outside when the cage is no ,1: 

longer in transit. Openings in the door grill permit a bird 

to reach through to the outside cups. The external placement 

of the cups allows them to be filled and cleaned easily, 

and eliminates from the interior of the cage a possible haz-
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ard to the-bird's feathers. (Photos 7 & 8) 

An aluminum launching cage has been constructed. The 

walls of thisicage fold flat against the top permitting top 

and sides to be placed inside the tray which forms its 

bottom. Assembled, the cage-measures 21 l/2" wide, 23" 

front to back, and 17" high._ Folded, it measures '20 1/Z" 

by 22 1/Z" by 2 l/2“. The compromise dimensions of the 

cageoffer the possibility of use for three purposes: as a 

shipping cage, a living cage,. and as a launch cage. Doors 

at each end and a Wooden insert to raise the floor level to 

the bottom of the front doorprovide the requirements for 

a launch cage. Packed with its floor insert, the folded cage 

measures 4 3/4" high. With the floor it weigh"s Z8 lbs. 

(Photos 9 & 10)
¢ 

B. Black Box Bird Carrier 

The black box bird carrier, 18" x 7 l/2" X 131/2" is ven- 

tilated by baffled, light-tight openings (Photo ll). Because 

of fbomplete darkness in the box, a bird carried in it makes 
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ard to the bird's feathers. (Photos 7 & 8) 

An aluminum launching cage has been constructed. The 

walls of this cage fold flat against the top permitting top 

and sides to be placed inside the tray which forms its 

bottom. Assembled, the cage measures 211/2" wide, 23" 

front to back, and 17" high. Folded, it measures 20 1/2 1
' 

by 22 1/2" by 2 1/2". The compromise dimensions of the 

cage offer the possibility of use for three purposes: as a 

shipping cage, a living cage, and as a launch cage. Doors 

at each end and a wooden insert to raise the floor level to 

the bottom of the front door provide the requirements for 

a launch cage. Packed with its floor insert, the folded cage 

measures 4 3/4" high. With the floor it weighs 28 lbs. 

(Photos 9 & 10) 

B. Black Box Bird Carrier 

The black box bird carrier, 18" x 7 1/2" x 13 1/2" is ven

tilated by baffled, light-tight openings (Photo 11). Because 

of :complete darknes s in the box, a bird carried in it makes 
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little or no noise. This_ box should only be used when ab- 

solutely necessary, such as When carrying ‘a bird into a 

building.- Birds should not be left in the box for longer 

than -15 -minutes. 

C. Weight Scales 

Accurate scalesiare desirable for weighing the birds. Un- 

fortunately, good laboratory scales are bulky and delicate. 

A substitute is the small, simple-type of spring scales 

known as "dietetic". The readings of such scales often 

tends to drift, so it is advisable to use a set of calibrating 

weights to permit checking and adjustments of the scales. 

D. Laser and Accessories 

A flashing red spot produced by a helium-neon laser is 
used to guide the bird to the delivery or pick-up point. 

The laser, Spectra Physics Model 132, is mounted on a 

pivoting stand and equipped with a motor driven chopper 

and simple open sights for aiming. (Photo 12) A spec 

sheet is included in the appendix. 
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little or no noise. This box should only be used when ab

solutely necessary, such as when carrying a bird into a 

building. Birds should not be left in the box for longer 

thanl5 -minutes. 

c. Weight Scales 

Accurate scales are desirable for weighing the birds. Un

fortunately, good laboratory scales are bulky and delicate. 

A· substitute is the small, simple type of spring scales 

known as "dietetic". The readings of such scales often 

tends to drift, so it is advisable to use a set of calibrating 

weights to permit checking and adjustments of the scales. 

D. Laser and Accessories 

A flashing red spot produced by a helium-neon laser is 

used to guide the bird to the delivery or pick-up point. 

The laser, Spectra Physics Model 132, is mounted on a 

pivoting stand and equipped with a motor driven chopper 

and simple open sights for aiming. (Photo 12) A spec 

sheet is included in the appendix. 
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As an aid to aiming the guidance laser, a telescopic sight 

has been mounted on a Spectra-Physic model 132 laser. 

Properly adjusted, the scope provides a line of sight para- 

llel with the laser beam and 2 1/4" above the beam. The 

laser may be aimed with the scope crosshairs appearing 
Z l/4" above the point at which the laser spot is to appear. 

(Photo l3 shows the scope-Lequipped laser mounted on a cam- 

era tripod. ) 

. 1 ‘ 

A laser requires the nominal ll5'Volt 60 Cycle alternating 

current (ordinary U. S. house current). Where only 240 

Volt house current is available, a step down transformer 

may be used. 

For use where neither 120 nor 240 Volt AC power is‘avail- 
ableat the launch site it is possible to use an inverter to 

convert 12 Volt battery power to 120 Volts, 60 Hz power. 

A Honda motorcycle battery, model l2N9-3A, and a Terado 
inverter, model 50-170, is suitable for this purpose. (Photo 

14) (Specs in appendix) It is reasonable to expect that a 

12 Volt motorcycle battery of 10 ampere hour rating will 

_ 
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As an aid to aiming the guidance laser, a telescopic sight 

has been mounted on a Spectra-Physic model 132 laser. 

Properly adjusted, the scope provides a line of sight para

llel with the laser heam and 2 1/4" above the beam. The 

laser may be aimed with the scopecrosshairs appearing 

---------

2 1/4" above the point at which the laser spot is to appear. 

(Photo 13 shows the scope':'equipped laser mounted on a cam

era tripod. ) 

, " 

A laser requires the nominal 115 Volt 60 Cycle alternating 

current (ordinary U. S. house current). Where only 240 

Volt house current is available, a step down transformer 

may be used. 

For use where neither 120 nor 240 Volt AC power is avail

able at the launch site it is possible to use an inverter to 

convert 12 Volt battery power to 120 Volts, 60 Hz power. 

A Honda motorcycle battery, model12N9-3A, and a Terado 

inverter, model 50-170, is suitable for this purpose. (Photo 

14) ,(Specs in appendix) It is reasonable to expect that a 

12 Volt motorcycle battery of 10 ampere hour rating will 
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operate the laser via the inverter for at least one hour con- 

tinuously. V 

E. Recall Lamp 
This isa conventional "high-intensity" miniature lamp. 

Ordinarily such lamps employ a 12 Volt bulb and are equipped 

with a built-in transformer for 120 Volt AC operation. Be- 

cause timing of the recall is critical, the lamp is equipped 

with an easy working ‘external foot operated switch. If ll5 

Volt 60 Cycle alternating current is not available the recall 

lamp can be used with a step down transformer or with the 

inverter mentioned in section D, above. 

It has been found that the high intensity lamp, used as a 

recall signalling device, is overly bright ifdirected out- 

ward toward the returning bird under dark twilight conditions. 

The light may be directed downward to avoid blinding the
_ 

bird. If the launch cage is visible to thealreturning bird, 

the lam_p may be placed on top of the cage aimed so that it 

illuminates the interior of the cage through an opening 

in the cage top. - (Photo 15) » 
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This is a conventional Irhigh-intensity" miniature lamp. 

Ordinarily such .lamps employ a 12 Volt bulb and are equipped 

with a built-in transformer for 120 Volt AC operation. Be

cause timing of the recall is critical, the lamp is equipped 

with an easy working external foot operated switch. If 115 

Volt 60 Cycle alternating current is not available the recall 

lamp can be used with a step down transformer or with the 

inverter mentioned in section D, above. 

It has been found that the high intensity lamp, used as a 

recall signalling device, is overly bright if.directed out

ward toward the returning bird under dark twilight conditions. 

The light may be directed downward to avoid blinding the 

bird. If the launch cage is visible to the ,returning bird, 

the lamp may be placed on top of the cage aimed so that it 

illuminates the interior of the cage through an opening 

in the cage top •. (Photo 15) 
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IV. Hypothetical Example of System in Use 

It? may be helpful in understanding the procedures of care 

and working of the birds to consider them in terms of an 

imaginary mission program. Following is a description of 

a hypothetical mission. The principal emphasis of the 

description is on care and handling of the birds. 

An overseas mission is planned requiring the placement of 

a device at approximately _a certain date. Following initial 

placement, the device is toybe retrieved and replaced at 

intervals ranging from two to four weeks. Actual mission 

-flights are planned for either dawn or dusk as opportunity ' 

arises. A ' 

A team of two birds is to be flown overseas. Information 

concerning working weight and any idiosyncracies is known 

by the handler. Air travel time, including stop-overs, will 

total 36 hours. Arrangements have been made to_ store the 

birds and equipment at a secure "base station“ in the gen- 

eral area of the mission site. Air travel is to be by air- 

craft over which mission personnel has control, that is, 

-35.. 
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It,:' may be helpful in understanding the procedures of care 

and working of the birds to consider them in terms of an 

imaginary mission program. Following is a description of 

a hypothetical mission. The principal emphasis of the 

description is on care and handling of the birds. 

An overseas mission is planned requiring the placement of 

a device at approximately a certain date. Following initial 

placement, the device is to, be retriev,ed and replaced at 

intervals ranging from two to four weeks. Actual mission 

.flights are planned for either dawn or dusk as opportunity 

arises. 

A team of two birds is to be flown overseas. Information 

concerning working weight and any idiosyncracies is known 

by the handler. Air travel time, including stop-overs, will 

total 36 hours. Arrangements have been made to. store the 

birds and equipment at a secure "base station" in the gen

eral area of the mission site. Air travel is to be by air

craft over which mis sion personnel has control, that is, 
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not by commercial air line; 

Birds are to travel in shipping-living cages approximately 

the dimensions of a two footcube. These cages can, when 

necessary,‘ be taken apart and the partsfolded. The equip- 

ment and supplies check list is carefully goneover (section 

VI) and all items are packed for shipping. ' 

Ten days before thefirvst planned mission the birds, supplies, 

and equipment are loadedaboajrd a plane for the first leg 

of the journey. During travel the birds arehand fed crow 

salad three times a day because eating tends to reduce 

possible traumatic effects of travel experience. Feeding 

times are separated in time as much as reasonably possible, 
four _or five hours apart, for example. At each feeding, a 

bird is given all the food he will quickly consume. If the 

bird does not consume his alloted dai-‘~l§y ration at the end 

of the third hand feeding session, the remainder of the food 

is placed in the feed cup.‘ , 

The trip to an overseas air field requires three days, in- 

cluding one stop-over enroute, during which the normal 
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not by commercial air line. 
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Birds are to travel in shipping-.living cages approximately 

the dimensions of a two 'fo6tcuoe. These cages can, when 

necessary" be taken apart and the parts' folded. The equip-

ment and supplies check list is carefully gone over (section 

VI) and all items are packed for shipping. 

Ten days before the first planned mission the birds, supplies, 

, and equipment are loaded aboard a plane for the first leg 

of the journey. During travel the birds are hand fed crow 

salad three times a day bec'ause eating tends to reduce 

possible traumatic effects of travel experience. Feeding 

times are separated in time as much as reasonably possible, 

four 9r five hours apart, for example. At each feeding, a 

bird is given all the food he will quickly consume. If the 

, ' 

bird does not consume his alloted dai!ly ration at the end 

of the third hand feeding session, the remainder of the food 

is placed in the feed cup. 

The trip to an overseas air field requires three days, in-

eluding one stop-over enroute, during which the normal 
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, . 

feeding schedule is maintainedf From thetair field the birds 
are to be taken by a small car toya slecurebase station at 

. | 
, 

, . 

a distance requiring about three hours ‘of driving. The 

shipping cages are too large to fit ‘into the car, so the birds 

are transferred to the smaller cages.’ Theshipping cages 

are folded so that theymay be carried in the trunk of the 

car. Other equipment, packed in suitcases, is also carried 

in the car. 

Upon‘ arrival at the base station the birds are transferred i 

‘again to the larger cages. 

The fourth day is the first at_ the base station. The birds 

are weighed andfound not to have lost weight initransit. 

Two attempts, spaced, about eight hours apart, are made to 

work the birds at short" range indoors. They perform poorly 

at the first session, better at the second 'a-sappetite returns. 

At the end of the day the birds-are handfed, each from 

his al-lotment of 50 grams of crowisalad, part of which has 

been earned in the exercise sessions. One bird stops eating 

before he has consumed all of the allotment and is fed no 

.-3']- 
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feeding schedule is maintained. From the air field the birds 

are to be taken by a small car to a secure base station at 

a distance requiring about three hours 'of driving. The 

" . . . 

shipping cages are too large to fit 'into the car, so the birds 

are transferred to the smaller cages. The shipping cages 

are folded so that they may be carried in the trunk of the 

car. Other equipment, packed in suitcases, is also carried 

in the car. 

Upon arrival at the base station the birds are transferred 

again to the larger cages. 

The fourth day is the first at. the base station. The birds 

, ' 

a,re weighed and' found not ~o have lost weight in transit. 

Two attempts, spaced about eight hours apart, are made to 

,work the birds at short range indoors. They perform poorly 

at the first session, better at the second 'as appetite returns. 

At the end of the day the birds are hi:md ,fed, each from 

his allotment of 50 grams of crow salad, part of which has 

been earned in the exercise sessions. One bird stops eating 

before he has consumed all of the allotment and is fed no 
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more for the day. 

On the fifth day both birds are more active and are each 

given several exercise sessions in the course of the day.
I 

These sessions are held indoors, some at the maximum 
possible ranges down a hallway. A laser is used in gui- . 

dance. Each bird works sufficiently to have received about 

50 grams of crow salad as rewards and neither is given 

additional food at the end of the day. 

On the sixth day each bird again works Well indoors and, in 

the course of the exercise sessions conducted periodically 

throughout the day, earns the allotment of 50 grams. 

On the seventh day it is found possible to arrange for out- 

door "simulated mission" flights at dawn and at dusk. The 

birds~are;tried in the morning session first tethered at short 

range because their handler does notv/viisrli? torisk danger of 

even temporary straying of a bird. The birds do not seem 

eager to work, probably because of fairly low drive, and so 

range is not extended and the outdoor practice session is 
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On the fifth day both birds are more active and are each 

given several exercise sessions in the course of the day. 

These sessions are held indoors, som:e at the maximum 

possible ranges down a hallway. A laser is used in gui-

dance. Each bird works sufficiently to have received about 

50 grams of crow salad as rewards and neither is given 

additional food at the end of the day. 

On the sixth day each bird again works well indoors and, in 

the course of the exercise sessions conducted periodically 

throughout the day, earns the allotment of 50 grams. 

On the seventh day it is found possible to arrange for out-

door "simulated mis sion" flights at dawn and at dusk. The 

birdsare,tried in the morning session first tethered at short 
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range because their handler does not_wi'sK to risk danger of 

even temporary straying of a bird. The birds do not seem 

eager to work, probably because of fairly low drive, and so 

range is not extended and the outdoor practice session is 
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ended. The birds are given only a few iindoor exercise 

sessions in the "course of the day, so as to allow drive to 

increase. At a dusk session outdoors the birds are more 

eager to fly. Following a few short range tethered flights, 

range is extended to mission distance and a few successful 

untethered flightstarernade. Only four longerrange flights 

(two correct placements and two retrievals) are permitted 

because, again, of fear of straying by a partially sated bird. 

Evening weighing of the birds indicates a- weight loss of 

about 15 grams for each bird. The loss is not considered 

alarming, and the birds are fed only the rernainder of their 

allotment. 

An actual mission flight has now been scheduled for a site" 

a few hours drive from the base station. Placement of a . 

package onva target ledge is planned for 6:00 pm of the tenth 
day. Launch is to be from the window of an apartment lo- 

cated about 100 feet from a target ledge. . Only one bird is 

to be taken to the apartment a few hours before the attempt 

is made. 
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ended. The birds are given only a few rndoor exercise 

sessions in the 'course of the day, so as to allow drive to 

increase. At a dusk session outdoors the birds are more 

eager to fly. Following a few short range tethered flights, 

range is extended to mission distance and a few successful 

untethered flights' are 'made. Only four longer range flights 

(two correct placements and two retrievals) are permitted 

because, again, of fear of straying by a partially sated bird. 

Evening weighing of the birds indicates a weight loss of 

about 15 grams for each bird. The los s is not considered 

alarming, and the birds are fed only the remainder of their 

allotment. 

An actual mis sion flight has now been scheduled for a site 

a few hours drive from the base station. Placement of a 

package ona target ledge is planned for 6: 00 pm of the tenth 

day. Launch is to be from the window of an apartment lo

cated about 100 feet from a target ledge. Only one bird is 

to be taken to the apartment a few hours before the attempt 

is made. 
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On the eighth day the handler decides to make a choice be- 

tween the two birds at an evening outdoor test session.
, 

The birds are kept idle through the day, not exercised be- 

cause he wishes to build up drive for the evening test. At 

dusk, both birds are tested at mission range. Both P31‘?- 

form properly, but one shows less hesitation in placing a 

package on a target‘ ledge, setting it down without showing 

any tendency to pick up again and responding quickly to the 

recall lamp signal. This bird is first choice for the mission, 

but both will be made ready. 

It is now approximately 48 hours from the scheduled mission 

flight time. Past feeding has maintained the birds at near 

optimum weight. Each is now found to be only about l0 grams 

under the recommended optimum holding and training weight. 

Each is then fed the remainder of his day's 50 gram ration. 
All Eliltter and any other substances that a hungry bird might 

ingest are removed from the "cages. Only drinking water 

remains. ' 

-40-. 
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. On the eighth day the handler decides to make a choice be

tween the two birds at an evening outdoor test session. 

The birds are kept idle through the day, not exercised be

cause he wishes to build up drive for the evening test. At 

dusk, both birds are tested at mission range. Both per,:", 

form properly, but one shows less hesitation in placing a 

package on a target ledge, setting it down without showing 

any tendency to pick up again and responding quickly to the 

recall lamp signal. This bird is first choice for the mission, 

but both will be made ready. 

It is now approximately 48 hours from the scheduled mission 

flight time. Past feeding has maintained the birds at near 

optimum weight. Each is now found to be only about 10 grams 

under the recommended optimum holding and training weight. 

Each is then fed the remainder of his dayl s 50 gram ration. 

Allliher and any other substances that a hungry bird might 

ingest are removed from thec.ages. Only drinking water 

remains. 
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Twenty four hours later (T minus Z4) each bird is given a 

short indoor working session, but allowed to earn no more 

than grams of food. 

At opportune times, necessary equipment, e.g. , laser, re- 

call lamp, etc. , is moved in suitcases to the launch apart- 

ment. Late evening,‘ after dark, is deemedlthernost secure 

time to move the chosen bird to the apartment, The bird 

is transferred to one of the launch cages. His living cage 

is folded and, becauseit istoo large todfit asuitcase, is 

wrapped asa package. Bird, cage package, and ha "black 

box" cageare taken in a small car for the trip to the launch 

site. Shortly before arrival the bird is transferred to the 

"black box". This box, 18" x '7 l/2" x l3 l/2" is ventilated 

by baffled, light-tight openings. Because of complete.dark- 

ness in thebox, abird carried in it .makes a little or no 

noise. The launch cage is folded and placed in a suitcase. 

Bird, suitcase, and wrapped living cageare carried into- 

the apartment. The cages are-unwrapped, assembled, and 

the bird is transferred to the living cage. 

, 
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Twenty four hours later (T minus 24) each bird is given a 

short indoor working session, but allowed to earn no more 

than lP grams of food. 

At opportune times, necessary equipment, e. g., laser, re

call lamp, etc., is moved in suitcases to the launch apart

ment. Late evening, after dark, is deemed the· most secure 

time to move the chosen bird to the apartment~ The bird 

is transferred to one of the launch cages. His living cage 

is folded and, because it is too large to' fit a .suitcase, is 

wrapped as a package~ Bird~ cage package, and a "black 

box" cage are taken in a small car for the trip to the launch 

site. Shortly before arrival the bird is transferred to the 

"black box". This box, 18" x 7 1/2" x 13 1/2" is ventilated 

by baffled, light-tight openings. Because of complete. dark-

ness in the box, a bird carried in it .makes a little or no 

noise. The launch cage is folded and placed in a suitcase. 

Bird, suitcase, and wrapped living cage are carried into 

the apartment. The cages are unwrapped, assembled, and 

the bird is transferred to the living cage. 
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As time T‘ approaches, equipment is set up. It is found 

convenient to place the laser at one window and the launch 

cage-andrecall lamp at another. As dusk begins to fall the 

bird is moved from the living cage to the launch cage. Un- 

fortunately, a heavy rainfall cornmencesand lasts through 

the dusk period. A light rain or *mist might have reduced 
the risk of detection and yet permitted the flight to have 

been attempted," but itinow must‘ be postponed.
A 

It is decided to "hold" until dawn at which time another 

attempt at delivery may be possible. This will mean a 

delay of 12 hours. The handler estimates that at the 

"holding" rate of feeding of 30 grams "per 24 hours, he 

should feed the bird 15 grams of crow salad. Lacking a 

scale he guesses theamount accurately enough. He has 

left word at the base station to feed the reserve bird at 

the same rate. 

At the first signs ofmorning light, equipment is again 

placed and checked and the bird is again transferred to 

the launch cage. As soon as the target becomes clearly 

__;4g _ 
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As time T approaches, equipment is set up. It is found 

convenient to place the laser at one window and the launch 

cage and recall lamp at another. As dusk begins to fall the 

bird is moved from the living cage to the launch cage. Un-

fortunately, a heavy rainfall commences and lasts through 

the dusk period. A light rain or mist might have reduced 

the risk of detection and yet permitted the flight to have 

been attempted, . b?t if now must be postponed. 

It is decided to "holdl! until dawn at whi'ch time another 

attempt at delivery :may be possible. This' will mean a 

delay of 12 hours. The handler es'timates that at the 

, , 

"holding!! rate of feeding of 30 g,rams 'per 24 hours, he 

. should feed the bird 15 grams of crow salad. Lacking a 

se.ale he gues ses the amount accurately enough. He has 

left word at the base station to feed the reserve bird at 

the same rate. 

At the first signs of morning light, equipment is again 

placed and checked and the bird is again transferred to 

the launch cage. As soon as the target becomes clearly 
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visible the windows are opened and the laser is sighted at 

the ledge and turned on very briefly to check the aim. 

Rather than risk a package on the first flight, the handler 

signals for the laser to be turned on and releases the bird 

but does not present him with the package. The bird flies 

to the target, the -laser is switched off, the recall lamp is 

turned on and immediately extinguished as the bird enters 

the cage. The bird is rewarded at the same time. (Had the 

bird seemed "spooky" of the target ledge, one or two more 

no-load runs might have been made if it seemed safe to allow 

them. ) 

For the final flight, the package is held at the cage opening 

as the door is opened. The bird grasps it, flies to the 

target ledge, and is recalled as soon as the package is put 

down. Reward follows the return, and if package placement 

is considered acceptable the mission is "wrapped up". (If 

the positioning of the package is critical and it is not accep- 

tably placed, it may be necessary to send the bird out to 
recover it and then to try again. If the bird cannot be 
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visible the windows are opened and the laser is sighted at 

the ledge and turned on very briefly to check the aiITl. 

Rather than risk a package on the first flight, the handler 

signals for the laser to be turned on and releases the bird 

but does not present hiITl with the package. The bird flies 

to the target, the ·laser is switched off, the recall laITlp is 

turned on and iITlITlediately extinguished as the bird enters 

the cage. The bird is rewarded at the saITle tiITle. (Had the 

bird seeITled "spookyfT of the target ledge, on.e or two ITlore 

no-load runs ITlight have been ITlade if it seeITled safe to allow 

theITl. ) 

For the final flight, the package is held at the cage opening 

as the door is opened. The bird grasps it, flies to the 

target ledge, and is recalled as soon as the package is put 

down. Reward follows the return, and if package placement 

is considered acceptable the ITlis sion is "wrapped up". (If 

the positioning of the package is critical and it is not accep

tably placed, it ITlay be necessary to send the bird out to 

recover it and then to try again. If the bird cannot be 
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faulted for an improper placement, for example, if he 

accidentally moves it with his foot on take-offto return to 

the cage, there is no question but that he should be rewarded 

If placement is faulty because of failure to 'make the place- 

ment in accordance with previous training, it may still be 

necessary to use the recall signal, which is rewarding in 

itself, even though this is poor training procedure; In an 

actual mission avoiding temporary loss of the bird is-more 

important than slight possible deterioration ofbehavior.) 

The bird has successfully accomplished a placement and it 

is expected that the package will remain in its place for 

some time. Both birds have lost weight because of food 

deprivation in preparation for the flight. The mission bird 

is hand fed immediately as much as he will accept. A mes- 

sage to the base station informs the station that the back-up 

bird is to be similarly fed. 

The mission bird is returned to the base station as soon 

as it is practical to do so. A two day rest and "feed-up" 

restores bothbirds to normal weight.‘ 
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faulted for an improper placement, for example, if he 

accidentally moves it with his foot o'n take-oH·to return to 

the cage, there is no question but that he should be rewarded. 

If placement is faulty because of failure to make the place

ment in accordance with previous training, it may still be 

necessary to use the recall signal, which is rewarding in 

itself, even though this is poor training procedure. In an 

actual mis sion avoiding temporary los s of the bird is more 

important than slight pos sible deterioration of behavior. ) 

The bird has successfully accomplished a placement and it 

is expected that the package will remain in its place for 

some time. Both birds have lost weight because of food 

deprivation in preparation for the flight. The mission bird 

is hand fed immediately as much as he will accept. A mes

sage to the base station informs the station that the back-up 

bird is to be similarly fed. 

The mission bird is returned to the base station as soon 

as it is practical to do so. A two day rest and "feed-up" 

restores both birds to normal weight. 
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At the base station, the regular feeding and exercise program 

is restored. Although it is hoped that recovery and replace- 

ment of the package can be programmed as a regularroper- 

ation for every three Weeks, it is realized that emergencies 

may arise requiring, on shgort notice, a retrieval of a pack- 

age. It is notwpossible to keep a bird constantly ready to 

go, but the handler arranges a schedule which feeds each 

bird lightly on a different alternate day; For example, 

one bird isallovved only 35 grams, the other given 65 grams 

on a particular day.‘ The nextday the feed allotment is 

reversed. Thus there is alvvays one bird kept at a fairly 

high drive. 

If an emergency should arise, both birds are immediately 

deprived of ‘food. As one bird is already on a mild depri- 

vation schedule, he should be ready to go to work in Z4 to 

30 hours following the last feeding. 

In an emergency, the readiness of a bird must be judged 

at the time by the handler. He has deprived both birds 

but even though one may theoretically be more hungry than _ 
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At the base station, the regular feeding and exercise program 

is restored. Although it is hoped t;hat recovery and replace

ment of the package can be programmed as a regular oper

ation for every three weeks, it is realized that emergencies 

may arise requiring, on sh9rt notice, a retrieval of a pack

age. It is not possible to keep a bird constantly ready to 

go, but the handler a~ranges a schedule which feeds each 

bird lightly on a different alternate day. For example, 

one bird is 'allowed only 35 grams, the other given 65 grams 

on a particular day. The next' day the feed allotment is 

reversed. Thus there is always one bird kept at a fairly 

high drive. 

If an emergency should arise, both birds are immediately 

deprived of food. As one bird is already on a mild depri

vation schedule, he should be ready to go to work in 24 to 

30 hours following the last feeding. 

In an emergency, the readiness of a bird must be judged 

at the time by the handler. He has deprived both birds 

but even though one may theoretically be more hungry than 
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the other, he must make his choice of the birds in terms 

of apparenteagerness to work and upon his knowledge of 

their pastrecords. In a1"~i{w emergency situation in which 

bird eagerness cannot readily be" judged, it is more likely 

that a "doubtful" bird will make a retrieval rather than a 

placement. Placement is the more difficult behavior. 
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the other, he must make his choice of the birds in terms 

of apparent eagerness to work and upon his knowledge of 

their past records. In an7r emergency situation in which 

bird eagerness cannot readily be judged, it is more likely 

that a "doubtful" bird will make a retrieval rather than a 

placement. Placement is the more difficult behavior. 
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V. Check List of Information Needed from Field for 

(Dperational Planning_ 

A. Photograph and description of target 

l 

1. Height of target from ground 

2. Distance of target from launch point 

3. Horizontal angle of target.from launch point 

- 4. Knowledge of depth of target ledge 

5. Scale of photograph 

6. Any peculiarities of target 

B. Description of launch point 
‘ 

1. Height of launch point from ground 

2. Available power 

3. Indoor or outdoor release 
A 

4. Size and configuration of launch opening, i. e 

window, back of truck, etc. 

5. Any peculiarities of the launch point such as 

drapes over windows, grill Work, etc. 

C. Operational site environment 

1. Climate u 

2. Urban or rural 
4

‘ 
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V. Check List of I~for~~tio~N~eded from Field for 

<l)perational Planning 

A. Photograph and desc'ription of target 

L Height of target from ground 

2. Distance of target from launch point 

3. Horizontal angle of target. from launch point 

4. Knowledge of depth of target ledge 

5. Scale of photograph 

6. Any peculiarities of target 

B. Description of launch point 

1. Height of launch point from ground 

2. Available power 

3. Indoor or outdoor release 

4. Size and configuration of launch opening, i. e. , 

window, back of truck, etc. 

5. Any peculiarities of the launch point such as 

drapes over windows, grill work, etc. 

C. Operational site environment 

1. Climate 

2. Urban or rural 
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3. Obstacles between -launch point and target, 

1-fir. e. , trees, window grills, window shutters, 

phone-and electric wires ‘ 

_4. Time of day‘ for operation 

5. Any local wind peculiarities in area covered 

by bird ~ l 

6. ~Dawn or dusk 

'7. ~Noise level and peculiar noises 

8. Any possible disturbing influences - human 
- activity - dogs, cats, other birds, etc. 

Type and length of travel required 

Legal restrictions or obstacles in international 

transport of birds 

Overseas storageand maintenance 

Facilities available 

1. Indoor exercise 

_2. Outdoor exercise 

3. }Local‘§avai1ability of food items, litter, etc. , 

for birds 

.. 48 _ 
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3. Obstacles between launch point an~ target, 

Ii. e.~_ trees, window g,rills, window· shutters, 

phone and electric wires 

.4. Time of day for operation 

5. Any local wind peculiarities in area covered 

by bird 

6. . Dawn or dusk 

7. ·Noise level and peculiar noises 

8. Any possible disturbing influences - human 

activity - dogs, cats, other birds, etc. 

D. Type and length of travel required 

E. Legal restrictions or obstacles in international 

transport of birds 

F. Overseas storage and maintenance 

G. Facilities available 

1. Indoor exercise 

. 2. Outdoor exercise 

3. ~Localj)ava~lability of food items, litter, etc., 

for birds 
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quipment and Supplies Check List 

Trained birds - 2 each 

Folding living-shipping cages - 2 each 

Folding launch cages"--,2 each ' 

-Laser with open or telescopic sights - 2. each 

. Laser mount with chopper and base - l each 

Power Supply containing Terado inverter, storage 

battery, and battery charger, - 1 each‘ 

Step-down transformer (230 v. to 115 v.) - l each 

Recalllarnp with foot switch - l each 

p 

Map case (black box) - l each 

Scale with calibration, weights - l each 
' Fresh crow salad in thermos -jug 

Freeze-dry crow salad‘ . 

Sulmet or other sulfa drug 

Silver nitrate 

Vitamycin 
I

F 

Bone meal . 

Dummy training packages 
Food grinder - 1 each 

- 49 _ 
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VI. Equipment and Supplies Check List 

1. Trained birds - 2 each 

2. Folding living-shipping cages - 2 each 

3. Folding launch cages -~. 2 each 

4 .. Laser with open or telescopic sights - 2 each 

5. Laser mount with chopper and base - 1 each 

6. Power Supply containing Terado inv~rter, storage 

battery, and battery charger, - 1 each' 

7. Step":down transformer (230 v. to 115 v.) - 1 each 

8. Recall lamp with foot switch - 1 each 

9. Map case (black box) - 1 each 

10. Scale with calibration weights - 1 each 

11. Fresh crow salad in th~rmos .jug 

12. Freeze-dry crow salad 

13. Sulmet or other sulfa drug 

14. Silver nitrate 

15. Vi~amycin 

16. Bone meal 

17. Dummy training packages 

18. Food grinder - 1 each 
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Emergency recall signal, audible - 2 each 

Cage litter (commercial Kitty litter) 

Spray bottle for water - 1 each 

Binoculars ‘or other visual aids 

T ethe ring equipment 

reel with line 

snap swivels 

leg bands 

Spare parts
l 

Laser fuse (Buss MDL l/2 amp, Fusetron fuse) Terado 
Inverter fuse (Buss AGC§25 or Littelfuse 3AlG-Z5) 

Bulbs, recall lamp (size 93-12 volt) 

10' extension cord with 3-way outlet 

3 wire adapter for laser 

Small Phillips screwdriver 

Long-nose pliers ' 

Roll electrician's tape 

_ 5() _ 
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19. Emergency recall signal, audible - 2 each 

20. Cage litter (commercial Kitty litter) 

21. Spray bottle for water - 1 eac~ 

22. Binoculars or other visual aids 

23. Tethering equipment" 

reel with line 

snap sw,iyels 

leg bands 

24. Spare parts 

Laser fuse (Buss MDL 1/2 amp, Fusetron fuse) Terado 

Inverter fuse (Buss AGOnS or Littel£use 3AG-2S) 

Bulbs, recall lamp (size 93-12 volt) 

10' extension cord with 3-way outlet 

3 wire adapter for laser 

Small Phillips screwdriver 

Long-nose pliers 

Roll electrician's tape 
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INVERTER 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
flQDEL S0_17Q TEHpEgT A _ 

- 
‘ OPERATION OF INVERTER 

Q; 

$17’ 

Y=%\ *2: 
AA.

6 
EA

GE 
.é

Z Z-1: 
INPUT VOLTAGE ~ 12 VOLTS U.c. CAR VOL{AGE 

n HEGULATQH MUsT EE SET No HIGHER THAN 3.8 
. VOLTS HHEN ENGINE IS HARM 

_

, 

OUTPUT YQLTAEE — 117 v.A.c. ' ~. 
CAPAETTY — 125 NATTs CONTINUOUS 

- _l5O HATTs INTERHITTENT‘
_ 

QAUIIQE: MATNTATN AT ALL TTHEs, AT LEAST A 30 TO HO HATT LOAD 0N THIS- " 

INVERTER.‘ HTTHGUT THT§ LOAD THE PEAK COLLECTOR To EMITTER VOLTAGE WILL 
HTGE ANU ¢AUsE T§ANsTsToH EATEURE. THTs TNYERTER Ts NOT DESIGNED FOR' »

U CONTINUOUS OPERATION. A PERIOD 0E~ETvE (5 HOURS USAGE SHOULD NEVER BE- 
EXCEEDED TN ANY cAsE. COOLING GE THE POWER TRANSISTORS Ts VERY CRITICAL 
AFTER THIS TTME Ts REACHED. 

_ .
. 

FUSING — Usg GNEY 25 AMPERE EUsEs. PEGGMMENDEU TYPEs; sUésMAN AGC25 & 
LITTLEFUSE >AG—45. NEVER SLUG EUsEs. THTs COULD cAUsE COMPLETE BURN- OUT OF PGHEE TEANsTsToRs AND TPANsEoRHERs. . 

- = T. . 
‘V A 

JOR F"‘(‘

E AEd 

- 

“"1 -T 

T.‘ 

{:3

H 
I17 /\ ECEEEHC- T_§E3!lQE.~ ADVISE OUR EAGTGRY SERVICE DEPARTMENT THAT THE . 

UNTT Ts JLING RETURNED, ALONG HTTH AN EXPLANATION OF PHGEEEMG1 FLOAT‘ - 

PACK 02 EAHEEULEY cUsHToN UNTT To AVOID DAMAGE. ALSO EXAHIHE HHEN RE- CEIVED AND MAKE CLAIM TE NEEDED. _ H; ; 
. .,_ ;

" 

SBIEEINE"~ 7vTA PREPAID EXPRESS 0R TRUCK ~ DO ND IP PARCELEOST — 
I “I 

HAHSANTY WILL BE VOID TN ALL CASES TE THEsE INST" : ToNs ARE NGT FOLLOWED. ;< 

—T 

c: '~ 

</> 

—T 

1: 

CAUTION — YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR UAMAGE To YOUP UNTT TE RETURNED TN~ 
-PROPERLY PACKED ~ ”***sAYE PACKING MATERIAL UNTT Ts RECEIVED TN****‘ 

._E-'\_-'_E_._L ‘" T TEi'IPEST INVERTER IS IELIARANTEED /XGAINST DEFECTIVE WORK" 
‘F.f»-‘T-I AND I-TATERIAL FOR A PERIOD OF DAYS. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO ’

~ 

REVOK: THIS T’JU.¢\FT’/RNTEE IF IN OUR OPINION THE CONDITIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS ._ 

HAVE NOT BEEN FOLLOWED.‘ A NOMINAL SERVICE CHARGE FOR PARTS AND LABOR -

I 

WILL BE MADE ON AI_L UNITS OUT OF WARRANTY. -, " V 

- 
> _ 

. ._
' 

7-Tz»: 

JP‘ 

5"? 
J; 

1 
‘H 

..‘_Z 

‘U 

-12 FF. 

. ‘K r -~-‘-\ .
T 

-A 
_ 

"' " 
.;INSTALLATIOH 0E TNvERTER' " 

, 
. 

~ 
~

" 

CAUTION: DU NOT INSTALL INVERTER TN MOTOR GQMPARTMENT AS EXCESS HEAT 
CAN cAUsE TPANsTsT0Rs TO FAIL. ALSO THE NEATHERPPGGETNG UNDER THE HOOD 
OF VEHICLE Ts TNsUEETcTENT. UNTT SHOULD BE INSTALLED TN DRY AREA. T 

KEEP RADIOS AHAY FROM TNvERTER'ANn TTs WIRING, TO REDUCE N0TsE PICK-I 
UP. REVERSE AC PLUG TE NoTsE Ts HEARD NHEN OPERATING RADIOS,- THIS‘ . 

INVERTER NoT RECOMMENDED EUR TAPE RECORDERS. L 

QAHIIQNT THE TNYEHTEP TNPUT LEADS MUST BE coNNEcTEn TO THE PROPER Po! 
LAKITY TERMINALS To INSURE PROPER GEEHATTUN. |HTs UNTT Ts EQUIPPED 
UTTA A PGEAATTY sENsTNG nEYTcE THAT WILL BURN UUT TE BATTERY CABLES 
ARE CONNECTED UP TN REVERSE OF ABOVE. SERIOUS UAMAGE To TRANSISTORS 
cAH ALSO RESULT TN THE cAsE OF REVERSE PoEAHTTY._ _ 

INYEETEE Ts nEsTGHEw FOR NEEATTYE GPOUHD vEHTcEEs.“ SABLES SHOULD BE "W HECTED HE0 TU POSITIVE » BLACK TO TLGATIVE. LAUII H ~ TE THE VEHICLE 
A PGGTTTYE GRDUHDED SYSTEM, EUMPEETE INVERTER HILL HAVE TO BE 

!f.T.»"‘.? E-?.5~"I ‘ZFINCLE ’Q.DY, _ . 

HUT UFERAIE NEFRIOERATURS OR C0hPRESSORS.~ STAPTTNG-GUHNENT WILL 
TEUTATEEY DESTROY TRANSISTORS. WARRAWTY VOID T_. 

g~_-;T». 

1 

5"‘. 

.1: 

PAGE 

THIS IS A RANSISTORIZED POWER INVERTER USING 2 TRANSISTORS OH 
MODEL 5U"_I;U. IT IS DESIGNED TO GIVE PEAK EFFICIENCY II\IVE:'2TZ~S{E 
VOLTS DIRECT CURRENT To 110 VOLTS Ac_— 6O_cYcLEs.

2 

THIS INVERTER DOES NOT HAVE EXACT CYCLE CO’=ITROI_ FEATURE BUILT 
ON THE 110 YUET ETDE. 
THTs INVERTER HILL OPERATE MANY 110 VOLT APPLTANcEs THE ' 

ARE N0T RECOMMENDED FOR FREQUENCY sENsTTTYE EQUTEHE T 

CAUTION; OPERATION OF FLUORESCENT LIGHTS ~ EIXTURE MUsT BE EGHEE 
CORRECTED. UTsHEGARU HATT RATING OF TUBE OR TUBES, STARTING CURRENT 
MUsT NOT EXCEED /54 CAPACITY OF INVERTER. MEAsURE sTARTTNr T 

NTTH A WATT METER BEFORE ATTEMPTING To UsE HTTH INVERTER. - 

EAUIIQHAT Do N0T OVERLOAD INVERTER HTTH APPLIANCES sUcH A3 TOAsTEE 
ELECTRIC FRYING FANS, ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS. LARGE MOTORS, HEAv 

. 7

u P 

. Hm 
THE FREQUENCY OF UN’T Ts DEPENDEHT 0H THE TNPUT YGETAGE AND THE EQAU 

' SE III‘-'EP.TERS 

I"" §,\I".‘ 
I,-:'.r.T_.T .<

V \ 

POWER TOOLS. AI_‘T‘T'AYS INSPECT NAMEPLATE OI‘-I APPLIANCE FOR WATTAGE EE- 
FORE USING, OR MEASURE WITH A WATT ‘METER. LOADS IN EXCESS OF RATINGS 
ON INVERTER I/IILL ACT AS A SHORT CIRCUIT AND CAUSE TRANSISTOR F:-'=.§LURE 

SiI1TiQ_L ' 

@@(_..><"Y‘|C7('“.'('W\'_‘2(_X7 

""I 

IOPCYZ 

I-—‘ 

I 
K» 

‘\3I—' 

32 

L1 
~1 ,. -2 
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r—-‘I’-—-‘O‘:\J1.$:\)~I\JI—' 

A .PARTS LIST FOR NOBEL 50-170 

E.A&T_._I\IA1‘iE 

CONDENSER 
CONDENSER 
CONDENSER 
RECTIFIER 

U14?- 
I—~‘CDCDI-——‘

- 

CDC) 

___ .;. 

'1': 

'11 

Z1 

C7 

‘T1 

— A09 VOLT PAPER D —r 0 VOLT EEEGT. 
n ~ DU VOLT ELECT. 

0 AMP — *0 PTY . 

RECTIFIER l2U-AMP - §O PIV 1.0 AMP - J RECTIFIER 
FUSE - 25 AMPERE 
FUSEHOLDER, HKP -

4 HEcEPTAcLE, ROUND 2 WIRE TYPE ~
T 

TRANSISTOR, PGHER j TYPE 2NZl52 '_ 
TRANSISTOR, PGNER ~ TYPE ZNZISZ ‘

. 

(N0TE: THE ABOVE TRANSISTORS ARE SELECTED 
UNTTs AT THE FACTORY —_THE ABOVE TYPEs HAY 
‘BE SUBSTITUTED TN cAsE OF EMERGENCY) _ 

RESISTOR, I00 oHM 
RESISTOR, 1.5'OHM 
RESISTOR, GHM 
RESISTOR, O OHM 
RESISTOR, OHN 
HEsTsToP, 190 oHN 
sNTTcH, sPsT- 
TEANsEGPMER, PGHE

- 

;,._.T[,._T 

'1-ELD- \. 

U‘! 

RED LEAD BATTERY CABLE, '

R 

3 PTv 
_ , 

E 
NATT 

_

> 
_ WATT --. <. 
5 HATT 
HATT 

- HATT 
HATT. 

\J"~'\.7U‘ 

' 

TTRE — B ET. 1*: 
v..ET-= 

—-.T:_~ 

.- 

BLACK LEAD BATTERY CABLE _I WIRE T O FT.

A 
If: 

\‘:\-T 

Q2 eY\ 
§>\ E 

T1 

~ “7..'< 
1|‘;/V. 

&?OEiPfiE~"2!°T'iE*3i‘d 

‘ 
JUGII !i(:yT'TT::nd 1\vu. -1- Phone G46-‘Z558 

I PAGE 1 - 

‘ 
' SI. I‘cml, II-Tim:/:=:oTn $5108 
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OPERATING IHSTRUCTIONS 
i'iODEL 50-170 TEMPEST 
INPUT VOLTAGE - 12 VOLTS D,C. CAR VOLIAGE 
~EGULA10R MUST BE SET ~O HIGHER THAN 3.3 
VOLTS WHEN ENGINE IS WARM 
OUTPUT VOLTAGE - 117 V.A.C. 
CAPACITY - 125 WATTS CONTINUOUS 

150 WATTS INTERMITTENT 

l' !:SillJQ;~: j·1AINTAIN AT ALL THiES, AT LEAST A 30 TO LID \'!A,TT LO/ID ON TllIS 
.. INVERTER. WITHOUT THIS LOAD THE PEAK COLLECTOR TO EMITTER VOLTAGE WILL 

RISE ~ND CAUSE TRANSISTOR FAILURE. THIS I~VERTER IS.NOT DESIGNED FOR .' 
CONTINUOUS OPERATION. A PERIOD OF-PIVE (~) HOURS USAGE SHOULD NEVER BE· 
EXCEEDED IN ANY CASE. COOLING OF THE POWER TRANSISTORS [S VERY CRITICAL 
AFTER THIS TIME IS REACHED. 

2. FUS Jt~G - USE ONLY 25 Af1PERE FUSES. REcor·;!·'!Ef·IDED TYPES: BUSSi'1AN {-IGC25 &. 
LITTLEFUSE 3AG-25. NEVER SLUG FUSES. THIS COULD CAuiE COMPLETE BURN
OUT OF POWER TRANSISTORS AND TRANSFORMERS. 

3. EQJLE1KIDR'LSIRY..LCE. - fl.DI!! SE OUR FACTORY SEfNi CE DEPARn1ENT THAT THE. 
UNIT IS BEING RETURNED, ~LONG WITH AN EXPLANATION OF PROBLEM~. FLOAT 
P!'.CK OR C:\HEFULLY CUSHION Lli'IIT TO tWOID DAI·lAGE. f"lLSO EXAf·ili'JE 1'liiErJ RE-

4. SH1fTJN.ci- ·'YI!, PREPAID [eXPRESS OH TRUCi, - DO ['!OT SHIP P/\RCELPOST
,:t·.i:.,,;NT'-,' \'ilU_ BE VOID Iii M_L CASES IF THESE INSTRUCTIONS AEE i':OT FOI..LO\'iED. 

5. LtiUILOJl - YOU ARE RESPOnSIBl.E FOR Ui\N;\GE TO YOUR UNIT !F RETURNi:D rr'i-
PROPERLY PACKED ~**·SAVE PACKING MATERIAL UNIT is RECEIVED IN**** 

ij, ~!:\flH.£l,~1Jl·- THE TEi·iPEST INVERTER is '3U.r'f~ANTEED I\G.4IN5T DEFECTIVE l'iORK
r<At~SH I P Arm jl,\TEK [.8.L FOR A PER! OD OF 90 DAYS. \'IE RESERVE THE RiGHT TO . 
REVOKE THIS GUARANTEE IF IN OUR OPINION THE CONDITIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS 
HAVE NOT BEEN FOLLOWED. A NOMINAL SERVICE CHARGE FOR PARTS AND LABOR 
WILL BE MADE ON ALL UNITS OUT OF WARRANTY. 

nISTALU\TIOri OF ItlVERTER' 

1. C[,UUJlli: Do flOT ! NSTIil.L INVERTr:R iN f'.OTOR COi',P/,RH'IENTAS EXCESS HEAT 
CAN CAUSE TRANSISTORS TO FAIL. ALSO THE WEATHERPROOFING UNDER THE HOOD 
OF VEHICLE IS INSUFFICiENT. UNIT SHOULD BE INSTALLED IN'DRY AREA. 

2. KEEP RADIOS ~.Y!AY FROi'l liNERTER' AND ITS \'I!RIHG, TO REDUCE HOISE PICK
UP. REVERSEAC PLUG IF HOISE IS HEARD WHEN OPERATING nADIOS,' THIS' 
INVERTER NOT RECOMMENDED FOR TAPE RECORDERS. 

3. Cl\.ljJ,iQtl.: THEi NVERTER 1 fiPUT LEADS' r~UST BE COI'J)AECTED TO THE PROPER PO'
L:,:;!TY TERI'lINALS TO ItiSURE PROPER OPER;\TION. IHIS U1-lIT IS EQUIPPED 
'i1T;·! 1\ POLAriTY S[,NSliiG DE'lleE THAT 1'i11..L BUrri OUT IF BMTERY ClIIlL.ES 
"RE cormECTED UP IN RE'IEHSE OF ABOVE. SERIOUS DN1AGE 1"0 TRAilS I STORS 
CAll Al.SO RESULT Ii: THE CflSE OF RE'IlcRSE POLAR ITY. 

'I I'l'IERTER IS DESI(:;nE'J FOR nr::Si'.TI'I[ G:'')~!f;D VF.Hi.CLl;S L. (i1fll.[S Sl_'OU.LD BE _ '. 
t ....... ,.'ilECTED F~EO ru F'()Sr-CIVt: .. BLACK TO ':::.GATI'If: , CI-\l!1 IOn -- IF IHE VElifCLi: 

(, POS fTi '/10 G!~:}U!!DED SYSTE!1, CfJI·iPLEi-E ItNERTER \'1I LL HAVE TO BE 
''',' " . .--r, l=~rI/ '1FtJ'CI),; ?QOY ntl"iiO'( :');·tf(i\n~ i<tl-R (GI:.Rfl'-(Ul<S OR COi'iPRESSORS, STft.RT I NGCUI~RENT 1'1 I LL 
W,f1EDiATEU DESTROY TRANSISTORS. W\Rfli';'ifY VOID 

pr,GE 1 

PAS~ 2 

OPERfH ION OF I NVEHTER 

1 THIS is A IRANSISTORIZED POWE~ INVERTER USING 2 TRANSISTORS ON 
. MODEL ~O-l/O. IT IS DESIGNED TO GIVE PEAK EFFICIENCY INVERT}HG 12 
. VOLTS DIRECT CURRENT TO 110 VOLTS AC. - GO,CYCLES. ' 

2. THIS INVERTER DOES NOT HAVE EXACT 60 CYCLE CONTROI_ FEATURE 3UILT PI, 
THE FREQUEil::Y OF UUlT IS DEPENDENT Of.! THE IilPUT 'IOLTAGE fl.ND iii" LOAD 
ON THE 110 1uLT SIDE~ 

~' 

3. THIS INVERTER I'IILL OPERATE f'>Afiy 'l~O VOLT APPLlMlCES. THESE "i;;VEiHERS' 
fIRE NOT RECO~li'iEf.)DED FOR FREQUENCY S alS IT I 'IE EQU I P~iENT. 

4. Ci.uiLO.tl: OPERAT I ON OF FLUORESCEin Ll GHTS .. E IXTUHE ~iUST BE Fel.'::": 
CORRECTED. DISREGAIW \'i,A,TT Rf\TlNG'OF TUBE OR TUBES, START!NG Cll."(:tENT 
r"UST NOT EXCEED 75% CAPAC i TY OF INVERTER. j·lEIISURE SHIRT! NG CU;:;?i::1lT 
WITH A 1'1!"lTT f'IETER BEFORE ATTG1PTING TO USE l'i1TH iNVERTER. 

5. (AUT!O~: Do NOT OVERLOAD INVERTER WITH APPLIA~CES' S0CH A~ TOASTERS, 
EL'ECTRI C FRY n:G PANS, ELECTR I C COFFEE ~1i\KERS, LARGE HOTORS, HE.41!Y 
POV/ER TOOLS. AU'!;\yS Ir,SPECT N;'\i1EPLI\TE ON APPLIM-iCE FOR WATTAGE EE
FORE US I NG, or, i"IEASURE HI TH A liATT flitTER. LOADS I N EXCESS OF R.~.T! NGS 
ON INVERTER WILL ACT AS A SHORT CIRCUIT AND CAUSE TRANSISTO:t FAILU2E. 

E=~ 
r-3 
CR:l 
cR 2 
CR-3 
F-l 
XF-l . 
J-l .. 
Q-l 
Q-2 

R-l 
R··2 
R··3 
R-4 
R-5 
o i' S= 
1-. 

. P/IRTS LI ST ;=OR HODEL 50-170 

EART NAiiE. 

,CONDENSER 1 MFD - 400 VOLT PAPER 
CONDENSER 4000 MFD - 50 VOLT ELECT, 
CONDEUSER 500 MFD - 50 VOLT ELECT. 
RECTIFIER 1.0 AMP - ~O PIV . 
RECTIFIER l;O.AMP - ~O PIV 

,RECTIFIER 1.0 AMP - ~o PIV , 
FUSE - 25 AMPERE 
FUSEHOLDER, HKP 
HECEPTIICLE, ROUND 2 I'll RE TYPE 
TRANSISTOH, POWER TYPE 2N2152 
TRANSISTOR, POWER'~ TYPE 2N2152 
(NOTE: THE ABOVE TRANSISTORS ARE SELECTED 

UNITS AT THE FACTORY - THE ~BOVE TYPES MAY 
~E SUBSTITUTED IN CASE OF EMERGENCY) . 

RESISTOR, 100 OHM 5 WATT 
'RESISTOR, 1.~OHM 5 WATT 
,RESISTOR, 1.5 OHM 5 WATT 
RESISTOR, 100 OHM - 5 WATT 
RESISTOR, .47 OHM - 2 WATT 
RESISTOR, 150 OHM - 5 WATT 
S\~ITC:'I, SPST 
TRANSFORMER, POWER 
RED LEAD BATTERY CABLE, 014 \'lIRE - 5 FT. 
BLACK LEAD BATTERY CABLE #14 WIRE - G FT. 

7 ~.~ ';-'j J - II, I,' ''-'----tFi! Ii);; ~ 
"'[/V~:r/ i.~oil'tl"{ir~:ri'i.j)N 

! tJGO He: Yl'ncnd l\ \'u. .:- Phono G4G·2GG9 

St. Punl, MiJ.ln''':'o!n: S~ 1 09 
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1.0 Model 132 Specifications 

Output \ 

Power: 
Wavelength: 
Transverse Mode: 

. 
Longitudinal Mode Spacing: 
'Beam Diameter:

' 

Beam Divergence: 
VPolarization, l32: 
Polarization,’l32—0l: 

Stability 
' 

V

, 

lntermode Amplitude Noise 
(l—lOO KHZ); , 

-

_ 

/\ 
}._1 [Q Q Amplitude Ripple Hz over 

voltage range l@5Ivac to 125 vac) 

Warmup Time:
' 

Environmental 
Operating Temperature: 
Storage Temperature: 

- Altitude: 

Power 
Voltage: _ 

Frequency: 
Volt-amps: ' 

Cable Length: 

Mechanical. 
Weight: 
Dimensions: 
High Voltage Protection: 

Options _

- 

Ol Linear Polarization (cros 

'02 l90—25OV rms 
so-400 Hz . 

V 35 volt—amps, max 
6 feet of power cord 

V 
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l.0 milliwatt minimum 
632.8 nm (visible red) 
TEMoo 
550 MHZ 
Approximately 0.8 mm at 1/e2 points

Z 

Approkimately 1,0 milliradian at l/e 
points 

Unpolarized V 

Vertically Polarized i 

(cross component less than 3%) 

(,9 \c1 Q,‘ *1 Less than O ms. 

Less than 0.5% 
Greater than 0.7 mw at turnon. Greater 

than l mw three minutes after turnon. 

0 to 40°c 
_2o°c to es°c 
l0,000 feet maximum 

l05V—l25V rmS 
60-400 Hz 
'35’volt—amps, max 
6 feet

' 

7.5 lbs, 4 Kg) 
l5.5 X 5. 3.9 inches _- 

Q") 

/"'\ 
(.13 

N
- 

An interlock'is provided on the 
bottom 

coverplate'to disable the high voltage 

'9 

w 
~;
Q

L 4 -39 thread is provided to connect 
‘accessory telescopes. 

s component less than OJ YQ. Q

|

I 

'

1 

7- __.-___._.\ , 
_-_.-...._,_~..,_,..,--7 _ 

__..v..-...~.:_ ; 
— .—_—_-0,. _ —~<.._; 

ply whenever the plate is removed.

{ 
.J 

. . _',.., 
j 

- J 
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1.0 l\Iode1132 Specifications 

Output 

Power: 
\Llvelengtt: 

Transverse Mode: 

Longitudinal Mode Spacing: 

Beam Diameter: 

Beam Divergence: 

Polarization, 132: 

Polarization, 132-01: 

S1:2bility 

IU1:ermode Amplitude Noise 

( 1-100 kHz): 

Amplitude Ripple (120 Hz over 

1.0 milliwatt minimum 

632.8 nm (visible red) 

TEMoo 
550 ?vTI-Iz 

Approximately 0.8 mm at 1/e2 points 

Approximately 1.0 milliradian at 1/e 2 points 

Unpolarized 

Vertic,ally Polarized 

(cross component less than 3%) 

Less than 0.3% rms. 

voltage range L05vac to 125 vac) Less than 0.5% 

Warmup Time: 

En\iironlT!ent a1 

Operating Temperature: 

S;:orage Temperature: 

Altitude: 

Po\ver 

Voltage: 

Frequency: 

Volt-amps: 

Cable Length: 

Mechanical 

Weight: 

Dimensions: 

High Voltage Protection: 

OptiO!1s 

Greater than 0.7 mw at turnon. Greater 

than 1 mw three minutes after turnon. 

o to 40°C 

-20°C to 65°C 

10,000 feet maximum 

l05V-125V rms 

60-400 liz 

35yolt-amps, max 

6 feet 

7.5 lbs, (3.4 Kg) 

15.5 x 5.6 x 3.9 inches 

An interlock is provided on the bottom 

coverplate'to disable the high voltage 

supply whenever the pLlte :i.s removed. 

;1"-32 thread is p:cov:i.ded to connect 

accessory telescopes. 

01 Linear Polarization (cross component less than 3%) 

02 190-250V rms 

50-400 Hz 

35 volt-amps, max 

6 feet of poweT cord 

1 
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[V1 C) Introduction 
l'—" 

(1.4 l\I> The Spectra—Physics Model ' CW Gas Laser provides the high level of per- 
formance and reliability associated with Spectra-Physics leadership in the gas laser 
field. Quality workmanship and performance features such as conservative operating 
specifications, guaranteed stability, and self—starting are standard. A compact, 
light—weight package and simplicity of operation make the 132 Lablite a pleasure to 
use. ~ 

- 

r 

_ 

'
' 

Heart of the Model is a new internal mirror plasma tube with long—life 
cold cathode. Spectra—Physics technical leadership in HeNe plasma tube physics has 
been fully incorporated into the 132 tube. Improvements in cathode design, plasma 
tube sealing, and dielectric coatings result in extended lifetime and improved 

}._1 OJ [\3 

amplitude stability. 
;

. 

The output of the Model 132 behaves as unpolarized light in most experiments. 
” d f‘th l39 internal mirror plasma tube is actually polarized however each axial mo e o e a -n -' H - _ 

perpendicular to adjacent modes. For applications requiring a polarized light,
_ 

{ . ,. 

Option Ol provides a cross component that is less than 3%. This degree of polariza- 
tion is sufficient to provide the benefits of polarized light in most applications. 

3.0 .Operation _ 

' WARNING 

:F @éis'5&i@ £5 naoepsn ea OTH2Rwl§h piaié:D]’1T 
- saoutn as CHECKED BY A QUALIFIED TECHNICIAN BEFORE 

CONNECTING TO A POWER SOURCE. it 

v ...'._ I v ~‘_ -_-_ .-_ _ _ . 

l. If the laser is a European modelp ( 
-240" on serial g) check that 

I 

power is disconnectedt Then remove six screws to release bottom panel, 
and adjust transformer input tap for the closest available line voltage. 
The transformer is wired for 240v operation between transformer taps l 

and 3 at the factory. Taps l and 2'connect‘the laser for 220v operation 

hf w o Fl- $33 

Note ’ 

4

' 

fie.larva-all.~-l-i_l,a~.wa-_r.l..,.mr...._a~.. ..la 
It is important that the transformer be connected for 
the correct input voltage. If low voltage is connected 
to the 240v tap the laser may not start. Connection of 
high voltage to the 220v tap may result in decreased 

tube life. BE SURE TO REPLACE BOTTOM COVER 
APPLYING POWER. - 

.,--,-.-,.— .. _ H ;—_-»..--_._. ;-._~7.:._._~.‘,_ , .. __.__. ,_ _ ._ 1. . 1, 

plasma 
BEFORE 

2. Plug into appropriate power source: ll? volt, 60 Hz to 400 Hz for U.S. 
models; 220 Volt or 2&0 Volt,-50 Hz to 400 Hz for European model. 

3. Place the power switch (next to line cord) at "on". 
,

- 

4. The laser should lase within 30 seconds. If not, refer to Section 4.0 
for troubleshooting information.

'

\ 

WARNING < 
»

_ 

'-.'»';~}.<.T-'I'_-‘;t—7‘:=¢_;~ ~n‘?W*'~*."r.=T';r__ .:~»~iw -*-i;'§?'.'—?-..""r'-‘_~_ _ , "="1»'=¢'It1'v_i~‘~Ffi ,'fl_’_;l," '1"-_v~'~;'=::*:~»-cf:-;~ ::.~. -;~~f'-:"1‘TTY""“!<:I ; "“"'1 

TIiIS~UNlT HAS HIGH VOLTAGE CIRCUITS THAT ARE EXPOSED 
WITH THE COVERS REMOVED. 

1 4 \_' 7 :=':2:_-.=<;a- -»<-'~1=z~.r.".-'T.*.!\¢-_;_-I-.'-*Z17!**.""~ —".iX.'f‘,*Y_Y1'lJT-‘fa’ '1».--1-.__ _ 
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2 .. 0 Intl'oductj.on 

The Spectra-Physics Model 132 G\'I' Gas Laser provides the high level of per
fOrm211Ce and reliability associated with Spectra-Phys~cs leadership in the gas laser 
field. Quality workmanship and performance features such as conservative operating 
specifications, guaranteed stability, and self-starting are standard. A compact, 
light-weight package and simplicity of operation make the 132 Lablite a pleasure to 
use. 

Heart of th6 Model 132 is a hew inte~nal mirror plasma tube with long-life 
cold cathode. Spectra-Physics technical leadership in HeNe plasma tube physics has 
been fully incorporated into the 132 tube. Improvements in cathode design, plasma 
tube sealing, arid dielectric coatings result in extended lifetime and improved 
amplitude stability. 

The output of the Model 132 beha~es as unpolarized light in most experiments. 
However each axial mode of the 132 internal mirror plasma tube is actually polarized 
perpendicular to adjacent modes. For applications requiring a polarized light, 
Option 01 provides a cross component that is less than 3%. This degree of polariza
~ion is suff{cient to provide the benefits of polarized light in most applications. 

3.0 . Operation 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

WARNING 

IF THIS lJNIT IS DROPPED OR OTHERWISE pArvL~.GED, IT 
SHOULD BE CHECKED BY A QUALIFIED TECI~~ICIAN BEFORE 
CONNECTING TO A POWER SOURCE. 

( 
tr tr . ) If the laser is a European model, 220-240 on serlal tag cheCk that 

power is disconnected·. Then remove six screws to release bottom panel, 
and adjust transformer input tap for the closest availa'ole line voltage. 
The ,transformer is wired for 240v operation between transformer 'caps 1 
and 3 at the factory. Taps I and 2' connect the laser for 220v operation. 

Note 

It is important that the transformer be connected for 
the correct input voltage. If low volt~ge is connected 
to.the 240v tap the laser'may not start. Connection of 
high voltage to the 220v tap'mayresult in decreased 
plasma tube life. BE SUP£ TO P~PLACE BOTTOM COVER 
BEFORE APPLYING POWER. 
=c============-============~=======~========.=. ============ 

Plug into appropriate power source: 117 volt, 60 Hz to 400 Hz for U.S. 
models; 220 Volt br 2~0 Volt, 50 Hz to 400 Hz for European model. 

( ) 
f' ff Place the power switch next to line cord at 'on . 

The laser should lase within 30 seconds. If not, refer to Section 4~O 
for troubleshooting information. 

WARNING 

THIS UNIT HAS HIGH VOLTAGE CIRCUITS TH..w.T ARE E1.'POSED 
WITH THE COVERS REMOVED. 

2 
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~.O Troubleshooting 2 
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If there is no laser output when power is applied, the following checks will

l 

->

3

4

5 

lid in locating the malfunction: ' 

WARNING 
TE‘? 

MAINTENANCE TO THE HIGH VOLTAGE CIRCUITS IN THIS UNIT- . 

-SHOULD ONLY BE ATTEMPTED BY TECHNICIANS EXPERIENCED IN 
HIGH VOLTAGE AND HIGH CURRENT CIRCUITS. (THa~a.lin,a?-Eil.aiezmr, ll.,l,l,l.==liil-wauaazilsaa,-,ll,,¢fi - 

Look at the laser exit aperture (DO NOT LOOK DIRECTLY INTO THE LASER 
SINCE THE MODEL l32 LASER OUTPUT MAY BE HAZARDOUS TO THE EYES). Look 
for an indication of plasma exitation; If the plasma is lit, there will 

be an orange light reflecting inside the case. If the plasma is lit but 

there is no laser output, it can be assumed that the tube is defective, 
See Section 5.0 for tube—replacement instructions. 

if there is no indication of plasma excitation in step l, disconnect line 

power. Wait two minutes for high—voltage capacitors to discharge, 
and then'remove four screws to release the top cover. Make a visual 
inspection of the plasma tube for breakage. Then check the fuse which 

is located at the rear of the upper deck. 

if there is no evidence of malfunction on the upper deck, a defect may 
exist in the high-voltage supply. Remove six screws to release the 
lower cover. A line voltage interlock prevents application of line power 

to the high—voltage circuit. THIS PRECAUTEON IS TAKEN BECAUSE OF THE 
EXTREMELY HAZARDOUS VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS IN THE HlGH—VOLTAGE CIRCUIT. 

With line power disconnected, wait two minutes to let the high—voltage 
capacitors discharge, and then short out any residual capacitor charge 
with a well~insulated lead. Short between the “+" connection (shown in 

in Figure 5-1) and the "Cath" connection on the printed side of the 
circuit board. 

'“ 

Proceed with high—voltage circuit troubleshooting. The schematic is 

shown at the rear of the manual. 

4.1 High Voltage Circuit 
'

. 

The high voltage circuit supplys the plasma tube dc excitation voltage 
"t 1 *00 lt 

) 
is transformed in Tl0l to 1300 RMS and the doubler (approximately lL vo es . AC - i 

circuit of diode CR l0l, CR lO2, and.associated capacitors supply dc high voltage 

of 3400 volts. Ballast resistors Rlll through R114 limit plasma tube current to 

6 i2 milliamperes. - 

Start multiplier section, CR l03, CR l04, CR l05 and Clll, C112, Cll3 

provide increased high voltage (more than 8000 volts) under a no—load condition 

(tube plasma not lit). This circuit becomes ineffective and high voltage drops 

to approximately 3400 volts as soon as the tube ignites and draws current. 

3 \ 

"'
4 
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4.0 Troubleshooting 

If there is no laser output when power is applied, the following checks will 

aid in loca~irig the malfunction: 

r- 'j 

: J; WAlli'ENG 
:: - j 

: --. -, 
. I 

: "~i .J , 
I 

(~'l 

'-r~ 
r-""1 
~ 'j 

···J[e 

~' .... • ..: ••. ,jo 

i 
i 

..... .... ~ ... J 

1 
j 

i 
I 
J 

, .' --_.J 

1. 

,') 
.:.. . 

3. 

M.lI.INTENANCE TO THE HIGH VOLTAGE CIRCUITS IN THIS UNIT 

SHOu'LD ONLY BE ATTEMPTED BY TECHNICIANS EXPERIENCED IN 

HIGH VOLTAGE AND HIGH CURRENT CIRCUITS. 

Look at the laser exit aperture (DO NOT LOOK DIRECTLY INTO THE LASER 

SINCE THE MODEL 132 LASER OUTPUT MAY BE HAZARDOUS TO THE EYES). Look 

for an indication of plasma exitation. If the plasma is lit, there will 

be an orange light reflecting inside the case. If the plasma is lit but 

there is no laser output, it can be. assumed that the ttibe is defective. 

See Section 5.0 fo~ tube-replacement instructions. 

If there is no indication of plasma excitation in step 1, disconnect line 

power. i'iai t two minutes for high-vol tage capacitors to discharge, 

,and then' remove four screws to release the top cover. Make a visual 

inspection'of the plasma tube for breakage. Then check the,fuse which 

is located at the rear of the upper deck. 

If there is no evidence of malfunction on th~ upper deck, a defect may 

exist in the high-voltage supply. Remove six screws to release the 

lower cover. A line voltage interlock prevents application of line power 

to the high-voltage circuit. THIS PRECAUTION IS TAKEN BECAUSE OF THE 

EXTREMELY HAZARDOUS VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS IN THE HIGH-VOLTAGE CIRCUIT. 

4. With line power disconnected, wait two minutes to let the high-voltage 

capacitors discharge, and then short out any residual capacitor charge 

with a well-insulated lead. Short between the "+11 connection (shown in 

in Figure 5-1) and the "Cath 11 connection on the printed Side of: the 

Circuit board. 

o. Proceed with high-voltage circuit troubleshooting. The schematic is 

shown at the rear of the'manual. 

4.1 High Voltage Circuit 

The high voltage circuit supp1ys the plasma tube dc excitation voltage 

(approximately 1300 VOlts). AC is transformed in TIOl to 1300 RJVIS and the doubler 

CircuiT of diode CR 101, CR 102, and associated capacito~s supply dc high voltage 

of 3400 volts. Ballast resistors RIll through Rl14 limit plasma tube current to 

6 ±2 milliamperes . 

Start multiplier section~ CR 103, CR 104, CR 105 and CIll, C112, Cl13 

provide increased high voltage (more than 8000 vb1ts) under a no-load condition 

(tube plasma not lit). This circuit become§ ineffective and high voltage drops 

to approximately 3400 volts as soon as the tube ignites and draws current. 

3 
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5 

- 5.0 Tube Change 

5.1 Tube Removal

l 

2
Qo

4

5

6 

Disconnect from line power. Wait at least two minutes to allow internal 
capacitors to discharge. 
Remove four screws to release top cover. ' 

'
‘ 

Remove two screws to release polarization magnet (shown in Figure 4—2). 
. Slide this assembly clear. '; 

Remove six screws to release the bottom cover. SEE WARNING BELOW 
BEFORE PROCEEDING. ' 

WARNING 
Hi_ll...c¢m.ci,l_cFag,,l-li,,.llT--W.ll_llii,Wc,---,, 
WITH THE BOTTOM covaa REMOVED, THE H.V. CAPACITORS 
»SHOULD EE SHORTED our TO ELIMINATE THE DANGER OF A 
RESIDUAL H.V. CHARGE. .E1RsT cascx THAT LINE POWER 
IS DISCONNECTED AND THEN USING A WELL—INSULATED WIRE, " 

SHORT THE “+" CONNECTION SHOWN IN FIGURE 4-1 To THE 
"cATn“ CONNECTION ON THE PRINTED SIDE or THE BOARD. 

Unsolder the plasma—tube anode and cathode leads from the H_V. circuit 
board. See Figures 4-1 and 4-2 to identify the leads. Pull the leads 
through the top deck. ‘Q ' 

' 

. 
.

_ 

Use a 3/32 allen wrench to remove two plasma tube mounting screws at each 
end of the plasma tube. Then lift the plasma tube clear. 

5.2 Tube Replacement ' 

Re place the plasma tube and polarizing magnet in the reverse order (of 
Section 5.1) taking the following precautions: -‘

. 

' l. Determine tube position by laying the polarizing magnet in place with 

2

Q 
\_1

\ 

the mounting holes lined up and positioning the plasma tube for no 
mechanical interference. 4 

Note . 

After the tube mounting screws are tightened, do not 
place any bending or rotating pressures on the plasma 
tube. 

Refer to Figures 4-1 and 4-2 for correct anode and cathode connections. 
BEAR IN MIND THAT IF THE HIGH—VOLTAGE CONNECTIONS ARE REVERSED, THE 
PLASMA TUBE WILL BURN OUT ALMOST IMMEDIATELY. 
When replacing the polarizing magnet, use the slotted mounting holes to 
position this assembly with l/16-inch clearance from the plasma—tube 
cathode. -

’ 

6 . 
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5.0 Tube Change 

5.1 Tube Removal 

1. Disconnect from line power. Wait at least two minutes to allow internal 
capacitors to discharge. 

2. Remove four screws to release top cover . 

3. Remove two screws to release polarization magnet (shown in Figure 4-2) . 
Slide this assembly clear. 

4. Remove six screws to release the bottom cover. SEE WARNING BELOW 
BEFORE PROCEEDING. 

WARNING 

WITH TB..E BOTTOM COVER REMOVED, THE H. V. CAPACITORS 
. SHOULD BE SHORTED OUT TO ELIMINATE THE DANGER OF A 

RESIDUAL H. V. CH.c\RGE. FIRST CHECK TRll..T LI:N'E POWER 
IS DISCONNECTED AND THEN USING A WELL-INSULATED WIRE, 
SHORT THE lI+ II CO:N"N'ECTION SHOWN IN FIGURE 4-1 TO THE 
!!CATH" CONNECTION ON TEE PRINTED SIDE OF THE BOARD. 

5. unsolder the plasma-tube anode and cathode leads from the H.V. circuit: 
board. See Figures 4-1 and 4-2 to identify the leads. Pull the leads 
through the top deck. 

6. Use a 3132 allen wrench to remove two plasma tube mounting screws at each 
end of the plasma tube. Then lift the plasma tube clear. 

5.2 Tube Replacement 

Replace the plasma tube and polarizing magnet: in the reverse order (of 
S~c~ion 5.1) t:aking the following precaut:ions: 

1. Determine tube position by laying'the polarizing magnet in place with 
the mounting holes lined up and positioning the plasma ~ube ior no 
mechanical interference. 

Note 

After the tube mounting screws are tightened, do not 
place any bending or ,rotating pressures on the plasma 
tube. 

2. Refer to Figures 4-1 and 4-2 for correct anode and cathode connections. 
BEAR IN MIND THAT IF THE HIGH-VOLTAGE CONl\TECTIONS ARE REVERSED, THE 
PLASMA TUBE WILL BUHN om ALMOST IMNiEDIATELY. 

3. When replacing ~he polarizing magnet, use the slotted mounting holes to 
pOSition this assembly with 1/16-inch clearance from the plasma-tube 
cathode. 
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4. when replacing the bottom cover, note the interlock plug located at the 

1rear of the bottom cover. When replacing this cover, guide the inter— 

lock plug into place and press firmly to engage 
it before fastening the 

bottom cover. ,

. 

0 “' ‘ "Al"/tion of Polarization Magnet Assembly 0.0 rield lnstgilay 

i

l 

Turn off.line power and wait at least two minutes to allow internal 

capacitors to discharge. 
. 1. 

2. Remove four screws to release top cover.
\ 

3. Lay the polarization magnet assembly in 
place as shown in Figure 4-2. 

Check that there is clearance to the tube with mounting-holes 
lined up. 

-If not, loosen the tube mounting brackets to re—position 
the tube.- Then 

tighten the tube in this position.
' 

4_ Using the two screws provided, fasten the polarization magnet using the
I 

slotted mounting lugs to position this assembly 
with l/16-inch clearance- 

from the cathode. 

Note - 

0 “Wall decline in total power output (less than 20%) 
.1 b.u;\ ._ . .~ ,. . 

may be noted with the installation of the 
polarization 

assembly. 

WARRANTY _______m_ 

All mechanical, electronic, and optical parts or assemblies, including the 

plasma tube are unconditionally guaranteed to be 
free from defects in materials 

or workmanship for one year after date of 
shipment. The simplicity and reliability 

Of the Model 132 are such that any repairs that may 
be-required can readily be 

-accomplished at the users facility.
A 

In the event that a replacement part or plasma tube is required, simply 

SPECTRA PHYSICS field office or service center, 
and the part 

will be forwarded to you in exchange for the 
defective item. 

Units that are returned to the factory, or service center for repair will 
' ' ‘ 

‘ -‘ * 
‘ all transportation charges be paid by 

require that a $25.00 service charge and _ _ 

sender. 

contact the nearest

1 

.:'
7 
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4. When replacing the ~ottom cover, not~ the interlock plug located at the 

,rear of,~he bottom cover. When repl~cing this cover, guide the inter

lock plug into place and press fil"mly to engage it before 13stening the 

bottom cover. 

Field Inst311ation of Polari~ation Magnet Assembly 

1. Turn off line power and wait at least two minutes to allO"l'.' internal 

capacitors to discharge. 

2. Remove four screws to release top cover. 

3. L::~y the polarizat ion magnet assemply in place as shown in Figure 4-2. 

Check that there is clearance to the tube with mounting-holes lined up. 

If not, loosen the tube mounting brackets to re-position the tube. Then 

tighten the tube in this position. 

4. Using the two screws provided, fasten the polarization magnet using the 

slotted mounting lugs to position this assembly with 1/16-inch clearance 

from the cathode. 

Note 

A sm311 decline in total power output (less than 20%) 

may be noted with the installation of the polarization 

assembly. 

All mechanical, electronic, and optical parts or assemblies, including the 

plasma tube are unconditi6nally guaranteed to be free from defects in materials 

or workmanship for one year after date of shipment. The simplicity and reliability 

of Lhe Model 132 are such that any repairs that may be required can readily be 

accomplished at the users facility. 

In the event that a replacement part or plasma tube is required, simply 

contact the nearest SPECTR.t\ PHYSICS i'ield office or service center, and the Dart 

will be forws.rded to you in exchange for the defective item. 

Uni ts that are returned to the factol'y, or service center for repair will 

. req~ire that a $25.00 service charge and all transportation charges be paid by 

sender . 
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migratory, birds' as, enviromhe~,t,aL samp1:.e, colle~t'or.s, for ch~m1tca}; .. ! 'I' 
w~lT~are -a¥~Iits:, -, Thi-s':,.is, ,~: s,tat~'st'~ca1.' s,t,udy ',9.~'.' ~.he, prob}lb il,~ ~P!'<':: .' 

,of" captur;tng, 1n und,en-ied are,as; .l:~1rds.:wJ:10~~,' m1gr~~~.on and"ne~)t -I' , ' 

.. , ing, patterns, wou1d',~p1,aGe .... them :li1'. .Q,i n~,;tr. stjs'pected,; Sovfet CW ':h" ~ , 
, sit,es.' Chemicat 'a:nalyse-~i~>of,-the:,~,~issiie)s, 6f._·s'uch_~biids, would ,l~\:~\ ' , 
'. : pr,<?v.i~e:}rifor~atfon'pir>',t.he,', trp.~S:~9~/~W~,'~g,erits, ~ein~':,~~~~sti,~'~~~~J" ~', 

~~l,S }S ,a b:S.~~:,;.~~ty~y':':~;~~~,r~:~~,\~~~p~:q::,~nput:, ~~,,·'!.f,~~':: t:lm~..-:~,>:"~ ':,::,',::'.', ~~. 
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. ',ORD persbnn~1.. are, w:orking',.toward:~:~,lie,:deye1:9pin'eI,l:t:'.o·f )llL'~vi~an~r':~, ,": 
, photographic s.ys,'tem';>'appiicab-1~' t'O",a' :sp~~.ifi'c ,taige.~. ' ,:.They ~,are , '. 

," inte'reste:d ',in :,conQ.uqtlrtg: a' ,basic: s.tudf~:to, ."d;eterinl'n-e,~ the 1iJhits,' ' .-
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HENORANDUl'1 FciR: " "D:C/OTS/DED 
." : .. ;"':;') : .\." 1 " ... 

SUBJECT 
'. ~ '" .. 

: "·'ORDRepor't:Card -"Statu's :r}fthe LSR/ORD 
Avi?n. Pro9:rCL'1l 

.,,:. -~.. .~.::;. :t 

3,3(h)(2) 

6,2(d) 

? Hany years ago, tIle DDP,":'9,S ~nt-~l,;:'ested),Jn F';\7~Fr:t~in potential 'scenario ~ ': .. c6nsequently~ '.'the DbO 'levied upon -'LSR/ oRb 1 the;:'requireinent 'of':obtainlng .... a :'bii"~l thii\:~t\\.l9uid: t.:l~e~:, ' pictures ~,6f cei~ain·'i6bjecfs. ':~)Apparen,tlf,). ti1':t~:t·'pqrt.icui~r" scefiafio ~·:hever came to: fi~.,·.l.,.·t:i..on .• ,: .... ; .. ,. . '.: .".:: .. ,2 < ••• '- .• ,' •. ".,:.,' ~ , - -.- 7:/''':~~'C~,.:.~ i.-'·· ~. ,,"4' ~> ~'. --·.·~1 '( ',-:.:;; 
'; , ~ .. q .. 'A' fewye'a'rs' la-t;er:the. riD6;le~r~4 ··a:q~·the:t-:r(iq~i;:~m~nt on the' 1.SR to ,train ~ bird ,~6 plia,ce,:a~se.!}~9:i;,:~r(:~,~i~4~T.i,.Je~ge ~ . This ·was '·carried 'ou'£ to :'CompietI6n . Unfortunately;' tlie'bird was: :iri~ the "process 'of . 'mol tfng' \';h'en·"the emplacement ,,;Tas needed and, to make matters '..vorse,w'hen the ,bird was finally .. able, to • -~. - • _ " 'l; -.' " '. ,-.... "'.~ I' "".-1-1''-~· ""';' t..1 .... l '~ ... ~;- ~'.-fly, it placedtheCsensor on the.wrong ',;Tin-dow ledge. " , "c " ,,', '~ 1 ~_:-. '. ~ t- ~:... .: 2,,'·, ".:. \", - '.~' -~ ',- - ~.:~, ~ . -.) ,~ .... "': 
, ':::·4.~ ;·':Unt:ilre6ently the Av:i,~n f~r8gfiim,',h.I~~');:e'~~11 jheiveci due '-t6· t-helacg';of hard ' req'uir~m~i1\9: :.:~ ;bui~n<i £i)~~\)"a's.t, ":y-ear , 6r'~s6 ,:ORD ':h'as lapp~:r'ent1ycH~ci,d~d:'tO: 4e:i;:~~~Jl€t ,qnce~ ,~~~)for a~:l' ~h:e'Value"a;hclapplic_abil~ tY,'~~. the,'.:p'rpgr~~:'-.~; '~Ji~s;:tg,fi~f:,:r,-. \ rriilia~i:nY~~~d~:~b;d~:"~;~9 ~i'9';~~i~1't D~~~~s~~~~;'~~;~~~2~:~~e " 

bird'capabilities were demonstrated. Although the general consensus at that t;i..me ,vas that. ,t~.~ bird,c~paPili:t;;i~s.;,\V',~re interesting:': i t"'app'eared there ~,ere .pr~s;i~qps,~~~J,.~.9;qrlailos in; \\1hich -abiid '';o\.ild be' the ~mlypossibJe 'vehiqle; ,1:0_ "'_: comnlete the mission ..... 
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5. Since that meeting, it has been discavered that 
four possible scenarios havgjmaterialized~in;which§bi:Qsk 
could be used." They are as follows: 
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5. Since that meeting, it has been discovered that 
four pO::;8ible"scenario~ hav?J mate;rialized, in: ~hich, birds 
could be, used . Th.~y ~r~ ~s ,follows:, 

.- ~ ".-. 

.. ~ .:. ,:::' 

::-a.) , . A bird, climbing up ~nd dO~lm '.a.. ,r.Op8. " '. " 
b) _A,bir4 taking'pictures in adenied~a~ea~~~ 

"'C')" A bird placing amicrop49J:l~:()n,:a;w:(n~p'1:siii. 
¢l.) ,l},'bird 'colle9ting ,a, \.:,1'a.-~eLsample! ,;:,;}~: 

• ~ . .c ' .. ~ J ::~I ~ . , ' . 

~he TCT. 

v~"hat wa;:; d~;;m~si?~t:l, a J..e\:l"m0I?>ti}.~,~g9,r::,al3 an 
exotic, hmnorous idea has suddenly becorr,e a 
taking. IIf.,fg,ct.' ,it is ,p:r.~~ent+y p?.i.ngd1an, 

'---_~-~--J;, BDB/P?;~'" i3,:, ~9ting ~~sf-·---",,,,,,h""""":!...A...m,,,,,,,,,a""-L'---l,-~_~~~~~~ 
L\C/$E/PS$,R" .a~ y~cer-ph9-,;i.rI!larl' .~¢t _ . ,._. __ ' .. ~s~"sc~c~~t.;~:t .. of} 
t:.h. e. eff. ort'. l!-~~" it s·t., ands"to, dS\t~'1 "LSRl:).a,s,~he,:,,fol:19winq, -:~': .. 
plan!? ,for the? bircl"p~ogra.m. It has a contract' vIi thl _ 

I I in California to conduct a feasibility t~e=-s=t-----:;;o:-:",,-=--~ 
a spec1f~c, op~r?-ti9Jl:aJ s.-,::enar~o,i..,~"The, s,c9n,"tFio i!?.Lto. h~ve 
~,kit· o:t.:~-, pigeonsequippedwi,th, ,c<3.mera,!?;, +"lY7 ,from,. one,.J.p,y~ tien 
(lc;n:mch~ng,s,ite) to . .arlotherlo,cat.io!\,3 miles, a\'la~;~;"jt:af:¥3"': ,: . 
p~~tures"of a; ,ce,~tai,~ obj~ci::'9nd ,f:ly<t,9'9:'9-ifJel~~:F:;J,PS9-,F,ion 
(nome).. :" .. '., '; .:' ,,"', C":' ' .: : '-': ,--' '.:, ,:' ':' :, ~,~: ~,.c' ,: ': ',: ~'/" 

~ ., .- " '. . '. ... '. :" ',_,. :: "" ," .:. "\ ' ... ~_ /': ... .:. {.; : J.", ~~ ~~:. '") r. 2. t.. ", ,"-

'>6,. 'l'he exp~pir.ne'nt,\v:il,J,JnvC)lYG 3:)<J,ts~.::'i !I'~1ei:::~i-ES.,t-;_,K;i.~ 
"lillac:t,as:, a,p0l1t:r:91 group emu ,~dll).~9 ;t,ra~l,1e,4)<t92 .f:;].y from 
hO,Il1c~ ,t()thetarget;,~nd P?tp)cto hqm§l'.,The: s,econ<t ki t'Wj..ll be 
trained. to, f-lyf,rpIli a .launc~1ing, ~poii-. t.to,· th~':; 'ta.rget ,to - ,a';:neT.v 
home,25 ,miles a~'1.9-Y:;.o :, 'l'h(:):. f;~l.J;rd, ,ki:t:-:-·d~l:J." }1? ~;trai,r;e,? 'i,~", c,~'~J.- . 
£orni~to,f;lY, f-rqm!:l~ .1!3,tlnc~d.ng point to the target and to a 
new' home. 'l'hiski t \';il1 then be moved to Oklahoma and will 
be carefully;:,oP's~~vedtq:flE::.t53rIl~ina:th~) atfe9,1:s J9.Ilg, d.~?j::ance 
dj,splaC'\3'f.\ent has, 9nthg~ir, p,erf9.rm~l1qe '''''.:''.'' ,- 'i'-, ;, i. ~.·;""'''l 

.', ; .~'. • .[ -""-"', .' : ...... ~~ ~ .•• :";::'f .. ~t~·:::., '~"i .'}:'~'~ ~ . ..,:. ... . 1.:.1(.:!._~ ":f ,;~.'.'·: __ a::· "::,,,:"1 

'. J' 7 ... ·, Y111al~Y'T ",t~l§! se\.,;onp· J'\_~t,,~n, (,_<3,A'-?-J'o:r;n~~ \<f})·,}-:J:)~,-;,tn0ved 
",ith. tl~lekit ,in ,Oklahoma_t-o "v4ashipgtpn f: O,."p~.,::;~Jt ,h9:~,: }~;~en 
determined, l:tha tat~:'~his:tire9:!'i' .1,i ve; ,Pc:m0!1,~u;~r~,t;~o.n ,~n~9.h t;; !lJ~ -
held, fQr,.interested:, ,offices.. ' Spec-ifica~ 'b'1e, ,kits, ,Hil1,-
individu41J..y, :flY~. ;,:Erom, a launch poln:t, ,to~~~?~E~~J:;)i3ui).(i·~~n.<J 0 

'l'r~8 ;aPOV,EL pP9.je~,~ 11.?s,: !J,een alFe .. a~Yff~uild~'t(tla,:t: c~ .. ~P:;"oo.9·,,~I,ls't;.'\ 
sho:ul9.:,:t.!3:~~ ,15,~ 7nK~!lt11l:.t,'to~ c.o:sa:~,J,~t:~".]" tAr ·al1,;,g9.~,~"'f~S ,:J) lC\ ~r.Gd,;f 
tJ:lc,fep:sp~}'J.i,t-y oi-;,-J.)iFd s9,en~r~p~;:;.: \vi:l!-,l1av~, ~h.~en.~pr~~~'H1 ,~Y 
()'.Rp/LSR-."; ~'I,(>, ~ '<";t"); 7 ~:. . ... - •. ~;.:/;,.~ : ~;:~.-- , ..... J... -:: 'f:'~ ... ;)1'._?"1 ?": :.~~'l.':-: tl::.; 

_.-.; .... ~-.~ - :i~:·:.t,·. ~. ·i.l.~, ,:;' ~~~;., .!~.~), ... t",. -, !' ,"::". ':·.'i·:.~;~!. ~~-t ····-·.:':··Y"I·· .. (· 

f ',,' f c'. I h 'I ,.~' a ~ : Fo;ryo1,lr; .... ,urtne.r ec.l ~catlon ,ORD LSR ;. as mace a 
27 minute 16:rnm film of the Avian De!':'.onstrat.ion held at 

'-------c-----I It: ShO'llS' ~,he p,-~rformance of the birds in real 
life situations. LSR also has a 10 minute film clip of an 
impromp'tu demons'tration of a rav,<~n collecting a Hater sample. 

2 
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9. At this point in time, Kfilis not being funded whatsoever. It is my impression 
tlat they are,not employed at this time because oi tne less "soectacular"’§erformance ofKi:::::]birds"as"com§ared‘to 

bird This is u‘f e bec use r ni 
pproache _f_e pro wem from a s¢ienti£;cQn¢sture; 

examinees sense effest, w~*h@r@'aiiSE‘ ?fi:5i3>1~fi ;’ié::;i 
. ‘v 

pragmatic agfirqaqg to get the job'd6ne.d sqth“ePei¢e¢hes; 
llieel, sis equally validiin teis.qasa. i[;,; t,;;,’i@_ .4 -~ —- 1 ~ ' < 

. 
.- A,_ . .__,- ._-~"@i.- “<4.-,... 

v » " —-. . 

“ 
- .- » 

'

. \ . 1-» - -.--- - ux -~ ' ~-~-~e -». * V _-- *-- .. '. ~_ )1 .. ._ ‘.. -- '. -. -_. .» ~_ _. 0 .,.-.., ,., .- ,,..__v_ _. _ - ‘. 
v 

» .1; ;.~ .. 3 .€4 ~ , - 
I _ .9 = |- - - -v=1.~:- ,4‘ 

t. )_'\d 
i 

1 -i ,1 H: ~ i ; Q¥-§lQL §ItQsh§glQ1be noted tea; tqejbirdyscendfiofpreef“" 
sentlygpeingiin€e§ti§ated7in"Califorfiia'b% 

K::::::Tis not an DTS requirement, but was generated directly 
by the DDO staff. No firm requirements have yet been placed 
upon OTS by the DDO. V

_ 

11. I would like to reiterate s? ofiinion finich is 
reflected in OTB/CB Memo for the Record #75~l27, "Avian 
Demonstration\ 
“It appears as if justification of spending approximately 
$100,000 per year for the maintenance of a stable of birds 
for an occasional deployment would be difficult to ration~ 
alize. The undersigned received the impression that given 
'the present avian capabilities and the known possible 
missions, there was little interest in maintaining the 
capability at this time- ‘In fact, there was only one DDO 
Division (SE) that indicated an immediate interest in the 
_present avian application. V 

_' 

Through discussions with both contractors, the 
undersigned believes that if the contracts were allowed ' 

to expire,K::::]wou1d close down this type of operation 
completely. However,[:::::::jhas a continuing interest 
in this basic type of training since he trains animals 

\ 

and 
would most likely stay in-tne tield. Given a lead time of 
3 to 4 months, and $20,000 to s3o,ooo,[:::;:::1wou1a be able 
to obtain and train 3 to 4 birds for a par icu er scenario 
which has been previously demonstrated. Compared to yearly 
maintenance of a stable of trained birds, this would be the 

_ 

most economical route provided that operational plans for 
using a trained bird are develpped far enough in advance 
of the requirement." '

y 

__,_____: ,___.._._ -< n 

_ 3 _ 
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,-----__ ----";9. At this point in time ,I 
1 is no t be ing fund ed "'1 ha t s~oC-CeC-=v=-e=r=C-.--I"'tr--crl.=s~rn=y---~l.=m=p=r=eC-C. s~s=. --l.=o=no------" 

'-------,t"hc:-a.:=-Lt~they are ,n9t ,employ?d at this tim? because of ,the less 
Uspectacular ":Rer formanceo fl Ih,irds." a~:):~.6mp4'iErd' to 

Ib~r4d ~ k ,.'l.'4is. is ,unfor;'tu,n:4t~'~ec..ause 
r-------c-~D~~ =~)-::-:,rc-::o·adl~:acl .... ~,~ J:lrob,~em fr<?:m~,~, .scien'tif.~~ l:P~:~:tl.l:te ; 
exam~rq.ng c~,use a.nd effect, v.thereasl ,I took a: more 
pragmqti.c ,apprAq9H'!'to get 'the, 'j ob d6ri,~. BOt.~; cnjp:~6'iqh~s'" 
f,;~,E?elt '4'r.~,;~:q'l:i~:lIy"ya1id~+in,t£;1i~'S;ase.,', ;,:~i ,::,,~"~ '"',<,, 

~ , . ..r(-"'~-~'''';.:~.~.' ,'1' .. ·.::'~ :"', ··;i~· -:~, '.,'~ ,: ... ,~,",: .... ;.~ \..,' ;'-"~:-",,.~.:; .. ~~ ...... ,.,...,. ;.; ... ~'O':~...,,;':f--;·· 
,:, : .. :.1 o. ~ ,It :'.sh6,uld ~be,:no,tedt4a t ,t:l1e'l:5ird scena'fio :pre-:, ~., .. 
~~en£ly ;p,ei~g' 'inyes"tiga:'t:~d'i'n'<'~'aJif6rl1ia 'h~ , I 

["ls- ii'at an -bTS requirement, but vias generated directly 
'-----.--~-

by the DDO staff. No firm requirements have yet been placed 
upon OTS by the DDO. . 

. ,'-;- q~,:..: .', ..... -. " . ; 

11. I \vould like to rei teratem:~r-'opfni6n' which is 
reflected in OTS/CB Hemo for the Record '#75-127, "Avian 
Dti:rnonstrationl 

~~~~--~~---.----~~----~----------~----~--~ 

nIt appears as if justification of spending approximately 
$100,000 per year for the maintenance of a stable of birds 
for an occasional deployment would be difficult to ration
alize. The undersigned received the impression that given 
the pres~'?nt avian capabilities and the knmm possible 
missions, t..'1ere vlaS li·ttle interest in maintaining the 
capability at this time. ,Tn fact, there \vas only one DDO 
Division (SE) that indicated an immediate interest in the 
present avian application. . 

Through discussions "'lith both contractors, the 
undersigned r).~lieves that if the contracts \.qere allowed 
to expire ,1 I ~lould close down this type ,?f 0i?eration 
completely. HQ';-vcver, I Ihas a continu~ng l.nterest 
in this basic t oe of training since he trains animals 

and 
~==~~~~~~~~---==~~~-=~n=e~~l~e~' ~4~.--~~1.=v=e~n~a=-~e~a~-=~lm8 of 

to $30,000, 1 lwould be able 
bi~ds for a partl.cular scenario 

,'Jhich has been previously demonstrated. Compared to yearly 
maintenance of a stable of trained birds I this .... ,ou1d be the 
most economical route provided that operational plans for 
using a trai~ed bird are develpped far enough in advance 
of the requirement. l! ' 
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l2- ¥fi ¢l°$$Q9_I"wou1d like to state that based eon the limlted knowlédqe~I havg gained to da+e it is . . I , 
' - I 

Q? oplnlnn that the-Avian Program should be terminated 
‘ 

by ORB unon comnTétfibn“Of its yresént contrast with ‘ 

0 

_ K‘: feel it should the. b t to GT5 and retained at not cost for R&D uggilea Eigigrgfer ment is levied on OTS. At that mid mi,-, a_particular bird within 3 to 4 mohihs ta nerf¢rm<a béenario ‘$lmi1Hr%t0~those already demonstrated in tB@¢bast;by@ORD at a Cost’ Qf $’2'.oK»"I'itO $3Q'K'.’: ‘ 
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12. In closing I \"lould like to stat~ that based 
bnthelimi ted kn6wH~dge I have gained to date, it is 
my opinion ~~at thaAvian Program should be terminated 
by ORn unOD conmletm?riOf' its .. pre~e,nt contract with' . 
~ _______ ~~~:--_---"II ,feel~t snould then be turned over 

to OTS and retained'at not: cost for R&D until a require-
ment is levied on OTS. At that time ,1 1 could train 
a particular: bird ·~.,ithin 3 to 4 tlont..~sto, perform a scenario 
$imi'la'r~;, to those" already demonstrated in.~~e· pa'st: by>ORD, 
at a cost of $2QK1to $30K~;' .~ - L~ 
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‘ll 
>8‘? #$?55_5’?1/ I

R 

_ 5 May 1974 l 

PROGRESS REPORT No. 1
" 

[ASLIAN TRAINING PROGRAM s 

g 

' (Feb.-March 1974) 

Program Director: _

' 

Dear Sir: ‘ 

~ 

.

_ 

. 
Enclosed isya copy of the pathology report relating

' 

to the 2 falcons. This Concerns only 1 falcon but the 

other, performed by another lab.;is essentially the . 

same. You may note that the report states "etiology un- 

0 
" I 

'
7 

_
» 

' In retrospect, we believe the root cause is linked 

to a condition referred to in the falconer's vernacular 

as "bumble foot." In simple terms it means an infection- 

in the bird's feet of the streptococus variety. _ _/ 

The reason this infection attacks birds of prey (in captivity) 

has never been clearly understood. Some opinions reflect 

the idea that it is caused by.a diet deficiency. We 

reject this because other birds; of the same type, on 

the same diet, are not effected. 

It seems to us that the original abrasions were caused 

by keeping the birds on a cement floor at San Clemente 

Island and that finally their expirations came as a 

result of treating the feet by soaking in hot water. 

we did this on the advise of one veterinarian and accord- 

ing to the opinion of another one this treatment caused . 

the infection to spread into the bird's organs resulting'r 

in termination. A 
i 

'

V 
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PROGRESS REPORT No. 1 
AVIAN TRAINING PROGRAM 

(Feb.-March 1974) 

5 May 1974 

Program Directorc 

Dear Sir: 

Enclosed isa copy of the pathology report relating 

to the 2 falcons. This concerns only 1 falcon but the 

other, performed by another lab.,is essentially the 

same. You may note that the report states "etioiogy'un-

known." 

In retrospect, we believe the root cause is linked 

to a condition referred to in the falconer's vernacular 

as "bumble foot." In simple terms it means an infection 

- in the bird's feet of the streptococus variety. 

3,3(h)(2) 

The reason this infection attacks birds of prey (in captivity) 

has never been clearly understood. 'Some opinions retlect 

the idea that it iscause~ bya diet deficiency. We 

reject this because other,: birds, "of:',the same .type, on 

the same diet, are not effected. 

It seems to us that the original abrasions were Caused 

by keeping the birds on a cement floor at San Clemente 

Island and that finally th~ir' expirations came as a 

result of treating the feet by 'soaking in hot water. 

We did this on the advise of one veterina'rian and accord

ing to the opinion of another one this 'treatment caused 

the infection to spread into the bini's organs resulting -

in termination. ' 
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AVIAN TRAINING PROGRAM; . . . . » 

In any case, our new birds show no signs of the 

bumble foot condition and they are being kept in in- 

divdual cages equipped with padded perches. 

In the field they are doing very well in the 
initial training, still on land. They should be working 

over water in a matter of a couple of weeks. ” 

Included with this report is an account of the 

boat accident and damage. It is not as severe as the 
report would seem to indicate. All of the cosmetic 
features, except for the radar,have been restored. 

\ 

' 2 
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AVIAN TRAINING PROGRAM ••••. 

In any case. our new birds show no signs of the 

bumble foot condition and they are being kept in in-

divdual cages equipped with padded perches. 

In the field they are doing very well in the 

initial training, still on land. They should be working 

over water in a matter of a couple of weeks. 

Iricluded with this report is an account of the 

. boat accident and damage. It is not as severe as the 

report would seem to indicate. All of the cosmetic 

features. except for the radar,have been restored. 

~p.mprt£nllv 
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t Accident Report , 

On 25 March 1974 the Formula boat (j24), stationed 

at San Clemente and used on the Avian Training Program, 

was involved in an accident which occured at the N.O.T.S. 

pier area on the east side or the Island. ' 

The condition of the power systems prior to the accident 

were as follows: function of the port engine and outdrive
_ 

system was normal. The linkage connecting the controls 
with the starboard_outdrive was inoperative due to a ~ 

sheared bolt at the shift lever. The gears could be operated 
manually from the engine compartment. Repairs to the linkage 

were hampered by accessibility problems which would have 
put the boat out of action for several days at a critical 
time. - 

A

i 

On approaching the pier the starboard engine was shut ” 

down because of the lack of shift function. As the boat" 
came alongside the pier the port outdrive linkage failed, 
leaving the gears in forward. The port engine was then shut 
down. Attempts were made to secure the boat to the pier 

'
1 

to no avail. The first swell put the boat on the rocks. 
The boat then came broadside to the swells and was moved 
along the rocks and under the pier. The radar scanning 
unit and the deck struck under structure of the pier. A

_ 

line was then secured to the pier and the boat was pulled 

free; ~ ~ 

'

‘ 

The hull suffered no serious damage and has been 

repaired. Both propellers was damaged and-they too have 

been replaced. The deck has also been restored. The "
_ 

scanning unit was bent out of alignment and the antenna 
dome damaged. ' ' 
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Accident Report 

On 25 March 1974 the Formula boat (j24), stationed 

at San Clemente and used on the Avian Training Program, 

was involved in an accident which occured at the N~O.T.S. 
• I 

pier area on the east sl.de of the Island. 

The condition of the power systems prior to the accident 

were as follows: function of the port engine and outdrive 

system was normal. The linkage connecting the controls 

with the starboard outdrive 'was inoperative due to a 

sheared bolt at ,the shift lever. The gears could be operated 

manually from the engine compartment. Repairs to the linkage 

were hampered by accessibility problems which would have 

put the boat out of action for several days at a critical 

time. 

On approaching the pier the starboard engine was shut 

down because of the lack of shift function. As the 'boat' 

came alongside the pier the port outdrive linkage failed, 

leaving·the gears in forward. The port engine was,then shut 

down. Attempts were made to secure the boat to the pier 
. , 

to no avail. The first sweil put the boat on the rocks. 

The boat then came broadside to the swells and was moved 

along the rocks and under the pier. The radar scanning 

unit and the deck struck under structure of the pier. A 

line was then secured to the pier aDd the boat wa's pulled 

free. 

The hull suffered no serious damage and has been 

repaiJ;ed. Both propellers was damaged and they too have 

been replaced. The deck has also been restored. The 
, , 

scanning unit was bent out of alignment and the antenna 

dome damaged, 
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ACCIDENT REPORT. - . . . 

All repairs have now been completed except for the 

radar unit. " ' 

O _ 
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All repairs have now been completed except for the 

radar unit. 
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.- 8 May 1974 - 

PROGRESS REPORT No; 2
' 

EROGRAM 

(ranch - April 1974) 

Program Director: 

Dear Sir: - 

As the following daily reports will show, 3 of 

the birds listed have just started to work free. 2 of‘ 

these are the Canadian falcons which have undergone 

fairly extensive preliminary training before they started 

to work free; We also list the cockatoo and this one is 

included as a feasibility test. We are completely in 

the dark as to what the possibilities are in regard to 

this critter. We have not been able to.dig up any in- 

formation as regards to its distance possibilities or _ 

the visual potential. We do know that this particular bird 

is a clever flyer but seems if it may be too slow to
' 

avoid gull attacks. ~ ~

1

( 
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PROGRESS REPORT No. 2 
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8 May 1974 

(MarCh - April 1974) 

Program Director: 

Dear Sir: 

As the following daily reports will show, 3 of 

the birds listed have just started to work free. 2 of 
.' 

these are the Canadian falcons which have undergone 

fairly extensive preliminary training before they started 

to work free~ We also list the cockatooahdthis one is 

inCluded as a feasibility test. We are completely in 

the dark as to what the possibilities are in regard to 

this critter. We have not been able to dig up any in-

formation as reg~rds to its distance possibilities or 

the visual potential. We do know that this particular bird 

is a clever flyer but seems if it may be too slow to 

avoid gull attacks. 
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DAILY TRAINING SCHEDULE 

Monday Aril 22, 1974 

Do Da (Raven)
“ 

3 miles from shore to boat. % mile from boat to targetv 

Response and strength good. Wind 5 m.p.h. N.W. 

Dink (Prairie Falcon)
~ 

1&% mile from boat to the target. 
Refused to come 

to boat. Fed and worked on boat. Wind, 10 m.p.h. N.W; i 

~ 

‘ This bird is an extremely good 
prospect. It has shown willingness 
to work over the water, a big

H 

question mark in the beginningt 
As of the date indicated here 3 

this bird was working under a 
' severe handicap since the primary 

feathers on one wing have been 
- broken half way up since we 9 

first got him. These will be-. 
replaced later in the year as 
the bird molts. .

W 

<

. 

Cockatoo 
50 yards to the boat. Three flights. 

Response and strength 

good. 10 m.p.h. wind N.W. ’ 

Y

| 

Falcon (female). ,

' 

I mile to target on land. Started work on lure in buinding. 

Strength and response good.
. 

Terciel (male falcon) 
. 

<
T 

Started work on lure in building. Heavy 
wind 30-40 

mopuha Now; 
' ~

“ 

Tuesday April 23 f

u 

Do Da - 

V

, 

3 miles to boat. 3/4 mile from boat to target. Response 

and strength good. _ 

,
E 

Dink 
;:

, 

100 yards to boat. Refused second 
attempt. l&% miles ¥-¢» qw. 

from boat to target. Heavy gull 
pressure. Strength questionable 

Cockatoo 
w

- 

100 yards to boat. 3 flights, strength and response good. 

Tercigl V 

‘ 

._ u 

- start work to boat. 50 yards to boat. 50 yards from boat 

to target. Carried package with response and 
strength_good. 

Brandy & G.B. (Hawks) 
_ 

'5 miles to target. Very good altitude, 
response and strength 

good._ 
- 

_ H 
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DAILY TRAINING SCHEDULE 

Monday Axil 22, 1974 

Do Da (Raven) 
3 miles from shore. to boat. ~ mile from. boat to target

ll
• 

Response and'strength good. Wind 5 m.p.h. N.W. 

Dink (Prairie Falcon) 
1&~ mile from boat to the target. Refused to come 

to boat. Fed and worked on boat. Wind, 10 m.p.h. N.W. 

Cockatoo 

This bird is an extremely good 

prospect. It has shown willingness 

to work over the water, a big 

question mark in the beginning~ 

As of the date indicated here 

this bird was working under a 

severe handicap since the primary 

feathers on one wing have been; 

broken hal f way up since we !I 

first got him. These will be 

replaced later in the year as 

the bird molts. 

50 yards to the boat. Three flights. Response and strength 

good. 10 m.p.h. wind N.W. 

Falcon (female) 
I mile to target on land. Started work on lure in bu"ilJding. 

strength and response good. 

Terciel (male falcon) 
Started work on lure in building. Heavy wind 30-40 

m.p.h. N.W. 

Tuesday April 23 

Do Da 
3 miles to boat. 3/4 mile from boat to target. Response 

and strength good. 

~~ 
i 

100 yards to boat. Refused second attempt. l&~ miles " 

from boat to target. Heavy gull pressure. strength q~estionabl~. 
,-' 

Cockatoo 
100 yards to boat. 3 flights, strength and respons~ good. 

Terciel 
Start work to boat. 50 yards to boat. 50 yards from boat 

to target. Carried package with response and strength good. 

Brandy & G.B. (Hawks) 
·5 miles to target. Very good altitude, response arid strength 

good. 
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AVIAN TRAINING PROGRAM...... _ 

Wed. April 24 - 

Do Da . 

3 miles to boat. 1 mile from boat to target. Wind 5 m.p.h. S. 

Dink 
Short flight to boat. I mile to the target. Made stop 

before coming in. Response fair but strength 
questionable. 

Cockatoo . _

‘ 

k mile to boat. Wind 5 m.p.h. with response and strength 
good. - 

, 

-
- 

Falcon Y ,

‘ 

3/4 mile to the lure. 3/4 mile to target. Response and 
strength gppd. 

Terciel ' 

' 

.

~ 

100 yards to boat & 100 yards return to target. 
Lure 

used on target. Response and strength gppd with 
10 m.p.h. 

wind. ' 

~

' 

_ 

Thursday April 25 

Heavy winds all day, 20-40 m.p.h. to N.E. All birds flown 
inside. 

V 

’
. 

' Friday April 26- 
_

. 

Heavy winds again 30 m.p.h. All birds flown inside. 
' Week end g 

~ 
Monday April 29 

Do Da ' 

3&% mile flight to boat. 3/4 mile return flight from 
boat to land. Response and strength good. 

Dinkv - 

'

i 

3/4 mile flight from boat to target. Again, response 
good but flying capacity questionable because of 

impaired 
wing. 

.

' 

Cockatoo v g

W 

2 mile to the boat. Two flights with 
response and strength 

good. - 

_ 

' 

,
A 

Terciel 
100 yards to boat. 100 yards from boat to target. Response 

and strength good. _

, 

Falcon 
*

" 

Start work on the boat. Fed and carried-on moving boat. 
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AVIAN TRAINING PROGRAM •••••. 
Wed. April 24 

Do Da 
3 miles to boat. 1 mile from·boat to target. Wind 5 m.p.h. S. 

Dink 
Short flight to boat. 1 mile to the target. Made stop 

before corning in. Response fair but strength questionable. 

Cockatoo 
~ mile to boat. Wind 5 m.p.h. with response and strength 

good. 

Falcon 
3/4 mile to the lure. 3/4 mile to target. Response and 

str~ngth gppd. 

Terciel 
100 yards to boat & 100 yards return to target. Lure 

used on target~ Response and strength gppd with 10 m.p.h. 

wind. 

Thursday April .25 

Heavy winds all day, 20-40 m.p.h. to N.E. All birds flown 

inside. 

Friday April 26 

Heavy winds again 30 m.p.h. All birds flown inside. 

Week end 

Monday April 29 

Do Da 
3&~ mile flight to boat. 3/4 mile return flight from 

boat to land. Response and strength good. 

Dink 
3/4 mile flight from boat to target. Again, response 

good but flying capacity·questiqnable because of impaired 

wing. 

Cockatoo 
~ mile to the boat. Two flights with response and strength 

good. 

Terciel . 
100 yards to boat. 100 yards from boat to target. Response 

and strength good. 

Falcon 
Start work on the boat. Fed and carried on moving boat. 
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AVAIN TRAINING PROGRAM..... , . 

i_ Tuesday April 30 < 

Do Da ' 
~ J 

Attempted 2&3/4 mile flight to boat but bird refused be- 
cause- of high winds but did come from l&% miles. Returned 
from 1 mile. " 

Dink g 

% mile from boat to target. Flight capacity questionable 

Terciel - 

I

- 

200 yards to boat. 3 flights with strength and response 
good; 

Falcon 
Close work on boat. Response good with heavy winds. 

. 
Although not indicated here the hawks worked several 

times in the time frame of this report when other bird 
work was finished early enoagh.

’ 

In following the work of the prairie falcon one willy 
-note the bird's limitations due to impaired wing but 
it can also be noted this one has excellent potential. 
At the first signs of molt we expect to put this bird up 
‘and feed him heavily in order to shorten the molt period 
and again have him working at full capacity. ¢-

; 

i 

' Respectfully,

\

\

U 
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Tuesday April 30 

Do Da 
Attempted 2&3/4 mile flight to boat but bird refused be

cause of high winds but did come from 1&~ miles. Returned 

from 1 mile . 

. Dink 
~ mile from boat to target. Flight capacity questionable. 

Terciel 
200 yards to boat. 3 flights with strength and response 

good. 

Falcon 
Close work on boat. Response good with heavy winds. 

Although not indicated here the hawks worked several 

times in the time frame of this report when other bird 

work was finished early eno~gh. 

In following the work of the prairie falcon one will 

note the. bird's limitations due to impaired wing but 

it can also be noted this one has excellent potential. 

At the first signs of molt we expect to put this bird tip. 

and feed him heavily in order to shorten the molt period 

and again have him working at full capacity. 

Resoectfully, 
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15 May 1974 

PROGRESS REPORT N0. 3
. 

\ 

ASLIAN TRAINING 'PROGRAM' 

(April-May 1974)~ 

Program Director: ~
. 

Dear Sir: ' 

At long last our boat is fully repaired. One of ' 

engines has had a cracked head replaced with new valves 
- 4 

and other parts. The outdrive for the other engine has 

been replaced and,in toto; the boat is operating to 

its full potential, (except for radar) 

Needless to say, limited function of the boat has 

hampered our training schedule to some extent and we _ 

to ’ 

-

' 

look forward/getting back to normal. 

One of our birds recently generated a considerable 

amount of excitement by making a 5 mile flight from 

land to the boat. This exceeds by 1 mile the longest 

prior distance flown over water. ' 

We were happy to see the bird seemed to be in fine 

shape when he arrived at the boat, seeming not in the 

least tired~nor*exhausted. - 

During the flight there was a great deal of apprehension 

on our part since the bird was out of visual contact 

for most of the flight.‘ .

' 

Until we are able to get some kind of satisfactory 

tracking beacon for the bird we are most anxious to 

acquire a chase boat which, we believe, is available " 

in a short time. V 

we are aware we have played down the potential of 

Approved for Release: 2019/07/30 C06527542
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15 May 1974 

PROGRESS REPORT No. 3 
AVIAN TRAINING PROGRAM 

(April-May 1974) 

Program Director: 

Dear Sir: 

At long last our boat is fully repaired. One of . 

engines has had a cracked head replaced with new valves 

and other parts. The outdrive for the other engine has 

been replaced and,in toto, the boat is operating to 

its full potential.. (except for radar) 

Needless to say, limited. function of the boat has 

hampered our training schedule to some extent and we 
to 

look forward/getting back to normal. 

One of our birds recently generated a consider·able 

amount of excitement by making a 5 mile flight from 

land to the boat. This exceeds by 1 mile the longest 

prior distance flown over water. 

We were happy to see the bird seemed to be in fine 

shape when he arrived at the boat, seeming not in the 

least tired·nor:exhausted. 

During the flight there was a·.great:deal of apprehension 

on our part since the bird was out of visual contact 

for most of the flight.· 

Until we are able to get some kind of satisfactory 

tr,acking beacon for the bird we are most anxious to 

acq~i.re a chase boat which, we believe, is available 

in a short time. 

We are aware we have played down the potential of 

Approved for Release: 2019/07/30 C06527542 
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AVIAN TRAINING PROGRAM. _ ,

' 

the raven and, in fact, we have been surprised by the 
performance.of this bird. It is true that this particular‘ 
bird is our show bird [:::::::::::]and has had some 
3 or 4 years of training. It is also true he was the 
pick of the litter, so to speak, of some 50 birds. 

' We have already acquired several nestling ravens 
this year and when they are ready they too will join- 
the program. 

Starting from scratch our terciel falcon has 
come on very strong and, in our opinion, will soon 
be performing as well as the raven. ' 

i
' 

The small prairie falcon, as described earlier, 
has also shown great promise. At the present we have 
set him up, on full feed, hoping to get through the 
molt as soon as possible. - 

. » 

The female falcon has been a slight prob1em.up to 
this point. She flys well but seems to tire easily 
and does not have the strength to complete long flights. 
Her stamina has increased steadily but not dramatically. 
She too has entered into a heavy molt and because of 
this will be delayed in her further training. '

' 

Regarding;thetf1ights%over land,3the hawks are 
doing asfine job, making flights of several miles at 
any time the elements are at all favorable. 

. training ’ 

We are enclosing more daily/reports along with 
some cost reports on medical care for the falcons 

Approved for Release: 2019/07/30 C06527542
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AVIAN TRAINING PROGRAM .•.•. 
- -- -- .-- - -the-raven -ancf,· In·- fact:-·we-·have been surprised by the 

performance of this bird. It is true that this particular· 

show bird I land has had 
; bird is our some 

3 or 4 years of training. It is also true he was the 

pick of the litter, so to speak, of some 50 birds. 

We have already acquired several nestling ravens 
this year and when they are ready they too will join 
the program. 

Starting fro~ scratch our terciel falcon has 

come on very strong and, in our opinion, will soon 
be performing as well as the raven. 

The small prairie falcon, as described earlier, 
has also shown great promise. At the present we have 
set him up, on· full feed, hoping to get through the 

molt as soon as possible. 

The female falcon has been a slight problem up to 

this point. She flys well but seems to tire easily 
and does not have the strength to complete long flights. 
Her stamina has increased steadily but not dramatically. 
She too has entered into a heavy molt and because of 
this will be delayed in her further training. 

Regarding: f:.he~:flights'·0ver land,' .. -' th~hawks.: a,t:'e 

doing a' fine job, making flights of several miles at 

any time the elements are at all favorable. 
training 

We are enclosing more daily/reports along with 
some cost reports on medical care for the falcons 
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AVIAN TRAINING PROGRAM. . .. V 

to demonstrate we left no stone unturned in our concern 

for them. ; 

Respectfully 

»\ 

Approved for Release; 2019/07/30 C06527542
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AVIAN TRAINING PROGRAM •••. 

to demonstrate we left no stone unturned in our concern 

for them. 

Resnectfully. 
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DAILY TRAINING SCHEDULE 
' Wed. May 1,_l974 
Do Da V 

2&% mile flight to boat. 1&5 mile flight from boat 
to beach. Light N. wind. Response and strength good. 
Dink

_ 

1 mile flight from boat to target. Strength fair, 
response good. A. 

Cockatoo 3 

% mile flight to boat. Gull pressure, driven into 
the water. Strength questionable, response good. 
Terciel ' 

300 yards to boat. 4 flights. Response and strength 
good. ~ 

_

~ 

Falcon 50 yards to boat. 3 flights. Response and.strength 
good -

L 

Hawk flights on land from 5 to 8 miles. 
l 

V 

Thur. May 2, 
Do Da - 

3 mile flight to boat. 1&% flight from boat to beach. 
Light N.W. wind. .

_ 

Dink 
Down for the moult 

Tercial - 

k mile to boat. 3 flights. Response and strength good. 
Falcon 

_ _ . 

200 yards to boat. 3 flights. Response and strength 
good. 1 

Brandy (hawk)
A 

5 mile flight to target/ Response and strength good. 
Light N.W. wind. ' 

_, Friday may 3 '

_ Do Da A 

3 mile flight to boat. Strength and response good. 
Took boat out of water for early flight back to L.B. 

Approved for Release: 2019/07/30 C06527542,
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DAILY TRAINING SCHEDULE 

Wed. May 1,1974 

Do Da 
2&~ mile flight to boat. 1&~ mile flight from boat 

to beach. Light N. wind. Response and strength good. 

Dink 
1 mile flight from boat to target. strength fair, 

response good. 

Cockatoo 
~ mile flight to boat. Gull pressure, driven into 

the water. Strength. questionable, response good. 

Terciel 
300 yards to boat. 4 flights. Response and strength 

good. 

Falcon 50 yards to boat. 3 flights. Respons~ and strength 
good 

Hawk flights on land from 5 to B miles. 

Thur. May 2. 
Do Da 

3 mile flight to boat. l&~ flight from boat to beach. 
Light N.W. wind. 

Dink 
Down for the moult 

Tercial 
~ mile to boat. 3 flights. Response and strength good. 

Falcon 
200 yards to boat. 3 flights. Response and strength 

good. 

Brandy (hawk) 
5 mile flight to target/ Response and strength good. 

Light N.W. wind. 

Friday may 3 
Do Da 

3 mile flight to boat. strength and response good. 

Took boat out of water for early flighl back to :" E, 
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' VETERINARIAN EXPENSES ON FALCONS 

Aug. Z6, 1973..... $132.50 

Oct. 6, 1973 ’179,0o 

Oct. 18, 1973 243.50 

Aug. 2, 1973 23;00 

Dec. 15, 1973 22,00 

Dec. 29, '_' ~ 
140.00 

Jan. 1, 1974 64.00 

Jan. 16, 1974 56.00 

March 9, 1974 7.00 

April 6, 1974 ;261.00 

The above figures only in support of report on falcons. 
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VETERINARIAN EXPENSES ON FALCONS 

Aug. 26, 1973 ..••• $132.50 

Oct. 6, 1973 179" 00 

oct. 18, 1973 243.50 

Aug. 2, 1973 23~00 

Dec. IS, 1973 22 .• 00 

Dec. 29, II 140.00 

Jan. I, 1974 64.00 

Jan. 16, 1974 56.00 

March 9, 1974 7.00 

April 6, 1974 :261.00 

April 8, 1974 .205.15 

The above figures only in support of report on falcons. 
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romonmmm mm Chief, 1%;-ma.-.»= Branch/Special Operations Division 

SUBJECT : Project OXYGAS 

l. Attached is a progress report on Project OXYCW3 whieh will, 
no doubt, be of interest to you... Ax: you recall, ORB undertook this 
project with you for the purpose of demonotmting the technical 
feasibility of using clolphins for a variety of operational purposan. 
From the tochninal point of view, we were interested in determining 
the c1olz>h1n's reliability in placing on appropriate object on a 

\ 

We also recogzxized amt there would be a 
aarious que.,tion of tho rzmzge of the dolphin but felt that an initial 
achievement of Z1-an,,¢*o with a payload would be moot encourflains. 
The first teclmicnl objective has been achieved. more rapidly than 
anticipated. The oecoml technical owectivo is now uncle: inveat5.g;a- 
tion, and we are hoping that we vill be able to achimm a reaoomblo 
range, although not necessarily a useful vopemtloml mags, by the 
QOm;)l.Q‘l;i.On oi‘ the contract period. in January 1965. 

2. Quite frankly this project nan progz-eased more rapidly 
than we anticipated, although xmbridled enthusiasm is not Justified 
at this time. I wish to ompimaiza that there are many difficult 
technical problmm which face us whioh include the operational rang: 
of the animal, commumicatinu problems betwomz the anixml and its 
nanalem, dosign or an appropriate payload shape, improved. handle!’ 
tr-ainmg tectmiquea, and others. Kevertboloss, them is the very 
real possibility that technical feasibility will be demonstrated 
by Jo.nuar;,'. Dr. Gallcr of CS1-FR, who takes a more: optimistic point 
of view, fools that technical feasibility has been ootablished al- 
ready. ‘Tho possibility of success requires that we begin to explore 
where we go from hero. W tentative thoughts on this are outlimd 
below. 

3. OED coulfi continue to support OXYGAS at its present loom- 
tion for another few noxzths with profit, oltnwah we are rapidly 
ap1n'oa<:h1ng the stage more security dictates that was move tho 
operation to a more suitable location. You ore aware or the possi- 
bility or Joining the Navy in using an opomtional testing aite for 
this project. The decision to demonstrate operational foanibility 
will require greater participation, both adminiatmtively and 
operationally, by SOD. As tho project ‘becomes more operational, it 

—-¢- .. 

“L- -1 

is my vim: that 0RD should graxmally withdraw itn participation 

0 
II.jI"‘ 

}, 

»~'1l 
31".! nah: 
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1. Attached. is a progress report on Project OXYGA3 vhieh wiU, 
no doubt,. be of 1tl'te.Nut t.o you. Aa you reenll, 0l'.D undcrtooktbia 
project with you -£or the p\l:rpotlf.! at demon&tl'8.t1ng the technical 
fCD.Glbility of uolog dolph1ua tor: a wrlety ot o~rat1ont\1 pu:rpC>sea. 
Froo the tecbnl c.nJ. po1nt Of view I t'iE! ,""ere 1ntereGted 111 dctem1n1ng 
the dolphin· a rollnhl11ty 1n plnc1ng an appropriate object on a 

I I We Alno recognized that tha" wuld be a 
ocrioU3 quc:;tlon Of' ~hG rt.Ul(;e ot the dolphin but felt tb&1t e.n in1tial. 
nchl~nt of I Iran....~ '\11th 8 psyload would be ti'.oz.t enc~. 
Tb.e firat toclmlcol obJect! ve has been Gchieved tl'IOl"I.t rapidly than 
anticipated.. The ~cond techniea.l objective is nov under investisa
tion, nnd 'We are boVina that If"'C 'W111 be able to acb1~ a J:ea.oono.bl.e 
~, nlthot.l(;h not MccsnarU.y a uze:tulQ1'lerotlonal J."lllJGO, 'by the 
completion 01 the contract period 1n Januar;r 1965. 

2.. Qui to tnmk.ly this project haa progrQ9sed core rapidly 
than \10 anticlprated, alth01.1.e;h \l11brldled entl).usinsa i8 not Justified 
at this tit!.le. I 'Wish to el71pba131zo that t:l:'.ere are l!imQ" d1tticult 
technicttl. probl~1:l.1J. l1hlch face un ~/lrlch ineluda the opc!rational ranse 
or too Mit~l, coclCllunlt.'$tlon problel-:uJ bct,,"C'en the nniml and its 
lluntllcrs, de31gn of' an appX'OP1"lntc payload OM:p$, improved. bMdler 
troinmg techniques, nnd otlwra. 1~evcrtbeles9" tbere is tho very 
renl poss1bility toot teChnical fGs31..bj.llt.y will be demonstrated 
by JcmU'lr'/. Dr. OnUcr of arm, 'lWho to.ltea a more opttmlstio point 
0'£ vlll)W, feels thnt technical feasibility baa been cot.a.b11oood. al
ready. Tho poG!Jlbll1.ty of success requires 'thAt Ye 'begin to explon 
"lhel"e l;'e 80 fran hert). r·V tent4tive thQugllta on tb1.s are outl1Md 
'bclOll. 

3. ORD cO\\ld (:ontinue to support. OXYGAS at it. })1."eJJent lcx:a
t10n for another fev collthn mth profit, althO\l8b 'We ere rapldll 
uPlrronch.1nll the atn&ooe '\;hero sec:ur1 ty dictates that w move the 
operntlon to D. more suitable location. TOIl 0.1"0 atJart'1 ot'" tha POlIst ... 
b111ty of' Joining the lio.vy in wdna an o~tlonal. testing lite tor 
this project. The dec1n1.on to demonstrate operational f'eas.1b1Ut7 
mIl require grQlltCl" PQrtlelI;nt1on, 'both a.4m1n1strut1 ve~ and 
operat1onally, by SOD. Aa tl'.e project becomes more opel"8tional, it 
1. TIq view that 0Rl) chould gradually -withdraw ita p,&rt;.lc1patlClD. 
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SUETIJCI‘: Project omms 2 November x961» 

except to the extent that technical problems arise. It night be 
actvioable for activity to ewvey other DD/P units to nee whether 
they have requirements: which éolphins might perform. We should. cou- 
sidor a similar mzrv-oy in the DD/SHE as well. 

ht. I think on can aasume that the cost of maintaining an 
operational dolphin cagmbility would be comsidembly higher on an 
armual basin than the current contract of approximately $100,000. 
'l*£ze czzact coat would. d.e;;:em'i., to acme extent, on the availability of 
Ilcwy facilities, the nzmher of dolphin, the operational requirements, 
and the like. I suspect that considerable support: could be obtaimd 
from Iiavy on a "no cont" baoia because of their intense interest in 
tma proyect. The extent of collaboration with the Iiavy wou1.d,_ of 
course, deprmd upon your mm security and operational rcquiz-emonta. 

5. In sxzwmry, the QXYG.-'\.S project appears to be runn;Lng ahead. 
of nchedule. I think the chances am quite good that we will amon- 
strata a reasonable teelmical foaaibility thia year. I am auggmating 
that we begin planning for follow»-on phases, although I think it in 
premture to mlw final dnciaiona on follow-on until technical feasi- 
bility has been clomonzstmtecl. It may not be prez;-ntum to alert 
appropriate senior officials in the DD/E‘ of the project. We would 
be most mm to provide suitable technical ixrformtim and/or brief- 
ings at the appropwiata tim- 

8'1?mmm L. mmexcn, H. D. 
Daputy Assistant Director norm or Ream:-oh 8: Davelcmnant

I

I 

}°*FT/ 
_- -__ " M_AFLPF°\/ted for Re'ea$¢;2°1§l9Z[§_Q §9Z§§f}1?_1 _ ,
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e::rcept to too extent that technlcal 'Problems arise. It mabt be 
nd:v1onble for your actiVity to survey otber DD/P units to coo whotbor 
tht.7 haw requiroments .:h1ch {,-!)lphins m.1t~h.t pertom. We should eco .. 
Bider a sin11ar m.u-vey in the DD/&.ll na \lell .. 

1.. I thinlc. \Ie can e.BGur.~ th3.t the co::rt o-t rna1nt41nina on 
opoerntionn1 dolphin ca.pability \''Ould be eonr::11dl'!rably hIgher on nn 
annual oofJio tlxm tM CUl":rent contruct of o.PJ?l"Oxim.'ltely $100,000. 
Tho c;:act coat would depcl"l.u., to SQ:tO extent" Oll the availabil1t,. of 
l!avy fac11itle3, tho n~iber of eolp.~:tn, the o-perat1onal 1"equtrenmrtll, 
and. the lli.e. I suspect that considernble 13upporb could be obtained 
1"rcr:l IIo.vy on a "no coat" basis becaut:Je '0'£ their intense in-oorent tn 
tbis p~ject.. Tho e;<tent of collnboratton v1th the lkwy vould" or 
courso, dC~"ld u,nn your 0\;'11 seCurity and. operational requl~tOOnt •• 

5. In summar"'j, the OXYGAS projeet apl~£\r9 to be rtm.nl.ng ahead 
ot nched.ule. I think tho chancos Gl"C! qulte good. that lie Y111 &Ulon .. 
strate a rcnsonablo tecllnlcal tenalbili ty this yrer. I am suroest1llg 
toot lie 'boG-in pl.a.m~lng 'tor foUolo' .. on p!moeG, although I think it 1. 
prer.:nture to ~ tint\l decisiQns on follow-on until technical lead
'biU ty bns 'been domorUltmted.. It maY' not be pret'.ntllont to alert 
appropriate nonlor oft1cial.o in the DOll of the Project. W~ would 
be m05t MWY to provide suitable technical 1nt'ormat1on and/or 'brief
inG; at the Gppl."Opr!ate t.1l:l$. 

--.. ----.. ----.----

~ L • .AL'IlRtCH, ~1. D. 
naput:r Aaaistant Dil"Getor 

otfiee or nesearcb I. l'lcveJ.o.paaent 
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view of the Board that Project OXYGAS should be oriented toward developing intelligence collection systems rather than maritie abota e sistems *t i 0 -" ~»* g j . L s ur ‘impression that Drs. and Aldrich understand and concur in this. We have reflected at length on the more significant question, namely, what we reasonably can expect the future usefulness of trained dolphins to be. The Board has been forced to conclude that it requires more specific 
p information than has been available to date before it can arrive at a firm position in this respect. The information most needed relates to our capability to guide dolphins over 

a range of at least twelve miles in unfamiliar waters. Also, 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: pDAD/LS/ORD ,j.__
1 

SUBJECT: 
g 

-‘“-';ProJect OXYGAS.L;;.f“=2i §>;_. .

3 

REFERENCE: . 
f":ORD 2690-64 dated 3|December 1964 ,'j

, 

_response to the various questions will be covered in succeeding 
paragraphs. It should be noted that we agree in general with 1 

the program and your plans for supporting it through FY-65. c 

determining operational feasibility once technical feasibility‘ 
has been demonstrated.__ - .- 

V 

1 we 
_ 

.3 

~ 
V 3. ‘We concur in the program submitted by the contractor.if' 

l V 

We have no additional tasks to add. The system design study _@ 
appears satisfactory; however, we would like to include sea + 
launch and recovery and air transportation of the animals. _i 

out these evolutions. We only ask that we be kept apprised of 
all developments in order that the necessary arrangements for ~ 

transportation may be made on a timely basis. _-
" 

"* 4. We welcome the opportunity for active participation by 
Maritime Branch personnel in this stud . We will be happy to 
have a member of our staff.surveyi!Tis]at a time to 
be mutually agreed upon by both o our o ice . ~- 

- 5. We expect to be in a position to provide funds to “ 

assist in the study. Your reluctance to invest in specialized» 
maritime equipment is understood and where such items may be ] 
required, we will plan to provide. _,_ * 

; 

, .;.M , 

‘ 6. Our participation with your office in this project has5.3
_ 

in our opinion been a more than satisfactory arrangement. It _ 
is understood that as the project attains a more operational W 
than technical complexion your office's input will diminish and... , 

ours will increase. ‘I feel there will_be need for continuing ;~~» 
conferences between our offices_as this transition takes place 
in order that.properly balanced participation.can be achieved.f- 

_ 

.‘ 
I 

'l_‘__>._ __
\ 

;,¥; Special Operations-Divi 

-‘iT;‘- " ww 
.‘ ‘, _' .‘ ._.. __-._ ; 
- . , .. 1,.; - as l"'":j 

r=1 
. .. . .|-',- ,-‘ ‘H1 

.1 . .. ._ M‘ 1"".£,i '5_- '-'_;". 
,.;-_ 1- z 1 .1

I 

'1 1 -. 

' 1.1. 
- 2. ‘Maritime Branch will be interested in the program proélfl Eta 

viding the contractor successfully completes the current tech- war ~- 
nical feasibility study. Maritime Branch will take the lead in*§@ 

:11. .h# .;;~- pup .. .M , _ “,..H_, , 

Maritime Branch will arrange for the necessary support to carryf“@“ _'_ 
-,.‘ .l.. 

. 1. _ 
. .-.1‘ 

. 
~ -1.-

, 

1 i 
1 1

‘ 

’ 

,
0 

1 

' 
I

" 
_ 
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", 
MEMORANDUM FOR: ',DAD/LS/ORD ... ;; 

SUBJECT: ,Proj e,ct OXYGAS " ." 

,",,:_1: 
,:~, '!"', I", " , 

# ::" "j 

_ 
,
; .~, • "1,'" :!, :,' ~" 

REFERENCE: ORD 2690-64 dated 3, December 1964 

" ':".; 

':' :'\:~::'::"i" 1. We have:r.eviewed the referenced memorandum and our, , "',-'",,, 
;"/j':' response to the various questions will be covered in succeeding >_,',',';": ._' ':, 
'.', .: ':" ',' ' , ' paragraphs. It should be noted that we agree in genera): with ,,';:' >, "".', I 
,:',.',;,,""_ the program and your plans for supporting it through FY-65. ':':"::,':::"",-

UU>:,,:,',:: ""i, 2. 'Maritime Branch will be interested in the program pro~>---~''':}:;:;'I 
;' i, :", - ':" i :viding the contractor successfully completes the current tech-" ",'.' , "i 

.' !;!i:~iii.i::;~!.: •• ;' .. ::!::~;~:;~:;;;;;~:;;~;~~:;~::~:::~~~:;;:;;~~:~:::;;;~;:;:;:~n .... ' ........ ; •. ,.;.··.1 

(:,;r,Jr;i?;::;'; :;< "j,: ~~~~~~s a~~ t;:~~~~~~y ~n~o=~;e~~a;:p~~~!~i~!k~f t~h!n~~~~:l~~a 
F,:.: ji;), :'~;;", Maritime Branch will arrange for- the necessary sp,pport to carry_ 
;':'1-;.:';:>-,j':: "out these evolutions. We only ask that we be kept apprised of 
~,!:i\;!, "::t.: - all developments in order that the necessary arrangements for 
[:':;,:1:/:, ;( ., transportation may be made on a timely basis.';'::, ":':'::'1 

. i!f[;;·::(:·, Mari tt;'e ~~a~6~C~:;s~~~e~Pi~r~~~; t~~~~. aC~!V~ii~r~!"~i~;;o~o bY:; ., .... i 
; ':: ' " ; have a member of our staff. survey I I at a time to':,,: '.:' ::!'j 

I,:.' .. be mu:al:: ::::: ::o:e b:n ~t:o:~ t::: ::X;::::de funds to <i:! 
" :::,:,; assist in the study. Your reJ,uctance to invest in. speciaJ.ized ',: [, 

II,i:""""",~,'.',:,:'.,'" mari time equipment is understood and where such items may be 'i 
required, we will plan to provide. 

t ~. . .' ' 

! ,/,:;:: ' 6. Our participation with your office in this project has,' 
, " . I':': , . . . in our opinion been a more than satisfactory arrangement. It,,',. 
i :' : j':: :,' . is understood that as the proj ect attains a more operational 

'JI,',:',:,:,';".:),:!,:,_",',!,:,""":.:'.""'":,:~":.':':','_.',""',',,,_,';I,':":,' ~~~~ !~~~n~~~;e~~::le~i~~eiO~~e~!f!~~~S b!n~~!d w~~; ~~~~~;~~n~nd ,;.!' . conferences between our offices as this transition takes place 
,1-) 1,/: '~! . in order that properly balanced participation can be achieved.·· .. 

·1: .1';1:. ' 
t'".: :!: ',' :<~ :-

. i " ;" . :;.,;, 

. !.,~ .. L':.:' ):' 
.~ 

"::" ", 

" I" 

',t:.; 
',." 

.... : ,I' 

" " .. :: ',. 

": '.'--c-~;;;-;---;--~-----;;-.------.--.-----._~..-----_-----.-------,-_------" 
Chief, Maritime Bran7~ 

Special Operations Div~os~iuo~n ______ -~' 
. '\. 
.... ' 

" , .. , 
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uzmomuznma FOR; Chief, Special opemtionc Division = 

.

I SUBJECT: I Project OEYGAS 
_ 

' '
‘

1 

| ., 
;‘ -‘

~ 

‘; u . 1. This report is oubmittod for information only. For ' 

it 
p 

attachments 1 and 2, the nature of tho Project and its prog- 
‘ 

0 ress to date nro such that broad spectrum attention to it may ' be indicated at a later date. ‘

I 

' 
' "Z. Project OKYGAS was conceived for the purpose of J exploring feasibility of utilizing the bottle-nose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) in underwater attacks against enemy ohip-

§ 
I ‘ 

V 
A 

pIfi§T'_EUD7Lfi and U29/LS (DDE&T) are co-sponmorln» OXYGA3 w
1 

' 

‘l M < “D S having contracted ($07,870) €hrou5h[Enaiihj "" l_u Eggijior the exploration plus providing tsc ical guidance and SOD M3 jroviding the necessary operational input. ' 

I; 

I
t |“ V- 

’ ’ 3. At the ootsot, tho OKYEAS concept and the modest
1 

\ 

W 1 investment were considored more than justifiable providing 
p. 

1 
feasibility could be demonstrated to deliver a simulated 

i§._ \ 

f' weapons package over an open sea distance to a propeller of .

, 

; ; §~ a moored PT boat. Obviously, if the PT boat attack system _

1 1 % can be developed, many spill-over areas of interest will then 
. M appear feasible such as: attacks on varieties of ship typos; ~ harbor and coastal reconnaissance through photographic means;

. 

I 

_‘ specialized ELIHT functions; certain types of rosupply opera- tions; placement of sonar, acoustic, and seismic buoys; place- 
; 

went of rocket detection units, and RF, UV, DH, CW sensors 
- and trace clement collectors. 

.
§ 

. 
~ 

l

| 

_ 
4. As is known, the Agency and the Navy have spent con- 

' sidorablo time and money developing swimmer delivery systems 
\ to accomplish these some purposes with the end—product being ' of marginal effectiveness at best. - \ 

'

1 

.5. As a matter of interest, it is estimated that the ‘ 

.‘ combined Agency/Navy annual costs in maintaining marginally ’ ii effective swimmer attEEET§§btcms run in excess of five million dollars for tho swimmers and snocinlized equipment alone. - V This orstisuito does not include’ support shipping; or outfitting ‘ 

0 

' 

~ costs, Not an inconsidornble factor in a manned system is
5 

K 
Q; f ~tbo physical dancer to tho uvn in exoosin himself to on

; 

. . »~ .. _.; g . 
-

. 

% unnatural euvirozment with or without tho additional hazard
, 

' 
" 

' of enemy action. '

0
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llEhlOPJUiDUM FOR: Chief, Special Operations Division 

SUDJECT: Project O~GAS 

1. This report is m:brr.ittod f01" i:lfo:;:~'lUoI.l only. Por 
r.ttachr::cnts 1 ar.d 2, tho nature of tho Project and it::: pro~
l'OSS to dnta nrc b'"u~h that b:';:-o:J.d spectrulll nttcntion to it ~y 
be indicated nt a later date. 

'2. Projoct OXYGA3 wa~ concoived for the purpo::e of 
c~plcl'ing fcnsibiUty of utilizinG the bottlo-nc!:3-a dolphin 
(Tursi apr; trUl:: cP, ttw) in undcrc'~ tel' 2 ·::tncks V'.~aiust e!1c~J1y :uhlp
p~:7-:w7dD. aUdu:m!LS (i):X:2:'~) n:::-e co-~;pon:;.orln. OXYG!.3 w 

0' D S h.~vina contract~cl (~:07 ,S'IO) tbrouch 
1017 the cJ:plora tion plus pl'ov:ldinc; tsc leal C1.tiaanco and 

~OD m3 ;Jrovidlng tho nCCOS3u.ry ope:rationn.l input. 

3. At the outset, tho OXYG.,'lS concept and the tlodoGt 
1nvoatu~nt wore c6nnldorcd rn~ro tbnn jU3tifi~ble provid1n~ 
feasibility cculd bo dc~on$trated to delivor a s1nulntod 
wccpDnD packaco over nn oDen Gca dist~nco to a propeller of 
&. t1001~od p~ Oon.t. Obviously, Lf t:':''J IJl' eo:at attacJ.~ systO::l. 
cnn bo cioveloped, l11..'"<ny spill-av!';)::" 2.rC~3 of interest will then 
nppcnr fc::'.siblo such as: n tt!lc:~::; on • .. arictics of ship typos; 
barbor and cor-.stal roconn~iG~:lnC9 throuGh photor;r:l.phic IUc:tns; 
F.lpocializod Ll.,INT iunct:!.o>lG; cortain ty:;;CZl of rc::;upply opcrn
t:i.ons; pl<lco~:,nt of Gour.r, !lcotls'tic, and sd.s;;:tio buoys; plnco
t::en t of l"ocb:t Gotoction u!'l:l ts, and m··, uv, nw, CW sonsors 
11l1d trace clement collectors. 

-1. As is k .. lorm, the JI.r;c:-:.cy tlnd t!:c l<~vy hr:.vo spent con
si~'3rable tir.,c ~nd lnonoj" Govclopin!{ fJvrin:n!'Jr delivory zystort.~ 
to ncco~'plich thoso Gnr:~c pU::-p0!309 lii th the end-product being 
of ~rGiD~l cfi~cti~c~c~~ at uc~t. 

,s. kJ a tr.:1tteI' of intorost, it 11'3 c8t1r~'\ted that tho 
co;:;!b1ncd Accncy!li,o.vy p.nmn.l co~ts 1n r.:...~into.!nine t::lrcinally 
effectivo swin:r.or att,:c~~ Eyctuir,s run in e:CCC:;J3 of fivo million 
e~llarG for tho GWilL::1Gl'3 ~l1d sr.ocin1.izcd equipZlcnt n!onc. 
This o~iti:l!n.t0 docs n:>t inch;.do St;Fl)O::-t zhippir..r; or outii ttinz 
co::; to.. Not nn iDcon~::idc:.n!1.bla i<lctor in n n::'l:r:nco cYBt-~m is 
tho 1)hys1co.l <i'3.n::;cr to th0 unll in eA~')o.sinrr hiffisolf to D.n 
unnatural cJlvirol:!I:cnt with o!" without tho additional hc::ard 
of €!nC:!:1Y action. 

, . 

3.3(h)(2) 

\ 6.2(d) 
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l 
"( 6. Progress to data with OXYGAS has boon so encouraging ~ 

. 

;" that it is now doomed appropriate to invite high level atten- 
, 

7" tion to the project. If, as expoc€ed by bofih 030/LS and 
‘ _ 

SOD/MB, feasibility of the use of dolphins in this fashion 
‘0 can be demonstrated, guidance and support of moderate magni- 

tudc will be required if tho concopfi is to bo_transformcd 
0 from a technical feasibility stage to an operational system.

i 

7. Assuming feasibility is domonstratcd, son/ms fools ' 

. the OXYGAS concept should he developed into an operational 
' -system. In this context it should be understood that the 
~-dolphin cannot be expected to completely replace the nan in V 

~ the water. The dolphin should, however, he oxpectcd to 0 

obviate the need for a major portion of our nan-effort with 
V n resultant considerable short and long~rnngc dollar saving 

and many other advantagos.. 1 
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6. ProzroGG to date ~lth OXYGAS has boen so cncourn~1ng 
that it 1s now c1ocr.I'ad Dppropr1n.tc to invito high lovel c-..ttcn
tion to the p~ojcct. If, 39 ex)octcd by both OJD/L5 nnd 
SOD/lt~, fC:2sibili ty of the \,SO of tiol,i!:!.ns in this fnsilion 
c.;:m DO dCf.'.onst:::ntcd, fr.:.id~nce iJi1d s""1lpport of r~odor:l to L~C:lli
tude will bo required if tl1:J concept is to co t::.'::msforrtlcu. 
i'ro:n a toclmlcnl fC!;l.~ibl1ii.;y sta:;o to nn Oi)CratioIl:l.l s~,.st~:n. 

7. A!I>s'_tmin:; fc::!.siblli tr 10 dc;nor..ntrc. ted, GCD/LTI3 fcolEl 
thn OXYGl\.S concept G~oJ.,ld be devclopr:.o in to :-.n operational 
systc;". In this cont~xt it !:hould bo umicrstooej -::h::tt the 

" dolphin cannot be o;cpcctod to cor~.~~lot~ly rcplc.ca tho nom in 
the .... ater. 'l'llQ dol!,hi:n :-::hould, howover I be o::'.:p~ctcd to 
obviato tho need for a ~~'.jo:-, portion of OUI" r:.an-cffort Tli th 
t:. rosul tant cOUsiccl'ablc short noel loug-re.:ur;c dollar saviuz 
nn<l tJnny other nd7nnta~o5. 

Attachm~nts: 
L ~~cmo 
2. to ole 

Distribution: 
1-3 - C/SOD 

I 4~:.5' - 1m/SOD 

eM.ef t IJ:tri t1:.10 B::-ancn 
Spocial Operations Division 

. - --.. -or --.----- ---.---.--.- .... --_ .. ,' .. - ... --- , --r-' ,., .------.----'-'- --
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I NTRO DUCTI ON 1 

Dear Sirs: A 

~

, 

Enclosed is a proposal for the Avian Operational 
Support project based on a-12 month period and start- 
ing September 13, 1974 through September 12, 1975. Al- V 

though not indicated in the body of this proposal, a 
paramount consideration is the expansion, or acceleration, 
level of effort. " 

' At the present time the personnel at the San Diego 
location are working azl day week so it is not a question 
of increasing the work load but rather a question of 
adding more people. As more subjects are available, 
and they will be a considerable numberflinrtheucomingg 
weeks,we hope to add 2 more trainers. . . 

This will-give us 4 people. or two teams, at 
the Point Loma location and at least l person in the 

[::::]area at all times._
‘ 

We were fortunate in acquiring.the services of 
a young man training to be a.veterinarian. Coincidently, 
he is an experienced falconer and probably has more 
medical knowledge concerning falcons than anyone in 
this part of the country. It is the opinion of this 
contractor this young man will be a welcome asset 
to the project.l . . 

j 

~
» 

It is not expected that these additional trainers " 

will increase the level of funding tolany extent. In 
certain areas the costs will be cut but in others 
it will slightly increase. A case in point would be 
maintenance of the living quarters in San Diego and 
the new::::::i:::::]facility. . 

Since this pr0posal.was completed there have 
been small changes in the bird procurement.department. 
There is now a definite commitment for 3 falcons . , 

from the B.C. source. A gyr falcon has been contracted 
and paid for_and will be delivered in November. Another 
prairie falcon, paid for previously, is now in our 
possession but presently at the veterinarian's for 
treatment on feet. This is the picture: ’

' 

Falcons " on hand . 
"contracted for¢ 

4 ;, 4 
The total of 8 should be ample for our needs since 
3 of the ones we now have are proven birds as is one 
of the B.C. birds’already mature and of good disposition. 

» Please advise us of any additional information you may 
need to round out this proposal. Funding requirements 
will follow in a day or soxbut it will in are already 
discussed. ; 

"\ 

.39 T 
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INTRODUCTION 

Dear Sirs: 

Enclosed is a proposal for the Avian Operational 
Support project based on a·12 month period and start-
ing September 13, 1974 through September 12, 1975. Al
though not indicated in the body of this proposal, a 
paramount consideration is the expansion, or acceleration, 
level of effort. 

At the present time the persorinel at the San Diego 
location are working a -.7. day week so it is not a question 
of increasing the work load but rather a question of 
adding more people. As more subjects are.available, 
and_they wilL be a considerable number,iil,the:coming~ 
weeks,we hope to add 2 more trainers. 

This will_give us 4 people, or' two teams, at 
the Point Lorna location and at least 1 person in the 
~ area at all times. 
~ We were fortunate in acquiring.the services of 

a young man training,.to be a v-eterinarian. Coincidently, 
he is an experiemcedfalconer and probably has more 
medical knowledge concerning falcons than anyone in 
this part of the country. It is the opinion of this 
contractor this, young man will be a welcome asset 
to the pro ject. : 

It is not expected that these additional trainers 
will increase the level of funding to .... any extent. In 
certain' areas the costs will be cut but in others 
it will slightly increase. A case in point would be 
maintenance 'of the living quarters in San Diego and 
the ne~ I facility. . 

Since this proposal was completed there have 
'been small changes in the bird procurement. department. 
There is now a definite commitment. for . .3.falcons 
from the B.C. source. A gyr falcon has been contracted 
and paid for and will be delivered in November. Another 
prairie ,falcon, paid for previously, is now in our 
possession but pr-esently at the veterinarian's for 
treatment on feet. This is the picture: 

Falcons on hand 
4 

. contracted for 
4 

The total of 8 should be ample for our needs since 
3 of the ones we now have are proven birds as is one 
of the B.C. birds 'already mature and of good disposition. 

Please advise us of any additional.information you may 
need to round out this proposal. Funding requirements 
will follow in a day or ,so-but it will in are already 
discussed. 

Rpaards. 
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12 August 1974 

Chief/ Life Sciences Research Division V 

SUBJECT: Avian Operational Support 

GOAL: The essential purpose of this project will be to 
provide reliable trained avian vehicles for emplacement, 
transport and/or recovery of reconnaissance-surveillance 
sensors to meet operational requirements as defined by ‘ 

the Sponsor. Additionally, Package orientation and sample 
matching will be initiated.to amplify and augment the 
scope of possibilities. The accomplishment.of this goal 
requires: bird procurement, (reduced basis).domestication, 
health maintenance; transport and housing.facilities 
approved by government regulatory agencies, minimal 7' x 
10' facility for each trained bird; task training, package 
and harness and release mechanisms, integration of vehicle 
and system test and evaluation. Besides these requirements 
the Contractor will be responsible for the support and 
housing of personnel at the sen Diego location} It will 
be vital to maintain other trained birds at the 

Kj::::::]facility when they are not actively worilngonl 
the top priority task. The details and effort necessary 
for meeting each of the sub-requirements vary with the 
nature of the operational scenario defined by the Sponsor. 

PRESENT.STATUSh’ mThe lines of specialization appear to 
have formed more.clearly during the.past.months as work 
and training continue with a varied stable of birds. 
Included among these raptors are GOLDEN EAGLES, PEALE'S 
FALCONS} HARRIS HAWKS, PRAIRIE FALCONS, RED TAIL HAWKS, 
HORNED'0WL.and,RAVENS. The latter is not a raptor but 
is considered to be in the bird of prey_category. p

H 

~ ‘While personnel on this project have worked with . 

birds of this kind for many years it has only been during 
the last .months whenithey have .come to. realize what 
great potential they offer. *- I 

“K ' 

It is a considered opinion that many of them are 
capable of performing certain tasks and behaviors, in 
many instances with a high degree of.reliability, not 
considered.possible only a wear or so ago; Certainly, 
advocates of the ancient sport of falconry would not 
have entertained such a notion. The present research 
indicates these birds do have ‘special attributes which 
might be utilized to perform a wide variety of tasks. 
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Chief! L1fe SC1ences Research Division 

SUBJECT: Avian Operational Support 

GOAL: The essential purpose of this project will be to 
provide reliable trained avian vehicles for emplacement, 
transport and/or recovery of reconnaissance-surveillance 
sensors to meet operational requirements as defined by 
the Sponsor. Additionally, Package orientation and sample 
matching will be initiated to amplify and augment the 
scope of possibilities. The accomplishmentof.this goal 
requires: bird procurement, (reduced basis) domestication, 
health maintenance; transport and. housing facilities 
approved by government regulatory agencies, minimal 7' x 
10' facility for each trained bird, task training, package 
and harness and release mechanisms, integration of vehicle 
and system test and evaluation. Besides these requirements 
the Contractor will be responsible for the support and 
housing of persorinel at the sari Diego location. It will 
be vit.al to. m~intain other trained bir~s at ther I 

I fac1l1ty when they are not act1vely work1ng on 
~t~h-e~t~o-p~ priority task. The details arid effort necessary 

for meeting each of the sub-requirements vary with the 
nature of· the operational scenario defined by the Sponsor. 

PRESENT STATUS::.The lines of specialization appear to 
have formed more. Clearly during the. past.· months as work 
and training continue with a varied stable of birds. 
Included among these raptors are GOLDEN EAGLES, PEALE'S 
FALCONS~ HARRIS HAWKS, PRAIRIE FALCONS, RED TAIL HAWKS, 
HORNEP' owi. and, RAVENS. The latter· is nota raptor but 
is considered to be in the bird of prey category. 

While personnel. on this project have worked with • 
birds"of this kind for many years it has only been during 
the last months when they have come to realize what 
great potentiaL they offer. . . 

It 'is a considered opinion that many' of them are 
capable of performing certain tasks and 'behaviors, in 
many iilstanceswith a high degree of reliability, not 
considered possible only a wear or so ago. ,Certainly, 
advocates of the ancient sport of falconry would not 
have entertained such a notion. Thepreseilt' research 
indicates t.hese birds do have ·specialattributes which 
might be' utilized to perform a widevariet:Y' of tasks. ' 

.' l 

, ·srf'~ 
·~[f. 
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Avian Operational Support.... T 

< < 

To support these beliefs a number of reasonably good samples 
of documentation.are'available. H 

_

I 

One might well ask why this information is just 
coming to light. Why has no one discovered such great - 

potential before this? we can only speculate. Before the 
current effort no one has ever really tried to combine 
sophisticated behaviors with the birds in question. The ' 

falconer has always been interested in the use of his birds 
in pursuit of his sport which allows the birds to excercise 
its natural‘instincts with man as his partner. On the ~ 

other.hand, the.animal behaviorist's work, for the most' 
part, has been confined to the laboratory where experimental 
work is usually conducted with rabbits, rats, chickens 
and pigeons,.perhaps because they are more available. ' 

. 
The final report covers the activities more.fully 

over the last months but a few.highlights may be worth . 

presenting at this time. Since not all the species are 
committed to the same scenario they will be listed sep- 
erately. 

HAWKS: 6 of these birds have been carefully selected 
from a total of approximately 30 which have been tediously 
hand fed and trained over the last 2 years. They represent‘ 
a tremendous.investment in man-hours, training, patience 
and just plain hard work. Are they worth it? It would. 
certainly seem so. They are capable of performing tasks 
which are uniquely different in concept and in some cases 
could not, perhaps, be done in any other way. Each of them 
will fly up to several miles, in a strange area,.and locate 
to objects or specific features to which they have been ._ 
previously trained. They can perform certain.behaviors 
such as emplacement of packages or objects and of removing 
them from harness‘ they might be wearing. Wearing a small 
camera on their legs, they can fly over a sensitive area 
and photograph it without causing undue suscicion. In fact, 
they have the capability of almost any behavior requiring 
beak or talon combined with a fairly high level of intellige 
Reliability and determination are their strong points. They 
become so heavily reenforced that, once committed to a 
course, they are not easily diverted. Even though not strong 
flyers some of them are able to carry a 13 ounce package V 

for more thanlsmile when weather conditions are favorable. 

GOLDEN EAGLES: Eagles respond in much the same manner as 
hawks, although not as adaptable because of their greater 
size. In training they have been able to carry a 3 lb 
weight for a distance of 1 mile. They could be used for 
such a special purpose when weather conditions are right.

2 
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Avian Operational Support •••• 

To support these beliefs a number of reasonably good samples 
of documentation are' available .. 

One might well ask why this information is just 
coming to light. Why has no one discovered such great 
potential before this? We can only speculate. Before the 
current effort no one has ever really tried to combine 
sophisticated behaviors with the birds in question. The 
falconer has always been interested in the use of his birds 
in pursuit of his sport which allows the birds to excercise 
its natural 'instincts with man as his partner. On the 
other hand, the animal behaviorist's work, for the most' 
part, has been confined to the laboratory where experimental 
work is usually conducted with rabbits, rats, chickens 
and pigeons,. perhaps because they are more available. 

The final report covers the activities more.fully 
over the last months but a few highlights may be worth 
presenting at this time. Since not all .the species are 
committed to the same scenario they will be listed sep
erately. 

HAWKS: 6 of these birds have been carefully selected 
from a total of. approximately 30 which have been tediously 
hand fed and trained over the last 2 years. They represent 
a tremendous .investment in man-hours, training, patience 
and just plain hard work. Are they worth it? It would 
certainly seem.so.They are capable of performing tasks 
which are uniquely different in concept and in some cases 
could not, perhaps, be done in any other way. Each of them 
will fly up to several miles, in a strange area, and locate 
to objects or specific features to which they have been 
previously trained. They can perform certain behaviors 
such as emplacement of packages or objects and of removing 
them from harness' they might be wearing. Wearing a small 
camera on their legs, they can fly over a sensitive area 
and photograph it without causing undue suscicion. In fact, 
they have the capability of almost any behavior requiring 
beak or talon combined with a fairly high level of intelligence. 
Reliability and determination are their strong points. They 
become so heavily reenforced that, once committed to a 
course, they are not easily diverted. Even though not strong 
flyers some of them are able to carry a 13 ounce package 
for more than l:)milewhen weather conditions are favorable. 

GOLDEN EAGLES: Eagles respond in much the same manner as 
hawks, although not as adaptable because of their greater 
size. In training they have been able to carry a 3 lb 
weight for a distance of 1 mile. They could be used for 
such a spe~ial purpose when weather conditions are right. 
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Avian Operational Support.... 

RAVENS: Unfortunately, only one raven was available for 
work this past season. He was a member of the troop for 
a number of years and an actor, both in front of the.camera 
and on stage, for most of that time. Among his other talent 
he was an excellent flyer so it was decided to try him on 
the project. From the very beginning he was a great success 
In a mere matter of weeks he was flying 6 miles over water 
to a boat not visible to the human eye. It was a.sad event 
when he was lost as the result of an attack by wild ravens 
In an earlier.report an account.of this misfortune.is cover- 
ed in detail. _

' 

Hopefully, this will never happen.again. We now have 
a telemetry system made particularly for this kind of work 
Reliable sources inform us that refieption is good from 10 
to 20 miles when the bird is airborne and from %.to 1 mile 
on ground or in water. This should afford enough protection 
to prevent another-disaster..The.system consists of a small 
beacon.weighing approximately 30 gms which is attached to 
the bird's leg. The receiver is'a 3 lb unit.with a direct- 
ional.antenna capable of tracking a bird in flight. It has 
been used successfully by the National Fish and Wildlife 
Service. ‘ _~ i 

The arrival of this kind of help is timely. It is 
a reminder that the indicated flight for the TACANA Operation 
is very substantial.A round trip of 12 nautical_miles 
translates into a flight of about 30 land miles. If ravens 
are capable of this task this project will be prepared. 
8 excellent specimens were taken in the spring, hand fed and 
imprinted to humans. Experience has shown that juvenile 
ravens must not be subjected to deprivation until they 
are at least 5 months old. They are ready to start. There 
are high.hopes they will be.as good as the former bird. 

HORNED OWL: This interesting bird, like the others, 
is imprinted. He has displayed.unusual possibilities 
but priorities have prevented a great deal of.time ax»; 
beingwdevoted to him. His training includes recall in 
free flight as well as responding to recall in almost 
total darkness. ' 

_

' 

FALCONS:> The big reward with these birds is in their 
capacity for strong flight. It is an established fact 
that they are one.of the fastest creatures on earth 
whdth, of course, gives them a decided advantage. » 

For some, not well defined,rreason any bird entering 
strange territory is subject to attack by all residents

3 
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Avian Operational Support •••• 

RAVENS: Unfortunately, only one raven was available for 
work this past season. He was a member of the troop for 
a number of years and an actor, both in front of the camera 
and on stage, for most of that time. Among his other talents, 
he was an excellent flyer so it was decided to try him on 
the project. From the very beginning he was a great success. 
In a mere matter of weeks he was flying 6 miles over water 
to a boat not visible. to the human eye •. It, was' a sad event 
when he was l'ost as the result of an attack by wild ravens. 
In an earlier report an account .of this misfortune is cover
ed in detail. 

Hopefully, this will never happen again. We now have 
a telemetry system made particularly for this kind of work. 
Reliable sources inform us that reeeption.is good from 10 
to 20 miles when the bird is airborne and from ~ to 1 mile 
on ground or in water. This should afford enough protection 
to prevent another·disaster.. The. system consists of a small 
beacon weighing approximately 30 gms which is attached to 
the bird's leg. The receiver is'a 3 lb unit with a direct
ional antenna capable of tracking a.bird .in flight. It has 
been used,successfully by the National Fish and Wildlife 
Service. 

The arrival of this kind of help is timely. It is 
a reminder that the indicated flight for the TACANA Operation 
is very substantial.·A round trip of 12 nautical. miles 
translates into a flight of about 30 land miles. If ravens 
are capable of this task this project will be prepared. 
8 excellent specimens were taken in the spring, hand fed and 
imprinted to humans. Experience has. shown that juvenile 
ravens must not be subjected to deprivation until they 
are at least 5 months old. They are ready to start • There 
are high, hopes they will be as good as the former bird." 

HORNED'OWL: 'rhis interesting bird, ,like the others, 
is imprinted." He has displayed, unusual possibilities 
but priorities have prevented agr.eat' deal Of time",·" 
being.,edevoted to him. His training includes recall in 
free flight as well as responding to recall in almost 
total darkness. ' 

FALCONS: The big reward with these birds~s in their 
capacity for strong flight. It is an established fact 
thnt they are one of the fastest creatures on earth 
whi~', of course, gives them a decided advantage. 
For some, not well defined,creason any bird entering 
strange territory is subject to attack by all residents. 
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Avian Operational Support.... 
For the falcon this does not present a.prob1em. He can outfly anything he might meet except another falcon and they display very little aggression toward each other. Acquiring a sufficiengrof them has been a frustrat- ing matter. Governmental controls have made it most difficult.to import them even when they.have been bred 
inUcaptivity..We.havelascommitmentLfor.an.additional 3

p PealePs falcons as soon as permit requests have been granted. We are satisfied the total.number.will give. us enough depth for the operation. Of the 4 birds we presently have 2 of them are working 1 mile round trips from boat to shorellA 3rd one is ready to start.and the 4thrhas a physicalrhandicap.and is in the process. 
of being traded for one more suitable. It is our expect- 
ation falcons will be the choice.vehicle for.this project. 
CHANGE OF/TRAINING~LOcALEw‘As a result.of a.number.of 
considerations it.was decided by both.our Director and ourselves to move.the base of operations from San Clemente 
Island,California to Point Loma, California. Both these locations are Naval Undersea Center Installations- 

There were a number of disadvantages at the San Clemente location, not the least of which was erratic 
and unreliable.transportation to and from the Island- 
In addition, we were completely.without maintenance I 

support for either boats or vehicles. In consequence 
days at a time were spent installing new brakes on cars 
or repairing boat malfunctions without the proper tools 
and equipment. '

* 

Most important, however, was the weather consideration During winter months there were several weeks when wind 
velocities averaged 30 to 40 miles per hour. For a good 
portion of this time work was limited tolllor.2.days 
per.week. Another factor was prevailing wind.directions- ~ 

The side of the Island from which we were.allowed to 
work was subject to wind directions opposed_to what it would .be relative. to our project. scenario.

_ 

POINT LOMA LOCATION The first order of business here 
was to provide housing for birds actively in training. 
Since there was no existing facilities available we 
purchased 10 metal.utility buildings for this purp0sE. . 

Theselwere assembled and placed in a location suitable 
to the NUC Directorn.Wooden framing of a special design 
was constructed for the.doors of.the buildings..It_con- - 

sists of vertical 1" x 3" lath spaced 1" apart so that 
birds can avail themselves of daylight as well as 
protect their feathers from breakage. From the stand- 
point of appearance this arrangement satisfied the NUC -

4 
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For the falcon this does not present a problem. He,can 
outfly anything he might meet except another falcon and 
they display' very littl,e aggression toward each other. 

Acquiring a 8ufficiertiyof them has been a frustrat
ing matter. Governmental controls have made it most 
difficult to import .. them even when they have been bred 
in..captivity. We havea. commitment.:for an additional 3 
Peale's falcons as. soon as. permit requests have been 
granted •. We are satisfied the total number will give 
us enough depth for the operation. Of the 4 birds we 
presently have 2 of them are working 1 mile. round trips 
from .boat, to .. shore •... -A3rd .. one is ~eady to start. and 

. the 4th...has.a .. physical....handicap and is. in the process 
of being traded for ,one more suitable. It is our expect
ation falcons will be the, choice vehicle for, .this. project. 

CHANGE OF TRAINING LOCALE. ,As a result of a number. of 
considerations it. was .. decided by. both our Director and 
ourse~ves to move the base of operations from San Clemente 
Island,californiato Point. Lorna, California. Both these 
locations are Naval. Undersea Center Installations. 

There were a number of disadvantages at the San 
Clemente location, not the least of which. was erratic 
and unreliable transportation to and from .theIsland •. 
In addition, we were completely without maintenance 
support for" either boats dr vehicles. In consequence 
days at a time were spent installing new brakes on cars 
or repairing boat malfunctions without the proper tools 
and equipment. 

Most important, however, was the weather consideration. 
During winter months· there were several weeks when wind 
velocities averaged 30 to 40 miles per hour. For a good 
portion of this . time.:workwas .. limited.to ... :Lor 2 days 
per week. Another factor was prevailing wind directions. 
The side of the Island from which we were allowed to 
work was subject to wind directions opposed to what it 
wculd . be relative. to cur pro. ject scenario .• 

POINT LaMA LOCATION The first order of business. here 
was to provide housing for birds actively in training. 
Since there wasno.existingfacilities available,we 
purchased 10 metal utilitYbui1.dings for this purpose. 
These. .. were.asseinbled .. and placed in a location suitable 
to the NUCD.irec.tor.,~Wooden framing of a special design 
was constructed for the doors of the bui~dings. It con
sists of vertical I" x 3" lath spaced I" apart so that 
birds canavail.themselves.of ... da;y:light,. as well as 
protect their feathers from breakage. From the stand
point of appearance this arrangement satisfied the NUC 
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Avian.Operational.Support.... 
It appears the Point Loma location is very 

favorable in regards.to this prQject-.The.prevaili 
wind direction is suitahlewand is much more moder 

1'1 

at 
allowing.a.great deal more training time. a ._.- 

Travel time from boat slip to working area 
is approximately the same as it was on.San Clement 
I sland . ' ' 

Comnuting personnei::I:::::::::::@an Diego 
seems to.be.too.time consuming so an apartment has 
been rented.at a location only 5 minutes from the. 
Installation. .‘ 

.
3 

Initial costs for utility buildings were 
a little over $1,000.00 with the apartment rental 
at $250.00 per month. _ 

‘* 

' 'k***'k***** 
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Avian Operational Support •••• 

It appears the Point Lorna location is very 
favorable in regards to this project. The prevailing 
wind direction is suitahle __ and .is. much more moderate, 
allowing a great deal more training time •. 

Travel time from boat slip to working area 
is approximately the same as it was on San C~ernente 
Island. .. ,-------____ ~ 

Commuting personne~ Isan Diego 
seems .tobe .tootime consuming so an apartment has 
been rented.at a location only 5 minutes from the. 
Installation. 

Initial costs for utility buildings were 
a little over $1,000.00 with the apartment rental 
at $250.00 per month. 

********** 
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Avianlflperational Support....
’ 

TASK ASSIGNMENTS : . 

1 Bird Procurement 
»1 Requirements will be reduced 

considerably since new falcons 
’ have already been contracted ' 

for and quotas for other birds
' 

- filled. 

2 Care and Maintenance of birds"* 

a. Dietary supervision is“a 7 
day a week obligation. Training 
procedures.require that each 

’ bird be weighed daily on a sen- 
sitive scale in order to con- 
trol weight within narrow ~ 
limits. Charts must-be main- 
tained for each indivdual 
indicating what volume of in- 

. take is needed to hold con- 
stant body weight; Roughage‘ 
(fur and feathers) must'] f 

supplement feedings at reg- 
ular intervals to act as.a1'v 
cleansing agent for the bird's 
crop. Bird ailments are very. 
poorly understood even by 
the best authorities; It“is, 
therefore.a practice to have 
x-rays made of each bird-in 
its normal state for later ‘ 

comparison in the event of 
serious illness. Since ex- 
ercise is an important part 
of conditioning each bird is » 

flown at least 5 times per 
week while in training or on 
deprivation. -* 

;_ Qyi-b*1 

bil Housing] ~_’.1 _1, 

Each subject once trained; or 
having reached a keen working - 

edge, requires seperate housing 
or flyway. 7' x 10' areas are min- 
imal. The enclosures must be u 

made of smooth surfaces (no wire) 
with vertical lath strips on all. 
doors and other openings to prevent 
feather damage. Approximately 30 
birds are involved in‘the.Project. 
Half this number will be5located' 
at the Point Loma location and 

- the others housed atafacility 
-“v ._e 

.. .; 
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Avian __ Operational support •••• 

TASK ASSIGNMENTS: 

1 Bird Procurement 

Requirements will be reduced 
considerably ,since new falcons 
have already been contracted 
for and quotas for other birds 
filled. 

2 Care and, Maintenance O:f-.birds 

a. Dietary supervision'if3'a 7 
day a week obligation. Training 
procedures require that each 
bird be weighed daily on a sen
sitive scale in order to con
trol weight within narrow 
limits. Charts must be main
tained for each indivdual 
indicating what volume of in
take is needed ,to hOld con
stant body weight~ Roughage 
(fur and feathers) must" 
supplement feedings at:reg
ular intervals to act asa~ 
cleansing., agent for the .bird' s 
crop. Bird ailments are very 
poorly understood even ,by 
the best authorities. It:;"is, 
therefore a practice to have 
x-rays made of each bird in 
its normal state for later 
compari son in the event', of 
serious illness. Since ex
ercise is an important part 
of conditioning each bird. is 
flown at least 5 times per 
week while in training or on 
deprivation. 

b.,,----H6usinq 
... ,': .... 

Each subject once trained, or 
having reached a keen working 
edge, requires seperatehousing 
or flyway. 7' x.10' areas are min-

'imal. The enclosures must be 
made of smooth surfaces'( no wire) 
with vertical lath strips on all 
doors and other openings to prevent 
feather damage. Approxim~tely 30 
birds are involved in" the Pro ject. 
Half this number' will be:;' located 
at the Point Loma location 'and 
the others housedat>facility 

~ 16: .•• , .• 
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Avian Operational Support.... 

3 SA-5 Training -
- 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

Preliminary training.for new 
birds on an indivdual basis 
includes about 1 hour per bird 
of handlingétaming and short ii 
flight training.on tether. Con- 
sidering the addition of at 
least 8 new birds this schedule 
is a full day's work for 1 man. 

Condition all vehicles to 0 

become accustomed to 50-80 
gram package attached to 
harness. " 

Training of all vehicles 
for minimal flight of 24 
nautical miles from boat to 
shore and back.v 

Recognition relating to 
overall target area and 
specific target within 
that area. ‘ 

Condition vehicles to assume 
various positions on immediate 
target for photographic pur-A 
poses before starting return 
flight. .

M 

Last portion of schedule ;¢F 
necessitates converting - 

trainees to respond to sail 
boat with.distinguishing 
features rather than power V 

boat used in earlier training. 

TRAINING PROCED.URE-.F-,OR._ TASK 3 .

» 

a. 

b. 

As~described. 

Heavy package training is 
achieved by graduating 
weights upward from 10 grams 
to desired level. Additional 
muscular development occurs_ 
to compensate for increased 
weight.fl _l.

'

7 
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Avian operational Support •••• 

3 SA-5 Training 

a. preliminary training for new 
birds on an indivdual basis 
includes about 1 hour per bird 
of handling';taming and short '~'. 
flight.:·:training. on tether. Con
sidering the .addition of at 
least 8 new birds this schedule 
is a full day's work for 1 man. 

b. Condition all vehicles to 
become accustomed to 50-80 
gram package attached to 
harness. 

c. Training of all vehicles 
for minimal flight of 24 
nautical miles from boat to 
shore and back •. 

d. Recognition relating to 
overall target area and 

. specific target within 
that area. 

e. Condition vehic1.es.,to;.assume 
various positions on immediate 
target for photographic pur
poses before starting return 
flight. 

f. Last portion of schedule _. 
necessitates converting 
trainees to respond to sail 
boat with distinguishing 
features rather than power 
boat used in earlier training. 

TRAINING PROCEDURE_ . .EOR TASK 3 

a. As described • 

b. Heavy package training is 
achieved by graduating 
weights upward from 10 grams 
to desired level. Additional 
muscular development occurs 
to compensate for increased 
weight. t. 
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Avian Operational Support....
C 

d-

G 

The vehicle mustfibecome so ' 

strongly reenforced.to the‘ 
boat that it will start its 
flight to sea without, we 
may assume, having visual 
contact. The distance of the 
flights start at only a few 
hundred yards in the beginning 
and.arelgraduallylincreased. 
Underrnormallcdnditionsgthel 
vehicle willubeiheading into 
a head wind which will re- 
quire the greatest output 
of energy..When the length 
of flights become longer 
the vehicle learns to reach 
for higher altitudes to 
conserve strength. As pro- 
ficiency on both legs of 
flight is reached the order - 

will be changed from shore 
to boat to boat to shore 
and return. ¢ 

A broad semi-open area is 
sufficient for the initial 
recognition as bird approaches 
shore..Specific portion of 
target could easily be seen 
for at least 2 miles. It.is ' 

taken into consideration 
that target simulation on a- 
large scale maylnot beipracejf 
tical so training has been... 
predicated on training to. . 

a specific portion which is 
moved from one area to another 
without regard to similarity. 
Concealednnewards are positioned 
in VaIl0U§lpQS1tiOHS on target 
in.unscheduled:patterniwhich 
causes the.bird to move from. 
point to point in a.searching 
behavior. This concept is 
proving valid. ~

8 
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Avian Operational support ••.• 

c. The vehicle must '·.become so 
strongly reenforced to.the 

.boat that it will start its 
flight to sea without, we 
may assume, having visual 
contact. The distance of the 
flights start at only a few 
hundred yards in the beginning 
and are ... gradually .... increased. 
Uhder:·nor.mal .. condi ti6:h S. the. 
vehiCle will.be~heading into 
a head wind which will re
quire the greatest output 
of .. energy. When .. the length 
of flights. become longer 
the vehicle learns to reach 
fOr higher altitudes to 
conserve strength. As pro
ficiency on both legs of 
flight is reached the order 
will be changed from shore 
to boat to boat to shore 

'and return. 

d. A broad semi-open area is 
sUfficient for the initial 
recognition as bird approaches 
shore •. Specific portion of 
target could easily be seen 
for at least 2 miles. It is 
taken into consideration 
that target simulation on a .. 
1 arge scale. may_.not be-~praC::';".;··· 

tical so.tr.aininghas been 
predicated.ontraining.to 
a specific portion which is 
moved from one area to another 
without regard to similarity. 

e. Conceal.ed~r.ewards are positioned 
in various.positions.on.target 
in unscheduled pattern which 
causes the bi.rd .to. move. from. 
point to point ina searching 
behavior. This concept is 
proving valid. 
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Avian Operational Support...- 

Stimulus transference from 
power boat to sail boat 
will require approximately 
3 weeks. This estimate is» 
based on the difficulty 
of removing, from the bird's 
point of view, the frightening 
appeaance of the sails. 

Overfly Operation 

Refine present methods of 
handling procedure to correct 
problems in bird transport-" 
ation. Recent excercises 
were not satisfactory due to 
putting bird on work call 
shortly after a 400 mile 
car trip. When operation was 
attempted bird was listless 
and without appetite. After 
1 day's rest.it was back to 
normal. Stange_territory was 
not a.factor since formers“ 
training had.included many 
short trips to strange areas 
where performance was satis- 
factory.

' 

Further refinement suggests l 

training bird to fly inside . 

simulated luggage rack on 
moving car or truck. g 

Using falcons for this- 
scenario would increase 
considerably its options 
for usage. The falson's 
flight is a direct one.and 
it has very littleidepend§~ 
ence on wind.conditionsll Y 

The time element.would be' 
much shorter thus reducing 
the risk factor.

9 
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f. Stimulus transference from 
powerboat to sail boat 
will require approximately 
3 weeks. This estimate is 
based on the difficUlty 
of removing. from the birdls 
point of view, the frightening 
appeaance of the sails. 

4 Overfly operation 

a. Refine present methods of 
handling procedure to correct 
problems in bird transport
ation. Recent excercises 
were not satisfactory due to 
putting bird on work call 
shortly af~er a 400 mile 
car trip. When operation was 
attempted bird was listless 
and without appetite. After 
1 day's rest it_ .was. back to 
normal. stange territory was 
not a factor s{nce former. .. 
training had included many 
short trips to strange areas 
where performance was satis
factory. 

b. Further refinement suggests 
training bird to fly inside 
simulated luggage rack on 
moving car or truck. 

c. using falcons for this· 
scenario would increase 
considerably its options 
for usage. The falson's 
flight is a direct one and 
it has very lit.tl.e-ciepend~ 
ence on wind .condi tions ..... 
The time element .would be· 
much shorter thus reducing 
the risk factor. 
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Avian Operational Support.... 

Package Orientation 
Experimental efforts have 
made in orientation using 

‘a. been
a 

simulated compass to establish 

in part, deal with acquir 
feasibility so this task would ing

I 

a compass with stable character- 
istics needed for training._A" 
cockatoo was used.in the 
and it was able to reliab 
orient the.simulated comp 

exper 
lY 
ass 

by rotating a double layered 
disc until a red indicato 

up exactly with a hole in 
top disc. No other test b 
has been tried but it is' 
most certain that a raven 
least, would be capable o 
same behavior.

~ 

Package delivery on short 
flights of several hundre 
feet would be achieved by 
training the bird to hold 
it between its upper and 
lower mandible. On longer 
distances involving more 
physical stress it would 
be necessary the package 
attached to a harness for 
release at destination. 

b. 

Combining the 2 parts of 
the above task with the 
additional schedule of 
quick location identifica 
is our proposal. It would 
mean training the bird to 
deliver to.a new location 

.C.‘- 

r Y 

on the bottom disC was lined the 
ird 
al- 
, at 
f_the 

er‘
d 

be 

tion 

after a minimal.rehearsalm 
time or in response to a 
audio or visual signal 
such as a beam of light. 

1'1 
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Avian Operational Support •••• 

5 Package Orientation 

a. Experimental efforts have been 
made in orientation using a 
simulated compass to establish 
feasibility so this task would, 
in part, deal with acquiring 
a compass with stable character
istics needed for training ._A_ 
cockatoo was used. in the experiment 
and it was able to reliably 
orient the simulated compass 
by rotating .a double layered 
disc until a red indicator 
.onthe bottom disc was lined 
up exactly with a hole in the 
top disc. No other test bird 
has been tried but it is al
most certain that a raven, at 
least, would be capable of.the 
same behavior. 

b. Pac]{age delivery on shorter 
flights of several hundred 
feet would be achieved by 
training the bird to hold 
it between its upper and 
lower mandible. On longer 
distances involving more 
physical stress it would 

. be necessary the package be 
attached to a harness for 
release at destination • 

. c. Combining the 2 parts of 
the above task with the 
additional schedule of 
quiCk location identification 
is our proposal. It would 
mean training the bird to 
deliver to anew location 
after a minimal. rehearsaL 
time or-in response. to an 
audio or visual signal 
such as a beam of light. 
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Avian Operational Support...- '

» 

It is understood that certain modifications 
maye be required to complete this proposal. 

This V 

is, therefore,a rough draft so.we look 
forward to 

receiving your comments. There has been some 
film 

shot with theiintention_0f putting together 
a sequence 

for presentation. Time considerations,-however, 
have 

not allowed us to assemblefianyhtin 
as what 

you already have..A picture of th 
is 

enclosed but since it was taken all the construc 
ion 

has been completed. We will 3150 be sending 
still 

pictures of the bldgs. at the other site and anything 
else we think might be of help;""

" 

\ Qj ‘ 

11 
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It is understood that certain. modifications 
may" be required to complete this proposal. This 

is, therefore,a rough draft so we look forward to 

receiving your comments. There has been some film 

shot with the .. _intention. of putting together a sequence 

for preSentation. Time.considerations, however, have . 

no. t allowed us to jiSS~mbJ;.e.anYhtir riC:: aood as whc;tt 

you already have. A. p~cture of th ~ ~s 

enclosed but since it. was taken. all the construc ion 

has been completed.Wewillal~o be sending still 

pictures of the bldgs. at the other site and anything 

else we think might be of help. 
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PROPOSED BUDGET hOR AVIAN SUPPORT 
.13 Sept. 1974 - 12 Sept. 1975 - 

CONTRACT 
DIRECT COST:' 
Labo 

Other (Part time) 

' MATERIALS & SUPPLIES 
- Meat, Feed, Vitamins 

$1.11 Lb 4,500#s 
TRAINING EQUIPMENT 
Fixtures, Release cages, 
Project Props, Misc.‘ 
.Film Project Reports 

"-- and Camera Expense K TOTAL DIRECT COST 

INDIRECT COST: 4 

1' 

Trucks, cars; Depreciation 
.Tires; Repairs, Fuel . 

1~- V€fieFinarifinsh,<" " 
. Apartment Rental 0 Utilities

‘ 

San Die o ' 

7 

For I 

‘ Additional Birds (Utilities, 
, 

Operating Expenses, Bldg. 
_r__ 4 

.. 

_ INSQB§NCES & TAXES 

Phone

\ 1-. ah,‘ I. Workmans Comp. fiayroll Taxes 
FUCA‘ 
SUI

_ 

Truck & Auto Ins. 
Liability 

Accounting ' 

1
- 

-Mail & Postage 50.00 
- Travel. San Dieg{::::::::::::::j 

_ Other Training Locations ‘ 4,500.00 
Rental Boats, (Motor Sailer, 
Larger Boat For Final Phase, 
Jib (sail) Training , 

_» 
. Use & Expense wind Machine. 
Trainer 7

. 

TOTAL INDIRECT COST 
TOTAL COST 

NET PROFIT

S 

.$20,800.00 
14,300.00 
9,100.00 
6,760.00 
5,200.00 

".56,150.00 

4,995.00 
,. 

1,000.00 

1,000.00 
+1 $63,155.00 

13,000.00 
1,000.00 
2,900.00 

2,500.00 

1,516.05 
2,776.41 

lO5aD5 
462.00 
750.00 

- 300.00 
3,000.00 
1,500.00 

.2,500.00 
200.00 
500.00 

$31,059.51 

$102,693.82 

1' UNITS OF PAY RATE 
" 220 

220 
220 
220; 
150 

104. 

2 trucks used in S.D. 
" 1 truck commuting ._ 

$94.55 
65.00 

I 41.36 
I 30.72 

34.67 
-\ 

"48 

3 people S.D., I 
_- commuting 

Building constructed 
to conform to wildlife 
regulations' 
2.7% 
5.85% .

I 

0.05% 
2.2% 

$94,214.51 
8,479.31 
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PROPOSED BUDGET FO~ AVIAN SUPPORT 

13 Sept. 1974 - 12 Sept. 1975 

CONTHACT 

DIRECT COST: 

Labl 
~----~------~~~~ 

Other (Part time) 

HATEtUALS' & SUPPLIES 
Meat, Feed, Vitamins 
$1. 11 Lb 4, 500~ s 
TRAINING EQUIPMENT 
Fixtures, Release cages, 
Project Prqps, Misc .. 

. Film Project'Reports 

_." and Camera Expense 
-.- TOTAL DIRECT COST 

INDIRECT COST: 
Trucks, cars:, :Depreciation 

. Tiresi 'Repairs, Fuel 
~~ter:'inar.i~n 5;,/, 

_Apartment Rental'& Utilities 
At San' Diego , . ~ 

I ~ocation For 
Addit.ional Birds. {Utilities, 

Operating Expenses, Bldg. 
. : .,' 

INSq~~CES & TAXES 
, , ,,.' " Workman s Comp. 

,. . Payroll Taxes 
FUCA' ' 
SUI 
Truck & Auto Ins. 

. Liability 
Phone 
Accounting 

'.' 

$20,800.00 
14,300.00 
9,100.00 

.' 6,760.00 
5,200.00 

56,150.00 

4,995.00 

1,000.00 

1,000.00 
$63,155.00 

i 

3,000.00 
1,000.00 
2,900.00 

3,500.00 

2,500.00 

1,516.05 
2,776.11 

105.05 
462.00 
750.00 
300.00 

3,000.00 
1,500.00 

50.00 

I 
. Mail & postage 
Travel, San Diegd~~~ ______ ~ __ ~ 
Other Training Locations 
Rental Boats, (Motor. sailer, 

Larger Boat For Final Phase 

Jib (sail) Training, 

4,500.00 

Use & Expense Wind Machine, 
Trainer . 
TOTAL INDIRECT COST 
TOTAL COST 

NET PROFIT 

'. \' 

2,500.00 
200.00 

500.00 
$31,059.51 

$102,693.82 

UNITS 
220 
220 .. 
220 
220· 
150 

104 

OF PAY RATE 
$94.55 
65.00 

,~ 41. 36 
'-' 30.72 

34.67 

48 

2 trucks used in S.D. 
1 truck commuting 

3 people S.D., 1 
commuting 

Building constructed 
to conform to wildlife 
regulations 
2.7% 
5.85% 
0.05% 
2.2% 

$94,214.51 
8,479.31 9%..' 

: " 
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Ai"1.~’?er bur fiéléphdné ;ohv¢rsati0fi_bf<§Q‘Ear¢h, if ié §e- ’ 

quested that your office provide &ackstopging~fsr Agenqy-two~
1 way radio activity as fo1Iews;“ g . 
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;;U$ERS_~-* _ ~g_~‘»Q ~é Agéfi§Yf?@rsonh¢1‘afid‘c1éé§édj , 

V 

- ,j.» j “;¢fi;=1.;iv-j;‘;Agency contractor persoanelq 
Y 0 Q 2Q The gbov¢»me3tioneé rad1o activity 1s-in support'of a - 

technical.co1lectionIsystebs.test_being,admini$téredfby DDS§T/ " 

ORB (c0ntact\ +xz§n1.v teen 3166) in cooperatiqn _ with BBQ/SEQ (con§act\ j x6267; green $118) and -A 

DDSQT/GT8 (ccntacx the undersigned; x3Z78;"green_S321) and is:=_ 
tasked by the TACANA/TCT.*:f~ »»§A1*Y ’. _lP[¢f’- 1‘ .7 '; ~. 

;-” 3. éyourfédoperatios in this mattbt is greatly appre¢iate&. D1StTlbUtlODL 7- 
* ~3>-~1 Q." * :- ,’~ »» <~'" ,-.~ A , 

Orig -TAddressee‘ * ““' ‘* 
'"1'< 0RD‘Attfi: 

FzA%M§D§¥B}; ~;V_~ A + ~Y ¢7f{ ¢*a1Yma@@ »CT/=4~ 

+WSPC@?Tfg\ L ~ 

- , 
I 

' /1. ‘¢_».J\. ‘ - 
. ; 

"1 I’ 
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].1E~lORANDUM . FOR: Cc;/DOMCA··:· 

.~. , 

OTS/SDB 'Mamo "104-76 
30 March 1976 

ATTENTION: .• ~I"-----______ --__ ---_------~----l 
SU~JECT: ··.Radi~. Frequency. Ba,ckstopj;ing 

"." 3.3(h)(2) 

6.2(d) 

. 1. Per. our telephone conversation of 30' March, it is re
quested that your of~ice provid.e. backsto·pping· for Agenc;y two~ 
way radio activity, as follo~s;~ 

.. FREQUEtrCY", 

, EMISSION TYPE 

" BAND ~~'lIDri~ 

POWER,OUTPUT 

~. . , '- .. 

" 

.. 16.2.125 

FM 

.f" 5 'KHZ. 

. . " 

,5 l'latts '(Portamobile) GE Mdl,' 
EV' H!'J36LCS66 (ET-'62-A ER-:44-A) 

" NO. 'UNITS IN NET 

ANTENNA 

" USERS 

~ '. , 

Omnidirectional Whip 
.: ,; .. 

" . ' .. 

,.' Age~t;ypersonnel arid: clear.ed' 
" , .. Agency contractor persot:ln'el:, 

• I ' 

',.:'~",.,.".",,"" 
. '. . ". ", . ' '~ '., : 

-'. .' 

. ,: "~ 
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20 JUN 1973 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 'Deputy Director for Science and Technology 

Request for Approval of Proposed Research with the 
. U.S. Department of Interior, Division of Wildlife" . 

Research 
' "

i 

SUBJECT: 

l. This memorandum requests approval for the committment of » 

funds to support the continuation of a research program.~ The requests 

\ is contained in paragraph 7. ' 
" 

. _
l
\
.

\

\ 

\
.

l 

- 2. The ultimate goal-of this program is to utilize migratory 
birds as sensor vehicles and/or as detectors of environmental sub- 

Y stances in specified areas of interest. In the first case, the bird 

\ A 
might transport and return a sensor package from an area of interest,

’ 

\ »or perhaps merely fly through the area. In the second case, the birds - 

\' which have temporarily resided in a target area would be retrieved and 

\ 
subjected to intensive analysis to determine environmental stimuli or 

l substances to which they have been exposed during the period of resi- 

I 
V dence. The proposed project is primarily concerned with the second 
case, i.e., utilization of the bird as a biosensor. An orinthological 
survey has been conducted by lwhich delineates 
the frequency and species of birds that might be expected in specified 

_ 

target areas. The Department of Interior, Division of wildlife Research 
\ is the foremost authority on migration of birds and possesses highly 

qualified scientific personnel, equipment, and a unique computer bank of 

K 
bird banding data. Consequently, the assistance of the Division of 

. \ wildlife-Research will be invaluable in determining the feasibility of 
' achieving the desired goal. In brief, this assistance would consist 

of providing_statistical models of bird migration patterns and probable 
distribution through the flyways and at the destination. Specific 

\ .

' 

CLASSlFlED nr 
l444444444‘%*l 

. 

' 
EXEMl‘T THOR! Giil¢E?1AL D36;/=SS5F§CATll}N 

5CHlZl)l.3l_SZ OF. E. O ll£-52. 2&1-IZ~IE;l§‘TiIEFi C.-\'fi'if-GRY: 

\ 1 , 
- 

, 
> , 

. 

- -_', 1} _! 3) ur (~52 (r,-.'r!:~ unr or more) 
w--1-‘-r » 

§*<~‘--F I-7 
1] gt“ q'Y,Jl'"Em _ 

AU'i0{=-'3.-'-.ii€;.1.LY iillCl..=-.;~;:}i:'-li.aJ on ' 

1u._.ict so-mcts . 

4 

_ 
1, 

D0DSlwv0Lv[n l 

- * ___.__s;:L£:I;_e..e__s__“fl._e_____._ 

\ 
/’ 7 7‘" '7 (nnlenus tofu-Jssoirir. Ln3PHiflYB or t\’t’7n\) _ 
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ORD 2382-73 

20 JUN 1973 

Deputy Director· for Science and Technology 

Request for Approval of Proposed Research with the 
U.S. Department of Interior, Division of Wildlife 
Research 

1. This memorandum requests approval for the committment of 
funds to support the continuatipn of a research program.· The request 

is contained in paragraph 7. 

2. The ultimate goal of this program is to utilize migratory 

birds as sensor vehicles and/or as detecto~s of environmerital sub

stances in specified areas of interest. In the first case, the bird 

might transport and return a sensor package from an area of interest, 

6r perhaps merely fly through the area .. In the second case, the birds 

which have temporarily res~ded in a target area would be retrieved and 

subjected to intensive analysis to determine environmental stimuli or 
s~bstances to which they have been exposed during the period of resi~ 

3:3(h)(2). 

6.2(d) 

. dence. The proposed project is primarily concerned with the second 

case, i.e., utilization of tpe bird as a. biosensor. An orinthological 

survey has been conducted byL )which delineates 

the frequency and species of birds that might be expected in specified 

target areas. TI1e Department of Interior, Division of ~'Jildlife Research, 

is the foremost authority on migration of birds and possesses highly 
qualified scientific personnel, eqUipment, and a unique compute·r bank of 

bird banding data. Consequently, the assistance of the Division of 

HildlifeResearch vJi11 be invaluable in determining the feasibility of 

achieving the desired goal. In brief, this assistancevwuld consist 

of providing statistical models of bird migration patterns and probable 

distribution through the flyways and at the destination. SpecH'ic 

~li';,] NOTICE 
'j r II !G~NCE. SOURCES 
·\IODS If'JVOL YEO 

l 

CLASSIFIED BY .~I ~ _____ -

EXEMrt F~DI\1 GHH:~:AL DF.CI./\SSIFic,\TIGN 

SCHE~:'.;tE OF r. 0 n£'!\2. F~~E~;;t:'Ti~jn C!\T;~CD!~Y: 

S !i~{:.\ ('~~, (.l) or {.~: (!.I.~(!' .. t·,~f" nl II!Or(") 

f.U·d}i',:/diC~l.LY i.iEU.<;:;S'f1Ui ON . 

~NF.I - ·.IAL -,-~~~::.'---"-'------
, (un! ...... t"'H~,I,I •• ," ... 1 dote Llr rvr~t) 

----------------~ ~ 
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target area destinations will be provided by the sponsor. ‘Such data 
are required for cost effectiveness evaluation of the potential system 
as well as the establishment of experimental field trial design should 
this initial statistical analysis indicate potential application. 

, 
3. The essential goal of the proposed effort is to select several 

Western Hemisphere birds analogous to those known to reside in and _

_ 

migrate from selected target areas. 0n the basis of available Department 
of Interior banding data, a statistical model of bird distribution along 
flyways and at destination will be constructed._ (See attached Work 
Statement.) Such data will allow cost effectiveness decisions to be 
made concerning the number of birds that would have to be retrieved for 
biochemical analysis to provide reliable target area information. The 
analytical study will provide means and standard deviations for geographical 
distribution and mortality of birds along the flight paths as well as 
probable distribution in the target area. 'The designated target for which 
western analogs will be selected is the Shikhany CH test site. Attach- 
ment I, Utilization of Migratory Birds as Biosensors, provides evidence 
as to the feasibility of the concept. That is, migratory birds will 
incorporate CH trace material from low level concentrations in the target. 
habitat and these signatures will be detectable by available biochemical 
techniques. Attachment II indicates probable bird populations in selected 
target areas.

' 

4. The proposed research will extend over a six-month period at 
a cost of approximately $25,000. In addition to the obviously required 
coordination with the Department of Interior, internal coordination has 
been established with Dr. Karl Weber (051); Mr. Donald Reiser (ORD), and 
Mr. David Boston (OTS). ' ' '.- ~

_ 

- 5. It is anticipated that this will be a five-phase program from 
initial feasibility investigation to operational test and evaluation. 
Each successive phase will provide decision data for determination of 
program continuance.» The first phase of the program was completed under 
contract-tol 

T 

l, in which the frequency and reli- 
ability of migratory birdThabitation ini 
targets were determined. The proposed effort with the Department of

' 

Interior constitutes the second phase of the program. Follow-on efforts 

' ' 2 -. 

T 

ca - we 
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target area deitinatians will b~ provided by the spansar. ' Such data 
are required for cast effectiveness evaluation of the patential system 
as well as the establishment of experimental field trial design shauld 
this initial statistical analysis indicate potential applicitian. 

3. The essential gaal af the prapased effart is to select several 
Western Hemisphere birds analagaus to thase knawn to reside in and 
migrate from selected target ~reas. On the basis af available Department 
af Interior banding data, a stati~tical madel af bird distributian alang 
flyways and at destinatian will be canstructed. (See attached Wm~k ' 
Statement.) Such data '1,ill allaw cost effectiveness decisians to. be, 
made concerning the number of birds that wauld hav~ to. be retrieved far 
biachemical analysis to. provide reliable target area informatian. The 
&nalytica1 study \'Jill pravide means c.nd sta'ndard deviatians far geagraphical 
distributian and martality of birdsalang tile flight paths as \~ell as 
probable distribution in the target area. The designated target far \Alhich 
western analagsw;11 be selected is the Shikhany CH test site. Attach
ment I, Utili zati an af ~1i gratary Bi rds as Biasensars, provi des evi dence 
as to. the feas i bil i ty af' the concept. That is, mi gratory bi rds ,,>Ii 11 
incarparate C\~ trace material fram 10.'11 level cancentratians in the target 
habitat and these signatures will be detectable by available biachemi~al 
techniques. Attachment'II indicates prabable bird papulatians in selected 
target areas. 

4. The prapased research will extend aver a six-manth periad at 
a cast af approximately $25,000. In addition to. the abviausly required 
caardination with the Depart~ent of Interiar, internal coardination has 
been established with Dr. Karl Weber (OSI)~ Mr. Donald Reiser (ORO), and 
Mr. David Boston (OTS). . , .,' , 

5. It is anticipated that this will be a five-phase pragram fram 
initial feasibility investigatian to. aperatianal test and evaluatian. 
Each successive phase will pravide decisian dati far determinatian of 

, program cantinuance .. The first phase af the pragram was completed under 
can tract tal I,in "'hich the frequency and. reli-
abil ity of mi gratory bud habltatlOn in I I 
targets \-Jere determined. The prapased effart Wl th the Department aT 
lriterior canstitutes the secand phase af the pragram. Follaw-an effarts 

2 
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. \ 

will consist of: (a) field evaluation of the statistical pattern
A 

analysis derived from the bird banding computer data (FY 74, $70K)- * |

3 \ 1 

(b) determination of bird uptake, metabolism, and excretion of‘ ".0 

controlled amounts of CW degradation products (FY 75, $40K); and"
_ 

(c) field evaluation of migratory bird absorption and retention of . '\

\ 

CW degradation products in the concentrations and dietary form 
3/ 

(natural vegetation, seeds, etc.) anticipated in the selected targetzx 
area (FY 75, $l50K).

' 

- Ei]The Project Officer for this contract will be[::::::::::::]‘ 
t

. 

ex ension 3658. The Sterility Code l is appropriate-for 
this contract. All other aspects of the contractual effort, other 
than Agency-Department of Interior association, will be UNCLASSIFIED. 

7. The Office of Research and Development recommends the trans- 
fer of funds to the Department.of Interior, Wildlife Research Division 
for the execution of the work described herein. The funding will be 
$25,000 for a six-month period." ' ' 

, 
T 

. 
.

" 

' Sayre Stevens 
T 

_ 

_ 

Director of Research and Development 

APPROVED: /
, 

’. 

Deputy Director tor,bcience and leC logy 
_ 

te A 
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\ ,',; 
, , ..... 

. ' ..... ::~. " 

will consist of: (a) field evaluati6n of the statistical pattern \~ 
analysis derived from the bird banding computer data (FY 74, $70K); ." J ~ 
(b) determination of bird uptake, me'tabolism, and excretion of" .. ~~':',< :.i 

controlled amounts of CvJ degradation products (FY 75, $40K); and .,\-' ~,:' 
(c) field evaluation of migratory bird absorption and retention of [".\ >,.~:" 
CW degradation products i"n the concentrations and dietary form .\.~ ,,, 
(natural vegetation, seeds, etc.) anticipated in the'selected target 
area (FY 75, $150K). . 

,---------'b"-------,The Project Officer for this contract will bel I' 
I lextens ion 3658. The Steril ity Code 1 ; s appropri ate for 
this contract. All other aspects of the contractual effort, other 
than .Agency-Department of Interi or associ at; on, Vlill be UNCLASSI FlED. 

7. The Office of Research and Development recommends the trans
fer of funds to the Department of Interior, Wildlife Research Division 
for the execution of the work described herein. The funding will be 
$25,000 for a six-month period.' . 

APPROVED: 

\ 
i 

\~-----

Sayre Stevens 
Director of Research and Development 

logy 
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LS/ORD/DD/S&T 

REQUEST NO. 
W 

DATE OF REQUEST _ 
‘CERTIFY THAT FUNDS IN Tf-IE ESTIMATED 1 

' 
'\ \-‘ 

-_ 

"Ev 

PROJECT TTTLE 
I Migratory Bird' 

4 

Sensor System 
CONTRACTOR (if known) 

Department of Interior 
' ' 

I 
I ‘ I 

Division of wildlife Research Work Statement Attached ~ 

II 

V 

. 

I 

> 

I N 
‘_-

T 

I , , , 
Auou T or 5 ,3) A, v_ éi" 30/#5‘ '15 A June 1973 - .4‘/4-2»/~75’-#26 ~ 

PROJECT on contact OFFICER EXTENSION __“—_FI?_‘ 

‘ 
- 9.3653 . 

l \ 

R R- e,. 

'

z O -\ -
. 

\; LN

m 

a--_ 

M- 

.-I-'--I---..- 

- 

.--_.- 

PROPOSAL NO. AND DATE 
‘ 

COI:(‘T_RA€T'l'& T‘AS'K'_0R _- . _ i known) . 

'2 - 

. _ 

APPLVICARLE ONLY T0 REPAIRS AND MODIFICATIONS 
TYPE OF SERVICE REQUESTED 4 
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‘ NLINTCNANCE 

5 
MODIFICATION 

TIZCMIIICAL lusrscnou IS REQUIRED av 
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STERILITY ‘ CONTRACT CLASSIFICATION wonx CLASSIFICATION HARDWARE CLASSIFICATION REPORTS CLASSIFICATION 

*°'_ confidential unclassified unclassified unclassified 
sc 2 

SHORT SUUSTANT IVE TITLE

x 

AND/OR DESCRIPTION OF'_SERVIC[ TO BE PERFORMED - 

The Division of Wildlife Research, Department of Interior, will 
select Western Hemisphere migrating birds which are optimal analogs to 
birds known to migrate to or through specified Eurasian target areas. 
A statistical analysis will be made of computerized bird banding data 
to determine flyways and distribution patterns of the analog birds. 
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A statistical analysis will be made of computerized bird banding data 
to detel~mine flyltJays and distribution patterns of the analog birds. 
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. This is a transfer of funds to another Government Agency; The 
Division of wiidiife Research, Department of Interior is the only 
organization possessing sufficient valid data to conduct the analysis, 
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3 See attached. 

3 DELIVERABLE nevus v
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REPORTS REQUIRED 5 Na, OF ¢()P|5_5 E3 MONTHLY INTERIM QUARTERLY FINAL 
Status 
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organization possessing sufficient valid data to conduct the analysis 
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2. PROPOSAL 

See attached. 
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Status 

HARDWARE (state type and number) 

OTItER N/ A 

4. GFE REOUIRED 

N/A 

5. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

The only classification of this \~ork effort will be Agency 
association. hence, the SC-l classification. It is of extreme 
importance that Agency support of Department of Interior activities 
not become public knowledge. 
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. STATEMENT OF WORK 

I Evaluate existing report from Phase I contract 
in terms of: 

V

' 

a. species selection - 

b. characteristics of selected species 

II. Update or supplement existingxreport in terms of 
‘ a and b above. , 

III The sponsor will designate target area. Western Hemisphere 
"analogues to Eurasian birds known to frequent the target 

_ 
area will be selected. The Wildlife Research Division of 
the Department of Interior will evaluate existing bird bandg 
ing dataggptprovide statistical pattern analysis of banding 
and release major and secondary flyways and distribution 
at destination.‘ Relevant variables would ha include, but' 
not be limited to, age, sex, flight time, nesting, molting, 
and other relevant factors available from the computerized 
bird banding records. " 

x 

IV On the basis of available knowledge concerning migratory 
_ 

flyways, nesting, and wintering habits of birds visiting 
the.target area, the contractor will indicate probable 
similarities and differences that might be expected between 
birds utilized in the western analog analysis and the same 

' species in the target area, - ~
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A.;tachment 

STATEl'-1ENT OF VlORK 

I Evaluate existing report from Phase I contract 
in terms of: 

a. species selection 

b. characteristics of selected species . . 

II Update or supplement existing ,report in terms of 
a and b above. 

III The sponsor will clesignate target area. Hestern Hemisphere 
. anCilogues to Eurasian birds known to frequent the target 
area "Till be selected. The Hildlife Research Division of 
the Department of Interior will evaluate existing bird band
ing dataf.;t~1.~~ovide statistical pattern analysis of banding 
and release major and secondary flyways and distribution 
at destina~ion. Rel~vant variabJ:es "fOuld ~ include, but 
not b~ limited to, age, sex, flight time, nesting, molting, 
and other relevant factors available from the computerized 
bird banding records. 

IV On the basis of available knowledge concerning migratory 
flyvTays, nesting, and wintering habits of birds visiting 
the. target area, the contractor "Till indicate probable 
similarities and differences that might be expected between 
birds utilized in the western analog analysis and the same 
species i~ the target area~ 
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Attachment #1 

UTILIZATION OF MIGRATORY BIRDS AS BIOSENSORS 

A presentation was made to the PRB concerning the use of 
migratory birds as direct in vivo sensors or as sensor emplacement 
vehicles. The background of the original ORD research effort in 
this area, which involved migratory characteristics of selected 

. bird species nesting or wintering in the vicinity of ten target 
areas, was outlined. Approval was requested for transfer of funds 
to the Department of Interior, in the amount of $25K, for an analysis" 
of existing bird banding data to establish the flight and residing 
distribution patterns of western analogs to the Eurasian birds. The 
PRB recommended that prior to approval of fund expenditures, a meeting 
be held with cognizant personnel to discuss specific target require- 
ments, energy, or substances to be detected and technical approaches 
for accomplishment.

' 

As per PRB request, a meeting was held 13 April 1973 to discuss 
the questions posed above. It was the concensus of opinion that, 
for the present time, the project goal should not include utiliza- 

- tion of birds as package emplacement vehicles, but rather as in vivo - 

biological sensors. Further, it was decided that CW degradation 
products would constitute the signal substance and that CW test area 
“at-Shikhany would serve as the designated target. 

Subsequent to the above discussion, the question arose as to 
the probability of in vivo detection of CW signatures at the con- 
centrations to which the birds would be exposed. Although specific 
tests have not been directed toward the solution of this particular 
problem, the available evidence, as cited below, indicates a high 
probability of detection at the concentrations to be expected. In 
addition, numerous bird species migrate to the Shikhany Volga River 

- Basin and are accessible from undenied areas. This general question 
~may best be approached in terms of its components, i.e., in view of 
normal safety and security precautions, can we expect CW products 
' th in e target area which will be ingested by the migrating birds; 
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Attachment #1 

UTn~IZJ\TION OF HIGRATORY BIRDS AS BIOSENSORS 

A presentation was made to the PRB concerning the use of 
migratory birds as direct in vivo sensors or as sensor emplacement 
vehicles. The backgroUnd of the original ORD research effort in 
this area, whLch involved migratory characteristics of selected 
bird species nesting or wintering'in the vicinity of ten target 
areas, vTaS outlined. Approval was requested for transfer of ,funds 
to the Department of Interior, in the amount of $25K, for an analysis 
of existing bird banding data to establish the flight and residing 
distribution patterns of .'estern analogs to the Eurasian birds. The 
PRE recommended that prior to approval of fund expenditures, a meeting 
be held with cognizant personnel to discuss specific target require
ments, energy, or substances to be detected and technical approaches 
for accomplishment. 

As per PRB request, a meeting was held 13 April 1973 to discuss 
the 'questions posed above. It was the concensus of opinion that, 
for the present time, the project goal should not include utiliza
tion of birds as package emplacement vehicles, but rather as in vivo 
biological sensors. Further, it ",as decided, that CH degradation 
products would constitute the signal substance and that CHtest area 

I at, Shikhany would 'serve as the designated target. 

Subsequent to the above discussion, the question arose as to 
. the probability of in vivo detection of CH signatures at the con

centrations to which the birds would be exposed. Although specific 
tests huve not been directed toward the solution of this particular 
problem, the avail~ble evidence, as cited below, indicates a high 
probability of detection at the concentrations to be expected. In 
addition, numerous bird species migrate to the Shikhany Volga River 
Basin and are accessible from undenied areas. This general question 

. may best be approached in terms of its components, i.e., in view of 
normal safety and security precautions ~ can ."e expect CW products 
in the target area which will be ingested'by the migrating birds; 
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QTILIZATION or MIGRATORY BIRDS AS BIOSENSORS (continued) 

are the CW degradation products retained in the organism and 
detectable by available techniques; and do we have access to . 

birds migrating from the target area. 

ask: 
Considering these-component-questions in sequence we may 

" (a) Can we expect CW contamination in the target 
area? ~- 

' ' 

Assuming other countries exercise safety and security 
precautions equal to that of the U.S., available evidence 
indicates a high probability for the presence of CW . 

material or degradation products. This statement is sub- 
stantiated by the current LS/ORD research program: organo- 
phosphorus compounds were detected in soil samples surrounding 
a VX plant in Newport, Indiana, which has been inoperational 
for over a four-year period; soil samples taken from Rocky 
Mountain Arsenal showed GB traces four years after test 
cessation; recent analysis of soil and water samples from 
the Cold Creek Organic plant in Alabama indicated contamina- 
tion in surrounding areas and more than a mile downstream 
from the plant. FI/DDP are sufficiently interested in 
this finding to warrant possible application td::::::::::1 
R&D operations. Inasmuch as the Shikhany target is a CW 
test area, as opposed to a production or storage area, one 
would expect significant levels of CW material. 

(b) Are the CW products of sufficient concentration _ 

to be retained in the organism and be detectable by avail- 
able analytic techniques? . 

Voluminous research data from the Environmental Protection' 
Agency and the Department of Interior indicate that birds and 
other wildlife absorb and retain infinitesimal amounts of toxic 
products which are readily detectable by x-ray spectrometric and 
emission spectrometric analysis, neutron activation and atomic 
absorption_techniques, as well as via the more traditional wet 
chemistry laboratory analysis. The extent to which the organisms 
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UTILIZATION OF f.lIGRl\TORY BIRDS AS BIOSENSORS (continued) 

are the CH degradation products retained in the organism and 
detectable by availablE: techniques; and do we have access to 
birds migrating from the target area. 

ask: 
Considering these component questions in sequence we may 

(a) Can we expect CH contamination in the target 
area? 

Assuming other countries exercise safety and security 
precautions equal to that of the U. S., available evidence 
indicates a high probability for the presence of C\-l 
material or degradation products. This statement is sub
stantiated by the ,current LS/ORD research progra!11: organo
phosphorus compounds were detected in soil samples surrounding 
a VX plant in Ne.rport, Irdiana, which has been inoperational 
for over a four-year period; soil sa~ples taken from Rocky 
Mountain Arsenal sho'l-led GB traces four years after test 
cessation; recent analysis of soil and ilater samples from 
the Cold Creek Organic plant in Alabama indicated contamina-

" tion in surrounding areas and more than a mile downstream 
from the plant. FI/DDP are sufficiently interested in 
this finding to warrant possible application tq 

~--=--------C~~ 

R&D operations. Inasmuch as the Shikhany target is a CW 
test area, as opposed to a production or storage area, one 
would expect significant levels of CW material. 

(b) Are the CW products of sufficient concentration 
to be retained in the organi~m and be detectable by avail
'able analytic techniques? 

Vol1lr.linous research data from the Environmental Pr:)tection' 
Agency and the Department of Interior indicate that birds and 
other wildlife absorb and retain infinitesimal 8.!Il.ounts of toxic 
products which are readily detectable by x-ray spectrometric a.nd 
emission spectrometric analysis, neutron ~ctivation and atomic 
absorption. techniques , as well as via the more traditicnal wet 
chemistry laboratory analysis. 'rhe extent to which the organisms 
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V UTILIZATION or mIc3nToRr"BInps AS BIOSENSORS (continued) 

environment provides detectable chemical clues to its 
habitat is evidenced by an investigation which demonstrated 
that coho salmon, "had natural Chemical tags that could be 
directly related to their rivers of origin."l Numerous 
other studies are cited in the literature-which demonstrate 
the capability to differentiate the habitat of identical 
wildlife species on the basis of tissue analysis. For 
instance, aligators reared in Florida show a different 
neutron activation signature than those reared in Louisana; 
two populations of snow geese in the Hudson Bay area could'i 
be differentiated on the basis of emission spectrometric

V 

analysis; Oregon geese can be differentiated from Colorado 
geese on the basis of manganeese content of the liver. An 
organism is what it has eaten. Most of the research relevant 
to our imediate CW problem is concerned with the effects 
of insecticides and pesticides on wildlife. These compounds 
are detectable at levels of 6-l0 parts per million in the 
bird population. Examples of such research findings are as 
follows: " 

7 In a general survey of the pesticide pollution 
problem it was concluded that, "all mallards, black 
ducks, and starlings tested in recent years contained 
DDT or its derivitives DDE or DDD. Starlings carried 
a much heavier concentration, probably reflecting 

_ 
their feeding habits."2 In an experimental program 
at the Patuxent River Wildlife Research Station, 

.sparrow hawks were fed dietary dosages of DDT and A 

dieldrin and "for the first time provided statistically 
demonstrable proof of a cause.and effect relationship 

_ between ingestion of these pesticides and eggshell 
thinning and associated deletious effects on repro- 
duction."3 The Denver Wildlife Research Station reports 
"Semidomesticated mallards were treated with 0,h, l0, and 
30 parts per million of dieldrin to learn if the pesti- 
cide would effect the chromosomes of bone marrow and 
lymphocytes. The mitotic index, the number of'cells

H 

undergoing mitosis per 1000 cells examined, was reduced 
more than five times in birds treated with 30 ppm ~ 

dieldrin."h Since the publication of The Sile t Spring 1'1 

3-- 
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UTILIZATION OF tUGR1\.'rORfBIRDS AS BIOSENSORS (continued) 

environment provides detectable chemical clues to its 
habitat is evidenced by an investigation which demonstrated 
that coho salmon, "had natural chemical tags that could be 
direc·tly related to their rivers of origin. "1 NUluerous 
other studies are cited in the literature which demonstrate 
the capability to differentiate the habitat of identical 
wildlife species on the basis of tissue analys~s. For 
instance, ali.gators reared in Florida shoH a different 
neutron activation signature than those reared in Louisana; 
two populations of sn01-' geese in the Hudson Bay area could· . 
be differentiated on the basis of emission spectrometric 
analysis; Oregon geese can be differenti.ated from Colorado 
geese on the basis of manganeese content of the liver. An 
organism is "'hat it has eaten. Most of the research relevant 
to our irmnediate Cid problem is concerned with the effects 
of insecticides and pesticides on wildlife. These compounds 
are detectable at levels .of 6-10 parts per million in the 
bird population. Examples of such research findings are as 
follows: 

In a general survey of the pesticide pollution 
problem it was concluded that, "all mallards, black 
ducks, and starlings tested in recent years contained 
DDT or its derivitives DDE or DDD. Starlings carried 
a. much heavier concentration, probably reflecting 
their feeding habits. ,,2 In an experimental program 
at the Patuxent River Wildlife Research Station, 
sparrow hawks were fed dietary dosages of DD'I' and 
dieldrin and "for the first t'ime provided statistically 
demonstrable proof of a cause and effect relationship 
between ingestion of these pesticides and eggshell 
thinning and associated deletious effects on repro
duction."3 The Denver Wildlife Research Station reports 
"Semidomesticated mallards "",ere treated 1-,ith 0,4, 10, and 
30 parts per million of dieldrin to learn if the pesti
cide would effect the chromosomes of bone marrow and 
lymphocytes. The mitotic index, the nurrill~r of· cells 
undergoing mitosis per 1000 cells examined, was reduced 
more than five times in birds treated with 30 ppm 
dielclrin.,,4 Since the publication of The Silent Spring 
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U QTILIZATION or MIGRATORY Blnns 53 BIOSENSORS, (continued) 

and the growth of the ecology movement, the literature 
is saturated with evidence of the lasting effects of 
minute quantities of chemical substances on wildlife 
health and survival. Of more immediate relevance to 
the CW problem are studies concerned with the organe- 
phosphate-type pesticides., Although the literature 
is considerably less voluminous in this area, there 
is evidence of bird uptake, retention, and laboratory 
detectability of the substances. The effects of organe- 
chlorine and organophosphate pesticides on the ring 
necked pheasant population were studied in Canyon 
County, Idaho. Exposed to very minute quantities of 
the material, the birds exhibited symptoms of organe- 
phosphate poisoning and modified cholinesterase levels.5 
A study in Dawson County, Nebraska, showed that a mere 
eight fluid ounces of malathion (an organo~phosphate 
pesticide) dispersed over an acre of land had a 
significant_detrimental effect on the wildlife of 
the area.6 A study is currently underway at the 
Patuxent River Wildlife Research Station to determine 
the relative lethal toxicities of ninety-different V

" 

pesticides, including the organophorphous compounds, - 

on four species of birds. Initial data show detectable 
signatures of the o o h r hous conpounds.7 A pre- 
liminary study witdE%%7:%:?:%::::] sponsored by LS/ORD, 
in which mice were exposed to CW degradation products 
substanciates the Bureau of Wildlife research findings. 

The research programs cited above were not directed toward the 
prcblem of CW detection. To arrive at a more definitive conclusion 
a specific project should be initiated in which target analog birds 
are provided dietary intake of appropriate CW.substances in con- 
centrations that might be expected at the Shikhany test site. 
Appropriate chemical analysis over varying periods of time would 
then demonstrate the presence and degree of CW signatures existing 
in the organism. However, considering the chemical similarity 
of the pesticide-insecticide compounds with the CW agents, it is 
logical to assume from existing data that migratory birds residing 
in the target area would incorporate CW signatures in detectable 
amounts and provide a qualitative and quantitative index of CW 
activity at that Site. ~ 

. 
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UTILIZNrION OF l-.HCRATOHY BIRDS AS BIOSENSORS ( continued) 

and the growth of the ecology movement, the literature 
is saturated with evidence of the lasting effects of 
minute quantities of chemical substances on wildlife 
health and survival. Of more immediate relevance to 
the C'vl problem are studies concerned. with theorgano-

.phosphate-type pesticides. Although the literature 
is considerably less voluminous in this area, there 
is evidence of bird upta1:e, retention, and laboratory 
detectabili ty of the substances. '1.'he effects of organo
chlorine and organophosphate pesticides on the ring 
necked pheasant population were studied in Canyon 
County, Idru10. Exposed to very minute quantities of 
the material, the birds exhibited SYi!"lptoms of organo
phosphate pOisoning and modified cholinesterase levels. 5 
A stUdy in Dawson County, Nebraska, showed that a mere 
eight fluid ounces of malathion (an organo-phosphate 
pesticide) dispersed'over an acre of land had a 
significant detrimental effect on the wildlife of 
the area. 6 . A study is currently unclen-ray at the 
Patuxent River Hildlife Research Station to determine 
the relative lethal toxicities of ninety different 
pesticides, including the organophorphous compounds, 
on four species of birds. Ini tial data show detectable 
signatures of the organouhorohous conpounds. 7 A pre-
liminary study wit~ I sponsored by LS/ORD, 
in which mice 'Here exposed to CH degradation products 
sUbstanciates the Bureau of Ylildlife research findings. 

'1.'he research programs cited above were not directed to'.;ard the 
prc1;)lem of CH detection. To arrive at a nore definitive conclusion, 
a specific pro.ject should be initiated in which target analog birds 
are provided dietary intake of appropriate CH. substances in con
centrations that might be expected at the Shikhany test site. 
Appropriate chemical analysis over varying periods of time would 

. then demonstrate the presence .and degree of CVl signatures existing 
in the organism. However, considering the chemical similarity 
of the pesticide-insecticide compounds with the CH agents, it is 
logical to assume from existing data that migratory birus residing 
in. the target area would incorporate CH signatures in detectable 
amounts ar.d provide a quali tati ve and quanti tati ve index of C\oJ 
activity at that site. . 
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UTILIZATION OF MIGRATORY BIRDS AS BIOSE (continued) L14 O)O 31 U) 

H 

(c) Species and distribution of birds in target area 
and access for analysis during migratory cycle -- 

The above question was_posed to the Office of Basic , 

and Geographic Intelligence. Their response constitutes ' 

Attachment II. In brief, large numbers of migratory birds 
temporarily reside in the Shikhany area. Considering the ‘ 

nature of the terrain, a river basin with large reservoirs, 
one would expect a significant bird population. Fortunately, 
many of the species present are those for which western analog 

_ 

bird banding data exists, i.e., mallard, teal, merganser,
' 

osprey, etc. During the winter months, the birds migrate to 
the warmer climates of the Caspian Sea, Iran, Iraq, Turkey, 
India, and other undenied areas in which they would be accessible 
for capture. Many of the species are hunted birds and are of 
concern to international wildlife protection groups so that 

_ 

capture for "tagging" or biological study should not arouse
_ 

\ 
" undue concern.

\ 

H. The preceding discussion of available research data indicates 
E. that a migratory bird biosensor system would be feasible in terms of 
\ - 

‘ probability of CW signature detection. However, as stated previously, 
\ a definitive answer to the question would require definitive research. 

- This does not imply that the proposed migratory distribution pattern 
analysis should be postponed to await the results of a long-term CW 
signature study. Although both types of data are required for the 
specific Shikhany CW project, bird migration pattern analysis has many 
more applications than this particular requirement. It is a fact of 
nature that migratory birds constitute a multitude of ready~made 
vehicles which circumvent the globe in predictable patterns and are 
readily available for intelligence utilization by ourselves and others. 
It would seem essential that an R&D organization, anticipating future 
requirements, should have available data concerning the distribution 
pattern characteristics of selected species. ,Such data would be 
applicable to future intelligence requirements in South America, Africa, 
or other parts of the world not currently considered as threats to our 
national security. The development of atomic weapon capability in the 
Third World areas may produce intelligence requirements that could be

\
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U'l'ILIZM'ION OF r-HGRA'l'ORY BIRDS AS BIOSE?ISORS (continued) 

(c) Species and distribution of birds in target area 
and access for analysis during migrator! cycle 

The above question was posed to the Office of Basic 
and Geographic Intelligence. Their response constitutes 
Attachment II. In brief, large numbers of migratory birds 
temporarily reside in the Shikhany area. Consideringthe 
nature of the terrain, a river basin with large reservoirs, 
one'would expect a significant bird population. Fortunately, 
many of the species present are those for "rhich western analog 
bird banding data exists) i.e., mallard, teal, merganser, ' 
osprey, etc. During the winter months, the birds migrate to 
the warmer climates of the Caspian Sea, Iran, Iraq, Turkey, 
India, and other undenied areas in which they would be accessible 
for capture. Many of the species {lre 'hunted birds and are of 
concern to international wildlife protection groups so that 
capture for "tagging" or biological study should not arouse 
undue concern. 

4. The preceding discussion of available research data indicates 
that a migratcl~ bird biosensor systen would be feasible in terms of 
probabili ty of C'vl signature detection. However, as stated previously, 
a defini ti ve answ'er to the questJon would require defini ti ve research. 
This does not imply that the proposed migratory distribution pattern 
analysis should be postponed to await the results of a long-term CW 
signature study. Although both types of data are required for the 
specific Shikhany CVl project, bird migration pattern analysis has many 
more applications than this particular requirement.. It is a fact of 
nature that migratory birds constitute a multitude of ready-made 
vehicles which circumvent the, globe in predictable patterns and are 
rea6ily available for intelligence utilization by ourselves and others. 
It "TOuld seem esse:;.tial that an R&D organization, anticipating i'uture 
requirements, should have available data concerning the distribution 

. pattern characteristics of selected species. ,Such data would be 
applicable to future intelligence requirements in South America, Africa, 
or. other parts of the world not currently considered as threats to our 
national security. The development of atomic weapon capability in the 
Third World areas may produce intelligence requirements that could be 
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UTILIZATION or MIGRATORYY BIRDS, AS BIOSENSORS, (continued) - 

supported through signature analysis of migratory birds. The 
voluminous research programs conducted by the AEC contain positive 
proof of wildlife adsorption of radio active materials. Utilizing 
immunological memory techniques, it is quite possible that migra- 
tory birds could be used to detect the presence of any substance 
to which the bird develops an antibody defense-system. Probably 
the most significant threat to our national welfare would be the _ 

use of migratory birds as vehicles for the spread of human, live- 
stock, and plant diseases. A migrating bird is the ideal host and 
vehicle for such purposes. Considering the tremendous influx of 
seasonally migrating birds into the U.S. from Central and South. 
America, it would seem essential that the CIA establish the techniques 
and plans for selected bird distribution pattern analysis to support 
countermeasures for such a threat. .If we delay analysis of existing 
data for intelligence purposes until the threat has materialized, 
it will be too late to institute effective countermeasures- If such 
a hostile action has not been anticipated by the Agency and an effec- 
tive detection and countermeasures plan placed on file in the archives, 
immediate program action should be initiated regardless of the rela- 
tive merit of the minor $25K project support requested for the subject 
investigation.

0 

V 5. The basic and primary consideration regarding the use of 
migratory birds as emplacement vehicles; as biosensors for nuclear, 
CW, and other products; or as hosts and transport vehicles for . 

bacterial dissemination is the reliability of the bird vehicle. Such 
questions as the following must be addressed: how many birds that 
depart from point A arrive at point B? What proportion return to 
point A? What is the bird distribution pattern around the target 
area? pwhat is the mortality and distribution pattern along the 
flyway from point A to point B? Knowing the migratory paths and 
the statistical distribution pattern in the target area, how many 
birds would have to be captured and analyzed to provide a reliable 
index of biological signatures? Obviously, the proposed project 
will not answer all of these questions for all potential requirements. 
However, a statistical pattern analysis of the existing Department 
of Interior bird banding computerized records, utilizing western 
analogs for the Shikhany target area, will provide crucial data con- 
cerning migratory bird reliability as sensor vehicles to meet this 
requirement. In addition, such a study will provide data and a model 
for determination of migratory bird utilization to serve future re- 
quirements or to counteract such action by others. .

_ 
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UTILIZATION OF MIGRATORY BIRDS AS BIOSENSORS (continued) 

supported through signature analysis of migratory.birds. The 
voluminous research progra.ms conducted by the AEC contain positive 
proof of wildlife adsorption of radio active materials. Utilizing 
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countermeasures for such a threat .. If we delay analysis of existing 
data for intelligence purposes until the threat has materialized, 
it 'rill be too late to institute effecti·ve countermeasures. If such 
a hostile action has not been anticipated by the Agency and an effec
tive detection and countermeasures plan placed on file in the archives, 
immediate program action should be initiated I'egardless of therela
tive merit of the minor $25K project support requested for the subJect 
investigation. 
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migratory birds as emplacement vehicles; as biosensors for nuclear, 
Cvl, and other products; or as hosts and transport vehicles for 
bacterial dissemination is the reliability of the bird vehicle. Such 
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point A? vlhat is the bird distribution pattern around the target 
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flY'"lay from point A to point B? !'::novl..i.ng the migratory paths and 
the statistical distribution pattern in the targp.t area, how ma.Y1y 
birds would have to be captured and analyzed to provide a reliable 
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will not answer all of these questions for all po.tential requirements. 
However, a statistical pattern analysis of the existing Department 
of Interior bird banding computerized records) utilizing western 
analogs for the Shikhany target area, will provide. Grucial data con
cerning migratory bird reliability as sensor vehicles to meet this 
requirement. In addition) such a study will provide data and a model 
for detennination of migratory bird t..tilizaU.on to serve fu.ture re
quirements or to counteract such action by others. 
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ORD 7772-67 
28 December 1967 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 
SUBJECT: Review of the Animal Programs with the 

Executive Director 

1, On 27 December 1967, the Executive Director, Dr. 
Lauderdale, and I met to review the Agency's position with respect 
to continued participation in the animal programs. Col. White was 
brought up to date on the Defense Department's counterproposal 
which involved both the dog and the dolphin programs. 

2. The Defense Department wishes to have ORD be the 
technical monitor for continued efforts in both programs. Since the 
Agency has no requirement for the dog program, our role will be 
confined to technical management. No funds will be provided by the 
Agency. We discussed the continuation of the dolphin program and 
it was decided that we would provide approximately 200K out of '68 
funds and that ARPA will provide an as yet unspecified amount in '68 
and '69 (probably on the order of 400K). Some time later this year 
the Agency will reconsider the possibility of providing funds for the 
dolphin program in '69. 

3. Col. White emphasized the need to maintain as much 
control as possible over the dolphin program because of its potential 
usefulness to the Agency. I pointed out that we feel that we could 
maintain some reasonable control by using our own funds at the 
critical points in the program. However, we recognize that ARPA 
has a legitimate right to exert considerable influence since they are 
providing the majority of the funds. 
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4 We revlewed the revlsed mlsslons of both programs and 
I 1nd1cated that I thought the current arrangement, Wh1Ch W111 
lnvolve a systems contractor, W111 s11p the program unt11 1 January 
1969 (approxlmately SIX months) I W111 draft a memorandlnn for 
Mr. Duckett's slgnature and revlew by the Executlve D1rector, 
addressed to the DDR&E, conflrmlng th1s new arrangement 

Dlstrlbution 
0 - DD/ORD f11e ‘ ~ 

ADD/S&T 
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Stephen’L Aldrlch, M D 
Deputy D1rector 

Research and Development 
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ORD Chrono 
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4. We reviewed the revised missions of both programs and 
I indicated that I thought the current arrangement, which will 
involve a systems contractor, will slip the program until 1 January 
1969 (approximately six months). I will draft a memorandum for 
Mr. Duckett's signature and review by the Executive Director. 
addressed to the DDR&E, confirmir this new arrangement. 

Distribution: 
0- DD/ORD file !';:'\'.\, \ 

1 - ADD/S&T 
1 - D/ORD 
1 - C/BSD/oRD 
1 - OPPB /1'-------__ 
1 - ORD Chrono 

2 

StepheriL. Aldrich. M. D. 
Deputy Director 

for 
Research and Development 
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28 December 1974 

AVAIN TRAINING PROGRAM 
Contract Order No.\

\ 

Final.report-(No. 7) 

INTRODUCTION: 
_ 

,

' 

. \. 

Chronologically, the 7 months which ended.this con- 

tract period was 5 months shorter than preceding contracts. 

It did, however,pproduce the most positive results with re- 

lation to the TACANA operation to which it was devoted. 

Experience and knowledge acquired during former Cong 
- tract periods was a strong factor although it was during the 

months just past when all the.fight.components came together 

at the right time. »
_ 

Additional training procedures were developed, such as 

overflight of bird with camera in strange areas.— bird flying 

from one building window to another up to distances of 1 mile. 

- flying bird locating and flying into window of moving car 

or to an operator who wears specificLitéms=of*apparel;L V 

Feasibility tests were made'in'package'orientation in 

which the determination was made that a bird can orient a 

compass, or other object, to a given direction. 

There are, at the present time, a stable of trained 

birds capable of performing a number of behaviors which 

could readily be adapted to a variety of scenarios. 
l 

Following is a list of trained birds, comprised:of 

4 different species. It is to be noted that these birds, 
- once trained, never lose acquired behaviors. It is necessary, 

however, to recondition them again for a period of 2_to 3 

weeks after they have been idle for any length of time. 
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AVAIN TRAINING E~R~O~G~RAM~ __________ ~ 
Contr act Order No. I 

~~----------------~ Final report (No.7) 

INTRODUCTION: 

Chronologically, the 7 months which ended ,this con-

tract period was 5 months shorter than preceding contracts. 

It did, qowever,~'prdduce the most positive results with re-

lation to the TACANA operation to which it was devoted. 

Experience and knowledge acquired during former con

tract periods was a strong factor although it was during the 

months just past when all the ,right components came together 

at the right time. 

Additional training procedures were developed, such as 

overflight of bird with camera in strange areas.- bird flying 

from one building window to another up to distances of 1 mile. 

- flying bird locating and flying into window of moving car 

or to an operator who wears specific,:.iterns' of ··,appa~eL.:· 

Feasibility tests were made in 'package 'orientation in 

which the determination was made that a bird can orient a 

compass, or other object, to a given direction. 

There are, at the present time, a stable of trained 

birds capable of performing a number of behaviors which 

could readily be adapted to a variety of scenarios. 

Following is a list of trained birds, comprised:of 

4 different species. It is to be noted that these birds, 

onc'e trained, never lose acquired behaviors. It is necessary, 

however, to recondition them again for a period of 2to 3 

weeks after they have been idle for any length of time. 
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AVIAN TRAINING PROGRAM..... 

BIRDS ON HAND: 

Red Tail Hawks 

Harris Hawk 
Ravens 
Golden Eagles 
Falcons

l 

_ , .. A 
. Approved for Release: 2019/07/30 C06527547 i -~-»- ~ I »----v~--»---»~ W 

TOTAL 

untrained
O

O

5 

0; 

4 gpagtly) 

Z. 

trained
8 

. 1

5 

2 . 

1 (fully) 
9 17

26
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BIRDS ON HAND: 

untrained 
Red Tail Hawks 0 

Harris Hawk 0 

Ravens 5 

Golden Eagles 0_ 

Falcons ~pa~tlY) 
9 

TOTAL 26. 
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trained 
8 

1 

5 

2 

1 (fully) 
17 
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AVIAN TRAINING PROGRAM- - - - - - 

LOCATION CHANGE: t 

A decision between the Program Director and the Con- 

tractor was reached early on in this contractual period
‘ 

to change the base of operations from San Clemente Island, 

California to Point Loma,&California. Both of these locations 

are Navy Undersea Center Installations.and the proper? 
A 

. . 

clearance from them was first obtained before the move 

was made. There were a number of reasons for this change. 

We list the most important of these in the following: 

SAN CLEMENTE ISLAND:
' 

Objectional features: t 

a. Weather conditions, wind direction particularly, 

was contrary to any existing condition which 

might be expected at site of final task.
‘ 

b. Weather severity, especially during winter months, 

precluded working a full schedule. Due to geo- 

.graphical location and open sea exposure there 

were several weeks when wind velocity was so 

great it was impossible to work more than 1 

or 2 days per week. 1
p 

c. Isolation with regards to maintenance support 

for vehicles,jboth automobiles and boats, was 

always a serious problem. when breakdowns occured 

parts would have to be transported from the main- 
. 

\
- 

land. This caused unreasonable delays due to the 

erratic air service to and from the mainland. 

1 Approved for Release: 2019/07/30 C06527547 -
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AVIAN TRAINING PROGRAM.... 

SAN CLEMENTE, CONT. ' ' 

Further support for mechanical difficulties 

was non-existant. Personnel who should have been 

attending to training schedules were often involved 
’ K 

in mechanical work they were not properly equipped 

to perform. - 

POINT LOMA: . 

This location has resolved most of the afore- 

mentioned problems. Progress in training has 

been accelerated considerably. Weather conditions 
, 

». 

have been favorable. North west winds have been the 

rule. This would be the relative in-shore off-shore 

direction to be expected within 10 miles of any¢s 

mainland. 

TELEMETRY:‘ Y

‘ 

A number of telemetryy systems have been tested. 

on this project. None of them proved satisfactory 

until the one presently in use was acquired. Its 

use immediately allowed the flight range of the 

vehicles to be extended with a margin of safety._ 

Recounting the scenario in question, takes into 

consideration the fact that the vehicles are in V 

sight of the operator for only a short time. This 

poses a substantial risk during the initial training 

during the period of time when the distance is 

first being extended. - 

f¢ - 

’ (CONT.)_ 
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SAN CLEMENTE, CONT. 
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was non-existant. Personnel who shoUld have been 

attending to training schedUles: were: often· _involved 
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in mechanical work they were not properly equipped 

to perform. 

POINT LOMA: 
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mentioned problems. Progress in training has 

been accelerated considerably. Weather conditions 

.have been favorable. North west winds have been the 

rule. This would be the relative in-shore off-shore 

direction to be expected within 10 miles of any: 

mainland. 

TELEMETRY: 

A number of telemetty~·- systems have been tested 

on this project. None of them proved satisfactory 

':-'). unti1 the one presently in use was acquired. Its 

use immediately allowed the flight range of the 

vehicles to be extended with a margin of safety. 

Recounting the scenario in question, takes into 

consideration the fact that the vehicles are in 

sight of the operator for only a short time. This 

poses a substantial risk during the initial training 

during the period of time when the-distance is 

first being extended. 

(CONT. ) 
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AVAIN TRAINING PROGRAM . .~ . . 

TELEMETRYI: » -

~ 

The telemetry; system consists of 2 units - a small 

beacon, weighing approximately-50 gms. and which is 

attached to the vehicle. The other unit is a portable 

direction finding receiver. Attached to the receiver 

is a hand held antenna which produces a null and peak 

mode in relation to the direction of the beacon. 

The system is in use from the first when the vehicle. 

is started only a few yards to and from the boat. 

Until the vehicle has flown several miles to and 

from the boat it is still in the learning process. He 

is still learning how to handle wind velocities 
and how to gain sufficient pitch, or altitude, re- 

quired for such a flight. 
y _

A 

In the beginning he may make mistakes. If he 
. / ' 

comes in too low from either direction he may be 

attacked by resident birds. This can cause confusion 

and panic. Although the vehicle eventually learns to 
control these situations he is vulnerable in the 
beginning and the telemetry; provides a means of 

recovery under such conditions." . . 

' when the bird has acquired a range of 5 miles 

he is considered to have the necessary training to 

go all the way. At this point it would be possible 

to eliminate the telemetry. Its use, however, is ' 

continued as a safeguard. 

Approved for Release: 2019/07/30 C06527547 1;" ‘
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to eliminate the telemetry. Its use, however, is 

continued as a safeguard. 
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. 
AVAIN TRAINING PROGRAM.-.. 
'PROGRESS:v - 

5+ rOf the 5 birds being used on the TACANA operation 

1 has a physical handicap which eliminates it for further 

training. Attempts are being made to trade it for another 

- bird suitable for this project. 

3 additional falcons, acquired during this contract 

time,have just recently been released from quarantine. 

They are presently in training and show promise of 

completing their training well within the limits of 

this schedule. i . 

4

- 

The remaining bird is considered to be ready to 

perform the scenario at this time. He is subject only 

to additional training which includes a sail boat need- 

ed for recognition purposes on the outflight. This 

aspect will mowe forward as rapidly as the logistics 

of acquiring a suitable boat and other related factors 

are resolved. ~ 

CONCLUSIQN : _ 

'

. 

' The conclusion of the Contractor is that the schedule 

as it is presently proposed can be met if all the necessary 

. 
elements are available in time to allow for proper final 

training. 
i

' 

‘ Respectfully, 

-~ - .-Appr0ved for Release: 2019/07/so 006527547- ,, ____,___________
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perform the scenario at this time. He is subject only 

to additional training which includes a sail boat need

ed for recognition purposes on the outflight. This 
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of acquiring a suitable boat and other related factors 
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CONCLUSION: 

The conclusion. of the Contractor is that the schedule 

as it is presently proposed can be met if all the necessary 

elements are available in time to allow for proper final 

training. 

Rest>ectfully, 

.. Approved for Release: 2019/07/30 C0652754 7__ _ . 
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PROGRESS REPORT, AVIAN FLIGHT TRAINING 

V 1. Present bird census
_ 

Species ~ Juveniles Adults ‘ Trained In trainin 
Red Tail Hawks T 1

J 

OOOOCOO 

\1»-we-ow\1 

Hrdmawruciq 
OH-~l\JcJQ|-Q

H ' Ravens 
, l 

G.H. Owl , 

_Harris Hawks
; 

Peale's Falcons V’ ~

. 

Prairie Falcons 
,

- 

Pigeons (bandtails)0 ‘ 

2. Birds to be acquired "
r 

’ Juveniles . Adults 
Peale's Falcons »2.* 1

' 

Prairie Falcons 0 ‘ 
i 1 

Gyr Falcon 1 
\ . 

3. Remarks ' r 
4 T 

a. The Red Tail Hawks listed above are all basically trained 
to the extent that any one of them is capable of being 
used in a scenario that lies within their scope. This is 
the result of at least l year of training. At the present 
time only 2 of them are being actively worked} This implies 
that the ones not being so worked are being kept on fill—up 
both for the sake of their well being and further inducement 
*t0 the molt. The Z which are kept at working weight have 

- a molt rate significantly slower. we assume this is nature's 
provision for periods of deprivation;

p 
4 . 

_b. The Harris Hawkis fully trained and,_being unusually bright, 
' is capable of acquiring sophisticated behaviors in a short 
period of time, although this does not include flying greater 
distances of several miles. ~¢ ., W 0 

c. The Horned Owl is well trained to free flight as well as visual 
and audio orientation. His full capabilities have not been A

” 
fully explored but it has been ascertained he will respond 
and "home" to a high frequencq'dog whistle in almost total 
darkness. It is our present evaluation that the owl does 

' not have visual discriminatory potential of either the hawks 
. or ravens in the presence of daylight. 

d. Bandtail pigeons, contrary to our first estimate, have been 
quite easy to tame and train to recall} The ones we obtained 
were extremely wild but in a matter of 3 weeks one of them

p \\=' 
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I Report No. 4 
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PROGRESS REPORT, AVIAN FLIGHT TRAINING 

PreRPnt bird census 

sQecies Juveniles 

Red Tail HaHks 0 
Ravens 8 
G.H. Owl 0 
Harris Hawl,;:s 0 
Peale's Falcons 0 
Prairie Falcons 0 
Pigeons (bc=mdtails)O 

2. Blrdsto be aCquired 

Peale's Falcons 
Prairie Falcons 
Gyr Falcon 

Juveniles 
2 
o 
1 

Adults 

7 
3' 
0 
1 
2 
1 
7 

Adults 
1 
1 

Trained 

T 
O~ 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 

In 

0 
11 
0 
0 
2 
1 
6 

a. The Red Tail Hawks listed above are all bu.sically trained 
to the extent that anyone of them is capable of being 

3.3(h)(2) 

trainin' 

used in a scenario that lies within their scope. This is , 
the result of at least 1 'year of training. At the present 
time only 2 o·f them are being actively ,wrked. This implies 
that the ones not being so worked are being kept on fill-up 
both for the sake "of their well being and further inducement 

·to the m.ol t. The ~. which are kept at l"IorJdng weight have 
a'molt rate significantly slower. We assume this is nature's 
provi sian for peri;ods of deprivation. 

p. The Harri s Hawk is tUlly trained and ",_being unusually bright, 
is capable of acquiring sophisticated behaviors in a short 
period of time, although this' does not inClude flying greater 
distances of several miles. 

c. The Horned Owl is well trained to' .free flight as well as visual 
and audio orientation. His full capabilities have not been 
fully explored but it has been ascertained he ,viII respond 
and "home" to a high fr~quenc,y dog ' .... histle in almost total 
darkness. It is our present evaluation that the owl does 
not have visual discriminatory potential of either the hawks 
or ravens in the presence of daylight.. 

d. Bandtail pigeons, contrary to our first estimate, have been 
quite easy to tame and train to recall. The ones we obtained 
were extremely wild but in a matter "of 3 \<leeks one of' them 
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readily responds to_a whistle in free flight. It is . 

noted, however, it does not have the degree of discrimination 
we are used to in our other birds at this stage of its ' 

training. We also observe it does not appear to have the 
faculty of carrying the amount of weight we had hoped it ' 

midht. . 

'l
A 

Regarding the birds to be acquired: arrangements have been 
made with Canadian exporters for the PEALE'S Falcons. with 
the blessings of the proper Fish and Game authorities it 
will only be a short time until they are in transit. The 
amount of time they will be in quarantine is still not 
determined. The additional PRAIRIE Falcon mentioned above 
should be in our possession in the coming week but, again, 
we defer to the Fish and Game officials. Arrangements have 
also been made for the GYR Falcon but because of certain ' 

restrictions we will not be able to take possession until 
some time in October. .' 

The 8 juvenile RAVENS are all exceptional prospects. As 
the result of many years of experience,and of past mis-' 
takes,we are confident these birds have a very special 
place in our future plans. Fortunately, they.were acquired . 

at almost the exact time best suited to imprint them to 
humans and not too young to impede their proper start in 
life. In this regard.a matter of only one or two days 
is critical. Experience has also taught us that these birds 
must be entirely hand fed and must proceed to a condition 
of full growth before subjected to deprivation; At this 
stage they are in perfect condition and, in our judgement, t 

almost ready to start training., ~_
_ 

Training schedule - ~ 

. _ 

While daily reports are included herein, we feel some 
further definition is needed to round out the picture 
of the past several weeks. We are, of course, in short 
supply of falcons, a situation to be resolved in the 
near future. The male PEALE'S has shown both outstanding 
potential and ability. He, like all falcons, require a 
very delicate touch until behavior patterns have been 
firmly established. We feel the daily reports do not 
present an accurate picture of this bird. In part, we 
must accept some of the responsibility in attempting“' 
to avoid live stimulus in training. We have recently 
adopted another course and the difference was noticeable 
almost instantly. The falcon has changed from a reluctant 
trainee to a charger who needslittle or no persuasion. 
He is presently performing to what we feel is the limit 
of our safety factor which will be covered in more detail 
later in this report, The same story applys to the PRAIRIE 

1 
. . ' 
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readily respongs to_a whistle in' free flight. It is 
noted, hmiever, it does not have the degree of discrimination 
we are used to in our other birds at this stage of its 
training. We also observe it does not appear to have the 
facul ty of carrying the amount of ,,,,eight lie had hoped it 
might. . 

e. Regarding the birds to be acquired: arrangements have been 
made with Canadian. exporters for the PEALE' SFalcons. \"li th 
the blessings of the proper Fish and Game authorities it 
will only be a short time until they are in transit. The 
amolmt of time they will be in quarantine is still not 
determined. The additional PRAIRIE Falcon mentioned above 
should be in our possession in the coming ''leek but, again, 
we defer to the F~sh and Game officials. Arrangements have 
also been made for the GYR Falcon but because of certain 
restrictions we will not be able to take possession until 
some time in October. . 

f. The S'juvenile RAVENS are all exceptional' prospects. As 
the result of many years of experience, and of past mis
takes, '-Ie are confident these birds have a very special 
place. in our future plans. Fortunately, they. were acquired 
at almost the exact time best suited to inprint them to 
humans and not too young to impede-their propE:!r start in 
life. In this regard, a matter of only one or two da.ys 
is critical. Experience has also·taught us that these birds 
must be entirely hand fed and must procped to a condition 
of full grovlth before subjected to .dep~ivation~ At this 
stage they are,in perfect condition and, in our judgement, 
almost ready to start training., 

Tralninq schedUle 

a. While daily reports are included herein, we feel some 
further definition is needed to round out the picture 
of the past several weeks. We are, of course, in short 
supply of falcons, a situation to be resolved in the 
near future. The male PEALE'q has shown both outstanding 
potential and ability. He, like all falcons, iequire a 
very delicate touch until behavioJ; patterns have been 
firmly established. We feel the daily reports do not 
present an accurate picture of this bird. In part, we 
must accept some of the responsibility in attempting" 
to avoid live stimulus in training. We have recently 
adopted another' course and the difference was noticeable 
almost instantly. The falcon has changed trom a reluctant 
trainee to a charger who needslittle or no persuasion. 
He is presently performing to what we feel is the limit 
of our safety factor which will be covered in'more detail 
later in this report. The same story aPl?lys to the PRAIRIE 

• 
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falcon except for the fact that this bird has always 
shown strong motivation. His limitation was due to impaired wing feathers which have now molted. In spite of his small 
size it is our belief he will live up to all our expectations. Both of these latter birds are flying one mile round trips 
from boat to shore. We feel they can be extended immediately when we are equipped with the proper telemetry. 

4
, " 0 da ’ The Saga of D 

We feel thatthose who have suffered through former reports 
must be familiar with Do da the RAVEN;'I suspect they are al 
f '1' 'th the f ct that I h d = ll ' t t’ ami iar wi a a very sma expec a ions 
for one of his.species on this project even though I had ' 

raised an the time he was a small downy
_ fledolin he was in a class by himself, 

too numerou to. n . s me tion, 
\ 

\1n any caselhe had a very large 
bag of tricks and was loved by all. In view of these talents 
I suppose I shouldn't have been too surprised when he so 
quickly became a star on this project. The accompanying 
resume gives some notion of his brief but spectacular 
career on San Clemente Island. In a little over 3 months 
he was doing up to 6 miles from shore to boat and very 
nearly that same distance on return. The resume, however, 
does not tell the full story..Hoping for.your indulgence, 
I would like_to recap some of the day»to-day experiences 
that do-not become apparent in th8 rather'terse;daily report 
when one is not personally involved in handling these 
birds it would not be easy to visualize how they are not 
only learning to do what.is expected of them but, at the sam 
time, are learning what they must do in order to perform 
such a feat. Here the trainer is helpless. With each train- 
ing period-we were able to observe Do da as he discovered 
which altitudes he had to maintain under various wind 
conditions. In addition, he was acquiring sufficient guile 
to outwit the native ravens and gulls. These excercises, 
on his part,had reached some stage of sophistication, althou 
it is our belief that it was ultimately a pair of ravens " 

that finally did him in. In the early stages the native 
birds did not pose such a threat but,it is a fact that, 
as they became more familiar with our schedule they would 
time their attacks to coincide. Do da had found out how 
to maintain enough altitude to out fly the errant gulls 
but other ravens were a differentfimatterl.They_had*developed 
the technique of hiding behind a nearby bluff, waiting for the most opportune time to attack. Typically, Do da would 
parry these tactics with small dog fights during the first 
mile at which point the pair of ravens would turn back 
toward shore. From that point our observer would usually 

u 

_ . / 
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falcon except for the fact that this bird has always 
shown strong motivation. His limitation was due to impaired 
wing feathers which have now molted. In spite of his small 
size it is our belief he will live up to all our eipectations. 
Both of these latter birds are flying one mile round trips 
from boat to shore. He feel they can be extended immediately 
when we are equipped with th,e proper. telemetry. 

The Sa'qa of Do da 

We feel thatthose who have suffered through former reports 
must be fami liar with Do datne RAVEN~. -I suspect they are al so _ . 
familiar with the fact that I had very small expectations 
for one of his, species on this project even though I had 
raised an the time he was a small downy 
fledalin he was in a clais by himself, 

\------------------------------,------c--- too numero us to men t i on, 
L.-------=---;------.---~----______ ----~--- In any case, he had' a very I arg e 
bag of tricks and was loved by all. In view of ,these talents 
I suppose I shouldn't have been too surprised when he so 
quickly became a star on this project. The accompanying 
resume gives some notion o'f his brief but spectacular 
career on San Clemente Island. In a little over 3 months 
he was doing up to 6 miles from'shore to boat and very 
nearly that same distance on return. The resume, however, 
does not tell the full story. Hoping for your indulgence, 
I would like to recap some of the day.· to, day experiences 
that do· hot. become- apparent in:-the .rather-terse~dailyreport. 
When one is not personally involved in handling these 
birds it w'ould not be easy to visualize- how'-t.hey are not 
only learning to do what is expected of them but, at the same 
time, are learning what they must do in order to perform 
such a feat. Here the trainer-rs-helpless. With each train
ing peri or;!. we were able to observe' Do da as he discovered 
which altitudes he had to maintain under various wind 
conditions. In addition, he was acquiring sufficient guile 
to outwit the native ravens and gulls. These excercises, 
on his part,had reached ~ome stage of sophistication, although, 
it is our belief that it was ultimately a pair of ravens 
that finally did him in. In the early stages the native 
birds did not pose such a threat bt,lt; it is a fact that, 
as they became more familiar with our schedule they would 
time their attacks to coincide. Do da had found out how 
to maintain enough altitude to out fly the errant gullS 
but other ravens were a different '_matter. .•. They_ had develop~d . 
the technique of hiding behind a nearby bluff, waiting for 
the most opportune time to 'attack. Typically, Do da would 

. parry these tactics with small dog fights during the first 
mile at which point the pair of ravens would turn back 
toward shore. From that point our observer would usually 
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lose visual contact. There was always a tense few minutes until Do da appeared from out of the blue and the trainer on the boat breathed another sigh of relief. His condition’ ' 

upon arrival was always good. Unless weather conditions‘ were extreme he was never breathing heavy and our impression was that he could have done twice the distance without much. stress. what may have occured on June 19th is only a matter of conjecture. After leaving the release point Do da was seen being attacked by‘the usual pair oftravens. The shore operator observed one of these birds pecking Do da in the back of the head. The final sighting was only seconds later when all three birds disappeared behind a bluff. A full week's search on land and sea failed to show a trace of Do da. It is.our firm conviction that he was either killed near the _‘ shore line by these same birds or, being wounded, attempted to make it to the boat and failed. In any case,it is a ceftain his relations with the native birds were not such that he would have taken up with them but instead would have 1QQked to us for security. In spite of our deep sense of loss we do understand such tragedys are inevitable and, we may add, this is not the first one. To be sure; it was some kind . of a thrill the first time we saw him head out to sea, on his way to a boat the keenest eye on land could not see. If his performance is any indication,our new flock of 8 young birds should give us ample back-up protection. 
The other documents with this report are self explanatmry. ' 

Others will be included in report No. 5.
y 

We have located what is purported to be the most reliable telemetry'system available for use on birds and other wildlife. The system includes a small beacon which is attached to the bird and a receiver which piCks up the i. 

beacon signals up to distances greater than 10 miles when the bird is in the air and approximatel 1 mile on the qround. The name of the comnanyisixwj 
\ 

TWe hope to work out something with the Contracting Officer in the shortest possible time for the purchase of one of these units. 

‘T 

ty 
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lose visual contact. There was always a tense few minutes until Do da appeared from out of the blue and the trainer on the bo::>t breathed anoth~r sigh of re'lief. His condition' . upon arrj.val was always good. Unless weather conditions were extreme he was never breathing heavy and our impression was that he could have done twice the distance without much stress. What may have occured on June 19th'is only a matter of conjecture. After leaving the release point Do da was ·seen being attacked by 'the usual pair of-ravens. The shore operator observed one of these birds peeking Do da in the back of the head. The final sighting was only seconds later when all three birds disappeared behind a bluff. A full week's search on land and sea failed to show a trace of Do da. It is. our firm conviction that he lvas either killed' near the shore line by these same birds or I being ,voun.ded , attempted to make it to the bOat and failed. In any case,it is a certainty his relations with the native birds were not such that he . would have taken up \,;i th them bue instead would' have looked to us for' security. In spite of our deep sense of loss we do understand such tragedys are inevitable and,' we may add, this is not the first one. To be sfire; it was some.kind of a thrill the first time"we saw him he~d':out t9 seu,:on his way to a boat the Jceenest eye on land could not see" If his performance is any indication ..... our new flock of 8' young birds should give us ample back-up protection. 

The other documents with this report are self eXplanat.mry. Others' will be included 1n report No.5. 
Telemetry .. ..: .... 

. 1 

We have located what. is purported to be. t~e most.:l;"eliable telemetrY'system ava1lable for use on b1rds and other wildlife. The system inCludes a small beacon which is attached to the bird and a receiver which picks up the beacon signals up to distances greater than 10 miles when the bird is in the air and approximatel 1 mile on the round. The name . 

e ope to work out something with Contracting Officer in the shortest possible time for the purchase of one of these units. 
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‘ Do da 

On San Clemente 2/25/74 780gr' 

Introduced to boat 2/25/74 7809f 
3/4 mile t¢ boat 3/18/74 305 gr 
1 mile to boat 3/19/74 305 gr 

1 1/4 mile to boat 3/20/74 305 gr 
1 1/2 mile to boat 3/25/74" 775 gr 
Break 3/26 to 4/8 At studio “ 

l mile to boat 4/8/74 750 gr 
1 3/4 mile to boat 4/ll/74 770 gr 

A

. 

2 1/4 mile to boat 1/2 mile to shore 4/17/74 750 gr 
3 mile to boat)_2 mile to shore 5/3/74 77Q gr ,_ 

4 mile to boat, 2 mile to shore 5/4/74 770gr . 

Start flying from out of sight over top of Island. 5/9/74 
4 3/4 mile to boat 5/16/74 755g; 4 

5 mile to boat, 4 mile return 5/21/74 750gr ‘ 

6 mile shore to boat, i4 mile to shore 5/22/74 750gr
u 

3 mile to shore 5/28/74 760gr ' 

~ 
A

' 

New target introduced 5/30/74 7609; ' 

Break texas trip 5/31 to 6/ll 74 , 

4 mile'round‘trip_to target 6/13/74 760gr 
6 mile to boat 6/14/74 750gr 
6 mile to boat 6/18/74 -750gr 

Lost - 6/19/74 750gr_, 
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Do da 

On San Clemente 2/25/74 780gr' 

Introduced to boat 2/25/74 780gr 

3/4 mile to boat 3/18/74 805 gr 

1 mile to boat 3/19/74 805 gr 

1 1/4 mile to boat 3/20/74 805 gr 

1 1/2 mile to boat 3/25/74 775 gr 

Break 3/26 to 4/8 At studio 

1 mile to boat 4/8/74 750 gr 

1 3/4 mile to boat 4/11/74 770 gr 

2 1/4 mile to boat 1/2 ,mile to shore 4/17/74 

3 mile to boat'" 2 'mile to shore 5/3/74 770 gr 

4 mile to boat, 2 mile to shore 5/4/74 770gr 

750 gr 

start flying from out of sight over top of Island. 5/9/74 

4 3/4 mile to boat 5/16/74 7S5gr 

5 mile to boat, 4 mile return 5/21/74 750gr 

6 mile shore to boat, '4:'mile to shore 5/22/74 

3 mile to shore 5/28/74 760gr 

New target introduced 5/30/74 760gr 

Break texas trip 5/31 to 6/1174 

4 mile'roundtrip. to target 6/13/74 760gr 

6 mile to boat 6/14/74 750gr, 

6 mile to boat 6/18/74750gr 

Lost 6/19/74 
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MEMORANDUM FDR: Director, Office of Research and Development 
a ¢. _, 

SUBJECT» : Scenario for Develoment of Trained Birds 

$4 

l. Attached is step-by-step description of one possible 
scenario for the use of trained birds to perform a photographic 
mission in the USSR. Please ensure that the contractor designs 
the beid training program to fit these scenarios. _

’ 

2. There are two particularly vulnerable points in the 
scenario--items 6c and 7b. The actual transfer of the birds from 
K:::::::::::::]a case officer's car (6c) mst be performed in full 
view of at least one observation post. “The birds st be trained, 
etherefereajo tolerate transfer from thdTifit \ 

to a closed, possibly even g -tight concealment 
device for transfer to an autcbile. They my have to remain in 
this concealment until the actual release. 
" 

3. The actual launch of the birds (7b) is equally vulnerable 
to hostile observation, in this case by surveillants. Therefore, 
»various launch techniques must be investigated and thoroughly . 

tested. The launch scenario might dictate that the birds be 
launched from the side window of a car moving up to 50 miles per 
hour, from a knapsack on the back of a skier or from the lunch’ 
basket of a picnicker. He need to know, for example, whether two 
or more birds can be launched simultaneously from the same conceal- 
ment, what speed is acceptable foria car iaunch if~50 mph is too 4 

fast, etc. " 

g 

‘ 

' 

. , 

a
- 

4. Before any birds can be shipped to Moscow they must be 
tested in the U.S. following a scenario as nearly identical as 
possible to that which will ultimately be employed. For the test 
scenario we suggest that an OTS/Headquarters building simulate the 

h t t t b l t d in th area and that [:::::::j t a a arge e se ec e e
t the birds be launched from a point south or wes o [::::i::::] 

'E2 IMPDET 
0 

ct M3 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Director, Office of Research and Development 

SUBJECT. : Scenario for· Development of Trained Birds 

1. Attached is step-by-step description of one possible 
scenario for the use of trained birds to perform a photographic 
mission in the ~SSR. Please ensure that the contractor de~'gns 
the btH training program to fit these scenarios. " 

I :. . . 

2. There are two particularly vulierable points in the 
scenarto--items 6c and 7b. The actual transfer of the birds from 

I la case officer's car (6c) must be perfonned tn full 
view of at least one observation post. 'The birds mst be trained, . 
therefore. to tolerate transfer fromth~ I' 

I I to a closed. possibly even I1ght-tlght concealment 
device for transfer to an automobile. They may have to remain in 

3.3(h)(2) 

.: 6.2(d) 

this concealment until the actual release. .":,." -

3. The actual launch of the birds (7b) is equally vulnerable ~ :j' 

to hostile observation. in this case by surveillants. Therefore.' : 
. ,> various launch techniques must be investigated and thoroughly 

tested. The launch scenario might d1ctate that the birds be 
launched from the side window of a car moving up to 50 miles per 
hour. from a knapsack on the back of a skier or from the 'lunch . 
basket of a picnicker. We need to know. for example. whether two 
or more birds can be launched simultaneously from the same conceal
ment. what speed is acceptable for,a car~aunch 1f·.50 mph is too· 
fast. etc. , . 

4. Before any birds can be shipped to Moscow they IIIJst be 
tested tn the U.S. following a scenario as nearly identical as 
possible to that which will ultimately be employed. For the test 
scenario we suggest that an OTS/Headquarters building simulate the 

I I that a target be select,9!d tn the I J area. and that 
the birds be launched from a pOint south or west 0 I I 
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BIRD SCENARIO

4 

l. Birds trained in US at contractor's facility. 
" ' 

2. Birds shipped to Moscow, ideally in late spring or early summer, by 

a.\ ‘or’ e 

b. .Driven in from by case officer or[::::]officer. 

3. Birds released " 

a. Establish themselves, i.e. assert territoriality, and 
b. Orient themselves, so they will always return to loft. 

4.' Trainer or[:::::::::::]officer maintains birds
' 

a. During time they establish territoriality, 
b. During time they orienting themselves to new surroundings, and 
c. Until there is an opportunity for deployment, maybe one week 

after they established and oriented, but possibly not for 
e two months. » 

5. Trainer reinforces birds‘ training. 

a.- Sand table in loft? . 

b. Black and white photographs in loft? 
c. Color photographs or slides in loft? 

" . 

6. Preparing for mission. . ,

- 

a. Birds captured in loft by trainer. . 

- b. Trainer attaches cameras. 
c. Birds put in container for transport fromLT"t1to case officer's

' 

car and in case officer's car to launch p . V
- 

7. Mission 
T 

B 
T

T 

a. Bird(s) transported in car to launch point. Camera activated. 

b. Launch, from moving car, at point which may be up to five miles 
= from target. Target may ggt_be on straight line between launch 

.e point and[::::::::] 
c. Bird flies over or actually lands on target, which will be very 

specific, i.e. one of several storage tanks, buildings, electrical 
installations, etc. . 

d. Bird returns td:::::::::::::1 Trainer removes camera and film 

8. If necessary, above scenario repeated, possibly with a different 
officer launching the bird from a slightly different point 
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J£eRIT 
BIRO SCENARIO 

1. Birds trained in US at contractor's facility. 

2. Birds shipped to Moscow, ideally in late spring or early summer, by 

a.1 lor. 
b. "---. "O-r-'--i v-e-n~i n------.f~r-o~--,----~I~b-y---.Jcase offi cer or D officer. 

3. Birds released inl Ito 

a. Establish themselves, i.e. assert territoriality, and 
b. Orient themselves, so they will always return to .1oft. 

4 •. Trainer orl lofficer maintains birds . 
~----

a. During time they establish territoriality, 
b. During time they orienting themselves to new surroundings, and 
c. Unt i1 there is an opportun ity for deployment, maybe one week 

after they established and oriented,. but possibly not for 
two months . 

5. Trainer reinforces birds' training. 

a. Sand table in loft? . 
b. Black and white photographs in 10ft? 
c. Color photographs or slides in 10ft? 

6. Preparing for mission. 

a. Birds captured in 10ft by trainer. 
b. Trainer attaches cameras. 
c. Birds put in container for transport from I 

car and in case officer's car to launch pblnt. 

7. Mission 

Ito case officer's 

a. Bird(s) transported in car to launch pOint. Camera activated. 

b. Launch, from moving car, at point which may be up to five miles 
from target. Target may not be on straight line between launch 
point and I 1-

c. Bird flies over or actually lands on target, which will be very 
specific, i.e. one of several storage tanks, .bui1dings, electrical 
installations, etc. 

d. Bird returns tJ I Trainer removes camera and fi 1m 
~----~ 

8. If necessary, above scenario repeated, possibly with a different 
officer launching the bird f~o~ a slightly different point. 
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' 'SE Division is prepared to assist in the formulation and execution ',;;;;j;“ 
, 

- of thE'fest scenario. we assume that funds are available to determine ~»‘1 
' 

_ 
whether birds can be trained to follow this scenario and that the»"1,.“-? 

a tests can be accomplished by March l976; Upon completion of thesef=f’ 
A testseaedecision would be made as to whether.the bird training3~.,’, Q51! 

~T program¥should be continued, ..-":;,= ab;__;- f<: -<§ f, *-'I.f 
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SE Division is prepared to assist in the fonnulation and execution. ' .. '. 
of the test scenario. We assume that funds are available to determine 
whether birds can be ·trained to follow this scenario and that the" . 
tests'can be accomplished by March 1976. Upon completion 'of these'. ,.'. 
tests,.a=>'decision would be made as to whether the bird training.·. . 

. . . . 

programs~~uld be.continued~ 
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. 

3 August l973
; 

- MEMORANDUM FOR: Project Review Board ~_ 5 ° 

SUBJECT: _ ’Support Requirements for Project TACANA 

- l. -The specific target selection and operational scenario for 
subject ro'ect is being constructed through the joinfefiortsoil i 

LS/0RD,[%::%::::::::]of the Air Systems Division, and ‘ 

of the Defensive Systems Division; In general terms, the scenario 
required that the target be located not more than two miles from the 
open sea, and that commercial or private boats may pass within l2 miles 
of the coastline (preferably closer) without arousing undue suspicion. 

r Several of the potential targets possess these characteristics. More 
detailed information concerning the general terrain, meteorologicali 
conditions, general sea states, types of boats, and routine traffic in 
the vicinity, and other relevant data are being accumulated for.the _‘ 

' ‘most likely targets. -i. 
. , 

' i ‘ 

2. Regardless of the specific target(s) selected, field training , 

for the bird vehicles will require a marine environment, boat launch, 
overwater flight, and simulated targets placed at varied points having 
ground characteristics similar to selected_target areas. The training 
program must also take place in an area reasonably secure from inquisitive 
bystanders. 

, _ 

' 

' ’ 

3. In response to a request for military support, the JCS approved 
DOD support in principle and assigned OP 009 coordination responsibility. 
Cmdr. Krieger, 0P 009M, visited and comparatively evaluated Point Loma, 
San Clemente Island, Camp Pendleton, Point Mugu, and Port Hueneme as 
potential training sites. Other sites meeting the physical requirements' 
were investigated through the assistance of the DOD. Taking all factors 
into consideration, San Clemente Island-was selected as the most appropriate 
operational training site. 

_ 

4 

'

_ 

Cl.i\S§§Fi5.Q 7.’-Y _-~-5-‘-‘--l-—————--—--—-‘-""“"'_‘ 
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ORO 3593-73 

3 August 1973 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Projec't Review Board 

SUBJECT: 'Support Requirements for Project TACANA 

) , 

1. The specific target selection and operational scenario for 
subject project is being constructed through the joint efforts of 
lS/ORD, I lof the Air Systems Division, and 1"---_ ~--____c_--
of the Defensive Systems Division. In general terms, the scenario 
required that the target be located not more than two miles from the 
open sea, and that commercial or private boats may pass within 12 miles 
of the'coastline (preferably closer) without arousing undue suspicion. 
Several of the potential targets poss~ss these characteristics. More 
detailed information concerning the general terrain, meteorological' 
~onditions, general sea states, types" of boats, and ro~tine traffic in 
the vicinity, and other relevant data are being accumulated for.the 

. most likely targets. - , . 

2. Regardless of :the specific ~arget(s) selected,· field training 

6.2(d) 

for the bird vehicles Will require a marine environment, boat launch, 
overwater flight, and simulated targets placed at varied points having 
ground characteristics similar to selected target areas. The training 
program must also take place in an area reasonably secure from inquisitive 
bystanders. 

3. In response to a request for military support, theJCS approved 
DOD support in principle and assigned OP 009 coordination responsibility. 
Cmdr. Krieger, OP 009M, visited and comparatively evaluated Point Lorna, 
San Clemente Island, Camp Pendleton, Point Mugu, and Port Hueneme as 
potential training sites. Other sites meeting the physical requirements' 
were investigated through the assistance of the DOD. Taking all factors 
into consideration, Sari Clemente Island was selected as the most appropriate 
operational training site. 
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4. Coordination of Agency—Navy activities on San Clemente Island 
have been assigned to the Naval Underwater Center, San Diego. »The 
Underwater Center will provide necessary boats, fuel, seaman boat 
handler, air transportation to and from.San Clemente, barge services " 

for transport of vehicles if required, storage facilities, personnel 
billitting, and other general support such as minor maintenance, tools, 
expendable equipment, etc. Attachment I is an authorization for Navy 
expenditure of an amount not exceeding $l5,000 to provide the above 
mentioned support. ; j 

,
I 

5. One constraint specified by the Underwater Center prior to 
agreeing to support subject project is that an Agency representative 
with marine experience be physically on site during the training pro- 
gram and serve as the interface between Naval and Agency contractor 
personnel; In brief, they require that a person experiences in boat ' 

handling, marine communications, maritime regulations, safety, etc., 
.be responsible for the boat operations as opposed to a civilian "bird 
trainer." In addition, the Underwater Center.wishes to avoid dealing 
directly with an Agency contractor and prefers that the interface take 
place with an Agency representative, In view of the reasonableness of 
this constraint, SOD was requested to provide an individual " 

[iequirej 
characteristics and have complied in the person of . 

Attachment II requests the transfer of funds in the amoun of 
$2,500 to provide travel and per diem for the required Agency personnel 
support. . 

_ 

. 
_ I 

] 6. It is requested that the PRB approve Attachment I and Attachment II 
as described above to provide facility and personnel support for Project" - 

TACANA. 
r 

.

A 

LS/ORD/DD/S&T 

Attachments: _2
; 

Distribution: ~ 

- l5 - Project Review Board 
l — LS Chrono

' 

l-- ORD Chrono 
Ls/0R0/no/satfiiiiiiilavzsssa

‘ 

'

2 
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__ ____‘ 
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ORO 3593-73 

4. Coordination of Agency-Navy activities on San Clemente Island 
have been assigned to the Naval Underv/ater Center, San Diego .. The 
Underwater Center vii 11 provi de necessary bo·ats, fuel,. seaman boat 
'handler ,ai·r transportation to and f.rom San Clemente, barge services 
for transport of vehicles if required, storage facilities, personnel 
billitting, and other general support such as minor maintenance, tools, 
expendable equipment, etc. Attachment I is an authorization for Navy 
expenditure of an amount not exceeding $15,000 to provide the above 
mentioned support. 

. . 

5. One constraint specified by the Underwater Center prior to 
agreeing to support subject project is that an Agency representative 
with marine experience be physically on site during the training pro
gram and serve as the interface between Naval and Agency contractor 
personnel. In brief, they require that a person experiences in boat 
handling, marine communications, maritime regulations, safety,etc., 

... be.r.esponsible for the boat operations as opposed to a ci.vilian IIbird 
.trainer.1I In addition, the Undenvater Center wishes to avoid dealing 
directly with an Agency contractor and prefers that the interface take 
place with an Agency representative.. In view of the reasonableness of. 
this constraint, SOD vIas ·re.quested to provide an individuall~'::e! 

I

rpollirp1 characteristics and ha~e complied.in the person of 
~ _______ Attachment II requests the transfer of funds in the amoun of 
$2,500 to provide travel and per diem for the required Agency personnel 
support. 

6. It is requested that the PRB approve Attachment I and Attachment II 
as pescri bed above to provi de facil ity and personnel support for Proj ect . 
TACANA. 

Attachments: .2 

Distribution: 
15 - Project Review 
1 - L:S Chrono 
1 . - ORO Chtono 
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~ 2 August 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chairman, TACANA TCT 
PROM = 

. SE/COPS 
SUBJECT : System Development 

. 

'

\ 

l. Whereas recent flight tests in Oklahoma showed that ' 

an A-B-C pattern can be flown under overt conditions, TACANA 
is a long way from being a clandestinely deployable collection 
system. As an operations element SE cannot judge whether there 
is solid scientific basis for continued development of such a 
collection system. However, we offer the following comments 
as an approach to that question. ' 

2., A requirements/target_stgdy should be made of 
installations in the Leningrad and Moscow areas which could 
be covered by TACANA. These must be high priority, not 
accessible by other means, and geographically suitable for 
a TACANA capability. Once catalogued these targets should be 
evaluated carefully against projected TACANA capability. We 
assume TACANA might photograph targets in two ways: flying directly to a distinctive target which they locate due to its 
unique shape, size, etc; flying an A-B route which passes 
over targets of interest which are photographed while in 
flight (birds do not recognize any specific target). 
' 

3. A description or TOD of the desired clandestine TACANA collection system should be written. This requirement 
must emphasizethe conditions under which it would be deployed 
to and in the USSR. 

_ \ 

’
I 

4. Using the two above papers the DD/SGT should prepare 
a proposed research—development plan with estimated costs and 
timetable. This would be used to decide whether to spend more 
money and effort on TACANA. ~ 

WARNING NOTICE - SENSITIVE INTELLIGENCE SOURCES AND METHODS 
INVOLVED 

_ 

- 

. ‘_ E2 IMPDEI 
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2 August 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chairman, TACANA TCT 

FROM 
SE/COPS 

SUBJECT System Development 

1. Whereas recent flight tests in Oklahoma showed that 
an A-B-C pattern can be flown under overt conditions, TACANA 
is a long way from being a clandestinely deployable collection 
system. As an operations element SE cannot judge whether there 
is solid scientific basis for continued development of such a 
collection system. However, we offer the following comments 
as an approach to that question. 

2. A r~uirements/target st~dy should be made of 
installations in the Leningrad and Moscow areas which could 
be covered by TACANA. These ~ust be high ~riority, not 
accessible by other means, and gerigraphically suitable for 
a TACANA capability. Once catalogued these targets should be 
evaluated carefully against projected TACANA capability. We 
assume TACANA might photograph targets in two ways: flying 
directly to a distinctive target whichth~i locate. ~ueto its 
unique shape, size, etc; flying an A-B route ~hich ~asse~ 
over targets of interest which are photographed while in 
flight (birds do not recognize any specific target). 

3. A descriptiori or TOn of the desired clandestine 
TACANA collection system should be written~ This require~ent 
must emphasize:the conditions under which it would be deployed· 
to and in the USSR. 

6.2(d) 

4. Using the two above papers the DD/S&T should prepare 
a proposed research-development plan with estimated costs and 
timetable. This would be used to decide whether to spend more 
money and effort on TACANA. 

WARNING NOTICE -. SENSITIVE INTELLIGENCE SOURCES AND METHODS 
INVOLVED 
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S.~ Observations of TACANA over the past eight months ' 

do not make us as laymen optimistic that a clandestine 
collection system can be developed. However, a more systematic 
scientific/ioological study approach seems essential before 
embarking on any expensive development, One final note concerns 
the TACANA camera system. This appears to have excellent 
capability; indeed, it far exceeds delivery capability. Thus, 
we suggest further engineering on it might be deferred pending. 
decision on the aviary capability. -

i 

cc: NIO/SA 
C/SE/USSR 

§_‘.:4"'M 
Approved for Release: 2019/07/30 C06638341
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5. Observations of TACANA over the past eight months 
do not make us as laymen optimistic that a clandestine 
collection system can be developed. However, a more systematic 
scientific/i6ological study approach seems essential before 
embarking on any expensive development. One final note concerns 
the TACANA camera, system. This appears to have excellent 
capability; indeed, it far exceeds delivery capability. Thus, 
we suggest further engineering on it might be d~ferred pending 
decision on the aviary capability. . 

cc: NIO/SA 
elSE/USSR 
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0RD—1712-74 
18 April 1974 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD ' 

SUBJECT: TACANA (Mock-Up) 

1. Attendeeszé ORD‘ 
. 0RD 

Dave Boston OTS 
. OTS 

TS . 

u 

> 6.2(d) 

3.3(h)(2) 

2. A budgeting estimate of the build-up of a full- scale and a one—third scale mock-up of the "Square Pair" ' 

radar will be given to 0RD by OTS. At the present time, ORD personnel do not know whether or not the type of birds used on TACANA will be able to correlate or adapt to scale changes in a particular target or how much detail is necessary. Inputs for both" s\
' 

>CE€T tnis course or action.
. 

3. 
l have 

will be necessary to 

arrangedlto have an-18 inch model of t e SA5 sent to ORD from Huntsville. This is now in the possession of ORD, and
_ the OTS people would like to study this model before they ‘firm up any q 

Distribution: 
O - OTD/ORD 

uotes to us.
_ 

Operations Technology, ORD 

1 - OTD Chrono 

orn/oRn/DD/s&T{::::::::}km¢/2763 E2 IMPDET ~ 
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ORD-17l2-74 

18 April 1974 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

SUBJECT: TACANA (Mock-Up) 

1. Attendees: ·IL-.~_---=-__ ~I g~g . 
Dave Boston. OTS 

·1 b~~S 
2. A budgeting estimate of the build-up of a fullscale and a one-third scale mock-up of the "Square Pair" radar will be given to ORD by OTS. At the present time, ORD personnel do not know whether or not the type of birds 

6.2(d) 

3.3(h)(2) 

.used on TACANA will be able to correlate or adapt to scale changes in a particular target or how much detail is necessary. Inputs for both contractors [ 
I ~ I w~. 1~I"I'----'b::-:e=----:;n::-e::-c::-e=-s=-s=-a=-r=y=-=-~t-=-'o 
SLeer CIT1S course of act10n. 

3. I . I andl I have arranged to have an 18-inch model of the SAS sent to ORD from Huntsville. This is now in the possession of ORD, and the OTS people would like to ~tudy this model before they firm up any quotes to us. 

I 
OperLa~t~1-o~n~s-mT-e~c'h-n~o1l~o-g-y-,-r0~R~D 

Distribution: 
o - OTD/ORD 
1 - OTD Chrono 

OTD /ORDjDD / S & T ~L--__ ~f kmc/ 2 763 

. ~r:~r ~nil...l 
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. MEMORANDUM FOR; ‘n1:e¢cor*bf Re$eaich§and~Dav¢Ibpmént§ 
','SUBJECT~ ‘ 

: -TACANA P§ograq;, ~»5 -_ ‘Y,f_ - 

RBBBRENCE_ V DDO/$BD Memo dateé 7 Ma? 1916,» 
v., ' " 

» »*SE Gomments on TACANA ; *~,; 
. , _. 1. , 

. . ‘ - 
. ‘ 

_ 

. , - ;' ,A‘ 
_ 

. :_ " »* 

( _’ _4 r_‘_, 
._ 

A _
- 

"= It is requésted that ORB respond go the teéhnical ' 

- aspeéts of the referéneafi memo; per my dis¢ussions;with .~
‘ 

Mr. Don Reiser; The pertinent items mentioned in the<~;4_ " refereneed memo are autlinéd Y. m. " 

ff . 
a. C1andest1ne'atclimatization. 

_ 

"J_L 
_, _. _ 

< x 
‘ 

. _. '- . 

~' 
, = . _ ; 

V. _b.4,A¢B&G§flight behavi9r;’with’séarch at A for _

‘ 

B, and ¢1andestine.re1ease at Ag‘ .4 4 11‘ 
_ 

'-" » 

I ‘ 
_ . a ' 

_ 
-.> ..- , 

c, Retention time ef AfB5C;behaviq;, 
A 

’ ;,~A!= 
.v V, , . . . . , .-1 ‘ 

_' _. ., I 
. 

, 
, . ‘ . 

- ‘~d. Ifipéct of_majbr locatiéhlchangé oh behaviar.1 
, . _ _ ‘~ vj .\,>

_ 

.‘_i»~2.~ I woulq liké to_re¢dmmend the followifig procedure 
£0? your copsideration, per mgr qiscussiqns of 1; May. ‘ 

;»w 
.' __ ‘N.’ ‘ 

. 

- 

~;_ > 

-r 
U ‘ 

‘ 
__ ,' 

' 

, 
a.- Continué the present training, in Ok1ah¢ma,- * 

,_ 
” of the:A-B»€,£1ightlbehavior, including clandegtine *; 

, .re1easé at-A and the séareh behavior at A'f°ffBb‘\ »> 
untilithis behavi0ra1_5et is?dem6nstrab1e qn‘site in 

. Oklahoma. - 
- =~ " ' 

1 . - 

'» 
. 

‘ ' -Y 

' 
. ¢ <-7T‘.b;;*Bggin~at{on¢e'a»co11afi%rai,e£fori_§oYdeEerhiné=‘ 
the preper training precefiurqs! and assdciated problems; 

1 1 £or clandestine aeclimatizationvabave. Some suggese» w 
»~;' tions for the aeeamp1ishment;of this are (1) move .j» 
“ [‘1U*1Z additional bi£ds<£:qm"Ca1if6rnia to Oklahoma 

¢£or co11atera1‘tfaining;~(l) mové 10¥i@ birds from 5 x 
" Ca11£dfnia.to;Néfth Carolina for acciimatizafiion at A" 
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OT$l~DB~emo 1#1~4-76. 
" 

. ' .. 14 Ma.), 197~ ," " 
" " .~, ~ " ' " ,,.' '. ..; 

, .~ " 

MEMORAND~ r:OR.: 'Ji~r$ctorbf Resear.ehlandDeV~,fopment.; 
". . . , " : ""'.t 

SUBJECT . '-:" TACANA p~ogra~,~ , '. 

REFERENCE. DDO/ SED' Memo date~· 7 . Mav . 19 (6, . 
,"SE Comments on tACANA : .... : 

.. 

',' . 

1. lt is requ~&t'ed that: ORD Tespo~d~o' ,the'teehnieal 
aspects of the refer~nee'4memo·t· per 'my discu'ssions ;with 
Mr. Don Re~,ser;, The pertinent items mentioned in the· 
referen«edmemoareoutlln¢d below,' . 

.;:, " 

a. 'Clandestine' aeclimati'zation • 

. ' ,b. A~a.~C ",flight' behaviC?r, with' search at A" for' 
~,'and clandest'ine release'at A~ 

'" ,. 
C.. Retention ti$e of A:'B".~ b~haviort ,'. : 

, .'~ c'. " 

d.. -Impaet of, rna; or loca. ~i~n. change 011'.' behavio.r .. 
, ,\', 

, .2 .. ' t wou14 like to recommend the :fo1lowing pro(:edure 
for your consideration. per;' 'O\1T a~.scussions of ,1.2 May" . 

• ;r 
,<-'<{I 

. a. Continue the present training, in Oklahoma"
of the,' A-a .. €:. flight :.behavlot, including clande$tirie 
.release at. A and the s'eareh behavior a.t A for.,B; , 
until this behavio~al set is demonstl;'able on s~te in 

. Oklahoma. 
,~ . . , 

.' .bit .,B~gin at:onee' a collat~ral . effort to 'determine·' 
the proper tr'aining proeet:1ur~,s. ~nd. aS50clate'd problems, 

. for clande,stine aeel,~matization ab0ve. Some' sugges~ . 
.. . . ' ti'ons fo,r the acc$mplishmellt,of this arf) ',(1) move 

" '10 .. 12 addttional bil':ds :from 'Cali.fdrnia to Oklahoma " . 
. :for collate'!'al' tl'ai~ing; .' (~,) move 10 ~f2 birds from . . " 
Califo'rnia .to~Nt>t-th Carolina ,for~ccl!matization 'at .. ' 

" 

,'~, 

. E2 It-iPDET CL BY I 

"-------~ 
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- ‘thb\V ii (3)-mové fbur~six'5irds from 
»»<_0k1ahom& £0 Califioznwa‘ 

_ ‘tor atclimatization 
* théréibfliiiiiiiijpévsénnel. I will delivér a wripten ; 

' ‘stfitement o£,de£initiun of "clandestine acc1imatiza- * 

.e10n" if thtg £s<required.v ’&’-_10 -: ifl» - ._ 

’V$; vPieése-nqte tbét I fully realize 
effétfis haveVnptjbeen-"§ut"tog§ther" and as édch do net 
serqp'a9;d¢finitiv¢ tests. jHow¢ver;;I beltevg that later. . 

"e£forts will allew full seenaric testing and>that 1 

sB2@éste¢;pro¢edure best utilizas availgble teseurces. 
00-A 4} "Both the effiérgs manfiioned in para 2 above should 
‘bQ0¢0mp1et¢fl prior to ZS Qpné. jUp0n comp1e@i0QTof~ea0h Q.‘ 

Qf the éfforts, I shouldlbe nenified soythat the TCT and) 
the 819/SA can_arrangé-far an inspeation tour." ny 25 June 
the iindifigsbaf the NIQ/SA and the TCT will ba formu1ated_,. 
int¢‘Q.;ge0mmendation.£0? or against continuance of the__ 
pr9gram$ i, ,~ V &,v. ‘J‘-1’ ’ 

' ~ 

j

- 

i¢”7-'S§ 0Assuming the piogram proéeéds; it is farthbr 
sugéested that a trainingfitesting size be prepared to 
reéeiveithgvOk1ahem§_birdé by the end of Jfiné2F The, ~

" 
§1Yd5Q$h0U1d=h5§£T8flSfi0YI8dL%Q;thiS‘n$W'€€St"§it%CA 
c1and€§Fihe1$ acglimagizedy and tested on the A53» ;-

, 

behavior against h simu1atqd,target. -Upep~§ati§£act0ny *0
. 

mqving t¢;Wg$hingten,§hou1Q be¥acéomp11shed@~,P1ease0 / 

advgge fihé TCT if this cannat be actomplished by the
‘ 

in August‘ .~ : .; ;“.', ’m¢ ; - 

.- ~ 

_ 
. 

~ r. . 
- 

. . _
' 

f .6; Pin o£der=£o answef quéstifihé re thé-nqkentionv
1 

~t1me,-it is suggested that{the_Wgshiqgfioniteseghe can-r
‘ 

dusted aé follows: »» '~ ]. *~‘0 ;;*1,“‘ > 

' .0 ‘é-a;' Ciafidestiné‘éeelimatatibn f 
~ £hreé#fonr‘weéks 

_~ b. §§1ight‘te§t;4gioup 
_ 

_.fbfi§:weé§ i 000 

Qfliéfs 
_ 

'"giy’ 
ff 

Q 0 . _. ‘_ _( .‘ 
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. thel I (3) move four .. s'ilc 8frds from 
.-, 6klahomato Calif0~nl~' 'I . "EaT acclimatization,.' ,. 

thete:b~ Iper·,tmnel. ,I will deliver'a wri~ten 
'st's.tement of. definition of "clandestine 'aeclimatiza .. 

. . t ion ,:r' ift~i~ i'5, reqtd.red. .. ~. . 

$~ ,PleasenQte that 1 fully realize tli'a.t ~the .above 
effoYj;ts'haven9t,been "put· ,tog6ther~' and as such do. net 
serve' as, definitive test$. However,. I beltev.e· "that later 
ef"O'Ft$ will allow' :Eullsc~natio testing and that the', 
suggested. procedure best utili'zes avail~ble resources. . . 

•• ,!t' 

4:. . :both the ~£'£()t~s 'ment,ionedln., par,a' 2 (l90Ve should 
"be .:Gomple,t,d p,1t.ior to·· 2-5J..une. .Upon c;ompletiop., of" each .' 
of., t,l,l.e ,efforts, I shou.ld'Jje not'-fied so that the TeT and . 
the ~tQl$A can·ar.ran.ge ,fo'te. an ~nspe.etio~to1:iT. ">,By 2SJune 
thefilldi'ngsQf,the NJ01SA80nd, the, TeT will be formUlated. 
iRtQ" •.. recommendationfot or aga:~-nst contin.uance of 'the 

. pr~g'tam:~" ' .. . 
,. 

5.' A$sulil~ng the PJ'ogram proceeds, i'lS i$ furth.·eT 
:' $ug:gested 'that a, train;ng}testing si~eo b.e Pl"epflred to 

" . reeel v:et4~Oklahomll .bitds ~y the end of JUne~' TFh~e_. _. _----, 
birds· Should, be ,transpor:ted, 'to this new test· ~it~ 

. eland~.$~;:n.ely,· a'ea.lima~it.eQ., .and tested'on the A .. B·~:,,·"'C-· .-. --~ 
, behavlor agal1'!st 'a $·imlJlatte:d target. Upo'Il ,$.(l't·!lsf.aetet:Y 
, perE,o·tiHaBeeoi. this task,f" 'final reinforce'ment prior to 
mov~n·g 1tO, .. Wa.shington '$'houJ4 be' accompl~sbed.. .; J)l~ase 
advise th. TtT if' this cannot be ae'~0mplished by the 
firlt week in August. ' , 

c 6" . In order' to 'answer q~est~dns re th'ere,t:ent!on 
tl~e, it .,is· .sugge.ted that' the. W!lshl~gton ;'test,:'b,e con - ; 
dueted as' 'folloW's: " . , '. " .. -' ' ". '.' . . . " ",: 

" ". . , 
. a •. Clandestine 'aeclimatation 

e '.~.' • ..'~ ... ~ ~ :. • > ' • 

., 
:on~. week 

. '~. 

. : 

.' ~ , 
, '. . 
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c;0,Maintenaficevperibd ¢; . ~€'eW6"weekSi- 

#4 ‘Y H‘ r 
-_ 

‘
. 

e. Maintenance P¢?iode ~ f,- j} §wc»weeks.1 § 

_ 

»'§f. 5P1ightAtest{€g$oup~€hreé7e;; _¢fl¢ week 'e» 
. 

» . 
v' ," .- '5!-4 "'--‘ ~,‘- - .. \~ 

Y0j7@"It‘§s reqdested that theYORD;resp6n;¢Qbe]directed,
V 

5 to the-chairman,‘TACANA/TCT, who will respofi¢“t0'th§_ f;~’ ' 

referenced mémof Q> ~ 
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SUBJECT: "TACANA Program 
" 

\! '.~.', 

c:. Maintenarlcep'e~i.()d " " two 'weeKs" 
, 

"o.ri~ week': ' , 

M~intenance . perlod. " e. 
, ! 

" f. ':Flight. test,: 'gro~p' three': ' '. on$ week 
'" • t '. ~, '. .: .• 

,'. It!s r~qu~.st:ed,.t.hat·the ,ORb., ~esp~n,se"be. dir~cte(l 
to theChairm~n, J TACANAlTGT.,. who wil~',~respon~to ,th~, ::.' 
reference'd, memo,t .: " 

. ::.' 

., 
", 

" " 

'6", 

, '." 

, 'j 

" I 

, , 

". . .... , 

•• ~ < • 

',I 1 . 
", C~ai,rman', 'TACANA~JCfT,' 

" . 
, " 

"',,; 

.. ,: ',~' 
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. ~', 
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6 August 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR : Director, OWI 
‘ Director, OSI 

SUBJECT : TACANA Project 

REFERENCE : NIO—24l4, l4 November l975 
l.- The_TACANA project has progressed to the point that 

the actual target selection process should begin. A success- _ 

ful demonstration of significant elements of the capability ‘- 

was conducted several weeks ago. Although several operational 
aspects remain to be demonstrated, a program to complete the 
development of this system is now underway. ’ 

2. Members of the TACANA Technical Collection Team (TCT) - 

from ORD, OTS, and NPIC will soon briefE:::::::::](OWI) and - 

\ 

\(OSI) on the results of tests to date. These' 
two analysts are invited to participate in the TACANA TCT 
for the purpose of selecting a limited number of actual 
targets in the-Soviet Union. This selection should be based 
on TACANA's unique capability compared to overhead or ground ‘ 

photography. For your information, the TACANA collection 
capability is approximately described as follows: A

‘ 

a) One time or recurring coverage of target. 

b) Photographic resolution of one inch or 
better including color. _ 

.- ' 

c) Oblique photography of target. ,. 

d) Contiguous frames — during approach to A 

target and possibly beyond. - 
‘ 

_

V 

3. Your assistance in this effort would be appreciated. 
Please call\ 

\ 

Chairman, TACANA TCT, 
if you would like any additional information on the project. 

*'narry A§{“ W" 
_ 

Special Assiijiit for (lg Strategic Ihm lligence - 

Cc: ADDS&T 
D/ORD .

‘ 

C/OTS/OPS 
C/OPS/SE 
Chairman TACANA TCT 

Approved for Release: 2019/07/30 C06527450

MEMORANDml FOR 

SUBJECT 

REFERENCE 

/' 
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7/SENSI'llIVE e 

Director, OWl 
Director, OSI 

TACANA Project 

6 August 1976 

NIO-2414, 14 November 1975 

6.2(d) 

1. TheTACANA project has progressed to the point that 
the actual target selection process should begin. A success
ful demonstration of significant elements of the capability 
was conducted several weeks ago. Although several operational 
aspects remain to be demonstrated, a program to complete the 
development of this system is now underway. 

2. Nembers of the TACANA Technical Collection Team (TCT) 
from ORD, OTS, and NPIC will soon briefl I (OWl) and 

I (OSI) on the results of tests to date. These 
'------;-t-w-o-a-n-a-,l.---y-s----.--t-s-a-r----"e invited ·to participate in the TAC.ANA TCT 

for the purpose of selecting a limited number of actual 
targets in the Soviet Union. This selectlon should be based 
on TACANA' s unique capability compared t.o overhead or ground 
photography. For your information, the TACANA collection 
capability is approximately described as follows: 

a) One time or recurring coverage of target. 

b) Photographic resolution of one inch or 
better including color. 

c) Oblique photography of target. 

d) Contiguous frames - during approach to 
target and possibly beyond. 

3. Your assistance in this effort would be appreciated. 
Please calli I Chairman, TACANA'rCT, 
if you would like any addltlonaI lnformationon the project. 

cc: ADDS&T 
D/ORD 
C/OTS/OPS 
C/OPS/SE 
Chairman TACANA TCT 

Approved for Release: 2019/07/30 C06527450 
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F MEMORANDUM FOR: Mr. Barry D. 
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NIO/SA 7'11 
-tr 

}....l 

e-1 *< 

eting ~ l6 January 1976 er >5-. (D SUBJECT I TACANA TCT 
4 . 

u 

1. A meeting of the TACANA Technical Collection 
Team was convened on Friday, 16 January, at 10:00 a.m. 
in Room 716, Ames Building with the following present: 

,-OTS — Chairman ’ 

SE/USSR - Vice Chairman 

‘ 

, LSR/ORB — Executive Secretary 
OTS 

Dr. Charles W. Adkins, OT/ORD 
L \, OT/ORD 

‘ ‘ 

Recording Secretary 

2. The following subjects were discussed at this 
meeting: 

&- Pvsymsaiarr ‘g;m 1,-H 
__J 3 J) 

Two documentary motion picture films were 
. 

viewed by the TCT. The first was 27 minutes in ' 

duration and orovided comprehensive coverage of the 
various demonstrations %’on 7~9 

‘ October 1975‘ The other was a short mo gen picture 
depicting a 30 minute training session accomplished‘ 
with a raven. The film showed a raven learning a 
new response (Picking up a water sample in-a tin cup) 
and extending its flight distance with the water 
sample from approximately three feet to 60-75 yards. 

b. QPerational_Iest Scenario 
(l)\ 

_ 

‘presented the following 
scenario for the TACANA test to he accomplished in 
the Washington, D.C. area: 

W1i!_1;1‘.1_92;1§.= 

‘ 

fqj .Q£‘=.'$7'E‘JJ[\\/'F"f\I- The .Q.:1~‘7eE"3\/1-\.n wi "1! <."'1*1n1laT1~\.

‘ 

!~—4 
F?‘ will consist of Room 222 East

_ country. 

E2 IMPDET ct BY[::::::] 
W’ 1": rum? 

Approved fc>’rRe|e5a_s|e:‘ 9407/30 C06527476
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~fiEMORANDUM FOR: Mr. Barry D,' Kelly, NIO/ SA 

SUBJECT TACANA TCT Meeting - 16 January 1976 

1. A meeting of the TACANA Technical Collection 
Team was convened on Friday, 16 January, at 10:00 a.m. 
in Room 716, Ames Building with the following present: 

6.2(d) 

3.3(h)(2) 

I SE!USSR - Vice Chairman 
I Isi·oTS - Chail'lnan . 

I'O~~R/ORD - Executive Secretary 

Dr. Charles W. Adkins, OT/ORD 
I Ii OTjORD 
I I Recording Secretary 

2. The following subjects were discussed at this 
meeting: 

Two documentary motion pictun~ films were 
viewed qy the TCT. The f:i.:,Cst 1,'as 27 minutes in 
duration and provided comprehensive coverage of the 
various demonstrationsl J on 7-9 
October 1975. The other was a short mo ~on p5.ctur;e 
depicting a 30 minute training session a~ccompJ.ished 
with a l'flVen. The film showed a rayen lEtarniJ~.g a 
n.ew response (picking up a i[atel" sample in a tin cup) 
and extending its flight distance with the water 
sample from approximately three feet to 60-'75 yards, 

b. Operational Te~t Sceriario 

(1)1 Ipresented the following 
scenario for the TACANA test to be accomplished in 
the Washington, D.C. area: 

DEFINITIONS: 

country. It will consist of Room 222 East 

E2 n'lJ)DE'l' CL Byl ___ _ 
n;"':'(~r~ 

Approved for R~lease:. 20.19:07/30 C06527476 
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Building, which will simulateE:::::::::]» 
East Building is circa 

from the target; ‘ 

(b) RELEASE POINT: The release point 
will simulate an actual operational release 
point as nearly as possible. It will consist J 

of either the church parking lot located on 

directly opposite the church (on the South - 

side of the road) just inside the sparse wood 
line. . 

(c) TARGET: The target will simulate an
_ 

actual target. It will consist of the 
' radomei l

- 

\ 

Ilwhich is 
2.95 miles almost due west of the re ease 
point. The radome is spherical, with a 

' truncated bottom for the base. The radome is 
light or white-colored.‘ 

(d) SHIPPING: The TACANA assets should be 
shipped from the t“ ' ‘s ' Q ' " 
W£1Cl3_'l_Dn1“Q_"[1 U.C. 

%~6Tgl Prior to 
the arrival of the assets, all suppprt equip- 
ment should have been shipped and be on hand at 
the Safehaven. The OTS reps will take the cargo 
directly to the Safehaven and open it in Room 222. 
The assets should then exit and enter the Safe- 
haven only in concealment or through a special 
exit. 

(e) ACCLIMATIZATION: Per contractor instructions 

(f) DEPLOYMENT: The assets should be taken 
from the Safehaven concealed in a container no 
larger in size than an L.L. Bean Canvas bag. 
They should be taken directly to an auto which 
will be parked close to the Safehaven Building. 

(g) RELEASE: At the release point, the auto _ 

' g.x-1.--\_;-}r< 
» ‘§_\~ 

,_ 7,. 

‘ 
t L, Q 5: 
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Building, which will simulate I I, 
I Ep._st Building is circa 

~--------~I~f~r~o~m~t~h~e target~ 

(b) RELEASE POINT: The release point 
will simulate an actual operational release 
point as nearly as possible. It will consist} 
of either the church parking lot located on 

directly opposite the church (on the South 
side of the road) just inside the sparse wood 
line. 

(e) TARGET: The target will simul'c-'a""-'t,,-,e",,--,~,-,,----~ 
actual target. It will consist of the I 

an. 
I 

radome I 
I I which 
2.95 miles almost due -west of the release 
point. The radome is spherical, with a 
truncated bottom for the base. The radome 
light or white-colored.' 

is 

is 

Cd) SHIPPING: The TACANA assets should be 
s hip p e d fro m t h ec-'--'-'--'-LLJ--"'--l--'---'-'--'-------"'-----'-1~-'...Li~'------1nL.LLL"____'__U~ 
- • t-

Prior to 

I 

the arrival of the assets, all sUPP9rt equip-
ment should have been shipped and b~ on. hand at 
the Safehaven. The OTS reps will take the cargo 
directly to the Safehaven and open it in Room 222. 
The assets should then exit and enter the Safe
haven only in concealment or through a special 
exit. 

(e) ACCLIMATIZATION: Per contract'or instructions. 

(f) DEPLOYMENT: The assets should be taken 
from the Safehaven concealed in a container no 
larger in size than an L.L. Bean Canvas bag. 
They should be taken directly to an auto which 
will be parked close to the Safehaven Building. 

(g) RELEASE: At the release point, the auto 
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should pull into a turnoff from the road. The 
A person making the release should step from the 

auto into a covered position for actual release 
as quickly as is consonant with natural movement. 
.The assets should depart the area quickly. 

A (h) RETURN: The assets, equipped with cameras, 
should proceed directly to the target, circle 
over it for two to three minutes, then return 
directly to Room 222 East Building, entering it 
via the special entrance. i 

c. Camera Equipment Status _ 

‘ 

(1) A special high—resolution thin—based film 
designated as 3400 or 3414 has been received from 
Kodak. A film slicer has been obtained from OTS 
and a $5,000 work order has been establishedg:g:::::::] 
for the urpose of using their photographic a oratory. 
TheK::::€:]laboratory will be used to slice film and 
process initial photographic test samples for 
determining camera resolution capabilities and 
calibrating blurring due to linear motion of the 
camera. ‘ 

_ (2) During the week of 5 January several rolls of 
film were sliced to l6 mm format to be taken td 

[:::::]during the following week for tesd 
in the initial prototype camera. ' 

Q _

m 
(3) Flight tests of new camera configurations are 

scheduled to take place during the latter part of 
January. At this time the probable resolution on 
the ground is estimated to be about one and one half 
to two inches per 100 feet of altitude. It is 
estimated that the birds will fly at an altitude 
of approximately l0O feet. 

A _ 

(4) A thin Mylar film harness weighing approximately 
one half gram which is about three - four grams 
lighter than the pigskin harness currently in use

_ 

was fabricated and tested for fit and utility on two 
locally owned pigeons. The harnesses were sent to 
the contractor for test. After a.number of flights 
with the new harness the contractor decided not to 
use it because he felt it was not flexible enough 
when fully tightened. 

(S) Dimensions for the radome target to be used 

‘ '3."-..-1 J E Zia. u 
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should pull into a turnoff from the road. The 
pe~son making the release should step from the 
auto into a covered position for actual release 
as quickly as is consonan"t h'ith natural movement. 
The assets should depart the area quickly. 

(h) RETURN: The assets, equipped with cameras, 
should proceed directly to the target, circle 
over it for two to three minutes, then return 
directly to Room 222 East Building, entering it 
via the special entrance. " 

Camera Equipment Status 

(1) A special high-resolution thin-based film 
designated as 3400 or 3414 has been received from 
Kodak. A film slicer has been obtained from OTS 
and a $5,000 work ord~r has ?cen establis~ledl'-----------'I 
for the purpose of uSIngthelr photographlc taboratory. 
Th~ I laboratory will be used to slice film and 
process initial photographic test samples for 
determining camera resolution capabilities and 
calibrating blurring due to linear motion of the 
camera. 

" (2) During the week of 5 January several rolls of 
film were sliced to 16 mm format to be taken t~ I 

~ __ ---"I dl!r~n~ the follmving ,,<leek fo~ testl 
in the Inl tlal prototype camera. f;!1"----------------.-J 

<It. 

(3) Flight tests of new camera configuTations are 
scheduled to take place during the latter part of 
January. At this time the probable resolution on 
the ground is estimated to be about one and one half 
to two inches per 100 feet of altitude. It is 
estimated that the birds will fly at an altitude 
of approximately 100 feet. 

(4) A thin Mylar film harness weighing ~pproximately 
one half gram which is about three - four grams 
lighter than the pigskin harness currently in use 
was fabricated and tested for fit and utility on two 
locally owned pigeons. The harnesses were sent to 
the contractor for test. After a number of flights 
with the new harness the contractor decided not to 
use it because he fel tit vias not flexible enough 
when fully tightened. 

(5) Dimensions for the radomc target to be used 

~ ~." .• rr'rY r:-..3 
.' J, ~ 

,.~ !~.1 . d~"l 
, .~, .>t'ln U 
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for the ultimate tests at[:::::::::]were found to 
be as follows: ~ g 

‘ (a)_Target sphere isE::::::] in diameter. 

The sphere sits on a truncated base 
in diameter.‘ » 

(c) The height b .ween the base and the 
top of the sphere is ‘ 

_ 

(6) A portable test target was mailed to the 
contractor on 26 December 1975. It was supposed to 
be inflatable to a diameter of Z0 feet. However, 
it was only possible to inflate it to a diameter of 
approximately eight feet. This target is being 
retained for possible use later in the program even 
though the contractor does not expect to use it and 
is fabricating several simulated targets which he 
thinks will be more realistic and easier to use. 

d. Qontractor Project Status
' 

(1) The contractor has trained two flocks of 
pigeons to home 30 miles with a payload. One of. 
these flocks was relocated tol

\ 

area from San Diego. The contractor is procuring 
new birds from pigeon racers in California and is 

-‘ alsQ attempting to selectively breed sofie strong 
- flyers and good homers. - e; 

(2) On the basis of experience gained to date, 
the contractor considers the following project- 

‘ schedule to be possible. 
A

' 

(a) January - February
_ 

_ l. Complete training of pigeon to 
, 
home 50 miles with a payload. 

Z. Determine effect of 35 gram payload 
on homing performance.

_ 

§. Train pigeons to execute dog leg 
and return to home loft. 

5. Fly cameras for test purposes. 
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for the ultimate tests atl I were found to 
be as folloh'S: "-----o-----~ 

Ca) . Target sphere is ,---I ___ ---"I in diameter. 

(bl.The.sPhere sits on a truncated base 
In dIameter. 

'-----___ ----l 

(e) The height between the base and the 
top of the sphere is 1 1 

. (6) A portable test target was mailed to the 
contractor on 26 December 1975. It was supposed to 
be inflatable to a diameter of 20 feet. However, 
it was only possible to inflate it to a diameter of 
approximately eight feet. This target is being 
retained for possible use later in the program even 
though the contractor does not expect to use it and 
is fabricating several simulated targets which he 
thinks will b~ more realistic and easier to use. 

d. Contractor Project Status 

(1) The contractor has trained two flocks of 
pigeons to home 30 miles with a payload. One of. 
these flocks was relocated tal I 

area from San Diego. The contractor is procuring 
new birds from pigeon racers in California and is 
also. attempting to selectively breed sOlrre strong '" . flyers and good homers. :. 

,:'1"-

(2) On the basis of experience gained to date, 
the contractor considers the following project 
schedule tobe possible. 

Ca) January - February 

1. Complete training of pigeon to 
home ~O miles with a payload. 

2. Determine effect of 3S gram payload 
on homing performance. 

3. Train pigeons to execute dog leg 
and return to heme loft. 

4. Fly cameras for t~si purposes. 

-- -~. 
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-(b) March — April ‘ 

Preliminary full scale test in California 
" (c) April to May 

Dress rehearsal in Oklahoma. 

(d) May - June
_ 

Full scale test in Washington, D.C. - 

The conctractor considers this schedule to 
be very pessimistic and intends to be 
constantly working toward being ahead of 

.this schedule wherever possible“ 

_;/’Secretary, TACANA TCT 
~/
/ 

3% 
- 

£5. 

I=7'~*~

\

A 
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(b) March - April 

Preliminary full scale test in California. 

(c) April to May 

Dress rehearsal in Oklahoma. 

(d) May - June 

Full scale test in Washington, D.C. -
The conctractor con~iders this schedule to 
be very pessimistic and intends to be 
constantly working toward being ahead of 
this schedule wherever possible. 
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</ 
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23 January 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR: NIO/SA 
SUBJECT: ' " TACANA TCT Meeting - 17 December, 1975 

1 On 17 December 1975 a TCT meeting was held to review progress on the TACANA.feasibi1ity study. The 
following subjects were discussed 

TCT membership and tasking for team 
members 
Operational test requirements 
Contractor proposal and pTO]6Ct status 
Camera design 

The following Agency personnel attended the meeting 
OTS Charles Adkins-OT/ORD 

SE/USSR _ LSR/ORD Donald Reiser-DD/ORD 
SOG 

AS 
NED/OSI Lnarrywooo-c7UT7URDl 

OT/ORD 
2 " TCT" Team‘ Memb‘e'r'sh'ip 

Y Since the first TCT meeting, a number of agency offices expressed definite interest in having technical personnel participate as TACANA TCT members and sent representatives 
to attend this meeting. ‘As the discussion progressed, it 
was evident that most of the attendees were unaware that TCT 
membership required a full time commitment to the TACANA 
project. When this became clear, it was decided to limit ‘ 

TCT composition to three working members: gSRfifi] OTS/SDB, Chairman;[ _\SE/I/U , co-c airman, 
andL44444444444444}SR/ORD, secretary. -In this configuration

A 
In: 

8 8<h><2> 

Q.-we - 6 2<d> 

5-P,» —'="‘fl 
' E2 IMPDET CL BY %,/ Zi

. 23 January 197·6 

MEMORANDUM FOR: NIO/SA 

SUBJECT: TACANA TCT Meeting - 1 TDecember, 1975 

1. On 17 December 1975 a TCT meeting was held to 
review progress on the TACANA feasibility study. The 
following subjects were discussed: 

a. TCT membership and tasking for team 
members. 

b. Operational test requirements 

c. Contractor proposal and project status 

d.Camera design 

The following Agency personnel attended the meeting: 

OTS 
SE/USSR 
LSR/ORD 

SOG 
lAS 
NED/OSI 

OT/ORD 
L-~~~~~~~~ 

2. TCT Team Membership 

Charles Adkins-OT/ORD 

Don~ld Reiser-DD/ORD 

naTTY WeeQ-L/UI/URD 

3.3(h)(2) 

6.2(d) 

Since the first TCT meeting, a number of agency offices 
expressed definite interest in having technical personnel 
participate as TACANA rCT members and sent representatives 
to attend this meeting. As the discussion progressed, it 
was evident that most of the attendees were unaware that TCT 
membership required a full time commitment to the TACANA 
project. When this became. clear, it was decided to limit 
TCT composition to three warkin members: ~ I 

OTS/SDB Chairman· SE/I/U SR, ca-chalrman, 
and SR/ORD, secretary. In this configuration 

E 2 IMPDET CL BY ,---I __ _ 
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the team includes two people
\ who are extremely familiar with the actual operational re- 

uirements underlying the TACANA project and one team member, 
E%:::::::::j(ORD) who is directly responsible within ORD for 
accomplishing an objective test of Avian capabilities and 
limitations in relation to TACANA objectives. ‘- 

' Four ad hoc teams were formed to provide expertise to 
necessary The target analysis team reports to 

. It consists of mem 
l 

< flnm [AS OSl and Owl. -These are: OSI, 
IA OSI and the OWI member has not 

been named ye .. e amera Equipment Team reports to K::: 
E____:_j]This-team includes Charles ' 

, K:::::::j 
The 

other two teams; tie Support Team,-(consisting of SOG 
pilots) and the TACANA Birds Team (consisting of contractor 
personnel) report toEI}ORD. The ORD camera develo - 

ment team also maintains c ose coordination with[::::::::i% 
because he is responsible within ORD for the development 
.and test of the complete Avian system, not just the bird 
subsystem. ' 

_

- 

. 3. 'Qperational Test Requirement 

_ 

\ 

‘presented and discussed the 
operational requirements for a test program to demonstrate 
the operational utility of the Avian asset,_ These require- 
ments can be summarized as follows: '

_ 

SE Division/DDO has provided information which is being 
used to design a denied area operational analog in the con- 
tinental United States which simulates an actual operational 
scenario. For the purpose of this analog, contractor facil- 
ities in California will be used as a safe training area in 
the United States. Metropolitan Washington will correspond 
to a denied area capital. An Agency building in Washington 
will simulate the safe haven, and theL1 

\

’ 

[::::::]will represent the actual targ area. H11 repre- 
sentations of the analog target area to the Contractor in his 
training phase will utilize information and support realistic 
for a denied area. There will be no access to the safe haven 
or target area for any Avian asset prior to the period of - 

acclimatization during the analog test, and the contractor 
will not have-access to the target area. The contractor will 
not use full scale outside models of the target area that 
would be recognizable from overhead photography. The contrac 
tor will be provided photography which is equivalent to the 
resolution limits of KH-8 photography. .

' 

- 

'2<';:||=-p 
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the team inc 1 ud e s two p e 0 pIe LI .--------;-<o--------;----:;-------:-.----~
who are extremely familiar with the actual operational re-

. Quirements underlying the TACANA project and one team member, 
I I(ORD) who is directly responsible within ORD for 
accomplishing an objective test of Avian capabilities and 
limitations in relation to TACANA objectives. 

Four ad hoc teams were formed to provide expertise to 
the rer as necessary. The target analysis team reports to 

"---==--___ ~I. It consists of memqers from lAS OSl ::lnd o~n. 
These are: I 10SI, l J 

I rIA~, I VOSI, and the OWl member has not 
been named yet. Ihe Camera Equipment Team reports to I I 

I I This team includes Charles Adki n s /OR-q, I I 
I rORD ,I lOTS, and I JOTS. The 
other two teams; the Support Team, (consisting of SOG 
pilots) and the TACANA Birds Team (consisting of contractor 
personnel) report tol ~ORD. The ORD camera develop
mentteam also maintalns close coordination withl I 

because he is responsible within ORD for the development 
and test of the complete Avian system, not just the bird 
subsystem. 

3. Operational Test Requirement 

I I presented and discussed the 
operatlonaI requlrements for a test program to demonstrate 
the operational utility of the Avian asset. These require
ments can be summarized as follows: 

SE Division/DDO has provided information which is being 
used to design a denied area operational analog in the con- . 
tinental United States which simulates an actual operational 
scenario. For the purpose of this analog, contractor facil
ities in California will be used as a safe training area in 
the United States. Metropolitan Washington will correspond 
to a denied area capital. An Agency building in Washington 
will sim~late the safe haven, and thel I 
~ ___ --:I wlll represent the .<l.ctu2l targi::: C a.l ea.. All r epr e-

sentations of the analog target area to the Contractor in his 
training phase will utilize information and support realistic 
for a denied area. There will be no access to the safe haven 
or target area for any Avian asset prior to the period of . 
acclimatization during the analog test, and the contractor 
will not have access to the target area. The contractor will 
not use full scale outside models of the target area that 
would be recognizable from overhead photography. The contrac
tor will be provided photography which is equivalent to the 
resolution limits of KH-8 photography. 
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-ContractoriProposal-and~project<status. 

[:::::::::1reported that the contractor's TACANA propo- 
sal had been received and approved by the ORD project review 
board for funding in January. The contractor's work state- 
ment outlines a program that is designed to provide three dis- 
tinct and separate tests of the denied area analog. These 
tests adhere to the guidelines established in the operational 
test requirements and will enable the contractor and ORD 
researchers to detect possible limitations of the Avian asset 
‘prior to the final test in Washington, D.C. The first test 
will take place in California, the second in the Mid West, 
and the third and final test in Washington, D.C. - 

"Prior.to this meeting, the contractor had successfully 
moved and relocated a flock of birds from Point Loma near San 
Hjeog Pa[ifQ_nj? 

_ _ 
flalifornia 

These birds readily accepted their new home and within a few 
.weeks were homing from a distance of 15 miles while trans- 
porting a simulated camera package. The contractor sees this 
a positive sign that changing these and new birds from loca- 
tion to location will be an achievable goal. The results of 
.the camera studies conducted to date and some additional tests 
slated for mid-January will be used to configure a final cam- 
'era design to be completed in early February. Two cameras 
are scheduled to be constructed, that will include a low F- 
number lens. new camera design will increase the film 
size from 9mm to l6mm_in width. AThe film roll will be capable 
of taking 180 pictures at a rate of one picture per second 
for a total coverage time of three minutes. The field of view 
in the direction of motion will be roughly 30° and result in 
an approximately contiguous pictures along the ground; The 
increased film width will almost double the lateral field of 
view and thereby increase the probability of photographing 
the target. In addition, this new design doubles the number 
of pictures, thereby nearly quadrupling the overall probabil- 
ity of recording the target. This new camera design is sche- 
duled for final flight testing by the end of March 1976. ' 

Final modifications and analysis should be completed by early 
April. ‘ 

T

V 

\ 

ll 
Secretary, TACANA TCT 

.@teer T

T 

_ 
ti;u_~»~.=;s 
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Contractor Proposal and project status. 

I Ireported that the contractor's TACANA propo-
sal had b~en received and approved by the DRD project review 
board for funding in January. The contractor's work state
ment outlines a program that is designed to provide three dis
tinct and separate tests of the denied area analog. These 
tests adhere to the guidelines established in the operational 
test requirements and will enable the contractot and ORD 
researchers to detect possible limitations of the Avian asset 
prior to the final test in Washington, D.C. The first test 
will take plate in California, the second in the Mid West, 
and the third and final test in Washington,D.C. 

Prior to this meeting, the contractor had successfully 
moved and relocated a flock of birds from Point Lorna near San 
Dieao raJifo~njal 

I . ~allfornla. 
These birds readily accepted their new home and within a few 

.weeks were homing from a distance of 15 miles while trans
porting a simUlated camera package. The contractor sees this 
a positive sign that changing these and new birds from loca
tion to location will be an achievable goal. The results of 
the camera studies coriducted to date and some additional tests 
slated for mid-January will be used to configure a final cam
era ,des ign to be completed in early February. Two cameras 
are scheduled to be constructed, that will include a low F
number lens. The new camera design will increase the film 
size from 9mm to l6mm in width. The film roll will be capable 
of taking 180 pictures at a rate of one picture per second 
for a total coverage time of three minutes. The field of view 
in the direction of motion will be roughly 30° and result in 
an approximately contiguous pictures along the ground. The 
increased film width ~ill almost double the lateral field of 
view and thereby increase the probability of photographing 
the target. In addition, this new design doubles the number 
of pictures, thereby nearly quadrupling the overall probabil
ity of recording the target. This new camera design is sche
duled for final flight testing by the end of March 1976. 
Final modifications and analysis should be completed by early 
April. ' 

I I 
Secretary, TACANA TCT 

3 
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TACANAITCT Meeting - 20 November 1975 

l. The first meeting of the TACANA TCT was held on 20 November 1975, with members and observers from SE Division, OTS, ORD, and the NIO/SA. 
2. It was reported by[::::::::::](DDO/OPS Staff) that TRB approval had been obtained to expend funds for the Project. Barry Kelly (NIO/SA) advised also that the DCI had-been briefed on the Project. -

\ 

’ 3. It was agreed that ORD will consult with an independent expert regarding the expected behavior of birds when transported to a widely differing environment. At the request of SE/COPS, the Team agreed to consider a preliminary and limited test of the birds‘ adaptability to the Moscow environment as a part of the test pro- gram, to be run concurrently with planning for the Washington test scenario, unless the results of ORD's consultations mentioned above and/or results of early contractor testing are sufficiently con- . clusive as to make this test unnecessary. This decision will be made by the Team at the earliest possible date, but no later than mid-February. I - 

4. ORD reiterated that its budgeted allotment of $100,000 would suffice to pay the contractor for training and miscellaneous expenses involved in the Washington test scenario. ORD further estimated that, if the Washington test is successful and we proceed \with the actual operation, the contractor's costs to re-train the "birds for the operation would be in the $50,000 - $75,000 range. 
5. There was considerable discussion of the need to improve the performance of the camera to be used in the operation. ORD estimated that the cost for optimizing two cameras_fQr the Washington test would be approximately $30,000, to be funded by ORD. This includes fitting an improved lens (wider aperture) and re-engineering the film advance mechanism. Also discussed was the possibility of using high resolution film (slower speed) and the resultant need for a faster shutter speed. The bird harness for the camera, camera attitudes and photo sequence rate will be determined in conjunction with the bird training phase and in coordination with the contractor. OTS/VOB AND OTS/VEB will provide support for the camera work. ~ -.I

r 

6. As soon as possible a sub-test will be run to determine whether the analysts will have any significant problems with men- suration of bird photography and relating it to existing photo-“ tography.. ORD will work this out with the contractor.

Q 
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, 
TACANA-TCT Meeting - 20 November 1975 

1. The first meeting of the TACANA TCT was held on 20 
November 1975, with members and observers from SE Division, OTS, 
ORD, and the NIO/SA. 

2. It was reported b~ \ (DDO/OPS Staff) that TRB 
approval had been obtained to expend funds for the Project. 
Barry Kelly (NIO/SA) advised also that the DCI had· been briefed 
on the Project. 

3. It was agreed that ORD will consult with an independent 
expert regarding the expected behavior of birds when transported 
to a widely differing environment. At the request of SE/COPS, the 
Team agreed to consider a pieliminarj and limited test of the birds' 
adaptability to the Moscow ~nvironment as a part of the test pro
gram, to be run concurrently .with planning for the Washington test 
scenario, unless the results of ORD's consultations mentioned above 
and/or results of early contractor testing are sufficiently con
clusive as to make this test unnecessary. This decision will be 
made by the Team at the earliest possible date, but no later than 
mid-February. 

4. ORD reiterated that. its budgeted allotment of $100,000 
would suffice to pay the contractor for training and miscellaneous 
expenses involved in the Washington test scenario. ORD further 
estimated that, if the Washington test is successful and we proceed 

,with the actual operation, the contractor's costs to re-train the 
birds for the operation would be in the $50,000 - $75,000 range. 

5. There was considerable discussion of the need to improve 
the performance of the camera to be used in the operation. ORD 
estimated that the cost for optimizing two cameras j~r the 
Washington test would be approximately $30,000, to be funded by 
ORD. This includes fitting an improved lens (wider aperture) and 
re-engineering the film advance mechanism. Also discussed was 
the possibility of using high resolution film (slower speed) and 
the resultant need for a fasteT shutter speed. The-bird harness 
for the camera, camera attitudes and photo sequence rate will be 
determined in conjunction with the bird training· phase and in 
coordination with the contractor. OTS/VOB AND OTS/VEB will provide 
support for the camera work. 

6. As soon as ~ossible a sub-test will be run to determine 
whether the analysts will have any significant problems with men
suration of bird photography and rel.ating it to existing photo- J 

tography. ORD will ·work this out with the .contractor. 

~ •..• 
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7- There was considerable discussion of the limitations that 
will be imposed by Soviet realities on our ability to train the 
birds to recognize and fly to our ultimate target. It was reiterated 
that the training for the actual operation will be done in the U.S., using slides and mock-ups. The birds would then be transported to 

‘for several weeks 
getting acclimated to the new environment prior to the actual mission 
Accordingly, the Washington test scenario will impose similar re- 
strictions to make it as realistic as possible, i.e., the birds will 
be trained from slides and mock-ups, will be transportediffil to the Washington area, and will not be allowed to-fly free in t e 
Washington area Q \, before the test 
flight. ORD advised that the contractor has two types of pigeons on hand (homers and Russian high flyers) and has a loft and test 
grounds picked out. ORD estimated that the test could take place 
in April 1976. Subsequent re-training of the birds for an actual 
operational mission could take two to three months, 

8. It was agreed that[:::::::::::::16f SE Division and ~ 

K::::::::::]of OTS would prepare an operational scenario for the ‘ 

Washington test. They will seek assistance from DDSGT analysts and other components as necessary. It was decided that henceforth the team should be a relatively small working group which would pursue 
the project, prepare periodic reports on progress and call meetings of interested com onents fr ‘ time for consultations _ p . At 
the ' SE/C0P5,Ei?:fi?i:iijof_OTS was named Team Chairman, and of SE Co-Chairman. The following personnel will 
be team mem ers: 

ORD: t he named 
/ OTS/VOB: 

OTS/VEB: 
SE/TO: 
SE/RR: 
OWI/PAD:

_ "OSI/NED:
g IAS: to be named ’ 

9. Based on discussions at the 20 November meeting and sub- sequent individual conversations among team memebers, an outline of the requirements for the test program has been drawn up by the team chairman and co-chairman and is attached herewith. 
/'\ 
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7.. There was considerable discussion of the limitations that 

will be imposed by Soviet realities on our ability to train the 
birds to recognize and fly to our ultimate target. It was reiterated 
that the training for the actual operation will be done in the U.S., 
using slides and mock-u s. The birds would then be transported to 

for several weeks 
lng ~c lma e 0 e new enVlronment prior to the actual mission. 

Accordingly, the Washington test scenario will impose similar re
strictions to make it as realistic as possible, i.e., the birds will 
be trained from slides and mock-ups, will be transported I I 
to the Washington area, and will not be allowed to ·fly free In the 
Washington area ~ I, before the test 
flight. ORD advised that the contractor has two types of pigeons on 
hand (homers and Russian high flyers) and has a 10ft and test 
grounds picked out. ORD estimated that the test could take place 
in April 1976. Subsequent re-training of the birds for an actual 
operational mission could take two to three months. 

~ __ --=-8--=-._--"I---'lt was agreed thatl 16f SE Division and 
I lof OTS would prepare an operational scenario for the 
Washington test. They will seek assistance from DDS&T analysts and 
other components as necessary. It was decided that henceforth the 
team should be a relatively small working group which would pursue 
the project, prepare periodic reports on progress and call meetings 
of interested components from time to time .. for consultations. At 
the SUQ2est:~on of SE/cops,1 ~f OTS was named Team Chairman J 

andl _ lof SE Co-Chairman. The following personnel will 
be team mem ers: 

ORD: tv-~~~~----~ 
OTS/VOH: 
OrS/VEB: 
SE/TO: 
SE/RR: 
OWl/PAD: 
OSI/NED: 

~---~----~ 

lAS: to be named 

..... 

9. Based on discussions at the 20 November meeting and sub
sequent individual convers~ticrns among team memebers, an outline 
of the requirements for the test program has bee~ drawn up by the 
team chairman and co-chairman and is attached herewith. 
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Detailed below is the requirement for a test program to 
demonstrate the operational utility of the AVIAN asset. This 
test program is to be labeled TACANA/TCT Task #1. 

, ~ 

1. TACANA/TCT Task #1 is to develop a valid test program 
which will allow a subjective determination by DDO/SE of the 
feasibility of utilizing the AVIAN asset to perform photographic 
intelligence collection missions against denied area targets. 

2. In order to accomplish Task #1, the TACANA/TCT will 
solicit adequate information from SE Division to design a denied 
area operational analog in the continental United States which 
will simulate an actual operational scenario. For the purposes 
of this analog, the contractor facilities in California will be 
considered as a safe training area in the United States. For 
example, the metropolitan Washington area will correspond to a 
denied area capital, an agen " 

' ' 
I 

' ' ill simu- 
late the safe haven, and the will 
represent the actual target area. The actual target must be 
defined as a discrete element of the target complex, and should be 
a key feature of the target area lending itself to use as a stimulus 
for the asset. All representation of the analog target area to the 
contractor in his training phase will be made utilizing the same 
type information and support which would be realistic for a denied 
area. Thus, it will be accepted that there will be no access to the 
safe haven or target area for any AVIAN asset prior to the period - 

of acclimatization during the analog test, nor will the contractor 
have access to the target area. 

3. To train the AVIAN asset, certain restrictions must be 
accepted by the contractor in compliance with the already stated 
restrictions to realistic operational conditions. There will be 
no full-scale outside models of the target area that would be 
recognizable by a photo analyst from overhead photography as a 
mock—up of the actual target complex. This should not preclude, 
if required, using a limited full-scale outside mock-up of a finite 
portion of the target area as.a target acquisition stimulus, so long 
as said mock—up does not violate the stated restriction. 

The contractor will be provided photography of the target 
area (and safe haven area if required) which will not exceed the 
resolution limits of KH-8 photography. ' 

'

‘ 

4. A detailed operational scenario for the analog test will 
be presented to the contractor no later than l January. During the 
analog test, this scenario must be followed as precisely as possible, 
to maintain the integrity of the test. This shall include the method 
of transport of the AVIAN asset to the safe haven, familiarization 
period at the safe haven, secure deployment of the asset equipped 
with camera in the target area (from a vehicle either stopped or 
moving), target acquisition and photographic mission performance of 
the asset and subsequent independent return to the safe haven, and, 
finally, transport of the asset back to the controlled training area. 

I -‘ 
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Detailed below is the requirement for a test program to 
demonst~ate the operational utility of the AVIAN asset. This 
test program is to be labeled TACANA/TCT Task #1. 

1. TACANA/TCT Task #1 is to develop a valid test program 
which will allow a subjective determination by DDO/SE of the 
feasibility of utilizing the AVIAN asset to perform photographic 
intelligenc~ collection missions against denied area targets. 

2. In order to accomplish Task #1, the TACANA/TCT will 
solicit adequate information from SE Divisicn to design a denied 
area operational analog in the continental United States which 
will simulate an actual operational sc~nario_ For the purposes 
of this analog, the contractor facilities in California will be 
considered as a safe training area in the United States. For 
example, th~ metropolitan.Washington ~rea will correspond to a 
denied area capital, an agenfYhUjl::nv jn W;Sbjn.ton Till simu-
late the safe haven, and the_ ____ _ _will 
represent the actual target area. e actua. target must he 
defined as a discrete element of the target complex, and should be 
a key feature of the target area lending itself to use as a stimulus 
for the asset. All representation of the analog target area to the 
contractor in his training phase will be made utilizing the same 
type information and support which would be realistic for a denied 
area. Thus, it will be accepted that there will be no access to the 
safe haven or target area for any AVIAN asset prior to the period -
of acclimatization during the analog test, nor will the contractor 
have access to the target area. 

3. To train the AVIAN asset, certain restrictions must be 
accepted by the contractor in compliance with the already stated 
restrictions to realistic operational conditions. There will be 
no full-scale outside models of the target area that would be 
recognizable by a photo analyst from overhead photography as a 
mock-up of the actual target complex. This should not preclude, 
if required, using a limited full-scale outside mocK-Up of a finite 
portion of the target area as a target acquisition stimulus, so long 
as said mock-up does not violate the stated restriction. 

The contractor will be provided photography of the target 
area (and safe haven area if required) which will not exceed the 
resolution limits of KH-8 photography. 

4. A detailed operational scenario for the analog test will 
be presented to the contractor no later than 1 January. During the 
analog test, this scenario must be followed as precisely as possible, 
to maintain the integrity of the test. This shall include the method 
of transport of the AVIAN asset to the safe haven, familiarization 
period at the safe haven, secure deployment of the asset equipped 
with camera in the target area (from a vehicle either stopped or 
moving), target acquisition and photographic mission performance of 
the asset and subsequent independent return to the safe haven, and, 
finally, transport of the asset back to the controlled training area . 

.. ~. 
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For purposes of the analog test, the safe haven holding area should be considered to be approximately 100 by 50 feet, with a 25 foot ceiling. 
. 

»

' 

5. Within the confines of the TACANA/TCT task #1, the task will be considered completed a) as soon as a determination is . made by the TCT that the AVIAN asset will be unable to perform the analog test, or b) when the asset completes the analog test. If the analog test is completed, then a qualitative determination of the relative success (or lack of success) of the collection mission will be made by SE Division. In this consideration, SE should employ TCT's draft Final Report to evaluate the validity of the test. The results of the SE evaluation and determination should be reported in writing to the TCT for incorporation in the TACANA/TCT task #1 Final Report prior to publication. _
" 

. 6. During the actual conduct of the TCT's work on Task #1, it will be the responsibility of the TCT members representing SE to ensure that the restrictions and details of the test scenario con- form to realistic operational parameters, but not place unrealistic restrictions which might jeopardize the chances of a favorable out- come of the test. The ORD TCT representative has the responsibility to keep the TCT informed of the progress of the training of the , asset, so that modifications of the test scenario which do not vio- late the primary principles can be made in a timely manner. 
7. It should be understood that if the TCT must address itself to any follow-on operational effort utilizing the AVIAN asset, such work should be the subject of separate tasking. This is necessary to avoid incorporating unwanted bias to the test. . 

8. For purposes of fixing some variables, it will be accepted that the distance to the safe haven to the target is ca 50 miles, that the distance from the release port to actual target is 2 - 3 miles and that the target resolution required of the-photography is l 2". ‘ 

.
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For purposes of the analog test, the safe haven holding area should 
be considered to be approximately 100 by 50 feet, with a 25 foot 
ceiling. 

5. Within the confines of the TACANA/TCT task #1, the task 
will be considered completed a) as soon as a determination is 
made by the TCT that the AVIAN asset will be unable to perform the 
analog test, or b) when the asset completes the analog test. If the 
analog test is completed, then ~ qualitative determination of the 
relative success (or lack of success) of the collection mission will 
be made by SE Division. In this consideration, SE should employ 
TCT's draft Final Report to evaluate the validity of the test. The 
results of the SE evaluation and, determination should be reported in 
writing to the TCT for incorporation in the TACANA/TCT task #1 Final 
Report prior to publication. 

" 6. During the actual conduct of the TCT's work on Task #1, it 
will be the responsibility of the TeT members representing SE to 
ensure that the restrictions and details of the test scenario con
form to realistic operational parameters, but n6t place unrealistic 
restrictions which might jeopardize the chances of a favorable out
come of the test. The ORD TCT representative has the "responsibili ty 
to keep the TCT informed of the progress of the training of the 
asset, so that modifications of the test scenario which do not vio
late the primary principles can be made in a timely manner. 

7. It should be understood that if the TCT must address itself 
to any follow-on operational effort utilizing the AVIAN asset, such 

"work should be the subject of separate tasking. This is necessary 
to avoid incorporating unwanted bias to the test. 

8. For purposes of fixing some variables, it will be accepted 
that the distance to the safe haven to the target is ca SO miles, 
that the distance from the release port to actual target is 2 - 3 
miles and that the target resolution required of the-photography 
is 1/2". 
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- 

. 15 March 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD A 

-

' 

.SUBJECT - :‘ TACANA.TCT Meeting of 20-21 February 1976 
ATTENDEES T Chairman .' 

. 

.~ - TCT Vice-Chairman 
» 

' 

' CT secretary ~ 

ORD 
p 

(om) 
_ 

p 

*" 

Observation of TACANA Training Methods 
r

‘ 

, 

T On 20 February. 9:00 a.m;. the TCT members met 
with 

” Two flocks of. 
pigeons are housed land these pigeons 
are being trained to fl a do leg and then return to 
their home loft. had placed the simulated 
target in a parking lot Which was 
approximately 250 yards from the nome loft. The flocks 
were transported approximately one half mile away and 

y

' 

released to fly to the target and_then return to their
_ loft. ’The first kit consisted of the older birds _- 

which[:::::::]had.used at the;::::::::::::]demonstration. Four of the birds-did not per orm well on this particular 
fli ' some.unknown.reason, two of them flew to 
the ranch which is located 8 miles-from[:::::;::: The other two remained in the local area an V 

ew in with the second flock when it was released. The 
second kit which consists of younger birds flew almost 
directly to the target after ringing up high enough to be able to see it. The target was approximately 50 to 
75 feet higher than the release point and the birds , 

were forced to circle up to an altitude where they could‘ 
spot the target and then fly to it.

_ 

, 
During the course of the day, the birds were flown 

four times with the target being moved around to new 
locations in the parking lot and the birds also were 
released in different directions from the target. As 
the trials progressed the birds got progressively better. 
The older birds that had remained and flown correctly 
in the first flight of the morning required very little 
if any time to orient themselves to the target when it

V 

~ t 
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ORD 0647-76 

15 March 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

SUBJECT 

ATTENDEES 

:. TACANA TCT Meeting of 20-21 February 1976 

: J l UT Chairman 
~--------------~--, 

TCT Vice-Chairman 
rCT secretary 

~ ____________ ~~/ORD 
~ORD 

~--------------~ 

Observation of TACANA Training Methods 

On 20 Februar 9:00 a.m. the TCT 

wo oc s 0 
plgeons are ouse and these pigeons 
are being trained and then return to 
their home loft. laced the simulated 
target in a parking lot hich was 
approximately 250 yards Irom the flocks 
were transported approximately one half mile away and 
releas~d to fly to the target and then return to their 
loft. The first kit consisted of the older birds 
which I Ihadused at thel I demonstration. 
Four.of the birds did not perform well on this particular 
fli some unknown reason, two of them flew to 
the ranch which is located 8 miles from I 

The other two remained in the local ar~e~a~a=n~d~~ 
ew ln with'the second flock when it was released. The 

. second kit which consists of younger birds flew almost 
directly to the target after ringing up high enough to 
be able to See it. The target was approximately 50 to 
75 feet higher than the release point and the birds 
were forced to circle up to an altitude where they could 
spot the target and then fly to it. 

During the course of the day, the birds were flown 
four times with the target being moved around to new 
locations in the parking lot and the birds also were 
released in different directions from the target. As 
the 'trials progressed the birds got progressively better. 
The older birds that had remained and flown correctly 
in the first flight of the morning required very little 
if any time to orient themselves to the target when it 
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SUBJECT: TACANA TCT Meeting of 20-2l.February 1976’ 

was within line of sight. In fact, on one release which 
was slightly above the target, the older birds uponv T 

release from the cage, flew straight to the target with-_ 
out deviation, received-their reward and returned to

- 

the home loft. On that same flight which was the last 
flight of the day, the younger birds made approximatelyv 
two circling flights and then homed directly to the 
target and returned to the loft.‘ p 

_ 

' 

5 

'

, 

At this point in the training the birds are still 
being rewarded at the target.‘ Later the reward will be 
eliminated at the target so that the birds will learn p 

to fly in an orbit and cris4cross pattern over the _

' 

target before returning to their home base. The target 
is currently located close to the home base so that when 
a pigeon flies directly from the release point-to the 
home loft without appearing at the target he is not ' 

reinforced which causes him to return to the target- 
again and then to the home loft where he is finally 
rewarded. This is done to insure that the flight to 
the target and orbiting behavior is firmly established.f 

-' In general, the TCT was pleased with the flight 
performance of the Avian assets during this demonstration 
It was gratifying.to see the birds flying to the target

‘ 

from a considerable distance with very little error. 
Prior to the meeting and telephone discussions with . 

[fB€T1it was thought that the team would be able 
o o serv ights of only about a few hundred yards. W 

However, by the time the TCT arrived in California 
the birds wer fl in from approximately three quarters 
of a mile andi indicated that he felt it 
would not be difficult to take the birds out to a'" 

mile or two. This discussion arose after several 
flights and it was decided not to try the greater 
distance because the birds appeared to be partly 
satiated and their performance might prove to be 
erratic from the greater distances which in turn 
might weaken their response patterns for the_next 
day or two. 

- ._ 

" On completion of the demonstrations 
atF‘TTT‘T“Tl 

the team traveled toL____________1ranch in 
The purpose of this visit was to show 

the u dated pigeon facilities 
at theL______4Jranch. has obtained ». 

-2- 
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was within line of sight. In fact, on one release which 

was slightly above the target, the older birds upon· 

release from the cage, flew straight to the target with

out deviation, received theit reward and returned to 

the horne 10ft. On that same flight which was the last 

flight of the day, the younger birds made approximately 

two circling flights and then horned directly to the 

target and returned to,_ the 10ft .. 

At this point in the training the birds are still 

being rewarded at the target.· Later the. reward will be 

eliminated at the target so that the birds will learn 

to fly in an orbit and cris~cross pattern over the 

target before returning to their horne base. The target 

is currently located close to the horne base so that when 

a pigeon flies directly from the release point to the 

horne 10ft without appearing it the target he is not 

reinforced which causes him to retur~ to th~ target 

again and then to the horne 10ft where he is finally 

re~arded. This is done to insure that the flight to 

the target and orbiting behavior is firmly established .. 

In general, the TCT was pleased with the flight 

performance of the Avian assets during this demonstration. 

It was gratifying to see the birds flying to the target 

from a considerable distance with very little error. 

Prior to the meeting and telephone discussions with 
lit was thought that the team would be able 

~t;--';o'------'o"'b..-cs"e~r~v~e~I.--Jlights of only about a few hundred yards. 

However, by the time the TCT arrived in California 

the birds weri flying from approximately three quarters 

of a mile an~_ lindicated that he felt it 

. would not be difficult to take the birds out to a 

mile or two. This discussion arose after several 

flights and it was decided not to try the greater 

distance because the birds appeared to be partly 

satiated and their performance might prove to be 

erratic from the greater distances which in turn 

mig'ht weaken their response patterns for the next 

day or two. 

, On completion of the demonstrations atl 
team traveled tol Iranch ln 

r------------.l-~~~ The purpose of this visit was to show 

~-=-:-~~:-r---------r=~~----,-__ ------.l---=-"-"--"'------=.J~da ted pig e on fa c iIi tie s 
at the has obtained 
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SUBJECT: 'TACANA TCT Meeting of 20-21 February 1976 

approximately 90 pigeons and has installed several new 
lofts at the ranch. It was learned at the ranch that 
when older birds are obtained, (birds raised by someone 
else for five months or longer) they do not perform 
well from the outset of the initial stages of opera-. 
tionally oriented training. For example, when one 
flock of twenty older birds which had been located at 
the ranch for approximately three weeks was released

- 

for exercise purposes, only six birds returned to the 
loft after the exercise period. Later, when the six 
birds were flown again only three birds returned to the 
loft at the ranch. ThesT:hirds:seem]to 

be steadfastly 
fixed on the ranch now. feels that this 
behavior on the part of the older birds reinforces his 
theory that successful operationally oriented training 
can only be accomplished with younger birds._ He has - 

another flock of older birds which he is allowing to 
become acclimated to his ranch for a longer period of 
time before releasing them. 

The findings activities. 
to date can be summarized as follows: . 

.' 

‘ (1) It is important to begin training 
operational forms of behavior with young birds. 
That is to say, with birds that have either been 
.raised from the egg or have not been exercised by 
someone else- - 

A r

' 

i <21 vsingwihniques, it is 
one location quite possible to move the irds from 

' to another. For example, the original kit of 
birds used at Point Loma have now been moved 
Six times to new locations. Each time they are 
moved, it takes a fewer number of days for them 
to become acclimated to their new home position. 
It appears that they are homing to the loft rather 
than to the site. 

(3) The fifty mile range for homing does not 
- appear to be a problem. The.birds have already 
homed from 44 to 46 miles while carrying 37 gram 
payloads. l 

.- -3.- 

r 1 

, 1 i 
'
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approximately 90 pigeons and has installed several new 

lofts at the ranch. It was learned at the ranch that 

when olde~ birds are obtained, (birds raised by someone 

else for five months or longer) they do not perform 

well from the outset of the initial stages of opera- . 

. tionallyoriented training. For example, when one 

flock of twenty older birds which had been located at 

the ranch for approximately three weeks was released 

for exercise purposes, only six birds returned to the 

10ft after the exercise period. Later, when the six 

birds were flown again only three birds returned to the 

10ft at the ranch. Thesr birds seem to be steadfastly 

fixed on the ranch now. _ ifeels that this 

behavior on the part of the older birds reinforces his 

theory that successful operationally oriented training 

can only be accomplished with younger birds. He has 

another flo~k of older birds which he is allowing to 

become acclimated to his ranch for a longer period of 

time before releasing them. 

The findings ofl Iresearch activities 

to date can be summarized as follows: 

(1) It is important to begin training 
operational forms of behavior with young birds. 

That is to say, 'with birds that have either been 

,raised from the egg or have not been exercised by 

someone else. 

(2) usinJ Jtechniques, it is 
quite possible to move theirds from one location 

to another. For example, the original kit of 
birds used at Point Loma have now been moved 
six times to new locations. Each time they are 

moved, it takes a fewer number of days for them 
to become acclimated to their new home position. 
It appears that they are homing to the 10ft rather 

than to the site. 

(3) The fifty mile range for homing does not 

appear to be a problem. The birds have already 

homed from 44 to 46 miles while carrying 31 gram 

payloads. 

-3-
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1 

~ (4) On a preliminary look; it appears as 
though the A, B, c dogleg is well on the way' 
to being established in the training process. 
The target is currently situated very close to ‘ 

the home loft, but within approximately two 
weeks a new and larger target (20 foot in diameter 
radome cover) will be obtained and relocated in 
increments of l5 to 25 to 30 miles from the home 
loft location. At that time the ultimate mission_ 
oriented training will be in the final stages..p- 

_Discussion of Project1Scheduleg _ 

A 

'

p 
~ Qn saturday, Z1 1976. the TCT and 

and Mr. Reiser met with ‘to discuss 
future activities of the.project. » 

' urpose of 
this meeting was to be certain.thatfhBDIlm%IyfFunderSt00d 
the_milestones.included under the Avian.pro]ec schedule ~ 

and to determine if there might be ways in which that‘ 
schedule could be ineededunsjightly; 'As a result of 
these discussions, agreed not to move the- , 

birds in California anymorel alt was felt that the number 
of moves that he has already made with the various kits 
has clearly demonstrated the feasibility of numerous moves 
to new locations and that it was now more important to, 
establish the mission behavior in the birds so that the 
project could progress more rapidly to the operational’ 
testing sta e. It was reconfirmed that the intent oft

e 

the m°Ve t°if]Oklahoma wasEiocomnleteTfD intefim ' 

test of the opera ional scenario.. agreed . 

that it should be possible to adhere to the existing 
project schedule and was relunctant to romise an" A 

earlier completion date. The schedule is 

currently adhering to is as follows: March 1 through 
April 3 the training required to cause the birds to fly 
to a target two or three miles away from the release , 

point, orbit, and then home to a home loft located at 
least 25 miles away from the target will be completed. 
On S A ril through 21 May the project will relocate to 
[::::::%::]Ok1ahoma and an interim test of the entire 
operational scenario will be performed. The final 
test of the operational capability of the Avian assets 
will occur between 24 May and 25 June.- 

'

-

\ 
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SUBJECT: TACANA TCT Meeting of 20-21 February 1976 

(4) On a preliminary look, it appears as 
though the A, B, c dogleg iS,well on the way 

to being established in the training process. 
The target is currently situated very close to 

the home 10ft, but within approximately two 
weeks a new and larger target (20 foot in diameter 

radome cover) will be obtained and r~located in 

increments of 15 to 25 to 30 miles from the home 

10ft location. At that time the ultimate mission 

orierited training ~ill be in the final stages. 

Discussion of Project Schedule 

. .On Saturday, 21 Ferru::! TV 1976 .. the TCT and I I 
and Mr. Re~s~r.met with_ .. Ito discuss 

fu~ure aC~lvl tlesof the pro~ ect. The DTlrn:rv purpose' of 

thlS meetlng was to be certaln that _ . I,understood ' 

. the milestones included under the, Avian proJect 'schedule ' 

and to determine if there might be ways in which that' 

schedule could be rneeded liD stightlY. As a result of 

these discussions,_ . agreed not to move the 

birds in California anymore. It was felt that the number 

of moves that he has alr'eady made with the various kits 

has clearly demonstrated the feasibility af numerous moves 

to new locations and that it was now more important to 

establish the mission behavior in the birds so that the 

project could progress more rapidly to the operational 

testing stare. It WaS reconfirmed that the intent.of .. 

the move to _ I Oklahoma . was
l 
to cornn] ete an lnterlm . 

test of the operatlQnal scenariO., ~greed, 

that it should be possible to adhere to the existing 

project schedule and was relunctant to promise an . 

earlier completion date. The scheduld ls 

currently adhering to is as follows: March 1 through 

April 3 the training required to cause the birds to fly 

to a target two or three miles away from the release 

point, orbit, and then home to a home 10ft located at 

least 25 miles away from the target will be completed. 

On 5 April through 21 May' the project will relocate to 

I IOklahoma and an interim test of the entire 

operational scenario will be performed. The final 

test of the operational capability of the Avian assets 

will occur between 24 May and 25.June. 
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SUBJECT: TACANA TCT Meeting of Z0-21 February 1976 

E::::::::::]agreed to remain in California until 
23 and 24 February to searcwfnrsiie-ljcations for 

new radome type target.‘ requested Eihfijto contact the TCT as soon as the A, B, C 
behavior was clearly established.- At that time, we 
would anticipate returning to California to observe 
that performance and complete preliminary California 
testing of the Avian-capability. 

'

_ 

Camera Development Progress through l9 February 1976 

. One dummy config ation of the latest camera and 
timer was presented totf::::::::::]during the TCT meeting 
for testing with the bird harness. Camera number 1 was 
modified for image motion compensation by the contractor 
was returned and tested against moving targets (resolution ~- 

chart on a car) at distances of 50 and 100 feet and volocities 
from 0 to 50 miles per hour. The results of this test 
showed proper motion compensation. A number of negative 
aspects of the test were as follows: . 

'.
f 

l 

~ (a) A small hair line crack in the camera 
case caused occasional fogging (approximately 

_ 
10% of the pictures). A 

- 

u 

(b) In one or two percent of the pictures, 
the shutter stuck open causing over-exposure. . 

(c)‘ The center of the field of view was, 
- slightly defocused, whereas the edges which are 

clamped showed good focus. '. b _ 

Th 
N 

h b 
C 

t ba k to[:::::::i:::::]to enable e camera as een sen c 
him to correct these problems. There still appear to 
be problems in developing 3414 film as per Kodak 
instructions, especially with regard to pulling the 
developer to compensate for varied lighting conditions. 
Since the supply of film in 16mm format is exhausted, 
and using the film slicer is a risk when accomplished by" 
people unfamiliar with the equipment, a meeting was 
held withflffivvmf NPIC to discuss the 
possibility o o tainlng PIC assistance in dealing 

-5- 
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SUBJECT: TACANA TCT Meeting of 20-21 February 1976 

I I agreed to remain in California until 
23 and 24 February to s,earc~ £or site, locations, for 
the new radome type target. I ~equested 

Ito contact the TCT as soon as the A, B, C 
L--.--b-e-'--h-a-v~i-o-r-w-a~s clearly established. At that time, we 
would anticipate returning to California to observe 
that performance and complete preliminary California 
testing of the Avian capability. 

Camera Development Progress through 19 February 1976 

One dummy configpration of the' latest camera and 
timer was presented tol Iduring the TCT meeting 
for testing with the bird harness. Camera number 1 was 
modified for image motion compensation by the contiactor 
was returned and tested against moving targets (resolution 
chart on a car) at distances of 50 and 100 feet and volocities 
from a to 50 miles per hour. The results of this test 
showed proper motion compensation. A number of negative 
aspects of the test were as follows: 

(a) A small hair line crack in the camera 
cas~ caused occasional fogging (approximately 
10% of the pictures). 

(b) In one or two percent of the pictures, 
the shutter stuck open cartsing over-exposure. 

(c)' The center of the field of view was 
slightly defocused, whereas the edges which are 
clamped showed good focus. 

The camer~ has been sent back tol Ito enable 
him to correct these problems. There stlll appear to 
be problems in developing 3414 film as per Kodak 
instructions, especially with regard to p~lling the 
developer to compensate for varied lighting conditions. 
Since the supply of film in l6mm format is exhausted, 
and using the film slicer is a risk when accomplished by 
people unfamiliar with the equipment, a meeting was 
h~ld withl bf NPIC to discuss the 
possibility of obtalnlng ~PIC assistance in dealing 
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SUBJECT TACANA TCT Meeting of 20-21 February 1976 

with the above problems and also to obtain their 
assistance in developing enlargements of selected 
negatives As a result of the meeting with NPIC 
the following assistance and recommendations were 
offered 

(a) NPIC w11l develop all film and make 
proper adjustments for varied lighting conditions. 

(b)[::::::::::]adv1sed that tests be conducted - 

with 5069 film which permits good resolution under 
1 l h 1 l h 1 till sin the fast ’ 

ower 1g t eve s w 1 e s u g 
shutter speed to m1n1m1ze motion blurring 

(c) NPIC W111 task Kodak to provide 16mm 
format f1lm so that unnecessary handling and 

h b 1 t d s11c1ng 1n- ouse can e e 1m1na e K:::;i:::::j 
estimated that he would have some 16mm 11m 
delivered 1n approximately a week 

_ (d) NPIC will provide good quality enlargements 
of selected negatives. 

' 

1 

1" 

(e)_ NPIC will provide technical assistance 
in determining resolution capability and does 
not necessarily require a resolution target in 
the field of view during flight testing. 

At this time, the camera development problems 
appear to be under control. A refitted camera is’ 
scheduled for delivery during the week of February 23 
and tests with it will be conducted during the first 
week in March. NPIC intends to develop this film and 

'd d ' A h dl' th f'lm in the field provi e a vice on an ing e 1
_ 

durin subse uent tests of the camera. The new F 2.5 
1ens[gMfigTT]is on schedule for delivery in

’ 

early arc . 1s expected_that a simulated field test 
will be conducted in mid-March at the\

\ 

Some film will be developed there 
so t at any urther camera problems can be dealt with 
directly by[:::::::::::::] It is estimated that a second 
flight test to be conducted in early April will provide 
a comprehensive test of the new F 2.5 system. 

1» 
//' Sec'y TACANA T 

_ 6 _ 
-‘ 

'

- 

, . _ _ 
.

| 
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SUBJECT: TACANA TCT Meeting of 20-21 February 1976 

with the,above problems and also to obtain their 

assistance in developing enlargements of selected 

negatives. As a result of the meeting with NPIC 

'the following assistance and recommendations were 

offered: 

(a) NPIC will develop all film and make 
proper ~djustments for varied lighting conditions. 

(b) ) )advised that tests be conducted 

with 5069 film which permits good resolution under 

lower light levels while still using the fast 
shutter speed to minimize motion blurring. 

(c) NPIC will task Kodak to provide l6mm 
format film so that unnecessary handling and 
slicing in-house can be eliminated.[ 
estimated that he would have some 1~6-mm--~f~1~1~m----~ 

delivered in approximately a week. 

(d) NPIC will provide good quality enlargements, 

of selected negatives. 

(e) NPIC will provide technical assistance 
in determining resolution capability and does 
not necessarily require a resolution target in 

, the field of view during flight testing. 

At this time, the camera development problems 

appear to be under control. A refitted camera is 

scheduled for delivery during the week of February 23 

and tests with it will be conducted during the first 

week in March. NPICintends to develop this film and 

provide advice on handling the film in the field 
during subsequent tests of the camera. The new F 2.5 

lens I lis on schedule for delivery in -

early March. I~ 1S expected that a simulated field test 

will ,be conducted in mid-March at the) ) 
I Some film will be developed there 

~,s=-o=--Ltrh-:::a-:':tC---::a=nO-:Cy~fTCu~rther camera problems can be dealt with 

directly by[ [ It is estimated that a second 

flight test to be conducted in early April will provide 

a comprehensive test of the new F 2.5 system. 

~ 
-6-
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ORD 0648-76 

15 March 1976 - 

MEMORANDUM FORi NIO/SA
_ 

SUBJECT : TACANA TCT Meeting, 1 March 1976 
ATTENDEES :- Mr. Barry Kellv. NIO/SA 

L \Assistant N10/SA 
TCT Chairman 

TCT Vice Chairman- 

% 
TCT Secretary 

V 
D/ORDe

V 

Dr. C. Adkins; OT/ORD 
V

' 

1 
OT/ORB T 

Purpose of Meeting: / 

The purpose of the meeting was to provide the N10 
- with a quick verbal update of TACANA project progress. 

The information presented is identical to that appearing 
in the TCT report of 5 March 1976. ‘ 

_ “N
I 

_ 

The second purpose of the meeting was to discuss " 

security aspects of the Avian Program and establish some 
firm security guidelines for future project activities. 
The following security guidelines were established for 
the project: '

. 

1. Labels will be developed and attached 
_ 

to the camera requesting their return to[::::j - 

\ _ \in the event of inadvertant 
loss. - 

. 

»
‘ 

2. The training and demonstration 
procedures used in the TACANA program will 

. stringently avoid any photographic targets 
that could even remotely be considered an 
invasion of individual privacy.

p 

‘

\ 

3. All practice targets will be U;S. 
Government installations or contractor mockups.

2 

E2 IMPD_ET ct m 
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ORD 0648-76 

15 March 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR: NIO/SA 

SUBJECT TACANA TCT Meeting, 1 March 1976 

ATTENDEES : Mr. Barry Kelly NIO/SA 
I Assistant NIO/SA 

~------------~-=~ l TCT Cha i rman 
~--------------~'I TCT Vice Chairman 

I, TCT Secretary 
"-----______ -----'""'DD / ORD . 

Dr. C. Adkins, OT/ORD 
I ~ OT/ORD 

Purpose of Meeting: 

The purpose of the meeting wa~ to provide the NIO 
with a quick verbal update of TACANA project progress. 
The information presented is identical to that appearing 

: .. -. .-:--- in the TCT report of 5 March 1976. 

The second purpose of the meeting was to discuss 
security aspects of the Avian Program and establish some 
firm security guidelines for future project activities. 
The following security guidelines were established for 
the project: 

1. Labels will be developed and attached 
to the camera reaue~ting their return tol I . 

I in the event of inadvertant 
~~----------------~ 

loss. 

2. The training and demonstration 
procedures used in the TACANA program will 
stringently avoid any photographic targets 
that could even remotely be considered an 
invasion of individual privacy. 

3. All practice targets will be U.S. 
Government installations or contractor mockups. 

3,3(h)(2) 

6,2(d) 
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SUBJECT: TACANA TCT Meeting of 20-21 February 1976 

4. These targets will only be used after 
obtaining the express permission of the host 
Agency. , 

- -

A 

t 5. At no time will the camera be left in 
the hands of the contractor. Agency employees 
will control and operate the camera system 
during each phase of testing. This also ' 

applies to the film used in the camera. “ 

6. A log of film useage will be maintained. 

7. Only target related pictures will be 
retained in Agency files. " 

8. Non-target related pictures (if any are " 

obtained) will be examined for technical purposes 
and then be destroyed.~ 

A 

- 

_

‘ 

These procedures have been established in coordination 
with Mr. Barry Kelly to ensure that TACANA training efforts 
in the United States can in no way be construed to be a

_ 

form of "domestic spying". A 

Just prior to the conclusion of the meeting Dr. Adkins 
presented a description of camera development progress to 
date and displayed a number of excellent pictures that 
had been obtained in a recent flight (bird and camera)i 
of the camera systems. 

Sec'y TACANA TCT

J 
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SUBJECT: TACANA TCT Meeting of 20-21 February 1976 

4. These targets will only be used after 
'obtaining the express permission of the host 
Agency. 

S. At no time will the camera be left in 
the hands of the contractor. Agency employees 
will control and operate the camera system 
during each phase of testing. This also 
applies to th~ film used in the camera. 

6. A log of film useage will be maintained. 

7. Only target related pictures will be 
retained in Agency files. . 

8. Non-target related pictures (if any are 
obtained) will be examined for technical purposes 
and then be destroyed. 

These procedures have been established in coordination 
with Mr. Barry Kelly to ensure that TACANA training efforts 
in the United States can in no way be construed to be a 
form of "domestic spying". 

Just prior to the conclusion of the meeting Dr. Adkins 
presented a description of camera development progress-to 
date and displayed a number of excellent pictures that 
had been obtained in a recent flight (bird and camera)-
of the camera systems. 

Sec'y TACANA TCT 
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MEMORANDUM FOR:i ,Mr..Barry D, Ke11y,7MIO/SA 

susaécriy M ash TACANA Tc? Pregram 
M 

M *

» 

REFERENCE: e~_ ’ Memerand,fr0msMr5iBergy heiiy. NIOfi§A, tgsChairman, 
. 

‘T s TACANA.T§Ta§dB£8d ]2%I1/75; §ubJe¢t:* Guidance frem‘ 
h the PCP/TCT Evaluation Group (TS:Z@@$1Ze75) M

M 

1. The purpose of this memurandum is to caij ieur attention to the 
faet that the TAGANA TCT project is enterinq”a new phase which invoives 
tcertain risks you should be cognizant of officiaT1y. 

j_ ;2. To review. the purpose of the project is to test the capabiiity 
efigpigeons tp perform phetegraphie inteiligence euiiection missions 
*e9§fimst denied f§re1gn taréets; The birds wili carry-a small camera 
'§§ieh is aufibmatieaily actueted while they pass ever the target area. 
iifie training prggram wi]1_take place in the United States against targets‘ 
whheh wi11,§$mu18$e the performanee in a sqyeuuu Gpuntry. [he training‘ 
andgtest sites whieh have been selected are in fialiferhia, Gklahoma, and 
the fiashingtoh, D. C.,=area;_ The latter iocatien has been_se1ected for 
a fina1 test mission prior fie the conduct of a fereign~inte11igence mis- 
sion; In this final test the birds wili be trained ea f1v"frem a release 
point approrimateiy three miies from-the\ 

L

1 

to the simulated target at fend th§n€f1y;t@£$heir "heme"'"v 
appfoximate1y;50Imi1e$ away en asp ngion,3Bg-C;v*Thg¥$hpme" Jeeatien M 

wi11 be one of thé:Ageney7Bui1dings 1nflthe§ahea£'@EMF%Q§wfhe;¢Qursefofi._ 
testing and'training; it is possible that gémeybirdséwiijmbeiioét a1ong~ 
with their cameras. ~§hou1d a camera be reeavéregflpy;engupauthoh1zed 
eitigen age the film-developed, there is§theypGtejtig]?¥agpufifauerab1e;>

~ 

\pub11@ity»tQ ensue. 'Tha$§pub3ieity cuuidlgenE§1¥§5IY3€¢k€“§fi@"1*"e;th8t ‘ 

theflfieueppment is re1easfing birds to.phetegr§ph;uhwiiiiflgfpriyate citizens 
.as'annther,formnef i11ega1 domestic spyihg; In an effort ta preclude 0r‘ < 

.farestai1?such‘Erropeeusbéemeiusiehs;-we are instructing fihegsbntraetort 
[:;TTg:iAi"R@*l £9 ieheg the fiamera and camera harnesses. 

‘The labehs 
~w,:; Q mg; e:n1@%ING€@%sEARCH andiw1J1hcarry{4?4*f‘;fi*&a]te1eph0ne.

‘ 

number.» If uestiops.ar1se regard ng t e purpose o ,e_e ggrae M 

1~u‘§1§1‘1i*1!@@h'iW* he W-=se~=h@e cemmizs 1

M 

f1ightureutes"o$'the-birfie in eonneetion with research he is doihg in +h. 

3» 

. \
. 
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3.3(h)(2) 

6.2(d) 

MEMORANDUM FORa .. Mr. Barry 11. Kel1y,NIO/SA 

SUBJECT: 

REFERENCE: 

.' TACANA tCTProgratn 

Memor~ndUlTl frsm Mr .J~alrr¥ ~ell.Y. NIOt'$A,~ tq~,.Ct1airman, 
TACANATCT. da~ed 12t.<H/75;Su"bjec~t: +'Gu'idance fram 
the PCPI'TCT <'Evaluation Group (TS-:2:0'6'67·a-1§) 

1. The purpose of this memorand.um is to eall your a\ttention to the 
fact that tbe TACANA TeT project is enterin~ranew ,phase which involves 
c'ertain risk$ you should be cognizant of officially • 

.. 

. :2. To review, the purpose of the project is to test the capabi.1ity 
of pigeons tp j!)erform photagrapb1e intelligence eollection missions 

:.'a,'st denl~d <:f~re.1gn t~rgets~ The birds will carry a 'small came.ra 
. " . ''''t· :~b is aw:1=bma:t",eally ac1n(.ted 'while th'ey'pass Oyer the target area. 

T"~· training,prp,gram will. u{keplace in the. UnitE!d States against targets 
wh'1rcb wi 1 1 ,.,s';iml!J·l a!~e the j!)erfa,rmanee fna 'fb~re;f:'gn' eo.un1?ry • The: tra 1 n 1'ng 
and,~est s:11ies whish, have b.een selected ar~ i,nea 1'1 fti>rn·; a ,Ukl af:toma, and 
theWashingtan;. D. C •• area. The latter locati~n ha.s. been selected for 
a final test rnls·sion prior to the conduct of a forei~A' ,intelligence mis-
Sloth In this final test the birds 'will r 1ned.'ti'0 fl from a release 

.. paint appro~1mately. t·hree m,;:-:-i--=-l e=, s=-o --=-fr--=o:..:."m=-t~h-=-z~~_~~~~~~~~~~.------J 
to~he simula'ted q,r9~t at 'an" th~n':~, :y; to'!.;." e r orne 
approximately',,SO miles away_ n 'as. n9 00,::6 •. ~~ 'Tb,l""lJlhOO,te" Jocat'lon 
wi·l1, be one 'of" the: Agency '~ui1 d1n~s1r,t,'bhe 'a,rea ;,iID(jrlttJ~>-:~tb'e:¢qyrse of .. 
test; 09 and Uta in i ng,~ ,1 t ,i sposs f:fill e,·. that ~ollle,cb1rdsj'w1~11·"be£'la·s t a lang 
wl~h the1 r camera.s. . '$,houJ~d' a tame,ra be, r~~a:vir~'t'.!,>y.a;fili~~.pau~~J'lep,:1 zetl 
cj'~1;ilen a{l~~ the"fHtrI ~e'lelapedtthere is' Ji:h'e,p·G;tej:t:1i~1,o,Ij;·unfav0rable " . 
,j!)tlbll'elty to ensue. Tb<1sj!),ublic'Uy caulct ~'Q.O'G",~iVb;bly:~taJ~~·\ttile Hne, that 
theGay,e~ruI1EmtiS relea'$;1itf9 birds to .phGtegraph,clhw:fl'lci'bg,:.;pr'ivate citizeJ)s 
as af.lotbe~.fonn.;o!f inegardome:sticspy1'hg~ In an effort't&preclude or. 
fG,restan~:$uclif err$oeaus, C(ijIil~l,tlsi.GhS ,we areinstructin,g :tibe,c'()f:l~ractor. 

I ,I t9, .'~a:~~l the. eallleraandcame.ra ha.rnesse·s. lShe label~ 
. w1,;U .be,~rkeQ .. ~~~~N,&':'~~E!'RC~, aind Y1i.11 carryi. I~~lephof:le 

nll1nmer; •. If gtlesi'iol!l·s;.a'l'!!~S~ r~,gardia~ the. purpose af"tn,~.'~a . q. .,' 
I. ' . ~~$1~0m~·wl:nc~\~e:~hat be uses' the camera:s\to", ,FIliIDeht;t~e , 
f11gmit :r(jutes~ of the bi!~'S' in Gonneetion w1:th researcb,:he i's 'Ho'1ngin ,.<:. 

C1 by "---I __ I E2 H1PDET 
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SUBJECT: TACANA TCT Program 0 

preparation for the publication of a book. In fact; he does indeed 
intend to publish a book that will deal with the knowledge gained from 
his lifetime experiences in the training of birds. ,' 

3.l If you feel that it would be advisable to take other precautions 
or to obtain other offieial authorization to continue with this work, 
please advise us at the earliest possible date. . 

*’ 
I » 

Distribution: 
Orig. 

_“|._|_|_.|._| 
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LSR/ORD File 
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preparation for .the publication of a book. Infact~ he does indeed 
intend to publish a book that will deal with the knowledge gained from 
his lifetime experiences in the t~a1nfngof birds. 

-, , 

3. If you feel that it would be advisable to take other precautions 
or to obtain other off101a1 authorization to., continue with this work, 
please advise us at ~he earliest possible date • 

.. '--------~-
Donald L Haas 

Director of ~esearch and Developrn~nt . 
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16 August 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR: NIO/SA . 3 A 

SUBJECT:" TACANA TCT Report, 4 June 1976 \§ 
\ L _ 

;_,/ 
TCT MEMBERS: TCT Chairman 

CT Vice Chairman 
TCTrSecretary 

l. The primary purpose of the Avian contract is to 
train pigeons to carry an approximately thirty-seven_ 
gram camera from a release point {point A) to an 
offset target point (point B) three miles distant from 
the release point, obtain pictures of the target at 
(point B), and return to their home loft-(point C) located 
approximately fifty miles from point B., In addition, an 

' operational scenario requires that the birds be trans- 
ported black approximately 3,500 miles to a new homesite, 
including homing to it from varying distances, and per- 
forming the A-B—C maneuver against a new target which 
they have only seen simulated versions of prior to leaving 
the United States. Progress toward these training goals 
has led to the modification of the Avian contract work 
plan in an effort to improve the likelihood of success

y 

for the upcoming operational test and future operational-_ 
‘ 

clandestine employment of the Avian System. 
_

'

\ 

2. A schedule of Avian project activities was esta- 
-blished early in the contract to ensure orderly progress_ 
toward the goals specified in the preceeding paragraph. 
The schedule was considered to be tentative because a 
number of factors, such as, bird training times, fabrication 
of appropriate simulated targets, logistics of moving the - 

birds to several new homesites, and time periods involved 
in acclimating the birds to their new homes, might delay 
the scheduling of the simulated operational test. This 
has indeed been the case.‘ 

151 "E_2 1MPne'r or BY; 4 
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16 August 1976 

Report, 4 June 1976 "';, G
~· 

~-------------=--- ~ 
TCT Chairman 

rCT Vice Chairman 
TCTSecretary 

1. The primary purpose of th~ Avian contract is to 
train pigeons to carry an approximately thirty-seven 
gram camera from a release point (point A) to an 
offset target point (point B) three miles distant from 
the release point, obtain pictures of the target at 
(point B), and return to their horne loft (point C) located 
approximately fifty miles from point B .. In addition, an 
operational scenario requires that the birds be trans
ported black approximately 3,500 miles to a new homesite, 
including homing to it from varying dis~ances, and per
forming the A-B~C maneuver ~gainst a new target which 
they have only seen simulated versions of prior to leaving 
the United States. Progress toward these training goals 
has led to the modification of the Avian contract work 
plan in an effort to improve the likelihood of success , 
for the upcoming operational test and future operational· 
clandestine employment of the Avian System. . 

2. A schedule of Avian project activities was esta-
blished early in the contract to ensure orderly progress 
toward the goals specified in the preceeding paragraph .. 
The schedule was considered to be tentative because a 
number of factors, such as, bird training times, fabrication 
of appropriate simulated targets, logistics of moving the 
birds to several new homesites, and time periods involved 
in acclimating the birds to their new homes, might delay 
the scheduling of the simulated operational test. This 
has indeed been the case. 
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. .3. The first order of business in the schedule was 
to train the birds to.home fifty miles in California,~ 
move them to-a new site in California and perform a com? 
plete test of the A—B—C scenario. This work appeared 
to progress in an excellent manner. The contract was 
initiated on l January 1976 and by the fifth week of 

ct the flock (Lit) of birds used in the ihfignnilggdemonstration (the latter part of 1973) had V 

been success ully relocated from San 'e 0 California , 

(approximately fifteen miles north of They 
learnefl to home 
thirty-seven to 

from forty four miles w i e weari 
forty gram simulated cameras. ‘These 

birds were subsequentlyirelocated four different times 
and theyyappeared to be flflearning to le “ " At this 
same time, additional birds obtained byTln;+I1were 
homing to the farm, with weights, from approximate y 
three miles. 

4. The next step in the schedule called for train- 
ing the A—B—C maneuver to an A to B distance of two to 
three miles and a B to C distance of twenty-five miles. 
Although this work progressed smoothly, it became apparent 
that the use of an area approximately 20 miles-to the 

t ai in 'te im osed mber 
nortHUUUUUUUUUUQUUUUlas a r n g si p a nu 

' 
. 

1' ' ' th b'l't f 
of serious cons rain s imiting e capa 1 i y to per orm 
a preliminary_test of the operational capability of the 
Avian €ystem X Y"¥~‘!/fly!/J FTEi€'f6§BT4—X 
graphical configuration resulted in a predominantly north 
to south orientation in bird flight paths. Second, the 
birds tended to use the freeways to ease their passage 
between intermediate mountain ranges and a number of excel- 
lent birds were lost to the program as they flew low along 
the freeways and were struck by automobiles. Finally, it 

was extremely d 
Landowners to s 
meter radome at 
search for the 

S. Despit 
the A—B—C scena 
date of 3 April 
perform the int 
at a farm owned 

ifficult to obtain permission from area 
et—up the inflatable, twenty foot in dia- 
varying locations to train the birds to 
target. . 

' ‘

‘ 

e these drawbacks, it was decided to complete 
rio training in California on the scheduled 
l976, and move the project to Oklahoma and 

' f th A ' S t ‘n Oklahoma erim test o e vian s ems l 

by an acquaintance of The 

/bird lofts~were moved to the top of theE::::::::::::::j 
nd A—B—C training was 

initiated. "The 
early stages as 

parking lotl!1¥%::::1was used in the 
the base for setting up tie target. As 

_ 2 _ 

.,,. p_.. aw! 
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. 3. The first order of business in the schedule was 

to train the birds to home fifty miles in California,

move them to- a new site in California and perform a com

plete test of the A-B-C scenario. This work appeared 

to progress in, an excellent manner. The contract ,.,ras 

initiated on 1 January 1976 and by the fifth week of 

I
the contract the flock (kit) 6f birds used in the 

, ldemonstration (t~e latter part of 1973) had 
't::b--=e--=eC::nC--Cs=uC:-c=c=e~s~sc...Jtully relocated from San . e 0 California 

(appro:x;imately fifteen miles north of They 

learne& to home from forty-four miles w I e wearl 

thirty-~even to forty gram simulated cameras. These 

birds w~re subsequently ~elocated four different times 

and theA,'appeared to be \'~a.earning to leitn'" At this 

same time, additional birds obtained by_ Iwere 

homing to the farm, with weights, from approxImately 

three miles. 

4. The next step in the schedUle called for train

ing the A-B-C maneuver to an A to B distance of two to 

three miles and a B to C distance of twenty-five miles. 

Although this work progressed smoothly, it became apparent 

that the use of an area approximately 20 miles- to the 

nort~ tas a training site imposed a number 

of serious constraIn s limiting the capability to perform 

a preliminary test of the operational capability of the 

Avian System. l \ 

r I This topo-

graphical configuration resulted in a predominantly north 

to south orientation in bird flight paths. Second, the 

birds tended to use the freeway~ to ease their passage 

between intermediate mountain ranges and a number of excel

lent birds were lost to the program as they flew low along 

the freeways and were struck by automobiles. Finally, it 

was extremely difficult to obtain permission from area 

Lando\mers to set-up the inflatable, twenty foot in dia

meter radome at varying locations to train the birds to 

,search for the target. -

S. Despite these drawbacks, it was decided to complete 

the A-B-C scenario training in California on the scheduled 

date of 3 April 1976, and move the project to Oklahoma and 

perform the interim test of the Avian Systems in Oklahoma 

at a farm owned by an acquaintance ofl I The 

. d 'were moved to the to of thel I 

nd A-B-C trainIng was 

inItIate The par 
early stages as the 

Has used in the 
~s~e~t~tL.-I~n~g~u=p~t~le target. As 
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the birds extended their homing range and their learning 
of the A to B connection was strengthened, the inflatable 
radome was set-up at a location approximately twenty—seven 
and one—half miles from the home loft." Once again, the 
birds learned their tasks extremely well. So well in fact, 
that project personnel began to suspect that the birds 
were using topographical features of the area rather than 
a true search behavior to find the target. This fact was 
later verified in Oklahoma. Thus, although it was possible 
to test the system in California with the distance from A 
to B at two and three—quarters miles and the distance _ 

from B to C at twenty-seven and one—half miles, and with 
the collection of excellent photography, the birds had 
actually learned an inappropriate method_of finding the 
target. In effect, this meant that although the project 
appeared to be three days ahead of schedule, the desired 
A—B—C behavior had yet to be established in such a way 
that it could be applied in the operational environment.

- 

6. On the basis of the foregoing knowledge and an 
evaluation of time remaining on the project, it was obvious 
that Oklahoma was to become the "real" training site, and 
that another location would be needed to perform an interim 
test of the system in order to trouble—shoot the procedures 
to be utilized in deploying it for the operational test. 

7. The birds were transferred-to a farm in[::::::::] 
Oklahoma, and training of the desired search behavior 
commenced on about l May 1976. It took three weeks for 
the birds to become accustomed to the Oklahoma homesite and 
"home" from distances of ten miles. By this time the A 
to B search behavior was also becoming well established. 

8. 'Two factors interfered with rapid progress at the 
Oklahoma training site. The[:::::::]training crew was 
due to be on site by 5 A ril 1976 and did not arrive until 
ll April 1976 becausqUUU@UQUUUUUUUwas forced to delay his 
California departure 1n e erence to a serious illness 
Suffered by'hi5 wife_ I::::::::::;:personally lost an addi- 
tional four days to negotiating t e disposition of a 

number of his other birds; crows, ravens, and eagles with 
the California Fish and Game Commission.JUUUUUUUUFUCarried 
on at the Oklahoma training site for Even so, 
approximately seven and one—half days were lost to rain, 

. . 

- 3 - 
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the birds extended their homing range and their learning 

of the A to B connection was strengthened, the inflatable 

radome was set-up at a location approximately twent~-seven 

and one-half miles from the home 10ft. Once again, the 

birds learned their tasks extremely well. So well in fact, 

that project.~erso~nel began to suspect that the birds 

were using topographical features of the area rather than 

a true search behavior to find the target. This fact was 

later verified in Oklahoma. Thus, although it was possible 

to test the system in California with the distance· from A 

to B at two and three-quarters miles and the distance 

from B to C at twenty-seven and one-half miles, and with 

the collection of excellent photography, the birds had 

actually learned an inappropriate method. of finding the 

target. In effect, this meant that although the project 

appeared to be three days ahead of schedule, the desired 

A-B-C behavior had yet to be established in such a way 

that it could be applied in the operational environment. 

6. On the basis of the foregoing knowledge and an 

evaluation of time remaining on the project, it was obvious 

that Oklahoma was to become the "real" training site, and 

that another location would be needed to perform an interim 

test of the system in order to trouble-shoot the procedures 

to be utilized in deploying it for the operational test. 

7. The birds were transferred ~o a farm in/ 

Oklahoma, and training of the desired search beh~a~v~l~o~r~--~ 

commenced on about 1 May 1976. It took three weeks for 

the birds to become accustomed to the Oklahoma homesite and 

"home" from distances of ten miles. By this time the A 

to B search behavior was also becoming well e~tablished. 

8. Two factors interfer~d with rapid progress at the 

Oklahoma training site. The I I training crew was 

due to be on site by 5 A:ril 1976 and did not arrive until 

11 April 1976 becaus~ Iwas forced to delay his 

California departure ineference to a serious illness 

suffered by his wife. I ~ersonally lost an addi-

tional fotir days to negotiating the disposition of a 

number of his other birds; crows, ravens, and eagles with 

the California Fish and Game Commission. I Icarried 

on at the Oklahoma training site fo~ I Even so, 

approximately seven and one-half days were lost to rain, 
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removed from thdj prltarget. The 
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high winds and tornadoes. By now it was evident to all 
concerned that although the work effort appeared to be 
making satisfactory progress, the project was approxi- 
mately one month behind the originally scheduled completion 
date 

9. As a result of the delays incurred_in Oklahoma, 
some modifications to the program were suggested to the 
TCT by ORD. These modifications included moving the birds 
directly from[:::::::::jOklahoma to the Washington, D.C. 
area, acclimating them and training them to perform the 
A-B-C maneuver in geographical locations significantly 

rationale was that this procedure wouio bably allow 
the contractor to complete his program within the existing 
contractual funding and possibly enable the initiation of 
an operational exercise prior to October of this year. 

0 In order to examine these recommendations with 
potential users, a TCT meeting w s held on 6 May l976. 
User iepresentatives lHC1Ud8dTHiRDT]SE/COPS, 
and personnel from SE OTS an n general, the < 

reaction t th r e d re t W 1' t ' 

o o os o i ct move to ne 3SllDc . 

D C area fromTDDlOklahoma was unfavorable. T%i::::] 
stated his reserva ions in a formal memorandum on 4 

7 May 1976. The memorandum noted that the required exten- 
sion of approximately one month to complete the contractual 
work seemed to eliminate the possibility that an operation 
could be accomplished in the field this year. Therefore, 
it was felt that it would be inappropriate to bring the 
birds to Washington, D.C. until they were ready to perform 
the operational scenario agreed upon early in the program. 
In short, SE held the strong opinion that the birds should 
be held away from the Washington area until they could be 
trained against thd:::::}arget, moved clandestinely to 
Was ‘ ton, acclimatized covertly, and deployed against 
th%mmmmQ%arget with a return to home base. Further, the 
memoran um indicated that it was important for the TCT to 
obtain as complete an understanding as possible of the 
acclimatization process in terms of its impact on covert 
operations under simulated Moscow conditions. _It also 
indicated a strong interest in determining whether the 
birds can demonstrate an ability to retain a target orient- 
ation after being relocated and acclimatized to a new geo- 
graphical location.

' 

_ 4 - 
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high winds and tornadoes. By now it ~as evident to all 

concerned that although the work effort appeared to be 

making satisfactory' progress, the project was approxi

mately one month behind the originally scheduled completion 

date. 

9. As a result of the delays incurred ,in Oklahoma, 

some modifications to the program were suggested to the 

TeT by ORD. These modifications included moving the birds 

directly froml lOkI ahoma to the Washington, D.C. 

area, acclimating them and training them to perform the 

A-B-C maneuver i eo ra hical locations significantly 

removed from th target. The 

rationale was that t IS proce ure bably allow 

the contractor to complete his program within the existing 

contractual funding and po~sibly enable the initiation of 

an operational exercise prior to October of this year. 

10. In order to examine these recommendations with 

potential users, a TCT meetin~ w:s held on 6 May 1976. 

User representatives included [ _ ISE/COPS, 

and personnel from SE, OTS, and RD. In general, the 

reaction to thi Droposed direct move to t~e Washint?n. 

D.C. area from_ /Oklahoma was unfavorable. L ), 

I ' I stated his reservations in a formal memorandum'-------o-l-l------l 

7 May 1976. The memorandum noted that the required exten

sion of approximately one month to complete the contractual 

work seemed to eliminate the possibility that an operation 

cou~d be accomplished in the field this year. Therefore, 

it was felt that it would be inappropriate to bring the 

birds to Washington, D.C. until they were ready to perform 

the operational scenario agreed upon early in the program. 

In short, SE held the strong opinion that the birds should 

be held away frQm the Washington area until they could be 

trained against th~ ~arget, moved clandestinely to 

wa1:':: t~on, acclimatized covertly, and deployed against 
th arget with a return to home base. Further, the 

memoran urn indicated that it 'vas important for the TCT to 

obtain as complete an understanding as possible of the 

acclimatization process in terms of its impact on covert 

operations under simulated Moscow conditions •. It also 

indicated a strong interest in determining ~hether the 

birds can demonstrate an ability to retain a target orient

ation after being relocated and acclimatized to a new geo

graphical location. 
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_ll. In response to the memorandum issued by the 
SE/COPS, the.TCT developed a modified work effort which 
provides a straightforward demonstration of whether or 
not the A—B-C flight behavior (with photography) can be 
accomplished successfully; and an interim test of the 
operational capability including acclimatization target 
training, and target retention capabilities prior to 

' moving the birds to Washington, D.C. for their final test. 
This modified work lan includ s f t' l r f l — 

p , 
e a u iona test o c an 

destine acclimatization procedures inT;H]Oklahoma 
and an inspection of project status with regar _to the A 

A-B-C flight behavior by the N10 and the TCT to be completed 
- by the latter part of June 1976. 

O

_ 

12. The following procedures will be utilized in pre- 
paring for the June test. 

' 

-

' 

a. Present Avian training of A—B—C flight 
behavior, including clandestine release at A 
and search behavior at A for B, will continue 
in[:::::::::]Oklahoma. The training will include 
clandestine release at point A which will be 
located two to three miles from target B, search- 
oriented flight to target B (in a direction that 
is opposite from the return flight to the home 
loft) landing on the target and obtaining pic- 
tures of the target and the target area, and, . 

finally returnin 50 miles to the home loft 
located in[:::::f:::]Oklahoma.

' 

b. On 28 Ma 1976, a collateral effort was 
initiated in[::::%:::::pklahoma to determine if 
the Avian assets can be acclimatized to a new “ 

geographical location on a clandestine basis. , 

On this date a simulated second story clandestine 
loft was fabricatidalenaddiiional birds will 
be moved from the in California to 
the Oklahoma training area via air freight on 
4 June, 1976. These birds will be housed in the 
simulated clandestine loft and their only view of 
the outside world will be provided through the 
housing of an air conditioner. These birds will 
be acclimatized by means of exercise releases and 
will return to the loft through the air conditioner 
until;homing training is started. During homing 
training, the birds will still return to the home 

- 5 _ 
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.11. In response to the memorandum issued by the 

SE/COPS, the. TCT developed a modified work effort which 

provides a straightforward demonstration of whether or 

not the A-B-C flight behavior (with photography) can be 

accomplished successfully, and an interim test of the 

operational capability including acclimatization target 

training, and target retention capabilities prior to 

moving the birds to Washington, D.C. for their final test. 

This modifi~d work plan includes a fuqctional test of clan-

destine.acclim~tization ~rocedures inl [Oklahoma 

and an InspectIon of proJect status wIth tegard .to the . 

A-B-C flight behavior by the NrO and the TCT to be completed 

by the latter part of June 1976. 

12. The following procedures will be utilized in pre

paring for the June test. 

a. Present Avian training of A-B-C flight 

behavior, including clandestine release at A 
and search behavior at A for B, will continue 

inl IOklahoma. The training 'viII include 

clandestine release at point A which will·be 
located two to three miles from target B, sear~h

oriented flight to target B (in a direction that 

is opposite fiom the return flight to the home 

10ft) landing on the target and obtaining pic

tures of the target and the target area, and, 
finally returning 50 miles to the home loft 

located inl IOklahoma. . 

b. On 28 May 1976, a.collateral effort was 

initiated inl pklahoma to determine if 
the Avian assets can be acclimatized to a new . 

geographical location on a clandestine basis. . 
On this date a simulated second story clandestine 

10ft was fabrica~e: Ten additional birds will 
be moved fr6m the _ lin California to 
the Oklahoma trainIng area VIa air freight on 
4 June, 1976. These birds will be housed in the 
simulated clandestine 10ft and their only view of 

the outside world will be provided through the 
housing of an air conditioner. These birds wi~l 

be acclimatized by means of exercise releases and 

will return to the loft through the air conditioner 

uniil:homing training is started. During homing 

training, the birds will still return fo the home 
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‘loft through the air conditioner, however, they 
will be taken to an initial release distance of at 
least one mile for the initiation of homing train- 
ing. One or two additional birds will be taken from ~ 

the home loft after acclimatization and transported 
vto a distance of fifty miles for their first release. 

' 

13. The results of the acclimatization procedures and 
the operational ArB-C behavior (including Avian camera photo- 
graphs of the target area) will be demonstrated during the 
latter part of June 1976. This demonstration will be ' 

arranged to enable the NIO/SA and other designated visitors 
- to observe the test from the various A—B—C positions. .

~ 

14. On the assumption that the June test will be 
successful, a new interim test site will be prepared for '- 

the birds by the end of June 1976 (possibl{::::::::::::j ' 

- California}. F44444444444Tand_the ORD/COTR will travel to 
\ 

\to make a final determination of the suitability 
of th area as an interim test site. If it 
turns%outrtorverad acceptable area the birds will be 
transported to this new test site[i::::::] acclimatized 
to a home loft by clandestine means, trained to "home" 
by clandestine means, and tested on A—B—C behavior against 
a simulated operational target. Upon satisfactory per- 
formance of this task, a short period of reinforced target 
training will be accomplished to strengthen the "flight—to 
target" behavior prior to moving the birds to Washington, D.C. 
The move to Washington will be completed during the first 
week of August and after a suitable period of acclimatization 
by clandestine means, separate A¢B—C flight tests will be 
performed with three kits to determine the effects that 
differing time delays have on the retention of the A—B—C 
behavior. ' 

Camera Development Progress 
- 15. The final camera design has been completed and 
submitted to preliminary testing. This camera, referred 

~ to as "camera number three" has undergone ground tests and 
has been flown six times on birds at the Oklahoma training g 
site. The camera used the MINOX lens, has a weight of 
35 grams which includes timer, film and batteries. The 
total flight weight of the system, including the bird, 
harness is 39.5 grams. A primary feature of this camera 
is the inclusion of a focal plain flattener which permits 

_ 6 .. 
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. loft through the air conditioner, however, they 
will be taken to an initial release distance of at 
least one mile for the initiation of homing train
ing. One or two additional birds will be taken from 
the home 10ft after acclimatization and transported 
to a distance of fifty miles for their first release. 

13. The results of the acclimatization procedures and 
the operational A~B-C behavior (including Avian camera photo
graphs of the target area) will be demonstrated during th~ 
latter part of June 1976. This demonstration will be 
arranged to enable the NrO/SA and other designated visitors 
to observe. the test from the variotis A-B-C positions. 

14. On the assumption that the June test will be 
successful, a new interim test site will be prepared for 
the birds by the end of June 1976 (possibl~ I 
California·. I I and. the ORD/COTR \vill travel to 

~ __ =-~~ ____ Lt~o~~m~a~k~e a final determination of the suitability 
of th area as an interim test site. If it 
turns acceptable area. the birds will be 
transported to this new test sitel I acclimatized 
to a home 10ft by clandestine means, tralned to "home" 
by clandestine means, and tested on A-B-C behavior against 
a simulated operational target. Upon satisfactory per
formance of this. task, a short period of reinforced target 
training will be accomplished to strengthen the "flight-to 
target" behavior prior to moving the birds to Washington, D.C. 
The move to 1vashington will be completed during the first 
week of August and after a suitable pe~iod of acclimatizatinn 
by clandestine means, separate A~B-C flight tests will be 
performed with three kits to determine the effects that 
differing time delays have on the retention of the A-B-C 
behavior. 

Camera Development Progress 

15. The final camera design has been completed and 
submitted to preliminary testing. This camera, referred 
to as "camera number three" has undergone ground tests and 
has been flown six times on birds at the Oklahoma training 
site. The camera used the MINOX lens, has a weight of 
35 grams which includes timer, film and batteries. The 
total flight weight of the systemi including the bird 
harness is 39.5 grams. A primary feature of this camera 
is the inclbsion of a focal plain flattener which permits 
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accurate positioning of the film in the focal plain and a 
reduction in motor torque, and hence probability of jamming. 
Ultra thin base film appears to work well in this design 
and more pictures (200 black and white, 140 color)-per 
roll are possible. The shutter speed on this version of 
the camera has been shortened to l/1400 of a second. 

16. The current camera production schedule calls for 
the completion of five additional cameras by l June 1976. 
Approximately one week will be required to complete per- 
formance reliability tests of these cameras. By approximately 
14 June 1976, these five cameras will be ready for flight 
testing. By the end of June, six cameras of the new design 
and two cameras of the old design will be ready for demon- 
strational_use. 

l7. A meeting was held withki Chief/APSD/NPIC, to discuss various ilms and processing 
techniques. A number of problems involving these matters 
for both color and black and white film were discussed. 
During the meeting it was agreed that a series of tests 
will be conducted with the new camera and several film 
selections in order to determine the best film and proces- - 

sing trade-offs between shutter speed, film speed, and film 
resolution. iThese recommendations will be integrated 
into the camera test in early June and verified during the 
flight test in the latter part of June. Analyses of flight 
tests to date by NPIC supports the original estimate of 
1.5 to two inch resolution when pictures are taken at 
100 feet altitude. - 

18. lens has bee; assembled and tested 
in comparison with the new camera (camera numpef 

ll design. Both lens systems have field flatteners. The lens 
is an F2.5 lens (about a stop faster), has about the same ’ 

resolution in the center and slightly better resolution 
at the edge of the field of view. It's major advantage 
is a faster stop which should allow for faster shutter 
speed or resolution. As time permits, a camera will be 
designed to incorporate this lens and ground tests will 
be conducted to verify performance. 

5? Q 
g 
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accurate positioning of the film in the focal plain and a 
reduction in motor torque, and hence probability of jamming. 
Ultra thin base film appears to work well in this design 
and more pictures (200 black and white, 140 color) per 
roll are possible. The shutter speed on this version of 
the camera has been shortened to 1/1400 of a second. 

If. The current camera production schedule calls for 
the completion of five additional cameras by 1 June 1976. 
Approximately one week will be Tequired to complete per
formance reliability tests of these cameras. By approximately 
14 June 1976, these five cameras will be ready for flight 
testing. By the end of June, six cameras of the new design 
and two c~meras' of the old design will be ready for demon
strational,use. 

17. A meeting was held withl I 
Chief/APSD/NPIC, to discuss yarious fIlms and processIng 
techniques. A number of problems involving these matters 
for both color and black and white film were discussed. 
During the meeting it was agreed that a series of tests 
will be conducted with the new camera and several film 
selections in order to determine the best film and proces
sing trade-offs between shutter speed, film speed, and film 
resolution. These recommendations will be integrated 
into the camera test in early June and verified during the 
flight test in the latter part of June. Analyses of flight 
tests to date by NPIC supports the original estimate of 
1.5 to two inch resolution when pictures are taken at 
100 feet altitude. 

18. Thel I'lens has been assembled and test~d 
in comparison with the new camera (camera numter 3) deSIgn. 
Both lens systems have field flatteners. The_ ~ens 
is an F2.S lens (about a stop faster), has about the same' 
resolution in the center and slightly better resolution 
at the edge of the field of view. It's major advantage 
is a faster stop which should allow for faster ihutter 
speed or resolution. As time permits, a camera will be 
designed to incorporate this .lens and ground tests will 
be conducted to verify performance. 

See'y TACANA TCT 
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ORD—20l5-74 
6 May 1974 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 
SUBJECT: TACANA 

1. The following approach for the building 
an initial radar mock-up will be coordinated with

d an 
_ p 

Z. In order to fabricate an inexpensive radar mockeup 
in a short period of time, the following is proposed as an 
initial training device. Essentially, the mock-up is broken , 

into five major elements. A

' 

a. A van-type vehicle with storage space inside 
to store the other elements when the mock-up is moved 
from site to site and during periods of opposition 
satellite coverage. It will also be necessary to have 
an olive drab tarpaulin canvas that can cover the entire 
van to make it look more realistic. 

b. A five—e1ement helical antenna could be fabri- 
cated using five lightweight helical springs mounted 
on a Styrofoam reflector with the supporting.boom - 

attached where the rearview mirror is located on the 
base van. - 

c. Two main antenna reflectors could be fabri- 
cated out of Styrofoam and Strengthened with cloth 
fiberglass and a fine silver screen mesh to reduce 
wind'resistance. 

d. An antenna feed system that could be essentially 
a Styrofoam box-like structure with treated Styrofoam ' 

feed horns. . 

3. This approach will be discussed with[:::::::::::] during the week of 6 May 1974. ' 

Operations Technology, 0RD ’ 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

SUBJECT: TACANA 

ORD-20lS-74 

6 May 1974 

1. The following approach .for the building l~l~n~o~f ____ __ 
an initial radar mock-up will be coordinated with1 
~Iand I I . '-------

2. In order to fabricate an inexpensive radar mock~up 
in a short period of time, the following is proposed as an 
initial training device. Essentially, the mock-up is broken 
into five major elements. . 

a. A van-type vehicle with storage space inside 
to store the other elements when the mock-up is moved 
from site to site 'and during periods of opposition 
satellite coverage. It will,also be necessary to have 
an olive drab tarpaulin canvas that can cover the entire 
van to make it look more realistic. 

b. A five-element helical antenna could be fabri
cated using five lightweight helical springs mounted 
on a Styrofoam reflector' with the supporting boom 
attached where the rearview mirror is located on the 
base van. 

c. T~o main ant~nna refl~ctors could be fabri
cated out of Styrofoam and strengthened with cloth 
fiberglass and a fine silver screen mesh to reduce 
wind resistance. 

d. An antenna feed system that could be essentially 
a Styrofoam box-like structure with treated Styrofoam 
feed horns. 

3. This approach will be discussed wit~ 
during the week of 6 May 1974. ~ __________ ============= 

Operations Technology, ORD 
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OTS/SDB Memo #290—75 

12 December 1975

. 

MEMORANDUM FOR:' TACANA TCT Members 

SUBJECT : TACANA/TCT Meeting 

1. _A general TACANA/TCT meeting will be held 
Thursday, 18 December, 1400 hours, at Room 717 Ames 
Bldg. It is requested that ORD furnish a recording 
secretary to keep minutes of this meeting. Subjects 
to be addressed at this meeting are: 

a. Camera design report (ORD) 
' b. Contractor training proposal (ORD) 

c. Training operational report (SE/OTS) 
d. Tasking for team members 

2. Attached herewith is a list of designated 
TACANA/TCT members. Parent units which wish to addl 
withdraw/change designated members may do so by contacting 
the undersigned on ext. 3278., _ 

Chairman, TACANA/TCT 
"OTS/OPS/SDB 

Attachment: 
as stated above 

J, 2
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OTS/SDB Memo #290-75 

12 December 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: TACANA TCT Me~bers 

SUBJECT TACANA/TCT Meeting 

1 •. A general TACANA/TCT meeting will be held 
Thursday, 18 December,"1400 hours, a~ Roo~ 717 Ames 
Bldg. It is requested that ORD furnish a reoording 
secretary to keep minutes of this meeting. Subjects 
to be addressed at this meeting are: 

a. Camara design report (ORO) 
b. Contractor training proposal (ORO) 
c. Training operational report (SE/OTS) 
d. Tasking for team members 

2. Attached herewith is a list of designated 
TACANA/TCT members. Parent units whiohwish to add/ 
withdraw/change designated members may do so by contacting 
the undersigned on ext. 3278.) 

Attachment: 
as stated above 

ChairmaR, TACANA/TCT 
OTS!OPS/SDB 
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‘ TACKNA/TCT MEMBERS 

NIO/SA . 

OTS/SDB 

SE/I/USSR 

ORD/LSD 

. 

' DD/ORD 
- ORD/OT 
ors/vze 
OTS/VOB 
SE/TO 
SE/RR 

OWI/PAD 
osz/ago _,,_ 

0//’&

Q 

‘ .¢7 x_gp be named ~ 

v- 

IAS" 

SOG/AME 

S E C E T 

SGOO Hqs 

221 Bast 

HD 3115 Hqs. 

716 Ames 

606 Ames 
616'Ames 

331 South 

330 Scuth 
5B29"Hqs 

400119 Hqs. 

1Ad6 Hqs. 

5G48 Hqs 

GG1406 Hqs. ‘

Y 
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MMORANDUM FOR: Mr. Barry D. Kelly, NIO/SA 

SUBJECT: .' ”TACANA/TCT "€”' ‘ 

' 
' - 

1. Based on,a;detailed-review of_the¢history, progress, 
and current status of the;TACANA/TCT.R&D program, it i$.the 
firm 6pinion%of“ORD that some changes in the progrgn direction 
and $¢h@du1ifi8i§hQfi1d@b¢.P¢§riHfQ~effé¢i.§t}§hi$vtim?¢ ?A§ 
outlined below, we beliefiejit'is"ndt;praétical,toLplan-for. 
operational use this fa11,{i,-}c,,;3i ?@%:_7fiL_ e1?_3".;

Z 

2.‘ A number of problems have been encountered in the 
course of the program, the impact of whichrcauses a projegted 
delay in the completion§.VIn§order,to attemptQto;r§duce4the. 
full ifipact of this delay, it 1s;p1a@n¢d that§the;W0rk scheduled 
for"thei:::::::::]érea be deleted from‘the prQgram3_§In using 
this approa¢h,fIt,i$ planned that at the completion of the“ 
Oklahoma training phase, all program efforts will be transferred 
to the Washington, D.0,,,area.¢ fipecifically,,it;i§iPl§nned to 
have a kit of no more than six birds housed in,theYBast3§uild- iflgio£Tthe,OI$icdmp1en,.;Anpaddifiéfialagiouppofaup“tg_24}birds 
will b¢;bQu%éd in a Tem¢te;i§nf¢d?fa¢i1iEY (¥Q¢3tiQn;t9ib@;f§ 
détefmifiéd)'19‘th@§W%§hifigfidfi.aféél"{BQthl8f¢QP$~Wi1lflP?tPI%ined 
against simulated targe’s'in“this‘areaf 5n;"'t no event will 
they be permitted near F ;il 

The kit of birds 
taken to the East Building WII1 D? orougnt 1 ,the area under 

bonditions to demonstrate the feasibility of 
coping with this operational requirenent.;_This§same kit will be 
trained for release by oqvert,te;hniques|suchmas¢€coat;pockets," 
etc. The training of the other group of 24 birds is required 
to assure that many of the behavioral unknowns in this potential 
application will have been examined to some degree. When the 
birds are conditioned for the[:::::::::jdemonstration, a notice“ 
will be provided to those interested parties that wish to 
witness the test. V ~ 
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5 MAY 19.76 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Mr. Barry D. Kelly, NIO/SA 

SUBJECT: "TACANA/TCT 
.::; : 

• _.1 

~L 
((D'fj~ 
(/bf ~~ 
bO/!:; ,~ 

1. Based on _ a ,detail~d revie~ ,of the;,1?-~s ~ory ,,;progress, 
and current $ta:tus of ,tl1e.-,:TAGANA/TCTR&D,:pr9gram,:~t.~~ ,the 
firm 6pjriion,of.,ORD,tijat·~q~~ ~hang~s in th~:~rpg~~m!direction 
and sthedulirig§hq~ld,b~. ~~t,~ntQ,effci~t.~t~~hi$,tici~~ .A~ 
outliried~b~16~,~~ b~li~~~:it 'is-not pfaatic~~.t6 ~lan.for. 
operat~?~al·. u~~", thi~ f~11.:· ":":1' ~ ",:,_ l .. ~? i ~\ ~.' :-:-:'i .;, - ~ ~.~ .~ r.,~ .:. ". ' 

2 '. : A- ntlclber of p~oblems have been encountered in the 
cours e of tl!e program, ,. :the, impact "of whicl1. c<i;\i~,es a:.pr~j e<.:ted 
del~y ~'i,n', ~h~.comp~~:tioil~ ,Ir; ; ~~~er ;~o ~ :tt~mPt~;to._ i~~ucer.l~h~ 
full l~Ract of thls~delay, .1t ls_planned :that+the,~orkscheduled 
fot 'the'1, I area be'deleted from" the .pro!grain ~ ,:-IIl, .. ,u~iIlg . 
t~is ·.pproa~h,!t,isplanned th~tatthe completiori ~f~the- . 
Oklaho~a 'tr~ining'pha~~, all program efforts will be transferred 
to the: Washington, ,D. C. , ,.ar.ea. " ?pec~£icall'y, >i t ,.i~ -ip.l,anned ,to 
have a 'ki t of no 'more' than ~ six .b{ids ~,h6used in ~tiie:'Easi.,Burid
:i-ng '6±:.-the, 6rS:"complex.' "Ali ~addit~6nal.'-&r,oup:~.ot ~up': io,24'~birds 

" • ',:,,'.. ~ . j. '. ~.' , ; , •. • ~.M •• " ., •• 1. ' '..10- "~'.J.. .. ..... • • '. '_i' 

\hII b~ )iou~ed ln a">rem6t;e,r~nt~(Lf~cl.1;L:ty,,(loc~tl~n<t:o,;be.; --~, 
~~t~tIl1,~i1e~) "i~ t:h~'W~~h~,rig~t1rl "a~~,~,~ " tB,<tt1i ;gr?,~ps. ~'l'lilt .;~.~ :,,!t:~rned 
agalnst slIDulated targets 1D ::1: a:ea. ::t :: no event wl11 
they be permitted near Il The kit of birds 
taken to the East Buildlng W1 ,~roug \ 1 bthe area under 

~onditions to~demon~trate,the ,f~asibility of 
~C-=-o-p~1-n-g----=-wc-1--.ctCTh---'t~h~1~S~O=-"P e ra t i on a 1 re qui reme,~ t... Th~ s "s arne ki t wi 11 be 

trained for release by c-oyert .,te~,l}niq~es such ,:as : nC:9a t,-pockets , " 
etc. The training of the' oiher grotip 6f" 24' birds is 'required 
to assure that many of the behavioral unkno\~s in this potential 
application will have been examined to some degree. When the 
birds are conditioned for thel ~eIDonstration, a notice 
will be provided to those interested parties that wish to 
witness the test. 
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Subject: TACANA/TCT 

3. As some background explanation to provide you with 
some insight into delays incurred in the training, it should be 
pointed out that there were three major factors, all of which 
were unanticipated. ‘;>-,, 

a. A number of birds contracted an illness. 

b. High winds and tornado weather lasting over 
an extended period were encountered in Oklahoma. 

"1c. _Most important, it was;determined“upon-f' ,' 

analysis that the successful A-B70 flight_demonstrarflN 
' tions in California were due to the birds becoming 
’-acclimated-to the terrain features-rather than io_¢he 
“~targets and thus it is felt that additional reinforce- 

ment is required to specifically train the birds to 
the target'devicesn-- a"¥- ifi"A Q4 -cosh T , _~ 

Item c is related to one of th9<reasons for moving to Oklahoma, 
an area in which the target location can_be novedlofi a daily‘ 
basis, whereas in California; becausegof the metropolitan area 
in which the work was being carried;out,;such relocation was 
considerably restricted. . 

~ 
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“" 4; The Office of\Research-and Development beliéve§ that 
* although the goals of the program are still very difficglt, "significantlprogramzprogress»has§been~made@so_fari‘ 3ased‘on 
‘*these'results; there@is;a~reasonablgsprobability;df“achievingZ 
" the desired behavioral training for the deniedqarea operation} 
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Subject: TACANA/TCT 
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3. As some background explanation to provide you with 
some insight into delays incurred in the training, it should be 
pointed out that there were three major factors, all of which 
were unanticipated. 

a. A number of birds contracted an illness. 

b. High winds and tornado weather lasting over 
an extended period were encountered in Oklahoma. 

c. Most important , it. ~as:: deterilline,¢l' upon. ~ 
ari~lysis that the. successfu.l A-B~C flight. deinon.str~-. 
:tions ih California ;were, due' to.. ,the. pirds, be c-9n.t'ing , 

, 'acclimatedto the"terrain features. ·rather' than to the 
< 'targ'ets and thus it is felt that addi t'ionalred .. nfo'tce

ment is required to specifically train the birds to 
tl1,e target" devic'es'.~, ;.: .. ' {"-: eL'. i 

Item c is related to one of thp,rea~'on:s" forkovirig 'to"Okicihoma, 
an area in which th'e :target loc~tion can be moved' .on a daily 
basis, whereas in Cal ifornia, .,because -of the metropolitan" area' 
'in which the work was ,be ing carried ~out ':; such 'reloca tio,D.. ",ias 
considerably' restricted., ' , " 

4. The Office of\ Res~arch and;D~~~lopmci~tbelieves~"'that 
al though the goals' of the program are ,~i~li yer'y diffic\il t, 
~ignificant program~progress'has(be~~,~,d~1~p. faJ~~a~ed'dn 

, these 'results j there,. is.~'a· reas()n.abl~;. probab i~i ty ,df'ac:h:i;t:ving, 
" the desir~d behavioral. training for: fhe.,deriie40~f~A ~~~tatiah~ 
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5 January 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD ;-'~ 
4 

- 
-

_ 

SUBJECT: TCT Activities Regarding Bird Camera 

' l.' This memorandum covers the period between__ 
16 December 1975 and 5 January 1976 regarding the‘ - 

progress for developing and testing a bird camera; 
Requirements and program scheduling have been com—" . 

pleted for the ultimate test at thel 
in late April 1976. A TCT meeting was held in-mid- 
December during which activities in the 16 December = 

memorandum were discussed-with the team members. Also,J 
the bird.camera development schedule (attached) was "

- 

discussed. At this_meeting; the probable resolution 
on the ground was estimated to be about lrl/2.to_2 i_~ 
inches per 100 feet of altitude, and it was £urther' 
estimated that tbe bird would fly at an altitude of . 

about 100 feet’. \of MSDA/"IAS was 
asked if this was adequate resolution for gathering.V 
meaningful intelligence. His estimate at that time ' 

was that it probably was adequate but he would study ~1 
the problem in some detail and let me know if it was ' 

not} At this time I have received no communication 
from[:::::::::::::j The issue of vertical versus 
oblique angle for taking pictures was discussed, but 
no firm decision was made except that vertical is ' 

probably as good as any since the right and left edges . 

of the picture will be about 30 degrees off the center- 
line even if the camera were pointed straight down. A 

42. Film has been ordered and received from Kodak; 
This is a special high-resolution thin-based film - g 
designated as 3400 and 3414. The film slicer has 

'0
‘ 

been obtained from OTS; and a $5,000 work order has 
been established[IB]for the purpose of using ‘ 

their photographic a oratory to slice film and process 
test samples of resolution charts, etc., for determining 
resolution and calibrating blurring due to linear motion 
of the'camera. During the week of 5 January, several ro 
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ORD-0008-76 

5 January 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

SUBJECT: TeT Activities Regarding Bird Camera 

1. This memorandum covers the period betvleen . 
16 December 1975 and 5 January 1976 regarding the 

. progress for developing and testing· a bird camera~ 
Requirements and program scheduling have been com-
pIe ted for the u It im ate t est at the ,-I ~~----:o-.-----.------~.---.-_----.J 
in late April 1976. A TCT meeting was held in mid
December during which activities in the 16 December 
memorandum were discussed with the team members. Also, 
the bird camera development schedule (attached) was 
discussed. At this meeting, the probable r~solution 
on the ground was estimated to be aboui I-1/2.t02 
inches per I 00 feet of altitude, and it '\iasfurther 

. estimated that t~e bird would fly at an altitude of 
about 100 feet. L lof MSD/IAS was 
asked if this wasad~quate resolution for gathering 
meaningful intelligence. His esti~ate at that time 
was that it probably was adequate but he would study 
the problem in some detail and let me know if it was 
not. At this time, I have received no co~nunication 
froml I The issue of vertical versus. 
oblique angle for taking pictures was discussed, but 
no firm decision was made except that vertical is 
probably as good as any since the right and left edges 
of the picture will be about 30 degrees off the center
line even if the camera were pointed straight dOl~l . 

. 2. Film has been ordeted and received from Kodak. 
This is a special high-resolution thin-based £ilm 
designated as 3400 and 3414. The film slicer has 
been obtained from OTS; and a $5,000 work order has 

3.3(h)(2) 
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bee~ established! ) for the ~urpo~e of using 
the1r photographIc laboratory to slIce f1lm and process 
test samples of resolution charts, etc., for determining 
resolution and calibrating blurring due to linear motion 
of the camera. During the lveck of 5 January, several rolls of 
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SUBJECT: TCT Activities Regarding Bird Camera 

film will be sliced to 16 mm format and will be taken to‘ 
-for test by week in the initial 

prototype camera. Following these tests, the camera will‘ 
be brought back here for subsequent tests, probably during 
the early part of the week beginning 19 January. - 

‘ t‘ 
‘ 

_ 

~3. A new harness for the camera has been designed_ 
out of a thin Mylar film weighing approximately 1/2 gram I 

as opposed to the previous 4-1/2 gram harness weight. 
Two pigeons have been purchased and fitted with the new 
harness and a mock-up of the new camera. A rototype 
harness and dummy camera were sentififfifrlon -' 

29 December. This mock—u s stem is eing 1g1t * ttd - - es e now on pigeons _Resolut1on charts 
have been ordered.and should be here by the end of thise 
week. Three Midland transceivers have been obtained and- 
checked out for.use in the prototype flight tests at the _- 
end of this month. yln addition, portable audio recording 
equipment has been collected and checked out for use in 
the field during these same tests. "' 

_

~ 

4. Dimensions for the Radome target to be used 
for the ultimate testsE::::::::::::]in April were found_ to be as follows: 

. 

‘ .'= ' 
' 

-

. 

' 

V 

a. Sphere is[::::::] in diameter; V 

b. A truncated base [::::::]in diameter; 
c.. A height between the base and the top of -thefsph@1"e°‘5Te i i 

A portable test target for use[::::::::::::::]has been 
selected and was mailed to him on 26 December. This»A‘ 

"is a rubber balloon which inflates to a diameter of 
20.feet in approximately 30 minutes. pIt.comes with an 
air compressor at a total cost of approximately $500. 

S.= At this time, the camera development program is 
pretty much on schedule. It is estimated that preliminary flight tests on the West Coast will take place_during the~ latter part_of this month. -The purpose of these tests 

, .

2 
. l 
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SUBJECT: TCT Activities Regarding Bird Camera 

film will be sliced to 16 mm format and will be taken to 
I for test by I Inext week in the initial 

"---::-:-p-::-::r--:co--'tc-=o---'t--:-yC-p:-Ce=-" camera. Following these tests, the camera will 
be brought back here for subsequent tests, probably during 
the early part of the week beginning 19 January. ' 

, 3. A new ha~nessfor the camera has been designed 
outofa thin Mylar film iveighing approximately 1/2 gram 
as opposed to the previous 4-1/2 gram llarness weight. 
Two pigeons have been purchased and fitted with the new 
harness and a mock-Up of the new camera. A :rototype 
harness and dummycamera~ere sent] _ lon, 
29 December. This mock-Up system 1S be1ng f 19ht ' 
tested now on pigeonsl I Resolution charts 
have been ordered and should be here by the end of this 
week. Three Midland transceivers have been obtained and 
checked out for use in the prdtotype fligbt t~sts at the 
end of this month. In addition, portable audio recording 
equipment has been ~ollected and checked out for use in 
the field during these same tests. 

4. Dimensions for the Radome target to be used 
for the ul timate testsl I in April were found 
to be as follows: 

a. Sphere isl in diameter; 

b. A truncated base I in diameter; 

c. A heijht between the base and the top of 
the 

I 
sphere of 

A portable test target for use I Ihas been 
selected and was m~iled to him on 2fi December. This 

'is a rubber balloon which inflates to a diameter of 
20 fe~t in approximately 30 minutes. It comes with an 
air compressor at a total cost of approximately $500. 

S. At this time, the camera development program is 
pretty much on schedule. It is estimated that preliminary 
flight tests ont~e West Coast will take place during the' 
latter part of th1S month. The purpose of these tests 

2 
~ 
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SUBJECT: TCT Activities Regarding Bird-Camera""V 

is to take pictures of Air Force resolution charts placed 
on the ground whereby preliminary estimates of resolution 
and motion blurring can be determined. 4‘ 

" 

.

- 

Attachment: ‘

. 

Camera Development Schedule 
Distributionz. 

A V_ 
O - C/OTD then file w/att 1'- CEB/OTD Chrono w/o att 
I-4-‘I-I 

1| 
OTD/ORD Chrono w/0 att 
ORD Registry w/0 att 

‘ -- Charles N. Adkins“ . 

"Operations Technology, ORD 

OTD/ORD/DD/SGT/CNAdkinszkmc/2763’ ¢

\ 
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is to take pictures of Air Force resolution charts plac~d 
on the ground whereby preliminaty estimates of resolution 

and motion blurring can be deternr~i_l_le_d __ . ______________________ ~ 

Attachment: 
Camera Development Schedule 

Distribution: . 
o - C/OTD then file wiatt 
1 CEB/OTD Chrono w/o att 
1 OTD/ORD Chrono w/o att 
lORD Registry w/o att 

Charles N~ Adkins 
Operations Technology, ORD 
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ORD-0327-76 

5 February 1976 
. \

_ 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 
SUBJECT: TCT Activities Regarding Bird Camera 

. 

Y 

-Q 

1. This memo covers the period between 5 January 1976 
and 4 February 1976 regarding the progress for developing and 
testing a bird camera. The memo dated 5 January 1976 contains 
the original program schedule. At this time, the program is 
on schedule. ~ r 

2. On 12 January 1976 the first model of the new l6 mm 
camera was received fromg::;:::::;::::]and tested. The frame 
rate of this camera is a ou one rame per second with a field 
of view corresponding to a footprint on the ground of 50 feet 
along the flight path and 90 feet transverse to the flight path 
at an altitude of 100 feet. Since the velocity of the bird is 
about 50 feet/second, (perhaps a little faster), this geometry 
yields approximately 140 contiguous pictures. From an altitude 
of 100 feet, this gives a strip 90 feet wide and 7,000 feet long 
for a total area coverage of about 630,000 square feet or 14.5 
acres. 

' 

3. On Zl January 1976E::::::::::::::] went to with_camera #1 to conduct -further tests with an 
to pick up camera #2 Tests conducted at this time snowe a 
resolution of about 0.75 to 1.0 inch at 100 feet when the 
camera is fixed and not moving. - 

4. On 23 Januar these two cameraswere test flown on 
live birds atlxifilfacility in California. The pur- 
pose of this est was to o tain in-flight pictures and to 
ascertain firsthand the problems of working in the field. Three 
full rolls were taken in flight. One roll of the 3400 film ' 

(ASA -64) was used with camera #2 and a neutral density filter #1. 
Two flights were also made using the_high-resolution 3414 film; ' 

(ASA -5) since the illumination was very good (the light meter reading showed 16,000 foot candles). Prior to each flight, pic- 
tures were taken of a resolution chart at 50 feet, and an addi- 
tional ten resolution charts were placed horizontally in the 
cgmpound (about 100 feet on a side) to determine resolution from 
t e air. -

" 

I Z >_ _,,- . 
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SUBJECT: TCT Activities Regarding Bird Camera 
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1. This memo covers the period between 5 January 1976 
and 4 February 1976 regarding the progress for developing and 
testing a bird camera. The memo dated 5 January 1976 contains 
the original program schedule. At this time, the program is 
on schedule. 

2. On 12 January 1976 the first model of the new 16 mm 
camera was received fro~ land tested. The frame 
rate of this camera is about one frame per second with a field 
of view corresponding to a footprint on the ground of 50 feet 
along the flight path and 90 feet transverse to the flight path 
at an altitude of 100 feet. Since the velocity of the bird is 
about 50 feet/second, (perhaps a little faster), this geometry 
yields approximately 140 contiguous pictures. Froman altitude 
of 100 feet, this gives a strip 90 feet wide and 7,000 feet long 
for'a total area coverage of about 630,000 square feet or 14.5 
acres. 

3. On 21 January 19761 1 went tol I 
with camera #1 to conduct further tests withl ~ 
to pick up camera #2. Tests conducted at thlS tlme showed a 
resolution of about 0.75 to 1.0 inch at 100 feet when the 
camera is fixed and not moving. 

4. On 23 January. these two camerffiwere test flown on 
live birds att Ifacility in California. The pur-
pose of this est was to obtain in-flight pictures and to 
ascertain firsthand the problems of working in the field. Three 
full rolls were taken in flight. One roll of the 3400 film 
(ASA -64) was used with camera #2 and a neutral density filter #1. 
Two flights were also made using the high-resolution 3414 film 
(ASA' -5) since the illumination was very good (the light meter 
reading showed 16,000 foot candles). Prior to each flight, pic
tures were taken of a resolution chart at 50 feet, and an addi
tional ten resolution charts were placed horizontally in the 
compound (about 100 feet on a side) to determine resolution from 
the air. 

r~· 
~ 
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SUBJECT: TCT Activities Regarding Bird Camera 

5. Some of the positive results of this test are as follows: 
_ .

- 

a. Of the 140 pictures on a roll, approximately - 

70 will be of good quality. This means about the same 
resolution transverse to the direction of motion (1 inch 
per 100 feet) and a degradation of two to four in the 
direction of motion. 

b. About 14 pictures (10 percent) included some 
part of the compound (about 100 feet on a side) and 
about ten pictures include at least one resolution chart. 
Of these ten-pictures§ about half showed the "good quality" described in item (a). 

c._ The bird orbits were about 200-300 feet in diam- 
eter with several straight—line crossings directly over 
the compound at 75-100 feet altitude. 

_

. 

6. Some of the results of this test which indicate cor- rective measures are: 

a. The 3414 film is highly sensitive to the humidity buildup in the dark bag used for the camera loading. This causes a degradation in film resolution, a defocusing of 
. the camera due to warpage of the film, and a sticky texture of the film which unduly loads down the camera motor. 

b. An additional silver Cell battery (4 grams) was 
required to provide reliable camera operation in the field. 

c. The timing circuit failed due to lack of proper“ 
potting and did not fit well in the forward fairing. 

d. There was a lack of selection of neutral density filters for use with the 3400 film. The filter used caused the film to be underexposed. ' 

,e. The recommended developer (MX-819) for the 3414 film did not appear to work as well as the more conventiona D—l9 developer. Development should be undertaken only by experts familiar with this highly specialized film. - 

7. At this time, the following actions are under way: 
- 'a. The timing circuit has been reconfigured to fit 

. around the camera next.to the body of the bird and includes 
. __ 2 __ 

i

. 

., / .

i 
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5. Some of the positive results of this test are as 
follows: 

a. Of the 140 pictures on a roll, approximately 
70 will be of good quality. This means about the same 
resolution transverse to the direction of motion (1 inch 
per 100 feet) and a degradation of two to four in the 
direction of motion. 

b. About 14 pictures (10 percent) included some 
part of the compound (about 100 feet on a side) and 
about ten pictures include at least one resolution chart. 
Of these ten pictures',about half showed the "good quality" 
described in item (a). 

c. The bird orbits were about 200-300 feet in diam
eter with several straight-line crossings directly over 
the compound at 75-100 feet altitude. 

6. Some of the results of this test which indicate cor
~ rective measures are: 

a. The 3414 film is highly sensitive to the humidity 
buildup in the dark bag used for the camera loading. This 
causes a degradation in film resolution, a defocusing of 
the camera due to warpage of the film, and a sticky texture 
of the film which unduly loads down the camera motor. 

b. An additional silver cell battery (4 grams) was 
required to provide reliable camera operation in the field. 

c. The timing circuit failed due to lack of proper 
potting and did not fit well in the forward fairing. 

d. There was a lack of selection of neutral density 
filters for use with the 3400 film. The filter used caused 
the film to be underexposed. 

e. The recommended developer (MX-8l9) for the 3414 
film did not appear to work as well as the more conventional 
D-19 developer. Development should be undertaken only by 
experts familiar with this highly specialized film. 

7. At this time, the following actions are under way: 

a. The timing circuit has been reconfigured to fit 
around the camera next to the body of the bird and includes 

- 2 -
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SUBJECT: TCT Activities Regarding Bird Camera
V 

two silver cell batteries. A pull tab around one battery will start the timer when yanked out. A dummy confi ura—' 
tion including camera and timer will be sent togagj next week for checking compatibility with the bir . . 

b. Camera #1 has been modified to provide a con- 
tinuous film speed of 0.44 inch per second. This will 
compensate exactly for linear image motion blurring when 
the bird is at 100 feet altitude flying at 54 mph, or at 75 feet altitude flying at 37 mph. It is felt that on an average this will reduce motion blurring by at least a 
factor of two. This camera is in the mail and will be 
tested next week.against moving targets (resolution chart 
on a car). '- 

. 

‘

1 

c. An appointment has been made to see[UU1StuSSTfié1= (Extension 3514) of NPIC on 9 February 1976 
possibility of using NPIC to process all 3414 film and pro- 
vide guidance on dealing with humidity problems. 

d- A series of neutral density filters is being collected for use with the 3400 film.
A 

e. The new camera has also been modified so that the film can be attached to the take-up reel prior to going to 
the field. This will reduce handling and load time in the field by a factor of three or four.

_ 

f. The design of the larger (lower F number) lens 
is completed and will be delivered in early March. This- 
-will allow for a faster shutter speed with the 3414 film which will further reduce motion blurring. Also, the new camera (with present lens) will be fitted with a faster 
shutter speed for use with 3400 film. 

g. Plans are now underway to test the la ifia cations under simulated field conditions inilfiiimgfwhere 
problems can be dealt with directly by Mr. 

E%%%:ii?ifi]Hopefully, the film taken during this simulated field test can be processed by NPIC. . 

.8. At this time, the results of the flight tests indicate that the original estimate of l.5—to-2-inch resolution at 100 

-3; 
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SUBJECT: TCT Activities Regarding Bird Camera 

two silver cell batteries. A pull tab around one battery 
will start the timer when yanked out. A dummy configura
tion including camera and timer will be sent tol 
next week for checking compatibility with the bl~r=d-.--------~ 

b. Camera #1 has been modified to provide a con
tinuous film speed of 0.44 inch per second. This will 
compensate exactly for linear image motion blurring when 
the bird is at 100 feet altitude flying at 54 mph, or at 
75 feet altitude flying at 37 mph. It is felt that on an 
average this will reduce motion blurring by at least a 
factor of two. This camera is in the mail and will be 
tested next week.against moving targets (resolution chart 
on a car). 

'[ne 
I: c. An appointment has been made to seel 

(Extension 3514) 6f NPIC on 9 February 1976 to DISCUSS 
possibility of using NPIC to process all 3414 film and 
vide guidance on dealing with humidity problems. 

pro-

d. A series of neutral density filters is being 
collected for use with the 3400 film. 

e. The new camera has also been modified so that the 
film can be attached to the take-up reel prior to going to 
the field. This will reduce handling and load time in the 
field by a factor of three or four. 

f. The design of the larger (lower F number) lens 
is completed and will be delivered in early March. This 
will allow for a faster shutter speed with the 3414 film 
which will further reduce motion blurring. Also, the new 
camera (with present lens) will be·fitted with a faster 
shutter speed for use with 3400 film. 

g. Plans are now underway to test the latest mo~ifi-
cations under simulated field conditions inl jwhere 
any camera IProblems can be dealt with directly by Mr. 

I Hopefully, the film taken during this simulated 
field test can be processed by NPIC. 

8. At this time, the results of the flight tests indicate 
that the original estimate of 1.5-to-2-inch resolution at 100 

- 3 -
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feet can be obtained, and the probability of getting several 
(five to ten) good pictures of the target per roll of film 
is better than originally expected. - 

A 
Charles N. Adkins 

.* Operations Technology, ORD 
Distribution:' l 

0-C/OTD/ORD then file 
1-OTD/ORD Chrono - 

1-ORD Registry i

. 

OTD/ORD/DD/SGT/CNAdkinszamb/2763 
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feet can be obtained, and the probability of getting several 
(five to ten) good pictures of the target per roll of film 
is better than originally expected. 
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‘ 13 August 1974 

NOTE TO: Clint
A 

SUBJECT: Telecon witdmmmmmmmmmmmmm 9 August 
_._1__.

u 

. l. The prison overflight was not successful, s 

3jMhX2) 

62¢» 

trickly 
speaking. Two flights were attempted -- not at Folsom (because 
of ' 

1 security precautions at that installation) but 
1 1 

2. First flight, the bird went high and not di 
the prison. Some pictures of the periphery of the p were obtained but are not recognizable as such. 

3. Second flight, the bird flew right over pri 

rectly over 
rison grounds 

son gate 
but took a long time to get there. <A1l film had already been 
exposed. Q 

E:::::i:::Fwo 
valuable lessons were learned: (1) the 

threw the bird out of kilter -# not use to 
perform well until the second day. Solution will be 
the bird used to travel or (b) always plan to arrive 
(or both); (2) the parked, pick-up vehicle was consp 

trip to 
it and didn't 
to: (a) get 
ahead of time 
icuous (I 

think they got stopped). Cruising back and forth would have been 
fine. They plan to implement the luggage-rack scenario (with 
open back end). » 

,
. 

- Tom 

SE 
~ E2 IMPDET_CL BY[::::::]

• APprOV:-019/07/30 CO.537 
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13 August 1974 

NOTE TO: Clint 

SUBJECT: Telecon Wit~ I 9 August 
~-----~ 

1. The prison overflight was not successful, strickly 
speaking. Two flights were attempted -- not at Folsom (because 
of the llnJJS1Jll security precautions at that installation) but 
a~ _ " " 

2. First flight, the bird went"high and not directly over 
the prison. Some pictures of the periphery of the prison grounds 
were obtained but are not recognizable as such. 

3. Second flight, the bird flew right over prison gate 
but took a long time to get there. ·All film had already been 
exposed. 

:1'1 wo valuable lessons were learned: (1) the trip to 
. threw the bird out of kilter -~ not use to it and didn't ~---~ 

perform well until the second day. Solution will be to: (a) get 
the bird used to travel or (b) always plan to arrive ahead of time 
(or both); (2) the parked, pick-up vehicle was conspicuous (I 
think they got stopped). Cruising back and forth would have been 
fine. They plan to implement the luggage-rack scenario (with 
open back end). 

Tom 

E 2 IMPDET" CL Byl 
"------~ 
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21 MAY1965 

nmnommnua ma: Deputy Assistant Director, cum» of ' 

‘e Research and Development ‘ 

SUBJEGT: The Dolphin as a Potential Sensor Emplaoesent Asset = 

nnrnanncs: can um ma»:-as, dated a my lees“, sane‘ 
p 

eubgect 

l. The following ideas on possible dolphin missions have been suggested by components of the Office of Scientific Intelligence. we would be pleased to discuss - these with you in more detail. 
Atomi Ener

l 

c gy 
\

. 

a. considering the likelihood of acquiring infor- mation through use of the dolphin, the possibility of obtaining acoustic tapes of Soviet nuclear submarines which would be free of noise from the receiving platform perhaps is of most significance in the atomic energy area. Results could vary from a general assessment of the overall noise- frequency spectrum and its_relation to Us passive surveillance systems, including SOSUS, to a detailed recording of the internal noise generated by pumps, motors, drive systems, and other equipment. The more detailed recording, possibly obtained through attachment of the recording apparatus to the hull, may lead to a definitive understanding of the primary, secondary, and drive circuits of the nuclear.propulsion ' 

systems used aboard the different types of Soviet nuclear submarines. 
b. or lesser current importance, though possibly of more significance in several years, would be the sampling of rivers at the upper limit of brackish water for the pres- ence of induced radioactive elements. Sampling methods could include the use of concentrators for reactor activation products or the taking of small whole water samples for the
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IIE110RANDlJII I'OllI Deput, Asst.stallt Dlrector, 011108 of 
Reaearch and DaY810pm8nt . 

V'. 

SUBJBt~: The Dolphill a. a Potenttal Seasor laplao ••• nt 
Asset ' 

REFERENCE: OlD MellO 1184-85, dated 5 ala, 1968', sa •• -
aubJeot 

1. The lollowing ld.as on possible dOlphin mtssiona 
have been suggested by components of the 0111c8 of 
SOientifio Intelligence. We would be pl.ased to discuss 
tbe •• with you in aore detail. 

2. Atomic EnerIY 

a. Considering the likel~hood'of acquiring in for
aation througb use of the dolphin, the possibility of 
obtaining acoustic tapes of Soviet nuclear submarines which 
would be free of noise from the receiving platfora perhaps 
is of most signiticance in the atomic energy area. Results 
could vary from a ceneral assessment ot the overall noise
frequency spectrum and its.relatioD to US passive surveillance 
systems, including SOSUS, to a detailed recordin. of the 
internal noise .enerated by pumps, motora, drive systems, and 
other eqUipment. The more detailed recording, possibly 
obtained through attachment of the recording apparatus to the 
hull, may lead to a definitive understanding of the primary, 
secondary, and drive cirouits of the nuclear. propulsion 
systems used aboard the dltterent types ot Soviet nuclear 
submarin ••• 

b. Of lesser ourrent importance, though possibly 
of more signifloance in several years, would be the sampling 
ot rivera at the upper limit of brackish wator tor the pres
ence ot induced radioactive elementa. Sampling methods could 
include the use ot concentrators tor reaotor aotivation 
produots or the taking ot emall wbole water aamplea for the 
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SUBJECT: The Dolphin as a Potential Sensor Emplacement 
Asset 

a. Attach an acoustic noise-maker to the aninal to 
test reaction\ 

b. Observation of submarine installations through 
use or a camera attached to the dolphin. 

c. Testing of direction finding capabilities and 
reaction to a radio transmitter attached to a dolphin. 

d.JEmnlacementoiasensortoestablisw novenent 
patterns for 

5- §1O10s1¢§1_Y=£f§r9 ' 

n. Dolphin possibly could carry a sampler for BW 
material. This capability would be useful probably only in 
a very limited sense and only in installations which would be 
near enough to the sea to dump either their waste or products 
of testing into the ocean. .

*

f 

- DONALD F. CHAMBERLAIN 
Assistant Director 

Scientific-Intelligence 
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SUBJECT: The Dolphin as a Potential Sensor Emplacement 

Asset 

4.~1 ______________________________________ _ 
a. Attach an acoustic noise-maker to the animal to 

test reaction I I 

b. Observation of submarine installations through 
use of a camera attached to the dolphin. 

c. Testing of direction finding capabilities and 
reaction to a radio transmitter attached to a dolphin. 

d. Emnlacement of a sensor to establish move.ant 
patterns tor~1 __________________________________ ~I 

5. Biological Warfare 

a. Dolphin possibly could carry a sampler tor BW 
material. This capability would be useful probably only in 
a very limited sense and only in installations which would be 
near enough to the sea to dump either their waste or produots 
of testing into tbe ocean. 
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SUEJECT : Transfer at Funds ta the Qffi f 5 A 0 fer ?raject QKYGA8/A ifiolghingi 

Q aval Rasaahh 

§E%GRARBUM F93: fiirector of Legistics 

aseaanncs = a. enn Requisitiun 351~?5 a 1 4 2 % , Ti 
b. fiavy Cantraet EGKR égfifiigqg 

? Bebfimber lggé 

1. The fifties mi Research ané Develnpment - A. 7 

in the amount 0! $fil,660 be transferred to the fi§§§::s§§ §§§§1£§Zf$ search in erder that nnw training facility fififlfitrufitigfl may ha fig» fecteé by Envy an Progect OKYGAE/A {reference a & b), 
i A 0 

E. The new dalphin training facilities ar- » 
7 ,, an the 8.3. fiaval Base at Key wast, Sierida. w§@t§¢§§¢§§§g§§“§t“d 

aad drawings provide specific éetails relating ta the prnpeeeg ¢an~ structian. The Gfiiee mi Xaval Research ahauld be 1nstrue£eé fiurie the eouraa sf funds transfer that CIA does net wish ta preceed witfig the canatruction er huiiding B called far in the attacheé‘dfawings‘ 
3, ihe requirement for the prapesed cunstrectian at a flaw fimlphin training facility at Key West has been 1.g1 fellfiwing factors: H aeflced fig the 

a, The fielphin training prngram has rm d where simulated aperatiunal misaiens are §@wg§§§§§@=§§ 
a ¥§;nt 

security arrangements at the existing site at Grassy Key F1; are iaaéequate fer this type or endeaver. ’ ' 

h~ Ens existing iacility at firaaay Key is in Q an animal heuaing and range area etandpaint ta a¢§¢§§§§§§ef§§§ next phase at wnrfi. 
4. fir tee $21 800 to be used fur canstructio v~~ 

is earmarked far baéic conatruetien, e.g., animal ;eg:f?¥:::in§6h=fi§6 
piers, etc. $15,000 is ier an animai maintenance and starage b§i1¢~ ing ineiuding reirigeration tor fnofl supplies for the éolphina. It fill be neted in the attaehed praposal tram]

7 fiat the cnntractar originally request d $?5 00$ 7

~ 

eaate. fiuhsequent fiiseassiuna with th: gen:§a¢ze§°§a::$r§§§§§§§c§§°” agxeements to have certain additienal construction work dune at thig time which, if delayed further, would resalt in excessive fifinfitrugw tiea e@sts.e The propnsed subcuntracter far the fiasie constructiah 
El; .’

. 
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UJ&MORANDUM" FOn: Direc"tor of Logistics 

SUBJECT • . Transl'eI' of Funds to the Office of Naval Rosea.rf~h 
for Pl:"oject OXYGAB/A (Dolphins) 

, a. aUD Requisition 851-65 datad 27 Deceulber 1964 
b. Navy Contract NOHR 4568(00) 

1. The Office of Research and Development requests tha.t funds 
in the amount of $81,000 be transferred to the Office of Naval Re-'" 
search in order that IUlW training facility constl~uetion tday be ef,
facted by Navy on ProJEtct OXYGAS/A (reference a. , b). 

2. The new dolphln training facilities are- to be constructed 
on tbeU.S. Naval Base at Key West. Flor1da. Tlle attached maps 
aDd drawings provide specific details relating to the proposed con-. 
struction. The Office of Naval Research should be instru.cted during 
tbe course of funds trans.ter that CIA does not wish to pr~.)ceed with 
tho constl"uctlon of bu:l.lding D called tor in the attached drawings. 

3. The requirement tor tile proposed construction of a new 
dolphin training faei11.ty at Key West ba.s been influenced by the 
following factors: 

a,. The dolphln training program bas progressed to a. point 
wbere simulated operational missions are now necessary. The 
secw.'ity arrangemEnts at the existing site at Grassy Key" Fla.. 
are lnadeq~te tor tbis type of endeavor. 

b. The exist-iull fac111tyat Grassy 1\.oy is inad.equate from 
an, animal housing and range area standpoint to accOt1LlIodate the 
next pbase of wor!~. 

4. Of tbe $81,000 to be used tor construction purposes, $6(;,000 
is earmarked for basic construction, e.g., animal pens, fencing, 
plers~ etc. '15,000 is tor an animal maintenance and. storage bUild-
ing including retri&eratlon for food supplies 1'01' the dolphins. It 
will be noted in the atta.cbed proposal from I I 

that tbe. contraetor orIgInally requested $15,000 for tbe construction 
(toste.. Subsequent discus,!1ons with the contractor have resulted in 
agreements to bave certain additional construction work don~ at this 
time 'w'bleh, it dolayed :tttrther, "'Guid result in excessive construe ... 
t1\)'n costs. The proposed subcontractor :tor the basic constl'uetion 

11 fpt i1 ';~ ~,"r lD h'~;~ B "{!i ~j 

'''','I! p!III Ct!~?;.·..., g I -B.,. '~ ~ ~ ~'" ;;,~. IlllODP 1 
i!j·f1'" II;~ ; '/ ,; . ... ___ ~ EKclutlza liam 3ut3matls 
I ">"w... r!l' ---' . '," ~tJ!.KT d3wnl7lld.'ng .. and 
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EBBJEQT: Transfer sf Funds tn the fliiice at Havel Reaeareh for Project BXYGAB/A fiflolphinfil 

were {$66,000} is\ ‘Key West, Fla. This sancern was selected not unly beeause it subitted the lowest eonstraetiun bid but alsa because at the high recommendatians pra~ vided by 3,8. Navy eftieials at Key West, Fla. 
5. Hetailed caudination meetings an all phaaea at the planned canstructien have been held with the Olfice or flaval Research and admiral fihriatopher, Cmmander of the Key west Kaval fliztrist. C0m§1&t$ aoncurrence on these glans baa been received tram all Envy officials invulved. 
e, Br. Jenn &dk1na, Assistant Chief Eeientist, fiffice or Havel Reaoarch, is the cognizant official on this prflject. Tfiere are no racammenéed changes in the reviaus s 

, reporting, er F'*%““"? sterility ace arrangements. extension 4218, is the pragect officer an thin cantraet and will uanitur its axecu~ tine. 

swam 2.» 
Direetor of Research and Development 

Attachmenta 
1. Letter proposal alas facility sketches, price quotaticn 

b aad map at Key West, fila. 3. gequisiflon GED 851~fi6 
COHCflEREH¢E€ 

1 e sap 1965 mm?” ‘"""* 
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SUBJECT; Transfer Qf Funds to the Office of Naval Resoarch for 
Project OXYOAS/A (Dolphins) 

wors($66,OOO) is I I Eey West. Fla. 
This concern was selected not only bicause it submitted the lowest 
construction bid but also because ot tbe nigh recommendationa pro
vided by U .. S. Navy officials at Key West, Fla. 

li. Detailed coordination meetings on all phases of the planned 
construction have been held witb the Office of Kaval Researcb and 
Admiral Christopber, Cammanderot the Key West Kaval Diatrict. 
Complete concurrence 0:1} these plans has been received from all Havy 
officials involved. 

6. Dr .. John Adlti1l1s, Assistant Chief Scientist, Of:tice ot 
Naval Research, is the cognizant oftlcial on this project. There 
are nO' recOlimended changes 1n the previous securitf reporting', or 
sterility code arransellUHlts. I _ extension 4218, 
i8 the projeot officer on thia contract and will monitor its execu
tion. 

ROBDT II. Qll11ifjj 
Director ot Research aDd Development 

Attaeh1nents 
1. Letter proposal l~lus fac111 tJ sketches. price qUGtat ion 

I ~ aad up of Ke,. Weat, I'la. 
Z. ReqUIsition OBD H51-8S 

1 6 SEP 1965 
Dite .-

Distribution: 
Orig. & 1 - Addressee 

1 - DD/S&T .~ 
2 - DD/S&T RegistryV' 
1 - LO/DD/S&T 

LS/ORD/DD/S&TI I:j ah/7822 

- . Diputy DIrector 
for 

Science and Yeehnolo.7 

1 - AO/ORD 
2 - LS/ORD 
1 - ORD Chrono 

(7 September 1965) 
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Director Qf LOCi.tics 

Estab111bment of )few Taak with \ / 

1. The Ofiice ot Researcb and Dev.lopaeDt r~uests that a Dew task be ne,ottated witb the auoJeet faa for work on DJnemic "11teriBg ot Speech sigftala. t> 

2. The lICo;pe of 'Work to be aCCQIlpl1shed i8 to study aDd develop metbOde at U1Dam1e filtering ot ape¢ch siana18 tf) auppreu 111. effect. Q:f additive background. n01SEH!. The attached lIropoaal describEs the prop •• whlch w111 iaelade a stUdy ai.IRed at determining the l).eat sipal processing -tbods for use in both gensl'al purpose 4taltal eoaputv implementations and. later designs fot"real-time ~na..ic :filtering .ystQJtS .. 

3. ftc! ccntraetor will tvuieh a final tecllnieal report, aontb17 progre.\lS ~Gparts, aDd ft(;1~ other reports and briefing aida .a uy be required by tLe ProJect Off:1cer. 

4. Agency 8111l1ociation will be elassified COIIilDilft"lAL. All reports are to be elasslt1eO SICIt¥: - -_ _ r • 
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can-240545 
9 SEP 1955 

MEMORANDU FOR: Deputy Director for Science and Technology 
3UBJECT: Esiiblighmant Qf Hgm m,-h With 

1. Approval is recommended fur ghg - 

t f tgnk wixhl men o a new A 

TF0 Btfifly and develop mefhods of dynamic filtering of speech signals This program in proposed for a 12 an estimated coat of $49,684. 
munth period at 

2. The pro ram includes a al 
the best audio sggnal processing igggogg ggieimfizil time dynamic filtering system; that 15, an electro ; filter system which would period1¢a11y change ité 

n c 
characteristics to best suppress the effects at additi background nolaes. This will lmprovl the lntelli ibilge. of npeech recordings that have been carrupted b g ty 
additive noise and furthermore, will reduce theyfati induced by listening to such tapes for extended pariigg 

3. The initial dynamic filteri will be carried out by sampling and gfiafigfjiifieffiz speech plum nuise signals and storing thg digital data in a cmputer. Dynamic filtering operations will the be programmed and carried out digitally. The advantane of initial exparimentation with a general purpuse g 
computer lies in the accuracy with which the Oflfiratigng can be carried out, and the flexibility with which the 

snnu§*T“'“""' 
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9 SEP 1965 

Ml'~140RA:tmUH FOR: Deputy Director for Science and 
Technology 

SUBJECT: Estabi isbment n£ Npw '1' .... 1.. "11th 
IL-______ ~ 

1. Appro"al is rec~om~mm~~e~n~d~e .... d~f...,o .... r,-------.........,,,,,---,~~~~~ 
of a new 

an eve lop 
ynnmic filtering ot speech signals. 

This program is proposed for a 12 month period at 
an estimated CC)st of $49 7 684. 

2. The PJ~ogram includes a study to determine 
the best audio signal processing methOds for a real-
time dynamic filtering system; that is, an electronic 
filter system which would periodically change its 
characteristicil to best suppress the effects of additive 
background noises. This will improv. the intelligibility-
01 speech recOl'dings that have been corrupted by 
additive nOise and furthermore. will redUce the fatigue 
induced by listening to such tapes for extended periods. 

3. The initial dynamic filtering exper~ents 
will be carried out by samplina and quantizing tne 
speech plua notse slgnals and storing the Giaital data 
in a computer. Dynamic filtering operations will then 
be programmed ~nd carried out d1iitally. The advantage 
of initial expEirimentation with a general purpose 
computer lies j,n the accuracy with which the operations 
can be carried out, and the flexibility with which the 
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processing techniques can be modified for experimental purposes. Thane initial experiments will be done in non~rea1-time, but lead to the later design and construction of a real-time dynamic filtering system. 
4. This project is part or a general program within AP/ORB to improve the recovery of intelligence from existing and future recordings made from audio surveillance devices. The proposed program is an out~ growth of a previous broad study, "Moth eech Processing for Communications“ done by iflflnisffor this Agency. 
5. [::::::::]was chosen to perform this taak because of their capabilities in speech processing techniques, both digital and analogue, and because of their previously demonstrated familiarity with the problems of speech intelligibility degradation introduced by various b ises encountered in audio surveillance. Tzilnizndnf who will be in charge of this project, -’e above mentioned study which was excellent and comprehensive. The models for such processing prepared by[fU:l1hfimaiinAj AP/ORB consultant, proved too unwieldy or 8 to handle, but have been incorporated into this proposal. The overall proposal was evaluated b 

and consifiered exceilent; furthermore. it has been coordinated with\
I 

whose optical processings techniques are complementary with this work. In addition, interchange of any a ro~ [priate information amongi F_\_\\\f%%::::j 

; 
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will be effected to obtain maximum.resu1ta from this work. 

RDBERT H. CHAPHAH Director of Research and Development 
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processing te~~bniques can be modified for experimental purposes. Thease initial experiments will be done in non-real-time J but lead to the later design and construction ()f a real-time dynamic filtering system. 
4. This project is part of a general program within APjORD to improve the recovery of intelligence from existing and future recordings made from audio surveillance devices. The proposed program is an outgrowth of a previous broad study, "MethodA of sreeeh Processing for Communications" done by I _ for this Agency. 

5. I \was chosen to perform this task because of their capabilities in speech processing techniques, bo'tll digital and analogue, and because of their previously demonstrated familiarity with the problems of speech intelligibility degradation introduced by ~ar1Qus b~:::r::nn "piees encountered in audio aurve:Lllance. L__ __ ,_ ) who will be 1n charge of this project, .. e above mentioned study whicb was excellent and comprehensive. Tbe;athema-ti"o]\ models for sucb processing prepared by! __ ~. APjORD consultl.l~ntf proved too unwieldy LI~o=r~""""-S""---:;-to----------" handle, but have been incorporated into tbis proposal. The overall ttrc,posal was evaluated by! I I 
land considered excellent: furthermore. it bas been coordinated with C 

I whose optical proces.ines techniques are complementary with this work. In addition, interchange of any appro-priate information among i =::J I 
twill be effected to obtllin maximum. results from this work. 

ROBERT )4. CHAPMAN Director of Research and Development 
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-e 7 May 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR! Chairman, TACANA TCT 

FROM =
" 

. SE/COPS
_ 

SUBJECT 
, 

,: SE Comments on TACANA ‘ <_, - 

REFERENCE = om)-1102-76 Paper on TACANA Program, 5’ May 1976 '- 

1. After reading Reference and attending a TACANA meeting on 6 May,‘ 
I offer.the following comments and SE's position on the program. This 1- 
~is a collection system being developed by_the DD/S&T for possible deploy— " 

“ment by the DO against a priority target validated by OWI and OSI. SE 
Division continues to be willing to try to deploy this system against an 
internal Moscowelocated_target, provided: 

_ 
_ 

" v_ .

, 

a. The collection system is shown to be workable, i.e., 
can operate according to a script agreed to by.the TCT. In short, 
birds trained against a target, moved clandestinely at least 2500 

- miles to target area, acclimated covertly, and deployed against 
- target with return to a base. ' 

, 

-' 

b. A priority intelligence target in the Moscow area is _-
A 

validated by the DD/S&T and judged worth cost and risk involved.f ._ 

p 

2. Judging from remarks at the 6 May meeting, TACANA cannot be deployed 
during CY1976. It appears that two fundamental questions still need answers 
before any serious effort is made to run even a full, simulated exercise; ,’ 

»a. Full understanding of acclimation process: how long and'4» 
can this be done covertly under simulated Moscow conditions? We 
apparently know the birds can adjust to new environs, but this has 
been done under non—clandestine conditions and we still lack full 

" understanding of the process. 

b. Can they be trained to search and find a particular target? ' 

What is theirretention ability for this? What is impact of location 
change on this? V 

‘ 

_ 

-

’ 

3. Given the current status of bird training there seems to be no 
reason to bring them to the Washington area this year. That step was 

E2 IMPDET 
\ 

_ 
; 

! 

" _ . 
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7 Hay 1976 

HENORANDUM FOR: Chairman, TACANA TCT 

FRON 
SE/COPS 

SUBJECT SE Comments on TACANA 

REFERENCE ORD-1I02-76 Paper on TACANA Program, 5 Hay 1976 

1. After reading Reference and attending a TACANA meeting on 6 Hay, 
I offer the follmving comments and SE's position on the program. This 

.', is a collection system being developed by the DD/S&T for possible deploy
~ment by the DO against a priority target validated by OWl jnd OSI.SE 
Division continues to be willing to try to deploy this system against an 
internal HoscoVl-locatedtarget, provided: 

a. The collection system is shown to be workable, i.e., 
can operate according to a script agreed to by the TCT. In short, 
birds trained against a target, moved clandestinely at least 2500 
miles to target area, acclimated covertly, and deployed against, 
target with return to a base. 

b. A priority intelligence target in the Hoscow area is 
validated by the DD/S&T and judged w6rth cost and risk involved. 

2. Judging from remarks at the 6 Hay meeting,TACANA'cannot be deployed 
during CY1976. It appears that tHO fundamental questions still need anS"lers 
before any serious effort is made to run even a full, simulated exercise: 

a. Full understanding of: acclimation process: hm" long and' 
can this be done covertly under simulated Hoscow conditions? '.Je 
apparently knmv the birds can adjust to new environs, but this has 
been done under non-clandestine conditions and we still lack full 
understanding of the process. 

b. Can they be trained to search and find a particular target? 
\lliat is their retention ability for this? What is impact of location 
change on this? 

3. Given the current status of bird training there seems to be no 
reason to bring them to the Washington area this year. That step \'las 

,~ 
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planned only if they were ready to perform a fullescale dummy operation, and indeed I think this area»should’remaim@as:a?finak~test‘location; .' 
Whether the program should be continued must be a DD/S&T decision. Only its offices can’truly evaluate the collection system/cost against similar developmental efforts, and certify/validate the targets. In any' event the program should not involve bringing the birds to Washington , until they are fully ready to meet an operational test script-lper

_ paragraph l. a._above/} ‘ r_ 
i 1’. 

~ 

' * d 

CC! C/SE 
NIO/SA 
C/SE/I/USSR 

' \ 
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planned only if they were ready to perform a full-scale dummy operation, 
and indeed I think this area shou,ld·, re.main;" as~ Cl.: final:' test· locatioil'. 
Hhether the program should be continued must be a DD/S&T decision. 
Only its offices can 'truly evaluate the collection system/cost against 
similar developmental efforts, and certify/validate the targets. In any 
event· the program should not involve bringing the birds to Hashington ~. 

until they are fully ready to meet an operational test script [jer 
paragraph 1. a. above/. 

cc: elSE 
NIO/SA 
e/SE/I/USSR 
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18 January 1965 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 
SUBJECT: Trip Report - 12-l5 January 1965 

1. On the morning of 13 January 1965, [:::::::::::] and I met with\ 
_ _\to discuss the agenda for the Kinzel Life Sciences Panel ' 29 January. 

It was agreed that a discussion ofE7iiii7i:7jwou1d take up most of the morning. The afternoon will be devoted to OXYGAS, KECHEL, and a discu '0 of the Limited Warfare Laboratory bird program. [fassifisuggested that the Panel meeting on 
4 June be conce ne W1 Soviet bioastronautics with em hasi p s on Soviet animal studies and fundamental research. Other topics may be added. 

2. E::::]has received the "B" clearances; and it is sug- 
e d that he, General Flickinger, and myself and possibly visit the site, perhaps in February. We also discussed 

' ‘on of a new grant to follow up on the current 
one. reviewed the orandum od::::::::::]and had no c anges to su gest suggested some additional 
themes foaUI2jincluding analysis of Soviet computers such as the ra - with relation to their plan to function 
in the Soviet economic program. He also suggested careful 
study of the microwave and audio effects on man at low power 
but appropriate frequencies, Other suggestions on the audio 
side included careful study of the work of Manfred Shroder 
and Ed David at Bell Labs who use tracking filters which do 
five megacycle scanning over a broadband which is helpful in 
increasing the S/N. He would like to be briefed on the audio program the next time he is in. He also suggested that we inform ourselves of the work of Dr, Hugh Bradner, Scripps 
Institute of Oceanography, on the tracking of schools of fish and dolphin. 

E:::::%i::On:fhe 
afternoon of 13 January l965Lj4444444444i41 

, and I visited w1th\ \at Pt. 
Magu, Their program is now directly under BuWeps (ASW) and 
no longer under China Lake. We discussed a number of areas 

'. 

“V .,RA-“-\|,.~_!4- 
"- 

' ' 
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18 January 1965 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

SUBJECT: Trip Report - 12-15 January 1965 

3.3(h)(2) 

6.2(d) 

1. On the morning of 13 January 1965, I I 
and I met withl I to discuss the agenda 
for the Kinzel Life Sciences Panel meet;D~ OD

r 

29 January. 
It was agreed that a discussion ofl would take up 
most of the morning. The afternoon will be devoted to OXYGAS, 
KECHEL, and a discussioI of the Limited Warfare Laboratory 
bird program. I suggested that the Panel meeting on 
4 June be concernea W1L Soviet bioastronautics with emphasis 
on Soviet animal studies and fundamental research. Other 
topics may be added. 

2. I I has received the "B" clearances; and it is sug-
~~~~that he, General Flickinger, and myself and possibly 

visit the site, perhaps in February. We also discussed 
~ ____ ~~~~==I'on of a new grant to follow up on the current 

reviewed the draft mejOrandUm o~ I and 
~c~a~n~g=-e~s~to surrgest. I suggested some additional 
fO~ Jincluding analysis of Soviet computers 

such as the UraI-2 w1th relation to their plan to function 
in the Soviet economic program. He also suggested careful 
study of the microwave and audio effects on man at low power 
but appropriate frequencies. Other suggestions on the audio 
side included careful study of the work of Manfred Shroder 
and Ed David at Bell Labs who use tracking filters which do 
five megacycle scanning over a broadband which is helpful in 
increasing the SIN. He would like to be briefed on the audio 
program the next time he is in. He also suggested that we 
inform ourselves of the work of Dr. Hugh Bradner, Scripps 
Institute of Oceanography, on the tracking of schools of fish 
and dolphin. 

3 _ On the afternoon of 13 January 1965. I 

"---=-=~_-=c----::-~I, and I visited wi thl I at Pt. 
Magu. Their program is now directly under BuWeps (ASW) and 
no longer under China Lake. We discussed a number of areas 

(
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Trip Report - 12-15 January 1965 18 January 1965 

where the Pt, Magu facility could assist us. [::::::::] K:::::::jwere enth ' ‘c and will undoubtedly submit some 
programs. Howeverjiiiifihs apprehensive that the ASW people 
may not like this idea, Dr, Sidney Galler, ONR, who joined 
us later said he could work this out, In later discussions 
with Dr, Wakelin, he indicated he could probably assist us 
with the Secretary of the Navy, 

4, On 15 January 1965 I met with Dr, Wakelin and Dr, 
Kinzel in Dr, Kinzel's office in New York to discuss future 
plans in the life sciences foflUUUUUU@UUUUU Kinzel agreed 
essentially with our plan, although he suggested that the 
funding of nonrelevant projects be tapered off gradually 
rather than abruptly as of 1 July 1965, He plans to attend 
the meeting of 29 January, and we can discuss activities at 
that time, I also mentioned the fact that had su ested 
John Sanders (sic) currently with 
as a possible research director on perception, I also men- 
tioned that Sidney Galler is definitely leaving the Office 
of Naval Research, probably to go with Orr Reynolds on the 
biosatellite program, He is another possible asset, 
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ORD 601-64 
18 March 64 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 
SUBJECT: Trip to the West Coast on 9 - 13 March 64 

l, On Monday, 9 March,I::::::::::::]and I interviewed 
two ORD candidates for employment, Separate reports are 
available on the interviews, 

2, On Tuesday, 10 March, we visited the Pt, Mugu Naval 
Missile Center and spent the da with \Head 
of Life Sciences at Mugu; ;Eead of Marine 
Sciences at Mugu; Mr, C, coft Johnson who is from Notts- 
China Lake; Dr, Sidney Gallet::?MRjWajhington; and Mr. John 
B, Loefer, ONR-Los Angeles. and his group reviewed 
the research which they are intending to carry out on dol- 
phins and other marine life. Of particular interest are 
erythrocyte pigment differences, regional blood flow, migra- 
tion, fasting, pathology, water balance maintenance, psycho- 
pharmacology, utilization of limited air supply, and dolphin 
heat exchanges through their flukes. They are also interested 
in hydrodynamic principles of these organisms. In effect they 
are trying to establish the performance limits of dolphins 
and the physiological reasons for their unique abilities. We 
visited their laboratory buildings and their dolphin tanks. 
My impression is that Pt, Mugu has lots of good equipment, 
animals, and people who are looking for a problem. In later 
discussions with Sid Galler, we think we can provide them 
with a problem and give this project more explicit direction. 
Some of the funds which we hope to transfer to ONR will be 
used to augment the Pt, Mugu operation, 

3. On Wednesday morning, ll MarchL\
\ 

\ \ briefed us on their current activities related to a proposal 
which was forwarded to us. They have achieved some rather 
remarkable results in using different correlation techniques 
on EEG patterns and have some interesting studies planned 
which I feel are of potentially great significance to our 
stress program. Their proposal has been forwarded through 
ONR and will be supported by us by a transfer of funds. 
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18 March 64 

SUBJECT: Trip to the West Coast on 9 - 13 March 64 

1. On Monday, 9 March,'---I ____ ~------.Jland I interviewed 
two ORD candidates for employment. Separate reports are 
available on the interviews. 

2. On Tuesday, 10 March, we visited the Pt Mu u Naval 
Missile Center and spent the da Head 
of Life Sciences at Mugu; 8ead of Marine 
Sciences at Mugu; Mr. C. co from Notts-
China Lake; Dr. Sidney Galler ONR_wa1hington; and Mr. John 
B. Loefer, ONR-Los Angeles. _ _and his group reviewed 
the research which they are intending to carry out on dol
phins and other marine life. Of particular interest are 
erythrocyte pigment differences, regional blood flow, migra
tion, fasting, pathology, water balance maintenance, psycho
pharmacology, utilization of limited air supply, and dolphin 
heat exchanges through their flukes. They are also interested 
in hydrodynamic principles of these organisms. In effect they 
are trying to establish the performance limits of dolphins 
and the physiological reasons for their unique abilities. We 
visited their laboratory buildings and their dolphin tanks. 
My impression is that Pt. Mugu has lots of good equipment, 
animals, and people who are looking for a problem. In later 
discussions with Sid Galler, we think we can provide them 
with a problem and give this project more explicit direction. 
Some of the funds which we hope to transfer to ONR will be 
used to augment the Pt. Mugu operation. 

3. On Wednesday morning , 11 Mar ch, I I 

briefed us on their current activities related to a proposal 
which was forwarded to us. They have achieved some rather 
remarkable results in using different correlation techniques 
on EEG patterns and have some interesting studies planned 
which I feel are of potentially great significance to our 
stress program. Their proposal has been forwarded through 
ONR and will be supported by us by a transfer of funds. 
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4, On Wednesday a met with 
Dr. Sidney Galler, ONR

l as been using a cow rursiops borrowed 
from Pt, Mugu to study echolocation ability. He uses a 

He has done detailed dissections of Tursiops skulls, has done detailed studies of coronal sections, and has dis- - 

covered that the echolocation receiving mechanism is through 
fat channels in the lower jaw. There is direct attachment from the center of the lower jaw to the middle ear. There is some resonance between this fat channel and very thin portions of jaw bone, ' 

This summerifilis going to Hawaii to deter mine the speed at whic a porpoise can swim in the open sea and how deep he can dive. 
X 5, On Wednesday afternoon, ll March,E(] reviewed our plans for the meeting of 21 March Kinzel ife ciences Panel) and also reviewed theK:::::::]proposal, 

E::::::::]feels that it is a ood roposal and should be sup- 
ported, He also felt that is underestimating the equipment costs, a so concurred on the proposal but was less enthusias 1c. e recognizes the importance of getting adequate data for the polygraph but feels that this

V project will have to be very carefully evaluated periodically. His major concern is the cost of the project which involves a rather large percentage (a roximately 40%) of this year's 
funds for Life Sciences. E€?::::::::jquestioned me further on the role which his Panel should play and particularly asked whether I wished them to review each proposal, I told him 
that I felt their major function should be in planning our program and in providing us with consultative advice rather than approving projects. I have the feeling that he agrees with this. This will no doubt be discussed at the 21 March 
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4. On Wednesday a.~~8nL-~~=a~~~~ __________ ~m~e~t~~~ 
Dr. Sidne Galler ONR 

~-=--_-----==-:-_c:-::-__ :--_--:------=-_~ __ as e e n us 1 ng a co 
from Pt. Mu u to stud echolocation abilit • 

He has done detailed dissections of Tursiops skulls, 
has done detailed studies of coronal sections, and has dis
covered that the echolocation receiving mechanism is through 
fat channels in the lower jaw. There is direct attachment 
from the center of the lower jaw to the middle ear. There is 
some resonance between !his fat channel and very thin portions 
of jaw bone. 

This summer I liS going to Hawaii to deter-
mine the speed at WhlCfi a porpolse can swim in the open sea 
and how deep he can dive. 

~
• On Wednesday afternQon, 11 March, I I 

reviewed our plans for the meeting of 21 March (Kinzel 
lfe ciences Panel) and also reviewed th~ I proposal. 

I I feels that it is a roposal and should be sup-
ported. He also felt that is underestimating the 
equipment costs. a so concurred on the proposal 
but was less enthuslas lC. e recognizes the importance of 
getting adequate data for the polygraph but feels that this 
project will have to be very carefully evaluated periodically. 
His major concern is the cost of the project which involves a 
rather large percentage (approximately 40%) of this year's 
funds for Life Sciences. I ~uestioned me further on 
the role which his Panel should play and particularly asked 
whether I wished them to review each proposal. I told him 
that I felt their major function should be in planning our 
program and in providing us with consultative advice rather 
than approving projects. I have the feeling that he agrees 
with this. This will no doubt be discussed at the 21 March 
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meeting, [::::::::::]also seemed concerned about our budget which he feels is rather small in terms of the objectives of 
the program, 

6, On Thursda morning, 12 March[4444444444444Wand I 
met withE::::::::::Twho is the Project Director onL544444f44f4J 

[::::::::%:::::] The results of our discussion will e par o 
a separa e memo, In general, I believeE::::::::::]is doing rather well and is a highly competent chemist. We anticipate 
a follow-on to his proposal. 

7. Earlv Th rsday afternoon, 12 March, we met with 
\ 

flfrom the\ \to see 
whether his a ' ‘ties would be of value to our stress pro- 
gram. K::::::f%%%%iS primarily concerned with biochemical and 
other physiological changes induced by stimulation to the 
hypothalmus. His orientation and experimental program is not 
the sort of thing that I believe we should support, although 
some of the 1S work may be of significance for the future.[fii7iii:7f:Twil1 forward the results of his work 
to us and keep our program in mind, 

Ei 8. Late Thursday afternoon and evening, l2 March, we we e engaged in a major psychodrama with the
\ eople. Neal and I met initially with

\ 

F and with lthe Director of 
L 

explained again the easons why we wished to have as the Program Manager, particularly during the earl hases of the program, After 
considerable discussion,EXSE]agreed to put[:::]in charge of the program as the taff Manager but with K::::::::::] as the Technical in-house Director, This appears to be satis- 
factory to all concerned. Later we met ' 

who is now head of\ 
L 
He seems to me to be an extremely bright mathematician-engineer 

should work well on our project. E::::::::::::j fromE;;:::1 Egidlis not yet cleared for the project although he has a 
c earance. I was somewhat less impressed by him, although ' 

role will be very limited in terms of our project, 

STEPHEN Lfi ALDRICH, M,lD; 
Deputy Assistant Director 
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meeting. I lalso seemed concerned about our budget 
which he feels is rather small in terms of the objectives of 
the program. 

6. On Thursdar morning, 12 March,--=~_---c-__ ---,--------.J--===-=---= __ _ 
met wi thl j who is the Proj ect Director onL.-__ ~~~~ 

I The results of our discussion will e par 0 

a separate memo. In general, I believel I is doing 
rather well and is a highly competent chemist. We anticipate 
a follow-on to his proposal. 

7. Earlv ThirSday afternoon, 12 March, we met with 
I _from the I Ito see 
whether his activities would be of value to our stress pro-
gram. I ls primarily concerned with biochemical and 
other physiological changes induced by stimulation to the 
hypothalmus. His orientation and experimental program is not 
the sort of thing that I believe we should support, although 
some of the reslllts o£ J;1is work may be of significance for 
the future. I JWill forward the results of his work 
to us and keep our program in mind. 

~ 8. Late Thursday afternoon and evening,~1~2~M~a~r~c~h~~w~e~ ___ 
wefe engaged in a major psychodrama wit~h~t~h~e~~ _______ ~ __ 

eo Ie. Neal and I met initial~l,,--y-----=-=w-=i=--:t=-=h~ ____ ~~~~_~ __ 
and with 1rector of 

explained again the 
w y we W1S e 0 ave as the Program Manager, 

particularly during the early phases of the program. After 
considerable discussion,1 I agreed to putl ~dl ___ i=-=n=--__ _ 
charge of the program as the Staff Manager but with LI ~ __ ~ __ 
as the Technical in-house Director. This appears to be satis-
factory to all concerned. Later we met ::' th I ;J 
who is now head ofl ~ He 
seems to me to be an extremely br1ght ma ematician-engineer 

~
ShOUld work well on our proj ect. I I froml 
is not yet cleared for the project although he has aL·~l·~~--~ 

c earance. I was somewhat less impressed by him, although 
role will be very limited in terms of our project. 
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During the period 1963-1968, !'1L1fl'lC1'OLlS research and develop- 

ment programs were undertaken in support of the Agency's interest
\ 

and requirements. The diversity oi programs reflected the multi- 

discipline character of biological sciences as we‘-.1 as the "common
\ 

- use" application of the research and development product. The follow- 

ing program briefs representltlie major programs and achievements 

of the RS.;D effort during the 1963-1968 era. 
__

f 

-ANIMAL STUDIES 
'% 

The state—o£-the-art of remotely controlling animal behavior 
_ ‘-.,_._i 

‘ 
resided within the animal behavior studies was funded by the. _ I 

J Iv

‘ 

~ v 
‘\Division. The feasibility for remote guidance of ' 

P'“i\

t 
~ 1'. 

?'@""&;i"%wln_P§

1 
it 

necds'sav~; to support the phase. 
1-;;~f‘~1=%* ~

' 

__,-.. 
___#_4__§r 

‘-~‘1"_‘;A, qt: _ 

_ .. 

'\“2*_~ 

n\¥§,}|;' 

'animals in the free environment was demonstrated in 1965 using a 

\as the subject and ans ras the guidance cue. This 

achievement prompted a more intensive investigation of other animal I 

species. In the period 1966 to 1968, ‘guidance system was , 

developed using ‘techniques. In late 1968, the_ ‘program 
‘ was advanced to the operational and engineering development phase. 

\|_ 

- 

' One of the more notable achievements of the animal studies was the 
" demonstration in 1968 that the homing behavior of ‘could be 
\- , 

"'- F ' 

controlled and maintained in an ienvironment. Coupled to 

all animal guidance programs was the successful training oi behavior 
. .J__ 

. , , -- _ . . 

necessary to emplace} deliver and/or retrieve I 
I 

~.~a..».- 
__ 

-J as well as the development of the hardware and logistics sulisysrems
I 

, 

i * l ii i 
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and requirements. The diversity of programs reflected the multi-

discipline chara~ter of biological sciences as '\ve:'l as the "common 

use ll appli::ation of the res earth and development product. The follow-

ing program briefs represent'tlie major programs and achievements 

of the R&D effort during the 1963 -1968 era. 
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.ANlMAL STUDIES 

The state-of-the-art of remotely controlling animal behavior 

resided Within the animal behavior studies was funded by the ----I 
f ._ .. 

. _,. _. - - -. - "·-'"JDivislon. The feasibility for remote guidance of 
..---. 

. animals in the free environment was demonstrated in 1965 using a 

-·-.\as the subject and an. . Jas the guidance cue. This 

achievement prompted a more intensive investigation of other animal 

species.. In the period 1966 to 1968, 'Iguidance system wa~ 

- feChniques. In late 1968. the - \program . --. 
d~ve1oped using 

was advar:ced to the ope:-ational and engineering development phase. 

One of the more notable achievements of the animal studies was the 

demo~stration in 1968 that the homing behavior of 

controlled and maintained in an \environment. 

... lcould be 

r' 

Coupled to 

all animal guidance prograMS was the succes sful training of behavior 

necessary Lo emplace; deliver and/or retrieve 

as well as the developmcnt of the hardware and logistics su~sysi~ms 
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l6 May 1974 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD .

‘ 

SUBJECT: . Visit) ‘Re Basic Bird Support 
- Capability,L___________JandTStaff . 

‘ -- ‘ 

REFERENCE: 0RD-l992-74 (Progress Report #l) 

' 

l. The attached Progress Report accurately represents the R&D 
that has taken place since the recent initiation of the contract._ As 
planned, bird procurement and facility construction has constituted . 

the primary activity. Both efforts have exceeded expectations. As 
indicated in the referenced report, bird capture required more thanr 
2,000 miles travelling in remote regions with improvised techniques for 
capture. The addition to the staff of a former employee of the Texas - 

Parks and wildlife Department has aided considerabl in bird rocurement 
and initial domestication.. The expected hiring of[!BT*Df*T*]who _ 

has an M.S. degree in Ornithology) will provide valma e scien 1 ic 
assistance to the project. The bird holding and training facilities 
have been expanded considerably--largely at company expenses. Photos 
of the new facilities are being provided. 'The sensory discrimination 
experiments are currently underway, and two red-tailed hawks have been 
conditioned to respond to a 6,Hz tone and to discriminate a triangle 
from other random geometric figures.- Response_generalization to these 
stimuli will be evaluated in accordance with the bird's conditioning 
rate. 

' 
'

’ 

2. The proposed experimental program was discussed with[::::::::] 
and his staff. The program includes laboratory studies of target cue c 

discrimination (both auditory and visual) as well as field training for 
generalization from a building model or simulation to a real life-size 
buildin in an environment to which the bird has never been exposed. 
It is[:%::::::::]task,on the basis of our discussion, to write up the 
experimental program in detail and to forward same to sponsor for 
final approval. 

_ c
_ 
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. ORD":2007 ... 74 

16 May 1974 

\ 

SUBJECT: Visiti iRe Basic Bird Support 
Cap~ab~i'lln·tLY~,I--------~la=n~d~S~t=af=f~. 

REFERENCE: ORD-1992-74 (Progress Report #1) 

1. The attac;:hed Progress Report accurately represents the R&D 
that has taken place since the recent initiaUon of the contract •. As 
planned, bird procurement and facility construction has constituted 
the primary activity. Both efforts have exceeded expectations. As 
indicated in the referenced report, bird capture required more than. 
2,000 miles travelling in remote regions with improvised techniques for 
capture. The addition to the staff of a former employee of the Texas 
Parks and Wildlife Department has aided considerablv in bird procurement 
and initial domestication .. The expected hiring ofi ~who . 
has an M.S. degree in Ornithology) will provide valuable scientltlc 
assistance to the project. The bird holding and tr8iningfacilities 
have been expanded consi derab ly--.l argely at company expenses. Photos 
of the new faci 1 i ties al~e bei ng provi ded. The sensory di scrimi nati on 
experiments are currently underway, and two re'd-tailed hawks have been 
conditioned to respond to a 6 Hz tone and to discrimminate a triangle 
from other random geometric figures.· Response generalization to these 
stimuli will be evaluated in accordance with the bird's conditioning 
rate. . 

2. The proposed experimental program was discussed withL-i ______ ~ 
and his staff. The program includes laboratory studies of target cue 
discrimination (both auditory and visual) as well as field training for 
generalization from a building model or simulation to a real life-size 
building in an environment to which the bird has never been exposed. 
It isl ~ask,on the basis of our discussion, to write up the 
experimental program in detail and to forward same to sponsor for 
final approval. 
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/fy/ SUBJECT: Visit-ta /e Basic Bird Support ' 
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Capability, and Staff ' 

/ 
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Attachment: 
0RD-1992-74 

Distribution: 

3. Taking all factors into consideration, there are no apparent~ 
problems associated with the project, and current progress is ahead of 
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SUBJECT: V.isit t'd"---_~-~~~~-------lle Basic Bird Support 

Capabil i ty, "---I ____ I arid Staff 

3. Taking all factors into con~ideration, there are no apparent· 
problems associated with the project, and current progress is ahead of 
schedule. 
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u U Progress Report #1‘
_

/ 

/ March 18 - April 18, 1974 
/ _,_ 

LEARNING BEHAYIOR OF BIRDS BY STIMULUS GENERALIZATION " 

Most of the effort during the (first month was expended in collection 
of raptors . The present inventory includes two Red Tail Hawks , four 
Harris Hawks and four Great Hroned Owl eyess 
“one. telephone conversation stated that he will be able to su l us with. 
two Red Tails that are conditioned to -controlled flight. ' 

interested in the Prairie Falcon and indicates that it might be equal to 
or superior to the Peale Falcon. The Peale Falcon is the maritime 
species of the Peregrine and is on the endangered species list. Through ' 

a reference in the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department we obtained the 
name for contact 
as a Prairie Falcon supplier. In a telephone conversation 
he seemed willing to send us two Prairie Falcon eyess in about 30 days . 

Moreover, he volunteered to send us tow Lanner Falcons for conditioning 
behavior experiments and for audio frequency testing. " 

i We have requested the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department to 
modify our perniit to increase the nurnber of raptor species to include

_ 

several falcons and the Black Headed Vulture. We also have conversedl 
with the Departrnent of Interior concerning issuing of a Federal permit. 
Applications are forthcoming. We have covered an area from South of 
Austin, Texas to Laredo, Texas on a belt approzcinta tely 50 miles wide 
in the pursuit of -birds . Theestimated nurnber of miles ‘covered was 
2,000. - 

’ 
»

' 

To help us in the collection of. birds and in training exercise we 
employed a former employee of Texas Parks and Wildlife De artment 
and are resentl making arrangements

0 1n rm o ogy o ]O11'1 in ar y e
_ 

Our plans are to increase the I1U.II1b8I‘ of Harris l—lawks, Red Tails 
(eyess and adults) and to obtain black headed vultures and falcons. 

A muse for containment of owls is near completion. Two flyways 
or operant conditioning indoor areas have been completed. We have 
managed to maintain a continuous supply of mice for use in nutrition of. 
birds and for positive reinforcement of behavior._ 

‘-£- 
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LEARNING BEHAVIOR OF BIRDS BY STIMULUS GENERALIZATION 

Mos t of the effort during the ,first month was expended in collection 
of raptors. The present inventory includes two Red Tail Hawks, four 
Harris Hawks and four Great Hroned Owl eyess .1 lin 
one telephone conversation stated that he will be able to supply us with 
two Red Tails that are conditioned to controlled flight. I lis 
interested in the Prairie Falcon and indicates that it might be equal to 
or superior to the Peale Falcon. The Peale Falcon is the maritime 
species of the Peregrine and is on the endangered species list. Through 
a reference in the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department we obtained the 
name ofl IOrnithologist,1 I for contact 
as a Prairie Falcon supplier. In a telephone conversation withLI ____ _ 
he seemed willing to send us two Prairie Falcon eyess in about 30 days. 
Moreover, he volunteered to send us tow Lanner Falcons for conditioning 
behavior experiments and for audio frequency testing. 

We have requested the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department to 
modify our permit to increase the number of raptor species to include 
several falcons and the Black Headed Vulture. We also have conversed 
with the Department of Interior concerping issuing of a Federal permit. 
Applications are forthcoming. We have covered an area from South of 
Austin, Texas to Laredo, Texas on a belt approxirra tely 50 miles wide 

. in the pursuit of birds . The estimated number of miles covered was 
2,000. 

To help us in the collection of birds and in training exercise we 
employed a former employee of Texas Parks and Wildlife Department 
and are presently making arrangements withl II 

lin Ornithology to join us in early June .'----------.----
'-----------~ 

Our plans are to increase the number of Harris Hawks, Red Tails 
(eyess and adults) and to obtain black headed vultures and falcons. 

A lTIuse for containment of owls is near completion. Two flyways 
or operant conditioning indoor areas have been completed. We have 
managed to maintain a continuous supply of mice for use in nutrition of 
birds and for positive reinforcement of behavior. 

. . 
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I Presently we are in the process of conditioning two Red Tail Hawks to fly 20 feet from a perch to a black triangular targetpaired '

/ 
.1

_ / - with a tone at 6,500 hertz. The speaker is _1ocated at the target site. These birds are responsive and are at the stage of conditioning where" discrimination training can be practiced. 
j 
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Presently we are in the proces s of conditioning two Red Tail 

Hawks to fly 20 feet from a perch to a black triangular target paired 
with a tone at 6,500 hertz. The speaker is .located at the target site. 
These birds are responsive and are at the stage of conditioning where 
discrimination training can be practiced. 
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